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PREFACE. 

To lectures contained in this volume were delivered in the hall of 
the author's Oollege (Worcester, Oxford) in his capacity as lecturer 
in l'ohtioal Economy to that Sooiety. They were open to all 
members of the university, and were very numerously attended. 
I mention this, becsulle, being printed as they were read, the faot 
may explain or excuse the various looal allusions which they con
tain, and the occasional repetitions of statement· which will be 
~o,,':.d in them. The business of a leoturer is to teach ~ bes~?£ 

I should be the last person to deny that there are eoonOl oa' 
generalities whioh are as universal in their application as the~ a~e 
trne. Snch, for example, are those whioh affirm that the i<- dl_ 
vidnal has an inalienable right to lay ou.t hi. money, or the ;}:o
duce of his labour to the best advantag., and that any interfer ce 
with that right i. an abuse of power, for which no valid e 
whatever has b.en, or oan be, an.g.d. In other words, ther. is n 

wer to the claim of free exchange. Of course I am well awar 
at an llUBWer has been attempted, and that oivil government 00 

tantly invad •• the right. The invasion is brigandage under t 
orms of law_ Other illustration. oan be given, as that the po -
f society must always regulate the trade in instruments of ore 
hat certain semc.s are part of the funotion of governm.nt, t 

e satisfaction of oontracts, under an equitable interprets. 
ust be guaranteed, that the only honest rule in taxati 
nality of saorifice, with what .uch a rule implies or involves 
on_ It is very likely that in practice government violates 

onomical principles, and give. more or le.s plausible r .... O 
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it. misconduct. And as wrong. done by government have an enduro 
ingefl'ect, it i. difficult, if not impo •• ible, to interpret any· problem 
in political eeonomy, without taking into account tho .. hietorieal 
circumstances of which the pre.ent problem is frequently the resnlt, 
and occasionally to examine the present political .ituation. In brief. 
any theory of political economy which doe. not take fact. into &c. 

eount is pretty BUre to land the student in practical fallacies of the 
gro .... t. and in the ~na. of ignorant, but influential people. of the 
most mischievous kind. I eonId quote the .. fallacies by the dozen. 
Bome have lieen over and over again refuted; otbers still po ..... 
vitality. Some are Blowly lo.ing their hold, especially in practical 
politics. which is beeoming every day more eeonomical. Many of 
tbese errors die hard. especially when they as.ume the form of a 
vested interest; sometimes they are maintained as part of the eon. 
tinuity of polley; sometimes they are defended by bold and baeele .. 
assertions. In time, they become the subjects of parliamentary 

leompromiee, at last they are swept away and repudiated. Any 
student of the economical law. which can be found in the historical 

-.matute book, will eonstantly find that the wisdom of one generatio;iS'ihe folly of another. 
. any years age I began to ouspect that much of the political 

eco ~y which was currently in authority was a eolleetion of 
10f;"""",hies. which had but little relation to the facto of social life. 
AC4ent. and some rare local opportunities. led me to study theae 
~ in the social life of our forefathers. facto of which the existence 
wW~tire1y unsuspected. I began to eollect materials. chiefly in the 
form ,,' prioes, and at first of the necessaries of life. But I BOOn 

widened my research, and included in my inquiry everything 
which wonld inform me 88 to the social eoudition of Engli.hmen, 
m centuries ago and onwards. GraduaDy. I came to see how 
&ngIisbmen Jived through these ages, and to learn ... hat, perhaps, 
. can never tell fully. the continuous history of soeial life in this 
oontry. up to nearly reeent times, or at leaM till that time in 
hich the modem conditions of our experience had been aImoot 
ereotypecl By this study, I began to discover that mneh which 
opolar ~ believe to be natural is highly artificial ; that 
lid the1 eaIl laws are too often hasty, inconoiderate, and in· 
enrate indndions; and that much which they consider to be 
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demonstrably irrefutable is demonstrably false. I have often had 
to conclude that the best-intentioned thinkers and writers have 
been s'apremely mischievous, and that in attempting to frame a 
system, they have wrecked all system. It must, I think, be' 
admitted that politica.! economy is in a bad way: its authority is 
repudiated, its conclusions are assailed, its arguments are com 
pared to the dissertations held in Milton's Limbo, its practica.! 
suggestions are conceived to be not much better than those of the 
philosophers in Laputa, and one of its authOl:ities, as I myself 
heard, was contemptuously advised to betake himself to Saturn. 
Now all'this is very sad. The books which seemed to be wise are 
often compared to those curious volumes of which the convert9 at, 
Ephesus made a holoca.ust. And the criticism is just. 

The distrest in ordinary politicaJ. economy has been loudly ex
pressed by working men. And, to speak treth, one need not wonder I 

at it. The labour qm!stion has been discussed by many economists 
with a haughty loftiness which is very irritating. The economist,. 
it is tree, informs them, that all wealth is the produet oflsbour, 
that wealth is lsbour stored in desirable objeets, that capita.! is the 
result of saved lsbour, and is being extended and multiplied by the 
energies of labour. Then he turns round, and rates these workmen 
for their improvidence, their recklessness, their incontinence in 
foolishly increasing their numbers, and hints that we should be all 
the better off if they left us in their thousands, while there are 
many thousands of well-off people whose absence from us would be 
a vast gain. I have never read in any of the numerous works which 
politica.! economists have written, any attempt to trace the 
historica.! causes of this painful spectacle, or to discover whether Or 

no persistent wrong doing has not been the dominant cause of Eng
lish pauperism. The attempts which workmen have made to better 
their condition have been traduced, or ignored, or made the subjeet 
of warnings as to the effects which they will induce on the wage 
fund, this wage fund, after all, being a phantasm, a logomachy. In 
the United States the case is worse. A writer will publish a book 
on wages, and deliberately ignore the effect of the American tariJI 
on the rea.! wages of workers. If he knows anything at all of what 
he is writing about, and is not merely writing for office, he should 
be aware that no fertile customs revenue can come from anything 
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but the eltpenc1iture of the poor, and should Dot Deed that Mr. 
Washbourne, the late Minister of the Union at Paris, should tell 
him, that smuggling is an e.II·devouring pasSiOD with the wealthy 
American, and the COrruptiOD of revenue ofIicen the constant 
machinery for the practice. 

Two thiugs have c1iseredited political economy-the one i. ita 
tre.c1itione.l c1isregard for facte; the other, its strllllgling itself with 
definitions. 'The ecoDOmist has borrowed his terms from common 
life. Now, uulese the words one uses are strictly limited in mean
ing, as those are which express geometrice.l forms, or chemical 
compounds, no word, and for the matter of that no definition of 
the word, ordinarily covers what the man who 1I8es the word intends 
by it. He gives, may be, a definition of the thing or thought, and 
succeec1ing writers who inherit his word begin to expand or vary it, 
Dot taking counsel with the facts, but only with their own experiences 
or impreBBions. Now word·splitting and definition.extenc1ing is '" 
most agreeable oceupation. It does Dot require knowledge. It ia 
sufficient to be acute. Persons can spin out their definitions from 
their inner consciousness by the dozen, aye, and cateh the unwary 
in the web. But, above e.II things, the ecouomiat claims to be 
practicaL He is engaged, as he tells yon, in the analysis of social 
man, from a particular point of view. This view is especially the 
fundion of governruent and the state. H his conclusion. are taken 
rightly, they are, or should be, the basi. of Parliamentary and 
Administrative action. But it is appalling to tLink of what the 
consequences would have been, if some so-called eeonomice.l \"eritie8 
bad been translated into law. It is grievous enough to note whaL 
the consequences have been, when some of the .. rash ink ... .....,.,. 
have been aceepted as guides in statesmanship. I have attempted 
to illustrate what I mean in these leetures. 

The lawyer gives an arbitrary meaning to words or phr"""", 
and will DOt sufl'er these meaning. to be traversed. t"nlesa be 
did so, the pract.iee of law would be an impoeaiLle cLaos. It 
does not signify to him that a conveyance to '" man and his heirs 
was meant to give two estates. He insists thM in his language 
it only gives one, in the firat plaoo, probably, for Biblice.l reasons. 
The eeme fad; applies to the meaning which it aseigns to 
words implying certain commercial instruments. Hr. Justice 
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Byles defines the legal meaning of a bill of exchange, and his defi
nition is accepted as conclusive, as regards drawer, acceptor, and 
negotiators. It is no use to wrangle whether the judge's definition 
is capable of amendment. It is suffioient that the interpretation is 
fixed, beyond cavil or dispute. But there are subjeots of the pro
foundest human interest in which no suoh final authority is 
acoepted. These have been strangled by dogmas, definitions, 
logomachies, till the spirit of the whole matter evaporates in airy 
metaphysics. No" in the midst of this idle a"ud.unprofitable strife 
of tongues, it is not wonderful that there are people who think that 
the GeJlios ought not to be oensured for indifferenoe. But where 
authority is not aJIowed to define words, the wrangle as to their 
meaning is perennial 

My treatment, then, of my subject is as follows. You have a 
number of social or economical facte, many of them containing 
problems of a serious and urgent character. So serious are they that 
many persons--an increasingly large number of persons-demand, 
if no other solution is to be given, that society must be reoon
struoted on new lines, as Frankenstein made his man, or monster. 
To meet these people with the law of supply and demand, to point 
out to them the bliss of unrestricted competition, and to rebuke 
them with the Malthusian law of population, the Ricardian theory 
of rent, and the ma.rgin of unproductive cultiva.tion, is to present 
them with logoma.chies which they resen\. They believe that 
economists are nttering optimism to order. In a vague way, they 
are under the impression that the greater part of the misery which 
they see is the direct product of laws,' enaoted and maintained in 
the interest of partiCUlar classes. And, on the whole, they are in 
the right. Most of the problems which vex society have an his- • 
torical origin, sometimes a present cause, though more rarely. 

Now I made it my business in these lectures, as I have done in 
others, since I have been restored to an office of which I was de· 
prived because I tr .... d certain social mischiefs to their origin, 
twenty years ego, to examine into and exponnd the history of social 
facte. Of course I am almost entirely the authority for the facts 
which I cite, "ith one notable exception, i.e., the ecoDomical laws 
in the Statute Book. These laws ~re not to be found in the volumes 
which go by the name of the statutes at large. for when the law has 
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been repealed, or become obsolete, or was temporary only, it il 
dropped out of these collections, and very few lawyers know anything 
.,f the history of law. They are to be found only in the collection 
which was published at the beginning of the century, and was 
continued to the accession of the House of Hanover. The .. lec. 
tures, then, are mainly founded on the facts which are collected in 
my history of prices, and I presume that even the most arrogant of 
the metaphysical economists will allow that the facts of oocial life 
go for something in the solution of economical questions. U he 
does not, I will leave him, like the poet in Horace, to his mad· 
ness. 

My reader will find that I occasionally refer to the experiences 
which I gained when I was in the House of Commons. Many of 
my audience were young men, to whom this kind of poaition i. 
likely to be an early object of ambition. Now I am not one of 
those who deprecate party strife. I know that rightly taken, party 
ill the perpetual struggle of good against evil, and I have a tolerably 
e1earinstinct,fortifiedinto conviction,of where the evil always is with 
which the good battles. But the experience of Parliamentary life. 
to him who will learn. teaehes one how just but angry discontent is 
baffied, of how one must wait for opportunities in order to undo 
Wlong-doing, and how, under the name of compromiBes, one has to 
accept half for whole truths. And besides. the sphere of political 
action is so vast and eo complicated, the forms of our Constitution 
give so enormous a power to the Administration, and all administra
nODS are so enamoured of the possible, instead of the true, that DO 

more instmctive education can be given one than to watch 
and take part in the battle of Parliamentary forces. To the hi ... 
toricaI economiBt, the Ieseon is invaluable. I think I have almost 
exhausted the Ieseon in my own person, or at Ieaet to my own 
capacity. 

, It is no doubt more profitable to an economiBt to be an optimist or 
an alarmist, to dilate on the numbers and the wages of the working 
classes with one, to predict the exhaustion of coal with another, and 
to dwell on the margin of cldtivation with a third. Bot the pro
gress of the working classes is exceedingly 1JlIBatisfactmy, and hae 
been enormcmaly exaggerated b7 those who bave written on it; 
.... hiIe the exhaustion of coal and tbe margin of eultivstion are scares, 
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which, I think, I have generaJIy disposed of in these pages. But, in 
point of fact, these economists have genera.lly been fairly well-to.do 
people, who have only had a lofty sympathy withthClse who struggle 
for a living. And the worst of it is, that they are so profoundly 
ignorant of the social facts on which they profess to be dogmatic. 
A man will chatter over the margin of cultivation who does not 
know a field of wheat from a field of barley; of the exhaustion of 
coal deposits when he does not know their extent, and is not aware 
of the economies of their use; of the condition of workmen, when 
he is entirely unacquainted with the fact that they were cruelly 
oppressed up to recent times. For politicaJ economy like this I 
have, and I trust I always sha.ll have, the heartiest contempt. 

, Of course a resolute determination to look into and substantiate 
the causes which have so mightily hindered the economic progress of 
my countrymen is unpopular with the least deserving and least 
vaJuable, but often most powerful, classes of the community. I had 
some time ago to demand of the chivalrous Lord Iddesleigh, that 
he should substantiate a charge of communism which he made 
against me, by reference to anything which I had said or written in 
favour of a violent reconstruction of society. He w ... constrained 
to admit that he had found, and could find nothing, and politely 
congratulated me on not being .... ociated with such a platform. 
But I have. constantly noticed that men who are entirely devoid of 
any sense of political and .ocial ju.tice are fond of oharging their 
'critics with sinister designs against property and order. 80 I am 
told that some of the frantio advocates of violent reoonstruction 
a.llage that I am a socialist without knowing it. But I know very 
well what is the issue, the natural, just, and inevitable issue, of all 
attempts to oure wrong.doing by violence, and to meet the misdeeds 
of government by a propaganda of anarchy. 

The strength of communism lies in the misconduct of admini
strations, the sustentation of odious and unjust pl'ivilege, Bnd the 
support of what are called vested interests, i .•.• what is in the main 
an indefensible position or an indefensible olaim to economic 
existence. I have pointed out what is the nature of some among . 
these grave social evils in the following pages, and though I cannot 
foresee that the English people will be induced to accept the 
theories of those who would recast society by the forcible appro-
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priation of land and capital, yet it is quite reasonable to predict that 
they who have hitherto taken an unfair advantage of their position 
and their influence, may hereafter get less thau justice from in· 
structed disconteut. The policy which puts all local taxation on 
occupiers, which allows the owners of mansion:. and parks to be 
judges of their own contributions to taxation, the rapine which COn
fiscates improvements under the pretence of free contracts, .. ill 
soouer or !ster be met with a reversal which will be far from agree
able to those who profit by present conditions. In nothing is thia 
more visible than in agriculture, where the confiscation of the 
tenants' capital has been rollowed by the destruction of British 
agriculture, and as yet by ignorant discontent. But it i. clear that 
the control of the landowner's power in the disposition of his rights 
is imminent, that it is nearly completed in Ireland, that it is mak· 
ing great progress in other parte of Great Britain, and that it i. 
rapidly coming within the range of practical politics. The joint 
ownership of landlord and tenant, in which the interest of the 
former is to be fixed, that of the !stier is to be improvable. is 
already advocated bypersons of no mean influence. The AgriooltnraJ 
Holdings Act is an instalment, a compromise, the complement of 
which is not far distant. The claim made to the unearned incre
ment is met by the demand that this very increment should be the 
object of exceptional taxation, and the demand is daily becoming 
more minatory and coherent. Englishmen are beginning to see 
that their domestic troubles are mostly of their own making, and 
when they learn the causes, they will be whoIesele in their remedial 
measures. 

Political ecOnomy, rightly taken, is the interpretation of alllOCial 
conditions. It is jnstly distrusted if it is snspeeted of being a de
fence of abuses. In the theory as to how wealth is distribnted, the 
true centre of all economical inquiries, the suspicion that it 
deliberately ad .. ocates an unjusl dibtribution, hopeIe.sly discredita 
il. -And when men despair of equity, the jnst righla of those who 
have strained those righta are in danger. I cannot agree with Hr. 
George, hut I am amazed to find how popular his theory is. 11 is 
entirely the outcome of economical fallacies, hitherto treated .... 
indisputable Ruths. The unearned and, according to Hr. George. 
the entirely undeserved increment is the key to the passionate and 
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seductive proposaJs of .. Progress and Poverty." Now the impulses 
bred by this re':"arkable book are not met by definitions and logo
machies. They may be explained away in great part by historicaJ 
facts, and by the accurate anaJysis of present conditions. But they 
never will be as long as people cling to Ricardo, and to obsolete 
theories of an anaJogous kind. The instincts of men revolt against 
a dOctrine which teaches that a limited class of property holders is 
to take an increased toll on the earnings of capital and labour; that 
there is no escape from this bondage; and that the more intelligent 
and acu.te labour beccmes, the more heavy will be the tribute which 
the idle and worthless can exact from society. There is no more 
mischievous person living than a rapacious landlord, who u.ses to 
the full all the powers which existing law gives him. But, on the 
other hand, there is no more useful and d~serving person than a wise 
and just landlord, who respects his ·neighbours true rights, while 
he preserves his own. Unluckily the former are common, the latter 
aye rare. The contrast may be extended into other forms of pro
perty and other callings; and the result is, that the doctrine of 
laias.z fair. is on its trial In some qu.arters, the verdict has been 
aJready given. 

These lectures were compiled in 1887, though some were 
delivered in the early part of 1888. I mention this in order to 
designate the date to which some aJiusions in the text refer. 

OxPoBD, 
June, 1888. 

\. 
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THE ECONOMICAL 

INTERPRE~ATION OF HISTORY. 

I, 

THE ECONOMICAL SIDE OF mSTORY. 

Narrow views on history and poUlical economy-Tl~ abwndance of 
materi"l. - TI", pl.ilo.opllllf of hiBtory - Speculative poUtica! 
econon.y- The political infiuence of EngliBh wool-1272-1603, 
wnd tI", conque.t of Egypt by the T1VI'ks, illustration. of tM aid 
given to ldstory by economicalfacts-Ean-ly Eng1dsh institutions in 
pariBhes and. towns-Self~go'Vemment in the villages-Faminea
Labour and capital: their s6Veral/unctions-Incidentll of labour 
and capital-Tho wage. of lab01W and the profit. of capita! iden
tical ':10 principle-Tho GI'eat PlagUIJ of 1349, and th_ in31Vl'Tectiono 
of 1381, 

IN nearly all histories, and in n~arly all political economy, the col
lection and interpretation of economical facts, by which I mean 
such records as illustrate social life and the distribution of wealth 
at dill'erent epochs of the history of mankind, have been habitually 
neglected, But the neglect renders history inaccw'ate or at least 
imperfect, political eeonomy a mere mental effort, perhaps a mis
chievous illusion. Every historian will tell you that no history ~ 

2 
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worth preserving which doe. not at once illustrate the progre •• of 0. 

race, or a permanent influence. So a political economist who doe. 
not, in his estimate of present industrial forces or agents, take into 
account the circumstances which have created or modified the .. 
forces wonld, except by a miracle, ""suredly blunder in bis in
ferences. History, which does not attempt to distinguisb the relative 
importance of facts, and does not inquire how any contemporaneous 
set of facts can he pressed into tbe interpretation, is a mere di""rdered 
and imperfect dictionary. Political economy, wben it di .. laios the 
correction of e,-idence, is a crude metapbysic, wbich give. a very 
artificial and erroneoua account of &ctnallife. I bope to be able to 
illuatrate these positions by nnmerou. instances. 

I have said that nearly all history, ao,l nearly all political 
economy, is in this condition. But the barest annals recognize 
some of these Caets, even wben tbey fail to interpret them. Every 
bistorian, for instance, notices tbe great p\agl1e of the fonrteenth 
century. He observes that the Englisb kings, in their attempts on 
France, invariably strove to get the Netherlands on tbeir Hi,le. He 
records the fact that there 11''''' a formidsble insurreetion in England 
jn the IILIII quarter of the fourteenth century, an embittered .i,-il war 
in the fifteenth, a serious weakening of English reputation in the 
sixteenth. But these hislAlrlaus have never attempted to diHCOVer 
whether any economical facts contributed powerfully to theoe 
events, So entirely was the seventeenth century abKOrlK,d in the 
/,'feat struggle of that time, that it hILI! simply left unrecorded all 
facts of an economical cbara.cter, whicb in any otber country, even 

• the rudest, .... onld have arrested attention. The political bistory of 
this century hILI! been written O\'er and over again. Its social or 
economical history hILI! been entirely neglected. To the study of 
this ILIIpeet of history I bave given the best years of my life. I 
hope in these lectures to introduce you to HOme of the facts amI 
some of the inferences which I have colleeted, and I tbink I shall 
be able to show that very often the cause of great political events 
and great socia\ movements is economical, and hILI! hitherto boa. 
llDd.teeted. 

By far the largest amount of the materials which I have co~ 
for my purpose 8l'e from doenmenta which ha,-. probably n~ .. -er boa. 
read atter the immoo;ate objeet for which they were compiled .... 
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~atisfied. Farming accounts, elaborate accounts of buildings and 
the materials purcbased for their erection, with the labour paid for, 
have been examined, audited, and laid aside. It may be asked, Why 
were such documents preserved at all after their use was over? The 
answer is that, up to reoent times, the facts which they recite might 
be useful as evidence of property. Two generations ago .. title to 
land might be impugned or defended by evidence adduced on either 
side for six centaries and a half, and, therefore, all proof of title 
might be valuable. We owe the vast mass of records preserved in 

. public and private collections to .. barbarous rule of law. It is 
likely that what prudence first dictated became a habit, and all 
papers and documents were preserved because it was necessary to 
treasure some. 

I do not make my charges against the historian and economist 
without reason. At the latter end of the eleventh century a most 
,·emarkable document was compiled, a survey of nearly all England. 
It is rightly deemed to be one of the choicest antiquarian and 
historical treasures which the .nation possesses. It has long since 
been printed. It .has frequently been examined for antiquarian 
purposes. But it has never been analysed. My friend, Professor 
Freeman, hOB published" very copious history of the NOl·man Con
'1uest. He hOB, I do not doubt, collected every scrap of history, in 
the common meaning of the word, which could he procured from 
",very soarce, domestic and foreign, and commented on them with a 
fnlness which is almost overwhelming. But he has made little use 
of Domesday Book, which, after the skeleton of facts is arranged, 
contains far more genuine living material than all his other au
thorities. 

Due weight has been given hy some writers to the habits and life 
of primitive communities. But it is to be regretted that more atten· 
lion has not been bestowed on their later deVelopment. The evidence 
on tbis, in the coUrt rolls of manors, is exceedingly abundant in 
England. These documents are remarkably illustrative of village life 
and of the surviving relics of the communal system, and especially 
of that local self·government which has, perhaps, been disadvan
tageously saperseded hy the later expedients of justices and quarter 
sessions. But I should have learnt little of the life which our 
ancestors lived centuries ago, of the mutual liabilities of. the villagers, 
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of their locsl courts, and their very effectual administration of justice. 
civil and criminal, if I had not read tbese manor rolll by bunnredK. 
Mr. Ha11&m once regretted tbat we could not recall the life of • 
single medieval village. But the means Cor doing so exists in 
abundance, and the student of these documents must have a dull 
imagination indeed if be cannot picture to bimself the life of an 
Englishman in the days of the PIantagenet. from biB cradle to hiB 
grave, realize all the persons with whom he WBS nece.ssrily brought, 
in contact, and give their weight to all the element. of the little 
society in which he lived. 

Again, the materials for the history oC administration oC govern
ment and of finance are exceedingly abundant, but have been very 
inadequately pressed into the service of the historian. England h .... 
an enormous weslth of diplomatic instruments; not perhaps 80 

copious &8 the great collection of Muratori, or the monumental work 
oC Dumont, but still of remarkable Cnlness. The JDafjS of financial 
records is absolutely prodigious, Cor the pipe rolls exist in an unbroken 
series from the days of the first Plantagenet king down to the fifth 
oC the Hano .. erian house. But they are hartlly explorerL Their 
volume would, I admit, daunt the boldest student. But there should 
be nothing to pre.ent the historian Crom examining the rolls of 
Parliament. I .-enture on aaserting that iC he did so, be could 
sweep away many ancient delusions aa to persons ami 8\'ents, delll' 
.ions which seem to be permanently imbedded in tbe popular 
bistories. 

I do not deny, I glatlly acknowwlge, that tbe 80lid sludy of bi ... 
tory has mwle considerable prOb"''''' Tbe narrative is no longer 
merely one of war and peace, or royal genealof,,]eJ, of unre1a~l 
dates, oC those annsls about which the adage WftII uttered that baWY 
is the nation whicb hM no history. Hi.tory hM bel,'Dn to include 
the study oC constitutional antiquities, tbough eyen here there i. too 
strong a tendency to anticipate a late iknlopment in early I",l,~"" 
nings, and to lay too much strese on do1!btful meaning.. Hi.",ry, 
again, bas begun to recognize the progr ... of jurisprudence, tbou>!h 
it has rarely recognized the economieal conditions '" which tbe 
development of jurisprudence ... as due. It hM touched lir;Ltly, very 
lightly, ou IIOcial history, on the condition of the people, on th. vary. 
ing Cortunes of land and laboor, and, on the eirculWltanc,", under 

• 
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which industries have been naturalized and developed amongst us. 
The seventeenth century is an age of intellectual and politi.,.! 
giants, who ca.rried on a long and unbroken warfare. It will always 
be studied. It is the favourite topic or theme of writers. But as it 
has been hitherto written, it is nothing but the record of their 
.drama, the estimate of tbeir characters, who were the agents of this 
colossal strife. To me the century has another and a very different 
.,spect-the history of the people, whose fortunes have hitherto been 
passed over in silence. 

In one direction, indeed, history has made great strides. I refer 
to that pbilosophy which seeks. to interpret the characters and 
motives of statesmen and of princes, when princes were statesmen. 
It is almost needless to say that such writers, according to the 
vigour of their. powers, are constantly open to the charge of partisan
sbip or paradox. The historian may be honsstly convinced that he 
is drawing a faithful picture of the men and their times, and he 
may be as faithful as he believes he is. But the more vigorous his 
imagination is, the better stored and more orderly it is, the more 
liable he is to the charge of overcolouring his picture, perhaps to 
the risk of its life. Latterly I have been engaged in an inquiry into 
the early years of the Bank of England, as I discovered Bome un
known and unexpected information as to the fiuctuations in the 
price of its stock. I had to go for a few years, with the limited pur
pose of illastr .. ting the fortunes of the Bank, over the same groand 
which Macaulay had traversed, and to use some of the same au
tborities which he used. My inquiry was simply into a new and 
great commercial adventure, not into the complicated problem of 
Revolution politics, As in duty bound, I bore testimony, for I had 
proof before me, to the caatioas fairness of the historian. But .. 
friend of mine, a very eminent statesman, demurred to my eulogy, 
.. The .... st coloaring power of his fancy," he said, U was ag .. inst his 
.accuracy." 

In the philosophy of history it is diffioult to avoid partisanship; 
impossible, I believe, to esc .. pe the imputation of it. The volcano 
may be extinct, the crast of the lava m .. y be crossed by the .way
farer, but deep in the crevices of the cooling mass there may remain 
.a dull red glow. The criticism of great men in past times is sure to 
be interpreted as implying analogies in the present. The dispute 

• 
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about the virtues and vices of Mary Stuart is not yet huehed. The 
r",ntation of Penn is still angrily defended. There are hOIlCH~ 
apologists for Wentwortb, for Laud, for SbafteHbury. Some of yon 
know that Mr. Gardiner haslaUerly shown not a little skill in exhibit
ing the first two of these historical personages in a new ligbt,l1ml even 
of suggesting IL fresh aspect to tbe great Parliamentary strug~le. t 
cannot, indeed, quite accept tbe ingenious inferences of tbis able 
writer. I do no~ want indeed to be told tbat Wentworth was not .. 
mere adventurer. I do not take my estimate of him from Baillie 
or Clarendon. I do not want to be told that Laud was not a mere 
driveller. I do not get my opinion of him from the coarse invec· 
tives of Prynne or the coarse eulof,oies of Heylin. Nor bas Mr. 
Cbriatie .removed my suspicions, well·founded suspicions I belie,·e, 
as to tbe motives and character of Sbaftesbury. Still, it i. some
thing that in the days of tbe .econd Chari •• a man could have held 
office under the Crown without becoming portentously and in,lispu
tably wicked. I could multiply these illustrations. I will only add 
that, as great historians of the philosophic scbool can hardlye&cape 
the imputation of parti.anship, so the meaner masters of the 1:lraf~ 
almost inyariably fall into transparent paradox and grotesque 
exaggeration. There is a forther etage, in which an attempt i. 
made to draw a likenes., am] the failure is complete. I cannot 
accept Lord Stanhope's portrait of anybo'ly_ 

The .tudent of history who attemple the Ie .. ambitious but more 
laborious task of economical interpretation occupies a Bafer, a more 
unchallengeable position. If I ean point out to you that the price 
of wheat rose frequently, in the first half of tbe sennteenth cell
tury, to 55 •. and more a quarter, and that the pt'asant'B wages were 
forcibly kept down, by tbe best expedient tbat the administration 
could devise, to I.SB than sixpence a day, 1 am not concerne.] at 
the criticism of those who wonld deny that this 11'''' oppreBBion.. 
If I can show yoo that a.,"licnltural land I.t a generation ago at ten 
tim .. the amount which it M at in the Bame first half of the •• wn

teenth century, I shall not be deterred by a \e<"oion of Ricard,,", into 
expressing the gravest double as to whetber that eminent J't'THOIl 
gave an exhausti,-e aooount of the •• nt of land. Such eorrections 
of popular political economy have constantly come before me. 

The political economist of tbe later school has thoroughly carried 

• 
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out in his own person the economical law which he sees to be at 
the botto~ of aJl industrial progress; that of obtaining the large.t 
possible result at the least possible cost of labour. He has. there· 
fore. rarely been at the pains of verifyiug his conclusions by the 
evidence of facts. He h .... therefore. coustantly exalted into the 
domain of natural law. what is after an, and at the best. a very 
dubious tendency. and may be a perfectly baseless hypothesis. His 
conclusions have been rejected by workmen, and Houted by statesmen. 
The former have accused him of partisanship. the latter of unreality. 
He is not infrequently inconsistent with himself and his own theory. 
In one page he insists on the intrinsic . wisdom of free competition. 
in another he accords the privilege of protection to young and rising 
communities. One of the less judicious of· these writers may 
advocate. nay. h ... advocated. a regulated issue of notes under one 
set, of circumstances., and counselled ·the discretionary issue of 
paper money at another, when the latter situation w... wholly 
indefensible. Men have written about the" law of diminishing 
returns." without having given a moment's attention to the practice 
of 'agriculture, and getting a fraction of the experience which may 
be derived from witnessing that practice. and have rated the 
Briililh workman for improvidence and recklessness. without having 
troubled themselves to discover the very traceable historical causes 
which have induced that character on him. Perhaps the most 
l'emarkable Nemesis which has come on the speculative economist 
is tbat the definition of Population by Malthus. and the definition 
of Rent by Ricardo. have been made the keystone to Mr. Henry 
George·s theory. under which he demands the confiscation of Rent 
in the interests of Population. 

The truth, when the economist h ... tested, and as far as l'ossible 
verified his inferences or hypothesis by the evidence of facts, he 
may be able to; predict. His predictions may be exceedingly 
accurate, and may be exceedingly alarming. He may show. for 
example, by a study of the oonditions under which agricultural rent 
h ... been de\"eloped and increased in tbis country. that .. revival of 
agricultural rent. unless the conditions of occupancy are wholly 
altered, either by the spontaneous and reawakened intelligenoe of 
tbe landowners. or by the operation of law. in the probable absence 
of such intelligenoe. is not ouly unlikely. but that matters ~ go 

• 
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on Crom bad to worse, withont any visible hope of recovery. The 
economist h88 8Btisfied his function when he haa justified hi. pre
diction. Then begins the position of the statesman, who .. duty it 
is to say, and that speedily and peremptorily, .. What yoo 8ay and 
prove will happen, must not happen, bnt law must be invoked, if 
obstinacy and stnpidity requires its intervention." The student of 
the conditions of health alleges, and with perfect truth, that given 
soch and snch circumstance, disease and loss of life are inevitable. 
The statesman gives effect to his demonstration by p88sing sanitary 
laws, and enforcing their satisfaction. 

The wise habit of developibg inferences Crom evidence h88 been 
enItivated by at leBSt one modem writer. The range of lIr. Giffen'. 
specnlations is not wide, and in 80me investigation. which he haa 
made, he h88 not, I am confident, gone far enough back in hi. 
researches. Bot in those which hear on monetary science and !rat1e, 
his method leaves nothing to be desired, and the stndent, who 
is anxious to go beyond the common chatter of text-books and 
manuals, will learn more and better political economy from )fro 
Giffen' ..... y. than he wonld if he browsed for ever on the thorns 
and thistle. of abstract political economy. I commend, in par
ticn1ar, to your notice, the e88Bys contained in the second aerie •. 

I will now proceed to show by way of illustration how 
economieal facts lend themselves to the interpretation of history. I 
stated just now that the Plantagenet kings alway. used Flanders 
as the fnlcrnm from which to make their attacks on France, and 
that our Edward IIL and Henry V. seduloosly eu1tivated the 
friendship of the Flemings and their mlers. The means which 
they employed to forther these diplomatic encl., waa the Cree or 
restrained exportation of English wool. From the thirteenth to' 
the si~th century, .. wool W88 king." A quarter of a century 
ago, the seceding states of the American Union avowed that "cotton 
was king," and that a stint of this neees8Bry material of British 
industry wonld assnredIy effect a diplomatic revolntion in England, 
enforce the acknowledgment of Southern independence, and ~
etrain the inhabitants of the United Kingdom t.o reconsi.ler tb .. r 
hatred of slavery. The cessation of a cotton 8IIpply induced great 
misery, but. for reasons which will appear further on, the parUMna 
of the .&nth erred in their reckoning. 
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England was the only woozoducing conntry in Europe. To 
Some extent, this remarkable mdustria.l phenomenon is due to its 
climate and soil, though some parts of England are, and have been 
for centuries, more fitted for this product than others. In a. 
petition to parliament presented in 1454, it is suggested that certain 
kinds of wool, forty-four in number, should not be exported, except 
at the prices named in the schedule. These prices range from 260s. 
the sack, the value assigned to a certain kind of Hereford wool, to 
528., that assigned to Suffolk produce. These are, beyond doubt, 
to uRe a modern phrase, brands well known in the wool trade of the 
time. More than .. century before this time, permission was given 
to export wool in certain quantities at certain prices, the prices not 
being quite so high as those in the schednle of 1454. It is possible 
that the object of the petition was to encourage the English cloth 
trade, it i. equally probable that it was intended, had the" prayer 
been-granted, to force the Flemings into active co-operation with 
those designs on France which had been so disastrously disap
pointed the year before, when Shrewsbury had been defeated and 
slain at Chatillon. 

The practical monopoly which the English possessed of the wool 
supply was leBs due to the climate and soil of England, than it was 
to the maintenance of order in the kingdom. For .. long time, 
everyone in England, from the king to the serf, was an agriculturist. 
After the landowners had been collstrained to give up arable 
farming, they still remained sheep masters, produced wool and sold 
it. Now when, owing to the diffusion or distl~bution of property, 
everyone is interested in maint.aining the rights of property; there 
i. very little temptation given to theft or violence, and every incli
nation to detect and punish it. Hellce Englishmen could keep 
sheep, the most defenceless of agricultural animals. Every one 
who knows anything about the st .. te of Western Europe from the 
thirteenth to the seventeenth century, knows that the husbandman 
did not keep sheep, for they would have certainly been plundered 
of them by the nobles and their retainers if they had. The king's 
peace was the protection of the sheep master. 

England then had .. monopoly of wooL The monopoly was so 
eomplete, and the demand for the produce so urgent, that the 
English Parliaments were able to grant an export duty on wool 
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equal. to more than the market value o( the produce witbo.! 
diminishing its price. In other words, the export daty was paid hy 
tbe (oreign consumer, .. financial success which every gO\'ernmcllt 
has desired, wbich many governments bave tried, and in which all. 
with this English exception, haye Caile,l The reason is, that in 
order tbat an export duty should be pai,l by the (oreign con.tlmer. 
(our conditions, very rarely satisfied, have to be in existence: 1. The 
article mnst be a necessary of life. II. There mu.t be aboolutely 
no other 80urce o( supply, except the country from which it i" 
derived. 8. There mnst be no substitute for tbe article in que.tion. 
4. There must be no appreciable economy possible in the UBe of it. 
These conditions were satisfied in the case of English wool ,luring 
the period that it was 80 powerful a diplomatic force. During the 
course of my economic studie., I have not seen them Batisfied in 
any other oommodity whatever, and I submit that tbi. aKpeL-t of 
the relation of England to Flanders'and its rulers, i. incompal'llbly 
more instmctive tban tbe pedigree of the Dukes of Burgundy, or 
the barren account of military operations on tbe French frontier of 
the Low Countries. Tbe best wool in Englan'l was worth 2("'. 
a tad in the fifteenth century, i.t., about four quarters of wbeat. 
Three centuries later, when otber priees had risen from nine to 
twelve times, English wool of excellent quality was 80Id at I •• ~ 
than half tbe sum wbich it had been appraised at in the peri,,:! 
which I have taken for illustration. 

I will take another example by way of prfJ\ing to you how much 
the interpretation of history gains by the study of economic fact .... 
In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries there wore numeroWl and 
well.frequented routes from tbe markets of Hind08tan to 1111. 
Western world, and for the con\"eyance of that Ea.'!tenJ produce 
which was 80 greatly desired as a seasoning to the coarse and of len 

unwholesome diet of our forefather.. Tbe principal porto to .. bielo 
this produce was conveyed were &lemia (latterly eaIIed Lie;", in 
the Levant, to Trebiwnd on the Black Sea, aod to Au.uo,W. 
From these ports this Eastern produce was collected mainly by tbe 
Venetian and Genoese traders, and conveyed over the """ .... of the 
AI"" to the Upper Danobe and the Rbine. Here il was a lIOUree or 
great wealth to the cities whieh were planted on theee waterway .. 
from Ratisbon and N urenberg, to Borgee and Antwerp. The stream 
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of commerce was not deep or broad, but it was eingulB.rly fertilizing, 
and everyone who has any knowledge of the only history worth 
knowing, knows how important these cities were in the later 
Middle Ages. 

In course of time, all but one· of these routes had been blocked 
by the savages who desolated Central Asia, and still desolate it; 
the most hateful and mischievous of these races being still en· 
camped in what was once the most prosperous part of the world, 
Greece and Asia Minor, and keeping it in hopeless savagery. It 
was, therefore, the object of the most enterprising· of the Western 
nations to get, if possible, in the rear of these destructive brigands, 
by discovering a long sea passage to Hindostan. All Eastern trade 
depended on the Egyptian road being kept open, and tbis remaining 
road was early threatened. The beginning of this discovery was 
the work of a Portuguese prince. The expedition of Columbus was 
an attempt to discover a passage to India over the Western sea. By 
a curious coincidence, the Cape Passage was doubl<id, and the New 
World was discovered, almost simnltaneously. 

These discoveries were made none too soon. Selim 1 (1512-20), 
the Sultan of Turkey, conquered Mesopotamia and the holy towns 
of Arabia and annexed Egypt during his brief reign. 1his con
quest blocked the only remaining road which the Old World knew. 
The thriving. manufactures of Alexandria were at once destroyed. 
Egypt ceased to be the highway from Hindostan. Selim had all 
the energy of the race to which he belonged, and more than all of 
its vices. I discovered that some cause must be at work which had 
been hitherto unsuspected, in the sudden and enormous rise of price 
in all Eastern products, at the close of the first quarter of the six· 
teenth century, and found that it must have come from the conquest 
of Egypt. 

The river of commerce was speedily dried up. The cities which 
had thriven on it were gradually ruined, at least in so far as this 
source of their wealth was concerned. The Nile became fil<men 
epotum J[,do in a commercial sense, and the trade of the Danube 
and the Rhine ceased. The Italian cities fell into rapid decay_ The 
German nobles, who had got themselves incorporated among the 
burghers of the free cities, were impoverished, and betook themselves 
to the obvious expedient of reimbursing their losses by the pillage 
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of their tenants. Then c8me the Peasants' War, ils ferocions inci
dents, its cruel suppression, and the development of those wild .eets 
which disfigured and arrested the German ReformatiOlL The baltle 
of the Pyramids, in which Selim gained the Sultanate of Egypt for 
the Osmanli Turks, brought loss and misery into thonsands of homes 
where the event had never heen heard of. It is such facts as th .... 
which the economic interpretation of history illustrates and expounds. 

I shall have occasion in the course of the.e lecture., to supply you 
with a multitude of examples as significant as these two which I 
have quoted. I am not, I hope, too much absorbed in the study 
which I have pursued for 80 JD8ny years, as to overvalue the facts 
Which I have discovered and marshalled. But I am convinced that 
to omit or neglect these economical facts is to make the etudy of 
history barren, and its aunals nnreaL With every etrort that can 
be given to it, the narrative of the historian can n",-er be Vluch 
more than an imperfect or suggestive sketch. We may get the 
chronology correct, the sequence of events exact, the details of cam
paigns precise, the changes of frontier reasonably accurate, but may 
still be far off from the controlling motives of public action, may be 
entirely in the dark as to the rcal caTlJle& of events_ Nor shall we 
be greatly,.helped by the more or leas successful criticism of the 
Career and purposes of public- men. During the great drama of the 
wars of religion, we may make a more or le!!B intelligent estimate 
of Philip 11, and William of Orange, of Henry of Navarre and 
Elizabeth of England, of Maurice, Barneveldt, Biehelieu, Bucking
ham, of the English Puritans, of Laud and Strafford, of Eliot, Pym, 
Hampden, Falkland, Cromwell, of Ferdinand of 8tyria, Maximilian 
of Bavaria, Gustavus Adolphus, and Wallenstein; but we shall never, 
with all our pains, obviate the revision of our jud6IlleDu_ Butwhen 
we have economieal facts of great and far-reaching import to guide 
us, we can arrive at conclusions which cannot be modified, because 
they cannot be disputed. I shall not pretend to 84y that I have 
discovered the meaning of many among the facts which I_have 
collected.. It has been alway. my opinion, an opinion ... hlC~ I 
have WDBtantly avowed, that my researches will ,-ery possIbly Y'eM 
in other hands more than I have been able to iofer, and will serve 
to illustrate and interpret the past and present to a greater exlent 

than I have been or shall be able to effect. 
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I mentioned in an early part of this ie.ture, that Hallam had 
lamented the disappearance of the annaJs of the poor, the recovery 
of which would throw so mnch light on the p ... t. Thi. excellent, 
laborious, and conscientious writer, who.e works are more profitably 
studied than others of more antiquarian pretensions, derived all his 
information from printed books. His powers of inference and hi.
torical construction were therefore limited by his material., and 
none of the writers which he consulted, with the exception of Madox, 
had drawn information from original documents. Madox, too, 
appears to have consulted very little beyond some of the Pipe rolls, 
and those cnrsorily. There were printed anthoritie., .uch ... Fit.· 
herbert's treatises, from which Hallam might have gathered much. 

Some English institntions have had a most tenacious existence. 
lt has been observed that the vestry or parish meeting is in direct 
succession from the .... embly of freemen in the Teutonic mark. 
The .ystem of grand and petty juries had their beginning in th .. 
presentment. of the minor courts, and the levy of fine., sometimes 
of the highest penaltie., on offenders. The penalties of tre ... on are 
copied from the punishments inflicted on offender. against the 
sanctity of the mark and its boundarie.. The peculisr position of 
the steward or seneschal of the manor, when he sat on the.judgment 
seat were si,milar to, and a precedent for, the circnits and authority 
of tbe judges of assize. The perambulation of the boundaries and 
the attendance of tbe boys at this eeremony seems to be the survival 
of the friend of frank pledge and registration in the deceuna. The 
taxing rolls of the Plantagenet., in which the owners of all personal 
property in the several parishes are named, ~ould with a little care 
serve as a census of the parishes at the time when the assessors 
visited the inhabitants. 

The parish held from thirty to' one hundred inhabitants or more. 
It contained one or two lords of manors, for sometimes the parish 
w ... divided among two or more overlords. This lord was frequently 
non·resident, and only visited his domain and tenants occ ... ionally. 
The most important functionary was the rector or parson, practically 
the head man of the village, and when the lord or steward were not 
holding court, the permanent chairman of the village gatherings. 
If his tithes had not beeu appropriated by some monastery, his 
income derived from these and from offerings and dues, ordinary 
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and extraordinary, was fo; the time considerable, and it was common 
for him to select, educate, train, and send to the nniversity some 
bright and intelligent village lad, even though he might be of 
servile birth, in order that he might become a priest. In the same 
way, without regard to his origin; an ambitioo. and courageoos 
yooth might enter the king'. army; and tbe former might become a 
learned doctor and bi.hop, as Grost<'te became, the latter a captain 
and knight, as Sale did, both having been of mean birth. 

The honses of tbe villagers, built of wattles, Bmeared inside and 
out with mud or clay, were crowded near the church, in the .treet 
of the .ettlement, tbough there were in large parishe., ontlying 
. homestead.. In all cases the cbnrch was tbe common hall of the 
parisb, and a fortres. in time of danger, occupying the site of the 
stockade which had been bnilt when the firet .ettlers occupied the 
ground. In the body of tbe church were frequently Btored produce, 
com and wool. Here too, I believe, the common fe ... to of the 
parish were beld, till Buch time a. the pr""""d.. from the loeal guild 
enabled tbe people to erect their own guild·house. The only hoo",," 
of any pretension in tbe village were the lord'., tbe parson'., 81)(1 
tbe miller's, wbo by prescription took toll of all the inbabitants, who 
were boond to grind at his mill, who is a bORY, and according to 
eurrent report, not an over.scrapulotlS personage in his dealing" 
with his fellow villagers. 

Most of tbe villagers held land as freeholders under fixed rel1t., 
and copyholders onder no 1 ... fix .. l serrices. The arable land was 
in open fields, otrips of which, divided by balks on which tbe gr ... 
was left growing, were, in {!Teater or less quantity, tbe property of 
the lord, the parson, and the tenant.. When the scanty harveMt 
was gatbered, the arable land became for a time common pastur •. 
Beside these fields were the comm0IlJ!, the lord'. W&Hte, and the 
lord's wood, the latter being generally on the village bound.. Some 
of the villagers bad only eottsges with cnrtiIages, and Were the 
hired labourers in husbandry; though the small farmer, when hi. 
work on his small holding was done, was r"",1y to better himoelf by 
taking work. All. as I have said, paid rent, in money, in kind, or in 
labour; but in the hL"IOricaI period, the labour, rente, and ultimately 
tbe rents in kind were always commutable for money, the money 
equivalent being alway. less than tbe ordinary rate of wages. 
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Beyond their a.gricnlturallabours, the Villagers met informally in 
(lOunciI, nnder the presidency of the rector, and formally a.t tbe 
times, generally three times a year, when the lord's COllrts were 
beld- In these courts they were trained in habits of self-govel'll
ment, BOme presenting olIenders, some sitting as a jury of com
purgators_ For in early times, at least, it seems that no stranger 
eould be harboured in the settlement, a breach of the rwe beyond 
a certain time being punishable with a fine. Most viIlsges of any 
size had an annual fair. Then there were markets and fairs in 
other towns. The earliest writer on English husbandry, Walter de 
Hewey, allows several days for periodical visits to these places of 
husiness and pleasure. Few parishes were probably without guild 
lands from which the aged and the poor were nourished, till, on the 
plea that they were devoted to superstitous uses, they were stolen, 
.mder an Act of Parliament, by Protector Somerset. 

The sun-oundings of these villagers' houses were unclean a.nd 
'unwholesome, just ... they are near a.n Irish cottier's house in our 
<lwn time, and it was the lord's interest to encourage the dra.in from 
the cottager's middens over his own meadows, which generally lay 
near the village stream. Perhaps the life of a. medireva.l Englishman 
was less uneventful than that of the modem peasant. He had to 
get all that he wanted, beyond what he procured by his own labour, 
for himself· and his family, at three periodical fairs, or less ad
vauta.geously at the shops of the few and small towns which he was 
.able to frequent. Here he sold his surplus produce, in order to pay 
his dues, and to get what he needed for farm and homestead. 
A part from these periodical absences from home, he learnt the news 
from the numerous itinerant priests who constantly visited the 
"Villages. In later times, if he sympathized with Wiklif and his 
poor priests, he would take counsel with these migratory preachers, 
confide in them his troubles and discontents, and even concert with 
tbem the means of armed resistance, resistance which 'once ne.Jl.y 
.shook England to its foundations. 

The essence of contracts for the occupation of land, if these 
ancient tenures could be called contracts, was that the liabilities of 
the tenant showd be fixed and unchange.,ble. This idea of 8 fixed 
rent in an estate of inheritance pervaded all relations of Isndlord 
.and ~assal. It alIected the subsidies granted to the Crown, the 
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county valuations of which appear to have been unchanged from 
the days of the Plantagenete to the days of the Stuarts. Bo with 
the fee farm rents paid by freeholders, the labour, and sub.equently 
the commuted rents paid by the copyholders. The principle that .. 

. tax should be unchanged was adopted in William IlL lan,l tax, 
an ... sessment which h ... never been revised after the lapse of nearly 
two centuries. So in arguing in the House of Commons, in 1881, 
in lavour of .. produce rent in Ireland, which the expectants of the 
unearned increment refused to accept, I ventured on predicting that 
an arbitrated money rent, that which the House of Commons ulti· 
mately adopted, would never be raised, but might be diminished. 
Time has shown that my prediction is verified. 

I believe, indeed, that under ordinary circumstances the meanH 
of life were more abundant during the Middle Age. than they are 
under our modem experience. There was, I am convinced, no 
extreme poverty. His duee paid, the small tarmer·. property and 
profits were as secure ... the landlord's domain. In this the condi
tion of the English peasant was in marked contrast to the lot of the 
French rotnrier and the Tentonic baner. There W88 but .. small 
surplus population quartered ou the products of the soil. The 
labour of the husbandman was not constrained, ... in later times, 
to support .. mass of idlers and cousumers. But in other rospectH 
his condition W88 tar le.s satisfactory. His diet, owing to the lack 
of winter food and nearly all vegetables, was unwholesome during 
half the yeer, when he was constrained to live on salt provisions. 
Leprosy and scurvy were common diseases in medill!val England. 
In the fonrteenth century it is probable that life was healthier in 
the towns than it was in the country. In the seventeenth th_ 
conditions were reversed. In healthy seasons the death rate in 
London was 411 per thousand, in unhealthy times the ,loathe were 
double the births. In this same century, the death. in country 
pIlces were ealculated at 29 in the thonsand. 

England sn1fered from occa.'lionaJ lamines. Of these by lar the 
most formidable were the harvest failures of 1315, 1316, an,11321, 
when inceesan! rain in summer destroyed the crop, 88 in_,ant 
rain always does. b would seem that aUhia time there moat Lave 
been a eonsiderable lose of human life. This is told as, indeed, by 
the chroniclera of the age, but there is a stronger proof tban thfir 
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narrative supplies,tfor the rate of wages rose 10 per cent. after the 
occurrence of the calamity. In this case, and in the far graver 
e'!'ents which followed on the pestilence of 1849, \he greatest 
increase was effected in what was previously the worst paid kind of 
labour, as, for instance, threshing oats and women's labour, for it 
is a law of prices which I have constantly verilied by an examina
tion of facts that, whenever a scarcity occurs in any necessary agent 
or product, the rise among the s.varally related forms of the ssrvice 
or product is alway. greatest in that which had hitherto beeIl the 
lowest. Thus, in materials, when a scarcity occurred a quarter of .. 
century ago in cotton, Surat produce rose vastly more than Sea 
Island did. Thus,' after the plague .to ""hich I have just referred, 
the rise in the cost of threshing wheat was SS per cent., of oats· 
88 per cent., while women's labour was paid double or treble its 
old prices. 

It may assist us in illustrating the facts which will perpetually 
occur in dealing with economic history, if I st"te briefly what are 
the relations of the labour and the capitsl. Wealth is of two kinds. 
passive or unproductive, and active or'productive, the former being 
constantly and regularly a reserve on which the latter may draw. 
This double function of wealth e"plains the rapidity with which in 
times of exalted demand wealth is readily turned into the active 
form, profits incre"se, workmen are employed, and finally wages 
rise. Mr. Mill has alleged, and no doubt has puzzled you greatly 
by the allegation, that demand for commodities i. not a demand for 
labour, a st"tement which contrannes all experience. Mr. Mill's 
error, and an error he acknowledged this famous paradox to be in the 
later years of his life, arose from his believing that wealth destined 
to ... tive use. was at any given time a fixed quantity, just a. at any 
given time a ba.lance at a banker's is. But, in point of fact, the 
wealth available at any given time for the purpose of affording con
tinuity to industry is a very indefinite quantity, is capable.,f 
great and sudden extension, espeoially in the form of loanable 
wealth. 

The function of capita.l is to secure the continuous employment 
o£1abour, and as far as po~sible to equalise prioe. and profits. The 
labourer lends his labour for a week or .. fortnight, or longer, to the 
employer, and it is easy to oonoeive, when .. turnover is rapid, that 

8 
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the employer has secured his profit long before he repays hi. work· 
men for the advance which the latter has made to him. In the 
great majority of cases, however, the profit of the employer is post· 
poned till long after he has repaid his workman. But the principal 
service which the employer does is to give the labourer the prospect 
,of oontinuous employment, and 88 the division of employments is 
developed, and human labOur is aided, or perhaps displaced, by 
<lOstly machinery, the expediency of finding oontinuous employment 
for labour is stimulated by the knowledge that the ce •• ation of 
-employment would be a rapidly growing loss. Again, it is the 
business of the capitalist employer to maintain as far 88 possible an 
-eqnal money value or price. The most violent fluctuations of price 
-occur when the producer is oonstrained to sell at the discretion or 
demand of the buyer. But the capitalist dealer withholds his goods 
from the market until such time 88 he can oommand his price, and 
the shrewdest producer or dealer, the man who in the long ron 
oommands the best service, and gains the largest profits, is he 
who can anticipate with the greatest ~ the demand of the 
market. 

I refer to these facts, in which what I am stating will not be 
fOnDd to differ materially from the views entertained by most 
-eoonomists, because, at the present time, the crudest ideas are 
afloat about the relaoons of labour and capital, in which the 
functions of the lalter are vilified, and a violent competition is 
proposed between the state on the one hand, that is, all who have 
no property, and the private capitalist on the other. .The experi. 
ment of the state, or rather the taxpayer, finding competitive 
capital has been tried. It was the theory of Elizabeth's laet 
poor law, and it failed disastrously, to the condign misery of the 
workman, a misery prolonged for centnriee, 88 I hope to show. 
Nothing is gained by exaggerating the benefits which capital 
-oonferB. Nothing will be gained by depreciating its real services. 
It has been shrewdly obeerved thM eapital and labour are like the 
two blades of a pair of scissors, powerless apart. but apt to their 
funcoon when properly fitted. 

Now all economists agree, that profits iii the general sense Me made 
up of three elements, interests on advaneea, whether made from his 
property by the capitalist agent, or supplemented by loaDS from 
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those who, being unable to employ their own wealth, are willing for 
I/o consideration to lend it to others. The rate of interest is high 
when loan capitsl is scarce, low w;hen loan capital is abnndant. 
Eut it is always a measurable quantity. A second element is risk. 
a quantity which cannot be measured, for if it were IIieasureable it 
would cease to be risk, but must be estimated. It varies exceed. 
ingly iii different cfl!lings. It is probably greatest in the Cflse of 
the agriculturist, particularly if his principal culture is exposed to 
numerous nnforeseen accidents. I mention this mainly to sho:w how 
"erious an element risk is, in the tender of an agricultural rent. In 
the course of these lectures I shall be able to give numerous illus· 
trations from economical history of the disturbance which this 
~ontingency has caused. The third is the Iflbour of superintendence; 
the time, toil, anxiety, skill which the capitalist employer must 
give to the details of his business. To these one may add a fourth. 
which is, perhaps. only a modification of the second, the inevitable 
wear of implements, and the rapidity with which machinery becomes 
-obsolete or comparatively inefficient. Now it will be plain that, in 
the language of logiciane, the first two elements of profit are objec. 
tive, i .•. , they are external to the agent, and determined by condi· 
tions which the agent cannot control. The third, his own labour, 
is subjective, and it is plain that on this his real profits depend. 
Our analysis, therefore, shows that the capitalist employer is a 
labourer, and that his remuneration depends entirely on the 
efficiency of his labour. Whether or no he gets too much in the 
<listribution of the gross value is another question, but the more 
necessary workmen make him, by being as much as possible nnlike 
him. the greater will be his share. 

Now let U8 tum to the recipient of wages, the labourer or work. 
man strictly so called. The Greek philosophers, by a happy 
generalization, called him 'I'>/rox.' apya •••• a living machine, and the 
phrase is far more siguificant to us than it was to them, for they 
degraded labour by permitting slavery. The labourer in our days 
is a machine which has heen constructed at no little cost; but far 
more important than the cost is the aptitude, whether it be heredi· 
tary or imitative, with which the civilized man grapples with 
indnstrial avocations.. You have all of you seen many of those 
wonders of medilllval art, the great cathedrals and churches of this 
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country, indeed of Western Europe. In most cases, the architects 
of these marvellous works are unknown, for the very sufficient 
reason that they were designed by workmen. Th. mason or 
carpenter who can draw out his plot, i.t., furnish the design of th .. 
Btructure which his hands Bet up, is mentioned over and over again 
in our early Statute Book. Familiar aB I am with agriculture, I am 
constantly amazed at the numerous accomplishments of a fitst·cla.qs 
farm·hand, who is most fit by the multiplication of hiB employ. 
ments, as the artizan or r..ctory hand is by their division. He will 
draw a furrow across a hundred·acre field with a precision of an 
artist, and prove the correctnesB of his eye, by the completeness 
with which he finishes the field. To make a serviceable ditch with 

, its proper inclination is no slight feat. To build and thatch a rick 
squarely, to trim a hedge neatly, to reap and mow evenly require 
much practice and skill. The shears which the shepherd plie. are 
rude instrument.: but in practised hands they do their work deftly 
A good farm·hand generally knows as much practical husbandry a& 
his employer, and is as skilful in the treatment of cattle 88 a farrier. 
On snch trsining as this interest has to be paid, as surely 88 on th. 
property or loans of the employer. The form it takes is in sufficient 
income for the industrial education of his successors, and the 
fortunes of a country will decline if the successor is not forthcom· 
ing, or if folly drives him away from his native soil. 

The element of risk, the inevitable wear, and the ultimate extinc
tion, of this living instrument are ~ifest enough. His remunera
tion must cover this contingent charge, or it must be covered at the 
expense of others. The machinery of the English poor law enables 
the employer, who reaps the profit of the workman's labour, t<> 
transfer to the Bhoulders of all occnpiers the insurance of the 
labourers' risk, To be sure, with commendable forethought, ti,e 
best workmen, either through benefit societies or labour partnerships. 
seek to effect their own insurance. In the Middle Ages they did it 
through their guilds, purchasing lands and houses all over England 
for charitable service to their own order. Unluckily for them, as 
the piety of the age considered prayers for the dead to be a charity, 
these guild lands were confiscated on the plea that the use ..... 
·snperstitious, and people wonder that workmen became improvident. 
The London guilds made ransom, with the result that the charitable 
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and social funds which were given by traders and artisans have been 
appropriated by those who are in no other sense their successors. 

The costs of training and the risks of the calling are, as in the 
<lase of the employer, objective charges; the remuneration for work 
actually done is subjective. So that we come to the conclusion, 
that the wages of the employer and of the workmen are generically 
identical and only specificaJIy different. The question between the 
two parties engaged in the joint product is, what is the share which 
each party shall receive, the cost of materials being deducted in the 
residual distribution. Here, of course, the problem is insoluble 
as long as each is the interpreter of his own value. In old days the 
distribution was determined by an oppressive authority, the resistance 
to which was naturaJIy unreasoning violence. GraduaJIy both 
parties began to see tbat the question was arguable, and they fre
qnently had recourse to arbitration. We are beginning to hope 
that masters' unions and labour partnerships will ere long settle 
tbeir differences by some self·acting machinery. 

Now I have referred to these elementary economical principles, 
not only because a right conception of them is essential towards 
the interpretation of all economical problems, but because, in these 
lectures on the economical interpretation of English history, I shall 
have frequent occasion to sbow how the industrial partnership and 
the subsequent distribution of the product have been warped from 
their natural bias by legislativa violence. 

Five or six centuries ago, the industry of English life was very 
simple. Three·fourths of the people were husbandmen, cultivating 
their smaJI farms. There was always, it seems, a certain number of 
agricultural labourers, who sought work in the villages. It is clear 
that during the harvest all but the very few men of leisure were 
engaged in field labour, for the rule against strangers was relaxed 
in the case of the harvest man. Employers purchased materials, 
iron, steel, lead, lime, stone, timber, which the craftsmen worked 
np, as they do in Bindostan now. When it was possible, piece. 
work was tbe rule. It is highly probable, nay, almost certain, that 
even the artisans were during parts of the year husbandmen. I have 
seen frequent evidence of the fact. 

Suddenly a great plague, the like of which was not recorded, 
attacked Europe almost simultaneously. Like most plagues, it was 
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much more deadly at first than it was subsequently, though it held 
its own in England for more th.n tbree centuries. It probably 
killed a third of the population. The wages of labour were instantly 
doubled, and the min of the great proprietors seemed imminent. Thl> 
profits of capitalist agricnlture sank from 20 per cent. to near zero. 
Now, the great proprietor RaW no harm in a high price for what he 
had to sell, but deemed that a high price in what he had to buy was 
a grievous wrong. So he made use of the constitution-that i., or 
the Adminiatration and Parliament-in order to secure or recover 
his fortunes. It is true that the means by which unfair or impossible 
contracts were enforced was not brought to the perfection which WI> 

witness in modem times, and for a long time the employer. or 
labour were bamed. 

The fact is, a new criticism of existing institution. had been 
encouraged. The riches and the immunities of the monastic 
orders caused much disRatisfaction. Why should not the opulen~ 
monks be made to pay a large share of ~X8tion? Why shonld th .. 
Pope- be allowed to levy toll and tribute in England? These' di.· 
~tents found frequent expression, and the radical reformer and 
his emissaries were welcomed and caressed in high places. But in 
course of time, the aame bold theorista began to examine into th .. 
moral title of all property, to declare that lordship was founded in 
grace, that is, on deserts, and to dispnte all other claima to ownership. 
They even declared that nsefnl labonr was more valuable than 
birth, and rhymed on the relative -antiquity of bonest work and 
gentle blood. They became the mouthpiece, the agents, thl> 
organizers of the peasantry, and they managed their fanction with 
secrecy and efficieney. At last, out of a clear sky, in June, 1381, 
the storm burst, and England was in insurrection .imnl~neon.ly 
from Southampton to Scarborough. The insurrection was quelled, 
the leaders were executed, the """"bing which was once 80 popular 
was .branded as heresy, a~d the secular arm ••• constrained to 
aupport the clergy, but lately 10 unpopular, with fire and faggot. 
But the solid .-ictory remained for nearly three centuries with th .. 
peasants, till at last a combination of circumstances reversed th .. 
situation, and the employers became the masters of the field. It is 
to the history of this long battle that I intend on the next occasion 
to invite your attention. 



II. 

LEGISLATION ON LABOUR AND ITS EFFECTS. 

Tho .ffect. of 1ho Great Plague-Regulation of price. by authority 
.... toma;ry .. I""" tMF. W6T, lab ..... prices-Tho forst Statute of 
Lab ......... -Succ.'.iv. Statut •• of LabowreT,-Tho appeal of tho 
W01"kmen to Dome.doJy-Tho event. of 1381-Legislation of Henry· 
IV., V., VI.-Guilds of OIf'tijic .... -Henry VII. and Hen"" VIII.
Habit. of the latt..,.-His i •• u. of bas. mo",,!!-Tho po.ition of 
Elizabeth-Tho EUzab.tlwm Statute of Labowrer.-Tho obje.t" 
of tho ,tatuto-l1uU,..ct ,. •• ource, of labourer.-Wag •• aotuall;y 
padrL-A,8Be88numt8 more genet'OUB wnder the COmtm07VWfJalth. 

IT is inevitable, in .. series of lectures like the present, where falo
reaching and presen. elfects are traced to distant causes, that onB 
should seem discursive when'One strives to be connected. The war
faloe of capital and labour in England haa been more prolonged than 
any other historical atruggle. Dynastic wars, wars of religion, wars 
on behalf of the balance of power, wars for supremacy in commerce 
have been, as you well know, waged in Europe for lengthened 
periods. Bot none has been so lasting as that between employer 
and labourer. None haa hitherto been so obscure. The history of 
the contest is to be extracted from the Statute Book, in laws long 
since repealed or modified, or become obsolete, in laws which nG 
modern edition of the statntes at large reprints. I donbt 
whether tbey exist in any other printed form than in the nnmerouS 
folio volumes in which all, or nearly all, the English laws ever 
enacted were published, by authority of Parliament, in 831/ .... 0, but 
are found, I believe, only in the greatest of our public libraries. 
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These laws. however. would be only indefinite. incoberent. and 
more or less effectual explosions of wrath and diBContent. were it 
not for the contemporaneous evidence of wages actually paid. evi· 
dence which I have been able to supply. having long been an 
88sidnous and solitary worker in this field of research. The law 
and the facts illustrate each other. But I must .ay. with BOme 
regret. that the inCereoces which I am constrained to draw. 
inferences which are gennine and irrefutable history. have not 
increased my reverence for the machinery by which the eodal state 
of England h88 been developed. There is. I must con(es •• a sordid 
side to the most energetic efforts of collective. I do not say 
individual. patriotiem, and the stndent of the economical history of 
England has to prepare himself for painful experiences. even during 
the most heroic ages of our political history. At'the same time. 
men are not to be blamed for taking advantage of what law accords 
them. It is to their credit thai, in course of time, they became 
more mercifnI then the law. as I have fonnd that they con.tantly 
were. They never. to be 8Ore. when they made the machinery of 
their diBCipline. and what they called law and order. more searching 
and more severe, declared that they had created no new crime. when 
tl¥!ir principal and successfnI effort was to render it impossible. by 
studiously demoralizing the agents of law, to distinguish between 
innocence and guilt. 

I have referred. in the last lectore, to the magnitude of the 
calamity known 88 the Plague. and more recently, it seems. &8 the 
Black Death. Before this event. Ind the conseqnences which 
en80ed from it. these consequences having been almoet immediate. 
every one, from the king to the serf. cnIti ... ted land for hie own 
profit. It ie impossible to oonceive any lIOCial condition which 
wonId be eo cerlain to breed a reverence for law and property .. one 
in which every person '11''' possessed of properly, whicb, unl ... pro-' 

- periy were reepected. wae eo open to marauders .. agricultural pr0-

duce '11'''. I hive no doubt that the singnlar resped for property 
in agricnltoraI produce which BO dietinguished Englishmen in the 
fourteenth centnrv, and. for the matter of that, onwards. and the 
honour in which husbandry '11''' held, had a good deal to do with 
the formation of the early English character among all c ....... 
Even in the ljI!Verest iim&-I can give the negative testimony of my 
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own inquiries-it wa. rare indeed that farm produce was stolen. I 
do not mean to say that, outside the jurisdiction of the local courts, 
the foreign trader, the Lowland exchanger, or even the :Pope's 
-emissary, could traverse the king's highway in complete safety. I 
will not even assert that abbots and priors were always able to con
vey their cash and valuables without risk of Robin Hoods. But 
the insurance on the conveyance of money is very low when it is 
put into the hands, as it often is, of the common carrier, and I 
have never found the record of a loss from robbers in the many 
thousand collegiate and monastic accounts which I have read. 
Englishmen were very prone to defend their rights, real or supposed, 
by insurrection, alld even to depose bad or weak kings, and change 
the succession, but they rarely broke the king's peace. Even during 
the civil wars of the fifteenth and seventeenth centurie~ there was 
little mal'ltuding. In 1461, the Northern army of Margaret took te 
pillaging, and Edward was instantly ca.!led to the throne. In the 
:Parliamentary war, 1642-5, the Royalists of the west showed an 
imperfect appreciation of the rights of property, and they had to 
meet the resistance of the clubmen. 

Un the other hand, it was the c~stom of the age to regulate 
prices by authority. The assize of bread and beeris so old that it", 
undated. For centUlies afterwards local authorities were empowered 
to fix prices. The Vice-Chancellor of Oxford, in the seventeenth 
(lantory, put out his list of maximum prices for meat, poultJ.'Y, and 
wine, and even of the fares on the new stage coaches. The law 
did not affect to regnlate the prices of wheat and nialt. Such a 
function was beyond the power of the legislator, and, it must be 
added, against his interests. But the law regulated the price at 
which wheat could be turned into bread and malt into beer. The 
Statute Book is full of regulations as to the price of meat and cloth
ing. Nor does it seem that these regnla.tions caused discontent. 
It was probably considered an advantage that certain services 
l1lgularly needed should be put under a local police, which should 
see that statutable plices were not exceeded. Not a little of the 
'"imina! business transacted at the manor court is that of pl1lSent
menta and fine. in the case of the baker and brewer and the 
fraudulent miller, who have broken the assize or cheated the 
tenants. The landowners, then, were not attempti'¥1 to enforce 
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an absolute novelty when they demanded and obtained the Statute 
of Labourers. 

In the first instance the king addressed a proclamation to William 
the Primate, 88 the nrgency was great, ordering that workmen 
should labour at the old wag... This act or the king's is a curious 
illustration of the situation. Death, the new death, or as the 
Scotch called it, though only for a time, the foul death of the 
English, had been busy with the Church, and Edward had offered 
the see of Canterbury to William Edyndon. the predecessor or 
William or Wykeham in the aee or Winchester, and Edyndon had 
declined it. The ultimate occupant was Simon Islip. Parliament 
was at once summoned, and the first Statute or Labourers, 28 Ed. 
III., was enacted. 

The preamble or the Act recites the Caet and the effe~-t8 of the 
Pestilence, the straits to which masters were put by the consequent 
scarcity of aervants, who will not work except at excessive wages. 
It then provides that every person under sixty years or age "h .. 
does not live by merchandiae, exercises no craft, who has no means 
or his own, or proper land for his occupation in tillage, and who is 
not aerving any particular mSBter, shall be bound to serve in hUB' 
ilJ.ndry, whoever may require him, at the wages customary in the 
twentieth year or the .ing·s reign. Lords who have bond.men and 
boud·tenants have a prior claim to their service&--1l prom that when 
the dues were paid which were annexed to such person.' hoMing, 
they were free to work for whom they pleSBed. Any two men, could 
denounce the'person who refused to work to the sheriff, who could 
imprison him. To use a modem phrase, .. if a servant in hllJl
bandry stmck work," he shoold be imprisoned, and the employment 
or such a person aCt.er his liberation should involn the .ame penalty 
on the employer. H higher than customary wages were taken. & 

penalty or double the amount given and received should be in· 
flicted, the process being taken in the Lord'. conrt. But if the lord 
himself gives more than the law allows, he is to be prooecnted in 
the county wapenlake, tithing, or other court, and treble penalties 
are to be inflicted on him. Artificers, many .iDlls being named, aod 
a general clause inclnding all others being added, are also to expect. 
the wag .. or 1846. Then oomes a clause declaring tbat prD\-ision8 
shall be solei-at reasonable rates, under penalties, the administration 
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of tbis part of tbe law being put into tbe bands of mayors and 
bailiffs in the several cities and towns, and no gift is to be made to 
beggars ,vbo can work, under pain of imprisonment. The Act is to 
be published by archbishops and bisbops in all churches of their 
several dioceses, and the pa.rocbial clergy are bidden to see that the 
law is enforced. 

The legislation of 1349 was a total failure. It is probably the 
case that the reference to the Lord's court, in which a formal pre· . 
sentment of offenders·had to be made first, and the cases to be tried 
by a jnry next, was the canse of the ill·snccess of tbe legislation. 
There arose a custom of entering the amount of tbe labourer's 
demand in the account, then running it through with a pen and 
SUbstituting the statutory amount. The bailiffs kept the letter of 
the statute, but paid tbe higher wages. 

In 1850-1, 25 Ed. Ill., Parliament, with the assent of prelates, 
earls, barons, and otber great men, descants on the malice of ser
vants, asserts that they pay no respect to the older statute, and 
refuse to work except at double or treble wages. New provisions 
are therefore enacted. The inoney wages of all kinds of workmen, 
servants in husbandry, and artisans, are fixed at certain rates, as 
long as wheat is under 6s. Sd. a quarter. Thejurisdiction of offences 
is transferred from the Lord's court to the justices, wbo are to meet 
for the purpose of hearing and adjudicating on offences at least fonr 

. times a year, and are empowered to inflict fOrty days' imprisonment 
for the first offence, three months for the second, si" for tbe third, 
as well as levying tbe fines of tbe first statute, the penalties to go 
to the exchequer. Servants flying from connty to county were to 
be arrested. Contemporary writers assure us that this became a 
common practice, workmen no doubt seeking those looalities in 
which labour was most required, and developing an orgauization for 
information and action. In fact, we are told that assooiations 
exactly like those of modern trade uuiT were entered into, tbe 
members subscribing for purposes of defence and for paying snch 
fines as might be imposed. In a subsequent statnte, 25 Ed, m. 
cap, 7, provision was made for paying the fines and estreats into 
the e.chequer. 

The Aot was again a failure. If we can infer from the ne"t legis
lation, the ill-success of the measure was dne to the fines being 
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payable to the Crown. There was and there remained a scareity of 
workmen. The void was not satisfactorily filled by impri.oning 
the obstinate, and the aggrieved person, the employer, was not 
particularly active in levying fines which' shoIlld go to the king. 
Besides, the landowners soon despaired of carrying on the old 
system of cultivation with their own .tock, under bailiffs, and 
rapidly devised a new relation between tbem.elves and their 
lords, the stock and land lease, under which the landowner let his 

. stock with the land for a time to a tenant larmer. Under 81 Ed. 
m. statute I, caps. 2 and 7, the fines enacted for breaches of tbe 
statute were to go to the lords, and London, the Cinque Ports, and 
all otber franchiseS were brought under the general law. 

The office of jnstice of the peace W88 remo<lelled by an Ad of 84 
Ed. m. The fine on the recalcitrant labourer was aboli.b.a, for 
the action of the lord was now superseded. But impril!OJJment was 
to remain, and the offence was to be no longer bailable. Arti.ans 
are to be included in the new legislation. Wages are to be by the 
<lay, not the week, but persons may contract in gross for work to be. 
done. Then the statute throws a curious light on the organizations 
which artisans had entered into, when it declares that the" alliances, 
covines, eongregations, chapters. ordinances, and oaths m8l1e or to 
be made by masons and carpenters shall be "aid and annuli",!." 
The freemason of our <lay may deteet in these associations the 
germ of his lodge. the economist may allo .. this vie .. , but .... in 
them the trades union of tbe fourteenth century. The poliey of the 
labourers is further illustrated by a <lanse in the Act, uruler which 
fugith-e labourers, by whom must be meant other tban serfs, sinJe 
these could always be reclaimed, were to be olltIa"'ed, and branded 
with the letter F. Furthermore, mayo ... and bailiffs are con.trained 
to deliver up all fugitive labourers, un<ler .. penalty of £10 to the 
king and a hundred shillings to the aggrieved party. By tbe 36 E,l, 
IlL ca.p. 8, domestic clJ!lplains are brougbt under the Statute of 
Labourers, and their .. ages are fixed. Five marlro, £3 6 •. 8<1., ..... e 
declared to be a sufficient stipend for such person.. By 42 Ed. III. 
it is ordered that the Statute of Labourers sbould be enforced by the 
justices. 

The reign of Richard XL gives us fresh information as to the 
couroe of the struggle. .. Villains," the preamble says, .. withdra .. 
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their services and customs from their lords, by the comfort and 
procurement of others, their counsellors, maintainers, and abettors, 
which have taken hire and profit of the said vi11ains and land
tenants, by colonr of certain exemplifications made out of Domes
day, and affirm that they are discharged, and will suffer no distress. 
Hereupon they gather themselves in great routs, and argue by sucb 
a confederacy that every one shall resist their lords by force." The 
j nstices are to take cognizance of sucb practices, imprison the 
offenders, and inflict fines to king and lord on the counsellors of 
such persons. This is an Act of th~ 1 Ric.; in the next year the 
Statute of Labourers is confirmed. 

This remarkable preamble refers no donbt to the company of poor 
priests, whom Wiklif had appointed, and who were the channel by 
which communications were kept np among the disaffected serfs. It 
is clear, too, that they had taken and paid for legal advice, and that 
the purport of this advice was, that according to the most ancien~ 
and venerable autbority, Domesday, the satisfaction of the lego! 
obligations of tbe tenant in villenage was a bar to the claim of any 
further service on the part of the lord, and especially to that part 
of the Statute of Labourers which gave a prior claim, at the old 
rates, of the serfs extra services, to the lord on whom he depended. 

It is not a little singular that the administration and Parliament 
were entirely in the dark about the danger which was menacing 
them. The preamble of this statute supplied me, more than twenty 
years ago, with the key to Tyler's and Littlestreet's insurrection in 
1881. The lords had attempte~ to make claims on the serfs, and 
were indeed backed by Parliament, which would have practically 
eularged the liability of their tenures. Tbey had claimed the old 
labour rents, which had long been commuted for money payments, 
so .long that no memory went back to the more ancient custom, and 
had demanded further sacrifices from them. There was no villenage 
in Kent, bnt Tyler, of Dartford, had made .common canse with the 
workmen, and probably had far more ambitious ends than the 
removal of socw grievances. It appears, too, that some of the 
nobbl., notably Montacute, Earl of .salisbury, were in sympathy 
with the insurgents, and we know that some of the city aldermen 
favoured them. The ostensible object of the insurrection was the 
total abolition of all the incidents of villeJ;lage. 
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The story of Tyler's insurrection i. told with sufficient details in 
all the ordin.xy history books, and those or modem date have 
accepted in silence the proof that I published more than twenty 
years ago as to the causes and consequences or the insurrection. The 
late Mr. Tom Taylor told me that when he discovered the real facts 
of the case, as I had narrated them, he was exceedingly strack with 
the situation, and thaI he meditated writing an historical drama on 
the subject. In point of fact, the whole political and social consti. 
tution of England was imperilled, and there was great reaRon in 
what the yoong king told his mother, after the events of Smithfield, 
that he had lost and recovered his crown on that day. 

Notwithstanding the harsh language to the discomfited rebel., 
which the chronicler~ into the young king's mouth, it is clear 
that he w~ncede to the demands or the serfs. He con· 
sulted Parliament as to whether he should give effect to the charters 
of manumission which he had granted, and when Parliament indigo 
nantly refused, as it often does to this day refuae to listen to wi"" 
(loonsel, the judges, I am persuaded at the king's instance, gave the 
most favourable constructions possible ou these servile tenures, and 
protected the serf from arbitrary action. Richard himself, too. 
refused to bind the yoke more strictly. and when Parliament peti. 
tioned that the SODS or serfs sbould be declared incompetent or holy 
orders, he lIatly and peremptorily rejected their petition. He had 
no mind to provoke the risks of another Mile·end or Smithfield. 
Henceforth the characteristics or tenure in villenage and serfdom 
became slighter and more indistinct. though faint traces or personal 
disability can be detected as late as the sixteenth century. Tenure 
by villenage is rapidly called tenure by copy. and 8.DJ discredit 
attaching to the tenant of bare lands ill speedily 1mt in the land· 
hunger or the fifteenth century. when copyhoIds were purchased by 
nobles and knights. 

General pardons were speedily ilIsned, at first to those who had 
been guilty or illegalities in suppressing the insurrection; next to 
the insurgents themselves, though a long list or exceptions ill pub
lished. the majority being Londoners. In one ...... the insurgents r, 
of Edmundsbnry were pardoned, bot were constrained to plead 
their pardon and give seeurity to the Abbot or Bury. Yon wi\lfind 
the narrative or the serfs' &<lis and elaims in Walaingham. and the 
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~xpedients which the reluctant abbot adopted in order to elude the 
insurgents. There is however an Act of this reign, 9 Ric. II. cap. 2, 
under which provision is made, that if villains and niefs (female 
serfs) bring fictitious snits againSt their lord, he is not to be fore· 
ban'ed by answering at law. By the ancient custom, if a lord 
pleaded against a serf of his own in a court of law, he admitted by" 
implication the serf's manumission, and was held to have enfran· 
(lhised !pm. 

I have given this slight sketch of the events of 1881, because the 
gradual emancipation of the serfs, dating unquestionably and pro· 
(leeding progressively from the great Insurrection, must have had 
its effect in strength~ning the hands of all labourers in resistance ta 
these interested statutes. The free labourers had made common 
<lause with their meaner fellow.countrymen, and were now rein· 
forced by those whom they had helped to emancipate. Fortunately 
for human progress, there are, and we trust there always will be, 
many, who being in no appreciable peril themselves at the hands of 
those who wield power selfishly or cwm rights injuriously, by the 
aid of their dependents and their sycophants, undertake the cause 
of the oppressed, and gain victories in which they win no spoil. 
Beyond doubt, even in that day, there were many men who, having 
freedom and rights tbemselves, thought it their duty to aid those 
whose freedom" was imperilled and whose rights were assailed. 

It was not to be imagined, because king and Parliament relaxed 
the feudal lord's grasp on the serf, that they were likely to yield 
without further efforts to the claiins of the labourer. The statnte 
12 Ric. II. cap. 4, while it re·enacts the original Aot of Edward, 
introdnces some new provisions into the law. Alleging that "ser· 
vants and labourers will not, nor for a long time would serve 
without outrageous and excessive hire," it proceeds to fix the wages 
of those servants in husbandry who were lodged and boarded by 
their employers. But it also introduces a passport system. It 
enacts that servants going from one employment to another hiring 
shall carry letters testimonial from their late employer, puts the 
obligation to carry passports on pilgrims and beggars, punishes 
those who are without such letters of credit with the stocks, and 
those who forge them with imprisonment, at the discretion of the 
justices. It also provides that such persons as have been engaged 
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in husbandry up to twelve years of age shall be incapable of being
apprenticed to trades or handicrafts, and declares th.ir indenture .. 
void. It compels artisans to labour in the fi.l<lo at han'.ot time. 
and puts increasing fines on those who give or recei,," more than 
the legal rates. 

The 4 Hen. IV. cap. 14 prescribe. that labourers shoula be hirea 
by the day and not by the week, that tbey should not b. paid for 
holidays, nor for the eves of feasts, and that they who quit pork at 
noon should he paid for ouly haiC a day. The Act puts a penalty oC 
20 •• on the labourer who takes more than the statutory payment. 
It is remarkahle tbat in 1408 Henry pays Cour carpenters at Windsor 
sixpence a day for 865 days in the year. But the statute, 118 I have 
proved conclusively, was kept by neither king nor subjet-t. 

Under 7 Hen. IV. cap. 17, re.enacting tbe Statute of 1.81,onrer8. 
Henry gave an answer to a petition presented by Parliament, to the 
effect tbat no person should he allowed to hind his or her son 
apprentice, unless he had 40s. a year in land or rent, an illcome 
from land, wbicb np to recent times would have represented at 
least £80 "year. The draftsman oC tbe petition, after stating that 
tbere was great scarcity of labour owing to tbe practice of appren
ticesbip, enacts tbat tbe limit shoul<l be 208. a year, and puts .. 
penaJty oC 100 •. on any person who takes snch an apprentice, any 
person being permitted to inform against offenders. Bnt the Act. 
allows parents to pnt their sons or danghterB to ""hool at their 
discretion. ' 

By 2 Hen. V. cap. 4 the Statu!. of Labonrers is again confirmed. 
and order is taken tb .. t it shonld he exemplified and sent to the 
sheriffs for publication in the connty court. A new clause is added 
nnder which workmen and employers may he examined on 08tb, .... 
to wages given or received, and a Corther power is gi\'On to the 
justices of issuing writs for the reclamation of fOf,,;th'e labourers. 
By a further Act of the same reign (4 Hen. V.) the penalties Cor re
ceiving excessive wages are hereafter to be levied from the receiv .... 
only. 

Legislation on the wages of labour is abnndant and inoperative, 
during the nut reign, the long minority of Henry VI. In the 
second year, the Statnte of La.bonrers is re-enacted, and a new clan.oe 
added, one which was hereafter to bea.r IJ1lCh evil fruit, that the 
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justices in qna.rter sessions should be empowered to regulate the 
rate of wages. But the Act was temporary. In the next year, 
S Hen. VI. cap. 1, the confederacies and yearly congregations of 
masons in general chapters and assemblies are forbidden, and tLe 
punishment of fine and ransom and imprisonment denounced against 
offenders. 

By 6 Hen. VI. cap. S the labour statutes .of Richard are reo 
enacte4, and the clause permitting the justices of peace to fix the 
rate of wages re-enacted and enlarged. The justices in every county 
and the mayor in every city and town are to make proclamation 
every Easter and Michaelmas fixing how much each workma.n or 
artificer is to have, with or without food, and these proclamatione 
are to have the force of statutes .. But the statute is again temporary_ 
I t is re-enacted by 8 Hen. VI., and is to endure" till the king hath 
otherwise declared his will in Parliament." By 11 Hen. VI. the 
Statute of Apprenticeship is again enacted, but-London is exempted 
from the 20s. a year clause, by which" the Londoners are gw.vously 
vexed and infuriated." 

By 15 Hen. VI. cap. 6 the guilds of artificers and other labourers 
are attecked. It is stated that" guilds interpret their own charters 

• for their own profit, and to the damage of others." The new law 
enacts that hereafter all letters patent and charters of guilds shall be 
registered before the justices of the peace in counties and the chief 
governors of towns. A penalty of £10 is to be inflicted on every 
ordinauce which is not in accordance with the charters. You will 
notice that county or village guilds must have been numerou., or 
they would not have been made the subject of legislation and in
spection. By 18 Hen. VI. cap. 11 the qualification of the justice 
is raised to £20 a ye ... in land. 

By the 28 Hen. VI. cap. 12, the law provides that a servant 
shall give notice to his employer that he intend's to leave his service, 
"so as to let him provide a new one." The Act also gives a schedule 
of wages, in which the rates now become customary are all but 
acknowledged. It also declares that hirings in husbaudry shall be 
for a year certain. There is no legislation on the subject of labour 
during the reigns of Edward IV. and Richard III. The labourers 
had won the day. In Henry VII.'s reigu the rule about the quali
fication of apprenticeship ia rescinded in the case of Norwich by 

4 
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11 Hen. VII. cap. 11: a.nd by cap. 22 of the same year, a Ichedule 
of wages is given, which, considering the cheapness of the time, is 
exceedingly liberal. At no time in English history have the earn· 
ings of labourers, interpreted by their purchasing power, been so 
considerable as those which this Act acknowledges. B~t the day is 
twelve hours from March to September,-from daybreak till night for 
the rest of the year. It is certain that fifty years before the labour· 
day was one of eight hours only, and the wages paid were far in 
excess of what was the statutable rate at the time. 

There is but little legislation of labour during the reign of Henry 
VIII. His Acts remit the penalties on employers who give higher 
wages tha.n the statute allows, and re-enad the rate. which his 
father's law had prescribed. By 7 Hen. VIII. cap. 6, labourers in 
London are exempted from the Ststute of Labourers, a.nd by 28 Hen. 
VIII. cap. 6, no corporation or company was allowed to restrain 
apprentices when tlieir time was np from trade, or to end more 
than nch legal fees for their freedom as were permitted under 
existing laws. 

I am sensible that the recits! which I have made of the .. ancient 
laws is dry a.nd dull. But yon cannot study the history.of any 
civilized country to any profit without taking note of its laws, still 
1ess.that of England, in which the course of legislation M8IIl8 to be 
80 mnch a matter of compromise and immediate expediency, but in 
which it is therefore more immediately conneeted with its history, 
l .... t of all in the economical interpretation of history, where law 
is to the social stats what chronology and geography are to the 
political estimate of a nation. During all this time the maas of 
English labonrers, hy DO means claiming more than the reasonable 
reward for their services, were thriving under their guilds and trade 
unions, the peasants gradnally acquiring land, and beeoming the 
nnmerDns small freeholders of the first half of the seventeenth 
"""tory, the artisans the master hands in their craft, contractors in 
the same period for considerable works, planniug the solid and hand· 
some structures in ... hat is tnown of the Perpendicnlar style, and 
withal working with their own hands on the buildings which their 
shrewdness and experience had plannod. It is true that at the very 
be&> age of the workman a min was impending, the eanaes of which 
J. have been able to collect, and shall now proceed to expound. 
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During the whole of English history, there never was a sovereign 
so outrageously and wantonly extravagant 8S Henry. He inherited 
an enormous fortune from his thrifty father, as fortunes in the 
sixteenth century went, and dissipated it speedily. His wars and 
alliances in which subsidized· the needy Emperor of Germany, and 
was bafiied 'and foiled in all which he undertook cost him much, 
but his expendi,ture during time of peace was prodigious. He had 
twenty or thirty palaces, on all of which pUlling down and building 
was perpetually going on, in which an army of workmen, often by 
night and day, on Sundays and on the highest festivals of his 
Church, were incessantly employed. The cost of his establishments 
was enormous. He seemed to have an idea that it was splendid 
and safe to entertain his nobles, and he made them quarter them· 
,selves on his numerous palaces. The establishment of Mary, till 
he disowned her,.of the infant Elizabeth, of the infant Edward was 
.each more costly than the whole annual charge of his father's living, 
.as the extant wardrobe books testify. He built huge ships which 
would not sail, huge palaces which were the wbims of the hour, and 
were soon left to decay. H he could have got at it, he would have 
.spent all the private wealth of all his subjects, and he made every 
.. ffort to get at it. Whatever he procured, borrowed, raised was 
,soon like the bag of gold which Bunyan, in his vision, saw poured 
into the lap of Passion. He was popular in away, for wasteful 
people generally are, even when they waste what does not belong to 
.them. 

The smaller monasteries wont, and he soon came to an end of 
,their accumulations. The larger ones he spared, declaring them to 
be the seats of piety and religion. He pledged himself that the 
spoil of the monasteries given him, he would ask his people for no 
more taxes, not even for necessary wars. Soon the greater monas· 
teries went. I believe that, foreseeing the storm, the monks had 
,granted long leases of the lands, so that much of hls plunder was 
reversionary. Bnt the accumulated treasures of ages came into his 
clutches. A long array of waggons carried off the gold, silver, and 
precious stones, which for nearly four centuries had accumulated 
round the shrine of Becket. This shrine was no doubt the riches' 
in England, perhaps in Christendom. But there were others more 
.&Ucient and nearly as wealthy, at Winchester, at Westminster, at a 
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hWldred sacred places. It is exceedingly probable that the accumu
lations of !hese holy places were, as bullion, equal to all the money 
in circulation at the time. It vanishe,I like snow in summer. 
Nothing stayed with him apparently for a longer time than he 
could hurl it away. The lands of the monasteries were said tf} 
have been a third of'the English soil. 

After these exploits he seems to have hardly dare,l to ask Lis 
people for money. But there still remained' a way in which h. 
could inost effectually attack their pockets. He began to iSBue baB" 
money, at firs! with very little alloy beyond what had been cus
tomary. He soon became BhamelesB, for hi. mint kept iSKuing 
baser and baser coins. He is the only English sovereign who has 
ever committed this peculiarly mean and treacherous crime, for 
Charles only thought of it. I reckon the continnance of tbiB ,·il .. 
practice nnder his son as bis act, for he had the cre,Iit of breeding 
and bringing up the infamous knaves wbom he appointed a. hi. 
sou's guardians. At last, when the "Teteh was sinking into hiK 
gra"e, worn out by his vices and debaucheries at a comparatively 
early age, bloated aud shamefnlly diseased, he bethought him""lf 
of robbing the labourers and artisans, by confiseating their guild 
larids. He would have confiscated all Ihe property of the universi
ties had he Ii"ed, but fortnnately Mr. Fron,le's patriot king di .. I, 
the Vitellins and Nero of English history. 

The mischief begun by Henry W88 continued hy the !,'uardians 
of his sou. It is impossible to speak with too much contempt of 
tbe crew wbom Henry left to ... aleh over and ",1\; .. tbe young 
prince. Bad men, e~pecially bad men to ,,-hom the interests of 
nations are entrusted, make tbeir instruments woroe. The cbief 
of the gang was Bome....,t, who soon got rid of his brother &ymoar 
at Tower Hill. Somerset completed the confi!!(''3tion of tb. gudd 
lands ... hich Henry contemplated. By a political law that in snch 
a tinIe the greatest villain gets the mastery, Nortbumberland got 
Somenet out of the way, and for a time ...,mad master. He was 
on the point of dismembering England and creating for hinIself a 
principality or kingdom north of the Trent when Edwar<1 died; tbe 
angry and impG\'erished laboarers rallied to lIary Ta<1or, an,l 
yorthumberland Ml. On the scaffold he added one more ,ice to 
his eatalogne, for he pre.tended to repent. Bat be was 80 bad a 
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man that it may be doubted whether hypocnsy could have made 
him worse. 

When Elizaheth came to the throne both sovereign and people 
were mi~erably poor. The base money had driven the working 
classes to beggary, and England, once the most powerfol of Western 
States, was of little more account in the policy of Europe than a 
petty German princedom was. The queen's first task and first duty 
was to reform the currency. But she could not afford to make good 
her father's and brother's dishonesty. It would have cost her five 
years of her revenue. The details of Henry's crime, and the details 
of Elizabeth's remedy, I must postpone till I deal with the question 
of metallic currencies in England. It was hecessary that r shoold 
say as much as I have said in order that we may have light where· 
with to follow the fortunes of the English labourer. His guild 
lands, the benefit societies of the Middle Ages, which, systematically 
relieyed destitution, were stolen by the greedy leader of the new 
aristocracy, he had suffered eighteen years' experience of a debased 
currency, prices rose 150 per cent., and the wages of labour were 
almost stationary. (Wages do not rise with prices. To assert that 
they do, or will, is either ignorance or dishonesty) During the few 
years which followed on the great American Civil War, and a crew 
of sharpers, among other dishonest actions, had insisted on, and for 
a time maintained, an inconvertible paper currency, the condition 
of workmen in the United States was very distressful. But it was 
not so bad as the condition of the working classes was in England 
·after the great queen's accession in 1558. There were people at 
that time who wished to continne the circolation of base money, as 
they made a large profit on discounting it. In the American case 
an Englishman, seated as an economist in an academico.l office, was 
tempted, because his yanity was flattered, to defend the practice of 
the Wan Street junto of soft money gamblers. In the days of the 
English base money, Sir Thomas Gresham, financial agent of the 
English court at Antwerp, formulated the law which has sub· 
sequently gone by his name, that if two kinds of money declared 
by authority to be of equal value, but discovered in the course of· 
trade to be of uneqnal value, are put into circulation simultaneously, 
the over·valued money will speedily drive that which is under-valued 
ont of circulation. 
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After reforming the currency, Elizabeth and her ad,;se.. pa.se,t 
a new Statute of Labourers. In tbe Statute Book it is known a. 
t Eliz. cap. 4. It began by repealing all the statute. wbich bad 
regulated labour Mince 28 Edward III., over two centuries before. 
It tben took all that was most stringent from the statute. w bicb 
I have already referred to, and put them into '" comprebensi,," 
enactment, which was hereafter to regulate tbe relations of em· 
player and labourer. I do not indeed believe tbat Elizabeth and 
her counsellors intended to deal unjustly by tbe workmen; 80me 
incleed of the clause. of the Act are intencled for the working man'. 
protection, but tbe mjscbief of the Act was in the macbinery by 
which it woulcl be carried out, and in tbe terribly depressed conrli. 
tion of tbe labourer. He was handed over to tbe mercy of hi. 
employer at a time when he was utterly incapable of resisting tbe 
grossest tyranny. The Government of the day probably remem· 
bered the uprisings of Tyler and Cade, certainly that of Ket, and 
they determined to make use of· an instrument, the jnstice8 in 
quarter ses.ions, who would be able to check any discontent, even 
the discontent of despair, and might be trusted, if necessary, to 
starve the people into submission. We shall see bow completely 
success attended tbeir efforts. 

In certain employments servants were to be bired by tbe year. 
E'I'ery nnmarried person nnder the age of 30, and not baving 400. 
a year of his own, nor otberwise employed, was compellable to 
se .... e at a yearly hiring in tbe craft to which he was brought up. 
You will note here that the limit of pri'l'ate income, the old francbiloe 
of Henry VI.'s Isw, suggests that the framer. of the statute are of 
opinion that the old prices would reenr, and that calling a coin a 
shilling, when it only contained about the tbird of a shilling, would 
enable it to buy as much as when it was tbree times its pre ..... t 
weight. The serrant hired for a year eouId not be dismissed ex<*pi 
upon cause allowed by two justices, nor at the end of the year with· 

.out a quarter'. notice. Ked, all person. bet.reen the ages of 15 
. and 60, and not othel1l'ise employed or apprenti<*d, were made 

liable to serre in husbandry. Ma.t ... nn.luly dismi •• ing their 
serran!s were to be fined 400., and serranta unlawfully quitting 
their employment were to be imprisoned. &rvanta were not to 
quit city or pari;;h without a kstimooial, if they do 80 they are to 
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be imprisoned, and if they have a forged testimonial they are to be 
whipped. Masters taking a servant without a testimonial are to be 
fined £5. The hours of labour are defined, as in earlier laws,' at 
twelve hours a day during the summer months, and from daybreak 
to night in the winter. Ab8ence from work is to be punished with 
a fine of a penny an hour. A strike is to be visited with a month's 
imprisonment aud a fine of £5, a sum which appears to be a blow 
against what might be surviving of the old trade unions. 

The justices are to hold '" rating sessions (they generally held it 
a little after Easter), in which they are to fix the rate of wages in 
all employments, summer and winter, by day or year, with board 
or without board. These rates are to be certified in Chancery, 
approved by the PJ;ivy Council, and proclaimed by the sheriff. who 
is 'to call attention to the penaIties in the Act. The justices are to 
be paid 58. a day for their attendance, and those who are absent 
from the rating sessions are to 'be fined £10. The penalty on giving 
higher wages than the scale is £5 and ten days' imprisonment, on 
the receiver twenty·one days. the contraet being declared void. 
Workmen assaulting a master are to be imprisoned for a year or 
more. Artificers may be compelled to do harvest work. 

Workmen are allowed to migrate from county to county in 
harvest time. 'Women between twelve and forty years old, if 
single, can be compelled to work by the year, week, or day, at the 
option of the hirer, and certain persons are allowed to take appren
tices in husbandry. Householders in towns may take apprentices 
for seven years terms, and each may have two, if they be children 
of artificers, and an artisan may have as an apprentice the son of a 
person who has no land. The IIpprenticeship must be for seven 
years, under a penalty of 40s. a D)onth for all the period short 
of this time. But merchants are not to take apprentices, except 
from parents having 40s. a year in h' •• hold land, and in certain 
specified callings, notably in the trade of woollen cloth weaving, 
unless they possess a freehold of £8 a year. One journeyman must 
be hired with every three apprentices, and if more than three are 
indentured, one journeyman to each additional apprentice. But 
persons refusing to be apprenticed are to be imprisoned, Runaways 
are to be im prisoned. 

The justices are to inquire periodically into the execution of the 
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Act, and to revise their rate. according to the cheapness or clearne." 
of the nece.sarie. of life. The Act further recognizes the common 
informer, who is to have halI the penalties, the other half going 
to the Crown. Thirty·three years later the Act was ameneled. Tbe 
liabilities of tbe Act were extended to weavers, the justices were 
empowered to issue their rates in divisions of tbe .hire., and the 
rate. are to be published by the sheriff, but the obligation of cer
tifying them to the Privy Conncil throngh Chancery i. abrogated. 
They are henceforth to be presented by the Cnsto Rotnlornm. As 
was commonly the cnstom at that time, tbe Act was temporary. 
but wa. constantly renewed in the last chapter of the Parliamentary 
roll. Thus it was re-enacted in 1601 and 1608. In all. botwoen 
28 Edward I. and 1 James. thirty-seven LaboUl' Acts were pw<"",1 
by Parliament. 

The justices .oon .. t to work. The first a ..... ment extant i. 
dated June 7. 1568. and i. for the "';onty of Rutland_ The original 
is in the great collection of Elizabeth'. proclamation., a volume 
that certainly belonged to Burghley and his IOn Robert Cecil, after
wards Earl of Salisbnry. This a ..... ment was. I make no eloubt. 
to be a guide for connties south of tbe Trent, as oue of 11>95. and 
also printed in the same collection, i. for those which are north of 
the Trent. Altogether I have fonnd thirteen of these assesom.nta 
between the years 1568 and 1725. I believe that thoy were dis
continued during the eighteenth century, not becauoe the law was 
neglected. but becanse the a"oesoment had effectnaIly done the work 
for which it 11'88 designed, the labonrer'. wages being now retlucerl 
to a bare 8Obsistence. 

The object of this celebrated or infamons statute Willi tbr.eCoM-
0) to break up the combinations of labourers, (2, to snpply the 
adequate machinery of control, and (3) by limiting the rigbt of 
apprenticeship. to make the peasant labourer tbe residuum of all 
other labour. or, in otber words, to forcibly increase the snpply. The 
courts of law, if the justices .... ere slo" to act. eould he qnite .. lied 
on for enforcing the ststnte, for the most prejudiced lawyer cannot 
deny that the Stoart judges WEre, with some exception., timi.l, 
semI., and eroel Attempts have been made to argue that tl,e 
Stnsr! kings wished to mle strictly by law_ But tbeir apologists 
forget thal law is no abstract proposition, but a highly praetical 
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condition of social life, and that procedure is as much law as 
the penalties which a statute enacts, and the rights which law 
professes to guarantee, To keep to the letter of the law and corrnpt 
its procedure, is a far greater treason against law and freedom than 
it is to enact a law of Draconian severity. Now the Stuarts made 
the judge's patent run during the pleasure of the Crown, and gave 
the jndge abundant warnings that they would be ejected from office 
jf their rulings or interpretations of law displeased authority. It 
was from this point of view, I ventore to affirm the true one, that 
t!Ie answer of the aged Serjeant Maynard was made to William III 
.. Yon must have outlived all tbe lawyers," said the king. "Yes, 
sir," he replied, "and if your Majesty had pot come hither, I should 
have outlived all tbe law." But· the Stuarts did not repeal laws, 
tbey ouly' perverted their administration by the hands of wicked 
judges. They did not evon punish Chief Justice Vaughan for 
affirming the immunity of juries. At lsst the judge. got freeholds 
in their offices, and became incomparably more honest. 

The jnstices in quarter sessions took no note, as the statute 
instructed them, of "the cheapness or dea.rness of provisions." 
Their object was to get labour at starvation wages, and they did 
tbeir best to effect their object. The law gave them the power, and 
provided no appeal from their decision. It may be said that the 
rromers of tbe statute imagined that the magistrates could adopt a 

. sliding scale, like' tbat which was evidently contemplated nuder 25 
Edward III., and as evidently was before the mind of Parliament when 
it framed its own scales in the fifteenth centmy, particularly in 1495. 

Some time since, in a work of mine, entitled, "Six Centuries of 
Labonr and Wages," my information as to the amount of wages paid 
8nd the price of food having been far less copious than it now is, 
I was able to show that while tbe Act of 1495 enabled an artisan, 
in prices of that time, to procure .. certain amount of food and drink 
with a fortnight's labom, at the rates of the statute, and an agri
culturallsbourer to obtain tbe same with three weeks' labour, the 
justices' ..... ssment rarely enabled tbe peasant to obtain the same 
quantities with a whole ye.r's labour, Illld would sometimes have 
required two years' illcessant labonr. For it must be remembered 
that though the law pressed hardly on the artisan, it was intended 
to press far more hardly on the peasant, cbeap agricultural labour, 
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in the absence of any notable, as I ehall .how hereafter, any pos.ible 
improvement in the art of agricnltore, being, as was .een clearly 
enough, the best means by which, concorrently with a high price 
of prodoce, agricoltoral rents coold be raised. . 

Now the researches wbich I have made subseqoently to the 
the poblication of my work, have abondantly confirmea the 
inferences which I drew as to the intention of the qoarter .... ions 
assessments. I have discovered more of these docoments than were 
before me a few years' ago, and haye been able to trace the conse· 
qnence. of the .ystem. It is tme that in some particulars the 
position of the peasant was not 80 bad as it now i8. He was rarely 
without hi. patch of land. The Allotments Act of81 Elizabeth cap. 
7, under which an attempt was made to check the growing O\'il of 
building cottages without curtilage .. which provided that no cottage 
shoold hereafter be built, unIe •• four aeres of lan<l were attaeh",) to, 
for the peasant to work on his own account, am) forbad unrler 
penalties that more than one family shoolel inhabit the 8ame tene
ment, is, to my mind, conclosive as to what had been a practice, ond 
that the practice had been recently abandon .. \. I can tra"" the 
continoity of this practice and its beneficisl effects <loring the eorly 
part of the eighteenth centory. In the latter half of this century, 
the Act was repealed. Its doration was a hind,.n"" to tbe fashion 
of enclosures then so preyalent. 

Again, beyond the plot which he held in ,,",'eratty, the peasont 
had more or less extensive rights of common. The common, ewn 
if it did not afford herbage for his cow, was a mn for hi. fooltry, 
and assured him the occasional fowl in the pot. Wh.n the system of 
enclosures was in full ngour, people eommtntOO on the yery diff"~nnt 
treatment received by the man who stole the goo"" from the COIllOOOO 

and the man who stole the common from the goose. Th. /lradoal 
appropriation of these indirect advantages, however moch the policy 
of enclosures may have increased the prodocth'eness of agrieultor .. , 
was an insensible aggro..-ation of the peasant's lot, and. caose oC 
increasing distress to him. 

Again, as there .... ere large tracts of o""n and swampy country, 
the England of two and more centori"" ago swarmed .. ith wild 
aniD1llls. From the earliest times of wLich we r..ad, some of tl,."" 
animala .... ere protected fur private am1U!ement or cODlOmI,tioD, 
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as stags and deer, hares and wild boars. In later times, 
especially in James the First's reign, game laws, restraining the 
practice of sporting, on the plea that the practice of fciwling and 
snaring made the labourers idle, were enacted. But it is certain that 
the laws were inoperative. I have examined many accounts of the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centorieB, which register the domestic ex· 
penditure of several noblemen of rank and fortlme, and of corpora· 
tions. The amount .of game, winged and ground, which is bought, 
especially in winter, is prodigious. Many purchases are made of 
birds which are not, I believe generally found on tables now. But 
if the sole right of netting and fowling had been reserved, as the 
statute of James prescribes, these items could not have appeared 
in the accounts. They were doubtlessly supplied by the small 'farmers 
and peassntry. Now,'what they sold at the great house, they might 
have consumed themselves. 

These advantages which one discovers by studying the social. 
legislation and habits of the time, existed to an equal or a greater 
extent in the time of the first Tudor sovereign. It is the gradual 
deprivation of them, without any compens&tion beyond the conces· 
.ion of a bare subsistence which ma.rks the economical history of 
the poor as the centuries pass on. It is, I think, most probable 
that the pmctice of the quarter sessions assessment ce .. sed in the 
south of England at the close of the seventeenth century, and in the 
north at the beginning of the eighteenth. It would be strange if 
the practice was continued, while agricultural history, now gettfug 
full of comments on the situation, is entirely silent on the subject. 
But, in fact, the justices had done their work. They had made low 
wages, famine wages, traditiona.!, and these wages, insufficient by 
themselves, were supplemented from the poor rate. 

We have an account or retorn of the poor rates, actually 
collected and expended in every English county, at the end of 
Charles the Second's reign. Its heaviest incidence is in the 
counties south of the Trent. The sum, to our modern experi. 
ence, is hardly a tenth of that now raised and expended 
in England and Wales. But this gives an inadequate idea 
of its character. It is in amount more than a third of the 
whole revenue in time of peace. II the money expended for 
the relief of the poor in the present day stood. in the same 
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ratio to the public expenditure, interest on debt being not 
reckoned in the revenue, it would reach nearly twenty million •. 
In fact, tlte estimate which Gregory King makes of an .gricul. 
tnral labourer'. income at the end of the seventeenth century, 
snd I know from actnal payment. made and wage. e.rned, that 
King's estimate is pretty accurate, the income had invariably 
to be supplemented from the poor rat.. It is true that King 
exhibits his inference in a curious way. He makes out that 
the landowners and officials alone contribnte to tb. annual 
increase of wealth, becanse they got the largest share, and save 
some of it, bnt that the whole class of labourers are, from the 
charact.r of their incomes, a burden on the national resource.; 
though h. '11'88 not blind to the fact that they made all the 
wealth. 

Bnt there are two facts on which comment should be made. 
The rate of wages actually paid to workmen is .. lways higher than 
thet prescribed by the justices. I cannot .ay, indeed, that tbe 
wages which I have registered were paid for (say) fifty week. in 
the year, but neitber is it certain that the quarter .... ion. rates 
by the day are. Now I will take eight different kind. of labanr at 
weekly rates, and strike an average of the eight from the justices' 
assessments, and another from the wages which I have registered 
are actually paid to the different kinds of workmen, five being 
artisans, and three unskilled and agriculturat The average of the 
justices' eight is 6s. 1il a week, between 1593 and 1684. The average 
actually paid over the sam. period, and from the same year. in 
which the rate is publiehed is 6.. Gil The employer '11' .... more 
merciful than the magistrate. 

The other fact is that the _ .. ments were far more -generous 
during the Commonwealth than they are nnder the monarchy, 
whether we take the period before that form of government '11'88 

affirmed or after it. Even under these circnmstances the assell&
ment is below the ... ages actnaIIy paid, though not much, only 

-4!il in 1651 and 2!d. in 1655. After th. Bestoration the 
magistrates go back to the old seale, and prescribe 38. a week Ie .. 
than ....... actnaIIy paid. The Puritans .... ere perhaps .tem men, 
but they had some sense of duty. The Cavaliera were perhaps 
polished, but appear -to hal'e had no virtue except ..-hat they 
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c..ned loyalty. I think if I had been a peasant in the seventeenth 
century, I should have preferred the Puritan. 

In 1825, the whole of the labour laws were swept away, chiefly 
by the agency of the late Mr. Joseph Hume. The early Statute 
Book is fnll of legislation on labour. There is no word in Hansard 
of any debate wbatever on the abolition of the system. The 
statute of Elizabeth was obsolete, because it had done its work, 
and had permanently degraded the peasant. Thenceforward the 
whole subject was remitted to the common law, and to the 
dangerous interpretations which judges have given of what they 
are ple .... d to c..n constructive conspiracy, the most elastic instru
ment of tyranny which can be devised. 



1II. 

THE CULTIVATION OP LAND BY OWNERS AND OCCUPIER!!. 

TIuJ co .. eq __ of agricultural .... c,!lII-TI'" [)uk-! of Ar'l1llr, 
iUmtratitm of rent-TIuJ hi4rorv of progru,-TIuJ e"on of 
t/ocory- TIuJ hilrorv of agricultural produce-TIuJ ace",,""11 of 
ancient accounll-Gregory Killg', law0f pricu-Englilhfaminu
Agricaltur. in tIuJ ,e~enteenth and eighteenth centuNeIl-TIuJ 
SU~01J of Gamlingay-Common jield#--P",ture--Commonl
TIuJ regu./ar clergy and agrieullure--Primcgeniture--TIuJ land 
GJ'Id dock leue--DefJelopment 01 1UU1 tenaneie., term. 0/ veatr" 
life. and on 'tlCuent. 

TIm development and progress of agriculture is the first and 
most convincing proof that a particular nee can rise above 
barbarism. It is true that the practice of agricultnre is com
patible with and may be characteristic of an unprogrellllive stege, 
one in which civilization is early and strangely arr~sted. But &neh 
an arrested growth can almost alway. be explained by the presence 
of definite c&naes, which it coote the pnblic-ist little trouble to 
detect and expound. 

1. Tbe _ of agricultnre meaanres the Dumbers of any 
given commnnity who, in the abaence of foreign importatwn, ean 
be maintained on the soil When foreign importatiOD· is free and 
copioWl, the whole trading world must be taken as one commnnity, 
and the rnJe will be fonnd to apply with eqna1 accuracy. We in 
England do not prodnee, perhaps conld not produce enough food 
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from the land, wherewith to feed aJl its inhabitants, though this 
inability, for reasons which will be given further on, is disputable. 
But as it is we draw.our supplies from various parts of the world, 
not .. little of that whioh we import being in liquidation of 
liabilities which fOl'eign nations or· our own oolonies have con· 
tracted with their English creditors. If by any ill·advised act we 
shonld oheck the imports of these countries, we should ruin them, 
or, what is more probable, compel them to repudiate .their debts. 
It is infinitely more dangerous for a free trade country to reverse 
its policy, than it is for one which is proteotionist to abandon that. 
To fall into a vice is mischievous, to abandon a vice is, economic&lly, 
progressive. 

2. The suocess of agriculture measures the extent to which other 
indllBtries than agriculture can subsist, or generally other persons 
besides agriculturists cim live. The hllBbandma.n, at least in the 
early stages of his craft, when he is not forced to occupy barren 
land, on which he can perbps by unremitting toil induce fertility, 
ean even with the rudest implements produce more th&n is 
sufficient for the wants of himself and his household. It is 
inevitably the case, as he is the most defencele.s of all workmen, 
that either on pretence of defending him, or by taking ransom 
from him for abstaining from robbing him, he will have to pay 
toll to armed persons who constitute themselves his superiors. 
His labours, with more reason, supply the maintenance of 
those whose industry a.fI'ords him more convenient means for 
earrying on his calling, or relieve him from undertaking bye· 
·employments when the labour of the fields is over or is for a time 
suspended. The success of his industry is therefore of profound 
interest to all, especially when the home supply is the entire or 
principal source of maintenanoe to the inhabitants of any country. 
Even when it is not, the interest in sucoessfal agriculture 
should still be keeu, for the agriculture of a coontry is the chief 
home market of a country, and the trade with one's own fellow 
countrymen is the safest and least "isky trade of aJl. Everything 
therefore, be it law, practice, or costom, which discoorages 
agdcnlture or checks its development, is a poblic nuisance, however 
venerable the law, practice, or custom may be. There has been, 
and there is, considerable discouragement put on agriculture, and 
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it is the duty of statesmen, without delay. to remove, 01' at least 
to mitigate, the causes of this discouragement. 

S. The success of agriculture is the meRsure of relit. Relll if< 
undoubtedly the payment made for the use of a natural imtru. 
ment, the use of which is necessary to human society - the 
effectual and successful use of which is of profound iutere.t to 
human society. The Duke of Argyll, a great, perhaps au owr. 
confident eulogist of landowners, has compared the I.ire or 
agricultural land to the hire of a musical instrument. The com· 
panson is ingenious and not inaccurate, but I do not think ti.at the 
Duke saw the fuIl force of his comparison. Perhaps if he had, he 
would not have quoted it. Let us admit that the hire of a piece of 
land is like the hire of a Straduarius nolin. In the hand. of moat 
of us, certainly in my hands, the rent I would gi"e for the ,'iolin 
would not be a penny a year; I could make no profitable music \'y 
it. But in the hands of Herr Joachim, the rent of such au 
instrument might be worth man)' pounds a year, for he could di •• 
course most excellent music by it. And this is just the case with 
land. It needs the skill, experience, education, inteIligence of the 
occupier. This has been till recent times, is in sorne parts of the 
United Kingdom, of the highest capacity and efficiency. I hne 
studied the a.,aricnltore of Europe on the spot over the greater part 
of its western countri"", that of America from the seaboard to th .. 
Rocky Mountains, and northward to the Great Lak... I ha,'. 
never seen any Imsbandman &qual to the Engli..h fanner. But I 
shall ha ... e occasion hereafter to dwell on this at more length and 
with more precision, when I handle the economic hi..!ory of 1''''1. 
At present I need only say that rent i.. the reKnIt of two force •• 
Ordinary economists have generally dwelt on ollly the Jirst of them. 
The one is the natural powers of the soil, sometimes called 
original and indestructible, fooJighly .0, beean"., one hardly can tell 
what are the original powers, and no one can alit'/,'" ",hat are 
indestructible, except i~ be such as ""rtainly do not contribute to 
fertilih', The other, and the ... astly more importsnt one, is tI,e 
a&q~ capacity or skill of the tenant-the power, to revert to 
the Duke's illU6tration, of playing with effect on the .'iolin. 1: nfor
tunately. the a&qnired capacity and .kill of the tenan~ are very 
destructible, and have been destroyed. 
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Economists tell us, inter alia, that they busy themselves with the 
laws which regulate or govern the production of wealth; though 
when they deal with details they display the grossest ignorance about 
the production of the inost neces~ary and important of human 
products, those of agriculture. The laws which primarily govern 
the production of wealth are laws of nature, and Iiy discovering 
them, following and using them, human industry confers utility on 
matter. Some are obvious and simple. No husbandman sows com in 
midsummer, expecting to reap in midwinter. The earliest artisans, 
miners, metallurgists knew certaip. natural laws, attention to which 
was essential to their industry. But some natural laws have only 
been arrived at by long observation, by profound study, by cautious 
research. The shortening of a voyage out and home from an 
English port to one in Hiudostan and back again, from two years 
to four months, is the result of an infinite study of natural laws
some gathered on the ocean itaelf, some in the workshop, some 
in the laboratory, some, and these not the least, in the m~the. 
maticisn's study. Wrought iron cost in money of the four. 
teenth century £12 a ton. Twelve is generally a fair multiple 
for prices of that time, taking one thing with another, when we 
compare them with modem experience. Why has iron fallen in 
price from £144 to £4, but by the discovery and adaptation of 
natural laws? 

The production of wealth, then, is the selection and adoption of 
natural laws, through the agency of human intelligence, which ia 
progressive. We cannot tell what are the limits of human intelli· 
gence and consequently of its power. We are amazed at what it 
has done, and cannot guess what it may do. To have predioted a 
century ago, that a pa'Wer would convey passengers over roads at 
the rate of sixty miles an hour, would have seemed as absurd as 
the nocturnal and aerial voyage of Borak. To have predicted that 
the most delicate colours would be procured from coal tar, and 
llavours and essences from the same material, would have been 
deemed the talk of a Bedlamite. There are no doubt arid and 
unprofitable statements constantly made, such as that men will 
never travel as fast as light, or in organic chemistry make synthesia 
as easy 88 analysi.. There is no subject on which impossibilities 
have been predicted with more unfortunate assurance by economists 

5 . 
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as those on production, and especially on agricultural production 
and its congeners. . 

We, who have to read those books in which the speculative element 
obscures the practical side of political economy, are treated to many 
ala.rmist predictions about the ma.rgin of cultivation, the law or 
diminishing returns, and the exhaustion of fertility, and this 
constantly by people who are profoundly ignorant of the practical 
side of that on which they dogmatize. But no one except in a 
general way has ever discovered the margin of cultivation, hlLe ever 
seen the law of diminishing returD!! in operation, or has witnes.ed 
the exhaustion of fertility. It is because they know nothing about 
the facts that they are so strangely and, at times, so mischievously 
confident. As yet we know that wheat will not grow on a granite 
rock, though if this rock be disintegrated it makes the most fertile 
of soils, and that you could not on grounde of physical space and 
botanical conditions grow 150 bushels of wheat to the acre, and 
that you can by an indefinite number or croppinga of a certain kind 
extinguish and annul the indestructible powers of the soil, but no 
one ever saw these results. Unfortunately the reputation of those 
who talk and write nonsense, sometimes induces most mischievous 
fallacies of practice on the mind or those who do not see through 
the nonsense, and great hostility to the professors and teachers or 
a science which men of the world, who have to interpret the system, 
declare to be unpractical and intolerable verbiage. 

I do not indeed purpose, in thie lecture, to deal with the econo
mieal history of rent. The treatment of thie most important facl, 
in what economiste call the laws which govern the distribntion or 
wealth. will be reserved for a subsequent oecaaion, for I hope thai 
we shall be able, as I go on with tbeee several subjects. to proceed 
from wbat I may call the general treatment or economical history 
to those concrete cases, in the true interpretation or which IIDCh 
serious consequences are involved, and IIDCh necessary appeals are 
made to the interposition of law. For as the law8 which govern 
the distribution of wealth, by which an economist means the sbare 
which each person in the great industrial partnership receives, are 
merely or mainly of human origin. it is p1ainIy part of the functions 
or the statesman to remedy any injustice which· may be traced to 
this adventitious origin, to determine wha& contracts should be 
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permitted, and the extent to which contracts, which ma.y be condi-
tionally permitted, shall be practically enforced. . 
• This much I ought to say here. Rent, as Adam Smith did not 
see, and he may well be pardoned for not seeing it, is not a cause of 
value, but .. consequent of value. It is because agricultural and 
analogous produce fetches more in the market than it cost to pro
duce, outlay and average profit considered, that rent, i.e., economical 
rent, arises. Hence, if we admit, as we must by the fact that every 
producer seeks to obtain the maximum result with the least possible 
expenditure of nervous and muscular energy, personal or supple
mentary as the ~se may be-and economical labour is not in itself 
.. desirable thing-it necessarily follows that the ideal of the econo· 
mist would be a. state of things in which the produce necessary for 
human life could be obtained so regularly, so readily, and with so 
little la.bour, and 'consequently so cheaply, tj1at no rent could arise. 
I cannot dispute the claim of the landowner to the rent which he 
receives. I think that the theory which would deprive him of it by 
law is unjust and odious. I hold that to have bought him out, 
when Mr. Mill first ventilated the doctrine of the unearned incre
ment would have been ruinous, as I insisted to that distinguished 
person that it would have been when he advocated it; and as for 
the nationalization of land, by which I suppose is meant the violent 
acquisition of it by the Sta"" I must have .. far better idea of any 
human administration than I have ever been able to form, before I 
hesitate to conclude that such an expedient would be the beginning 
of a series of perpetual and nefarious jobs. Land was nationalized 
under the Roman Republic, and we all know what became of it, and 
of the Roman Republic too. 

If I have made myself at all clear you will concIude that the 
fortunes and history of English agriculture are the key to the 
interpretation of the gravest social questions which have arisen in 
English economica.l history, probably of the present situation, 
possibly of difficulties in the near future. For it cannot be too often 
remembered and inculcated that we, in the present day, are not ouly 
the descendants of an .. ;'cient nation, with a long and connected 
history, but that we inherit the consequences of the folly as well ... 
of the wisdom of our ancestry, and are what we are by virtue of 
causes which have had an historical beginning, and in· eome cases 
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an enduring influence. Not only is this the case, but the analyst 
econoinic history soon discovers that effects endure after CRUseS 

have, to all appearance, wholly pa.sed away; and that he is con. 
strained, if he makes an adequate interpretation of the pre.ent 
situation, to modify the ancient maxim, CeslJantl ca'UlQ, CelJlIllt ,ffrr,tU8. 
In my last lecture I illustrated this fact very fully by showing that 
the quarter .essions "" .... ment. had an enduring iufluence on the 
conditions of labour long after they were disused and forgotten. In 
tbe course of this inquiry we .hall have cumulative evidence of the 
.ame facts, or of facts .imilar to them . 
. Now tbere are certain hi.torical facts which have had from time 

to time great influence on the prob",e.. of English agriculture. 
Such, to take some of it. principal, are the great change in the 
occupancy of land after the middle of the fourteenth century, on 
which I have already mad" 'certain comment., the singular exhibi
tion of agricultural prosperity in the fifteenth, the change o( owner
ship after the dissolution of the monasteries, and the great extension 
of sheep-farming in the sixteenth, the development of rack-renting 
in the seventeenth, and the enclosures and experimental husbandry 
of the eighteenth_ I do not know whether I .hall ha"e opportunity 
on the present occasion to refer to the remarkable reaction of the 
nineteenth, and in particular to the existing condition of agriculture_ 
I shall have to make reference to most of these facts in my lecture of 
to-day, and perhaps the best and most obvious way in which to 
make them clear is to give you the information which I have been 
able to collect as to the rate of production at different epochs of 
agricultoral hi&-tory. 

Now in 1833-6, by which I mean on this occasion, (our years, 
though the document contains part of six years, Merton College in 
Oxford had a return made to the fellows of the seed 8Own, and the 
produce threshed on ten of their estates, all these lands being in their 
own hands, cmlti,-ated by their own capital, and under the superin
tendence of their own bailiffs. Wheat is not grown on all the 
estates in every one of the four years, but it is toO generally, that I 
am sure the omission points to a fallow, The largest breadths are 
sown on the best Iand. :Sow the average produce in cheap, that 
is, abundant, years, as all these years are, is nine bushels of wheat 
and fifteen of barley, the seed being two bushels of the former and 
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four of the latter grain. This produce is therefore in excess of the 
average, and the oldest writer on English agriculture, Walter 
de Henley, expressly states that, unless the farmer reaps full six 
bushels an acre, he is cultivating at a loss, giving reasons for his 
estimate. This series of four years' Produce precedes the great 
<lhange in occupancy which I referred to as occuning in the middle 
of the fourteenth century, and as consequent on the plague. 

The next account of production to which I invite your attention 
is one of after the middle of the fifteenth century. It is at Adisham, 
in Kent, between Canterbury and Dover, and presumably therefore 
a favourable specimen of agricultUl·e. Here the produce of wheat 
is twelve bushels, of barley sixteen, of peas and vetches eight, and 
of oats twenty. The year is abundant, and prices are below the 
average. In 1655 Hartlib tells US that the average production of 
wheat was from twelve to sixteen bushels an acre, but Gregory 
King, about 1698, says that the produce for all kinds of grain was 
not more than a d,ozen bushels. I think that King has given a more 
<lOlTect estimate than Hartlib has, whose experience was to some 
extent of the new agriculture. In the early part of the eighteenth 
<lentury the rate all round was certainly twenty bushels, and perhaps 
a little more. 

Now from these and similar facts, for I am only giving you a 
spewmen, I concluded that the average wheat produce of England and 
Wales, from the accession of Edward Ill. to the end of the sixteenth 
<Jentury, could not have been more than two and a half millions of 
quarters, and that the population was as numerous as the quarters, 
for in those days wheaten bread was the food of the people all 
through England, and t;here was little else that could be used in 
substitution for it, since winter roots were unknown. This in
ference of mine was practically confirmed by one of the poll talles 
of the fOUl-teenth century, which is \'irtually a census, and gives 
the same amount, and by an actual eensus of certain hundreds of 
Kent in the sixteenth century, where the same conclusion, when 
a contrast is made. with the present population, is distinctly 
arrived at. 

I have already mentioned that the distribution of land was very 
general, most persons holding a little farm, and the poorest a decent 
(!urtilage. Evidence of the distribution of land is derived from about 
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1257, and continuously onwards. It cannot be by accident that in 
the numerous accounts of private estates, none are found before this 
period, and that they are abundant after it. The custom of keeping 
accounts of agriculture and of manor rolls must have commenced 
about the period of strong politica.! disaffection, and, I may add, of 
generally low prices. The lord ordinarily owned about half the 
estate 01' manor; but it is from his bailiff's accounts only that I 
have been able to collect any evidence. The records of no peasant's 
holding have survived, even if any account was taken of them. But 
beyond question such' persons, having before them the method on 
which the lord cultivated his estate, profited by his example, by his 
successes and failures. In many ways the landowners of the 
thirteenth, and the first half of the fourteentli centuries must have 
been the instructors of the poorer cultivators, just as in a more 
recent and stirring time the best English landowners, and they 
were then many, instructed English tenant farmers in the new 
agriculture. 

Nothing can be more carefully and mare ex'}.austively drawn 
than the bailifi's account. He made rough note. of hiB receipts and 
expenditure, and from these notes, which occasionally survive, tbe 
audit was based and the roll engroased. It iB almost always in 
Latin, and the writing was certainly the work of the mendicant 
clergy. But it iB absurd to imagine that the bailiff would }jave 
rendered biB account in an unknown tongue. The English bailiff, 
generally a small farmer, often a serf. must have beeo at least 
bi.lingual. Eyerything is accounted for, all r_ipts, inelnrling 
those from the manor conrt, all rents and all produce. The acreage 
sown, the seed required for the purpose, the Ii"e and dead stock on 
the farm are carefully notOO, even to an egg, a peck of tail c.orn, or 
a chicken, all losses are giYen, all allowances recorded. and the 
audit completed, and the quittance admitl.ed; and then the bailiff 
began in the same methodical way to reb,u,ter for hiB next year's 
balance.sheet. If two consecuth"e years of tbe .. accounts are 
preserred. one can easily discover what the ra)e of production ,..aa 
from tbe preYions cultintion. 

No,," at this time the Engli.h people liyed on the produce of their 
own cowl.,.. There might han been oceasiollAlly imports of grain 
from the Baltic seaboard. and ther. are occasiollB. late in the middle 
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period, in which notice is taken of such trade, from which, by the 
way, came that pecnlia.r measure, the last or double ton, traceable 
as a local measure in the Eastern counties to the early part of the 
eighteenth centory at least. The administration was aJive to the 
expediency of prohibiting the export of com to foreign countriea 
when the home supplies were short. Thus in 143S-9, the only 
famine of the fifteenth century, when Parliament petitioned for a 
relaxation of the restraints on inland water carriage, the petition 
was rejected, on the plea that the Government were oonvinced 
that the conCession would be interpreted as a license of ex· 
portation. 

You are perhaps acquainted with Gregory King's law of prices. 
one of the most important generaJizations in statistics, and applic. 
able to all values whatever. King applies it to the harvest only, 
and states that a defect in produce raises prices in a different ratio 
from that which characterizes the dearth. Thus, a defect of-

1 tenth raises tl,le prices above the common rate 
2 lenths 
8 tenths 
4 tenths 
5 tenths 

8lenths 
8t.entbs 

1-6 tenths 
2'8 tenths 
4'5 tenths-

T~is rule operates in depressing as well as in exalting prices, and is 
not thought of in times of high and low prices as it should be. It 
applies to all articles in demand, but the depression is more marked 
in the case of over.supply in articles of voluntary use, and the 
exaltation more marked in the case of under· supply in articles of 
necessary use. Hence the particular phenomenon which King 
wished to comment on, the effects of scarcity, are more visible in 
the principal grain than in any other. Nor mlWt it be inferred 
that King has gathered his ratio of incre .... from an actual survey 
of facts. He merely means to imply that the rise will be in some· 
thing like this proportion. I cannot, indeed, linger on this subject, 
for I have made it the Imbject of a special lecture to be given her&
after, but I may mention here that a small margin of excess and 
defect will produce results which are entirely disproportionate to the 
amqunt of excess or defect. Of course, too, when the ,population 

• Davenant, ii. 224. 
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is relatively dense, in comparison with the succoss of agrirolture, 
scarcity may be of frequent recurrence. We shall find that it was 
so in the seventeenth century, and between 1796 and 1819 •• In both 
these periods the population increased rapidly, by virtue of well· 
ascertained cause., and in both there were severe an,l continued 
famines. 

A register of price., and especially of prices dated through the 
year, the highest prices being generally those of )fay, wben the 
harvest of the previous autumn W88 getting scanty, and tbe prospects 
of the coming harvest were uncertain, is nearly equal in exactness to 
a meteorological register, and is even more sugge.th'e. Taking the 
agricultural year from lIichaelmas to )fichaelmas, the only way in 
which agricultural produce can be annually isolated and satisfactorily 
examined, it will always be found that when there i. an anticipation 
of a defective harvest, the ordinary high prices of May is gradually 
enhanced, and if the anticipation is verified, prices go on increasing 
up to the ensuing )fay, ",hen the same eBlimate of probabilitiea i. 
made, with analogous results, the price rising if they are unfavour
able, falling if they are satisfactory. 

The severest famine ever experienced in England was that of the 
two conseentive years of 1316 and 1816. In both th .... yea .. the 
famine W88 occasioned by excesaive wet and def ... "live BOlar heat, the 
com hardly ripening in the ear. Th ... causes have always produced 
dearth in England. Our aneestora alway. rot their com high 011 the 
stalk, and generally used the sickle for all kinds of grain. They had 
good reason for the practiee. By euttiog high they could r""p and 
carry their produce in nearly all weathers, and they could dry it with 
comparstive ease. They avoided eotting w.ros with their wheat, 
and under a systent of fallows witbont root cropa their land inevit
ably became fool, and they could, and did, cot the stubble at their 
leisore, and use the &Ira w, unbruised by threshing, for fodder and 
thatching. . 

In 1315, the price al harvesl time is high, bot not excesai,'e. n 
rapidly rises to four or fi .. e times i18 ordinary value by lJay, and 
hardly drops in July and August. In the next year it i. 8C8rcely 
ever below three times its ordinary price, and rises, not indeed to the 
extreme famine rates of the pre.-ioOB year, but to even four times ita 
nsoal price: }; or does the hope of the ensuing harvest come till late. 
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~rh~ weather must have changed for the better in the month of July 
or August, and happier times followed. The greatest scarcity of 
modern times, and the highest recorded price of wheat, is in 
December, 1800, when it was rather more than double that which 
had at that time become customary. In 1815, it reached more than 
the highest estimate of increase, which is suggested in Gregory 
King's table given above. Scarcities, or famines, almost as serious 
occurred, for only single years, in 1321, 1851, and 1369. There 
wap only one year of great scarcity during the fifteenth century, that 
of 1488, already referred to. In the sixteenth the dear years were 
1527, 1550 and 1551, 1554, 1555 and 1556, when the base money 
was in circulation, and worst of all in 1595 and 1596, when the 
privation was nearly as severe as it was 280 years before. Now we 
may be quite certain that the same cause was at work in all these 
eases, excessive rain and deficient solar heat in summer. There is 
a curious confirmation of these inferences in th~ price of salt. A bad 
harvest is always a dear year for salt, either immediately or subse· 
'luently. The reaSon is that all the salt consumed in England, and 
it was a real necessary of life, as for half the year people lived on 
salted provisions, was obtained by solar evaporation only. The price 
of salt is therefore an indirect r.gister of the amount of solar heat in 
any given year. 

The interpretation of tue facts in the seventeenth century is far 
from easy. In no period of previously recorded history was scarcity 
so recurrent and so prolonged. But though public affairs were of 
such absorbing interest, very little note is taken in contemporary 
authors of the terrible straits to which tbe working classes were 
reduced. I shonld weaJ:y you if I gave you a list of all the famine 
years. But sometimes they continued for a lengthened period. The 
five years, 1646-1651 inclusive, were of unbroken dearth; tbe 
middle year, 1648, being, as is usually tbe case, tbe worst. A simi
larly calamitous period occurs in the four years 1658-1661, the last 
year being in' this case tbe worst, not only of tbis epoch, but of the 
wbole century. Lastly come the seven years of scarcity, as they 
were called &t tbe end of the century, 1692-98 inclusive. 
~ow during the seventeenth century, the population was certainly 

doubled. The cause of this was partly immigra.tion from France, 
Flanders, and Germany, of refugees from the wars of religion and 
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persecution, partly the great development of the woollen industry. 
mostly the settlement of England north of the Trent, which began 
after the union of the two Crowns, and the peace of ihe Border. By 
the end of the century, as we know from the hearth tax, the north 
of England was nearly as populous as the south. thoogh it wa~ 
far poorer aud more backward. Now there can be no doubt that 
owing to this last cause the area of enlth'ation was extemlell, thoogh 
it is certain that the agriculture was mde. The invariable comment 
of writers on agriculture in the seventeenth century proves that ~he 
fa.rmer was grievously rackrented (low, as I shall show in a later 
lecture, as the rents were, according to our modem experience), and 
was therefore at once impoverished and deterred from making im· 
provements. It is tme that the labouring peas.nt suffered e\'en 
more severely than the farmer, for the landowners knew well enough 
that if they conld compel cheap laboor, they conld raise their rent •• 
and they acted steadily on that conviction in their assessments. As 
I have already stated, the justices during the commonwealth raised 
the wages in their aBBessments qnite 50 per cent., and though their 
successors after the Restoration tried to revert to the old rate •• 
employers paid the new. It is satisfactory to discover that doring 
the great part of the period between the Restoration and the second 
Revolution, the price of wheat was low. 

In the first half of the eighteenth century, except for t"o year •• 
the prices of all the necessaries of life were even lower than they had 
heen in the seventeenth, bnt this was dne to the praiseworthy and 
patriotic energies of the great landowners. who betook themseh'es 
generally to the new agricnltnre, and encouraged the tenants by 
their own example to follow. A vast amount of land was enclosed. 
partly what had been open fields, partly what had been common, 
and there is no doubt that the bounty granted on exported com had 
its effect. In point of £a.ct the bounty stimnlated the least objection. 
able kind of gaming, gambling for the bounty. by endeavouring to 
increase the produce. Bot after the foolish and obstiliate war with 
the American plantations, and still more during tlle prolonged Con
tinental war, comes an era of wild finance, of enormous debt, of 
oppress;"e indireci taxation, never profitable nnless it attacks the 
consumption of the poor. and Ihe abandonme!lt of Iarllllyrd enlti. 
vation. Bot I shall ha,-e occasion to deal with this 80hject 
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mOre exactly when hereafter I handle the history of agricultural 
rents. 

The system under which land was cultivated was one of very re
mote antiquity, was pos~ibly prehistoric. It has not become entirely 
extinct till very recent times, for I have myself seen it still in opera
tion in Warwickshire and elaewhere. No doubt closes and meadows, 
usually the private estate or demesne of the lord, were in existence 
in very early times. But the land of the parish or manor, these 
closes or meadows excepted, was generally distlibuted as follows. 
There were a number of large common fields, in which each owner 
or occupier had a certain number of furrows more or less frequently 
repeated. Between each set of furrows ran an uncultivated balk, a 
foot or so in breadth, which fqrmed a boundary or landmark, and for 
some time of the year a pasture. 'The distlibution and arrangement 
of such a common field is described with sufficient accuracy by Fitz

. herbert in his treatise on surveying, published in the first quarter of 
the sixteenth century. 

But you will understand the system better, after you have inspected 
the volume which I have by me, and will send round for your in
spection. This is an exact copy of a survey (the original is still in 
existence)made of the parish of Gamlingay in Cambridgeshire in 1608, 
by one Thomas Langdon, and for which Merton College, to whom the 
odginaland copy belong, paid him £12, stating, with justice, that he 
11ad most beautifully drawn it. It certainly is not ouly the most 
ancient survey which I have seen, but by far the .most exact and 
elegant. Gamlingay is a large parish on the western boundary of 
Cambridgeshire. It contains 8,755 acres, and has been partly in the 
possession of Merton College by gift of the founder from the begin
ning of that college. It is a curlous coincidence, that the earliest 
endowed college in Oxford, and the latest endowed college in 
Cambridge, Merton here, and Downing there, are interested in 
Gamlingay. 

The college had two &lanors in the parish, one which goes by the 
name of Mertonage, the other by that of Avenells. The enclosures, 
meadows, and woods belonging to the college by its possession of 
these two manors amount to .. little over 816 acres. There was .. 
third manor in the parish, that of Woodberry, which had belonged 
to the Abbot of Saltreye. The college is the principal lord, _but 
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there are other considerable proprietors-as the Queen; Cllptllin 
Merton, Clare Hall, in Cambridge; the VicIlr of Waresley, in 
Hunts; the parish of Waresley ; and .. IIIr. St. George •. With the 
family of this last-named proprietor the college had ancient quarrels, 
for they went to Jaw with a William St. George, of Gamlingay, in 
1844 and 1845, and spent no inconsiderable sum of money in theKe 
years with the view or plea of expediting justice, and according to 
modem notions in a. very suspiciouB manner. This survey was 
drawn np in order that it might be produced in conrt, and a note in 
the original is to the effect that it was pnt in as evidence in a suit 
for realty. 

You will notice that each one of these fields is divided into very 
numerons strips, and that the dimensions of each with the name of 
the owner or occupier are duly given. You will see that there are 
some thonsands of theKe strips. Langdon's surYeY gives thirty· four 
houses in the village, and the population in 1601, would, therefore, 
be from 8 hundred and fifty to a hWldred and KeVellty perHOll.. At 
preKent the inhabitants are over two thousand, and the inerea"" is 
in accordance with what I have suggested W88 the population of 
England in the sixteenth century. 

The cnltivation of the common fields was necessarily that of two 
grain crops and a fallow. Even if the art of cultivating root. and 
artificial grasses, already pradised in Holland had been known, it 
could not have been practised on the open fields, for after the har· 
vest was gathered, all the sheep and eattle of the parish were turned 
into the fields to feed on the balks and what they could pick up 
among the stubbles. In this ca.... the oWller of Keveral or private 
pastures had a great advantage, for he could send his cattle into the 
common field with those of the other occnpiers, and r,,",:ue the 
aftermath at least, or rowens as it is sometimes called, of JlliJ own 
meadow., till the common field was eaten bare. No doubt a great 
deal of injustice was done by the enclOf!ures of the eighteenth 
century, but the n .... agriculture would ha,"e been impOHSible without 
them, and the new system was the making of English agriculture, 
and, when Sir J. Sinclair earried it farther north, of the Scottish. 

The oWDers or occupiers of these common fields had other advan. 
tages in the commons of pasture an!I the lord'. wood.. These 
commons of pasture seem to have been, in early times, almost oni· 
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versal. They were, it would appear, that part of the settlement 
which was least convenient 'for the plough, least accessible, and least 
defensible. A modem English village, with its street and its church, 
and its very few outlying houses,. is a distinct survival· of the 
earliest occupation. In my native place in the Meonwaras I have no 
manner of doubt that many of the village houses have been sites for 
habitation during a dozen centuries, and that homesteads in the 
parish but away from the street are comparatively modem occupan
cies. Now in this common of pasture, there was generally no 
stint. Wh~n the stint of 1>asture was the rule, it was either because 
the common was of liinited extent, or was merely the same thing 
as saying that the tenant of a small holding could not have, and 
therefore should not have, an excess of beasts or sheep on the 
common pasture. The case of the lord's woods, and the pannage 
of pigs was a different affair. This was ouly a qualified light on the 
part of the teuants. They had no right to send their hogs under 
the common swineherd, except under payment, but I am sure 
that every tenant who paid pannage, generally a half· penny an 
animal, had the right to send them into the wood, to browse on the 
acorus or beech mast. This at least I have gathered from the manor 
accounts, where the fines on defaulters are recorded, but no charge 
of trespass made. 

I have already referred to the enormous, the prohibitive price of 
iron. The plough was rude, though if one can trust the earlies1> 
writers on husbandry, an acre a day was .. moderate amount for a 
Ikst ploughing. But the ground, I suspect, was ouly scratched. Deep 
ploughing was .. thing of the remote future. The peasant farmer, 
even in the sixteenth century, could not afford an iron harrow. The 
te~th of this implement when he used it, especisJIy when the ground 
was stony, were oaken pins carefully dried and hardened at the fire. 
The cart was generally supplied with solid wheels, bored out of a 
tree trunk, for iron was too dear for tires, even after the cost had 
been considerably reduced, for I h"ve found such wheels well into 
the sixteenth century, when iron was half the price at whieh it was 
purcha~ in the fourteenth. 

The cattle on these faIDlB were small and stunted by the priva.
tions of the winter. There was no attempt to improve breeds. Cows 
are a good deal eheaper than oxen, bulls a good deal cheaper than 
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cows. Nor does there seem to have been any attempt of a general 
kind to improve the breeds of sheep. I have found some d.ar rams, 
but they ar. quite exceptional. There was to be sure temptation 
enoogh. Certain wools from the neighbourhood of Leominster w.re 
eight times dearer than wool from Suffolk. Even as late as the play 
of Friar BacOJ~ and Friar Bungay, Leonunster wool is qnoted a. 
superlative. In 1784 Lord Lovell only gets 3d. a pound, or 7s. a tod, 
for Norfolk wool. It is true that at this time, the old monopoly of 
English wool had passed away. But in the fourteenth century wool 
was often three times the nominal price of Lord Lovell's. sales. The 
fact is there was no winter feed, and unless the farmer can k.ep his 
live stock continually in condition, it is idle to talk of breed .. or to 
make any attempt to perpetuate or .elect them. I do not believe 
that, on the average, any material increase wal made in the market
able ox, between the fourteenth and the eighteenth centories, and 
but little in the size of the marketable .heep. 

In the agricuItur8I economy of thelliddle Ages, the regular clergy 
were of no little importance and va.Ine. The Benedictines, apart 
from their learning, were the great agent. in making such improve
ments in husbandry 88 the age could e1l'eet, the CisterCiaDB in sbeep
breeding and wool-dea1ing. It i. quite possible that in early times, 
tbe fatal gift of wealth bad demoralized the earlier orders, 88 ap
parently the habit of simulated poverty did the FrancillCaoDB and 
Dominicans. Bot the social civilization of England would have 
been greatly retarded had it not been for the efforts and the labours 
of the regnlar clergy_ Thooaands of acres were reclaimed by tha 
industrious monks, and eStates of great va.Ine, acquired in later times 
by the favourites and accomplicea of Henry VIII. were tarned frOJn 
desert into garden by the ancient orders_ They continued up to 
the Dissolotion to be indulgent 1andlords, partly, perhaps, because 
they had become unpopular, and retained the ortock and land k:aae, 
out of which the tenant had become enriched and independent, after 
the landowner was constrained or induced to abandon it. They 
were the principa.\ agents in keeping the roads in repair, for 88 their 
estates were scattered. and their rents were taken in kind, or va.Iued 
in money and taken in kind, it 11'88 an object with them to make 
"""""" to the monastery easy and safe. It is certain that aCler the 
DissolutioD roads got out of repair, though I do not think that enD 
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the king's highway was in so scandalous .. condition in the reign of 
Elizabeth, as it was two centuries afterwards in the reign of George 
m . 
• You will of course understand that in the age which I have 
attempted te describe, and in describing which I have accumulated 
and condensed a vast mass of unquestionable facts, the rate of pro
duction was suiaU, the conditions of heaJth unsatisfactery, and the 
duration of life short. But, on the whole, there were none of those 
extremes of poverty and weaJth which ha.ve excited the astenish
ment of philanthropists, and are now exciting th~ indignation of 
workmen. The age, it is true, had its discontente, .and these dis
<lOntents were expressed forcibly and in a startling manner. But of 
poverty which perishes unheeded, of a willingness to do honest work 
and a lack of opportnnity, there was little or none. The essence of 
life in England during the days of the Plantagenets a.nd Tudors was 
that every one knew his neighbour, and that every one was his 
brother's keeper, ·My studies lead me te conclude, that though there 
was hardship in this life, the hardship was a common lot, and that 
there was hope, more hope than superficiaJ histerians have conceived 
possible, and perhaps more variety than there is in the peasant's 
lot in our time. 

Perhaps it may be well to say a little on the effect which 'he 
Euglish system of agriculture induced on the socia.! system of the 
e<>untry, and especiaJIy on the landowners, I have already stated, 
that where everybody was an husbandman, everybody was interested 
in keeping the peace, and making everybodl else keep it. It is true 
that the law of primogenitUl'e had been lo"g a settled principle in 
the jurisprudence of the common law. Bnt in the fourteenth cen
tury the steck on a well-tilled farm, and every landowner tilled his 
land, and on the whole tilled it according te the best knowledge of 
the time, the steck of a farm was worth at least three times that of 
the fee simple, as, unless some wisdom supervenes, it seems likely 
.soon te be in our days, for land was constantly sold at six, eight, 
and twelve years' purchase, with sixpence an acre rent. But though 
the land went te the eldest son, the persona.! estate went te aJI the 
children equaJIy, or was mads the subject of a will. William the 
Norman had, for administl ... tive pUl-poses, enforced the concentra.
tion of land on the representative of a family against the haJf-
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conquered and discontented English; {or equally politic reason •• h .. 
had stIiven to scatter the estates o{ the nobles. 80 as to make him 
powerful against them. but he had not attempted to induce the law 
o{ entail on personal property. He was too shrewd to do 110. anrl 
his successors shared his intelligence. 

For some centmes. then. the younger BOn of a great e.tate was 
unknown. He shared in the stock. and I have little doubt that th .. 
motive of the famous statute which did away with subinfeuelation 
was to facilitate the independent acqnisitions of the younger BOn. to 
enable him to purchase without dependency on his elder brother. 
The king had no objection. fur it multiplied his chances of e."heat. 
The entail. though chronologically earlier. was economically later, 
for it is clear to me. from the document. which I have examined, 
that entails were not general. at least on large estates. till the civil 
wars of the fifteenth century. and not common even then. 

After the great plague. and still more notably after the French 
war had endured for a generation or two. the younger BOn become. 
a social inconvenience. The landowners. now Ian,llord. "'ho let 
their land at a rent. were the sole inheIitors. The younger gon" 
songht their furtunes in the church and in the army. The caii£,t .. 
of noble families appear among the bishops. ami men. sometime. 
not of noble birth, rose to knighthood and nobility through the 
army. for not a few of our oldest titl .. were won by military adven
turers. Some of these warriors became large purcha..... as 
Fastolfe in the fifteenth century. Some. like Cromwell. Henry 
VI.'s treasurer. rose to rank by the Admini!!tration. But th ... were 
lucky people, the select of the fittest. or unfittest. as the C&He migh~ 
be. The I ... furtunate became. as an only resource. military par
tisans, and were the stimulators and victims of the so·called war of 
succession in the fifteenth century. It was really a faction fight. in 
which the Yorkist party strove to refurm the Government. ant] the 
Lancastrian to appropriste the spoils. 

When the great piagne, and the COIl!!equent deameo.. of Iabonr 
made landlord cultivation imposeible. the landowners established 
the stoek and land lease. It W8B probably borrowed from monastic 
osage. The mona.steries were wealthy, and were obliged to be ready 
to hold themselves at rIUlBOID. The inmates were under vows of 
poverty. the abbot wae, if I can jndge from his table and hilt per-
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sonal expenditure, oC which I have seen much, under no such 
restraint. But he husbanded the goods of the mona.stery, and 
among them its sa.vings. Some who ha.d been reckless in their 
expenditure were degreded or displa.ced, occasionaJIy bringing ruin 
on the estab1ishment whose a.ffairs they a.dministered. To abbots 
who wished to invest the property of the monastery saiely and 
profitably, especially at .. crisis like th .. t of 1849, the stock and land 
lease offered grea.t "tb,actions. 

In the stock and land lease, tho owner of the soil, who had pre· 
viously been its cultiv .. tor, let a Carm, furnished with seed corn, 
and stock, live and dead, to .. tenant for a term, the condition 
being that the tenant should, at the end of the term, deliver the 
stock scheduled to him, in good condition, or pay the money at 
which tbey were valued when the lease commenced. The vaJUI>
tion is generaJly low, and when I first came across this kind of lease 
I thonght that the landowner let his tenant only the inferior articles 
on his own farm. But on inspecting the items, I came to the con
clusion that the low valuation was employed partly to attn.cl> 
tenants, partly to cover a very serious risk, which I subsequently found 
that landlords regul&rly incuITed, that of compensating their tenants 
for losses by disease among their cattle and sheep, certainly the 
latter, when the loss was above a particul&r percentage, aJI below 
falling on the tenant. The valus of the live stock is, of course, th .. 
plincipal item in the valuation, which is always written out annuaJly 
on the bailiff's roll. I h .. ve found, too, that under this system, the 
landlord, if no exceptional loss occurred, did ne&rly ... well as on the 
old system oflandlord cultiv .. tion. 

The stock and land lease generaJly prevailed for abont seventy 
ye&r8 after the owner had put it into operation on his own estate. 
Thus Merton Collegs let most of its land on this principle, shortly 
after the Great Plague, and continued it to about the end of the first 
qU&rtsr in the fifteenth century. New Collegs c...ned on farming 
on its own account, at least on some of its estates, up to the 
end of the :first quarter of the fifteenth century, and continued 
the lease till the end of the centJtry. But the monasteries 
ha.d it in operation up to tbe time of the Dissolution, and a 
considerable part of the a.ssets of tbese 'institutions in the time of 
Edw&rd VI. consisted of stock let to tenants for various terms.· 

6 
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Now I am disposed to believe that the landowners would not have 
abandoned the system, from which they got so good an income, 
voluntarily, and that this kind of lease W88 dropped by the tenant, 
who accumulated, during the prosperity or the fifteenth century, 
the means for buying 8tock for themselves, and even land. On the 
<lther hand, the monasteries would have offered easier i.et1DS as time 
went on. It is, of course, also possible that the armed factions or 
the fifteenth century were in want of money, and therefore made 
advantageous saJes of &tock to their tenants; or that their tenant., 
taking advantage of the purchase clause. in the leaoe, elected to 
forfeit the prices, rather than restore the stock. 

The system of landlord cultivation, though it became rare, did 
not entirely disappear. The monasteries generally bad one or two 
farms in their own hands, near to them, from which they drew sup
plies. In these cases, it was the invariable practice of the bailiff to 
debit them, and take credit to himself for the aales .. hich he effected 
with his own employers. Thus Battle Abbey held t .. o estates in 
their own bands, one at Appledrnm, the other at Lullinh.ron in 
Sussex, produce from which .. as regularly sent t., the monastery. 
The great convent or Sion, too, retained hleworth in their hands for 
similar purposes. It is pretty clear that, till theY .. ere squeezed 
out or it by the first Lord Bedford, the abbot and monks or West
minster held their estate of Convent Garden, north or the Strand. 
and no.. the London property of the Ruesells, for the 8ame pur. 
pose. Again, Fastolfe, the well-known military adventurer or the 
war in France, of the fifteenth century, cultivated an extensive 
barley estate in Norfolk, and traded largely in maJt with the Low 
Countries. Waynfiete, the Bishop of Winchester and founder or 
Magdalene College, was made Fastolfe's executor, and contrived to 
divert a portion or the estate .. hich the deviser intended for other 
charitable purposes to the college which he was foundiug. I If118-

pecl that the traneaction w ... very suspicious, for this pious founder 
was truly descnDed by his contemporaries as nejllri1U Ute qMco[TIU. 
But for all this, he has had the best or it with posterity. 

The next stage is the lease for terms or years. But the poc-nliar 
character of this lease, especially in the fifteenth century, is, I think, 
a prooC that the position or the tenante is improving. and that the 
accumulation or occupancies in their handa ..... gradual Moot or 
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the tenancies are of numerous parcels, the lease of each parcel 
being determinable at different years. Sometimes .. tenant will 
have a dozen of them, spread over as many years. This kind of 
tenancy must have made distraint for rent very difficnlt, when there 
was nothing but cattle to distrain on. I cannot but think that the 
other forms of action by which rent was recoverable were expe. 
dients adopted in order to obviate the .vfficnlty of distraining on 
land which was held under many grants. 

Tenancies for life were, no doubt, not infrequent. When, about 
the middle of the fifteenth century, Franks, the Master of the Rolls, 
devised a thousand pounda to Oriel Coliege, the existing body of 
fellows, with commendable self·denial, purchased. the reversion of an 
estate in Berkshire, held by a man and his wife, for the term of 
their natural lives. The man died 'soon after the purchase; the 
widow was disagreeably vivacious. The college made all sorts of 
offers to her. temporal and spiritual; for the fellows of Oriel. before 
.the Reformation. had a very active and successful trade in religious 
offices. But the widow was inexorable. and the college had to wait 
for her demise. If I remember lightly. she lived till near the end 
of the century. probably outlived all the purchasers. 

The last was' the tenancy at will, or at rack·rent. Up to the 
beginning of the seventeenth century there was little chance of such 
a rent. and the casual or irregular gains of the overlord were chiefiy 
derived from practising sharp manor custom on his copyholders and 
{reeholders. as Fitzherbert broadly intimates. a form of oppression 
which Norden's treatise on surveying. published early in the seven
teenth century. reluctantly allowed to have been charged frequently 
against his principals. But it is during the seventeenth century 
that rack·renting and rent-raising became so general as to arouse 
indiguant remonstrance at the hands of nearly every person who 
writes on seventeenth· century agricnlture. the special complaint 
being that it discourages all progress. But into the partionlars of 
this stage I shall enter when I treat. in .. subsequent lecture. of the 
economical history of rent. 

To this occasion. slso. I must defer what I should. had time. per
mitted. have commented on in this leoture--the remarkable de.· 
velopment of English agricnlture during the eighteenth oentury, 
.It is almost worthy of separate treatment, But in these outlines I 
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am seeking to give thoee leading features of economical history 
which have been so conspicuous in our own country. The par
ticulars, though of profound economical significance, rather belong 
to that history of English agriculture which I have been the first 
to discuss and expound. 



IV. 

THE SOCIA.L EFFECT OF RELIGIOUS MOVEMENTS. 

Ewrop. aftln" tits fall of tits West"", Empir~TIts Chwrch and tits 
monast"';'B tits only hop, of cWilization, .specially tits Bene· 
dictine.-TIts thr.e partie. in the Engli.h Churoh, o:fficial, national, 
anilpapal-Th' situation in Wiklif', ilotIJ.-Hi. Sumvma, Tltsologi"" 
a'nil its pwrpo.~TIts poor prieBt. ""ul tits pea.antry-TIts con
ditions of religions move_ts - Tits teaching of P,eok-- Tits 
Beets of tits Reformation- Tits Indep,nilents and tits R""oiution 
of 1688-Tl", movement of tits We.leYB-TIts ancient prospBrity of 
Norfolk. 

You will of course anticipate that in dealing with the subject beforo 
me to-day, "The Social Effect ot: Religious Movements in English 
History," I do not pretend to discuss the religious tenets which have 
from time to time been inculcated by those who have been prominent 
actors in these stining events. There may, indeed, be a few particn. 
lars which I must deal with, in order to elucidate my estimate of the 
resulte which have from time to time been brought about in the 
social and economical history of England, by religious impulses. 
I am indeed disposed to believe, that however much a later habit of 
mind has repudiated what was once thought necessary and true, the 
promulgation and acceptance of such tenets, the defence of them, 
and even as we may now think the enormous crimes perpetuated in 
o.'ller to enforce them, were acte of good faith, and were honestly 
believed essential to the safety of society. The historian who com
mente on the violence of Hildebrand, on the cruelties of Dominic, 
on the arrogance of Innocent, on the migration to A vignon, on the 
epoch of the Councils, on the causes of the German and the 
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Genevan Reformation, on the rise of Loyola, on the religious wars 
whi~h endured from 1550 to near a century later, on the last great 
outrage on our modem notions, the expulsion of the Huguenots, 
and the Penal Code of Ireland, may justly point out that infinite 
mischief has arisen from the policy which these circumstances 
indicate, but he errs as mischievously, if he thinks that the d.signs 
of those who promoted them were consciously di.hon •• t. 

I have alway. regretted that in this place the authorized in· 
structor in ecclesiastical history rarely travels beyond the first (onr 
centuries of our era, and as far as I can learn, rarely gives a sati .. 
factory exposition of what occurred in that time. For up at least 
to the fifteenth century, the development o( theological dogma and 
discipline is a continuous process, every s!age or which bears upon 
the history of the age; the reaction from which, begun in this 
country, and carried thence to Eastern Europe, culminated at last. 
in the schools of Luther and Calvin. I cannot see, in short, how 
men can understand the Reformation, unless they understand what 
it resisted, what it attempted to r.form, what were the compromises 
to which it was constrained to submit, and why it was so con
strained. The attack and defence or the old creed and practice in
volve the profoundest political, moral, and social effect •• and the 
interpretation or the.. effects is obscnred rather than assisted by 
limiting one's inquiry to the faith. the discipline. and the practice of 
the Early Church. 

The a.dministration of the Roman Empire made total havoc or 
ancient civilization, The ruin would have been earlier but for the 
Empire. but it was inevitable that the Empire should bring the 
ruin. In this universal chaos two powera survived-the Church and a 
few municipalities. But the latter were weak. and almost exhausted ; 
the former had to be concentrated, and to claim large authority, in 
order that it might continue to exist 88 a social force. The ceno
bite and industria1life which the Church assumed were necessary 
towards the revival of civilizalinn. The Teutonic irruption adopted 
the vices of the later Empire without inheriting its discipline and 
subordination. It was essentia.lly lawl ... in the fad that it did 
not acquiesce in any central and legal authority. It rapidly de
generated e .. en from ancestral custom. The picture or the early 
Frankish monarchies. given by Gregory of Tours. and Ie"" elnrly by 
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Fredegalius, is sufficient to show how early and how complete the 
anarchy w .... 

There was for many a cent1!l'Y onIy one Power which conId l!nake 
head against this recurrent chaos, for the empire of Charles the 
Great, carefnlly organized as it was, had as brief a duration, and 
became ... utterly chaotic as the Frankish monarchy which it super
seded. This was an orderly community, having a universal rul .. 
and a guiding" centre, which was loyal to the source of it. own 
authority, and yet conId be kept wholesome, even if the sourCE> 
became depraved. Such was the great Benedictine order, which 
preserved the relics of ancient literature and ancient law, restored 
agriculture, was an asylum against lawlessness, monarchical or 
alistocratic, and was able to survive the scandalous profligacy which 
characterized the Papacy in the tenth cent1!l'Y, and even to be .. 
great agent in the reformation of it, under Hildebrand. The 
philosophy of history proves that the monastic orders were the 
centre and the life of a reviving civilization. Though I confess tha~ 
I cannot see in the .. Monks of the West" all that Montalembert 
saw, I can discern that we owe to their example that habits of law, 
the diguity of labour, the promotion of education, and the record of 
history, were not lost during the six centuries of their eal'ly career. 
Nor do I wonder that, from the point of view of the public interest, 
apart from the strength which it gave the central power, all 
ecclesiastical authority favoured the cenobite at the expense of 
the regular clergy. Had the influence of Odo and Dunstan been 
enduring, Saxon England would have probably held its own against 
foreign invaders. 

The policy of William the Norman was to establish an indepen
dent Church, ruled by his nominees. But he was resolute and 
successful in check ing foreign ecclesiastical aggression, however 
defensible it might be in theory in the hands of a reformer such as 
.a,·egory VII. was. William was a very different person from He1!l'Y 
IV. of Germany, and never needed to go an inch on the road to 
Canosa. It is singular, but an illustration of what I have been 
saying, that during the nineteen years in which William's grandson 
was king, though lawlessness was everywhere, more monasteries 
were founded than in any other reign. But evil as were the 
times of Stephen, they developed a set of circumstances which 
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were rapidly made manifest during the more vigorous reign of 
his successor. 

From the time of Henry II. and onwards to the Refonnation in 
England, three sections, or, as the ancients would have calIed them, 
schools, are always visible in the English Church. The first is the 
official section, which I may calI by a prolepsis the Erastian party, 
which maintained the authority oCthe executive, and could always be 
depended on by the king. These men were generalIy the principal 
officials of the exchequer, the ancient description of which, first 
printed by Madox, purports to be written at the dictation of one of 
them. To this party belonged most of the bishops in Becket's 
time, and the clerical chaneelIors and treaenrers of succeeding 
centuries. 

The second is what I may calI the national section or Anglican. 
To this belonged such men as Becket, Langton, and GrosMe. 
They were especisl1y characteristic of the sixteenth century, in the 
person of such men as Gardiner, who, if the tenets of the old faith 
were left unimpaired, were perfectly wilIing to sanetion and .... ist 
Henry in freeing himself from the authority of the Papacy. It is 
a striking fact, and one rarely referred to, even by eeelesisstical 
historians, that Gardiner and Bonner resisted and protested against 
the resci880ry Act of Mary Tudor's reign, under which ali Acts of 
ParIiamsnt den)ing the authority of the Roman See were abrogated 
in a lump at the instance of Co.rdinal Pole. 

The third was the Papal or Ultramontane party. As. rule, 
this party was ehieOy found in the monasteries, and at last ex. 
clusively. The origin of the regnlar orders was Papal, or if this 
were doubtful, the privileges and exemptions which the mOJ18llteri ... 
enjoyed were of Papal origin and Papal grant. There was nothing 
which the monke desired more than exemption from episcopal 
discipline, and there was nothing which the bishops resented and 
:resisted more than these exemptions. There is an am1lJ<ing ill ..... 
tration of conOicting opinion in Matthew Paris. He is, unlike _ 
monks, strongly Anglican in his sentiments, and criticisee lID· 

sparingly the king for his impolitic II(.-tion, and tbe POfe for playing 
on Henry's weakness. In so far, therefore, as Groskte resisted the 
Papal nomiJudions, he is • credit, in the eyes of Paris, to the Englisb 
(;burch and the episcopate; in so far. as he strove to extend 
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episcopal discipline over the monasteries in bis diocese, he was an 
enemy to the Cburch, and to be condemned. 

Sometimes, as in the fifteenth century, the Anglican party' was 
almost absorbed in the official, when hardl;f a bishop was found in 
his diocese, but most often were in attendance on the Court. Some
times the secular clergy made common cause with the regular, as 
wben they all concurred in getting from Boniface the Eighth, the 
tiunous Bull, Oln-icU laico., and thereafter were entirely reduced to 
submission by the king, But I am disposed to believe that the 
secular clergy ""ould have made little stir, had the movement of the 
fourteenth century anticipated, as it was close upon doing, the 
Dissolution of the sixteenth. The older orders had become wealthy 
and negligent, and though the two orders of begging fria,:s were at 
the heighth of their reputation in the thirteenth century, it is plain 
that they became unpopular in the fourteenth, not perhaps by the 
direct possession of wealth, from which the rules of their order ex
eluded them, but by tbe trusts wbich were created on their behalf, 
on the enjoyment of which they entered, as freely and fully as 
those of the other and older orders did on their endowments. In 
the fifteenth century tbe pious and learned Gascoigne has not a 
good word to say for any of them, but counsels their suppression. 

It was necessary for me to give this sketch of the state of the 
clergy, regular and secular, in England, up to at least the middle of 
the fourteenth century, because one ~annot, without it, explain the 
force and persistence of that singular moveinent which began, as 
usual, at Oxford in tbe fourteenth cent~ry. I am referring, of 
oour.e, to the political, polemioal, and social career of Wiklif. It is 
not a little remarkable that all the great religions movements in 
England, from the earliest to the latest, had their origin in Oxford. 
Some of the earliest intimations which we get of the existence of a 
university or cif .. hools of teaching in this place is the narrative of 
the discovery made of some heretics at Oxford in Henry the Second's 
reign, who were expelled and outlawed from Oxford, and perished 
because no one dared to shelter them. The University of Oxford. 
when under the influence of Grostete. appears to have welcomed the 
begging friars, of whom the Bishop of Lincoln had so high an 
opinion. In the next century the opinions of Wiklif were. developed 
here. In the following oentury Pecok. the premature advocate of 
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Rationalism, was an Oxford man; and at the end of the century, 
the revival of letters in England, distinctly associated with Church 
Reform, but with an nnaltered creed, in the hands of Erasmus, Cole', 
and More. The splendirj. schemes of Wolsey, intended to give effect 
to this reform, but rendered abortive by his sudden disgrace, were to 
have been carried out at Oxford. After tbe reformation waB accom· 
plished, the Puritan movement under Sampoon, and the literary 
one nnder Lanrence, were commenced in Elizabeth's reign. Lat ... 
on it is the home of the Laudian reaction. In the eighteenth 
century it originated a movement, by the action 'of the brothe ... 
Wesley, which has had well·nigh as wide and lasting an in6nence 
as that of Wiklif, and simultaneously developed the dei.tical tenet .. 
Toland and Tindal, which were certainly not as obHCure and unim· 
portant as some have made them. Lastly, it was the origin a",] 
centre of the Anglican movement, which, however it ha. been 
eriticised, has affected the action, if not the ritual, of th""e churches 
which hays declared the strongest antagonism to it. The cause of 
this singular phenomenon was probably, for the most part, the extra
ordinary privileges and exemptions which the Universityenjoyed. 
It was certainly self· governed. and its authority oYer it. own students 
was declared to be independent of bishop and pope. Many, too, 
believed that the course of its studies, under which the mOlJl. aacred 
questions were customarily attacked and ,lefended, lent no little ai,l 
to the sceptical tone which characterized the writings and conversa
tion of its members. . 

In 1805, Philip Ie Bel, who had quarrelled with Boniface VIII., 
contrived, after the short reign of the 8U~r of Boniface, to se<:1IJ1o 

the election of a pope who would be entirely ,levoted to the French 
king'. interests. This was the Archhishop of Bordeaux, who took 
the name of Clement V., and migrated to A ,ignon. Hi. 80""""""'", 
up to the epoeh of the great Schism in 1878, w .... all Frenchmen, 
and all resident at A vignon. This 11'38 not, indeed, part of tI.e 
French king's possessions, bot it 11'38 hemmed in by them. Now 
during the last thirty·five years of this period, Edward 1II. w ...... 
claimant of the French throne, nnder a title ... hich many jurists, ao,1 
French jurists too, thought valid, and the A vignon Pope was very 
generally deemed to be the Eoglish enemy, uoing his Hpiritual po ...... 
for the purpose of aiding and abetting the French nsurper. Attack., 
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therefore, on the authority of the Pope were likely to be tolerated, if 
not welcomed. 

The regular revenues of the Roman see were impoverished or 
suspended during the Babylonish captivity, as the residence at 
A vignon was described, and the pontiffs cast abont for some new 
sources of extraordinary revenue. They brought canses to the Papal 
courts of law, for I have discovered and published the detai1e of 
some among them, original and appellate, where the delay was great 
and ,the costs excessive. ,The fees paid to lawyers, all licensed by 
the Pope for a round sum paid down, were for the times very high. 
They created places for life, in consideration of present payment, 
and quartered such people up9n their spiritual subjects in order te> 
secure the income promised. One of them invented the doctrine of 
firstfruits, under which he reserved to himself the first year's 
revenue of all benefices in Christendom. But the greatest grievance 
of all was the habit which the Pope got into of putting his nominees 
into vacant benefices, without regard to the rights of patrons, and 
even, by what were called letters of provision, nominating persons in 
expect .. ncy or succession to these benefices, before they were vacant. 
The vast sums obt .. ined by these means were tran81llitted to Avignon 
by bills ch",wn on Flemish merchants, who traded with the English 
sheepm .. sters, and the English public indignantly insisted that the 
Pope regularly extorted on one plea or another as much money out 
of England as the king's own revenue c .. me to. It seems, too, th .. t 
other n .. tions used to laugh .. t the patience with which England 
allowed itself to be plundered. And when we add to this the rea.l 
or reputed lea.ning of the French Popes to the French king's cause, 
it is plain that there were all the elements of a pretty qu .. rrel in 
existence. I suspect. had the English Companies caught the Pope, 
they would h .. ve tl'e .. ted him as h .. rshly during the war .. s Nogaret 
did Boniface Vllr. 

Wiklif is supposed to have been born at a Yorkshu'e village of 
~ that name in or .. pout the year 1824. His collateral relations are 

said to have dwelt there, some generations after the Reformation, 
and to have remained staunch adherents of the old faith. The day 
of his death is cert .. iuIy known, the last day of the year 1884. I 
suspect his birth was at an ea.rlier date than that ordinarily alleged. 
He was educated .. t Oxford, where is not known. He was certaiuIy 
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a fellow of Merton, and probably master of Ballio\. He was an ex· 
ceedingly popular person at Oxford, where he received from the 
University the title of Doctor Evangelicus. 

In imitation of Aquinas, perhaps with the pOll'08e of superseding 
him among hi. Oxford pupils, Wiklif, before hi. political career 
began, wrote hi. Summa TheologUe, under the title of .. De Dominio 
civili." Some of the tenets promulgated in this work were familiarly 
quoted, notably his famous maxim that Dominion i. founded in 
Grace. I felt convinced many year. ago that he meant by this that 
all human authority was conditioned by the worthin .. s of the person 
exercising it, and that proved unworthiness WIlB a valid reason for 
withdrawing one'. allegiance. I can well imagine that a. long as 
this WIlB supposed to refer only to the French Pope at A vignon. who 
WIlB making incessant claims on England and English benefices, 
the langnage might pas. unchallenged. and be even acceptable. 
But when, in course of time. the tenet wa. applied to authorities 
nearer home, it excited at first a reasonable alarm, and ultimately 
undisguised hostility. 

This work of Wiklus WIlB long supposed to be lost. Most of his 
writings have perished, for after hi. memory W88 condemned at the 
Council of Constance, some thirty years after hi. death, and hi. 
hones dug out of his grove at Lutterworth and burnt, diligent search 
was made for his writings, and those which were found were 
destroyed. Still, as late IlB 1458, hooks of Wiklir. were bought at 
Oxford, and for high price. too, for Oxford University in the fifteenth 
century was reputed to be full of LoIlards. But the original work 

• has latterly been found at Vienna, and hM been partly published. 
Many of his works, it is well known, were taken to Bohemia by 
some Oxford students, where they were eagerly .tudied by the "",ot 
who were afterwards known as the Hnasites: After the batlle of the 
White Mountain in 1620, the Hussite hooks were captured and 
carried to Vienna ... here they probably owe their preservation to 
neglect. 

I have read what has been published of this treatise, and I confess 
that Wiklif'. style is not attradive. It is involved, full of iteration, 
and is disappointingtrom the frequent hesitation, not to 88y evasions, 
of the author in stating the conclusion ,.·hich he ",idently has in hie 
mind. But I could not doubt that even at tills early part of hi. 
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caree", he had intended to imply, by his famous adage; the interpre
tation which I set on it. Wiklif's doctrine on property and its 
rights is obscurely but unmistakably communistic. But the imme· 
diate application of his doctrine is to the Church· and the monastic 
foundations in particular, then reckoned to have absorbed one· third 
of the land of England. Now these tenets would not be unpopular 
in Oxford, where the majority of the ~embers d~tested the monks, 
and put every possible academical disability on them. Nor would 
they be unacceptable to public men, who were impatient of the 
continual costs of the French war, and were anxious to make Chq,'ch 
property connibute far more largely to public purposes than it was 
wont to do. Wiklif gained the friendship of John of Gaunt, Salis
bury, and Pembroke. 

The opinions of Wiklif, as yet to all appearance ouly political, 
gainad him public employment. 10 July, 1874, he was sent in 
company with severa.! other English ecclesiastics to negotiate with 
Gregory XI. on the pi ... ctice of Pa}'al provisions. The meeting was 
at Bruges, and was apparently successful. Most of the negotiators 
were provided for with preferment, and Wiklif was presented to the 
living of Lutterworth, wMre he died. But hostile as he became to 
the Pope and finally to the Pope's doctrines, he remained strongly 
Anglican in his sympathies. 10 the book which I have referred to, 
his special admiration is reserved for Becket and Grosette, and he 
particularly recommends the former for refusing to acquiesce in the 
constitutions of Clarendon, and particularly the last, which pro· 
hibited the ordination of villains' sons without the assent of their 
lords, for Wiklif strongly argued against the naturamess of civil 
inequality. 

But shortly after his return from Bruges, Wiklif took the im
portant step of making provision for the dissemination of his tenets, 
which became more anti.papal and sceptical as time went on. The 

.. ; expedient seemed' simple enough, and justified by numerous 
'Ii pl1lcedents. He founded a new order of poor priests, in mutation, 

it would seem, of the mendicant friars, who had now become 
entirely unpopular with the reforming party. These priests were 
to preach Wiklifs social and theological doctrines, to spend their 
lives among the POOl', and, especially the npland folk, as the 
peasants were called, to be clad in russet, ; .•. , coarse undyed brown 
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wool, and to be constantly moving ii'om place to place. I'lleir 
religious character and migratory habits disarmed suspicion; and no 
(lne guessed, perhaps Wiklif least of all himself, what dangerous 
emiss..,ie. they soon became. They seized with avidity on that 
tenet which I have refelTed to, the wmaturalne.s of civil 
inequality, and disseminated it everywhere. They were un,ler no 
.,entral authOlity, were respOl;sible to no chief, abbot, or general, 
but were simply held to teach evangelical doctrine, which, if the 
superiors of the peasants had heard them, would have filled such 
people with hon·or. It appears that they acted as treasurers to the 
eommon fund which the workmen collected, and to have had pas8-
words and a jargon of their own. By their agency the adion 
(If the peasants was concerted from the north to the south of 
England. 

Now let us briefly glance at the condition of England during the 
early years of Richard II. The war with France was languishing; 
the king was a child, but married to Anne of Bohemia, who was 
repnted for many a year afterWards to be a firm favourer of 
Willis doctrines. People were tired of the war, not im· 
poverished by it. The labourers were golherally prosperous. The 
higher wages which they had struggled for, and at last obtained, 
were sufficient not only for them to live in such plenty 88 would 
lea.e them enough to 81Ibscribe to their common fund, but even to 
save from. There W8B a considerable growth of manufactures in 
the eastern counties, owing to the immigration of the Flemings, 
and these woollen manufactures were spreading over the east, sonth, 
and west of England. These people ""'Jerly embraced the doctrine' 
(If the poor priests, who taught them the tenets of religions 
equality and natural freedonl, and pressed into their service the 
lessons of the Old Testament, in which they alleged that the trae 
polity of a religions nation was described with the fidelity and troth 
(If inspiration. Nothing could be more invigorating than the Old 
Testament story, where kings were made to bow before the inspired 
prophet and teacher, who when kings 'fere remias was zea\ons evev 
to slaying. Wiklif had, among his other labours, translated the 
Bible from the VuI"oate version into English, and his book became 
the teaching of thousands, and a treasure to those who could 
acquire it. 
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While the peasantry were being stimulated by this new doctrine, 
and fortified in their jndgments by the examples of the Old 
Testament, especially those cnlled from the heroic 'age, when every 
<lne did that which was right in his own eyes, the lords strove to 
make their burdens heavier, to revive the long.commuted right of. 
predial servitude. Here, we may be sure, the peasants were told of 
the young Rehoboam, surrounded by foolish counsellors as that 
foolish king was, and despising the wiser counsellors of his father, 
the Salisburys and the Pembrokes. To your tents, 0 Israel! Then 
came the rising, aud the slaying of the priest who was over. the 
tribute, the victories of the Bridge, the interview at Mile End, and 
the tragedy at Smithfield. 

I need not tell you the history of the insurrection of 1881, its 
oollapse, and the practical. success of the peasantry in the struggle. 
The insurrection seemed to be suppressed, but its ends were 
<lbtained. The leaders of the people were attainted and executed. 
Two hundred and eighty·five are mentioned by name in the Act of 
Parliament, four of them being beneficed clergymen in Sufiolk; 
but the final. stl"Oke was given to the system of serfage. The nobles 
were frightened, and deserted the cause of the peasants; the poor 
priests wel'e proscribed. But they were welcomed and hidden by 
the Norfolk weavers. One of them, William White, who was said 
to have been sent· forth by Wi.klif himself, seemed to have a 
<lharmed life. Incessantly hunted, he continued to elude his 
pursuers. At last, ill his old age, in 1427, he was . caught, and 
burnt with two others, his companions, in the Lollards' pit, outside 
the Bishop's Gate at Norwich, and on the other side of the 
Wansum. 

In European history, discontent with existing religious institu· 
tions, and the acceptance of heresy on speculative topics, have 
always been characteristic of manuiactUling regions. It was the 
<lase in Tonlouse in Southern France, in Flanders, in Eastern 
England. The French Huguenots were the manufacturers and 
merchants of that country ¥>- the seventeenth century, and when 
they were expelled, carned with them their skill and their 
capital. Only Italy is an exception, and Italy profi,ted ao greatly 
by the Papacy that it was no\ disposed to quarrel with the institu· 
tion, though it had no love for the representative of it. The 
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Loll8l-d was no doubt like the Puritan of two centuries later, .our, 
reserved, opinionative, and stiff. But he oaved money, all the mol''' 
because he did not C8l'll to "pend on prie.t or monk, iIiar or 
pardoner. He eometimes played savage tricks on objects of 
popular worship. He cut dowh crosses, burnt image., and ga"e 
scurrilous name. to sainted and holy pereons. He might have 
taken part in the murder of Bishop de Moleyns at Portsmouth in 
1450, and of Bishop Aiscough in the same year at EdyndOlL 
Lollardy in Eastern England was apparently suppressed, but by nt) 
means extirpated. The Lollards of the fifteenth eagerly embraced 
the Reformation of the sixteenth centnry, and were the most 
frequent victims of the reaction. They aided the Yorki.t party 
from sheer hatred to the persecuting Lancastrians, and when the 
Yorkist was victorious they had for a time peace in their dwelling •• 
As time went on, they swelled the rank. of Cromwell's Ironsides. 
The latest historian of Norfolk country lire dwell. on tlle di.t111.t 
which the East Anglian pesoant has for parochial clergymen. 

In the res.arches which I have made into the economical con· 
dition of England for the last six centuries, and in the numerOWl 
facts which I have accumulated, I have constantly noticed that 
religious movements have had oocial effects under two definite con· 
ditions. The evidence on the subject is eo cumnlati"e, the fa<:ls 
are eo clear, and the inference 'eo obvious, that what I have 
to oay on the subject appesrs to· me to be a measure of the 
success 'with which a religious revival or prOpaf:anda may be 
anticipated. 

In the first place, the eft'ort of the missionary must needs be 
directed to the material as well as the moral 8lllelioration of tbe 
persons or classes which are to be the subject of the mission. If 
the teacher is lI1Il!peded of being mainly the agent of the civil 
power, of intending to assist the present _us, of snpponing the 
purpose of the magistrate, ilie 8UCC888 of an institution. or the 
policy of a form of government, he will be distrusted .nd will fail. 
A Court preacher may 8IlC01I1'Sg8 partisans, may .~imolate a 
persecuting spirit, may rouse that which is already in II}1Dpathy 
with him, but. will not gain new followers. Bu~ in all historical 
reli.,oious, however much they may have been mbsequently 
eorropted by priesbaft and statecraft, ilie preacher has held. 
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out hopes to his hearers that he will better them. This is the 
secret of the suceess which .. ttended the tea.ehings of Zoroaster 
and Buddha, of early Christianity and early Islam. They take 
adva.ntage of existing discontent, and prea.eh freedom, the loosening' 
of chains, the opening of prisons, and the natural equality of man, 
the ma.nifest duty of the secnlar mler. They always allege, thougb 
in varied phrase, th .. t dominion is founded on graee. They m .. y 
counsel indifference or even obedience to the secular mler, but they 
always propose compensation for this concession. The consta.nt 
reproach against the Anglica.n Church, I do not say justly, is that 
it is the creature of compromise, constituted and maintained by the 
secular power and in the interests of the secular power ouly. This 
is what Selden ..,eant when he commented cynically on the con
tempt with whicn the public looked at the downfall of the episcopal 
clergy in the seventeenth century. .. It," people said, .. is .. mere 
instrument created by eeelesisetics, courtiers, and king, and is. 
intended for secnlar uses." What English clergyman has .. 
thousandth part of the infIuenee possessed by the Irish parisb 
priesl, and freely conceded to him? The Lollard teachers, the
Bible men, the known men, as their password went, strove to enlist. 
the converls to their new creed by profoimd sympathy and ready 
ai~ to them in their old struggles. 

The next fact is, that it is in valn to attempt .. social revolution, 
a material improvement in the dbndition of those whom the teacher 

'approaehes, except in times when prosperity or al least some degree 
of comfort is general. I am speaking of new agencies, not of 
those which are long-sta.nding a.nd as long trusted. In, the history 

. of the world, I know nothing so unwearied and so sedulous as the
labour of the Irish priests has been, from the dark days of the· 
Penal Code to this last time, in which the Irish are beginning to. 
believe that the eastern sea will bring them JUBtiee in plaee of 
pppression. I am thinking of and referring to .. different set of 
facts. The mission of the poor priests would have had no audience 
in an 4ge of despair a.nd misery. The forces of society make short 
and easy work of the outbreaks which despair occasionally instigates. 
The insurrection of the J aequerie in Franee in the fourteenth 
century, of the peasants in: Germa.ny in the sixteenth, were futile 
struggles, fall of ferocity and reprisals, but completely repressed, 

7 
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the population sinking back into greater misery than that was which 
they strove to shake off. The peasants' war in England was an 
Olltcome of the time in which wages were high, and prices were 

'low. The peasant or that age was better "ff than his father or 
grandfather, and had the prospeet of seeing his children better off 
than himself. They claimed at Mile End to be free, themselves, 
their heirs, and their lande, and to be no more bond, nor so 
reputed. There i. no good in preaching social equality to the 
indigent and destitute, to the man who ask. for bread or work. 
Men combine and organize when they are not obliged to be COIl

stantly anxioll. abollt their daily bread; when that is lacking or 
uncertain, their worst language, heaven help them, is that of 
impotent menace. The me88age or WikIirs priests would have 
seemed a mockery to the destitllte. It was beeau': they had some
thing to lose, much to lose, that they resolved on striking a blow 
to gain more. It was, I believe, from the consciousness or how 
dangerous fairly prosperolls men are. that the English administr .... 
tion, its first bnrst of wrath over. treated the peasants so gently, 
and ailently granted their demande. 

The peasant of the fonrteenth centnry struck a blow for freedom 
in the Cashion which noblemen and merchants had taught him or 
his Cathers over and over again, against John and Henry and th. 
second Edward; as they were soon going to show him against 
the king round whom they now .. allied, and in whose company 
on that Smithfield day was the young cousin who was to depose, 
perhaps to murder him. He stmek a blow, and he won.. His 
descendants through the long night of the last haIC of the 
sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries were to sink deeper and 
deeper by the operation of well-devised machinations into the 
apathy of despair. from which many of them have not even yet 
risen. The peasant of the nineteenth centnry has neither the 
spirit or the hope which called together the Men of Kent, of the 
East, of the North, in 1381. The tim .. indeed are changed; 
other instruments are employed now than those whick were 
<lustomary when making war on the king .... believed to be the 
right of the aggrieved subject. The atrnggIe is more civil, the 
notary is more humane. But the man .ho .orks wiII always 
have to struggle for his own against u.e man who spends. and 
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needs all his energy, for his rival is an organization, and he is too 
apt to be a mob. 

A strange wave came over the fifteenth century, its wonderful 
prosperity, and the incredible ferocity and bloodthirstiness of its 
nobles, in the rationalism of Bishop Pecok. Bis work, the archa
iams of style and fact excepted, reads to me like the apologetic 
latitudinarianism of the eighteenth centUl'Y, or the sweet reasonable
ness of the nineteenth. .. Our lot has, fallen in pleasant places. 
why disturb us? You may be right, but it is quite as likely that 
you are in the wrong, and you must not be vexatious and dogmatic. 
To quarrel over religion i. foolish, to attack established forms and 
practices is impertinent. Whenever a man finds an occupation 
which suits him, he is quite as probably doing God and man sernce 
as you think t~ai he is not." I know nothing stranger than the 
sight of this bishop, bom long before his time, preaching the 
gospel of indifference just at the beginning of a furious, a bloody, 
an implacable civil war, in which the nobles of the age were to 
tear each other to pieces, the ecclesiastics of the age were all to be 
siding with the victorious party, as one side or the other was 
nppermost, and all were hurrying down the rapids to the Niagara of 
Beuryvm. 

'The teaching of Pecok was proscribed, as the teaching of Wiklif 
W&S, by the pions, unworldly founder of Eton and King's College, 
Cambridge. Henry VI., during his whole life, was incapable of 
forming a judgment, and the clauses of his statutes in which 
the heretical bishop and the heretical preacher were impartially 
condemned were suggested by some adviser of the poor king. But 
the two systems were in violent contrast. On the one side were the 
secret teachers of Norwich weavers and small farmers, inculcating 
vigilance, thrift, secrecy, contempt for ecclesiastical pretension, con
centration on the business of life, but with a high ideal of personal 
religion. On the other was the well-to-do bishop, apologizing for 
his " ... y and well-to-do brethren, intreating his English reading audi
ence to let well alone, and enjoy the benefits which a wise Providence 
and .. benefi~ent constitution had bestowed on them. Out of the 
teashing of the Lollard priests was to come in the fulness of time, 
the stem Puritanism which piled up wealth and wrath; out of the 

, teaching of the others, which was in reality a reBection from the 
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practice and purposes of the Anglican Church in his day, of time
serving, greed, and suppleness, was to come the horrible chaos of the 
civil war of succession, the ruin of English prosperity, tbe enormous 
waste and crimes of Henry's administration, and tbe bopeless 
beggary of tbe English peasant, 

The English Reformation, such 8S it was, owed very little to the 
clerical caitiffs who waited on Henry'. caprices, All its strength 
was due to tbe .ecret Lollardy which .eemed to be extinguished. 
and was so active. It was in the ea.tern counties that Lollardy 
was the popular religion, that the Reformation of Edward'. time 
flourished, that tbe martyr. of Mary'. time came. that the resistance 
to Elizabeth'. compromise was organized, that th. Puritan move
ment, the Independent movement. was consolidated. that the regi
meDt. of the New Model. the Ironsid .. were trained, that Marston 
Moor and Naseby. Dunbar and Worce.ter were won. 

The Puritan mo\'ement was .. sentially and orib.mally one of the 
middle clas .... of the trader. in the town8, of the farmers in the 
country. The confusion and loss which folloWed on the debasement 
of the cniTeney by Henry, and the restoration under Elizabeth, 
when the money was to be taken by tale instead of weight, and 
prices consequently rose, affected principally the landowners who 
lived by rent, and the labonrers who lived by wages. The former were 
stinted, because the social and economical situation was as yet a bar 
to competitive rents, and the latter were finally impo ... ri.hed by the 
quarter sessions assessments. But the incon\'enience was lightest to 

-the small farmer, who eulti\'aled his field or the portion of the 
common field which be beld at a low fixed rent, whether biB est .. te 
was one of inheritance or on a renewable term, and who li ... ,1, in the 
main, on the produce of his own field and bis own hands. To .ucb 
person., money prices are of I .... ignificance than they are to any 
other clas., fur but little of their produce is really exchawJed for 
money. And if, 118' i. highly prolrdble, the weaving of coarse 
woollen. and linens was a bye.industry in the .mall farmer'. h01llfe 
(it certainly was in more considerable mansions, .uch as those of 
Shuttleworth, in Gawthorp Hall. and Lord Pembroke'. at Worksop), 
the profit on tbe weaving ..-ould make up fur the exalted price which 
was required fur implements and materiaJa, just as in L'1J5ter, wben 
linen ..-eaving ..-as a univer.aI dome&tic industry, the peasant 
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farmer, as long as he could pay his rent out of his weaving, was 
generally indifferent to its amount. But I am sure that the labourer 
and artisan had no interest, as they had no part in the marvellous 
drama of the seventeenth century, when the war between the 
prerogative and the people began with Cecil's book of rates, and 
ended with the second Revolution of 1688. 

The stir of the fir.t Revolution in 1642 brought into existence, 
perhaps in many cases only brought into prominence, a number of 
new sects, the most important of which were the Quakers and the 
Independents. The former, in the end, generally settled in the 
oountry and b:took themselves to agriculture, the latter aggregated 
in the towns. The Society of Friends, quiet, self-restrained, pains. 
taking, and parsimouious, who cut away from their lives all super. 
fluous and some innocent enjoyments, became the most enterprising 
of farmers, and had not a little to do with the success of the new 
agricUlture in phe eighteenth century,. when their harmless and 
unobtrusive lives, perhaps the success of their industry, caused them 
to be generally respected. Some of the hest agricultural reports in 
Young's collections are the work of Quaker farmers. But in the 
end, resistance to the payment of tithes, which seems, at first, to 
have been a pious opinion, subsequently exalted into a religious 
dogma, was found incompatible with a pursuit for which the Friends 
were peculiarly fitted. It appears that the abandonment of agri
culture as a calling by the Quakers, took place generally in the 
early part of the present century. 

The Independent movement had a far more important economical 
history. The Independents, as the reader of English history knows, 
"Were the Republican party of the seventeenth century. The 
Presbyterians were moderately royalist, the Cavaliers vehemently 
royalist, the clergy were eager to avenge their losses in the civil 
war, and the labourers apathetic and indifferent. The Presby
terians were tolerated in consideration of the services they did at 
the Restoration, were even endowed to .. small extent, or allowed 
to be endowed. They are now represented by the small and scattered 
Unitarian congregations in out·of·the.way villages, and by a more 
numerous and compact sect in the North of England. Independency 
became the religion of the large towns, especially of London. The 
sect, of course, was the most hateful to the restored monarchy and 
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the restored Church. Had it been possible, they would have beeD 
visited with the utmost severity of the Clarendou persecuting Acts. 
But these sectaries rapidly grew rich, and out of the trade which 
flourished exceedingly in the last quarter of the seventeenth century, 
they becllIlle the moneyed interest of Londou. No doubt Charles 
would have gladly pillaged them, as he pillaged his own adIJerentB 
in 1672, when he shut up the exchequer. But the boundless extrava· 
gance of his Court always kept him poor, and he had no mind, as he 
said, to go on his travels again, as I am pretty certsin he would, had 
he lived much longer, as he assuredly would if he had attempted hi. 
father's pranks of illegal taxation. The Iudependent &eet of the 
city of London gave stability, becau&e it gave money, to the second 
Bevolution. It gave its money on loan, in a business.like way, and 
it took &ecurity, as is the custom of merchants. The Presbyterians 
of the first Bevolution ga.ve their money freely to the Parliamentary 
cause. Now the creation of the Public debt gave a diffused interest. 
to the New Settlement. 

The Independents were the principal found ... of the Bank of 
England. Among the first diredora were Abney, the patron of 
Dr. Watts, three of the Donblons, who had originally been Flemish 
exiles, and were firm adherents of Callin' s discipline, and a host of 
other names who can be identified with London Nonconformity. To 
do business, State business, with mch person., and to visit them 
with penalties for their creed and discipline was an abf<tll'llity. 
Toleration was the necessary outcome of the new finance, as it 
was of the new political system. The landed interest hal<od them. 
but their hatred was impotent. Once they tried to ruin the Bank 
with a scheme of their own, the collap&e of which made them more 
furious and helpless. The &ona of Zerniah, as tbe High Church 
clergy confessed, were too strong for them. 

There was still an institution which was almost entirely in the 
hands of the monied Tories who had, I bel;'"e, finally parted com
pany with the Stuarts, but who hal<od the Whigs and the Dissenters. 
Under a charter from Elizabeth, the East India Company had 
grown from small beginnings to what w ... then a mighty trade. 
Their stock often &old four or fi ... -times its nominal value, when 
profits were high. But Parliament had affirmed that it alone was 
empowered to confer monopolies of trade. The old Company saw 
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the ground cnt from under their feet, after they had spent in vain 
large enms in bribing members of the House of Commons, among 
them the Speaker, and the members of the House of Lords. In 
1692, its stock reached 158; in 1696, it fell to 88. 

The Whigs determined on constructing a new and rival East India 
Company, the stock of which was readily and rapidly subscribed by 
the London Dissenters. It soon shot well ahead of the old society, 
though, strange to say, the old company bettered itself considerably' 
during the period of rivalry, which only lasted a few years. Perhaps 
they distributed their dividends honestly instead of using'their profits. 
for the sake of political corruption. In the autumn of 1708, just. 
befor~ England had taken decided action in the war of the Spanish_ 
succession, the stock of the old company was at 184, of the new 
at 219. 

The traditions of the Revolutionary period, and the attitude of th .. 
city men towards Nonconformity and the principles of 1688, re-
mained active during the eighteenth century, Wilkes was a Non
conformist, and no great credit to any sect. The city took up his 
defence, sheltered him from pursuit, baffled the Honse of Commons 
in their attempt to protect their debates from publication, forced 
Bute out of office,_ and administered bold rebukes to the king him
self, after making very offensive demonstrations against his mother. 

In a minor degree, the principal business in the other large towns. 
was in the hands of the same theological and political party, and 
not a little of the remarkable material progress which characterized 
the eighteenth century was due to these agencies. Mr. Gladstone 
has disputed the accuracy of the picture which Macaulay drew of 
the beggarly and sordid condition of the clergy in the seventeenth 
and early part of the eighteenth centuries. I can only say th .. t my 
researches entirely confirm the historian's 'description. Their in
fiuences lay through the traditions of the Parliamentary war, with 
the country landowners and those of their tenants who deferred to 
them. I do not think that the Squires Western. honoured ths 
Church in the person of Parson Trulliber, as neither .of them wers 
any gre .. t credit to the country party and the Church, but they voted 
together, and I am old enough to remember country clergymen of 
whom Parson Trulliber was h .. rdly .. c .. ricature. The grievance. of 
.. standing army, a public debt, and the land tax, were till the gre .. t 
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rise in prices, rents, and tithes at the end of the eighteenth century. 
sufficient to weld together the political interests of Church and 
land. 

The Revolution of 1688 would, I believe, have been followed by 
8 reaction, possibly a restoration of the Stuarts, had it not been for 
monied Whige of the great towns, and especially of London. The 
public men of the period were corrupt. were always looking out for 
questionable official gain, and the first two kings of the house of 
Hanover were not respected and were not respectable. Now the 
<lOuntry party would probably have been as 'bad as the Whigs if they 
had had the chance, and the Whige, who in one shape or the other 
were in office from the accession of the first till the death of the 
second George, were not likely to attack the most solid supporters 
which their party had. So the OCCBeionaJ Confonnity and the 
growth of Schism acts soon went, and though the disability of the 
Dissenter remained, Be long Be he did not present a qualification 
the enforcement of which WBe a public scandal. mean. were found 
by which the clergy, for a solid consideration. gave their testimony 
that the requisite appearance and participation had been satisfac
torily fulfilled, when the person who promised it had not entered the 
.,hurch. 

The movement which the brothers Wesley began and carried out 
'11'88 chiefly among the labouring classes. It is well !mown that 
Wesley intended to merely introduce a reform among reputed memo 
bers of the Church of England, and that the intoJerance of those 
who were offended at hi. ta<.~t rebuke of their moth and indifference 
<lrove him reluctantly from his purpose. But I am strongly eon· 
vineed that. Wesley, who labonred with so much lIllCC888 and effeeted 
BO powerful an organization in the eighteenth century. would have 
wasted his labour in the seventeenth. During the first half of the 
eighteenth century, and indeed further on, prices were far lower than 
.in the previous century. wages rose slightly. but were only slightly 
raised. and it is clear that most labourers were small occupiers as 
well. perhaps under the Act of 1589. There WBe tberefore in the 
<lOmparati\"e plenty of the time an opening for a relil,';ous movement 
among the poor, and Wesley was equal to the occaeion. It fmrvh'ed 
the tom"ble period of the Continental war. when nearly all the tam
tion of the country, so uni\"ersal were tbe excise and cw;toms, fell 
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on the poor earnings of the working classes, for it is a maxim in 
finance that there is no tax 80 productive as that which is collected 
from universal consumption,. At the present time the protective 
taxes on clothing levied in the United States are easily evaded by 
the rich, the profits of the manufacturer are extracted from the 
.consumption of those who cannot go abroad to buy. 

I do not doubt that the remarkable progress of the working 
.classes in the fourteenth, fifteenth, and first haJf of the sixteenth 
<lentunes were intimatel» connected with the destructiv,e criticism 
which Wiklif and his followers brought to bear ~n the established 
.creed and its representatives. All outward show of the opinions 
which these sectaries entertained was repressed, particularly during 
the Lancastrian epoch., But they were understood to be still 
secretly cherished. Pecok, the defender of the existing order of 
things, examines and attacks the tenets which seemed to have been 
uprooted. This attack betrays a suspicion that the unseen in opinion 
is not always unfelt. I do not doubt then that the views of the 
-early reformers were still prevalent among the weavers and farmers 
of Norfolk. It is possible to extirpate a religion. Calvinism was 
destroyed in Flanders and Spain, almost entirely in France, to II. 

great extent in Southern Germany. But the process was effected 
by an elaborate system of espionage, and the relentless punishment 
of the accused ·offenders. In the same way Romanism was extir
pated in Scandinavia, and by expedients as harsh and severe. Cruel 
""d violent as our laws on religion have been, they have not been, 
.and, unless the character of the English were entirely altered, could 
not have been, effective. The High Commission Court was a very 
poor equivalent of the Spanish Inquisition. 

The opulence of Norfolk during the epoch of Lollsrdyand the 
textile manufactures is shown in the assessments it paid. The soil 
of Norfolk is not particularly fertile, being mostly light. Much of 
its present acreage is reclaimed from the sea. by gradual accretion; 
much of its existing surface is covered with water, and was covered 
to a still greater extent five centuries ago. But when the wool tax 
was levied in 1841, the taxation of Norfolk to the acre, London for 
the moment being taken out of Middlesex, was higher than that of 
any English county, and second to Middlesex with London. Next 
to it comes Oxford, probably the most fertile of the English counties, 
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as it has so much natural pasture, and so little wa.te. In 1876 
when another assessment is macle, the rate per acre is slightly higher 
in Oxford than it is in Norfolk, but these two counties are greatly 
richer than any other. Now there was hardly any part ol England 
which suffered so severely hy the plagues ol the lourteenth century 
as Norfolk did. In 1458, and again in 1508, it oecupies the 8ame 
position, a little below Oxlordshire, but lar above any other county. 
These are the only assessments which I have lound in the pre· 
Relormation period. Part of tbe decline. is no doubt due to th .. 
extension of the woollen manulacture over other parts or England, 
lor the assessments are or a fixed grant, and are therelore relative. 
The growing wealth or a county heretolore backward would reduce 
the contingent or another, which had not indeed declined, but harl 
not inereased as the other had in the interval. 

It cannot, I think, be doubted tbat the continuous position of 
N orlolk during the space of more than a century and a hall, 
between the first and last of these assessments, was due to tbe 
habits which the religious and social tenet. or the Lollards inluse<i 
into the minds of those weavers and larmers. Many or them were of 
Flemish descent, indeed in catalogue. or perS0D8 which I have lound 
in the eastern counties, I have been struck with the frequency of 
distinct Teutonic names. They kept up a close intercourse with 
Fhmders. They could not do much in the way of wool. Their 
produce was not deemed worthy or a priee. But that from Snffolk 
is the cheapest in the kingdom. and probably the worst. But they 
exported their barley largely to the Low Countries. and received in 
return the hop. which they appear to have been the first to use, 
nearly a century betore it became general in England, and recovered 
the art of making brick. which had been lost in England sin"" the 
days of the Romans. This progressive skill. in which they oot· 
stripped the rest or the country, was due to spe<-ial cau .... and, in 
my jud,,"IJleIlt. it 11'80 due to their relil,-ioll. 

I have nowhere discovered, to my great regret .... y as"""",,,",,' 
between 1503 and 1636. when the charge or .hip money ...... im
posed. Norlolk is now ranked 80 tbe twenty.fifth or the eoonties. 
It is seventh in 1641 and 1649. eighteenth in 1660. ,weUth in 
1672, nineteenth in 1695. But in tbe only 'wo ... .......,enu which 
I have &:eU or towns. in 16H and 1649, Norwich i. the second 
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city of the kingdom. No doubt part of this change is doe to the 
migration of its industries, as the revival at the time of the Parlia
mentary war is to the development of a new industry in the county. 
In the days of Lonardy it prospered greatly, but when, in spirit 
if not in name, the principles which Wiklif taught were accepted 
by the Anglican Church, and Wiklif was styled the morning star 
of the Reformation, the special prosperity of Norfolk had passed 
away. But, for along time, .. "weaver" was the familiar synonym 
for .. heretic. 



v. 

DIPLOMACY AND TRADE. 

Copiorunu. of diplmnatit; litera/.1we-Tho effect of tho intercrnvr,. of 
natiom-Fallacie, about 1MM1f, and it. pl<ru in C017/IIMTce-Ez
porll and importtl-How de .. a nation "pond fTWTe tkan it e4TnI

Proof of .... h .. • !aU of thVngtl-Earlg trade 0/ England, tho 
H"",eaflie LeagtU-Trade with Flaader, and eZ,owMre-Rouu. 
from tho Eut-Tko dilCOfI~ of tho New World, tho Cape Pa .. age, 
and tho conqued 0/ Egypt by tho Trwkl-InMr ... t error. in 
tho Du.tch waU-Tho Intercur_ Magmu-C""""""ciaJ. trea/utl-
1. That of Mr. Methuen. 2. That of Mr. Ea.... 8. That of Mr. 
Cobden. 

IT will be obvious to you that I can treat this vast subject only in 
outline. There is very little printed literature which is more copious 
than that which deals with diplomacy and trade. The great work 
of Dumont proposes to give up to the middle of the eighteenth century, 
the various treaties, political and commercisl, which have been 
negotiated between the different states of Europe. The numerous 
volumes of Rymer, historiographer to Charles IL, are a se1ection from 
the public papers which are preserved in the national archives. But 
neither of these authol1l is as copious as Mnratori, whose volumes 
are a repertory of the infinitely various r.lationa which aubaisted 
from time to time between the numerous Italian citiea. The col
lection of Muratori is not only interesting to the student of modern 
history, but is valuable as it enahrines in it many scattered pieces 
of information about ancient commercial law. the moat ancient and 
eontinuous of all law. for it is probable that this branch of inter
national cuatom and comity reaches back to the time when the Rome 
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of the kings and the early republic made treaties with Carthage and 
the other colonies of Tyre. 

The economical benefits of trade, and of that understanding 
between nations which leade to the exchange of products, which 
protects merchants and merchandize, and gives temporarily to the 
foreigner, under more or less easy conditions, the opportunities of 
commerce, are obvious and trite. The distribution of products t() 
the greatest possible reciprocal advantage is the first and most 
enduring stimulant to trade. In aU acts of exchange the buyer has 
the strongest inducement to get what he most needs, and in com
merce both parties buy and both parties seU. Trade is again the 
most efficient instructor as to the natural benefits of soil, climate, 
and material, and it teaches this with the greatest rapfdity and 
accuracy. The greatest service which unimpeded trade does to a 
community which has accepted it, is that it informs the people, wh() 
desire to exchange their products, what are the best kinds of material 
on which tQ exercise their industry, and develop that utility which 
is the sole end of economical labour. Hence it supplies the answer 
to the important problem-Has the industry in which a country is 
engaged been determined on in the most productive direction, does 
it produce the greatest possi!!le results with the least possible ex
penditure of foroe ? Hence it acts as a stimulant for the discovery 
of labour-saving instruments, and of cost-saving processes, for any 
waste is labour needlessly and unprofitably expended. It leade to 
the discovery of natural resources, as in this country coal, salt, anel 
iron, the last two of which, before certain discoveries were made, 
were imported into this country. In the fifteenth century it was 
supposed that if the exportation of French salt was prohibited 
or even hindered, a most powerful instrument for checking English 
progress, or crippling England's domestic life, would be put into 
operation. . 

Trade, again, is an effective means for the development of inter
national morality, for the sense of reciprocal benefit teaches the 
reality of reciprocal rights, and the recognition of rights in the 
people of a foreign country is obviously a means by which people 
are instructed in that sense of justice and the satisfaction of obliga
tions which is the earliest, and, it would seem, the most difficult 
lessoll of civilization. The difficulty there is in inculcating the force 
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()f reciprocal obligations appears to me to be the reason why. In the 
early ages of jurisprudence. the law enforcing contracts has con· 
stantly been so severe. that in course of time the severity imperils 
the very foundations of society itselC. and it becomes necessary to 
modify the ancient code by enacting a law of usury. in which relief 
is given to the debtor. and in modern times. by what is equivalent 
fn its effects and virtually in its principle. a law of bankruptcy or a 
revision of contracts. The international morality which has been 
indueed by trade fn course of time develops that whioh is called 
fnternational law. i .••• international comity. the Corce of which is 
public opinion and the censure of other nations. an expedient by 
which. it may be hoped. as these Corces become more effectual. war 
may become itselC an anachronism. Perhaps in paot times, the 
English people. by insisting on e1travagant rights on the high 
seas. have been the greatest hindrance to the development of inter
national comity; bnt of late years. and apparently from conviction. 
we ourselves have been among the foremoot to snggeai that the 
barbarisms of ancient warfare shall be discarded by fnternationa\ 
ronsent. 

Few nations are so barbarous 88 not to recognize the importance 
{)f trade. Bnt as that which they sell is by the very act of exchange 
that which they desire lese than that which they receive. they are 
naturally most fntereeted fn exports. Another cirCUlDBtance. how· 
<lver. has led to a further anxiety to fncrease export •• the motive of 
which is more obscure. 

It is clear that to a person engaged fn trade. the mere retention 
of money is not desirable. There is no reason to believe that by 
holdfng it he will gafn an advantage. for by the very tenn8 of its 
use as a means of exchange. it varies least of all fn value within 
measureable time. Escept. then. as it gives a sense of security 
agafnst nnloreseen emergencies. a risk. on the hypothesia t"'" the 
trader is solvent. which is progressively diminished fn civilized com· 
munities. to hoard is to lose. As the machfnery of trade becomes 
more compIieated or. to be more accnrate. to be more nicely adjnsted. 
movements of specie from country to country. or from merchant to 
merchant. become rarer. and the irBnsmiasion of the precious metals 
ceases to be the bnsfnese of the trader. Cor the !nn<,-tion of adjneting 
the wants of the money market. either Cor fnternal circnLHion or Cor 
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the purpose of the foreign exchanges becomes the special office of 
the bullion dealer. This view of the entirely secondary functions of 
money in trade, .. nd of its being to the deder a mere tempor&ry in· 
strument to be got rid of as soon as possible in trade, if profit is to' 
be m .. de, w .. s seen very early in the history of economic literatnre; 
for it is stated clearly enongh in a treatise by Nicholas Oresme, 
Bishop of Lisienx, in the fourteenth century. Money is a convenient, 
the only convenient measure of exehlLllge value; it has a temporary 
(lonvenience in effecting certain exchlLllges, but the trader retains it 
in his possession for the shortest possible time. In brief, he takes 
it, only to get rid of it. 

The co.se is entirely different with a government, particularly with 
a government in the time 'It which Oresme wrot,e. Here, and for 
the reason given above, as a. reserve against unforeseen emergencies, 
the acquisition of money, the creation of a tre .. sure, the v .. lue of a 
ho .. rd, were instant ILlld obvious. In the nature of things a govern· 
ment produces nothing, gets no profits. It may be in the highest 
degree necessary and useful, but in the n .. ture of things, it exists 
()nly to spend. It knew, at least in the time of which I .. m writing, 
that the strongest power w .. s that which h .. d or conld gef most 
money. Centuries .. fter Oresme, Louis XIV., when he WIIB pressed 
by the reverses of unsuccessful war, consoled himself by saying, 
.. After aU, it is the last pistole that wins." In the sixteenth een· 
tury, aU Europe w .. s &gh .. st at the designs of Philip 'II. of Spain. 
He had the great mines of the New World, or at least levied a heavy 
tax on their produce. He seemed to be possessed of inexhaustible 
riches. He WIIB bailled, beaten, made bankrupt by the Dutch, in 
whose country there was not an ounce of natur .. 1 gold or silver, who 
got aU their money by trade, except when they occasionally captured 
their enemy's treasure lIeet, and were rapidly becoming the richest 
nation of Europe, when Philip had ruined Spain and brought down 
the Genoese traders, on his declaring himself bankrupt. 

Europe&n governments interpreted the interests of their subjects 
by the view' which they took of their own interests. MerehlLllts 
knew then lIB they know now, that money hllB a temporary nse only 
to the individuaL But the government, seeing the permanent nse 
()f money to itself, strove to make it permanent in the community 
whose affairs they administered. So they devised the doctrine of 
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the balance of bargain, which Adam Smith afterwards called the 
mercantile system, insisted that in cash transaction with foreign 
merchants, there should be a balance payable to the English dealer, 
limited transactions in certain important English products to town ... 
which they called staple toWDS, and appointed a great officer, whom 
they called the King's Exchanger, who shonld see in his own person. 
or by deputy, that this desirable balance waS secured, 

Of course they did not succeed. In the existing state of the 
police of the ports, they might as well have tried to keep in thl> 
wind, or to limit a falling shower to English 'soil. Bigger thing. 
than money are smuggled, and when the merchants knew that they 
could only carry their business on by getting rid of the money they 
had received, and the balance of bargain too, why they got rid of 
both. H the royal policy had been 8Occessful, there would havl> 
been a general rise of prices. There would have been more money 
in the country than was wanted, and to get rid of what they did 
not want, they would have had to give more of it for goods. But no 
rise of prices, on that I can speak confidently, ensued; the money 
1Iowed out to where it was wanted, like rivers to the sea, as Oresrne 
said, and the King's Exchanger with his attendant. was a mere 
comber in the business of life. 

But what no merchant would admit for himself, he affinned for 
the whole conntry. The balance of trade, the balance of bargain, 
the mercantile system became a trouble for centuries, and whei! this 
conntry was fast beccming the first commercial centre of the world, 
hones! people tortured themselves about the excess of imports over 
export., said that England was going to ruin, and that we were 
all spending more than we were earning. I am afraid that the 
amount of exports were cooked, in order to comfort these worthy 
dreamers. 

The exports of a conntry always pay for its imports. H they did 
not, the importing conntry would be controc1ing debts, and the debt 
would be taken in lieu of imports. It is always poasible to discover 
whether a conntry is spending more than it pays for. H it does, it 
begins to export securities. A conntry may very wisely spend more 
than it pays for. It may very necessarily spend more than it 
pays for. But it must always pay for ilB imports in goods or 
securities, and there are plenty of people who can detect the opers-
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tion when it takes pJa.ce.. But the operation is not always plain to 
the unpractised observer, and I am afraid that latterly, some persons, 
who know a little, have, for reasons of their own, practised on the ilI-. 
informed. When a country is not borrowing and has a fair share in 
the carrying trade, an honest return of the money value of goods 
exported and imported, always shows an excess in value of imports 
over exports. I am assuming, of course, that the trade is exclusively 
between country and country, and that there is no roundabout 
settlement through a third country. 

The reason is obvious. In trade, we value what we receive at 
more than what we give, or there would be no profit. This is the 
caee with every country. A Frenchman values English coals more 
th";" he does French wines, and the Englishman values French 
wines more than he does English coal.. If each did not, there 
would be no trw; the Frenchman had better keep his wine, the 
Englishman his coalB. Then the wine and the coals have to be 
carried. If the Englishman' does both journeys, the value of the 
coals in France is more by the freight, the value of wine in England 
also more by the freight. In England, the coal is valued less the 
carriage, and the wine more the carriage:-and what may be a. very 
profitable transaction may seem to those who do not understand the 
figures a very losing transaction. 

Now let us take a step further. Let us .. n .. lyse what occurs every 
day. An Englioh vessel takes cloth to Hamburgh, carries leather 
thence to Bcrdeaux, aud takes wine to England. The only thing 
which .. ppears in the export. and import. are the cloth and the wine. 
Bnt the two article. bear the three freights, and, a. far as they are 
concerned, the imports again seem ruinously above the exports. In 
the fifteenth century people nnderstood the machinery of trade 
better than some do now, for they saw what the profit was which 
the English mercantile marine gained by the carrying trade, and 
in France especia.lly wished to check it by a sharp Navigation Act. 
But the power of kings, and even of parliaments, is no match for 
the instinots of trade. 

Under the ordinary oonditions of trade, then, merchants do not 
find it to their interest to further the designs of Government in 
•• curing a treasure, or even an available surplus or over-supply of 
money. However honest the GovernmeIft is in the management 

8 
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of its mint, and very few European Governments have been even 
decently honest in this direction, but, on the contrary, most flag. 
rantly dishonest, merchants will not keep more money than they 
want, will not sell, if they can help it, at a disadvantage, which, 
being put into the language of the custom house returns, will 
always make their imports exceed in value their exports. If they 
do not do so, they get no profits. There are to be sure personl 
when prices are low, and profits are low, who play on the credulity 
of those who do not understand the ordinary course of businesl, 
because they know that, if they could alter the course of English 
trade, they would for a ti~ get higher prices and higher profits, 
and pay lower wages, but the dishonesty ot their purpose is trans
parent. 

The interpretation of ·trade is more difficult still when in a 
country like our own, an enormoua and incredible mass of foreign 
and colonial securities is held by British investor.. I am confi· 
dently 888ured, by those who know the facts well, that at least two 
thousand millions sterling of such securities are held in Great 
Britain, and ear·marked on the Stock Exchange. We in Eng. 
land hold all or nearly all the Colonial securities, the Indian Debt, 
and 80 large a mass of foreign debt, that no large purchase can 
be made of such foreign debt on any bot the London litock Ex· 
change. Now interest must be paid on such lisbilities, and of 
course, in accordance with the role laid down before, the ordinary 
way in which such an amount of interest i. paid, as is implied in 
the above· stated indebtedoese, is by goods, the amount or value of 
which makes the aggregate of imports appear to be vastly in exce .. 
of the aggregate of exports. To ignorant persons these figures 
appear very alarming, and dishonest person. play on the alarm. of 
the ignorant. In fact, the annual interest w~h the borrowers 
contract to pay is expresaed in thecm:reney of the United Kingdom, 
or in the curreney of the borrowing .tate and community, and in 
theory 80ch debtor. are bound to pay in money. In praetiee, 
however, they pay in goods, generally in raw materials, or in 
articles which our climate will not allow to be produced, or 
not to be produced in 80 useful a form. Hence a country like 
our own, to whom other countries are largely indebted, alwaYI 
.gete its raw materis1s, "and some other arlicJes, at the cheape& 
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rates possible, .. great advants.ge to capits.list, ls.bourer, and 
consumer. 

There i. one infallible test by which we may discover whether a 
country i. spending more than it earns.. It begins, ... priva.te .in
dividueJ.s do, to contrs.ct debts, and the proof that it i. contracting 
debt is given incontestably in the export of securities. It may be 
wise to contract debts, when, for example, a colony borrows money 
for the purpose of constructing beneficial railways at a rats of 
interest lower than that at which it can borrow at hom.e. It may 
borrow of necessity, as when a country, which still has sufficient 
resources to meet the interest on its loans, is constrained by the 
charges of war, or any other expenditure on which the loan is 
wholly destroyed and consumed, to borrow from its neighbours. It 
may borrow foolishly, as when .. country, not yet able to take 
,advantage of its natural resourees, borrows to construct railways, 
which will remain so long unproductive that it would have been 
better to have gone without them. When it borrows it exports 
.securities and takes goods in exchange. In theory, the lender lends 
money; in fact, he lends manufs.ctures, as rails, carriages, and 

. similar products. If the country which borrows and takes goods 
puts a tax on the goods it takes, it has to pay a higher price for 
them; if the country which receives interest puts a heavy tax on 
the only articles in which the debtor country cau pay, it may make 
such a country incapable of paying at all Lastly, if a country 
wants to borrow, and will not take the goods of the lender at all, it 
must pay the interest in its own products, and at increasingly lower 
prices than it would have sold them at if it allowed trade to be 
more free. No doubt the debtor may repudiate, but that is fatal 
to his reputation as a harrower, for they who can lend never forgive, 
.. bankrupt state. But as long a9 he keeps good faith, the debtor 
is at the mercy of the creditor who can always elect .how he 
will be paid. A state which holds many debts in its own hands 
has always a greater command over international money than a 
.tate which has few or none, and moreover is in debt to its 
neighbours. 

I give you this sketch of international tr&de, of exports and im
ports, and their meaning, because some foolish or dishonest persons 

·Ilre trying to turn figures, which really prove the exist911oe1>f .. 
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profitable trade, into evidence that this country is declining, and 
should reverse its trade policy. It is very likely that such people 
are as uninfluentia.! as they are shallow. It is, however, to the 
purpose to show that if we did reverse our policy, we should inflict 
incredible injuries on ourselves, as manufacturers and consumer •• 
and should bring those who have lent their money to foreign coun
tries, and especially to our colonie., within mea.urable distance 
of the risk of repudiation and the total loss of their property. 
People who try to keep our goods out of their market no doubt 
do us an injury, but they do themselves more. If we were to 
retaliate, and seek to exclude those materia.Is in which alone 
they can pay their way, we might ruin them, we should cer
tainly damage ourselves, and we should very probably give .. 
shock to public credit which it would not recover for .. century 
or more. 

The earliest trade of England was with the Baltic and the Low 
Countries. For more than two centuries. and to a greater or 1 ... 
extent for three, England had important possessions on the 8outh
west coaet of France, from which she exported wine and sait, the 
former of which conid not be produced in England to any advantage. 
and the latter, at the time. not nearly 80 cheaply and 80 well The 
principa.! districts with which England traded in early times were 
the towns of the Hanseatic League, with the Flemish cities (then 
the principa.! region of textile manuf&ctures, and the earriers of 
Eaetern produce" and the duchy of Guienne. 

The Hanseatic League was a combination of free cities on the 
shores of the Ba.!tic and the German Ocean, who 88sociated together 
for the purpose of defending commerce from marauders. ·It is 
probable that to tbeir efforts Western Europe owes the extinetion 
of that piracy on the ocean. and those piratiea.I setijements on land, 
which were the seourge of Western Europe for centuries. It appears 
that for .. time at least the ... t of the administration. such 88 it 
was. of the Hanseatic League was Bergen. in Norway. Their 
treasury was said to have been at Wisby. in the isle of Gottland. 
A branch of the association was early and long settled in London, 
itself .. principa.! member of the League, nnder the name of the 
a.!derman and merchants of the Steelyard, in a place near the Tower. 
It is to be regretted that the history of the League has not been 
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better written. The works of Werdenhagen, MaJIet, BchIBzer, and 
Lappenburg, are very poor productions. 

Many charters, thirty·five have been collected, were granted to 
the Hanseatic League between 1285, when I have found the first, 
to 1567, the last. In 1578 Elizabeth abolished the League as far 
as England was concerned. Most of the cities were overpowered 
and absorbed by the rising monarchies of Northern and Eastern 
Europe, and at last the League was represented by Ha.mburgh, 
Lubeck, and Bremen only. Their position as a trading association 
is most marked during the fifteenth century, during which twenty
One out of the charters above recorded were given. . The character 
of the trade carried on by the Hanse towns with England is, I 
conclude, designated in that part of the "Libel of English Policy" 
which deals with what the author calls the Danske trade.' It 
appears that England was supplied with furs, cloth, feathers, occ", 
sionaJIy wheat and rye, iron, tar, glass, wax, and other products 
of a similar character, There was a time in which it seems that 
even the produce of the farthest East was conveyed by land car· 
riage across Asi .. , through the Baltic towns; and th .. t fragments of 
ancient porcelain found occasionally in the extreme West, are relics 
of trade which is now entirely extinct and forgotten. 

The trade with the Flemings began early and w .. s of the highest 
importance to England and the Low Countries till Flanders was 
ruined by the Spanish war and the Spanish Inquisition. The 
Flemish cities grew wealthy from the woollen and linen trade, fro"1-
the former especiaJIy, the whole raw material of which came from 
England. Hence friendly relations with England were of the 
highest importa.nce to Flanders; and the English monarchs, while 
they engaged in their attempt to conquer l!'rance for thePlantagenets, 
saw the necess~y of having Flanders or its rulers as their iJly. 
This fact explains the friendship of Edward III. with Arteveldt, of 
the alJisnce of Henry V. with the Duke of Burgundy, who had now, 
by marriages and usurpations, obtained nearly the whole of the 
Low Countries, the Yorkist a1Jia.nce with Charles the Bold, a.nd the 
Intercursus Magnus of Heury VII. The inheritance. of the 
house of Burgundy has made what we now 0011 Belgium the 
battle-ground of Western Europe, from the days of Philip the 
Second to those of the Continental war. Its commercial sig-
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nmcance has passed away, its political importance is still great, 
and it is believed to be in no small degree the key to the Western 
~ituation. 

The woollen produce of Flanders, with the various kina. of silk. 
workers and linen manufacturers, were the occupation of most of it. 
towns. It was so densely peopled, that, like Holland a century later, 
it was unable to support its own people from the produce of it. soil, 
and imported large quantities of wheat and barley, the latter notably 
from the eastern counties of England. It was the mart of Eastern 
produce, which came to it by a route which I ohall presently 
describe. Spices and foreigu fraits were articles greatly in demand, 
and were purchased chiefly at Bruges. We shall see hereafter how 
this part of the Flemish trade was effectually destroyed. In 
Fla.nders, too, and especially in Antwerp, W88 carri.d on an active 
trade in bills of exchange, those instruments of credit by which, as 
was alleged, the wealth of England was poured by a thousand 
channels into the Papal treasury, and England was impoverished 
by spiritual tributes. During the whole of this period there were 
bickerings and occasional disputes, fur the Flemings were turbulent 
by nature and by reason of their municipal privileges, and the ruler. 
of England and Fla.nders frequently sacrificed commerdal ben.fit. 
to political jealousies and interests. As I have ... id, the trade 
between England and Guienne and its port of Bordeaux was chiefly 
in wine and eali, and these two articlea were abundant and cheap as 
long as the political connection between England and Guienne lasted. 
As is well known, in 1450, France had recovered the whole of her sea
board from the English. It appeal!' that the French Iring tried to in· 
troduce his fiscal system among the GIISCOIl8 ; it is known that they 
rebelled, that they were succoured by the English under Talbot, 
Earl of Shrewsbury, and that the Earl and his son were <kfeated 
and slain at the hattie of ChAtillon. With this victory, all the 
andent possessions of the Plantagenet kings except Calais were lost. 
But long after all idea of attempting their recovery was given up, it 
was a common practice fur the Engli.h sovereigns to stipulate fur the 
free export of wine and salt from France. 

The Baltic, the Flemish towns, and the French seaboard ... ere 
the limits of English maritime enterprise up to near the en.] of the 
fifteenth century. But to.<ards the close of this period the Spanish 
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kings of Aragon and Castile, now united. had achieved the conquest 
of all the M{)orish Principalities in the South. Hence the English 
passed along the Portuguese and Spanish coast, and traded as far 
as the quay of Seville. They do not appear for some time to have 
entered the Mediterranean, still Ie •• to have ventured on exploring 
the regions which Henry of Portugal had visited. Hence there was 
some colour for the Bull of Borgia, under which all the world to the 
west of the Atlantic was bestowed upon Spain, all the east on 
Portugal. But the English penetrated to the north. The fishing 
grounds near Iceland had long been visited by the Yorkshire navi
gators. In the fifteenth century the Bristol merchants, trusting 
to the mariner's" compass, reached the same goal through the 
Hebrides. 

An Act of 82 Henry VIII. cap. 14, reciting an earlier Act of his 
father, attempts to regulate the trade of England with those p .. rts 
of Europe where England had commerci&! relations. Even in early 
times its position was guod. A deb .. te between two her .. lds-at-arms, 
written in the fifteenth century and published lately by .. French 
.. ntiqnario.n society. confesses, on the part of the French patriot, tha.t 
the mercantile marine of England was large and active, and allows 
th..t England has a great geographical position for trade with the 
Baltic provinces and South-western Europe, but charges "the 
Euglish with piracy on French, Spanish, Danish, Bolld Scottish 
vessels. asserts th .. t they wish to .. ppropriate the trade of the world, 
dwells on the supreme importance of French products 110 English 
trade o.nd consumption, and thre .. tens the culprits with the penalties 
and police of a stringent N .. vigation Act. From internal evidence, 
it is plain that this treatise must have been written after the capture 
of Bordeaux in 1458, o.nd before the death of Charles VI. in 146l 
The admission as to the ch .. racter of the English mercantile marine 
is. to my judgment, more trustworthy tho.n the storie. which are 
told about the m ... itime decay of England in the fifteenth century. 
aud the gibes of the Flemings on the downfall of English supremacy 
on the seas. 

The English .. ttempted to reach Russia frQlll the north, indeed. 
at th .. t time, the sixteenth century, Russi .. h .. d no accessible 
Europe .. n port. One of the ships reached what was afterw&rds 
called Arch .. ngel in 1555, .. nd the elUbassy had an internew with 
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Ivan the Terrible-153S-1584. It seemed that prosperous tr8(1. 
would be developed between Astrachen and Archangel. But after 
the death of Ivan, and the disturbed reign of his successor, came 
a period of confusion and revolution, Rnd the enterprise of the 
English adventurers was arrested. It was not till after the middle 
of the sixteenth century that English vessels entered the Mediter· 
ranean. Even then for a long time the trade was capricious and 
disappointing. The Turk could destroy, but could not renew, .tiIl 
less create a trade. He has turned the fairest part of the earth'. 
surface into a howling wilderness. and as long as he is permitt",l 
to exist. there is no hope of renovation. It is upon his exploits that 
the history. of Central and Western Europe turns, that the old 
centres of trade were abandoned, or fell into decay, and thet a 
Dew course was discovered in which the energy of the W _.tern 
nations could enter. 

The first definite or accnrate information which we get as to the 
course ~f trade from the east to the west. is in the work of Sanuto 
the Venetia.n, in an address or remonstrance laid before one of the 
Avignon Popes. John XXI., in 1321, and published in a collodion 
entitled Secreta Fid_lium Crucis. How Sanuto can heve imagined 
thet any interest beyond his own would have been entertained by 
this most rapacious and sordid of the French Popes we are not told, 
but probably Pope John was to him only a chennerthrough which 
he could advertise to the mercantile world whet were the perils \0 
which, in.n. opinion, the traffie \0 the East was Dearing. Con
certed action in Western Europe was hopeless.. The experience of 
the Crnsades had proved how frail a bond enthusiasm was, and the 
failure of Louis IX. might have assured the most sanguine of men, 
one wonld have thought, that the day was past in which armed 
intervention would revive foreign trade. 

According \0 this author, the ancient depOt of Eastern, i .••• of 
Indian produce was Bagdad, and it would seem thet this view W88 

confirmed by the evidence given in the writinh'" of early tra""llera, 
and of romances. as long as Bagdad was nnder the mle of the 
Abassid Caliphs. anl was practically the centre of Lllam. But in 
course of time. Central Asia was overrun by divers barbarian hord ... 
and the routee of the caravans were interrupted. Two of th .... are 
known \0 Sanuto by memory. The one paeeed from Bagdad onr 
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the plains of Mesopotamia and Syria to Licia, the ancient Seleucia, 
and the produce by this land route was purchased and distributed 
by the principal maritime cities of Italy-Venice, Genoa, Pisa, and 
Florence. It appears that this, the earliest and shortest route, was 
early attacked by the savages who crowded down into Central Asia. 
from the Great Plateau, which lies between the eastern side of the 
Caspian and the Chinese Empire, irrllptions of whom destroyed what 
Temained of the ancient civilization in the grest plains, and made all 
transit too dangerous to be possible. A second caravan route, MSO 
starting from Bagdad, followed the Tigris to its sources in ATmenia 
and Azerbijan, and going along the road which had been explored 
for the first time in history by the memorable Ten Thousand, 
reached the same point which they did at Trebizond or Trepezus. 
This was the more difficult, but the safer rOllte, though perilous 
enollgh, and traversed conveniently only during the summer. But 
this route had also been interrupted, though while it lasted it was 
welcome to the Italian cities, and especially to Venice, who had 
several factories in the Black Sea. 

Now Sanuto tells us tha.t Ea.stem produce was collected at two 
ports in the great peninsula of its origih, which he calls Mahabar 
and Cambeth, and thence had generally been shipped to certain 
ports on the Persian Gulf and the river, the Tigris. A smaller 
portion was sent to Aden, for transit through Egypt. In conse· 
qllence of the circllIDstances referred to above, Aden had become the 
only port, and the Egyptian the only route. From AdeJ! he says 
there was a nine days' journey across the desert to Chus, as he calls 
it, on the Nile. Thence it went by the river for fifteen days to 
Babylon, .. name which the medieval writers gave to Cairo. From 
Cairo it went by canal to Alexandria, whence it was shipped to 
Europe, after being taxed up to a. third of its value by the Sultan. 
The cost of the articles was greatly enhanced, and the qua.lity greatly 
deteriorated by this mingled sea and land passage, and by frequent 
transhipments. Even under existing circllIDstances, some persons 
braved the perils of the old routes, and brought amall parcels of 
these precious goods by the Asiatic road to the. Mediterranean. If 
they escaped robbers their ga.in was great, for the articles were 
always in muoh better condition. 

The spices of the East were exchonged at Alexandria for 
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European produce. The articles most in demand were the metal., 
among which Sanuto enumerates quicksilver, wood and pitch, coral 
and amber, and the shrewd Venetian give. the taxes levied on imports, 
Sf per cent. on gold, 4, to 8t on silver, and from 25 to 20 on other 
metals and other products. Egypt was not a country of varied 
products. It depended entirely on foreign countries for metal., 
for timber, and many familiar convenience. of lile. The writer, 
therefore, concludes that if all commercial intercourse with Egypt 
were forbidden, and a sufficiently large n"'1" could 'be collected in 
order to meet the possible effects of the Suitan's resentment, that 
potentate would be obliged to revise his tariff, and the old routes 
from Bagdad to Licia and Antioch might be revived. 

The remonstrances of Sanuto were ineffeetual, and the trade witb 
the East was carried by the Egyptian route only. But it is clear 
from the fall in prices during the fifteenth century, that the Sultan 
must have seen that it was wise not to press too grievonsly on the 
trade which was so important to hi. dominions. Pepper, the most 
important and familiar of these Eastern condiments. W88 generally 
procurable at a low price during this century, and a local manu
facture of sugar at Alexandria made this article 80 cheap, that at 
the beginning of the sixteenth century it W88 little more than an 
eighth of the price at which it stood at the beginning of tbe 
fifteenth. 

Now stories 88 to the occupation of a wide and fertile region in the 
Far West, enrious and novel produets of which were own by the 
great ocean wave, which .... e now know as the Gulf Stream, on the 
western coasts of the country, were rife. The voyages and diBcoveri ... 
of Henry of Portugal, more than a generation before, fired the 
imagination of mariners, and one of them, .... ho was convineed that 
there W88 a western passage to the Indies, importuned every Court 
in Europe to supply him with the means of diBoovery. t'nsue<:e8OfuJ 
with one after another, Columbus found a patron in Isabella of 
Castile, and discm"ered the New WorM in 1492. The Portuguese 
monarch .... as not much behind the Queen of Castile. In 14!n, Vasco 
di Gama doubled the Cape, and the .... aterway to India was made oot_ 
In 1496 occurred the voyage of Sebastian Cabot from JlriJrtol, and 
the discm"ery of Newfoundland. But for many a long .lay England 
left the field of enterprise to the Spaniard and the Portu~'1Iese. The 
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first Tudor king was too till:ifty, the second too Ja.vish for any real 
enterprise, and when the second was dead there was nothing left for 
a time on which enterprise could be founded. 

The discoveries of Spain and Portugal were not undertaken a day. 
too soon. At the beginning of the sixteenth century Selim, the 
most able and the most savage of the Turkish Sultans, overran 
Mesopotamia, got possession of the holy pJa.ces, with the title of 
Caliph for hie family and descendants, and in 1516 conquered Egypt 
at the battle of the Pyramids. Selim was the incarnation of all 
Turkieh energy at its best, and all Turkish vicee at their worst. The 
trade of Alexandria was destroyed, the route with the .east broken, 
and the protracted impoverish!nent of the Nile valley commenced, 
an impoverish!nent which will never cease until the Turk is expelled 
from Egypt. The produce of the East, not yet procured in sufficient· 
plenty by the long sea voyage, rose to famine prices, the Italian, 
the South German, and the Rhenish cities were impoverished, and 
for a long time the Flemish mads were deserted. 

During the sixteenth century Spain was conquering kingdoms 
and collecting treasure in the New World, kingdoms to be depopulated 
and degraded as the Turk had done by the Old World, where he set 
his foot, treasures to be rapidly wasted in impossible projects. 
Portugal was engaged in planting factories, in extending its influence 
over some of the Spice Islands, and in conquering others, both 
nations acting under the authority of Borgia's Bull. In course of 
time England and Northern Europe generally revolted from the Pope, 
and the wars of religion began, and lasted near a century, from the 
revolt of the Netherlands to the peace of Westphalia. Slowly, and 
as soon as they felt strong enough for the enterprise, these northern 
people began to doubt the authority of Borgia's Bull. 

If we call men by their proper names, Drake and his associates in 
enterprise or discovery were pirates, constantly and avowedly 
engaged in plundering the trade of a monarch with whom England 
was nominally at peace, but greatly at varience, I do not doubt the 
ultimate usefulness of Drake's career, but for a long time English 
rovers had a very bad· reputation, and were actually of the qharacter 
which the French herald·at·arms ascribed to the whole English 
nation more than a century before. The usefulness consisted perhaps 
in encouragement to English enterprise, and the proof of English 
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cow·age. It was probably of great military value and significance 
in the coming struggle with Spain, but the candid inquirer into men 
and acts is constrained to set down the exploits of Drake in the 
same class of transactions with those for which Captain Kidrl Bnrl 
hls comrades were hanged at Execution Dock, little more than a 
century after the naval hero of the Plymouth Hoe ended hi. 
career. 

The charter of the East India Company was granted on the last 
day of the sixteenth century, December 81, 1600. The principal 
person among the new ad"enturer. was Clifford. Earl of Cumber. 
land. an old buccaneer. which was for a time the polite equivalent 
of a pirate. The practice of buccaneering, especially among the 
Spanish possessions in the New World. was long a favourite field of 
energy. Paterson. the reputed founder of the Bank of England, 
is sometimes said to have been a missionary in the Antilles. some
times described as a pirate. and it has been suggested that he was 
probably both by torna. Long after Paterson, an English clergy. 
man. who rose to be Archbishop of York, is said to have pursued 
the lucrative and invigorating calling of a buccaneer in his carlie .. 
days. So it was said of Archbishop Blackburn in hi. lifetime, and 
I never heard that this dignified prelate resented, much less refuted, 
this charge against him. The East India trade was tainted in 
ite beginnings by the vices of those who followed it, and not a little 
of the trouble which the commerce of England incurred in the East. 
quarrels with the Dutch, high·handed proceedin&", at Amboyna, aud 
the like, is to be explained by the h.wless and piratical charac-ter of 
those who founded British commerce in the Eastern seas, and began 
the Eastern Empire. 

The Dutch East India Company was founded in 1608, with a 
capital at least eight times ae large as that of its English rival. 
Soon indeed the objects of the Euglish company became different 
from those of the Dutch. The English strove to establish tJ.ems<,lves 
on those parts of Hindostan which were not occupied by ilJe Portu· 
guese, from 1580 to 1640. Subjects of the Spanish crown, the 
Dutch sought to secure a monopoly of the spice islands, and p&r. 

ticularly of those where the clove grew. Now such a polit.,. included 
a good deal of costly lighting, and the Dutch merchant vessels were 
as much men-of·war as traders. There ha"e been lew objects on 
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which more blood has been shed than on the exclusive right to sell 
cloves. '.L'wo centuries and a half ago they were the most valued of 
spices, and according to the notions which people then had of trade, 
the action of the Dutch was thought to be consummately prudent' 
and patriotic, though very irritating to other nations. But the ;' 
objects of the Dutch in achieving their cardinal policy, to procurrt,! 
monopoly of produce in the East, and a monopoly of markets in tl e 
West,loaded the Dutch East India Company with debt, and brou t 
down in the ruin of that great trading corporation, another trading 
corporation, the great Bank of Amsterdam, which had been fOl' 
more than a century and a half the commerci"l centre of the civilized 
world. The exposition of the situation and the exposure of the error 
are so easy, and the lesson drawn is so striking, that I am bound tt) 
explain it. 

The object of a prudent trader is to keep prices up to profits, i .•.• 
to sell at such an advantage as will give him on his tranSactions the 
profit which he anticipated when he made his purchase or manu
factured his goods. But the object of the prudent trader is likewise 
to enlarge his market, to increase the area or number of his customers. 
and to eifect this he will sacrifice a portion of his possible profits, 
for he knows that if business is procured it is apt to prove permanent, 
and that it is better to have fifty transactions at 5 per cent. within 
the same time than to have five at 10, since the proportion between 
the two is as 250 to 50. In the competition of traders this practice 
is what modem experience has inculcated. But when the producer 
neglects to increase the number of his customers, and increases the 
expens .. of production, he is on the road to ruin, and may be st) 
without knowing it. 

Now this last policy was that of the Dutch. They kept up prices 
and so limited consumption. They strained every nerve, exhausted 
their credit in the effort to keep by main force other traders out of 
the field, experience proving that the only way in which one can 
check oompetition is by lowering prices. In the expectation of get
ting one large profit on each transaction they succeeded in making 
a small profit or even a loss on their whole transactions put together, 
for it cost more to protect a designedly narrow trade than it would 
to establish and render permanent an intentionally wide ODe. In 
brief, they narrowed their market and so narrowed their profits. 
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, The folly of the Dutch is the folly of many a tradesman, who, in 

order to get rapid profits out of high prices, discourage. custom. 
The late Mr. MacCulloch, whose opinions on economical subject. 

were never of much consequence, and are now of none, hazarded all 

opinion which could have eaeily been refuted from the figure. which 
\, he used to collect and pretended to handle. It was that the low rate 

of interest in Holland wae due to the heavy taxation of the country. 
But if taxes diminish the amount of loanable capital they calise the 
rate of interest to rise. If they stimulate in their expenditure new 
kinds of industry, they raise the interest on advances in other kin<1. 
of industry. Nothing is more familiar than the depre""ion of 
existing stocks, in other words, the exaltation of the rate of intere.t, 
whe" new loans of large amount are brought out. That wlJich 
lower's the rate of interest is the accumnlation of savings at a f&Bter 
rate than the opportunities of investment present themselves. Now 
this was precisely what happened in Holland. The Dutch were" 
very saving people. who deliberately, but throogh ignorance of the 
trDe principles of trade, narro .. ed the opportunity for the inve.t· 
ment of Dutch capital Hence the rate of interest in Holland sank 
to 2 per cent., and this at a time when the East India Company 
was borrowing desperately from the Bank of Amsterdsm. I rio lIot 
say that English merchants were wiser than Dutch trade .. were, 
hot they did not get the opportunity for such extravagant blUllrlering. 
What they would have done if they had got the Dutch mon(Jpoly it 
is idle to forecast. 

There was no great struggle between -England and Holland in 
India, though the two peopl"" ha,-. fought there. There was 
between England and France during the Seven Years' War. the moot 
disastrous struggle in wlllch France wae ever engaged, """"rding to 
the opinions then entertained. For all the wan in Earope, from 
the peace of Utrecht to the outbreak of the great Continental war, 
were waged on behalf of monopolies of commerce, or, to be more 
aoonrate, monopolies of market, for success meant the nellL.ion of 
the beaten nation from the markets now """ared by the liL'loriOWl 
rival At the end of the Seven Yean' War France was stripped of 
nearly every colony she posaessOO. At the beh-inning of it she was 
the rival of England in North America and in India. At 'he end of 
it she had acarce a foothold in either. In less than twenty yea", 
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after the Seven Years' War was over, England had lost her most 
important colonies, and people thought that her place among nations 
was gone. In the end the loss proved to her how unwise it is to 
make war in order to secure a monopoly of m!l'lkets •• 

The Intercursus Magnus of 1496'is the first, and, on the whole, the 
most instructive type of these numerous commercial treaties which 
have been negotiated from that to recent times. Henry VII. had a 

.J?Olitical motive in it to check Yorkist intrigues in the Low Countries. 
He was shrewd enough to know that when you make it the interest 
of a nation to discourage foreign adventurers, who seek to make 
their asylum the home in which to hatch plots, you are more 
secure from such people than you would be if you disregarded such 
interests. The first cl .. use of this famous treaty conceded free trade~ 
provided a license or passport was produced; the second allowed 
ships to be armed though engaged in trade; the third aJlowed a free 
fishery in waters cl .. imed by the English. By the fourth clause no 
pirate or privateer was allowed aceess to the harbours of either 
nation; and by the fifth, refuge from storm or war was permitted 
to merchant vessels. By the sixth enemies' goods were prohibited 
access; and by the seventh the law of wreck was greatly improved. 
By the eighth Flemish. merchants were permitted to reside in Eng. 
Iish, English in Flemish towns; and provision is made that the levy 
of oustoms should be made without dama.ge to the goods liable. 
There was to be no compulsory sale of goods, and security might 
be given for debt by the tenth and eleventh clauses. By the twelfth 
the barbarous custom of reprisals is abandoned, and legal process 
substituted for it, with, of course, the assurance that the deoisions 
would be respected. And, lastly, the trade in foreign bullion was 
declared free. 

The liberality and wisdom of the .. agreements, many of them 
anticipating by nearly four centuries what civilized nations have 
professed to agree on as rules for future practice, are sufficiently 
surprising. They lasted unfortunately no longer than the agree
ment was itself of importance to the contracting parties. In less 
than .. century the granddaughter of Hen.y, and the great-grand
son of Maximilian were to be in bitterest feud, and every one of 
these principles was cast to the winds. But the Intercursus was a 
monument and a protest; eo monument of monetary wisdom, and 
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a protest against the infinite barbarism with which the wars of 
religion threatened the world. It deserves the praise which the 
more enlightened men of that and succeeding ages be.towed 
on it. • 

I have mentioned more than once that the wars of the eighteenth 
century were mainly wars for the monopoly of markets. The 
treaties partook of the same nature, and the most sih'l1ificant and 
typical of them is the Methuen treaty, negotiated in 1708, between 
England and Portugal. In the great war of the Spanish succeosion,1 
it was of importance to the allies to get the accession of Portugal. 
and there were reasons why the Kings of Portugal should take that 
side. In the first place, the dynasty was only sixty years old, ana 
the result of a successful revolt from Spain on behalf of a pretender 
of doubtful legitimacy. We may be certain that the hereditary 
rights of the crown of Spain were not forgotten. In the next, it gave 
the guarantee of the allied powers to the PortU!,ru ... Bucce.sion. 
In the next, it secured the Portugu... East Indies from Dutch 
aggression, possibly from Dntch intrigues, for Holland was profoundly 
interested in the war of the Spanish sUcceH8ion, since it involved the 
Duteh frontier. Now it was possible to foun<l a treaty on the basis 
of reciprocal monopoly markets. England was to exclude French 
wine, and take Portugu.... Portugal was to give a free market to
English woollens. But the discontent of those who hail to give up 
claret and take to port found loud expression. It seelD8 that the 
English Government imagined that by prohibiting French imports 
they would cripple French resources. So hereafter French wine 
was not found in the books of the custolD8. But in some way or 
other, it got to the cellars of the consumers. I would not deery 
patriotism, but I am convinced that it is not alway. snperior to
opportunities, especially when the opportunity is very obvious, and 
the patriotism is expensh'e and distasteful. The }lethoen treaty 
remained a type of commerc-ial diplomscy up to nearly the end of 
the eighteenth century. 

Alter the cloee of the Amcrican War, a new form of commercial 
treaty was set on foot, lliat of reciprocal enstoID8, and a clause onder 
which the contracting parties were included under the IDO&-t favoured 
nation advanta.ges. Sneh a treaty was that negotiated by 1fr. Eden 
between Great Britain and France in 1786. Is was, to be sore, to-
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be of short duration, for its life was even briefer than that of the 
Intercursus Magnus near three centuries before. But it was e .. gerly 
'a.eeepted, and the fashion spread. A treaty of the same kind w ... 
set on foot between France and Russi .. , and soo;' afterwards between 
the United States and Prussia. In a short time Europe would have 
been armed with a network of treaties, and these, so fondly do 
people believe in the spread of humanity and civilization among 

.,tatesmen and kings, were supposed to be .. guarantee of inter
national peace. But within eight years after Mr. Eden's labours, 
the French Revolution had broken forth. France precipit .. ted 
herself on astonished and unprepared Europe, and statesmen and 
kings were tumbling about altogether. 

The treaty of 1786 was the ;"odel of the treaty negotiated between 
France and Great Britain in 1861. This was carried out by my 
friend Mr. Cobden. Himself an advocate of free trade in its broadest 
sense, as the true economical interest of nations, and being entirely 
and most lucidly in the right in his convictions, he was not un
willing to accept a part of what he would have gladly claimed in 
its entirety. Nor was he discouraged by his ~atural distrust of the 
very singular person who went by the name of Napoleon In. He 
told me that he should have been, had he been a Frenchman, in 
constant opposition to that man's government. But he saw no 
reason why he should not, being an Englishman, avail himself of 
an authority which, as he believed, would do good to English and 
French trade, and assist English and French amity, Some persons, 
being doctrinaire free traders, objected to the negotiation of half 
truths. But until, all men being wise, every man sees how hollow 
and unsatisfactory political and social compromises are, compromises 
must bo made. The sphere of the speculative economist is one 
which the practical man might envy, were not the practical man 
constrained to act. Men who have lived for years, as he lived, as I 
h .. ve lived, in an atmosphere of compromises, learn that such .. neces
sity is r .. rely logically, perh .. ps rarely morally, justifi .. ble. It seldom 
occurs to anyone, even in a long public life, to assist in a fina.! 
change, one from which there can be no progress, and can be no . 
retrogression. I cannot say that the treaty of 1861 was the bes~ 
arrangement conceivable, but I am convinced that it was the bes~ 
arrangement possible. And though nine years afOOrwards ca.me the 

9 
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furious storm which swept the French emperor from the place which 
he had so grossly' abused, I am sure that the treaty of 1861 had 
its place in lightening the enormous calamities which overtook 
France, calamities to which a le8s elastic nation might have suc
cumbed, in which a less hopeful nation might have despaired. 



VI. 

THE CHARACTER OF EARLY TAXATION. 

T1VI"gol', Can<m8 of lazatw",...:.TluJ firBt tluJ moot important-AdMn 
Smith', wrml, "enJoy" unuler Ihe protectiQn of Ihe 8tate-TluJ king" 
e.Iate-The conaent of the tazpayer. alway, Mee'Bary-The growth 
of parliamentary power-CuBIoma on a loJrge Beale impOBBible
Qraduated. incom.e: taxes-The a88tJ8sment of Tandridgs in 1600-
T'~ 6Ubllidyand its frequency in WQI1' times-Taxes on. tOW1Ul

TaUage.-Th. incom. ta", •• of 1435 and 14SQ-TluJ houIe. of 
Laneatl.,. and York-GrantB by IluJ Com"'01lll, origin of th. 
tm8ton>-Tl .. granl. of 1453 and 1S03-TluJ growth of tluJ Com
'I1W1I.8-CeciZ', book 0/ rates-The ship money. 

TIlE history of English taxation in early times is ~ota.!ly unlike 
.anything in modem experience. It was exceptional, not regular, 
wae the hardest task which the monarch and his advisers could 
undergo, and frequently provoked the bitterest resentments and 
<lutbreaks. At the same time, the annals of parliamentary finance 
are full of the strangest precedents, of procedure which would be 
thought impossible now, of Acts which modem tradition. would cali 
violent invasion. of property, of sacrifices willingly made by certain 
,classes, which these classes have at least been long unused to, of 
.expedients which, unluckily for the financier, have entirely passed 
.away, as human societies have grown more alike, or as special 
.advantages, once entirely local, have been diffused over the world. 
Of course, the economical principles which regulate or interpret 

• taxation were the same then as now, and these principles should be 
before us. 

The famous canons of taxation which Adam Smith borrowed 
.from Turgot, are four'in number. Taxation should be equal, on 
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which presently. It should be certain, not capricious; should be 
takeu at a time when it is most conveniently paid; and should be 
collected as economically as pOlllible. It is clear that the last three 
canons are only subordinate forms of the first. An uncertain t"" 
is plainly unequal. If a ta" is levied on A from which he cannot 
escape, and the same tax on B from which he can escape, it is 
uncertain or capricious. For example, a succession duty levied on 
the natural heirs of a man who is not rich, cannot be evaded, for 
the present owner cannot sacrifice as long ... he lives hi. mainten· 
ance from his property. But a succession duty levied on a man 
who is very rich may be evaded, for he may make, and often does 
make, a dooatio inler flico., and may stillieave ample means for his 
own wants. Again, a tax on property is always certain, a tax on in· 
comes is always uncertain. Instances could be multiplied without 
taking one's examples from mere rapine. such as Adam Smith 
probably had before his mind when he framed his second canon. 
Of conrse where this kind of uncertainty prevails, society has 
degenerated into brigandage. 

Again, inconvenient times of payment are an element of inequality. 
When in the old epoch of the customs dutie., the full tax WIl8 paid 
on the imported artiele when it reached the port, and the article WIl8, 

it may be of necessary. but of uncertain demand, the dealer had to 
recover his outlay on the tax, and the purchaser had to pay for the 
delay of the market. Without f(iviug a decision here on the merits 
of indirect as opposed to direct taxation. it is obvious that to in
tervene the shortest possible time between the levy of the tax by 
the dealer, and ita payment by the purchaser or consumer, is a 
benefit, and therefore its reverse is an injury. But injuries Bre 
always unequal. To make the taxpayer contribute more than a 
sufficient cost for collection is certain to be an inequality, for even 
the most righteous schemes of taxation will press more heavily on 
some individuals than othe1'!l, and an expensive collection augments 
the burden. 

If the Jast three canons of taxation are only illustrations of the 
fim, it is obviously on the criticism of the fim canon that a clear· 
view of the BDbject ean be obtained. But the language of Adam 
Smith, like the language of Targot. is exceedingly, perhaps in
evitably, ambiguous. It is the misfortune of political economy, .. 
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misfortune which seems special' to it, that no ordinary language 
supplies it with a sufficiently correct nomenclature, and that defi
nitions of words, a.pparently plain ~ough, are essential in order to 
a true interpretation and conception oE the ideas which they are 
intended to convey_ Thus the four cardinal words in this science 
or philosophy-production, distribution, exchange, consumption
popular and obvious as they seem, require careful limitation, if one 
would obviate contradiction, 

The words in Smith's canon are as follows: .. The subjects of 
every state ought to contribute towards the support of the govern
ment, as nearly as possible, in proportion to their respective 
abilities; that is, in proportion to the revenue which they respec
tively enjoy under the protection of the state." And Smith goes 
on to compare the place of the contributories to that of the joint. 
tenants in a. great estate, and I cannot but think obscures rather 
than explains his meaning. For it is plaiD. that, if any of these 
tenants receives no more than is necessary for his bare maintenance, 
he cannot, without perishing, contribute anything, Now such a 
state of things, as I shall show when I come to deal with pauperism, 
has been artificially brought about in English economical history. 
It may be that in the distribution of the joint products, he has been 
violently or fraudulently deprived of a portion of that which isjustly 
due to him, but it is clear that he cannot contribute. 

It has always seemed to me that the critical word in the above 
canon is "enjoy.1I To ha.ve used the word "receive" would be open 
to the fatal objection which I have just refelTed to. You cannot 
tax what a man must spend without destroying his industry or him, 
and by .. must spend," I mean the quantity which is absolutely essen
tial to his labour or his life, and from which no deductions can be 
made. In order to be taxed, every one must have something beyond 
this bare margin. But what a person need not spend, he can save 
or enjoy. I should certainly prefer, instead of enjoy, to see the ex
pression" can save" in the definition, for I am sure it would have 
relieved the ambiguity of the can<1n, and, which is more important, 
have made clear some important fallacies in the practice of finance, 
which one may despair of seeing corrected in practice, but which 
should be const8Jltly exposed and refuted. Besides, a ma.n may en
joy, in the mere physical sense, that which he is obliged to spend, 
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and, perhaps, the less he has which he must spend, the keener i. 
his enjoyment in spending it. The bread of a labouring man i. 
sweet, but it may be absolutely necessary for his life. 

I have referred to these facts becanse they are of necessary rela
tion to all systems of taxation, early and recent, though 80 great is 
the power of administrations in our time, and 80 slight is the check 
which can be put on them, that resentment at expenditure or anger 
at improvident taxation are not found to be checks, while gross and 
palpable unfairness in the imposition of taxes provokes little com
ment beyond impotent indignation. There is no tax 80 unfair "" 
the English income tax. It ",Ids to the sense of unflirne.s when 
one knows that haU of it is imposed in order to reli .. "e landowner. 
of liabilities and expenditure withont which their property 
wonld have no value at all, which, till recent times, bave always 
been paid by them; while in tbe assessments of their own mansions 
to rates, income tax, and succession duty, they are most iniquitously 
exempt. 

The aggregate of taxation, except tbat which is levied for looal 
purposes, is considered, however appropriated, "" .: grant to the 
Crown. This is a tradition from tbe earlies! times, wben the grant 
to the king w,," supplementary to tbe ordinary revenue from the 
king's estate. For it is in the interpretation of what the king's 
estate was, tbat not a little of the social history of onr forefathers u. 
eontained. It was because he did not live on his estate. and satisfy 
the high duties of his office from the proceeds of that estate, tha. 
discontent was openly expressed; that in many cases disconten~ 
grew into insurrection, and to the deposition of kings, 80 that the 
English, from tbeir constant and loudly expressed eli.like to thm 

, form of misgovernment, 80 unintelligible to foreigners, got d,e name 
of the disloyal nation. The feeling W88 not extinc! till after the 
Revolution, .... hen a check was put on William m'. granic, an'! 
Davenant wrote on the dodrine of Besnmptions. 

The king's estate was tbe great mass of property, scattered over 
England, whicb went by the name of terra r,uU, of anden! demesne, 
an estate described and ..,.Iued in Dam_lay. The Engli,b people, 
including Norman baron, franklin, and burgber, expe<.-ted that, e,.. 
eept in times of extraordinary pressrure, this estate, with its numerous 
incidents, sbonld suffice for the adequate maintenance of tbe king's 
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dignity, of his own forces or guards, unless their service was due by 
tenure, of his household, of his judges, of the officials connected 
with the exchequer, of, in short, the whole machinery of civil 
government. No doubt, because the clergy were the only literary 
or educated class, or at least nearly so, the officials were generally 
drawn from the clerical order, but as the king was the principal 
patron of benefices, and had a commanding influence in election to . 
the higher dignities of the Church, the convenience of selecting 
officials from the clergy, and of rewarding them with preferment, 
was obvious and economical. Besides the profits of his estates, which 
the king cultiv .. ted by his bailiffs, just as the nobles .. nd the corpor .... 
tions did, the king had divers other casual advantages, as .. ids, reliefs, 
eschellts, "';d forfeitures-the character of which can easily be 
gathered from ordinary books on the practice of early English law. 
Besides this, the king had small customs on exports and imports, 
fee farm rents from the towns which were directly subordin .. ted to 
him, and as soon as the courts of law were developed from the 
machinery of the exchequer, fees of courts, and fines on offenders. 
From this revenue the king was supposed to guarantee the pe .. c~, 
to protect the narrow seas, and to provide for such other charges as 
·were the duties of his dignity. 

But he expected and obtained, on extrltOrdinary occasions, extra· 
ordinary or exceptional assistance from his people. He claimed, 
beyond the obligation imposed on .. 11 free men of serving in the 
militia at their own charges, the personal attendance of all his 
ten&nts in chivalry for II definite time, a service which was early 
commuted for II money payment when the service was foreign •. This 
commutation, which is said to h .. ve been suggested by Becket, had 
most import&nt results. The concessi<lll of it was the origin of th'" 
remarkable English army, which did such exploits on foreign mili· 
tias in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, and was undoubtedly 
the reminiscence on which Cromwell founded and developed his 
New Model. It contained also, by implication and in course of time, 
the principle of parliamentary grants, for it is obvious, that if the 
king could at his will determine the occasions on which his tenants 
should ransom their personal service, he could speedily have been 
able to perpetuate a disoretionary tax on all his subjects. 

The king a.ppears to have exercised this discretion without res· 
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traint on hiB own demesnes, and the towns which were in his own 
hand, or, in the language of the time, could tallage them. But even 
here it is plain that a limit had to be put on extortion; and that 
the patience of the burghers could not with safety be too sorely 
tried. It was part of the theory of that relation of ranks and 
classes, which is called still, for want of a better phrase, the feudal 
system, that while duties were reciprocal, dues were fixed. A. soon OM 

ever contemporary economic history can be constructed from con· 
temporaneous documents, we find that all liabilities, from those ef 
the serf to those of the noble, were fixed and definite; that they 
·were registered in instruments which had authority, slid could not 
safely be strained. The type of these enrolled l~bi1itie. was 
Domesday, from which we are told, in the laws of the time, the serf. 
of the last quarter of the fourteenth century deduced legal arguments 
in favour of their own freedom. 

The duty of the dependant owner appears to have been praetically 
unlimited in a case of great emergency. All the chroniclers of 
Richard L's reign bear testimony to the crushing weight which the 
country had to endure when the king was ransomed from hiB Ger· 
man captivity. Nor, throughout its history, did the people or the 
Parliament refose to bear charges for vindicating the honour, enfor
cing the rights, maintaining the estates, or protecting the person of 
the king. 

I have not space or inclination to go through those obsenre hints 
which are giV8Il DB as to the restraint of arbitrary taxation during 
the times of the early P1a.ntagenet kings. They are collected and 
commented on, with more or Ie .. ingenuity and """"racy. by con
stitutional antiquarie., whose conclusions ae to the meaning of the 
facts or hints which they ind are derived from evidence of very 
varions wlue. In my opinion the consent of the taxpayer to 
extraordinary grants had to be obtained at all times, and the framers 
of the Great Charter were not putting new limitations on the power 
of the Crown when they drew op the memorable clause. in that 
ancient instrument, but were simply affirming what was customary 
or notorioDB. I am satisfied and convinced that discretionary taxa
tion by the king ... ae ouerly alien to the geniDB of sneh institutions 
as ... ere establiahed by the Teutonic settlers of Saxon England, and 
were merely changed in name by the Norman adventuren. I am 
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persuaded that a more or less formal appeaJ, but generally an 
effective appeal, was made to popular consent before and after the 
days of tbe Great Charters of John and Henry. 

Of course the most characteristic and significant of these appeals 
was after the unlucky, the fatuous attempt to procure the kingdom 
<)f Sicily for Henry's second son, Edmond. This brings out what 
must have been the practice, the occasionaJ convention of taxpayers 
through iheir proctors, representatives, or agents, for the purpose 
of making and assessing grants. Substituted service, guarantees, 
vicarious responsibility, were of the essence of early English eocial 
life. The t9tinciple of suretyship or traneferred liability was pre
sent in every village. The jury of compurgators is one illustration, 
and of the most significant kind, The liability of .. host for his 
stranger guests was another. The system of giving vicarious security 
for debts is a third. The old law of collective attornment is a fourth. 
The representative theory was at the bottom of much in village 
life, and must have been familiar. We may be sure that the early 
custom of appointing numerous assessors for the altard of parlia
mentary grants was in succession from praetices antecedent to the 
formal and regular summons of these assemblies, which in their 
particular form were characteristic of the constitutional history of 
England. 

The experiment of Simon de Montfort, in 1258, has always ap
peared to me to be an attempt on the part of this remarkable man 
to commit by their proxies or representatives whatever English sym
pathizers he could get in support of his policy. He must have 
known that the alliance which he had formed was a rope of sand, 
united solely by indignation at existing discontents, and not entirely 
trustworthy for that. The dissent and revolt of those who were asso
"iated with him, and the rapid change in his position, from apparently 
overwhelming strength to hopeless weakness and defeat in detail, 
must have been in part anticipated by the shrewd and sagacious 
head of the Barons' War. It would have seemed that henceforward 
the very name of a representative assembly would have been odiou~ 
to royal. ears, and perhaps the period of over thirty years which 
elapsed between the summons of De Montfort's Parliament and the 
.first recorded of Edward may be due to this dislike. 

Edward was far too sagacious a person, however, to be affected by 
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names. He was engaged in B great project; one which, so far a. 
part of his purposes is concerned, was fru.trated-the complete 
subjugation of Wales and Scotland. The former he may be sai,1 
to have effected, in the latter he failed. or course his purpose w,," 
to annex Scotland BOuth of the Tay, or perhaps e ... t of the line now 
traversed by the CaJedonian canal. It has always seemed to me 
that the frequency with which he .tyled himself, or aJlowed him""lf 
to be styled, Edward III. was intended to indicate that he con· 
ceived him.elf heir to the preten.ions of the Anglo· Saxon king •• 
He saw that, in the great nece.sity which he had for extraordinary 
grants, that it was desirable that there should be a fair and search. 
ing assessment of taxable property when these grant. were made, 
and that B forrnaJ .... ent, with a careCul appointment of ''''''''''''''., 
would obviate discontent. His plan was a novel one. The chattel. 
of every one, free and serf, were as .... ed; generously, I am con· 
vinced, for I have compared valuations with actual prices, the 
record of these valuations existing in the public archives to B con· 
siderable extent, and when they are complete being B virtual register 
of lay householders. It was a .ubordinate, but not an unimportant 
part in the new system that the repre""ntatives were enconrag",1 to 
present petitions, and to assent to the legislative design. oC the 
sovereign. That Edward cared much Ie •• for the IIH8eJlt of his 
parliaments than he did for their usefulness as asseSS01'l! ia, to my 
mind, proved very conclo.sively by the expedient which he use,I to 
make the clergy submit to him, when they refused him granto an,I 
appeaJed to the Bull ClericU iaico., which they had prOC'1l1'ed from 
Boniface VIIL Never was victory more complete. 

Nothing is more remarkable than Ihe pror, ..... of the power which 
Parliament assnmed between the first summons of the Honse of 
Commons in 1291, and the Statute of York thirty years later. But 
the result was inevitable. The occasions on which granto were de· 
manded were criticised, petitions were presented, grie\"ances ... ere 
discussed, and redress claimed, and finally the statute to which I 
have reCerred, enacted that no valid Ad of the legislature could be 
affirmed, except with the cousent of the two Hou.se8. Th~ Statute 
of York was, to be sore, announced at the instance of the .ing. 
who wished to declare on anthority that the sentence on the 
Despensers was illegal. But the form was of ".,.eat eoDlltitutional 
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importance, and its significance is suggested by the ~versal tran
scription of it in the legal handy-books of the period, several of 
which I have examined. 

Now, by the necessity of things, nearly a.ll ancient taxation was 
direct. It would have been impossible; had the trade of the coun
try been far greater than it was, to have collected customs of any 
significant amount on exports and imports, even if the principle of 
the staple towns, on which I have something to say hereafter, had 
been recognized. Southern England, then the most settled and 
best cultivated part of the island, swarms with natural harbours; 
harbours safe and accessible to the light craft of the time. Any 
attempt to levy solid duties would have been defeated. Centuries 
after the time of the first Edward, when the population was at 
least double the number that it was at the end of the thirteenth 
century, it was admitted that heavy duties were impossible. In 
the arithmetio of the customs, said Swift, two and two do not 
make four. In the eighteenth century the costs of collecting indirect 
taxation in Scotland were in excess of the product collected, for 
every Scotchman who could smuggled or connived at smuggling. 
The rels.tions of Dirk Hatteraick and EllangowaD. in ScoWs novel 
are historical, as most of Scott's pictures of looal life during the 
times of his memory and his experience are. The pious and 
patriotic Scotchman, who identified the loss of claret with the loss 
of the Scottish Parliament, felt that the best way to denounce the 
.. sad and sorrowful nnion," as well as the most agreeable and 

. economical, was to defraud the revenue of Great Britain. I am 
half a Scot myself, and can realize the pleasure derived from the 
combination of patriotism and good business. In the nineteenth 
century, when the fiscal system of England was designed to protect 
and foster home industries, smuggling was an organization, with 
its own capital and its own warehouses-its operations being pro
tected by the sympathy of the gentry and the farmers. I was 
brought up in a Halnpshire village, which in my childhood was 
familiar with and shared in the successes of the contraband trade. 
A wiser system of finance in England has generally improved the 
smuggler off. But I very much doubt whether he is extinot in 
remote parts of the United Kingdom. 

Now direct taxation is always irritating, and is alwa.ys more 
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unequa.! than indireet. It exacts equa.! ransom from unequal 
means. Two persons with the same amount of property are 
unequally taxed. if the one has a wide margin over the necessary 
charges of his household and the other a narrow one. In modern 
England this unfairness is characteristic of all direet taxation. One 
man lays out £100.000 on a house, surrounds it with a park, and 
accumulates amenities about it. It is quite certain that nnder the 
Act of William IV., the assessment Act, he will neither in local 
taxation as an occupier, or in income tax as an owner, or in house 
duty as a householder, or in succession duty as a devisor, pay more 
than a quarter per cent. of its annual value to local and imperial 
taxation; while another man, who has laid out £1000 on his house, 
will have to pay in proportion twenty times as much OD his occu· 
pancy and ownershlp. And then good easy people are astonished 
at socialist taJk, and at projeets for the appropriation of the un· 
earned increment, and at doubts-freely enough expressed-as to 
whether the machinery of Parliament and the Constitution are 
not employed, under the well· known economica.! fa<:t, that the law. 
which regulate the distribution of wealth are of human inotitution 
only-to make the rich richer, and the poor poorer. 

To do them juotice, our ancestors in England were free from these 
sordid and dishonest praetices. They recognized that a graduau,(l 
property tax was just and right, even in the l: pper House; and 
they aeted on the conviction, as I .hall take occasion to show. In 
the poll tax which wao levied in 1377, the bnke of Laneaster was 
rakd at 520 times the paymt;nt of the peasant. In 1435 and 1460, 
a graduakd income tax was levied at the rate of 2! per cent. on 
smaJl incomes, of 10 per cent. on large. And the same principle 
regulakd locaJ tuation a century and a haH: later. In March, 
1600-1'IUD referring to the original MS. preserved in the Bodkisn 
library (Raw1inson PaperB, C. 642}-a committee of the inhaiJi· 
tants of Tandridge, in Surrey, a village n"", the borders of Lut, 
met to survey and assess the parish for a rate for the relief of the 
poor, for maimed soldiers, for the Surrey prisons and hospital, and 
for a composition in lieu of purveyance. The unit is a penny per 
acre, the IILTeage of the parish being retnroed at 2,391. Now the 
justices of the peace agree and rule that the rate should be paid only 
once a year by occnpanla under ten IILTes, not more than twice by 
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occupants under thirty &eres, and that all further charges, if 
required, should be borne by those who have over thirty &eres-in 
this case, fourteen occupiers out of fifty·five. But the magistrates 
add this significant clause: .. Provided always that our intent and 
meaning is that those who, be owners and men of ability and have 
little occupying, shall be charged ILCCOrding to their ability by the 
justices' discretion towards the relief of the poor, notwithstanding 
the said rates aforesaid." It is a common pr&etice with country 
gentlemen to demand that rich men with a small occupancy should 
be rated on their me&nS. Let the country gentlemen begin with 
an honest rating of their own mansions and parks, as the country 
gentlemen of 1600 did. 

The distrust felt at extraordinary grants was therefore very keen, 
when the proposal was made at a time of no particular emergency. 
Hence the public looked on royal favourites with great dislike, because 
they kuew that the impoverishment of the Crown would be a plea 
for grants. This explains the disfavour with which, in Henry ill.'s 
reign, the people, nobles, burghers, and peasants alike looked on 
the aggrandisement of his half·brothers and his wife's relations by 
the king. There was mixed with this feeling a little of the dis· 
like which Englishmen have felt to such foreigners &S get a footing 
in England, and presume to meddle with its public business, either 
by the front or back stairs. So the English hated Gaveston and 
the Despensers in Edward II.'s time, though the latter belonged 
to the ranks of the Norman English. So in the days of Edward's 
great·grandson the people rose against De Vere, and, later on, 
against the obscurer favourites which Richard honoured. The 
extreme favour which was shown to the Poles and Beauforts had a 
good deal to do with the feeling which led to the deposition of the 
house of Lancastlfr. The riches of the Seymours and the Dudleys 
roused even the Lollards of Norfolk against the Reformation, for 
they were collected from publio plunder. Buckingham was th .. 
beginning of that pltlitieal opposition to Charles, which ended with 
the tragedy of Whitehall; and I am convinced that if the second 
Charles had lived much longer, he would, like his brother, have 
been driven out of England. The gravest error in policy which 
William committed was his incomprehensible fondness-I speak 
the opinion of the time-for Bentinck and Keppel, and the enor-
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mous grants which were heaped on the fonner. making him, from 
the status of an inferior Dutch noble, one of the richest men in 
England. It WlUl in order to give effect to the public feeling ent.r· 
tained about these scandals, that Davenant tried to revive the old 
doctrine of Resumptioll8. 

The theory that the Crown could not be permitted to impoverish 
the king's estate was universally entertained through the Middle 
Ages, and far down into modem history. The statutory restraint, 
it is true, WIUl enacted when the Crown had little left to give, and 
Par1iament, by appropriating the civil list, and leaving the aove
reign a moderate allowance for the privy purse, intended that it 
should give nothing. The principle of the Revolution WlUl that the 
_Crown should be, even for the private expenditure of the sovereign. 
entirely dependent on Parliament. Thi. principle was ,fonnally 
abandoned in 181)0; on which occasion Lord Brougham made .. 
remarkable protest, in which the COIl8titutional theory was very 
forcibly stated, and the infereilces from .. violation of it were very 
plainly predicted. 

Edward I. saw very clearly that arbitrary taxation, even it 
it were possible, was less likely to be frnitful than taxation by 
coll8ent. His maxim, it is said, WIUl that what collC<:med all 
should be shared by all; and he certainly intended to tax all, for, 
as I have said, his taxing bills amount to a cell8UB of families. But 
when the grants were agreed to, there intervened that inveterate 
determinatiou or custom of the English to grant only .. fixed 
quantity and distribute it rateably. ]t is said that a subsidy, as 
the parliamentary grsnt came to be called, was originally £100.000. 
In Elizabeth·s time it had sunk to £1)0,000 or less. The fact is, 
remissions were made, additiOll8 could not be made. Some of these 
remissions appear to be personal, for petitioDIJ were constantly 
made to the Crown pmying for exemptions; the general all8Wer to 
such petitions being, it appears, a reference to an inquisition, tech· 
nicaIIy called ad quod damnum-the question being to what extent 
would the revenue of the Crown so1fer by such a concession. In 
the fifteenth century, too, a custom grew up of remitting the opera
tion of the subsidy in the case of certain towns or villages which, 
for a more or less pennanent reason, were incapacitated from COJJ.. 

tributing. So it seems that the Universities of Oxford and Cam-
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bridge, and the college sites therein, with the two ancient schools 
of Winchester and Eton, were exempt from the local assessment, 
though it does not appear that their estates were. 

During the long wars of succession between England and France, 
continned, except in the reigns of Richard II. and Henry IV. for 
a hundred years, these parliamentary grants were incessant. Even 
during the reign of Henry IV., when there were only civil dis
turbances to deal with, the king was constantly appealing to 
Parliament for assistance, and was constantly constrained in con
sequence, to listen to very unwelcome counsel. Many of these are 
to be found in the rolls of Parliament. But for the fourteenth 
eentury, I am sure the rolls of Parliament are defective. There 
are parliaments, of whose proceedings no record is preserved. 
There arli grants of taxes, for which no existing document gives 
authority. I have found them, however, among its items of ex
penditure duly entered in the bailiff's account, and such an entry 
is conclusive as to the fact, especially when the document adds 
that it was a grant to the king. The memory of the employer or 
lord was certainly to be trusted at the annual audit. 

Now all these taxes were property taxes. The assessment was 
made by numerous commissioners, in order that the valuation 
might be taken at as simultaneous a time as possible. The 
farmer's stock and crops were not taxed, but what had been stored 
artd was for sale became liable, his com, for instance, and wool 
in the bam. The landowner's rent and value was taxed. The 
stock·in-trade of the dealer, never, I suspect, any great matter, 
was taxed, as were also the household goods of the poorest as well as 
the richest. It appears that personal apparel was not valued. I 
have examined many of these assessments, and I speak from 
memory, but confidently, when I aay that the valuation was from 
80 to 40 per cent. below the value of the goods appraised. It 
would have, I think, b.en dangerous to have exacted the tax from 
the full value. " 

The taxes levied on the towns were peculiar. They had been 
held ill a certain sense to be the property of the king, or under his 
immediate lordship, or to have stood in the same relation to some 
secular or ecclesiastical chief. For example, the town of Oxford 
was under the Crown, the town of Bw'y was under the great Abbot 
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of St. Edmund. These personage. granted charters, or confirmed 
privileges for a sum of money down, and for an annual rent or 
farm, which went by the name of the firma burgi, and was like 
other charges, fixed and una.lterable. Hence the grant of the fee
farm rent of a town was a common benefaction of king or lord_ 
The fee-farm rent of Oxford wa. in early times con8tituted a gif~ 
to the almshouse. of St. Bartholomew in Cowley Marsh. Edward 
II. transferred it to Oriel College, with the land. and house of the 
bedesmen, on condition that the fellows shonld maintain these 
mendicants. The fee·farm rent of Scarborough was granted by 
Edward m. to the King's Hall of Cambridge, a foundation now 
fnsed into Trinity College as part of its endowment. And in the 
same way licenses to found guilds in towns, especially in London, 
were granted for .. consideration. Privileges of all sorts,.the right 
to manage their own affairs, to appoint their own judges, to be 
lords over their own manor, were bought, and often re-bought, on 
confirmation. One of our colleges here, Magdalene, paid a con
siderable sum on the accession of Henry vm. for '" renewal or 
confirmation of its charter. In short, there is no ancient right o£ 
special jurisprudence, or properly, or license, which has not in 
time past, we may be sure, been paid fur, the times COD8ider.,,). 
handsomely_ 

But beyond this annuaI, or occasional. or recurrent liability, th .. 
towns in early times were liable to what were call",) tallage •• 
That the feuda.! superior had the power to claim a contribution 
from the towns dependent on him, as often as he pl&ae..J, or to 
what extent he pleased. is ~ to be believed, for it would be 
equiva.lent to the surrender of all the townsfD1ks' goods. But that 
application was made fur an exceptionaJ but fixed contnlmtion from 
time to time, which the town had f!OlIle discretion in refWling or 
evading, is certain. At last, in an indirect way, at the conclWlion 
of the thirteenth ceninry, Ed .... ard fonna.lly renoune..J the claim of' 
ta1lage, or .... as reputed to have done 80, and though, I b&lieve, 
antiquaries have found traces of the usage at a Iater time, the ~ 
attempt being in 1882, it became aetded custom that sneh grants 
could be made by Parliament only. Ten yearB b&fure, in 1822, the 
last scutage .. as levied. In point of fact the free wil1 of the 
grantor was a.lways a pn!8llDlption, and lIOJDStimee a reality. Th1l& 
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in 1255 the Londoners refused to submit to a taJIage, and though 
they afterwards yielded, the resistance had a serious meaning, as the 
king learnt at Lewes. 

Just as in country districts, villages, hundreds, and shires, the 
assessment was made by commissioners appointed in the grant, 
who, as I have. found occasionally, were bribed to show considera. 
tion to ·the contributories, so in towns the local authorities 
distributed the assessment or tallage. On the ground that th~ 
assessment was levied unfairly on the poorer citizens, Fitzozbert or 
Long Beard in Richard the First's reign appears to have headed a 
party and resisted the anthorities. He lost his life. But, on the 
whole, I conceive that the taxation was equitable. I should have 
certainly found some record of dissatisfaetion had it not been just, 
as I conclude from the almost total silence of the accounts up to 
the great change in the value of money, that the ancient right of 
purveyance and pre-emption was not used harshly and dishonestly 
by the king·s officers. 

The long war with France induced the king's officials to bethink 
themselves of other sources of revenue, besides the ordinary 
&ubsidies. But as I have already stated, unless the places of 
export and import were strictly defined, as they ultimately were by 
the staple towns, it was impossible to collect any certain or regular 
revenue from articles of merchandise. Hence the first efforts in the 
direotion of taxation on purely English products were rather in the 
nature of the excise than a customs duty. Such, for example, was 

. the tax of 40s. a saek on wool in 1297, and the levy of nearly 
21,000 saeks in 1941, the proportion of which, down to quarters 
of pounds of the article, was distributed by Parliament over th .. 
several counties, and as I know from the r&cords of estates on 
which no sheep were kept, was payable in money at a fixed rat .. 
per Baek. Such were the poll taxes which began in 1977, and 
were continued till after the Revolution_ 

But after the establishment of Cal"is as the staple town for the 
sale of wool, or at least as the port of delivery, the financiers of 
the fifteenth century began to discover that this article could 
become a fruitful source of occasional revenue. The Eng~h 
people, and with reason, believed, on grounds which I have stated 
in an earlier I&cture, pilat. the foreigu consumer would pay the t9.1. 

10 
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Besides, they were under an impression, probably a premature 
impression, that the export duty would materially assist the home 
manufacture of woollen goods. Hence over and over again, during 
the second war of succession with France, taxes of 100 per cent. 
are laid on wool and wool·fells, and borne without difficulty, while 
it was soon found that exported hides would only bear a slight 
duty. The English had a praetical monopoly of wool, but no 
such advantage in hides and leather. 

In the same epoch, very remarkable income taxes are levied 
on those who possessed fixed sources of personal revenue, the 
legislature never dreaming of putting such a tax on precarious 
incomes. The first of these, 88 far 88 the rolls of Parliament 
instmct us, was in 1485. The immediate occasion of the impost 
is to provide for the kipg's debts, which had increased to an 
enormous amount (the king W88 about fourteen years old) and 
represent the plunder which went on during hi. minority. The 
tax was graduated, 6d. or 2! per cent. on incomes from fixed 
sources between £5 and £100 a year; ad. or 8'88 per cent. on 
incomes between £100 and £400 a year, and 2 •• or 10 per cent. 
on all incomes in excess of £400 a year. In 1450, when the 
French possessions were practically lost, another income tax was 
imposed in which the taxable unit was taken lower. Between 
2Os. and £20 of income, the rate is a 2! per cent.; between £20 
and £200, Ii per cent.; and on all incomes above £200 a year, 10 
per cent. In both cases, the excess of income over £400 and 
£200 is ouly chargeable to the higher rate. These taxes are not 
indeed without preeedent. In 1882, tbe "landowners " put a tax 
on themselves only on the plea .. of the poverty of the country ; " 
and in 1404 a special tax of /; per cent. was granted by the lords 
temporal, for themselves, their ladies, and others who bad over 
500 marks a year. In the reign of Henry VIII., income taxes 
levied on earnings were imposed. These were disappointing, for 
the taxes yielded ieeI! than a third of what W88 expeeted, and in tbe 
next year, wben the tax was reimposed, it was even more unfruitfuL 
I have found no further attempt to impose a general income tax 
till the time of the younger Pitt. 

It is clear IbM the /inaneiers of the fifteemh centwy conseiously, 
hut by a just instinct, bad adopted that principle in praotiee, whU:h 
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Turgot and Adam Smith formulated in the first of the received 
canons of taxation. There was an apology for Pitt's income tax, 

. in the desperate straits to which this .person was reduced in 1799. 
In his plan the tax of 10 per cent. was levied on incomes of 
.£200 a year and upwards and Val-ying rates on incomes below 
£200 up to £60. I cannot but think that he had in his mind 
Tresham's budget of 1450. Addington, who repealed Pitt's income 
tax during the short peace of Amieno, re-imposed it within a year, 
and did lLWay with the graduated charaete~ oht. It was abolished 
impatiently at the end of the war, with ignorant impatience, as the 
financiers who liked the impost said. In 1842 it was reimposed 
by Peel, and as a condition to those fiscal reforms, which have in 
themselves enormously increased the revenue, and has continued 
ever since. At present, as I pointed ont in a motion on direet 
taxation, which I carried by a snbstantial majority on March 28, 
1886, nearly half the receipts of the income tax are appropriated to 
relieve landowners from the ancient and traditional liabilities which 
were chargeable directly or indirectly on their estates, the outlay' on 
which is essential, in order that these estates should have any 
economical value whatever. The contribution of these taxes in 
relief of landowners is about· as just as it would be to levy a tax 
from the public in order to manure or drain a landowner's fields. 

Peel's plea for reimposing this detestable and intrinsically 
iniquitous tax, as formulated by Mr. Gladstone, was to the effect 
that the remission of taxation conceded in 1842 and onwards was 
.. saving to the taipayer, and should therefore be met with .. 
corresponding sacrifice on the part of those whose spending income 
was increased by the remissions. But, in the first place, Peel's 
principal remissions, omitting a host of grotesque customs duties 
which produced next to nothing, were of excises on domestic manu
factures-the effeot of which was exceedingly injurious to workmen 
&Ild employers, but the remission of which was an almost un
appreciable benetit to consumers. Besides, the customs and excise 
on articles generally consumed was for a long tim. hardly reduced, 
was even heightened on some so-oalled luxuries, and the rapid 
illcrease of revenue, while it made up for all anticipated loss en 
the remission, is a sufficient answer to the plea on which the tax 
'was imposed. To ·have permanently justified it, it was _ neoessary 
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to show that it really was no bar to the increase of income. and 
there is cumulative and unfortunately increasing evirlence that no 
BUch proof can be alleged. It is no doubt a particularly easy 
expedient in the hands of a stupid financier, who is able, without 
intelligence or even thought, to oppress with ease the mOBt helple ... 
class in the country, those who live on precarious incomes, and 
have no opportunity whatever, as traders have, of transferring the 
tax from themselves to others, their customers. 

The house of York made application to Parliament for very few 
grants. The malignant sycophants, who wrete under the Tudor 
sovereigns, tried to blacken Edward's character, and shallow 
historians, who repeat commonplaces, have made Edward 
rapacious, sensual, and ernel. I can only ""y that the rolla of 
Parliament, during his reign, are fnlJ of petitions from Lancastrian 
nobles and gentry, praying for the removal oC their attainders. and 
that the prayer is alway" granted,· though not " Cew of these 
suppliants deserted and made war on him in 1470--1. It is true 
that he invented " new impost. and perhaps " disagreeable one. 
in the extension. I can hardly ""y the invention. oC benevolences. 
No doubt. though these were nominally loans. they "ere virtually 
gifts. which the fashion of the age. and the fashion of t"o centuries 

·later. did not make it sordid for the king and his ministen to 
Collow. Benevolences were really special income taxes on wealthy 
persons, and the principle oC them W88 exactly Jollowed in the 
earliest poor laws, till it W88 lound that free giving W88 leos pro
ductive than compulsion. As I have aaid already, the fifteenth 
century W88 lamiliar with the principle of graduated property 
taxes. Richard IlL "bandoned the praetice of benevolences. 
Henry vn. revived the praetice, and by 11 Henry vn. cap. le. 
made the promise "recoverable liability. 

The origin of the custom. now part of settled constitutional 
usage. under which money grants originate in the Honse of 
Commons only, " praetice which hae been adopted in all eiTilized 
communities, even when the l:'pper Honse is elective. is exceedingly 
obscure. It W88 not finally settled in England till the time of the 
Pensionary Parliament. and then W88 the reanlt of " drawn batde 
between the LoIds and Commons, under which the Lords re
tained their appellate jnrilldiction, and gave judgments which 
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excited the wonder and contempt of the lawyers, who refused to 
report, or be bound by these precedents, and the Commons were 
admitted ... b Bilsntio to have the sole right of ol'igID.ating and 
altering money bills, though the Lords, a very questionable 
usurpation, claimed the right of rejecting them. I will venture to 
put before you· my interpretation of the custom. It seems to me 
to be the inevitable outcome of the constitution of the two Houses. 
It is almost needless to Bay that the circumstances do not apply 
to modem legislative assemblies, between which and the two 
Euglish hOllses, there is only an external resemblance. 

The old House of Lords, I speak of that which sat before the 
Rdormation, and even for nearly a century after that event, was 
a very shifting and uncertain body. In theory, it was the king's 
oouncil, his advisers, whose presence he could claim at his 
pleasure as their duty, whose absence or neglect he could and did 
construe as disaffection, or even rebellion. So intrinsic was this 
doctrine to the constitution of the Lords, that Henry VIII., who 
had his own reasons for compelling the attendances of all whom 
he wished to keep in hand, invented the system of proxies, which 
was ol'iginally a guarantee of e..eh by Bome of his own order, 
temporal peers by temporal, spiritual by spiritual peers. Then 
the summons to sit was issued irregularly and capriciously. In 
the Plantagenet period, the composition of no two sessions is alike, 
and glad enough was a peer who escaped a writ of Bummons. The 
epintual peers too far exceeded the possible temporal peers, and 
they were taxed in .. different house, and on different principles. 
It was only till the time of Chades I. that the peers claimed a 
writ of summons as of right, or rather, in the cases of Arundel and 
Bristol, the liberation of two of their number from prison. Charles, 
who had no mind to quarrel with both houses at once, tacitly 
oonceded their claim to a writ. Now in this assembly the king 
was always supposed to be present,.,nd very often actually was. 
Could so inoongruolUl, shifting, incompetent an assembly, where 
two· thirds of the sitting members could have no judgment in the 
taxing of laymen, and all would find the discussion of the king's 
necessities intolerable in his presence, undertake money bills? 
And if they did, with what colour could the consent of' the tax
payer be alleged for their schemes? 
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The Commons, on the other hand, were from the first summoned 
to make grants. They were the delegates of the towns and 
counties who sent them, were instructed by their constituent. 
before they went, were instructed by their constituents while they 
sat. As they were representative of their constituents, so their 
elected Speaker was representative of them. He it was who drew 
lIP the budgets, to use a modem phrase, and announced the grants. 
His address to the Crown on his election, in which he deprecates 
offence, and as the mouthpiece of the Commons, begs for the 
most favourable construction of his words and acts, is a ceremonial 
survival, now grotesque and out of place, of a period when those 
words meant a good deal. Besides they "lone, who were com· 
missioned to give or withhold, could make a binding promise. 
Of course, if the Lords resolved, of their own motion, to levy a tn 
on their own Order, as they did in 1404, who could say them nay? 
I imagine that even now, if the Lords resolved on p"ying a triple 
income tax, which is very unlikely, and paid it, which is still more 
improbable, the House of Commons would hardly interpose its 
constitutional veto. Grants originated in the Honse of Commons 
because it is inconceivable that they could have originated any· 
where else. The confirmation of Parliament of grants by Convo
cation, and the admitted illegality of the grant without assent of 
Parliament, is, I am sure, a disguised usurpation, for which a very 
plausible but not very agreeable reason was found, though not 
always expressed. 

There are two taxes of curious significance, exceedingly interesting 
for a reason which I shall give in my next lecture, but preoenting 
features on which I may make a brief comment here, for 1 am <leal· 
ing, as you will remember, with early taxation only. These are the 
speciaI grant in 1458, never ind<:ed paid for reasoIllI which will be 
seen, and demanded under similar conditions which were never sati8· 
tied in 1472; and the special grant of 1503, which Henry was not 
likely to forego, and ind<:ed was ealculated with IICl"IJpulons anriety, 
for he got, no doubt, to his great deligJ.t, a few pounds more than 
was given him. 

In 1450, Gnienne was lost, Cade·. rebellion broke out, and the 
Parliament which w ... sitting at Cowntry was di'lpersed in disorder. 
In 1452, it seemed thai Gtlli;nne could be recovered, for the Gaseous, 
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irritated at arbitrary taxation, had revolted, and old Shrewsbury 
was dispatched with a force to aid them. The Commons caught at 
the chance, and gave by vote a force of 20,000 archers (the king's 
advisers accepting 13,000 only) to be paid by a levy on each county. 
the contingent of each county being settled by Parliament, with 
wages of sixpence a day, the full day's pay of an artisan. The grant 
was made in vain, for, before it could be raised, Shrewsbury and 
his son were' defeated and slain before Ch~tillon, and the war was 
suddenly at an end. This tax was to be levied on the supposed 
capacity of a.ll the counties and some of the towns, a.ll the counties 
except Chester being rated. In 1472, Edward had resolved to invade 
France. the protection and assistance given to Margaret being the 
plea, and Parliament renewed the grant of nineteen years before. 
Now this tax for the levy and support of an army was undoubtedly 
inforced on a.ll the lay population. 

The tax of 1508 was a still more marked departure from ancient 
usage. In this year Heury, who neglected no means of raising 
money, determined on reviving two ancient aids, those payable by 
foudaJ custom by all tenants in knight service on the occasion of the 
knighting of the king's eldest son, and the marriage of the king's 
eldest daughter. Margaret, to be sure, had been married to James 
IV., of Scotland, some time before, and Arthur was .recently dead. 
No king's eldest son had been knighted during his father's lifetime 
since the time of the Black Prince, more than a century and a half' 
ago, and Henry IV., whose eldest daughter married the Duke of 
Bavaria, made no claim on that occasion. But the bereaved father 
determined to console himself by taxing his subjects. Now the only 
persons liable to this aid were the l)li!itary tenants. With the con
sent of Parliament it was imposed on a.ll, tenants in chivaJry". 
socagers, and copyholders aJike, and the king who asked for £80,000, 
got £1,006 4s. 7d., more than was promised him. 

With the growth of English trade the customs began to increase. 
TIiey were treated, th.ough an ancient SOUl'ce of royaJ revenue, as .. 
parliamentary grant, and were aJways given for the sovereign's life 
in his first Parliament. Elizabeth put out a new book or rates, in 
which the percentages were levied on the new vaJues or prices 
which chara.ctel'ized the greater part of her reign. The new book 
of rates which James put out at Cecil's instigation, or with his con· 
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nivance, varied the amount levied as well 08 readjusted them t<J 
prices. With this action began the quarrel, 80 well known to 
historians, which ended at Whitehall nearly forty years afterwards. 
It was a singular House, that of Cecil in the seventeenth century. 
The Drst Lord Salisbury instigated the war between king and Par
liament ; the next was a regicide in fact, for he sat in the Lords on 
the memorable 80th of January; the third was a Papist, and abetted 
80me of the worst acts and purposes of James II., was committed 
to the Tower and only saved by the clemency of William, after tbe 
Revolution. Tbe elder branch became and remained obscure. 

Ship money was levied on all the counties for five years, begin
ning with 1686. Tbe asse.sment was laboriously equitable, whatever 
may be said about the legality of tbe tax, about whicb I presume all 
historians, even tbose of the modem or apologetic school, are agreed. 
It is well known that tbe impost was due to a suggestion of At· 
tomey-General Noy, who, fortunately for himself, a renegade and 
tool, died before tbe tax was actually put into operation_ It is said 
that Noy discovered preeedents in tbe Tower records. Of OOI1rse 

maritime towns Bnd counties were bound to the defence of the sea. 
The privileges of the Cinque Port. were based on this service. Mer
cantile vessels could be pressed for the service of war; Edward III. 
made such a requisition before the vietory of Sluys and the invasion 
of France. But it was generally believed that the extension of the 
tax to the inland counties was an after-thought, for which no prece
dent eonld be alleged. But I have seen traces of the practice in the 
fourteenth century. I have found a few examples where estates in 
the inland counties have been taxed pro U!fJTda ma..u, and this im
post can hardly be distinguished, except by the .yslematic adoption 
of it, from Noy's famous expedient. 

Tbe great struggle of 1642 had to be waged at first with the old 
finance. Pacliament had from tbe beginning an enormous advantage. 
London, which had more than half of the available wealth of the 
country, that which eoold be drawn on for war, was resolutely aDd 
nndisguisedly on the side of Parliament, and at first the Buppliea 
came alm~ exclusively from London. Against this, the plate of 
the malignants (the roondheads in derision !"'lIed the proceeds 
thimble money) was of little avail But for some time only the 
Seven.....,.."ted eastern counties were unreservedly on the side of 
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Parliament, though Charles could hardly be said to have had a 
ringle county unanimously on his side. The urgency of a. new 
finance was manifest. The records of the war of independence in 
Holland supplied a. precedent and a pretext, and from this reperliory 
Parliament borrowed the excise. It was searching, general, and 
lucrative. The method consisted in levying a tax on the purchaser 
at the time of his buying any excisable article, and making the 
vendor responsible for collecting it. It was, in short, a wide octroi 
duty, levied at all times and place.. The king and the Cavaliers 
denounced it as an unheard·of tyranny, and speedily adopted it . 
themselves wherever they could collect it. It was denounced at the 
Restoration, and made hereditary in order to enable the great land~ 
()wners to emancipate their estates from feudal dues at the expense 
()f the general public. . 

With the excise comes the epoch of modern finance. Some of 
the old expedients continued up to the Revolution and even after it. 
In one case the principle of the old taxation was continued. The 
land tax of our own day is paid on the valuation of near two 
<Jenturies ago. But the equity of this valuation is very often 
adversely criticized, and a revision of it is frequently demanded. 



VII. 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH IN ENGLA~D AT 
DIFFERENT EPOCHS. 

The imporlance of 110;' m1>iect in following llu pr0!J~e .. of llu nali ... 
in wealth and p"'P"lalion-Modem .. Iimal .. of weal wealth
SelJ-goo<mnunl in llu .nllag~Tlu magnilude of llu elum-elu,. 
and Ihe lnu inf"enee from llu fact-Tlu richell and po ..... ' 
countie.-A..,ennumt. in 1341, 1/J75, 145.'J, 150:J-Tlu 1uealth of 
Norfolk and Ozford.hire-Thc relalive ",ealth of llu townl
A"eument8 in the .etJentl:enth century-Tile flaluatitmIJ 01 lCC{J 
and 167i!-Tlu p"'P"latiM> of England and Walell-Hcmu. and 
hcarllu in 1690-Tlu pro~etI of Nor/Turn England. 

THEm! is hardly any topic more interesting to the stu,l."t of the 
economic history of England. than that of the distribution of its 
wealth at diJferent epochs in its political and social life. There are in
deed few questions which are more obscure. none in which potritin. 
information on which the student can rely is more scanty and "roken. 
I have been engaged in the search after matter of this ki",} for II

good deal over a quarter of a century. and though I ean, in what I 
have collected. throw a considerable amonnt of light on certain 
epochs in lIistory. there are long intervals of extreme obscurity. 
during which I have vainly sought in printed volnmes and in 
mannacripls for the requisite evidence. For esample. I have found 
nothing trnstworthy on which I can depend during the long and 
eventful period which begins with the reign of Henry VllI. and con· 
cludes with the events which immediately preeeded the civil war of 
1642. I have a strong distaste ... -hich I wish wao more general 
among historians, for thooe .-ague declarations as to I!Oeial conditions 
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which one reads of among contemporary historians, from monks 
like Matthew Paris, to historians like Clarendon, who were, after all, 
un .. ble !o supply one with any evidenoe on which to test their state
ments. Clarendon, for example, speaks of the growing economical 
prosperity which intervened during the eleven years in which all 
parliamentary action was suspended. I am convinced from the 
comparison which I have been able to make between wages, rent., 
and prices, that it was a period of exceslive misery among the mass 
of the people and the tepants, a time in which a few might have 
become rich, while the many were crushed down into hopeless .. nd 
almost permanent indigence, an age in which the sufferings of the 
English nation were greater than they ever were, except during the 
time of the great Continental war. 

If we could arrive at precise information about the distribution of 
wealth in England at different epochs of history, we should be in
formed as to how those industries which make wealth are developed, 
and the extent to which homebred or imported intelligence waS able 
to avail itself of the opportunities which the natural products of the 
country offered, of the advantages which the climate afforded, and 
of the skill with which the English people were able to utilize the 
results of their agriculture, and the wealth of their minerals. We 
should be able to define the localities of industry, and interpret 
the ease or difficulty with which manufactures spread from their first 
home into other parts of the."island. We should know, in part at 
least, what were the hindrances to the development of what in our 
modern experience has been so abundantly exhibited, and should, 
for example, be able to learn what was the efficiency of government 
for internal police and for external defence; and in particulsr b. 
able to trace the effects of legislation on the industry which it pro
fessedly strove to foster, and the material prosperity which it was 
certainly anxious to promote. And lastly, if'we knew ihe distribu· 
tion of weaJth, we should be able to make a reasonable estimate as 
to the amount of population in England at different periods of its 
history, and even to conclude as to its distribution over the country. 
I shall indeed, in the course of this lecture, exhibit and comment on 
such evidence as I have been able to discover, and I shall, I trust, be 
able to show some substantial results on the topic which I have 
taken for this dais lecture. 
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Even at the present time, when statistical information is .0 

abundant as to be overwhehning by its magnitude, it is by no mean. 
easy to expound the present distribution of wealth. We have 
decennial returns, from the commencement of the present century, 
of the population contained in the United Kingdom. But the .. 
returns, even when tabulated, are of little use in determining the 
relative prosperity or decay of particular districts. We should 
generally conclude, that if ePopulation is lessening in any locality, 
the relative importance of the district was declining, or if the num· 
ber of the inhabitants was increasing, that its industrial activity 
was increasing also. But, unfortunately, even this test is an un· 
certain. Districts may have a congested, and tbereupon an 
impoverished, population, wbere a diminishing retuni may imply a 
real progress. An increasing population may not necessarily imply 
an improving socia.I condition, or the growth of a race which is to 
be successful in the economical competition of tbe world. Near our 
own shores we have had an experience of a race which grew in 
numbers indeed, but has sunk in misery; how caused, thi. is not the 
place or time to inquire. We may have population increase, and 
industry be arrested, or at least carried on under apparently un· 
favourable conditions. The investigation ofsnchsocia.land economical 
problems as are before us, even when the facts are, to all appear· 
ances supplied, is full of difficulty, full of controversy, is often made 
more obscure by prejudice and passion. 

'The two most trustworthy elements in the calculation of tha 
question-in what manner is wealth distributed in England at 
presen~are the rateable value of property, and the income tax 
returns when digested and formulated. But neither of these Bids 
can be safely relied on. The principles on wbich property is rated 
are neither satis~-tory nor uniform. The legislature has conc.rred 
all final authority in rating, even in the case of property in cities 
and towns on the county magistrates. and tbe grossest paniality has 
followed. Vast lIl8DBions are valued at a nominal yearly rent, on 
the plea that such lIl8DBious have little or no letting value, the test 
suggested by the Bating Act of William IV" and therefore these 
valuations, as far as they go, are no test. Then in some placea, all 
property is valued at close upon its groes rental, and in some other 
placea at much less than its grosa rental Some kinds of property 
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pay an indirect renl, hecause the lessor of the property has a 
monopoly of supply to it, and therefore con obtain • far greab,! 
profit from the occupant than his rent suggest., Such kinds of 
property again disturb one', eotim~tes as to the distribution of 
wealth, because fur 1'8oting purposes every effort is made to under .. 
value them, 

Again, the income tax returns, when digested into the sevornJ 
eounties, give us in modem times 8om~ idea as to how wea.lth is 
distributed in England, But ,etting aside the obvious anomalies of 
this impost, particularly those of the farmer'. ,chedule, the return 
of income, if it be taxed .t the pl",e of receipt, when the plaoe of 
reoeipt is not the flamB WI tliat in which the income is earned, is 
misleading, A man derives a large profit from a iaooory, or from 
productive works in one coonty, and receives his profits in anothel". 
The distribution by counties give. an erroneous idea as to the dis
tribution of produotive induolry, This timbiguity is heightened in 
the e&se of thooc 1000alities where the spending daR, is more nrone
roue than the productive class, "" ill the case with London and many 
other oowns ; still more markedly, where people who hove ceased to 
be producers, or never have been, and Dore to a great extent, not even 
traders, but live on income, The popw..tion of Yorkshire' or 
Lancashire probably represents a larger production of wealth Ih an 
th.1 of Middlesex or Surrey does, and yet in the interpretation of the 

, problem heroro U', "" to tbe distribution of wealth in Englruld, ap
pe.rs to denote a lower avemge of induolry than the district in 
which inoom. ""cumulated from B.vings i. spent, It is eXoeedingly 
dim.tIlt then, from th. statistician's Point of view, to decide from 
any figures Mt before one, how to interpret the distribution of Eng
lish wealth, even in our own da.y. 

The difficulty was less in antiquity, but. unfortunately, we are 
not in pcissession of information, except as I ,haJJ show inferentiaJJy. 
Th.era i~indoed one ancient document, not quite exhaustive, but for 
all, as far as it goes, copious and accurate, in which an account of 
English sociely is given from the point of view which I am at pre
sent considsring. Domesday purport' 00 give. complcte ,totement, 
for the region which it surveys, of the property which it registers. 
It is intended to state with minatene .. what were the resources of 
every lordship, pa-rish: and manor, the owners andinhabitants,'with 
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the civil statu. of all tho.e whom it enumerate. and deseribe •. 
The survey is not only particular, but unique. I do not remember 
that its parallel exists in the archive. of any conntry, and it was the 
first and last effort of the kind in England. It i. the more intereat
ing and remarkable, because it contrasts England at the end of the 
eleventh century, with England in the middle of the .ame century 
to the no small advantage of the latter, in what seemed to b. the 
good old times, those of Edward the Confeseor. But Dameoday Book 
has never been analyeed from the otatiatician'. point of vi.w. and 
especially from that before me, the distribution ofwealth in England 
during those wild archaic times. 

Of course, when the element. of eociety were far fewer, and the 
relations of the people to each other were far more direct, the 
solution of the problem would be, in the presence of the reqni.ite 
information, far more easy than it ia now. The circle in which the 
peasants and burgher. lived W88 narrow. In hia parish or manor the 
former W88 at home among hia comrade., who lived under a .ystem 
ofreciprocal responsibility, and a snfficiently active administration 
of cnstomary law. Everywhere else he was a stranger, except w 
his occasioual participation in the action of the hundred and the 
County Court. There W88 on the boundaries of nearly every village 
a tract of no-man'. land, eometimes a tract of great extent, in which 
landless men lived. The tradition. of outlaws living in the west 
and maintaining themselves by poaching and plunder, amenable if 
they were captured, to an infinitely more severe law than that which 
prevailed in the settled villages, and from whose depredations the 
villagers were secure, are not only presented to us in ballads, bul. in 
sober narratives. Such, for example, is the story told us by Matthew 
Paris of the robbers of Alton, in Hampshire, who carried on their 
depredations extensively on the tract of Wrest extending through the 
middle of Hampshire to Sonthampton,-raida Henry the Third 
found it no way eBBy to put down, in which many of hia OWII hOtlBe
hold were aaeociated. The road from Southampton 11'''' the priru:ipai 
highway by whicb French merchants transmitted their goods, and I 
think it highly probable that the ancient settlements on the Hamp
shire rivers, though they did not, and by their customary law con1d 
not, harbour ilie malefactors, were very indi1I'qeni to ilieir doings. 

Anyone who h ... studied, even snper6cially. the recorda of Manor 
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Courts in the fourteenth century, when the· ancient jurisdiction of 
the Court leet with its grand and petty jury was in full vigour, will 
see how effective and how full of reciprocal checks the system was. 
As the king appeared in his own courts oflaw by his deputy only, 
so the lord of the manor did not sit in judgment himself, but by his 
8\eward or seneschal. Before this personage, offenders were pre
sented, for the steward could take. no official notice of local offences, 
except the offender were presented. If the offence was very grave, 
and the court had the high jurisdiction a jury was empanelled to 
try the offence. I printed myself, many years ago, an example of a 
trial for a capital offence, in the manor of Holywell, the conviction 
of the offender, the sentence and its execution, as late lis 1887. In 
this case the felon is described as a vagabond, and without chattels 
of his own. As he was caught red-hand in the commission of the 
theft for which he was executed, the injured party recovered his pro
perty. When the offence was proved, the" steward settled the 
penalty, the fines being part of the lord's dues. Now if the official 
were too severe, the jurors of the village were discouraged from pre
senting offenders, and the lord's revenue suffered. If he were too 
lax, which was not likely, as he had, on his lord's behalf, a pecu
nia.rY interest in the penalties, the discipline of the manor suffered. 
On the whole, I believe that the justice of the old Manor Court was 
more effective and more ~atisfa.ctory than that which superseded it, 
and in order to coerce the labourer in the matter of wages was made 
very effective, the justice room of the magistrate. 

In these villages, as I have already stated, the principal employ
ment of the people was agriculture. There were, I make no doubt, 
in nearly all villages, some persons who either added another calling 
to that of husbandman, though few, I think, were without land 
which they tilled. Such were especially the miller and the com
mon carrier, the latter being frequently mentioned as well as the 
former in the record of manorial discipline, the former generally 
presented for abusing bis position, the latter for negligence or fraud 
as .. bailee. I t .. ke it, too, that the spinning-wheel was found in 
most homesteads high and low, and the hand-loom in many. The 
clothing of these rustics was, as .. rule, homespun. This is manifest 
from the invariable assortment of wool into ordinary merchantable 
wool, and locke, the latter being sold at cheap rates for domestic 
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ma.nufacture. In early times, too, it was customary for the bus
ba.ndman to BOW small plots of hemp Rnd flax. In the reign of 
Henry VIII., when there seemed a likelihood of this kiml of agri. 
culture going out of fashion, it was enforced by penalties. But. 
besides this domestic manufacture, spread it would seem over th" 
whole island, there were special manufacturers of linen and woollen 
cloth. The original home of this was Norfolk, a county which had 
early, continuous, and close relations with Flanders. Not a f~w of 
these Flemings emigrst.ed to Norfolk and settled there, the Engli.h 
kings encouraging them, in the view of their skill RS weaverB. The 
Norfolk weaving was carried on all over the connty, in villages 
which grew into towns, though they never obtained the 8<lvantages 
of incorporation. Indeed it appears thai the Norwich guild. exer· 
cised a sort df jurisdiction over all Norfolk weaving, wherever it. 
was settled. I have no doubt that the settlement of the t.exti!& 
industries in Norfolk was due to the geogrsphical position in which 
it stood to FlanderB. It was not otherwise well snit.ed to the weaving 
of woollen goods, for the c1imat.e is the driest of England, and suc
cessful woollen weaving needs a moist atmosphere and an equable 
t.emperature. But it is. certain that the density of the population 
was, for the time, great in Norfolk. There is .till a memory that; 
towns like Aylsham and Cromer were far larger and more popnlons 
than they now are, that they owed their population to the WeB.ing 
trade, and their wast.e to the ravages of the great plague of 1349. 
The great churches of Norfolk were often point.ed to 88 a proof, in 
an ill·informed age. that population in medileval England must have 
been far great.er than W88 generally supposed. But. in laet. the 
church of the parish was. at least 88 far 88 the nave was concerned. 
the parish hall. where meetings were held. and often where valuable 
agrienltnral produce. snch as wool. W88 stored. The idea that a 
church was a aacred place, in ... hieh after .Divine service ... 88 over. 
no bnsiBess was to be tnmaacted. is not ohler than tbe movement 
... hich Laud instigst.ed. Here in Oxford; St. Mary'a Church was 
t.ill the time of that prelat.e. tbe CDDvocationhonse of the Uniwmrity. 
in ... hieh acsdemieal meetings ... ere held, decrees conferred. !&ctures 
given. disputation. carried on, and iIideEd all tbe secular business of 
the University was transacted. 

The English midland counties. the eastern counties. and one of 
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the southern, Kent, were the richest parts of ,England. They con
tain the largest amount of natural pasture and of easily worked arable 
land. The western counties, the counties on the Welsh marches, 
and the northern were the poorest, and of these, as a rule, and 
invariably in the earlier times, Devon and Cornwall, Yorkshire, 
especially the North and West Ridings, and particularly Lancashire, 
Westmoreland, Northumberland, .. nd Cumberland. They were 
naturally backward and remained backward, the poverty of the district 
being aggravated by the incessant wars on the Scottish, and for .. 
while on the Welsh, border. It is true that York was a very consider
able city, occasionally taking second rauk after London. But the rest 
of England, north of the Humber, was backward, scantily peopled, 
and insecure. It contained rich and well-garrisoned monasteries, 
and fortified castles. But the towns were very small. Manchester and 
Liverpool were really no bigger than fair·sized villages. The West 
Riding of Yorkshire W80S little else besides barren moors on the 
hills, and sluggish morasses in the valleys. In order to check 
marauders, short and sharp justice was done, of which the Halifax 
Maiden is .. specimen. The practices of those rude northern !Den 
were distasteful to their southern countrymen, for when, after Wake
field battle, Margaret, in the early part of the year 1461, led her 
army from the north into the South of England, she could not keep 
them from pillaging, and the excesses of these freebooters rapidly 
brought about the deposition of the house of Lanc8oSter. As late as 
the end of the seventeenth century, it is said that the northern 
counties were overlightly taxed, under the new system of finance 
which the government of the Revolution, the war of English suc
cession, the public debt, and the responsibility of Parliament 
made necessary. 

The prinoipal, perhaps the only, source from which one may 
gather information 80S to the dist.ribution of wealth in England 
is the assesAmente which have been made 'Of the several oounties 
at different periods pi English history, when Parliament accorded 
a speoial tax. Direct taxes, especially during war, and under 
the names of tenths and fifteenths were frequently granted. 
But the tl!.lt was .. fixed quantity, which W80S not altered, except 
that sometimes .. remission was granted to certain towns 
and villages which had suffered from some great calamity, or 

11 
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had fallen into permanent decay. Hence. however accurate 
the first imposition of the tax was. and however just its original 
distribution. it is no more. as time goes on. significant of the 
eondition of England from our present point of view. than the 
Land Tax of 1693. which has similarly remained unaltered. is of 
the distributed wealth of modern England. The occasions on which 
assessments are given. which do indicate such a distribution, are 
eomparatively few; and after long search, eontinued for y~ar8. I have 
been unable to find a valuation for the latter part of the sixteenth 
and the first quarter of the seventeenth century, a period in which 
great eeonomica\ changes occurred in Eugland, in the dissolution of 
the monasteries and the eonsequent changes of tenure which fol. 
lowed. and in the inBux of hullion from the New World. I have 
however found eleven assessments of the whole or nearly the whole 
eountry. the majority of them having been taken in the aeventeenth 
eentnry. What I have found are exceedingly snggestive. I will 
state in detail what were the circumstances under which the grant 
was conceded. and the assessment made. 

In 1341, afew years before the Great P\agne produced such serious 
ell'eet8 on Europe. and in particular on Eng\and, our Edward m., 
who had formnlated his claim to the French throne. agai"st the 
house of Valois, applied to his parliament for an extraordinary 
grant, and Parliament granted him a subsidy in wool, distributing 
the tax up to quarters of pounds, over the aeveral eoonties. two 
excepted. Durham and Chester, which were under a special adminis
tration. Four cities or towns are separately ...........I. London, 
Newcastle.on.Tyue, Bristol, and York, sod their quotas are in the 
order which I have given. From numerous entriee in accounta of 
the time. I find that the payment was not necessarily JlIlIde in kind, 
but was constantly paid in money. the roll of Par1iament from which 
I have extracted my facts, being silent as to the value to be assigned 
to the..eIL I have taken the average priee of wool at the time, 
£4 the sack, and shown what was the sum of money onder thi» 
hypothesis at which the counties are ..... erally ....... sed. This 
enables me, taking the present average of the counties. to indieate 
how many seres in each connty go to a pound sterling of taxation, 
sod I have employed the same process in all the other """""""'enlll. 

In 1375. when the Great PIagne had induced all the socia\ sod 
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<leonomical effects which were derived from it, when the machinery 
which Wiklif had devised was in full operation, and the peasants 
were perfecting that organization. which was to exhibit its formidable 

. power in the revolt of 1881; Edward, now sinking into premature 
aecay, and having lost nearly all his conquests, and even his 
hereditary possessions in Guieone, appealed to his Parliament for 
an extraordinary grant. Parliament gave him a fixed sum of 
money, and, as before, aSsessed its contribution on everyone of the 
counties, and on five cities and towns, London, Bristol, York; 
Kingston·on-Hill, and Bath. 

In 1458, after the loss of fiJI those English possessions in France, 
which had been gained by the seeond war of succession, the Gascons 
had revolted, and pledged themselves to restore the EngIfsh king's 
authority in Aquitaine. The old Earl of Shrewsbury and his son 
were sent to assist them, and an . appeal was then made to Parlia
ment. The Commons determined on granting a considerable army of 
English archers, and send it to Talbot's assistance. They agreed to 
pay these archers sixpence ~ day for six months, and again distributed 
.the number of archers among the English counties. On this occa
.. ion they assessed Durham, and ten cities or towns-London, York, 
Norwich, Bristol, Coventry, NewcastIe-on-Tyne, Hull, Lincoln, 
,Southampton, and Nottingham. The force was never raised, and 
the tax was never paid, for Talbot's expedition came to ruin almost 
b.fore the' grant was even made. Nineteen years later, the 
Commons made the same offer to Edward IV., but on conditions 
which also were never fulfilled. 

In 1508 Henry VII. claimed from his Parliament the payment of 
the ancient aid for knighting his eldest son, and marrying his eldest 
-daughter. This aid was really leviable only on the king's tenants
in-chief; but it had not been claimed for more than a century and a 
half, and I have not found that it was claimed after 1508, during 
the period in which this feudal liability continued. Henry claimed 
it from tile whole nation, and a fourth assessment was made. On this 
occasion seventeen cities or towns were separately assessed-London, 
Bristol, York, Lincoln, Gloucester, Norwich, Shrewsbury, Oxford, 
.Salisbury, Coventry, Hull, Canterbury, Southampton, Nottingham, 
Worcester, Southwark, and Bath. It is probable that in this assess
Illent all the towns which were, deemed considerable enough to be 
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specially rated were taken, and that in this list we practically have 
an the larger towns. On other occasions it seems that those only 
were ,,"sessed which were what is called counties of towns, that is, 
towns which had a considerable area of country included iu their 
bounds, who had more extensive jurisdiction than other corpora
tions possessed, and to whom the justices of assize had a special 
commission. 

Now these four ,,"sessments taken before the Dissolution, and the 
fall in the value of money, indicate, during the space of 168 years, 
when considerable social changes had taken place, what W88 the 
relative wealth, according to the judgment of persons interested in 
acting lafly, of the several English counties and some few cities 
and towns. Of course it does not follow that the wealth of .. 
county W88 materially lessened because it goos down in the li.t. 
It may be that the resources of some other county have been more 
extensively developed during the interval. Again there are occ ..... 
siona! hints given us 88 to the falling off in the contingent which 
the several localities paid, due to temporary, perhaps to permanent, 
causes. I see no reason, then, why we should not entirely rely on 
these estimates, or doubt either the good faith or capacity of those 
who made the valuations. It will be expedient to deal generally 
with these assessments, and then to point out what partu,ular or 
noteworthy facts there are in each. 

or course the 8S8e88Dlent of Middlesex with London i8 greatly in 
excess of that imposed on any other county. Without London, 
Middlesex does not occupy a very high place, and London up to the 
middle of the sixteenth century was ahnO!lI entir~ly conJined within 
its ancient walls, where it had a considsrable number of gardens 
...,d open spaces. Indeed, a very large part of the City estate of our 
day is derived from spaces now built over, of which the City autho
rities possessed the freehold; the IDO!It considerable space which the 
City posse .... to the west of London having been a grant made to 
them for establishing reservoirs, which occupied the site which lies 
just west of St. James's Street. The population of London 11'88 

certainly under 50,000 persons, hut the people who lived in London, 
and carried on trade and manufactures there, were far more wealtby 
than the mercbants and craftsmen of other cities. Witbont London, 
Middlesex ranges from the third to tbe ninth. 
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In the first assessment, Norfolk has the second place, and is 
separated by a considerable interval from the next county, which is 
that of Oxford. But in the second, third, and fourth Oxford is 
second, though the interval between the two counties is not cOn· 
siderable. Now, beyond question, the supremacy of Norfolk \vas 
due to her local manufactures, in which the county remained 
superior to any other English county during the period before me. 
Norfolk'is not, agriculturally speaking, a rich county. In 1860. 
under Schedule A of the income tax it stood twenty.fifth out of 
thirty-seven counties, those, namEliy, which were valued under the 
assessment of 1841. In our do,y, its ancient h,dustry has almost 
entirely migrated. At the same date Oxford was sevent~enth, and 
if we exclude the two manufacturing and trading counties from the 
comparison, the seventh, and if we edd Kent, which is greatly 
suburban, and not a little manufacturing and trading, sixth. 

The explanation of the position occupied by Oxford is not difficult. 
In the first place, it hed but little waste land avithin its area, com
pared with many other counties. In the next, it has a considerable 
amount of fertile arable land, some of its ~om land being of 
remarkable excellence. But the true explanation of its early agri
cultural wealth is in the l .... ge amount of natural pasture it possesses 
in the northern and north-western part of the county from the city of 
Oxford onwards. Now pasture in the Middle Ages, ahd indeed down 
to the time when winter roots and artificial grasses, were generally 
cultivated, bore a very high relative rent. In the period before us 
tbis rent was between eight and twelve to one compared with arable.' 
There is no rea""n to believe that the hay crops prodnced in the 
wide stretches of pasture on the Upper Thames, the Evenlode, the 
Windrush, and other streams of North-west Oxfordshke were le.s 
five hundred years ago than they are now, and I can vouch for it, 
that the demand for pasture, in economical language, was far more 
urgent than it is in recent times. Tbe next five counties are gene
rally Bedford, Kent, Berks, Rutland, and Cambridge. But some
times Kent falls out of the series, and the place is taken by 
Hunts. 

In the first assessment Lancashire is the poorest English county, 
ufterwards Cumberland occupies that place, and Lancashire gets up 
only above it and Northumberland. The assessment of the West 
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Riding of York i. also very low. The valuation of Oxford.hire i. 
about ten time. as high, acre for acre, as the three poor countieB 
are, and its assessment is nearly double that of the whole West 
Riding of York, rather more than half the area of the whole of that 
great county. The low assessment of Stafford shows how little the 
mineral resources of that c01<nty were known in early timeH. 
Devonshire, too, is one of the poorest counties. The cen tres of 
modern English opulence were then wild barren regions, hthabited 
by a rude race. The Yersey was .. silent estuary, the Irwell a 
mountain stream. The hills and valleys of the WeHt Riding, now 
active with a thousand industries, had a little trade in cloth at Brad
ford and Leeds, and a rode manufacture of steel weapons at 
Sheffield. For the greater part of that which is produced there 
now, and travels over the known world, the England of the 
fourteenth aud fifteenth centuries depended on the Baltic prO\inces • 

. Flanders, and Spain. 
In 1841, the contribution of London to the wool tax was less than 

a fourth of that at which Norfolk was assessed. In 1453 it contri
buted more than Norfolk to the charge of the archers. But in the 
first haJC of the fifteenth century the city of London .made remark
able progress. The" Libel of English P"licy" is proof as to how its 
trade had grown, the relics, still surviving from the Great Fire, of the 
City Companies' irchi..-es show how considsrable had become. 
relati.ely spealring, the wealth of the London traders. lIost of these 
people had. it is trne, risen from comparative poverty to wealth. But 
Walworth and Whittington in the fourte.nth, the Chicheles and Can
nyngs ;;. the fifteenth, are illustrations of the "pidity willI which 
successful trade eamed wealtll in those early times. In 1453 the coo· 
tribution of London is three times that of OxCorclshire. In 15m! tile 
contingent of Oxfordshire is nearly twice sa much"" that of London. 
But in this year great part of London was bumed to the groun<!. a 
fact which shows why the Calli~ off took place and that the sase ..... 
ment .... as equitabl.. London and Norfolk, too, .... re very .",,"rely 
>isited by the .... eating sickness. Bristol wsa the third city in 
1841, the second in 1371), the fourth in 1453, and the secon<l again 
in 1503, while Norwich falls from the third place in 1453 to the 
sixth in 1iiOS. In the last year Gloucester is the tiIth in order. 
But there is no doubt that these ports of the Amn and Severn w.re 
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early and actively engaged in the traffic with Spain and Portugal, 
if they did not venture on following np Cabot's discoveries of 1497, 
hehaving sailed from Bristol But it should be remembered that 

,the cloth and linen manufacture was of the county, and not of the 
city. 

Between 1503 and 16S6 I have been unable to find a single 
assessment. I greatly regret the lack of information, and I despair 
of any discovery in future. Now the facts which would have to be 
considered with the assessments, were any such forthcoming, are 
the dissolution of the monasteries, the decay of the towns, the stint 
of agriculture, the extension of sheep farming, the growth of the 
native woollen manufacture, the debasement and degradation of the 
currency, the wars of religion, the prostration of Flanders, the 
immigration of the Flemish weavers, and the rise and consolidation 
of the Dutch Republic. In the later part of the time occurs the 
most disastrous epoch of the Thirty Years' War; and the utter im· 
poverishment of Germany. Now some of these foreign and domesti" 
events are admitted to have greatly affected the distribution of wealth 
in England, and all must have done so, though no information is 
given ns. Among local events, the insurrection of Ket in Norfolk 
had, we are told, the most disastrous effects on that county's pros· 
perity, though I believe that already it had been discovered that the 
eastern counties were not, by reason of their cllinate, the best 
district in England in which to produce textile fabrics. Even in 
the fifteenth century cloth.weaving on a considerable scale was 
pursued in small towns and villages. Fastolfe bought clothJor years 
together for his 80Idiers at Castle Combe, Dorset. Bishop Fitz· 
james, warden of Merton at the end of the century, bought for his 
fellows and himself at Norton Mandeville in Essex. 

The ship money valuation of 16S6 was said to have been 
studiously equitable, and to have been made the basis of similar 
assessments in I"ter times. Ch ... les and his advisers were not 
willing to add injustice to illegality, though it must be admitted th"t 
some of the "ssessments were not a little puzzling. Norfolk, which, 
ISS years e"rlier, had occupied the third place, was sunk to the 
twenty·fifth; Oxford, which was formerly second to Middlesex, is now 
seventeenth. Cambridge,. which was always amollg the first eight, 
is now twenty.third. The first eight are now Middlesex, Heds, Beds, 

• 
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Bucks, Northha.nts, Berks, Leicester, and Hunts, of which only 
three were in the first rank before; Middlesex increasing rather 
than diminishing its contingent. The reason is to be found, I 
believe, in the departure of manufactures from Norfolk, and owing 
to the exalted price of wheat, the great importance of arable farming 
over pasture. The poorest county is Cumberland, then Lancashire, 
then Westmoreland, next Durham with Northumberland. Middle
sex is assessed in amount at 141 times per acre more than Camber
land, and nearly as much over Lancashire_ 

The next assessment is the distribntion of £400,000 over the 
connties and towns of England and Wales (no Welsh town is 
separately assessed) for the purpose of snppressing the Irish re
bellion. The vote is -taken in 1641. I do not pretend to account 
for the extraordinary items in this assessment. Devon is, it M .. ms, 
most unfairly treated, being rated in the sixth place among the 
contributory counties. Norfolk, which five years before was the 
twenty-fifth, is now the sixth; Kent, formerly the fourteenth, i. 
here the fourth; Suffolk, previously tenth, is now third; and 
Surrey, once eighteenth, is now second. On the other hand, Rut
land goes from the eleventh place to the twenty-fourth; North Hants, 
from the fifth to the twenty-sixth; Leicester, from the .. vanth to 
the twenty-eighth. The poorer counties remain in nearly the same 
order, only Lancashire rises from the thirty-ninth to the thirty-fifth 
place. I cannot but think that this was a hwy, and therefore a 
-eapricious, assessment. 1 do not think it was designedly unfair, for 
Parliament put heavy b';"dens on some of the connt.i ... wl,ich were 
strongllon their side_ 

Similar to this is the assessment of March 25, 1649. This W88 

a levy of £90,000 a month for six months, for the purpose of pay
ing the forces. It was admitted to be the best valuation ,,-hich could 
be made under the circumstances, but that it should last for Mix 
months only, doring which time .. sear.hiag and carefal valuation 
would be made. This removes some of Ihe inequaliti ... of the 
assessment made eight years before. Devon is put in the t,..dfth 
place; Essex raised from the ninth to the fourth; Cambridge, from 
the tenth to the sixth; Surrey, from the second to the tenth; 
Sussex goes from the twenly-third to the ninth place. This Iasl; 
change is due, I think, to the faL-t, that at Ihis time Ihe Sussex iron 

• 
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works were at the height of their activity and prosperity. But the 
furnaces soon exhausted the wood, and though iron was manufac
tured in the county up to the beginning of the eighteenth century, 
the industry was a declining one. • 

On December 25, 1649, Parliament published its new assessment. 
This, as I have said, was taken with great care, and appears to 
have been generally followed in 1672. In this assessment Suffolk 
still holds the second place, though its assessment is a little more 
than 'It tenth of that put upon Middlesex, the third place being that 
of Surrey. The other five are Herts, Kent, Essex, Bedford, and 
Rutland. It appears that, partly owing to the fact that the eastern 
and home counties were not adversely affected by the war, which 
Was now practically over, partly because the relations between 
England and the Continent, especially' Holland, were for a time 
increasingly with the eastern counties; partly because there was 
a revival of the woollen industry in Essex, Eastern England was 
found to bave greater resources than before. Norfolk is ninth, and 
is followed by Cambridge. But Sussex sinks from the third ·to the 
twenty-fourth place. It should be edded that the difference of 
assessment per acre is very slight in the first fifteen after Middle
Sex. The relation of the poorer counties suffers scarcely any change. 
Altogether' the valuation appears to be scrupulously fair. The towns 
under this new valuation are in the following order-London, 
Norwich, Southwark, a proof that London wealth was flowing into 
Surrey, Bristol, Gloucester (the trade of the Severn towns was 
growing), Coventry, Chester, Southampton, Hull, Haverfordwest, 
Newcastle-on-Tyne, and Poole. The Northumbrian town h"ad suf
fered severely during the occupation of the Scots. For a time its 
coal trade was almost suspended. 

In 1657 an assessment of £6,000 a month was levied on Scot
land, £9,000 a month on Ireland, these countries being added to 
England by the Act of 1654, and being entitled to send repre
sentatives to Westminster. Every burgh in Scotland is assessed; 
from Edinburgh at £884 12s. a month to New Galloway with lOs. 
In Ireland ouly one city, Dublin, is separately assessed. If this 
assessment be a just one, which there is no reason to doubt, Dublin 
was the second city in the British Islands. It is rated at more than 
twice the amount at which Edinburgh is put, and Edinburgh is 
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mor~ than three times as wealthy as Dundee, the second Scotti.h 
town, Glasgow heing the third. 

On Nov. 8, 1660, Parliament recognized the impo.sibility of 
reviving the old feudal liabilities, but they were in a difficulty .. s to 
how to provide for the deficiency in the royal revenue. No one 
seems to have been struck with the obvious equity of distributing th .. 
reputed income of the Crown from these sources, £100,000, over t),e 
estates which were liable to it. At last, as is well known, landlord. 
emancipated their estates by the hereditary excise, i.,., at the ~o.t of 
consumers in towns, for the excise only applied to the public brew~r. 
In the interval, however, they projected a plan of distributing it 
over all real estate in the form of a land tax, and made a valuation 
which was le,ied on the ship money a ..... ment, and indeed was 
almost a reproduction of that project. But the scheme was droppe,l, 
because it was manifest that they whose estate. had never been 
liable to the impost, viz., the socagers and copy holders, would not 
tamely submit to what at that time would have been a tax of about 
4td. in the pound, and it was not expedient at that crisis to make 
any representatives oC the landed interest, even t),_ who had 
collected their estates by the Cortnne of war in Oliver'. time, di .. 
satisfied with the Restoration. There was a great deal oC cantions 
steering to be done in the Conrs years which followed the re·establi.,),· 
ment oC monarchy, and, as we all know, (1arendon was .scrifi"",} 
becanse he was prudent, and Charles was selfish .. 

Thongh the assessment of 1660 is proi",,"';lly Conood on 
that oC 1636, it differs from it in some important particulanl, and 
thereCore seems to be almost an independent ..-alnation. The ""con'} 
connty is Snffolk, as in 1649; the third is Be<ICordshire, the Conrth 
Kent, the next HertCordshire, the sixth Essex, the seventh Rotland, 
the eighth Snssex. But of these Kent is Courteenth in 1636, E.""" 
fifteenth, Rotland eleventh, Snssex twenty·ninth. Bet,,'een the 
second and seventh, there is not to be seen a very marked diff.ren",,; 
or. at leaat, DOl one which is serions, in short, it is aLoot the diC· 
ference between the second and """enth in 1636, close Dpon 20 
per cent. The contingent of Middlesex is again not quite fO hi~h 

as in prerions ""IDations. Perhaps it ... as Cell too absurd to .-dle 

tbe City oC London striet1y to a feudal obljgation. 
In 16;2, by vote of February 4th, a million and a quarter ... as 
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granted to Charles to assist him in the utterly unprovoked and 
nefarious war which he waged on the Dutch. After he had got the 
grant, he stole the goldsmith's money. The tax, in accordance with 
the tradition of the Commonwealth period, was raised by monthly 
contributions on the counties, incll1ding Durham and Cheshire, and 
on nine cities and towns. In this assessment, Middlesex, apart from 
London, is the largest contributor in proportion to its acreage, a 
proof that London had spread far beyond the City walls. Next 
comes Suffolk, but Surrey is close upon it. The next five are Herts, 
Kent, Bedford, Essex, and Somerset. Middlesex, apart from Lon· 
don, is assessed at three times the amount per 'acre of the nearest 
county. The contribution of the City of London, despite the plague 
and the fire, is considerably above any other county, for the con· 
tingent of Yorkshire, the largest in area, though in the rate per 
acre it is near the bottom, is £1,600 less than that of London. 
Bristol is now the 'second city in the kingdom, for it has got pos· 
session of the plantation trade, but Norwich is not far behind it. 
Exeter, Worcester, Gloucester, Haverfordwest, Lichfield, and Poole 
are also separately assessed. 

Here again there are considerable changes. Surrey is third, the 
place it had in 1649. Somerset, which was fonrteenth in 1649, is 
eighth now, a change which is, I make no doubt, due to the spread 
of the cloth industry in the west, and especially in this county. 
Essex was sixth, and now seventh, being but little behind the 
county which precedes it. The baize industry had become an 
important manufacture at Colchester. Norfolk occupies the twelfth 
instead of the ninth place. Generally, however, it seems that the 
advantages which were secured for the eastern counties by the fact 
that they hardly suffered in the civil wars still remain. The asso· 
ciated counties still remain the most wealthy. The poorer counties, 
as far as the assessment goes, are very little changed, but Wales is 
gettillg relatively poorer, or which is the same thing, the other 
counties are gradually making head. Though their place is nearly 
the same the contribution of the poorest among them is increasing. 

These facts are brought out still more plainly in the last assess· 
ment which I have to deal, that of the 4s. in the pound land 
tax, as granted by Parliament. 'fhis was to produce nearly ,two 
millions, of which Middlesex and London contributed nearly a 
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'sixth. This tax, though granted by the &uthol1ity of Plll'liamellt, 
was not assessed by the commL"lsioners a.ppoiuted in Parliament, and 
th<e distribution of the sum was Idt tu thu JlHlt:Il a.uthorities. It is 
tlwrcforo Sl1id, and with some colour fen' the statement, that thOf'lA 
who favoured the Revohltion put their contribution at a tru{! valua
tion. t.hose who -affected Jacobite and llonjuring aympnthiofJ put 
theirs at a "lnw estimate. The t.ax .... IlS llnaltered in a.tl)'oUnt till, 

. nearly a hundred ye9:rs after its first imposition, it was rnalIe per
petual by the younger Pltt, (md the baBid of a fina.ncial opera.tion. 
In the original return tbe cities ann. towns a,rc included in the 
bcheal/Ie }JriuLeu ill Pill's Act, for the VMuat,jons a,re givell in t-$Mnao, 
ann I remember that the valuation of the cit.)' of Oxford, then 
strongly Whiggish was, in oomparison with other to'W1l9, l'emn;rkably 
high j and that of the colleges, whioh were undoubtedly Jacobite, 
though not markedly nonjuring, as this maJlner of expl'esffing theix 
eOJL'villtioJlOl wonld hl:l.vu invuhl(~tl .veulllliary losses, was as markedly 
low. The university and. colleges of this ancient city haV6 been 
very faithful to reactionary principles, and perfectly wiUing to profit 
by their occILsionaJ. ascendency. but they have· been exceodingly 
lUlwilling to make any,sacrifine on bebaJI of them, when such 
principle~ have been under a cloud. When there were hu p~~ lhaL 
tho ·Stuarts would be restored, half the beneficiaries, ecclesiastical 
and aoodemical, worn In ourrespllndenoti 'with St. Germain, but they 
took every oath required by the usurping powers, satisfied thei!" 
consciences, and kep~ their pl·eferments. Atte~bury and Jane, 
Smalridge and the rest, 'Were no doubt anxious not to deprive thfl 
loc801 world of lettel'S of their presence, 

In,the aaseasment of 1603 81lITey takefJ the second plaee, Itnd at 
tt cuw:lide.ra.LIll Lutl:lrval above Hertford. the thll:d. Oxford, which 
was ra.ted fifteenth in 16721 is eighth in 161)3. Bucks is the fUlLrt11, 
Bedford the :fifth, Berks the sixth, and Essex the seventh. Somerset 
has gone from the eighth place to the thirteenth, Kent from th(l fifth 
to the ninth. Suffolk was second in 1672. andio teuth now. Other 
changes, equally startling, are to be found, l:LIlli. u wrvey of the facts 
suggests that the old charge of pal'tialityi~ made out. On thn whole, 
however, there is Ii grootel· approach to equal rating. The <14;
c.repa.ncy between the proportion to the acre in the midland and 
northern counties is not so marked. Sa,lop, for instance, is thirty~ 
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second, York thirty-third. But the rate per acre in Suffolk is not 
double that of Shropshire, and not treble that of York. In 1672 
the contribution of York, then thirty-second, is a good deal less 
than a third of the Suffolk tax by the acre. 

Many years ago I stated it as my opinion, and gave my reasons, 
that the population of England and Wales, from the beginning of 
,ecorded economical history to the end of the sixteenth century, was 
,ever in excess of two and a half millions, and was often less_ At 
ilie end of the seventeenth century it was from five to five and a 
.alf millions. I will proceed to point out to you how these figures 
ue arrived at. 

E very logician and every economist will allow that if you arrive, 
from different premises or data, at the Same conclusion, it is cumu
lative testinoony, and the probability of your conclusion being correct 
is as high as any evidence of fact can make it. Now I arrived at my 
conclusion as to the population of England and Wales during this 
long period by three processes. The first was derived from the rate 
of production. The average production of wheat from cultivated 
land was eight bushels an acre, and I came to the conclusion that 
the possible average wheat-growing acreage of the country was three 
millions. Now I knew that a quarter of wheat every year for every 
person, especially at a tinoe when other vegetable products fit for 
human food were unknown, was a fair allowance. Then deducting 
one-sixth for seed, I got my two and a half millions, as the maxinoum 
population, with a high probability, as the allowance for seed is 
rather short, that two and a quarter is the more correct figure. Next 
I took the figures in the poll tax of 1877. The tax-paying popula
tion can be calculated at a little above one and a half millions. Now 
adding a third for the children, for the tax is exigible on persons 
above fonrteen only, and making a liberal allowance for ecclesiastics 
and mendicants, no less than a little over 162,000, they being also 
exempt, you again get two and a half millions. In the third place, 
I compared an actual census of a certain district in Kent, taken in 
the sixteenth century, with the census of the same district in 1861, 
and found that it was ahnost exactly a sixth of the later number. 
The district contained no large towns then and contains none now. 
Again, I found that one-sixth of the population of 1861 gave me, by 
comparison with the total population of England, exactly the same 

• 
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result for the whole, viz., two and a half millions. I wao a good 
deal criticised when I made my calculations by the first method. 
But long experience has taught me that no time is so entirely lo.t 
88 that consumed in controversy with disputants who have no facts, 
but only convictions. 

Now at the end of the seventeenth century there are similar kind. 
of indirect evidence to guide us. The wheat·growing area is extended, 
for the price W88 very high, 80 high 88 to stimulate agricultural pro· 
duction to the utmost. The produce is now said to be thirteen 
bushels, but it W88 no longer exclusively the food of the people, for 
rye, barley, and oats were occasionally substituted for it. I inferred 
that, making proper deductions for seed, the soil would, though with 
an inferior diet, maintain five millions. Next, we have a return 
under the hearth tax of the number of houses and hearths in the 
several English counties and in Wales, in 1690. Allowing a little 
more than four to a family this gives a little over five millions. An 
estimate of the various religious seats gives under five and a quarter 
millions. And in recent times a calculation by an actuary of the 
possible population, from baptisms, marriages, and burials, gives 
under five and a quarter millioDs. Here, again, the evidence i. cumu· 
lative, and I think conclusive. 

Two other facts may be briefly commented on in conclusion. I 
have referred to the hearth books of 1690. This return gave the 
number of houses in each connty and the number of hearth. in each • 
county; for certain houses, rented at no more than 20&. a year, were 
exempt from tbe tax. Now the most eparaely.peopled conntit", are, 
as might be expeeted, Westmoreland an'} Cumberland; the moat 
densely !fiddlesex and Surrey. In the first two the acreage to each 
house is 70-55 and 63'66 acres. In Middlesex and Surrey the II&JIl8 

analysis gives 1'619 acres and 11'79 acres. It is...,;y to see, then, 
why Middlesex yielded 80 much to taxation on an ~t of 
property. But I 11'88 exceedingly struck when I worked out the 
figures at the comparative density of the northern population as tar 
as houses go, and the meanness of tbe buildings as tar as heartha 
go. The population of Durham and Northumberland, taking the 
facts of the acres to the honse, is denser than that of Dorset, Lin· 
colnshire, Sussex. and Hampshire; the proportion of hearth. to the 
house is a good dcal less than that of any other county. There are 
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more houses in Lancashire, taking the same proportion, than in 
Berkshire, Cambridge, Cheshire, Derby, Devon, Essex, Hunts, 
N otts, Rutland, and several others. And the same facts are visible 
with certain other northern counties, though il) all it is plain that 
the standard of comfort was much lower. For instance, there are 
twice as many hearths to a house in Devon and Dorset than there 
are 'in Durham. 

The growth of population must have therefore been most rapid in 
the north during the seventeenth century. Two causes contributed 
to this: the pacification of the Scottish border and the growth of 
textile industries in the north, if indeed one can separate the causes. 
On the latter of these I shall have to comment in a later lecture. 

The other poid to which I may make a very brief reference-for 
this, too, will be the subject of another lecture-is the incidence of 

,'the poor rate in the several counties at the end of Charles U's reign. 
A return of this impost is given by contemporary writers. Of course 
it is highest to the acreage in Middlesex, being nearly £1 to every 
three acres. It is high in the old manufacturing county of Norfolk. 
It is high in some of those counties which had most peace during 
the civil war. But it is disproportionately low in the northern 
counties, and in those which lie on the line of the Parliamentary 
conflict with Charles 1. I conclude that much of the population 
during the troubles migrated to the more peaceful and settled dis· 
tricts. There is no doubt that the inhabitants of the north were 
more penurious, more habituated to low wages, and to a lower 
standard of living, more given to byeljndustries. It was no doubt 
in order to check this migration that the law of parochiaJ settlement 
was enacted. In course of time the exigencies of a growing manu. 
facture led to the practical repeal of this law of settlement in the 
manuracturing districts, and the growing industries of the north 
relieved, a centuIJ: later, the congested population of those southern 
counties which were now falling behind in the distribution of wealth 
and population. 



VIII. 

THE HISTORY OF AGRICULTURAL RENTS IN ENGLAND. 

The Q,ucuaeUm tZ4 to tM origin 0/ rent-The ,. inde.tf'uclibk qualitie"r 
of the ,rnl-Selden and lilhe,-1"I",e", ""'1/", and renl-The 
lan.tl<noner. and labcnw in hutory-Civilization and gO'Vernmtmt
Early agrieultureilI En1Jlantl-The Tent of meatlow·lantl-Renlalo
The landloTtr, duliel-Tlloe NInO Colkge (Ozfor4j lwu.ept'operlll in 
Ihe fifleenlh century-LflIndloTd .u/ti"atiun and il. 'i!cclil-Compe. 
tition. rent., late in «nning-The la'ID of dutrell, compdUifJe mul 
flllmine f'ent.--The 'I!Jf1entunU, ""tury f'ent'-By~-indud1"ic,
The landoumerl of Ihe eigMee .. lh cenlury-Arthur You",!', f!m1I

menlt-Lord L."ezr, tl1J1'U:ulture-The rile of renll-Wool am4 
,tock priu,-The co/kgu of Ozford and Cambridge. 

NOTHIIIG has exercised the ingenuity of economists IDOre than tI", 
• analysis of rent has. The position of rent and its relation to induotry 

and taxation were problelJl8 which occupied the attention of the 
physiocrats; of the teachers (in 80 Car 88 he was taught by anyone) of 
our Adam Smith, and very curiouo aDd wild concluoions wer .. arrived 
at by some of those exceJlent thinkers. Smith gave his own acoouDt 
of rent, and a slip which he made in his analysis, under the cirC'11m
stances a somewhat pardonsble one for a man who lived in the day. 
of com laws and bounties, that rent enters into the price of commc
dities instead ofbeing a product of them, and of anotherexcee<1ingIy 
important factor, which the critics unaccountably overlooked, w .... 
doly commented on. The theory of Smith was amended by Ricardo. 
and his definition of the origin and increment of rent r_ived, 
for very so1Iicieot reasons, .. most tbankfoJ """"ptance. The merits 
of Ricardo in making or announcing his discovery were challenged 
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by MacCulloch, who divided the original honours between a Mr. West 
arid a Mr. Anderson and, with excusable patriotism, claimed priority 
for the Scotchman. The doctrine of Ricardo, with many riders, such 
as the law of diminishing returns, the margin of cultivation, the 
land thai"pays no rent, and the like, has been accepted, and forms 
the staple of most dissertations on political economy. I am con
stta.ined to conclude that there is little credit to be got for the re
p']ted discovery; that it is partly a truism, partly a fallacy, and that 
its ij.cceptance as a sufficient analysis of rent is one of the peculi8JT 
hin.~rances which obstruct the way when we have to solve a present 
difficulty of no common magnitude. British agriculture has fallen 
during the last eight years on evil days. Its decline, and with it the 
decliue of the home trade, is a most formidable fact. Its restora· 
lion, in 80me form or other, is a matter of urgent interest. But 
riothing tends to retard that restoration more than false notions as -" 
to the nature of rent. 

In dealing with this controversy, aud in dealing with it in my 
own way, under the light of economical history, but with constant 
reference to the demonstrable, ahnost axiomatic, principles of 
economic science, I can claim some special advantages. I am the 
only person who hILS eXILmined rents historicaliy• I have studied 
the history of the same estates in some cases for :more than six 
centuries, estates the c'indestructible powers" of which, to use 
Ricardo·s expression, have not varied during that long period, the 
rents of which, however, compared with any other value, which 
is measurable by money, have been subjected to considerable, tD 
astonishing changes. I can state, with perfect certa.inty, what 
this land produced in corn six centuries ago, and I can also state 
what it produced at different periods between that remote starting
point and the present time. ~ knDW that while the value of its 
corn produce has risen in money units or symbols about eight 
times since my investigation began, the rent, in the Bame units 
or symbols has risen eighty times. I may believe a great deal in 
.. the indestlUctible powers of the soil," though I should be very 
~redulous if I held that the fertility of any soil was indestructible, 
as I think ewry practical agriculturist would be, too. But I am 
B1U'e that something else is wanting besides these powers to aCcoWlt 
for so striking an elevatiDD. I find, too, that while so rell1arkabl<) 

12 
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a price has been paid for the license of using arable land. nothing 
near so disproportionate a rise of price is discernible in the rent of 
of natural pasture, which never has been, and never could be, 
under arable crops, and which therefore approaches the indes
tructible more nearly than any land which is under the plough. I 
shall try in the course of this lecture to point ont the circnmstances 
which have brought about the change. Mr. Henry George has 
accepted Ricardo's theory, and inferred from it to the confiscation 
of all rent by the State. I repndiate Ricardo'. theory, and dissent 
from Mr. George's conclusions, for reasons which I bope to give 
hereafter, But it is not a little remarkable that a theory which 
assigns a providential origin of rent should be pressed into the ser· 
vice of the theorist who wishes to annnl it; while the inference 
which I draw from the facts of the case, and in which I give the 
historical events which have developed it, is that it would be not 
only a blunder and an injustice, but an amazing folly, to accept Mr. 
George's conclusion. There is a parallel to my position. The 
clergy in the time of James I., perhaps some of the clergy iu the 
days of Victoria, believed in the Divine origin of titbes. Heldeu 
believed that the origin was human, and proved his point. The 
clergy wer'! very angry, and got Selden put into prison for his 
pains, a contingency which is not entirely remote, if one pr""'" 
too strongly the truly conventional origin of rent in our day. 
But when, a few years afterwards, the Divine ';".,ht of tbe clergy 
was repudiated for a time, and the tithes seemed likely to go with 
the Divine right, the clergy gladly embraced the inferior title which 
Selden proved was theirs. The moral can be easily gathered. I 
am no more an enemy of rent than I am of any other natural 
resn1t. But I decline to gi\'e it a transcendental authority or to 
imagine that, like every other part of the theory which economists 
call the distribution of wealth, it is other than a human institution, 

: recognized because, within proper limits and nnder intelligible con· 
ditions, it has a human utility. 

Economists are perCectly correct in _ying tha the common 
product of capital. labour, and land is diatribnted among the three 
several agents or partners as interest, wages, and rent. By wages 
I mean, as I have previously explained, the labour of the capitalist 
as well as the Jabour of the workman, for DO logical distinction 
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can be drawn between the wages of superintendence and the wages 
of manual labour ; for both to be effective, imply what physiologists 
"all nervous and muscular waste. The order in which the distri. 
bution is effected is that labour is paid first. The payment of 
labour is essential to indnstriallife, and both interest aud capital will 
be lost if the necessary c1a.ims of labour are not met, while rent could 
not a.ccrne. In this partnership, the economist says, except the'e 
abide in the ship you cannot be saved. Labour paid, I do not say 
.satisfied, interest is paid, and this being presumably a contract 
.quantity, litUe need be said about it. Last comes rent. In com· 
mon language, interest on capital appears to be paid first. That 
it is not is proved Jiy the fact that no one would be silly enough 
to lend on a security which brings in no revenue, unless it was 
dear that the advent of the revenue is very near. For the .sake of 
brevity, I will call interest A, wage. B, and rent C; and I mu.t 
remind you that the law. which govern the distribution of wealth 
·are mainly of human in.titution. 

It is a common·place in practical politics that they who own 
the land of a country make its laws. The .tatement, of oourse, is 
at be.t a .trong tendency. In a country like our own, where 
tradition and habit, to say nothing of positive institutions, have 
long deferred to the judgment of landowner., the common-place 
h ... been, till reoently, an admitted verity. There are symptoms 
that the .entiment is lo.ing it. foroe, but no one who h .. s the 
smallest knowledge of socis! history in England can doubt that it 
was once overwhelmingly strong. Now it is in human n .. tnre that 
when, in the distribution of wealth, human institution. acoord 
·extraordinary authority to the recipients of rent, they will u.e their 
advantage. to the full, and be indignant with those who dispute 
the justice of the.e advantages. I will venture on illustrating my 
position from my own case. I have very strong opinions on the 
relation. of landlord and tenant in Ireland, and have expressed 
them, I tru.t with moderation, before a more august .... embly than 
that which is hearing me to-day. But I will candidly own that, iJ 
I possessed a reputed £80,000 a year in Iri.h rent., I .honld 
fiud it exceedingly hard to reconcile my opinion. with m, 
intere.ts. In the absence of pa.sion and .elf-interest, says thE 
.English morali.t, men are di.posed to be ju.t toward. eaoh other, 
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In the course of EDglish acoDomical history C has striveD. aDd 
:with DO little success. to nee the force of law in order to better 
!himself at the expense of B. In .. former lecture I gave you an 
'elaborate. aimost an exhaustive. account of the various labour 

jstatutes. These were attempts to make the laws of human 
,! institution available for an unequal distribution of wealtb. I shall 

have to point out in the course of this lecture how contemporary 
writers accuse C of extending the same operation over B in aDotber 
capacity. i .•.• as a tenant farmer. I should exhaust tbe time at 
my disposal if I were to sbow you how C has contrived to mulct 
B all round. especially in local taxatioD and in the traDsfereDco of 
100M taxation to imperial taxes. I shall have to .holv you bow. 
during the seventeenth ceDtury. when C was very much in tile 
&SceDdency. he did a good maDY thiDgS which have been very 
severely criticised since. aDd that I have discovered other practices 
of his with the same object. He did not. for the reaSODS wbich I 
have giveD. that interest is a contract price. succeed quito 80 well 
with A. But usury laws and the equity of redemption in a 
mortgage. wheu it is foreclosed by non-payment of interest. are 
illustratioDs of the same inclinations. It was because he noticed 
such facts as these that Adam Smith called rent a tax. and because 
he saw that the avowed object of many laws existiDg in his time 
was to raise the rent of land through the machinery of prices, that 
he considered. and not without colour of reaeon. that rent entered 
into prices. 

A COUD try is not civilized or safe unless it accepte and obeys .. 
centra.! administration. whose first business it is to aggregate aJl 
the force which is necessary for the protection of society from 
externaJ and internal foes. England for a long time after the Con
quest needed such a centra.! authority. In their effocto to con
solidate France. the French kings were Mways thwarted by their 
nobles and aided by their otber su bjecis. Even the American 
Republic finds itself constrained to strengthen the Federal adminis
tration at the expense of State rights_ But there is alway. a 
danger that the forces of government. the action of Parliaments, 
the power of law. may be made more injurious to a community 
than foreign and domestic foe. are_ Ancient civilization was 
wholly destroyed by the adminhtration of the Roman Republic 
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and Empire. Bad Governments ruined Spain; bad Governments 
nearly 11lined Italy. It may be well feared that even now many 
European Governments are doing the work of Frankenstein, 
creating monsters whom they c",nnot control. The reason has 
been that Governments have used their powers, which they call 
the Constitution, not as a public trust, to be faithfully executed for 
the public good, but as agents for their OWB gain.. We in Eng
land have had copious and continuous experience of this breach of 
trust_ The people of Ireland have had no other experience. The 
historian of social life, who knows that effects do not cease when 
the causes are removed, is therefore engaged in seeking out past 
canses for present distresses, and may be seem to shallow persons 
to be needlessly indignant with bygone misdeeds, and to be unduly 
alarmed, when he urges that you cannot tr1lst human nature to 
legislate from the point of view of it. own interests. 

Now the capital fact in the history of rent is that agriculture, 
however rude the industry may be, can always produce more than 
is necessary for the husbandman's maintenance and that of his 
family. I find that in early English agriculture, as in modern, a 
workman to twenty acres is a liberal allowance of labour. Give 
the labourer five persons to his family, and assign a third of the 
land to the supply of human food, the other two-thirds to fodder 
and the maintenance of eat tie, aud let the produce be a quarter 
to an acre, and he will grow seven quarters of food for the con
sumption of five persons. But five quarters are sufficient for 
them. The remaining two over and above will supply seed and 
rent. I leave out, for the sake of simplicity, the same .et of facts for 
the remainiDg two-thirds. Now, historically, it was on this overplus 
that the ancient lord laid his hands, and ca.lled it rent, and Adam 
Smith was again justified in calling rent a tax. 

An ideal state of society is one in which there is no rent at all, 
in which laud is so fertile and so abundant in its produce that the 
price which the produce commands would be only sufficient to 
pay interest, recoup outlay and secure wages. Rent is of no interest 
whate".r to anyone but the landowner. If it were extinguished 
by l,atural causes, no one but he need lament. But this state· of 
things never exists. If the ownership of land remains in private 
IUlnds, and it wonl,} be an evil time should it cease to be in private 
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hands, the inexorable law which limits profit. to an average on the 
calling would develop rent. On the hypothesis that capital anll 
skill are ready for agriculture, people will pay for an agricultural 
advantage which eecures profits above the average. Even if 
agricultural land were indefinite in quantity and indefinite in 
fertility, some would be in an economical senee more fertile thaD 
other land; say by proximity to the market only, and the 
lessened charge of freight. So far Ricardo is right, but thus mucb 
was known in the days of the Egyptian and Babylonian king •• 
Rent is not sacred, but it is natural. Friction is not sacred, bd 
it is natural. One would be glad to see friction redueed to a 
minimum, but it would remain a very appreciable quantity. And 
if in the economy of hnman society, the cost of prod uction and 
the cost of freight are so diminished, that we are a little nearer 
the ideal state than we were twenty years ago, it would be as 
rational for ns to monrn as it would be to persid in going by a 
canal or a high road when a railway is ready for our use. I may 
be sorry for the man who has pnt his capital into a canal, or has 
lent his money to road trustees, when the tolls COBse to pay the 
interest, bnt ouly in the WBy that I am sorry for any one who has 
suft'ered reverses of fortnne. Bnt if the two parties alleged that 
the canal and road were sacred, and that I must nee them and pay 
for them, my compaseion soon gives way to resentment. 

Of conrse I do not mean to imply that English land will not 
hereafter pay a rent, tbat the corn fields of W .. tern Ameriea and 
Northern India ha\"e rendered its cnItivation unprofitable and im
poseible; but I am lI1ll'e that the present, or rather the traditionary 
system of landlord and tenant has broken down, and that a new 
departure must be sought. English agriculture has {aced iu tilll& 
past far more formidable difficulties thau it has to face now, and 
has overcome tbem. But I am entirely convineed that if laud· 
owners, and they who counsel landowners, do uot take the pains 
to understand the situation, and prepare themselves for tbe future, 
with fresh knowledge, a new policy, and a new departure, the 
outlook as time goes ou, .... ill be progressively more gloomy. Nor 
will any return to sgrienltural proteetion, an entirely hopeless wish 
on the part of some politicians and their dupes, relieve the stste of 
things wbich is now induced on busbandry. 
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From the earliest period of recorded a.griculture. by which I 
mean of such accounts as give us an insight into the occuPlLtion 
ol land till some time alter the middle of the sixteenth century. 
i.e .• for fully three centuries. the rent of agricultural land remains 
unaltered at from 6d. to Sd. an acre. This is the rate paid by 
tenants on lease. by socagers or free agricultural occupiers. with 
fixity of tenure. anc\ inva,riable rents under a superior lord and 
serfs, whom the pedantry of the lawbooks described as holding at 
the will of the lord; whom tpe records of Manor Courts show to have 
had a permanent holding, though with' certain disagreeable and 
precarious incidents. I -shall take occasion to show in .. future 
lecture how unch~eable the families were in .. manor or parish. 
what significant economical consequences flowed from this fact, 
and in particular how it checked the development of certain 
tendencies for centuries. It seriously affected also the ereation of 
competitive rents. and soggested to the inhabitauts of a parish. 
that while it .was not easy to import'" stranger into the number of 
those who lived on the manor, it was in the last degree improper 
for one occopier to overbid auother. and that the traditionary rent 
was as much as the landowner had .. right to expect. In course of 
time one of the ways in which the landowner tried to raise rents 
in the face of rising prices was by the fines on admission or 
renewal. There is evidence, too, that they strove at the beginning 
of the seventeenth century to exact increasing fines from their free 
and customary tenants, to take advantage of any neglect or defanlt 
in order to rai.e the old rents against the freeholders, and to greatly 
increase the dues on copyholders when they succeeded to their 
holdings. or made .. conveyance by surrender. 

The rent of meadow land was far higher. Mauy years ago, I 
collected the rents paid for those parts of Holywell parish, in 
Oxford, which lie near the Cherwell. i.... the low lying ground 
which extends ll'Om the northern extremity of the university park 
to the boundary of Magdalene College. on the west bank of tho 
Cherwell. for twenty.four years, between 1295 a.nd 18SS, The 
practice was to let the first ~utting for the making of hay, and to 
make the aftermath or rowens, called rewaunnm in the acconnts, 
the occasional subject of .. second letting. The maximum price which 
I have registered of tlle first letting is 9 •. , the maximum of the second 
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28. Sd. an acre, generally it may be taken at 6 •. for the first, 10. Gd. 
for the second, or 7 •. 6d. an 'acre for meadow land all the yellr 
throngh. Similar CBses have been discovered in the fifteenth aod 
sixteenth centuries. The explanation is easy. Natural pastnre 
was let at far higher rates than arable, partly because there was no 
cost of cultivation, or a trifling cost, and partly becaose winter 
forage was so scarce. In the seveoteenth centory the rent of arable 
land vIll1ed from 8s. 6d. to 6s. an acre. I have here, and can .how 
yoo, three ilIostrations of what I have said. This volume i. a list of 
aU the rents paid on the Coke estate at Holkham, between 1629, 
when the great Chief Justice retired early from active political alld 
forensic life, and 1706, when the estates were in the hand. of one 
of his descendants. During the whole of this period there is very 
little change in the rent, which from some twenty large holdings 
which I have taken is a little under 6s. an acre. This volume ha. 
been leni me by the present Lord LeicestcT. 

The second of the.e rentals was procnred for me by Lord John 
Manners. It contains the rentals of the Belvoir ... tate op to 1692, 
and afterwards. The land comprised in this rental i. very well 
Jmown to me. The a"erage reni is 8s. 6<1 before 1fJ!J2, and abollt 
3 •. lOd. for .. time after 1692. The noble family of ?fanners hay 
been traditionally indulgent to their tenants, and the letting, on ti,e 
Belvoir estates are wry low, thongh the quality of the land i. gaOl). 

The third is .. rental of certain lands pos"".Bed hy Pierrepont, Earl 
of Kingston, in 1689. Thi. rental com ... from tb. I'.p~·. Papers in 
the Rawliw;on Collection. I do Dot know why Pepy. I,ad the Ii.t. 
'fhis Earl of Kingston died in 1690, and waa 8lIoceede,j by hi. 
brother, who aftel"ll'ards became Marquis of Dorchester and Doke of 
Kingston. 'fhe rental of tLi. e'tate i. apparently v~ry high, hut 
.. considerable part of it, more than haU, is pastil"" and meado", 
which still bore a relatively high price to arable. Ouly two .man 
tenancies are entir~ly arable9 anrl in th~, including a IJ{Jn.~ in 
each case, the reDt is 6 •. Bd. an acre. On the whole, I helieve 
that fairly good arable lsnd was ahont 48. 6cl. an acre during 
the seventeenth eentDryy and that there was a Hp!Cial reason, 
to which r shall presently .. fer, for the high rate of the Coke 
lettings. 

From tJJe very earliest timeo in English life, rural and urban, 
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the landowner or house·owner, being the ground landlord, effected 
all permanent improvements and did all repairs. The buildings 
had been originally erected at his expense, and were maintained by 
him. after h. ceased to cultivate the land himself, and procured 
tenants, first on a stock and land lease, then on an ordinary tenancy 
for years or at will In letting agricultural land, the landowner of 
the fifteenth centnry even insured his tenant against extraordinary 
108ses. Thus New College let one of its estat.s in Wilts, and 
(lo,enanted to indemnify its tenant in case more than 10 per cent. 
of his sheep died in the course of the year, for the whole excess. 
The risk was not slight. In two consecutive yeaTS, 1447 and 1448, 
the college paid for 78 and 116 sheep on this single farm. In 1500, 
Magdalene College, which pursued the same system, paid for no less 
than 607 sheep to its tenants. The liabilities of the landown er 
were by tradition very_ heavy, and he was expected to make them 
good. The law of clerical dilapidations is a survival of a custom or 
practice which was onc. universal. Even in later times, this 
liability of the landowner to do repairs and effect all permanent 
improvements was so characteristic of English tenancies that they 
are distinguished as being under the English system. A totally 
.lifferent practice prevailed till recently in Scotland, and still pre
vails in Ireland, where it is the almost invariable rule that all 
buildings and permanent improvements have been effected at the 
in.tance of the ten.:ut, a practice which has given rise to the 
recognition by Parliament of a joint ownership between landlord 
and tenant in Ireland, under the name of tenant right.-

This English tradition is curiously illustrated from the records 
nf house property in towns during the fifteenth century. New 
College possessed in 1458, house property to the annual value of 
£58 lB. 1d., from which fixed charges amounting to £12 11s 7d., 
and payable to divers persons, chiefly ecclesiastics, were deducted. 
Its net income would therefore appear to be £45 9s. 6d. But the 
expenditure on tlle tenements is very large. Every repair is paid 
for, even to signs for inn., the well buckets and rope, and 
latcbets and locks for doors. What with these expenses, -and with 
void tenements, the college only gets £8 5s. clear for the year. 
The possession of house property in towns during the fifteenth 
century, and for more than two and a half centuries arterwards, 
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was very unlike what it is at the present time, when town rent. 
have been singularly swollen. 

But before I deal with tbe furtber rise in rents, it is well to refer 
briefly to tbe system of agliculture in England to tbe end of the 
seventeenth century. I bave already dwelt on it, bot I mURt 
remind you bere of a few particulars. The economi.t wbo deal. 
witb facts is constantly constrained to cite bis farts, to repeat 
his facts, becau.e tbey serve to illustrate various resuits in the 
economy of society. 

You will remember tbat for a long time, certainly for a century. 
perbaps for longer, the landowner was also a cultivator, owning a 
considerable capital, interested in tbe adequate cultivation of tbe 
soil, and, being possessed of propedy whicb migbt easily be stolen, 
convinced that it was necessary to keep tbe peace. I am sore 
that for tbe latter result, tbe existing macbinery was effeclive. 
In Ibe very numerous accounts, many tbousands, tbat I ba.-e read, 
it i. very rarely indeed tbat any loss by tbert is recorded. any dread 
of possible tbeft expressed, even in times of famine. The edaca
tion of tbe English people in the principle of respect for property was 
veryeffecti.-e. It is Ime tbat everybody bad property. and tbere
fore everybody was interested against thieves and pilferers, and in 
respecl for personal rigbts. I belie.-e that tbe CUiltom adopted by 
landowners of cultivating tbeir own estat"!' grew up during the 
long, peaceful, proeperoos reign of Henry III., and the complaints 
against bis government, tbe criticism on his policy, and, in tbe end, 
tbe armed resistance to it and him arose from the fact that 
England made great material progr""" daring tbe first sixty years 
of the thirteentb century. To tbis MaUbew Paris, one of th& 
rew chroniclers wbo is able to interpret social phenomena, bee,.. 
witness. 

The agriculture of tbe time was rode, and tbe prodoce scanty. 
Bot the best agricnltnre was undoubtedly that of tbe lando.",ers, 
and their bailiff;,. They could sbow the smaller tenant •• 11 tb~y 
knew, and in tbeir way could make experiments. X01f one of tbe 
most C06tly of tbese experiments was tbeir marling of land. It 
.. as a costly process, for tbe expense was constantly "'loal to tbe 
fee simple of tbe land, as I know from the charges incllrred in tbe 
undertaking. Marl is an eartb partly calcareous, partly argillaceous 
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which is of great service to stiff and to thin soils, breakine the one 
and giving substance to the other, "It mends any kind ~f land," 
says a writer on husbandry in the early sixteenth century. It 
is curious that when the new agriculture of the eighteenth 
century was adopted, the most enterprising of the landowners 
revived the policy of the thirteenth and fourteenth. I am dis
posed to believe also that these ancient landowning agriculturists 
sometimes .trove to improve the breed of sheep, " matter of 
supreme importance when wool wa. so dear, produce was so 
accurately estimated, and local breeds were of such various 
value. This is, I think, proved by the hi!(h prices, prices beyond 
parallel, occasionally given for rams. When landlord cultiva
tion ceased, marting was abandoned, it was too costly for the 
risk, and sheep-breeding suffered at least 80me deterioration. 
I have already explained the cause why landlord cultivation was 
abandoned, and the stock and land lease adopted. The social result. 
which followed were many and various. 

There is no trace of competition rents during the whole of the 
fifteenth century, nor do I think that they come into practical 
existence during the sixteenth, There is evidence however that 
eviction or famine rents, or compulsory exaltations of rent under the 
threat of eviction, or by colour of law, were practised in the 
sixteenth century. Fitzherbert, who wrote in the early part of 
Hanry VIII's. reign, and Latimer, who preached his sermons' 
towards the end of it, and up to the middle of the centUl'Y, speak, 
the one on the peril which the improving husbandmap fears from 
a rapacious landlord; the other on the contra.t between the tenure 
of his own father's holding, and that of the occupier who has 
succeedeq. him, and is being ruinously rackrented. The complaints 
of the husbandman in Stafford's pamphlet published in the last 
quarter of the same century, suggest a similar grievance. But 
in all cases, the complaint is that the tenant is overcharged by the 
landowner, or made to pay rent on his own improvements. This 
could only be operative under threat of eviction and loss, and 
though in the simple husbandry of the times eviction had no 
.. uch serious meaning as it now has, it was still seen, apart from 
competition, to be a powerful means of extorting rent. I do 
not a,oubt, too, that the Act of 1576, under which the universities 
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and colleges, with the two historic schools of Winchester and 
Eton, were empowered or rather constrained, to take a third of 
their rents in kind, or in kind turned into money, was intended 
to assist their corporations to procure, in an indirect way, some 
of the advantages of a compelitive rent. 

No one, who knows anything aboul early economical history, 
can doubt that rent was originally, and for centuries, a tas, 
imposed by the strong on the w.ak, in consieleration of a real or 
pretended protection of the tenant. The invariable anel fixed 
character of the tax _eems to me to prove this, aud the fact that 
no attempt was made to alter the fixed rent, except by open or 
disguised violence or fraud is to me conclus;'·e. Nay, tbe term. on 
which precarious or terminable holdings were granted appears to 
me to be strong collateral evidence, for I do not find that the 
rent per acre varieel very mnch from tbe old enstomary rates. 
Indeed it could not well be, for at the end of the sixteenth century, 
I inferred from prices that land would bear hut a slight increase 
of rent, and, after mUlDg my calculations, I found Ihal I was 
almost exactly correct, by the register of rent actually paid for the 
holding, whose possible rent I w ... estimating. 

And here I may observe that the remedy of the landlord, (or 
an overdue rent, by distress, was very imperfect. By the law, the 
rent issued ont of the tenure, and upon this tenure only could 
the landowner distrain. Hence, if he losl connt of the tenure' an 
easy thing nneler the system of open fields, where each occupier 
had in suooession only a few persons, B8 I sbowed you in tho 
Gamlingay BtlrveYJ, he could not venture on distraint for fear of 
trespass. I have constently found in the fifteenth century 
accounts, that rents, though recorded for near a century, are 
deemed to be irrecoverable, because tbe bailiff did not know on 
whalland to distrain. Hence the law of distress, to the nltimate 
injury of the agricnlturiBl, was snppIemeniP.d, by the action of debt 
and the action of covenant being grafted on Ihem, and the 
in.idiom principle tbat rent is " secnred debt, avoidable by no 
length of time ...... retained in CODnection with these new 
methods of recovery. :Sow there is no doubt Ihal of late years, 

. the difficulties of the !armer ... ere seriously enhanced by tbe law 
of distress, ... hich by giving priority to the lanillord's claim, 
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his principal creditor, weakened his credit elsewhere, and notably 
with tbe country liankers, who began in a declining or unprosperous 
market to be alarmed about their security. 

No human skill can draw the line between a competitive and a 
famine rent. In theory, a competitive rent is one in which the 
farmer is not only perfectly fr'ee to occupy or leave alone, but is 
able to extricate his capital from his holding as readily as he can 
transfer a balance from one banker to another, or his eavings from 
one public security to another. Unfortunately most political 
economists, misled by their abstract method and habitu,,1 
diaregard for facts, treat the movements of capital as all equally 
fluid or nearly so. A competitive rent, in the economical sense of 
the word, only exists for a moment,even under the most favourable 
times. Undoubtedly at the moment of the contract for occupancy, 
the intending tenant may seem to be entirely able to take it or 
leave it alone. I say may seem, for it is perhaps necessary for him 
to continue his calling, because to abandon it is to abandon the 
means of a livelihood, and he i. therefore no more a free agent in 
the contract than a purchaser is in a besieged and straitened 
tOWIl.' But the moment that he has agreed to the contract, and 
entered on his occupancy, his freedom ceases. He cannot, with· 
out serious loss, extricate himself from his holding, for no man, 
can withdraw intact agricultural capital from a farm. I set down 
the loss at 10 per cent., but my friend, Sir Jame. Caird, who is 
certainly better informed as to the economical position of the 
British farmer than any man whom I ever met, says that it should 
be at least 15. Now it is on this certainty that rapacious 
landowners lind their mischief· making agents, have screwed up 
rents, and reduced agriculture to its present distressful condition, 
a condition from which as yet I see no escape. Let me put the 
facts in a concrete form. A man has taken" farm of live hundred 
acres, at £500 a year, and brings on it, the quantity necessary for 
first·class husbandry, " capital of £5,000, or one·third of its selling 
value at the best of times. Now let us imagine that his landlord 
determines to raise his rent to 22s. 6d. an acre, and gi'l'es him 
notice to agree to this or quit. His loss by migration will be at 
least £500, or according to Sir James Caird £750 at least, and the 
better agriculturist 1,,; is, the surer is his loss. This he knows, 
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and if it had been the habit of a farmer to .keep accounts, he 
would have seen the meaning of the alternative, for I am assuming 
that the sums I named are the maxima from which agricultural 
profit can be expected. But as he does not he argues thus: .. If I 
go I shall lose from £500 to £750 down; if I stay at the increased 
rent I shall have to pay £62 lOs. more. I'll risk it, prices may 
improve, I can save a bit one way or the other, and mak. both 
ends meet." Had he kept accounts he could at ouce have seen 
that he is losing his capital as surely as if he had quitted hiB 
holding. 

No just landlord ever exacts a strictly competitive rent from hi. 
tenant, and recent experience proves that no wise landlord will 
exact what no just landlord will. It is the business of a landowner 
to learn what rent land will bear, how to adjust it to the market, 
and it is no excuse to allege that foolish tenants have offered him 
rente which they could not possibly pay. A sensible banker, if a 
borrower otTers him 15 per cent. for a loan, could have no better 
reason than the offer for declining the advance without a moment's 
hesitation. 

The rents of the seventeenth century, small as they seem to UB, 

began with competition rents which rapidly slid into famine rent., 
by which I mean rents which leave the occupiers with a bare main
tenance, without the power of either improving or saving. The 
earliest writer on husbandry in the seventeenth century admit. the 
fact of competition rente, defends the lord'. action in taking wLat 
is olrered him, and treate the farmer's remonstrances with ill·dis
guised contempt. One would think in reading this antbor'. argu
mente, that one was hearing the mischievous chatter of the mo<lL'lll 
sorreyor. The agricultural writers of the Seventeenth century 
point out in vain how ltlCl'Btive is the new agriculture of Holland 
and Flanders, how easy it is to follow it, how deplorably backward 
in all that makes his art is the English husbandman, aud then 
passionately denounce the ill.judged rapacity of Ihe landlord. 
Their rents to be sure were poor enough, hut as the position of the 
tenant WBB precarinns, they were more than the cultivator could 
bear, and an abaolute bar to agricultural progresa. At the end of the 
century, Gregory King, who makes an estimate of incomes which 
is, I am persuaded, on the whole eonect, while he credits. bishop 
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with the largest power of saving out of his official income, viz., 
£400 a year from £1,300, assigns the least capacity of saving to the 
farmer, for he credits him with a saving power of only 25s. a year 
out of an incQme of £42 lOs. 

There was, however, in some parts of England, notably in the 
eastern counties, in the west and north, a bye-industry of suf
ficient importance as to make the tenant-farmer comparatively 
indifferent to accretions of rent. This was the linen and woollen 
industry, carried on, I am persuaded, in most farmhouses in 
ee.tain districts of England, the products being collected and pur
ehased by travelling agents. Suc.h, almost if not quite within living 
memory, were the woollen, particularly the flannel, industry of 
some parts of Lancashire and Yorkshire. Buch was a generation 
ago the universal practice of Ulster, and I have recently been told 
by those who can well remember the universality of the practice, 
that the small farmers of Northern Ireland were cpmparatively 
indifferent to the magnitude of their rents, out of all proportion as 
I know to the value of their holdings, if their spinning.wheels and 
looms produced enough to pay the spring and autumn gale. When, 
however, the larger manufactories extinguished in part (for the 
industry is still carried on) domestic weaving, the rent to which 
the peasant was indifferent became a famine rent, and absolutely 
nnbearable. 

Every civilized community in Europe has found it necessary in 
<)De way or other to regulate the relILtions of landlord and tenant. 
and to save the latter from the ... pricious and rainous rapacity of 
the former. In France it was effected at the Revolution, and with 
terrible suddenness in the autumn of 1789. In Germany, Btein 
and Hardenberg saw that a change was ,imperative after the 
humiliation of Jena. In Holland it was a later reform, as it was 
in Scandinavia. In Denmark, which forty years ago was as miser
able and as turbulent as Ireland, it wa. the benevolent work of 
Bishop Monrad, the enlightened minister who had to bear the bnwt 
~f the scandalously unjust Schleswig.Holstein War. In Russia, it 
was the work of the l .. te emperor. I do not say that in every c .. se, 
the reform was done in the best way, but I am assured that the 
reform had to be done. 

In the early part of the eighteenth century, the rent of agricul-
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turalland, according to Jethro Tnll, one of the earliest advocate •• 
from the evidence of hi. own practice and experience of tho nelV 
agriculture. lVas on an average of 7 •. an acre. At the beginning 
of the last quarter, according to Arthur Young, IVho traversed the 
greater part of England, it IVa. a little belolV 10.. . The rise was 
the work of the landowners, was entirely deserved, and i. most 
instructive. The average price of wheat during the seventeenth 
century was 41s. "quarter. It was" good deal Ie." in the firMt 
half of the eighteenth, and rents were doubled. Other agricultural 
prices were not higher, some were as people would say now-a-day" 
ruinously lew, for wool wae only 3d. a pound for a comiderable 
period, i.t., at a less nominal price that it often w~s in the fourteenth 
and fifteenth centuries_ The rise in rent during the eighteenth 
century proves that rent depends in a slight degree on the natural 
pOlVers of the soil, and to " limited extent, the .. natural power" 
being easily exhaDBtible, and a great deal on the acquired capacity 
of the coltivator-thie caOBe of rent depending on the general dif
fusion of agricultural skill_ In short, to 0Be " logical expression. 
which is, I doubt not, familiar'to most of you, what in Ricanlo·. 
definition of rent ie mads objective; to those who knolV anything 
whatever of the history of agriculture, ie subjective. 

I do not imagine that the singular and all-but nniver.al p' ..... ion 
for practical agricultnre, which seema to have taken posse_.ion of 
the country gentlemen of England during the eighteenth centnry, 
had in view the improvement of the tenants' experience. .. The 
farming tribe, ~ says Arthur Young, when writing abont the later 
manifestations of the fashion, .. ie mads up of all ranks, from 
" duke to an apprentice." In some claeses of society, aa I well 
remember, the passion for farming had not passed away in my 
yonth. It was, I make no doubt, an intelligent aI'Pre<~ation of 
the profit which might be mads of the new agricolture. It ie not 
unlikely that the country gentleman, seeing how rapi<1ly the new 
aristocracy of trade was growing in wealth and influence, deter
mined to see whether they could riva! the men whom they de"pi...d 
and dieliked. The English aristocracy of the eighu,enth """tory 
was peculiarly iofecte<1 with the pride of rank. 1 have been amuW<! 
a~ one scheme of the Lords. They planned the fonndati(,n of an 
aeademy for their own order, to be estsbliehed by M of Parlia-
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ment, and maintained at the public expense, but closed t.o any but 
the noble, and twice referred the scheme to a select committee. 
Now there was very little to be got out of Walpoie, and still less 
out of Newcastle. So they very wisely and usefully betook them
selves to agriculture. "There have been," 88.y8 Young, II more 
experiments, more discoveries, and more general good sense dis
played within these ten years in agricultural pursuits than in a. 
hnndred preceding years." He might, had he taken in the second 
quarter of the eighteenth century, have said, with perfect accura.oy, 
than in all recorded history. " And," he adds, ".if this no ble spirit 
continues, we shall soon see husbandry in perfection, and built 
upon as just and philosophical principles" -his comparison is 
whimsical enough for his time-" as the art of medicine." 

It is invidious and nnfair, when one comments on the singularly 
useful caresr of the English landowners during the eightesnth cen
tury to dwell exclusively on the view of their personal interest. That 
they intended to better themselves is probable, but they did the 
highest public service, in throwing themselves with such enthusiasm 
into that noble art which possesses such peculisr attractions to those 
Who have prudently practised it. Least of all would I complain 
that their gains were large, and that they took pride in the business 
On which they entered with suoh z.al. Lord Lovell, whose 
farming· book 1 have in my hand, lent me by his public-spirited 
descendant and heir, the present Lord Leicester, was one of the 
earliest and certainly one of the most comprehensive of the new 
" farming tribe." He grew corn, he was the butcher of the neigh
bourhood, and did not disdain to supply his noble neighbours and 
take their money. He is the maltster, the brick-bumel, the lime
burner to the district. He superintends the whole farm, checks 
all the aoconnts, examines every item, and after making a reason
able deduotion from his profits for his rent, paying his workmen 
liberally for the time, and making oonsiderable and .xpenoiv .. 
improvements on the estate, by marling a portion of it, declares a 
profit of over 86 per cent. on his first year's expenditure. 

We may be enre that there was a good deal of talk in North 
Norfolk about the noble lord's experiments. The gossip of the 
time is not recorded, but we may be certain that the men of th .. 
old school shook their heads, iina!!ined that Lord Lovell had gon .. 

18 
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crazy, sp~ke of the turnip·fields as his folly, and wondered what 
he thought could be got by the new.fangled grasses. And we may 
be sure that the bailiff who, when the scheme wae first begnn, 
wagged his head with the wisest of the farmers, but perhaps held 
his pesee when the year's profit wae declared, bragged of tbe work 
that had been done, and took some of tbe credit to himself. For 
yon may have noticed tbat the incredulaus are generally the first 
to welcome success, and to deny tbat they ever suffered from incre. 
dulity. The commonest of all fabulists is the man that tells YOI1 

that he all along believed matters would come right, though yonr 
ears may still be deafened by his lugubrious predictions of failure. 

The farmers saw and slowly followed the new system. It i. 
true that fifty years later, there was mnch sloveuliness in practice, 
and, above all things, ae Arthnr Yaung complains, .. one cannot 
get the farmers to keep accounts." I have often thought how 
delighted tbis excellent and judici011ll person would have been 
could he have seen, inspected, and have read a bailiff's account of 
the fourteenth century, with its exhanstive recitsl of particulars 
and careful balancing of receipt and expenditure. Of course the 
rise of rents, though by no means considerable at first, ensued, and 
most j11lltly. No men had more fairly earned the bettering of their 
improved position than the English landowners had earned theirs 
in the eighteenth ·century. 

There were still seri011ll impediments to the new agriculture. 
The custom of open fields, on which it waeimpossible to practise it, 
wae general, .. nd the enclosure of such fields, by which I do not 
mean the appropriation of the common Iaods, wae exceedingly 
costly, dililtory, and nncertain. Many of these enclosures were 
effected, however, in the eighteenth century. Others, infinitely leas 
eXC11ll9.ble, were the work of tha nineteenth, the plea beiDg the 
increase of areble culture, an argnment as germane "" that of 
the man who picks yonr pocket "" tha plea that he C8D make a 
more profitable use of yonr money than you C8D. I have myself 
seen common fields in Warwickshire, but I presume that the system 
is now completely extinct, though I believe lemmaa 1anda, in which 
there w,," private property in the soil from lAdy Day to lfichael· 
mas, and general property for the other .ix montha of the year, 
snbsiat. • 
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The rents of Ss. 6d. an sere in 1692 rose to 36s. 8d. in 1854. 
Agriculture was stilI progressive, the east of materials was greatly 
reduoed, while the cost of production (in ag.iculture the proportion 
of cost to the market value of the produce) was greatly diminished, 
the price of products heing exceedingly high, and the rate of wages 
being disgracefully and dishonestly low; Hardly a year passed 
without the trial of some new experiment. I welI remember an old 
acquaintance, who ca.me out of Wiltshire into Hampshire, a sheep 
drover, who had saved" little money, and hired a smalI farm, with 
a good deal of down in his holding. He ploughed the downs, burnt 
the turf, manured the ground well, sowed turnips and oats succes· 
sively, knowing that chalk is a sponge which holds and gives back 
all it receives, kept accounts, made a fortune, and died It wealthy 
banker and landowner. 

There are one or two points in this. history of rent, which 1 will 
... mploy the rest of my time in commenting on. I have mentioned 
more than once that the price of wool was exceedingly high in the 
Middle Ages. But there is no traoe of a rise in rent being conse· 
'quent on a rise in the price of wool, though wool is eminently an 
agricultural produce. But the operation of those laws which 
determine rent is far less operative over that capital of the farmer 
which can be transferred with little loss from one locality to another 
than it is over that which, from necessity, must be committed to 

. the soil. Diffused skill in cattle.breeding and sheep.raising can be 
far less easily mulcted by rent agencies than diffused skill in growing 
crops. The principal lever in the elevation of rents has been the 
loss consequent apon dispossession. This is the real" unearned in
crement." No doubt, to let a man hold land at much less rent than 
the land will bear, as Arthur Young constantly complains, is to en
oourage indolence; and among the indirect benefits which have come 
from rackrenting, as an offset to its fatal injuries is, that up to a 
certain point it caUs forth energy, forethought, and thrift. Of 
course it may bring discontent and despair. But within a certain 
limit it equalizes unequal opportunities. But, on the other hand, 
cattle- and sheep-raising are matte,'s of personal rather than of 
general skill, and it is clear that in the Mid,lie Ages, as sometimes in 
aur time, the operation was exceedingly hazardous. In the absence 
at'winter roots, and the stint of hay, a dry summer followed by a 
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hard winter would have had very serious effects on the sheep 
master. In the same way, the rent of land, let to so capricious and 
risky a produce as the hop is, bears no proportion to the occasional 
gains, and the invariable hope. of the hop grower. 

I thought that I could have detected the rent of land through the 
reserved rents and fines of the colleges in Oxford and Cambridge, 
and in the estate. of Winchester and Eton Colleges. But after much 
pains taken, I found that my research was disappointing. These 
corporations for a long time were in great peril. Had Henry lived 
longer, he would have devonred them. The bishops of Elizabeth'. 
reign were plundered by her nobles, with the Queen's connivance. 
The Cecils took no little ransom fmm the eee of Peterborough. 
E xetar was reduced from a rich to .. poor bishopric by the western 
nobility. Every one knows the story of Hatton and the Bishop of 
Ely, and Elizabeth's threats. At last the Queen. perhaps at the 
instance of Parliament, came to the rescue of the prelates and 
passed the disabling statute. 

The Colleges had much reason to be alarmed. Though I do not 
find that they loet their estates, they became exceedingly poor aftar 
the Reformation and the rise in prices. I can hardly see a change 
in their revenue ... hen everything became trebled in price. The fa<,t 
is these corporations leased their landa on very beneficial tenus to 
great men. Cecil aDd Derby took eetate. at one half their annual 
value from King's College. Similar leaseo ... ere granted by the. 
Oxford corporationo. The Crown came to the rescue with the At'i; of 
1576, the Reserved Corn Rents Act, and the Colleges began to exact 
fines on renewals, at first timidly and al ... ays ignorantly. They ... ere 
put to great straits as time ... ent on to find ont ... hat their property 
was ... orth, and to fine aceordingly, thoogh under the mark when 
they did kno.... They never got its value, and the 1esoeeo made 
great profits from the difference bet ... een their own rents and that 
of the onder-tenants. 

Arable rents have risen, in the coorse of the Ia6t two and three 
quarter centuries, in many cases, eighty time&, ... hile ... heat baa risen 
eight times. Pastore baa risen about ten tim... Now if there be 
snch a thing as the indestruetible powers of the soil, it is more 
eharaeteristie of pasture .... hich cannot profitably be ploughed up, 
than of anything else. Bnt the canae of the first elevatiou, as I 
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hope I have now sufficiently pointed out, is diffused agricultural 
skill, and competition for business profits. This is not indeed the 
cause of all rent, for, as I have said, there is a famine rent, under 
which the landowner by familiar processes takes from the cultivator 
of the soil all but a bare subsistence. During the seventeenth century 
the English farmer had experience of a famine rent. For the last 
eight years, it has been renewed. The Irish farmer, who isinnine cases 
out of ten a labourer paid in land, has had no other experience than 
that of a famine rent. The Nemesis has come in both countries, 
and even the nineteen years lease, which the Duke of Argyll thinks 
the quintessence of human wisdom, gilded by the most perfect 
justice, is discredited. When will people learn that high prices do 
not make high rents, that folly may destroy what it can never re
cover, and that the best way to extinguish all human interest in rent 
is t~ deny that it is a matter of human institution, while it is the 
result of an intelligence possessed by the occupier and not by the 
landowner, except under peculiar circumstances, and is in no sense 
divine or providential? 

One of the ways ill which the owners of land have striven to main
tain artificial rents has been, first, by starving the peasant, next by 
putting the cost of his necessary maintenance on other people. I have 
.already described to you how this system was developed. It has 
been most disastrous to those who devised and canied it out. I 
don't know whether the farmer and landowner will ~ver find out 
that low wages do not mean cheap labour; but it is a common-place 
even with economists of the stupid school, and a truth which they 
have been able to grasp, for they learnt so milch from Adam 
Smith. But that their misery was to be an ever-increasing cause 
of rent, was left for the gellins of a London stockbroker to 
enunciate, for the economists and country gentlemen to accept, 
and to be refuted by facts. More than twenty years ago I pointed 
out the nature of the problem and its inevitable solution. I Buffered 
the ordinary fate of those who are more far-sighted than the people 
among whom they live-no b'Teat feat here. I might perhaps, if time 
permitted, discuss with you what must be the rent of the future, 
for that of the past is vanishing, and for l'easons which you might 
gather, and probably will, from what I have said. Or I might fortify 
myself with the example of a great man of my youth, the late Sir 
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Robert Peel, and decline to commit myself to a prediction and a 
remedy till I am caJIed in. This, however, is perfectly eertain
the landowners of the eighteenth century made the British farmer 
the best agricnltnrist in the world ; the landowners of the nine
teenth have beggared him. 



IX. 

METALLIC CURRENCIES. 

Early EngliBh money-The mark fIbId the poumd-Changes in the 
weight of th. p.nrvg-Bilver produced in England-The King', 
E"changer-Th. ralios of silver OInd gold-COIUBes aff~cting the.6 
raiio8-BimetalZinn-Grcaham', Law-Payments made by weight 
not by tal8-Reasono proving thill-The debasement by Henry VIII. 
-The foreign e:cchfllnges-Tke '1'6coinage if!: 1696-The IUspen8ion. 
0/ cas", payments-Seigniorage. em. coins-Tks~ efficiency of th6 
curreney-Curreney kept for two objects, internal and foreign 
e,·ade. 

THE subject on which I am to lectttre to·day is rather technical. 
It can only be . understood when some figures are mastered, and 
there lire some figures, as I shall show in the course of what I 
have to say, ""bich would be wholly deceptive, if they were not 
explained away. The right apprehension of what the English 
currency was is a,bsolutely essential towards the interpretation of 
money values in the economical bistory of England, and the 
interpretation of that economical bistory gives meaning anil 
vitality to constitutional and political events, transforming them 
from disconnected and unrelated annals into a cohesive and con
tinuous vitality. I hope that the laborious antiquaries who dig 
out what they call the facts of the English constitution, and edit 
the opinions which they disoover, will take no offence at what I 
say. Their work has a high value, because it is the collection of 
materials, and without materials, no man, except a metaphysician. 
can build. Bnt there is really nothing constructive in constitu
tional and political history. The proof lies in the fact that the 
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most ingenious theories are liable to destructive criticism. even 
when propounded by men of real genius. 

Those Teutonic nations which were never brought under the 
direct influence of the Roman administration had a unit of 
money which they called the mark. Those parts of Western 
Europe which were brought under the direct administration of 
Rome had a unit which they called the pound. livre. lire. 80me· 
times. as in England. the two systsms were used in calculations. 
and in early tiroes quantities were expressed in marks almost as 
frequently as they were in pounds. From a very early date the 
mark was reckoned at two·third. of the pound. Neither the 
pound or the mark was ever coined. They were simply money or 
account. Moreover. the only currency employed in circulation for 
a long time was silver. and in many countries silver remained the 
only currency till very recently. In some communities. gold has 
been substituted for silver. In some. paper has taken the place of 
silver. In England. the pound or silver. called the Tower or 
Saxon pound. contained 5.400 grains. In 1527. Henry VIlL 
substituted the Troy for the Tower pound. containing 5.760 
grains. The penny then contained 22! grains of the older. 24 
grains of the later pound. The fineness of the 8tandard was. in 
theory. 11'1 pure silver and '9 alloy; and the king's officers at 
the excheqner took care that the money paid should be up to 
the standard of finen..... as we learn from that "ery ancient 
financial treatise" The Dialogue on the Exchequer." fir.t printed 
by Madox. 

Nobody knows in what nation or in what place. the capital 
invention of the coin was mad ....... whether it was in Greece, or 
Sicily, or Italy, where. by the way, the ancient curren,'Y was 
copper. a metal more frequently found native in a pure 8tate 
than any. excepting gold. We know that there were countries far 

,adl'"anced in cirilization which had DO coins. There were Done in 
Egypt. in Assyria. in Babylonia. in the old Phrenician colonies; f~r 
coins are sure to be lost now anll thon. and are ex_ding!y inll ... 
tructib!e. None have been found in the ruins of th ... conn tries. 
and yet it appears. from recent research. that Babylonia had an 
elaborate system of banking, and all the machinery of transferring 
balances from one acconnt to auother. In the same way, thougb 
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there is .. small currency in China, there is no silver coinage; for 
it is said that Mexican dollars, which serve, or did serve, to liquidate 
balances, are melted into ingots when they get into tbe native 
merchants' hands, tbese ingots being stamped with the trade mark 
of the merchant who c.sts and re·issues them. Sucb, pro),ably, 
were the means by which exchanges were made in early times, and 
among those nations which never adopted a money currency. 
!:iome measure of value is needfnl for business of a rudimentary 
kind, but we see, from the example of these ancient p~oples, that 
great progress can be made witbout coined money. 

I need not trouble 'you with the common-places which yon will 
find in all books on political economy, as to the motives which 
have induced nations to adopt the use of gold and silver coins. 
The economists have interpreted these functions with great pre
cision and clearness. It is not wonderful that they have, for many 
of them who have written on the subject have been engaged in 
what is called the money market, or have been familiar with those 
who have been so engaged. I have thought it my duty to speak 
with exceeding plainness, about the Ricardian theory of rent, 
hecause I hold it to be so exceedingly incorrect, and so trans· 
cendently mischievous, since it encourages men to hope for 
hnpoBsibilities. But on money and banking, on cUl'rency questions 
generally, and especially on the most abstruse of them, Ricardo's 
authority is of the highest character. Here he was in his element, 
for he was an exceedingly acute, stock-jobber, in the days when a 
prosperous stock-jobber W8S almost a strategist, as yon may learn, 
if yon like, from biographies about successful people in this calling. 
Hude and comparatively savage races imitated currencies. I know 
nothing more ingeniouB and more conclusive than the manner in 
which Mr. Evans, the numismatologist, has traced the British 
gold coinage, wbich is tolerably abundant in collections, to the 
imitation of a lIIacedonian stater of one of the later Temeuid 
kings. 
_ If yon take up books in which the English currency is treated, 
you will find the following st.tement of facts. The original 
.tandard of weight in the .ilver penny may be taken at 8. In 
1299, Edward 1. reduced it to 2·871; in 1844 Edward ill. reduced 
it to 2-622, in 1846 to 2'588, and in 1858 to 2-825. In 1412, 
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Henry IV. lessened it to 1'987; and in 1464 Edward IV. to 1'55. 
In 1527, Henry VIII. brougbt it down to 1'878. and in 1548 to 
1'168. In 1560. after the restoration of the currency by Elizabeth. 
it is at 1'083. and in 1601. she brought it to exactlyone·third of 
the weight it stood at 80S years before. I am obliged to supply 
Jon with these details because they are essential to my criticism aD 

the inference which is drawn from them. In one particular they 
are exact. The proportionate weights of what is called the silver 
penny correspond to the .. registered mutations. I have. loog ago. 
pnt this fact to the test. by weighing clean and nnworn coins in 
chemical scales. I hope that I shall be able to prove to you that I 
threw away my time and trouble. 

Now silver, up to the great change in money values, '11'88 pro
duced largely in England. The commonest ore in which silver is 
Connd is galena. the native snphuret of lead. in which ore it is said 
to be always present. though some is even now too p~r to bear tb" 
cost oC reliDlng. and much must have beeu theu. when the refiuer.' 
art was lOde. In the various works whicb I have read on the 
early trade oC England, and in the statistics regulating tbat trade, 
I ha ... e never met with imports of lead. I have no doubt that 
England snpplied France, and not a little oC Western Europe with 
this metal. which '11'88 comparath'ely cheap, and greatly n_I for 
church roofing. The greater part oC the .ih·er of Westem Europe 
was also, I belie ... e, derived from England, despite tbe restraints 
put by statute on its exportation. If tber. be any lirnth in the 
constantly recurring story abont the enormous and ince,,,,,nt 
exactions of Papal avarice in England, not a liUle of it went to 
Rome and A vignon, and then again to Rome. If we give credit to 
the complaints, for even the monks. generally friendly to the Pope. 
make them, the overflow of money to the Pope's court, in the 
palmy days, was annually equal to the royal revenue. But tb. 
Englisb did not become impoverished by tbe eIIlOL u...:l. the 
ore of silver. faUs in price during the fifteenth century. aDd ther .. 
is DO reason to believe that the art of metallurgy was impro .... d. 
and at that time, it '11'88 rather dangerous to have a BCu,ntjfic 
reputation, for '''periment '11'", liable to be confounded ... ith 
sorcery, the most deadly charge that could be made against 
Bnyone. 
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For reasons which are explained elsewhere, the Government of 
England made strenuous efforts to prevent the exportation of 
sUver, and I am quite sure that the payments made to the Pope 
and his court, turned public feeling against the supremaoy of 
the Roman Pontiff, and hastened the breach of the sixteenth 
century. Perhaps, had the Pope been acquainted with monetary 
science, in so far as it is understood by every one now, and had 
grappled with the economic heresy which treats 4t as the only 
weaJth, he might have mitigated the feeling. But more than any 
sovereigu of the Middle Ages, the Pope spent wealth. 

The opinion of English statesmen was, that in order to secure 
aud retain abundant weaJth, it was necessary tha.t on every article 
exported, a balance in specie should be paid to the English dealer. 
The Government, therefore, limited the market for certain impor
tant English exports to certain towns, colled staple towns, of which 
CaJais, for wool, the principal and most valuable of English 
exports, was the chief. But as the merchants might prefer their 
own profits to the theory of the admioistration, a high officer of 
state, called the King's Exchanger, was appointed, whose duty it 
was, by himself or deputy, to see that a balance of money wa~ 
paid on each transaction. The first of these officials was De I .. 
Pole, in the time of Edward III., the ancestor of those Earls and 
Dukes of Suffolk who had so' tragic a history in the fifteenth 
century. This officiaJ foolery went on till the time of Oharles I., 
who .. ppointed Rich, E&rl of Holland, to the office. But the 
London merchants, from whom Ch.rles was perpet~y borrowing 
money, resented the absurdity, declared that the patent was 
illeg .. l, at Selden's instance, and induced Charles to revoke it. I 
speak of the policy as it deserves, but there are people in our own 
day, who might know better, who &re foolish or dishonest enough 
to allege \hat the ch&racter of our trade proves that gold and silver 
are leaving us. In form, the prohibition on the exportation of 
gold and ailver coin continued till 1816. It h .. d .. curious effect. 
People were ollowed to export gold in b .. rs, foreign coin, .. nd 
bullion, the produce of foreign coin, and an oath had to be taken, 
that exported bars were of this character. People were hired tl> 
swear that they were, and sworn·off gold, as it was c .. lled, was 
worth three halfpence an ounce more th .. n other gold w .. s, whieh ' 
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had not been subjected to the ceremony. Yon will see that 
three halfpence an ounce was the bullion dealer's payment {or 
perjury. 

Of course the operation of the King's Exchanger was nugatory. 
Very much more bulky things than silver were easily sent out oC 
and into the country, at a time when ships were small, harbours 
numerous and easy of access, and prevention impossible. The 
merchant of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, and for many 
a centnry afterwards, did not want to keep n8el ... money by him, 
especially when he saw that there was a profit in getting rid of it. 
So he laughed at the staple and the exchanger with perfect im· 
punity. Had the operation been effectnal, it wonld have heigbtened 
prices, because money would bave been in excess. But during tbe 
time wben tbis macbinery was at work, especially in tbe fiCteentb 
century, prices were falling all round, a f"",t of wbich I sball be 
able to make notable use by and by. It is, bowever, possiLle 
that tbe probibition may have been treated a8 a risk, and have 
tber~upon increased the cost of discounting biJI8. At any rate, 

I am convinced tbat in later times such was tbe effect oC 
tbe law. 

I have said that silver was Cor a long time tbe only curreney. 
There is a story, told by tbe annalists and repeated by Ruding, th"t 
in 1257, Henry Ill. issned a gold coinage at the rate of 10 to 1, but 
that the London citizens resented the practice, and that the king 
took it back at the proportion proclaimed, exchanging it however 
into silver at a. charge of 2! per cent. But tllB r~ty ot tbis issue 
has been doubted. No specimen has ever been Caund of the coin, 
and it i. probable that Heury only inlended to give currency to 
some foreign gold coins. In 1262, Henry bonght some gold florins 
and byzants for the purpose of making plate, at from 9 and 10 
to 1. Tbirty years laler, Edward L purchases a emf.ideraLle 
quantity oC gold, for tbe pnrpose of gilding parts oC the eros..,. 
which be set np in memory of bi. queen, Eleanor oC Ca.'ltile. Here 
the proportion is a little over 12t to 1. In 134;;, Edward III. 
issued gold coins in the proportion of 13i to 1. According to I.ord 
Liverpool, in his .. Coins of the Realm" (a work .... bich I have 
heard was actoally composed by Rllding), during tbe fiCteenth and 
sixteenth centuries the proportion Cell to between lOt and U·S to 1. 
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In the seventeenth the ratio was 15 to 1. At the resumption 
of cash payments, the rate was recoginzed as 15! to 1; but 
silver as a legal tender was demonetized. At the present time it is 
about 22 to 1. . 

The ratio of gold to silver, emteTis paribus, depends on their 
use in currency. Many years ago, I was a good deal struck with 
the rapid rise in the relative value of gold in 1296, over that in 
1262. But an examination of Murstori's invaluable antiquities 
explained it. During the last quarter of the thirteenth century, 
and through the greater part of the fOUl·teenth, numerous Italian 
cities adopted a gold currency. Their trade was with the East, 
where gold currenoies were customary. A demaud for the metal 
occurred, and the price of necessiiy rose. This gold currency 
was even more general in t»e fourteenth century. For example, 
that of Avignon, then the seat of the Popes, was gold, and people 
who brought silver to the curia, as I have shown, had to pay 
handsomely on the exchange. I have myself little direct evidence 
as to the causes which depressed the value of gold in the fifteenth 
and sixteenth centuries. Of course the relations of Europe with 
the Eaet were greatly modified as the. Eastern empire decayed, 
and finally fell, and the old roads over Central Asia were effectually 
blocked. 

When the neW money came in from the West, the ratio of 15 to 1 
was established. The ratio was not free from serious lluctnations, 
which soms of the bimetallists have not sufficiently studied, when 
they dwell so complacently on its steadiness in some of their pub
lioations. At one time gold was found to be overvalued, and silver 
disappeared; at another silver, and gold disappeared, so that finan
cial operations were resorted to in order to restore'the equilibrium. 
In 1858, M. Chevallier thought that silver would disappear from 
France, owing to the gold discoverie. in Australia and California, 
and Mr. Cobden translated his book. After the war of 1870, Ger
many determined on establishing a gold currency, and a few years 
afterward. Italy followed her example. Instantly commenced a 
fall in the price of silver, which has continued since. The States 
oC the Latin Union diminished their silver issues at their respective 
mints, and the Call became more rapid. If Austria' and Russia had 
retired their paper currencie. the downward movement might 
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bave been in part, if not in whole, arrested. IC China were to 
adopt a silver currency for her enormous and populous empire, the 
ratio would be totally altered. There are rumours that sucb a 
scheme is contemplated. I will venture on predicting that what I 
have said wonld be rapidly fulfilled if the scheme takes effect. 

It is impossible to say to what extent a government may regulate 
its internal currency as long as tbat currency is unaffected by the 
foreign exchanges, whicb treat coin as mere metal, as soon as it 
becomes what Adam Smitb calls the money of the great mercantile 
republic. It is said that the paper currency of Russia circulates at 
its nominal value, tbougb in the excbange it is only balf the value 
of the silver rouble, and the silver rouble suffers from its own de· 
preciation. But with tbe ouier world Russia deals in gold only. 
It claims all its import duties in gold; it makes what foreign pur· 
.,bases it needs in gold. So with India. I bave been told that the 
purcbasing power of the rupee is not diminished in tbe peninsula. 
But the relations of England to India, as a creditor country, are 
gold relations. The pensions of its civil and military retired 
officers are indeed paid in silver, and bave to bear the los. of the 
exchauge. But its extern)U debt is a gold·bearing debt 

Some time ago I bad an opportunity of talking with Mr. Fre
mantle, the lIaster or Deputy·Uaster of the Mint. I asked bim 
whether, with 80 prodigious a seignorage on the English silver 
coins, now over 80 per cent. above their gold value, there ... as in 
his opininn any private coining of genuine silver money. He told me 
that the Mint authorities had naturally had their attention directed 
to the risk. But they had found no evidence of the practice. The 
macbinery lor coining genuine money would be expensive, the 
manufacture of dies would hardly escape notice, and if these diffi· 
en1ties were snrmonnted, that of getting rid of any amount worth 
the risk would arise. The movements of metals, especially of 
coins, are well known, and any interrnptiOD in their ordinary 11 ..... 
would be snspicions. If in our day the awhemi'" could rea1i7.e his 
dream of transmutation, he would find it difficnlt to get rid of his 
produce. Let me illnstrate what I mean. Perhaps the t'niveroity 
Pre .. requires about £200 a week in silver money lor wages. The 
efflux and in1lux of this silver mouey is as well known and provided 
for as a Great Western trsin. Couceive, lor a moment, that the 
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local operation suddenly ceased, and the Press went on paying 
wages as usual, no one knowing where it got its silver coin from. 
The mystery would be soon followed by suspicion, the suspicion 
would be fo!lowed by inquiry, and the Mint would discover the 
<lrigin of the new process. I am convinced that the authorities of 
this department would have a quicker scent after such an a.ff&ir 
th .. n the Ordnance had after the origin of the lIexible bayonets and 
the fragile swords. 

I may, on a future occasion, find it in my power to dea.! with 
j,he question of bimetallism, i,e., of the simultaneons legal tender of 
two different metallic cnrrencies. The subject is exercising a good 
dea.! of ingenuity at present, and though I have not heard that any 
person of eminence in monetary science or finance, or efen in the 
bullion trade, has declared his adhesion to the theory, it is sup· 
ported by names respectable enough for consideration. It is due 
to such persons that the theory should not be put off in an obiter 
dictum. But thus much is certain. It is necessary, before an 
opinion is formed on the subject, which is entitled to serious dis. 
<lussion; first, thst much more should be known of the historical 
ratios of the two metals than has hitherto been collected; next. 
that a careful estima.te should be formed of what are the rea.! 
forces of .. government, which is invited to give an artificial va.!ue 
to any of its coins; and next, if it be found necessary, as most 
Advocates of bimetallism confess, that there should be not an 
understanding only, but a binding agreement among civilized 
.countries, as to the limits on the issue of a.n.overvalued currency, 
what is the machinery by which they expect that the agreement 
will be enforced. I will not, however, on this occasion, pursue 
the subject further. 

N ow reverting to the statements which I made in the early part 
of this lecture, the gradua.! degradation of the penny in weight be· 
tween 1297 and 1000, most people who have dealt with prices 
imagine that payments are m .. de by tale. and that t.!Jese prices. in 
80 far as details were known to them, accommodated themselves to 
the new and degraded coinage, that of course, in accordance with 
Gresham's law, that an overralued and an underrated currency 
never circulate simultaneously in a country, but that the uu· 
dervalued ones instantly disappear, immediately on the appearance 
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of the new and degraded coins, the better currency being hoarded 
or exported. This was Adam Smith'. opinion. He thought 
that during the fifteenth century silver was gradually gelling 
dearer, and that prices, without let or complaint, at. once accom
modated themselves to the new and lighter coin. Now Bmith had 
scarceiy any information on prices. All tbat had been published 
in his day was Bishop Fleetwood's .. ChronicoD Preciosum." 
Fleetwood had been a fellow of Eton, and in his day was fODd of 
studying finance. He had a reputation, aDd a fellow of All Bouls, 
who had a private estate of over £5 a year (the limit which the 
founder allowed to his fellows), 8nd was therefore threatened with 
a declaration that his fellowship was vacant, consulted Fleetwood 
as to whit should in equity be the interpretation of £5 in Henry 
the Sixth's time, according to prices in the reign of AnDe. Fleet
wood answered this case of cODscience by collecting what informa· 
tion he could procure, or thought neces.ary for the contrast, and 
published his results" For 8 long lime his book 11'88 the only 
authority on the subjed, and the Eton wheat and malt prices were 
frequently referred to in Parliament and by authors, such as Adam 
Bmith, who printed them. The work, as far as the fellow of An 
Bouls W8S concerned, was published in vain. The fellows, a. 1 
Jearn from Hearne's Diary, rightly declared his place vacant. The 
discovery was a shock to me, 8S I had to give up, among the 
.. Worthies of All Boule," what I had imagined was a conscientious 
worthy. But as for Fleetwood"s facts, I can allege that I have 
printed more information on prices for anyone yesr, than can be 
found in the whole of Fieetwood"s collection. 

Now let us take one century, the fifteenth. According to the 
table which I gave you, in 1412, Henry IV. took a sixth part 
8W8Y from the silver pennies which he issued, 88 compared with 
those put into circuJetion by Edward III. in 1353. In 1464, 
Edward IV. takes away a fifth of what was COD.tained in the 
penny of H~ry IV., and theee are part of a series of changes 
which at the laat date had rednced the penny to almost exactly 
half of its ancient weight. Bnl no material ebange of priees 
takes place in England for tha 280 years dnring which the re
dneUons in weight were made. No change, which is still more 
remarkable iakes place in the years which follow the change. 
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Between 1410 and 14.14 inclusive, prices of corn are singnlarly 
uniform, between 1462 and 1467 inclnsive, they are nearly as 
uniform. Twopence are taken out of the shilling on the first 
occasion, nearly 2td. on the second, but prices rema.in low. The 
prescience which could have made such a reduction and could 
Lve foreseen that no effect would have been induced on prices. 
would be simply miraculous. 

But the patience of the people would have been even more 
. remarkable. Not a single complaint is uttered as to these acts 

.,,\>f the administration. Henry made the charige when he was 
peculiarly unpopular; Edward, when he had just obtained his 
killgdom, and had to employ all his energies in baaIing the 
intrigues of a discontented and beaten faction. The purchasing 
power of money did not, it is true, change for English goods. 
Neither did it fcr foreign, on which the exchanges would be 
certain to operate. But every one who knew anything about it, i .•.• 
a.!l who took mpney (for it was a period when money scales were part 
of the furniture of all houses), must have known that within 52 
years 4td. worth of silver had been taken out of every ehilling. 
It was an epoch of fixed rents and of fixed dues. There was 
hardly an estate from which one or more pensions did not issue, 
Agricultural rents from tenants at will or on lease were practically 
fixed. Taxes, tenths and fifteenths, were fixed amounts. It is 
not credible that the king, his lords, the whole body of land
owners, the recipients of fixed incomes rising from land, would 
have acquiesced without a murmur in an operation which reduced 
those incomes nearly 40· per oent. The old money too did not 
disappear. No one says it did, and in the eighteenth oentury, 
writers on the exchanges inform us, that coins of the Plantagenet 
kings often came into their hands. 

The Englieh people were by no means patient, especially when 
their pockets ·were affected. They hated favourites, who got hold 
of the king's money, with exceeding bitterness, lind when the 
king was incurably bent on impoverishing himself they were very 
apt to depose him, and acquiesce in his rapid disappearanoe. All 
onr early revolutions, I do not see why we shonld not even include 
the later, have had a financial or economical reason at the basis 
of them. The revolt of Tyler, the insurrection of Cade, the rising 

14 
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of Ket, in the fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries, to 
say nothing about the Pilgrimage of Grace, can be connected with 
financial and sccial discontent. I snBpect that the affair of 1/)118 
was quite as much associated with economics a8 it was with 
religious discontent. The philosophy of history is far too apt to 
neglect the former cause. But the philosopher has the excuse Of 
ignorance, and the advantage of imagination. 

I felt convinced, then, that the view commonly taken of these 
successive degradations of the currency W88 an erroneous one, 
and conId not possibly be accepted. To be true, they wh' 
manipnlated the mint must have been preternaturally wise, or 
preternaturally foolish, and though the English race is not 
naturally quick or inventive, it is not incapable of discovering and 
avenging a grievance. Now the conclnsion which I arrived at, 
and that many years ago, was that payments were made by 
weight, and not 88 now by tale, that whatever was the weight of 
the pieces issned by the Mint, .. man who covenanted to receive 
or pay a pound of silver, for goods,services, or dues, received 6,400 
grains up to 1527, and 5,760 afterwards, and that this system 
lasted from the earliest records down to the restoration of the 
currency under Elizabeth. On no other hypothesis conId the 
facts he interpreted, and the question before me was, how could 
the hypothesis be verified ? 

1. The history of general prices entirely agrees with this 
hypothesis. They are nearly unchanged for 280 years, if the 
whole space be taken, though they are affected for a time by such 
events 88 the great plagues of 1348 and 1861, when the value of 
an article is mainly due to the labour expended on it. Now, wheat 
for the first 140 years is 5s. 10id. .. quarter, i.e., from 1261 to 1400, 
and 5&. Hid. for the next 140 years from 1401 to 1540. On the 
other hand, certain prices, notably those of foreign produce and 
foreign goods, decline rather than increase, especially toward the 
conclusion of the fifteenth century. Now n is certain that there 
is no traceable economy in the cost of prodnction, and no dis
coverah19 reduction in the "",,", of freighl And again, English 
wool is rather lowered than heightened in price, though there 
is no evidence whatever that any foreign country competed 
against English wool, or indeed could have competed against it. 
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2. The price of oilver plate. This i. very extensively pur
chased. The purchase of plate, in point of fact, was a very 
common kind of hoarding. The cost of shaping it was low, and 
the article was readily pledged or sold. The purchase money 
is constantly expressed in pound., ounces,' and pennyweights, 
the raw silver or finished goods being plainly weighed in ,j;he 
scale against coins of all sorts and sizes. Now when the coins 
in 1462 had been reduced, according to the tale theory, to a little 
over half what they stood at in the earlier ages, Oriel College, in 
'14?8, bought S8t ounces of silver plate, some of which was gilt, 
at 2s. 9!d. an ounce, a price entirely impossible by a tale payment, 
for the pence and farthing fairly represent the cost of workman
ship and gilding. I might multiply evidence of this kind, for I 
have it in abundance, and it all points to the conclusion which 
I have arrived at. 

S. In 1462 gold was bought at 80s. the ounce, the ratio according 
to Ruding between the two metals being as 11'2 to 1 at the time. 
Such .. price is intelligible if the estimate is taken by weight, 
quite inconsistent with the facts if it is taken by tale. 

4. We are expressly told that the principal loss of the base 
money which was put into circulation between 1548 and 1668 
inclusive, and remained in circulation for near twenty years, fell 
on those who lived by wage.. ,The merchant could weigh it 
and test it, indeed could not carry on his business .unles. he did, 
and perhaps gain an advantage by hi. knowledge. But ... the 
issue. were of very various degree. of baseness, the man who 
received his wage., even by weight, would find that one piece 

• went further than another, owing to it. being Ie •• alloyed, and that 
another was almost a dead 10 ••• 

5. The record of the restoration by Elizabeth is conclusive. 
The amount of base money which Hemy and his son's guardian. 
put into circulation was 681,950 lb •• in weight. The currency 
value was £688,115, the difference being no doubt seiguorage, or 
.. oharge ror coining, to defray mint expense.. The amount of 
silver in H was 244,416 lb •. indicating a deb&ll9ment of near 60 per 
cent. But out of this silver Elizabeth coined by tale £788,248. 
She .aid .he lost by the 1'roce.s, though there .eem. .. balance 
to her ad.antage of £95,1S8. Whether she .poke the literal 
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truth is a question, which some persons who have studied 
Elizabeth·s ntterances might very confidently answer. But she 
had to refine the wretched stnff, and the separation of copper 
from silver was in that day by no means an easy business, and 
we know that the adnlteration was copper, from stories of the 
time. Then there was the charge of coining and the seignorage. 
It is said that the slag was intractable, and was employed to mend 
the roads. . 

6. There is no reason to believe that the Spanish occupatiou 
of Mexico and the discovery of Potosi were followed by any 
Dotable influx of silver into England. It is only by the foreign 
exchanges, i.e., by trade, that the .. exchanges csn operate, and in 
the sixteenth centnry English trade was exceedingly curtailed. 
Now the rise in the price of commodities between the date at 
which the cnrrency was reformed, and the period at which the 
Dew silver unqnestionably began to modify English prices, i. 
exactly, or almost exactly, the difference between the old or Tower 
pound with the old prices by weight, and the new prices 2'7;; to 
1. When the reform was o,'er Elizabeth was evidently agbast 
at the consequences, She conld not afford to make good the 
frand committed in her father's and brother's reign. To have 
done so wonld have cost her at least six years of her average 
income, an impossible sacrifice, for in strict jUlltice, the bank. 
ruptcy of the, exchequer was more thorough than at any period 
of English history. She did bethink herself of a plan. A pro· 
clamation was drafted (or copy of it i. in existence in tbe great 
collection of her proclamations) redncing the tale valne of the 
new coins 50 per cent. But it was never issued, I presume. 
becBuse she was advised tbat it was sure to be misinterpreted, 

I may seem to have spent too much time and given too many 
proofs of my hypothesis. But the issue before me is considerahle. 
On the truth of my hypothesis. entirely verified as I tLink it is, 
depends the rational interpretation of English prices. and tbe 
significance of the first departure from tbem after U68. How 
significant prices are in the economical interpretation of hi.tm-y is. 
I trust. by this time {nIly clear to you. It is becanse cnrrency ill 
practically unchanged in English histm-y, eJ.Cepl at one important 
epoch. that il is possible to constrnct an intelligible histm-y of 
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prices in England. In other European co,mtries despotism pas 
played fast and loose with the currency. The pound was the unit 
in France as well as in England. The late currency of Elizabeth 
reduced it to a third of its ancient and traditional vaJue. The 
French livre is, now under the .,ame of the franc, 1-72nd 
part of its original value. In Scotland, which \'(as a despotism 
tempered with assassination during the reigns of the earlier 
Stuarts, it sank to a twentieth. But I think it would have been 
dangerous had any English monarch played the pranks which 

. John the Good, as they called him, 'in France did. The English 
people have been slow to move or to be roused. It is exceedingly 
difficult to determine when they are roused. But history proves 
with great frequency how dangerous they are when the unexpected 
occurs. 

The debasement of the cnrrency was only deliberately committed 
once. . The patriot king, after squandering all that he could get 
hold of, after ruining hi. people, after pledging himself that if they 
gave him the monasteries he would ask his Parliaments for no more 
g>'ants, ordinary and extraordinary, began to debase the ourrency. 
M,·. Froude, the apologist of this monster, the type of the 
philosophio historian, and at present the advoc~te of the Liberty 
and Properly Defence League, has described this transaotion as of 
the nature of a loan. How obliged coiners and smashers must be 
to him for so courteous a description of their caJIing I Most of 
us are aocustomed to consider the coiner of base money as a 
peculiarly scoundrelly oriminal, because the suocess of his calling 
depends mainly on his being able to che .. t the poor. Except by 

. the magnitude of his crime, Henry is on a level with the meanest 
of knaves. The orime is heightened by the fact that it is the first 
duty of a ruler to keep the currency up to standard. Such men 
as our Henry the Eighth, and such men as Ernest of Saxe Coburg, 
who was, I believe, the last European sovereign who issued base 
money, and repudiated it, ought to be gibbeted in history. 

At first the inorease of deba.ement was not large. The standard 
is 11'1 in 12. The issue of 1548 was 10 in 12. In 1546 it became 
only 6 in 12. In 1646 it was 4 in 12, two-thirds being alloy. In 
1549 Somerset, Edward's guarruan, put out an issue of 6 in 12, 
and in 1651 one of 8 in 12. This was virtually the last issue of 
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bape money. The' credit of the country was entirely gon., and 
Gresham, the king's agent at Antwerp, plainly told the Court that 
such was the fact, formulating at the time that law which I have 
quoted to yon, which is known hy his name, that if two correneie. 
of uneqnal value, bnt declared by authority to be of equal valu., 
circulate together, the undervalned coin i •. eme to di.appear. Two 
issues, one nearly up to sterling, the other quite, were coined in 
1552 an<11558, not for circnlation in England, bnt for the Ant· 
werp exchange. Mary wonld have restored the corr.mcy, but all 
her energies were occupied in restoring the old religion. She died, 
the day of her death being long kept as a holiday, nnder the decent 
pretext of its being the date of her sister's accession, and Elizabeth 
restored the cnrrencY. Since that time it has never been deb_d, 
though Charles I. was with difficnlty restrained fcom this erime, 
for which he had, probably from the CODstitution of his moral 
nature, a strange hankering, for Charles would have rather cheated 
his subjects than have oppressed them, for this i. the meaning of 
the defence made foz'him, that after having packed the court and 
terrorised the jndges, he preferred to proceed by the letter of the 
law. 

Now I have alluded to the effect of the foreign exchanges. When 
countries trade with each other, it is the obvious interest of mer· 
chant. to bny as well as to sell, because nnder snch circum.tence. 
they make a double profit Bnt commercial transaction_I am 
taking them in their ... ery simplest form-rarely exactly balance 
goods againat goods. There is a difference. Now, from early 
times, these differences have been expr......a in bill. of exchange, 
Le., orders on the person who owes, to pay at a more or leea 
deferred date, whatever difference is due and accepted by him. 
From ... ery early tim .. it has been fonnd profitable for certain per. 
son. to trade in these bills or orders or acceptances, and traders 
have found it convenient to recognize sneh intermediaries. If such 
brokers of bills find it eXp<'.dient to take money for the bill when 
due they will do 80, but like merchant., they generally find it 
expedient to take bill. against billa, beeause there is a double 
profit on the transactions.. Now it is by these instrument. that 
money is cliatnDnted among different countries which have trade 
relations, because at times it is more expedient to take money than 
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to take bills. It is always, for example, expedient to take money 
from a country which obtains from its own mines a greater supply 
of the precious metal than it needs for its own domestic use, 
because such metals are cheaper there than they are in any other 
i.>laee. 

Now in early times the operation of the foreign exchanges was 
very marked in England. Our forefathers had two kinds of 
produce-the one a monopoly, wool; the other, a most important 
produce, ~lver. It is plain that the plincipal place at which Eng
lish produce, bills for England and bills on England were negotiated 
was Antwerp. But after it became dearer to get silver from Eng
lish mines than elsewhere this trade declined. After the Flemish 
trading cities were ruined, the trade in wool declined. After the 
rise in prices occurred, unaecompanied by a rise in wages, profits, 
and rent, the power of purchasing foreign goods declined. I have 
no doubt that in Elizabeth's reign the foreign trade of England, 
and by implication the movements of the currency, were not a 
fifth what they were a century before: Everybody was distressed 
who had fixed or quasi.fixed incomes, for the state of rural society 
in England was such that there was little chance for competitive 
rents, The Oxford and Cambridge Colleges were terribly dis
tressed. They cut down their chapel services, for all that may be 
said about Elizabeth's advertisements, to the meanest forms. 
They ceased to buy books. They abandoned wine for small beer, 
with occa.ional draughts of a more generous malt liquor. The varied 
and more unctuous feasts of two or three generations before were 
exchangod for plain beef and mutton, with rations of salt fish. 
The spice box was locked up, except on gaudies. Their diet and 
life would have rejoiced a protectionist or fair trader, for it was 
strictly that of Horace's Sabine. But it must be doubted whether 
the 'protectionist or fair trader would have been jubilant with their 
experiences, Some small relief was given to the colleges by the 
Act of 1576, under which a third of their rents was to be paid in 
corn, at the best price of the day. 

In the seventeenth century prices rapidly rose, and the mint 
began to coin gold extensively, mainly, I suspect, for foreign trade. 
Rents at last began to rise, but only "s " consequence of prices, 
i,.:, on the principle of Ricardo. Payments were made by tale, 
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and at last a new trouble came. Towards the end of the century 
it was found that the dimensions of the coin were shrinking, that 
the silver money, a very clumsy prodoct of the mint, was worn 
and clipped. Every day it was getting worse, and for a long time 
people puzzled themselves with the cause. 80me said it was the 
Jews, and that Oliver the Usurper had, among his many crimes, 
allowed the Hebrew race to settle in England. Some said it was 
the goldsmiths, the commercial progenitors of our London private 
b.:w.ers, probably because they made money very fast. ~ll agreed 
that, whosoever began the mischief, it was continued by starving 
wretches, who made a trade by selling the clippings. The men 
were hanged an.d the women burned by dozens. But these 
remedies were ineffectual. HalC·crowns were clipped into shillings, 
shillings into sixpences, and sixpences were rapidly becoming 
spangles, before Parliament, which always will try pDnishment 
before it tries remedies, resolved on re-coining and reforming the 
currency. 

There arose a great struggle. An attcmpt was made to .u,grade 
the currency, to put ninepennY'Yorth of silver into a coin and call 
it a shilling. There were people in that day who thought,88 there 
are people in our time who think, that the name of a shilling would 
be aame 88 the fact of a shilling. But fortunately, Montague, then 
Chancellor of the Excbequer, had two invincible allies in the 
Oxford Locke and tbe Cambridge Newton, for the two L"niversities 
at that time possessed, and to 80me extent encouraged, men of 
proved capacity. So the new milled coin, which il ...... all but im
possible to mutilate, W88 iE.med ill foll weight and fineness. It 
was a costly piece of honesty, ~or the charge was equal to Iwo 
years of the ordinary revenne in time of peace. Porhap. had the 
charge heen exactly anticipated, it would have heen too much for 
the virtue of the nation, and the arguments of Locke and Newton. 
As it was, never W88 expenditure more wisely incurred. It main
tained public faith, and it afforded an invaluable precedent. 

Since the r&-coinage at the end of the seventeenth century, the 
country has always kept up the staodard of its metallic C1Irrency, 
and has incurred the charge of wear. It has found it poosible to 
do this without 80 much hanging and burniug as was thought 
expedient in olden days. But it has luId to proteeI itself in an in-
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direct way. It first of all made silver a legal tender up to £40 
only, and snbsequently up to 40 •. only. It then very much over
valued silver, making it a token coin for internal circulation only, 
and, as I have said, for small amounts only. It has done the same 
with its copper and bronze coinage. This was in 1816. But 
before that time it had not thought of large payments in copper, 
and made no provision against them. When Lord Cochrane was 
degraded and fined £1,000 for an offence of which he was a£tei
wards declared innocent, his admirers subscribed the amount of the 
fine in penny pieces, took them to the Bank of England, and ob
iained a note in exchange. With this Lord Cocl;trane paid the 
fine, having written an explllJ:!ation of tjle facts on the back of the 
note, and some reflections on the Government of the day. The 
note was paid into the Bank, and is nOW preserved as one of the 
curiosities. 

In 1797 the country was engaged in a very costly war. Pitt, who 
hired the European monarchs in succession', and made very 
unsuccessful bargains, was draining every sovereign out of the 
eountry to pay these people with. The Bank could find no more 
money, and Pitt determined to establish a forced paper currency by 
making Bank of England notes a legal tender. The nature and 
"onseqnenees of this action will be treated of in my next lecture. 
Of course gold was. hoarded, and disappeared from ordinary 
eurrency, for Gresham's law came into fnll·force. This state of 
things went on till the war \I1as over, and longer. Then Peel, who 
had evidently studied the precedent of 1697, determined on re
storing the metallic currency. But there were many people then, 
like tho people one hundred and twenty years before, who thought 
that the name of a sovereign would carry the fact of a sovereign, 
and wanted to reduce the weight of the pound. It was, I am sure, 
during the debates on that subject that Peel thought out that 
iamous question of his, which he put in the Hous. of Commons, 
and with which h. so utterly puzzled his audienc.. The question 
was, What is a pound? Th. answer, I am giving you my own, 
and I don't think a better oan b. given, is 118..-h grains of pure 
gold in a coin. Depend on it, when you hear people talk nonsense, 
you can often dispose of them by asking them for a definition of 
the leading words they use. 
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Almoot all nations but ourselves levy a seignorage on gold, i.,., 
a sme.ll charge for coining. Now directly .. coin leaves the country 
of its origin it becomes bullion, a piece of metal, it i8 tme, of 
accredited weight and fineness, but only a piece of metal. Hence 
we never see foreign coins circulating in England. In the Beven· 
teenth and eighteenth centuries they circulated almost as freely 
as English gold coins, and ordinary Englishmen knew all about 
Distoles and gold crowns, moidoreo and gold ducate. Of couro., 
coinage is a manufacture, and the convenience of the product i8 
such that it will bear the cost of manufacture. We might put a 
charge on the process, but we do not, and tbere must be an ad· 
vantage in the practice •. As it is, English Bovereign. circulate all 
over Europe, and people are glad to take them, for as the English 
people pay all the cost lit wear, the foreigner can safely take, 
circulate, and in their legitimate uoe, wear them down, with tbe 
certainty that be will suffer no Ioos. ~t is plainly very arguable 
whether this policy i. a wise one, i.e., whether we gain or lose more 
by our liberality. Certainly, when our gold coin get. worn, and 
it is terribly worn now, more than half the sovereigns, and more 
than two·thirds the half· sovereigns, being below the legal weight, 
people will discus. the seignorage question. But it always end. 
in the public purse bearing the loos. To h. sure we have a great 
fand for the purpose. There is an enormous profit made on the 
circulation of the silver and bronze currency, and in my opinion, as 
I have said elsewhere, the profits on this subsidiary curreney 
ought to be a separate account at the Bank of England, held or 
invested against the contingency of making good the light gold. 

An eminent friend of mine, Mr. Gladstone, once asked me 
whether I thought curreney or love had made moo mani""". I 
told him that I had often been in a difficulty aoout his question, 
and in my mind it could be coupled with a third cause of lonacy, 
the interpretation of unfilled prophecies. .f trust in what I have 
said to-dsy that I have not un""ttled any of your intellecte. At 
the conclusion of this lecture, I must ho ...... er say a word or two 
more about two very significant and important fact.: first, the two 
kinds of currency; and second, the effect ~f foreign indebtedness 
on trade and the exchanges. 

Every country has two kinds of currency. One of Ih""e kind. i. of 
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very large amoont, though the amount greatly varies in different 
countries. It is that which is needed for internal trade, the money 
which we carry about with us, as we want to use it, that which is 
employed by traders and manufacturers in their bnsiness, and that 
which is kept by bankers for the purpose of honouring cheques 
drawn on them, and for the convenience of their customers. No 
one knows what the amonnt is, for the issues of the mint are no 
gnide, since the sovereigns may go ant of the country; we know in 
a rough manner, how much the silver and bronze is, but only in a 
rough manner, because no one knows how mueh of. the silver has 
been sent back in a more or less worn condition to t.he mint. But 
estimates have been made that there is in the United Kingdom 
one hundred millions of gold in circulation, thirty millions of 
silver, 'Illd ten millions of bronze. The 'ast two, for the reasons I 
have given, are rough guesses, but the third is based npon a 
principle. 

Economists have got an excellent phrase, .. The efficiency of the 
currency." But like many of their forms, even the best of them, 
it requires explanation. By the efficiency of the currency is not 
meant the number of economical operations a piece of money 
satisfies, that is, the number of times in which it passes from 
hand to hand, for currency may be efficient without being visible; 
but the number of transactions which a given quantity of the 
precious metals will sustain in the aggregate. In England these 
transactions are very large, larger than, perh .. ps, in II.ny country. 
But the quantity of gold needed for them is smaller than in any 
country of its size. In France it is reckoned that there are three 
hundred millions sterling of gold in circulation; in Germany as 
much. But it does not by any means follow that these countries 
are richer than England. 

The other kind of currency is that needed to secure the 
equilibrium of the foreign exchanges. This is known to a single 
sovereign, for it is to all intents and purposes in the Bank of 
England, and an account of it is published every Frid~y. It is 
part of what Smith calls the money of the great mercantile re
public, and it flows in and out of the country with perfect fluidity, 
as it is wanted here or elsewhere. rr we want to get it, the Bank 
of England raises the rate of discount. This operation makes it 
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more profitable to send gold here than to send bills, and the gold 
comes. Sometimes a country is in great .traits for this money. 
Then it sells securities, of course at a comparative loss, and gets 
gold for them. It is possible that its securities may be at such 
a discount, that it cannot negotiate them. In such a case it must 
wait. 

The other point is the effect of foreign indebtedness on trade and 
the exchanges .. England is a prodigious creditor on other countries. 
Tbe sum wbich otber nations owe English people, by whom I 
mean the whole United Kingdom, is incredibly large. Tbe interest 
on these debts is expressed in gold, payable in gold; of course it is 
paid in goods. But the fact tbat this indebtedness exists is an 
enormous strength in the control of the foreign exchanges. Wbat 
it is on the trade of the country, on its imports, and on the in· 
ferences to be drawn from the facts, I shall show you hereaCter, I 
hope. But the right to be paid in gold cannot but be an enormous 
lever. It must greatly increase tbe force of a rise in tbe rate of 
disconnt. I have good reason to believe, from conversations and 
correspondence which I have had with some friends of mine in the 
Bank parlour, that they are not as yet cognizant of the force wbich 
that engine possesses, which is virtually in their hands, 811 the 
agents of British trade. To people wbo stndy the mechanism of 
economic operations, wbo avoid metapbysics, and cling to facts, 
there.constanUy arise before their view, novelties in action which 
are profound and far-reaching. I am sometimea, &8 an economist, 
glad that the forms of our constitution make changes 810w. One 
cbafes at blunders in practice, one chaCes at delays in the remedial 
process of legislation; bnt perhaps, on the whole, it is better to be 
too slow than too fast, even wh~n we are exposing an error, or 
pointing ant the inevitable consequences of a political crime. Of 
course I refer to economical errors and ecouomieal crimes. Tbe 
history of England supplies us with illnstralWns in plenty of both. 
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Ancient banking-The Jews of Asia Mimor-PTaetices pecea. II .. 
mention of them-The Bank of Venice-Tit. Bank of GenoUr
Tlte Bank of A1nBterdam-EaTby EnglJi8h banking-The begin"""'g 
of the Bank of EngZandr-The Telations of the Bfknk to Gooern
ment-Th6 pOWeT8 01 a Bwnk over not~ iB1JU68-The Lwnd Bank 
of 1696-Ezcl",queT BiZ18-The fiT.t l>wnMed years of the Bank-
The <TiBiB of 1797-SiT. RobeT! PeeZ's Act of 1844-The counWy 
banks of issue. 

IT appears, from abundant evidence, ·that substitutes for money, 
convertible into money at the discretion of the person who, holding 
them, was entitled to negotiate them, preceded the invention of 
coined money. I have used the widest expression possible when I 
say substitutes for money. In the great and prolonged oontJilversy 
whioh has arisen on this subject, and has not perhaps been oon
eluded by any propositions which command universal assent, much 
debate has arisen as to what substitutes for money are to be accepted 
as performing equally effective functions in the world of commerce 
and exchange. The debate or dispute is due in great measure to 
the views which have been taken as to the State regulation of sub
sidiary currencies, and to the reasons which have been alleged for 
such an interference with free action in such matters. If the regn
lation of all such substitutes is to be assigned to the State, it will 
be plain to you, in the COUIse of this inquiry, that the action of the 
State would seriously incommode commerce, while, if the regul .... 
tion is to be applied to some forms of substitution ouly, many of the 
arguments which have been alleged as conclusively proving the 
neceBBityof legislative supervision will be invalidated, though some, 
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in my opinion quite as forcible, will remain unimpaired in their 
cogency. 

I stated in my last lecture that modem research has shown that 
the Babylonian bankers employed instruments of commerce which 
were, to all intents and pnrpcses, snbstituted currencie •• The private 
orations of the great Greek pleaders are fnll of information as to 
the existence of bankers in the Greek cities, and of the circulation 
of bills of exchange between such bankers as were in correspondence 
with each other, and had understandings, as to the negotiation of 
such instruments. No donbt then, as now, liabilities were ex· 
pressed in money, either by weight or tale, and in theory the 
debtor, on completing the transaction in which he was engaged, 
was nnder the obligation in theory to provide at Athens or ..Egina, 
at Corinth, at Carthage, at Tyre, or wherever else he purchased, 
the coins or bnllion in which he expresseil his debl But in practice, 
and from early times, even times of prehistoric trade, the practice 
was difierenl The purchaser had his debtors, to take the simplest 
form of these transactions, at the city where he had bought, and 
had previously eold. He transfers his debtor's liability to his creditor. 
From this it is only a step to transfer a liability in another trading 
centre, with which that in which he deals has commercial corres
pondence. When the next step is taken, and partieular persona 
make it their business to bring together these debte, to negotiate 
them~d to balance them, the chain is complete, and the system 
under which trade is carried on in our day, and W88 carried ont in 
the remolest ages of trade, is completed. Delay, risk, tronble are 
avoided, and yon are well a ware, I trust, that in every economical 
operation, they who are engaged in it do their best to avoid to the 
ntmost all unnecessary cost and risk. We may be sure, then, that 
the use of letters.of credit, of bills of exchange, 01 commercial 
transfers from account to account, are 88 old 88 commercial civili, 
zation is, and far transcend in antiquity all snrviving records. The 
origin of the intercourse between TyrO, Carthage, and Cadi!; or 
Gad.., is lost to history. Bnt it eertainJy existed in fact, and in 
the form which I have aketehed. It is not remarkable that the 
record has been lost. Commercial tran~ Jose their interest 
as soon as they are balanced; and, in Iac&, it is only owing to a 
peculiarly barbarous tradition, I can hardly eaIl 'it a principle, of 
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the Engli.h court. of law, which endured to less than two genera
tion. ago, that England possesses so extraordinarily large a record 
of bygone business transa.etion.. I am alluding to the old rule. 
which regulated or defined title by pre.cription. If economists lay 
down principles to which they claim .... ent, they must allege that 
they come uude~ the rule, quod .emptr, quod ubique, quod omnibus. 
But the facts which confirm these utterances have to be sought, 
and are not always easily found .. 

Cicero'S oration in defence of Flaccus, who was accused of extor
tion in Asia, give. incidentally .ome hints as to the movements of 
specie, under the agency, a. is obvious, of Jewish banker. or bullion 
dealers. It appears that Flaccu. interfered with their bu.ine •• by 
prohibiting the exportation of .pecie from Asia Minor, and that the 
pro.ecution laid great weight on ·the praetor'. misconduct. Of 
course we do not know Ii1>m the apologi.t what was the preci.e 
a.etion of the praetor, beyond inhibition and confi.cation. It is 
pretty certain that the charge made, that the gold was to be .ent 

• to J erusBlem, is an exaggeration, and that Cicero is trying to evade 
the i •• ue by appealing to Roman contempt for foreign rites. But 
he, no doubt, states the fa.ct when he alleges that these movements 
of specie were carriell on by the Jew., nearly .ixty year. before our 
era, not only in Italy, but in every province of the empire, and th"t 
to interfere with these transaction. wa. to provoke powerful enemie., 
not, I conceive, so muoh among the Jew., but among those who 
reoognized the advantage of this bullion trade. In the nature of 
things these tran.fe .. must have been a •• i.ted by commercial in
strllments. 

The Greek. called a banker, Tpa ... ,i",,"; the Roman •• argentariu.; 
and there are numerous referenoe. in Greek and Latin authors 'to 
the tr~e and cu. toms of these person.. After the conquest of Egypt 
they were particularly numerous at Alexandria;: then the mo.t im
portant commercial city of the Old World, and, it would seem, the 
centre of such trade with the remoter East a. wa. carried on in 
'hose di.tant times. But with the violent destruction of the old 
civilization, and the reduction of nearly all Europe to barbarism, 
the old .ystem is forgotten, and reappears, as might be expected, 
in Italy, as one di.cove" in the exceedingly copious records of 
Muratori. At some later period I hope to explain to you in some 
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detail what was the position oC the Italian city in the early Middl, 
Ages. My inCormation will come principally from the author t< 
whom I have referred. I have little doubt that this commercia.: 
system, undoubtedly in a very shrnnken form, survived in Southen 
Italy the incursions oC Saracen .and Norman, and that it may Ix 
possible to trace the commercial law of the remotest ages in tlu 
records of those trading cities. But at present I mnat COnfinl 
myself to the development of modern banking, i.r., the trade in 
substituted currencies. You will understand that a substituted 
currency is one which is made to perform the functions of money 
for a longer or shorter period. Its agency may be momentary or 
prolonged. Its conversion into money may be immediate, or be 
deferred. 

Individual enterprise, in matters of bu.ine8s, almost invariably 
precedes partnership business; partnerllbip buoines. precedes joint. 
stock enterprise. Joint slock precede. State enterprise. But the 
beginnings of all enterprise are generally obscure, and almoBt in
variably unrecorded, for, as I said jnst now, Ihs interest in a cdln
mercial transaction expires with ite completion. Bence we may f,6 
&me that when action like that on which I am commenting attracted 
the attention of the contemporary annalist, i$ had long been pre
paring, and possibly lOng in action. Besides, a sncce •• Cul pr"""'" 
is a trade secret, or a source of personal profit. If, as some persofls 
snggest,perhaps with an imperfect aeqnaintance with human nature, 
the State is so successfully manipulated, that competition is prJ>' 
scribed, you may be pretty certain that competition will reap,pear 
under the mask of secrecy. I am well aware that men are mi.l"" 
by names, but we economists, and with reason, dietrnst aJl name., 
and, while we are in possession of our wits, refer ourselves to thing •• 
Again, as society ~ rnde, violence is a re<:nrrent risk, and .0!'C8ss is 
doubtful, imitation is slow. YOll will lind, ""pecially in monetary 
science, and particn\arly in that branch of it which I am handling 
this morning, that the wisest and mOBt useful conclnaion., fortified 
by abundant experience, are very eJowly adopted by other nation! 
than tho<!e who have tried and proved them. Bad I time, I could 
point.out to YOll how many instancee can be found, in the economi
cal history of nationa, in which one State has progressed rapidJy, 
and others have gazed on thsm wilh amazement, imagining thaL 
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there is something preteme.tura.i in their doings; and, 'Ilgain, how 
many 'instance~ there are in which they woo know what is best to 
be done for their fellow·conntrymen, e.ppeal in vain to these fe.cts, 
which cannot be discerned by those who are blinded by the twin 
forces of ignorance and science. To the votaries of these obstruc
tive forces, secrecy is opposed. You will therefore nnderstand 
that, when I give you an early date for an economic practice, I 
give you the date of observation, not that of origin. 

With this caution, then, I may say that the State Bank of Venice, 
the earliest of these modem institutions, was founded in 1171. This 
Was during the time when Pope Aleunder IlL was engaged in a 
perpetual quarrel with Barbarossa, and the two Ite.lian faetions of 
Guelfs and Ghibellines were being consolidated. Now Venice, which 
ce.red nothing for Pope or Emperor, except in so far as it could get 
advantage from either, had e.t this time e.lmost .. monopoly of trade 
with the East. Other nations had fought the Cruse.des, and fonnded 
t~e kingdom of J erusa.iem, but Vemce traded with Christian and 
paynim. The city grew rich and powerful, and you will often find 
-that when people e.re rich and powerful, their orthodoxy, and even 
:their morals, are not weighed with exceeding scruple. At this time 
mlny hard things Vlere said of the Venetians, but everybody, espe
cially those who he.d need of their services; financial or diplomatic, 
had dealings with the Venetians. They took all currencies that 
'6ame to them in course of business, .. nd they secured a profit on 
all the business they did. I should weary you if I gave you .. tithe 
0'1 the names which belonged to the coins then congregated .. t 
Ven";ce. They were more numerous than the ne.tionalities, for the 
style or effigy of many a forgotten monarch, from Bactria to Mauri· 
tania, from the caliphs of Spain to the dukes of Moscow, were ill 
ilie Venetian treasury. 

Venice took, sorted, va.iued, and discounted' them all. An ex· 
p~rience of the gain derived from these processes led them to the 
dtscovery of giving a ticket to depositors who were waiting for 
'Ilfchases or eales. It is not wise to carry much money about with 
one, even in these days, it was less wise in those days. Very soon 
the ticket, really .. warrant, implying that the' depositor had,. right 
to th'e coins specified or endorsed on the document given to the 
depositor, was found to be as good .. s cash, even better, for it W89 
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a better security. Very soon the Venetian note bore an agio or 
premium, and a bank of deposit was formed. Very BOon the bank, 
to .ncourage deposits, gave privileges to its customers, or, which is 
the same thing, put disabilities on those who were not its customers, 
as, for example, they declined to permit bills of exchange to be 
negotiated or discounted, except at their bank, or stayed procesl 
against the acceptor of the bill, that is, the person liable, until his 
bill was protested, that is, the non·fulfilment of his obligation was 
sworn before a notary public, that iI, one of their own licensed 
officials. The Queen of the Adriatic soon learnt how to give 
stebility to its own institutions, and to suggest instability on those 
which were not its own. But I need not follow the fortunes of the 
Bank of Venice. 

We get on more solidly chronological ground when we come to 
the Bank of Genoa, founded in 1407. At this time, the Western 
world, or rather the potentates of Western Europe, were near on 
reducing the Pope, who had 80 long terrified them, to the condition 
of a nominee, holding office during pleasure, nominally of a general 
conncil, really of themselves-for laymen sat in the councils of the • 
early fifteenth century. The scheme failed, for reasons on which I 
need not dwell here. To some extent the Pope recovered his own, 
though never to snch an extent as to make an anti·pope a 
practicable expedient. But the power of the kings increased: 
It was just the time in which a bank on the Western Cout 
of It"ly had good prospeets of businees, and the Gen ....... char· 
tered a company for the purpose, gave it immediate privilog .. ;· 
and gradually increased these privileges. At 1aet the Bank 
of Genoa became an impnium in imperio, whieh made conqueslB 
of ilB own, and negotiated independently with foreign Powers. 
It existed as a shadow down to the end of the eighteenth 
century. 

The Bank of Genoa was not one of deposit. It did not porpori 
to secure to the depositor the exact moneys whieh it had put into 
the Bank, earmarked, 80 to say, for him. It took his monoy, gave· 
him an acknowledgment in the shape of " note, which was 
transferred from hand to hand, pledged its credit thaI it wonld 
repay hk on demand, and traded or made &Cqtlli;itions with ilB own 
eapitaJ and that of its customers. Through the fifteenth and sixteenth 
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centuries the Bank of St. George was and remained a very thriving 
undertaking. The trade with the East through Alexandria was very 
prosperous during the fifteenth. The Western Mediterranean, to all 
appearance, became exceedingly rich and powerful during the six.· 
teenth. The gift of Borgia seemed inexhaustible, and when, under a 
succession by marriage, Philip II. got possession of Portugal, 
'with its vast Indian possessions and their illimitable resources, 
Philip and the Inquisition seemed destined to dominate in Europe, 
and become the masters of the human race. To discount the 
bills of so rich a potentate as Philip seemed to be good business. 
Spinola told the Genoese it was, and the Bank and the merchant • 
.competsd for Philip's paper. I know nothing which would interest 
me more than to discover the rates at which they discounted it. 
They were probably high, at least Philip said so, when he 
repudiatsd his debts in 1596, ruined the Bank, ruined the 
merchants, and left Spinola as best he could to finish the siege of 
.ostend. In war, especially in a. war which supports itself, every
lbody but the warrior may be ruined. This unequal arrangement 
.still subsists. 

Philip, as we all know, was impoverished, and with him the 
..,onntry which he misgoverned, by his attsmpt to snbjugats the 
Dntch. The resistance of Holland was infinitely more significant 

• than the resistance of A thens more than 2000. years before. The 
-oollapse of Philip wa.s far more complete than the collapse of 
Xerxes, for it took near fifty ycars of his and his son's reign. and 
was of infinite value in training the Hollanders. Towards the 
very end of the struggle the Dutch determined on establishing a 
bank. They did not, in 1609, take the precedent of Genoa, for its 
experiences were not encouraging. They also established a bank 
of deposit on the model of the old Venetian bank, and shortly 
aftsrwards, Hamburg, the only Hanse town whioh retained its old 
prosperity, followed the Dutch example. It will be remembered 
tuat a.t this time Amsterdam was the Exchange of Europe, as 
Venice had been during the time of the Crusades. It rose by its 
own heroism and strength. and on the ruin of Antwerp: I regret to 
say that England. which owes more to the Hollanders than it does to 
I\ny other race, never ceased intriguing till it ruined Holland and 
the Bank. The process was aided by Dutch unwisdom. The Dutch, 
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for reasons into which I cannot now enter (though the burgomasters 
of Amsterdam and its council took oath annually that the treasure 
was intact, and were confirmed by the evidence of 1672, when the 
De Witts were murdered, and there was a run on the Bank, bnt 
the treasure was found intact), borrowed the capital in the succeed. 
ing century for the Dutch East India Company. When the French 
invaded Holland in 1795, Iwd perhaps expected the reward of 
patriots in the cellars of the Bank, they were fonud empty. 
But Adam Smith, wheu he wrote his" Wealth of Nations," 
thought that an acconnt of the Bank of Amsterdam was more 
interesting than that of the Bank of England, and got Mr. 
Hope, a Dntchman of Hebrew descent, and ancestor to some 
distinguished English Churchmen, to give him a .. digression .. 
on it. 

Private hanking preceded, as usnal, joint·stock banking in 
England. In the seventeenth century the wealth of England was 
centred in London. The goldsmiths, members of the most 
opulent and enterprising of the City Companies, who had lent 
mnch to Charles, became wealthier under the Protectorate than 
undet' the Monarchy. Cromwell's government was strong, and 
strong governments seem to be safe, while safe govern mente 
attract the wealth of the timid. Already during Cromwell'. reign 
the project of a Corporation bank was mooted, and the Bank of 
Amsterdam was the obvious model. Bnt corporations in a 
repuhlic are much more secure than corporations under a 
monarchy. During the Protcctcrate the London Corporation was 
respectable, and remained respectable fur a ceutury or more afu,r 
the Protectorate. Bnt, as the surrender of the Chsm .. proved, it 
was not safe. The opponenis of the Bank of England were never 
tired of saying that a public bank and monarchy were in· 

. compatible. They certainly ",ere if the monarch was a Stuart. 
With these people nothing was sa<:red, nothing safe. In 1638 
Charles L stele the money in the Mint, £204,000. In 1672, 
Charles IL stole the money in the Excheqner, £1,828,526. The 
father paid the money back, for he found that it would be nnwise 
to keep it. The eon, who, P.ochester said, never did a wi ... 
thing, neither paid principal nor interest. In such times, 
and under such kings, it would have been as unsafe Ie estab-
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lish a bank as it would have been to entrust the Exchequer to 
Falstaff. The only chance for a bank'was a revolution. It came 
in 1688. 

No doubt the project of founding a joint.stock bank in London 
was in everyone's mind as soon as the Government was settled, 
and James was driven from Ireland. But the projectors of the 
institution ~ht well have hesitated. The business of banking, 
and that a very lucrative business, was in the hands of wealthy 
men, who had a comnion interest in keeping it. The bankers, . 
then called goldsmiths, took the money of such among their 
customers as wished to find a safe place of deposit-no easy 
discovery, for after the Restoration London swarmed with 
footpads and highwaymen-and gave acknowJedgments. of the 
deposit in the shape of notes. These notes passed freely from 
hand to hand, were indeed a favourite instrument of business and 
trade, as they were portable, were ~asily traced, and, if they fell 
into wrong hands, could at least be stopped, and very probably 
recovered. The goldsmiths soon discovered that they could issue 
notes, the amount of which was far in excess of the money which 
they ordin8ol'ily held, if the issuer was known to be solvent, and 
could thus carry on a business by' their own credit. This peculiarity 
of the new system was perfectly well known and recognized at the 
time, as may be gathered from contemporary pamphlets. But 
besides the profit derivable from these issues of eredit, which 
fulfilled to the goldsmith and the trader all the functions of money, 
these persons derived a very great profit from the discount of 
foreign bills. The exchange between England and Holland was 
subject to very violent fiuctuations, fiuctuations which seem 
incredible to modern experience, as they are without parallel in 
.. ecent times. But two centmies ago, the chances of exceptional 
profit, especially in foreign articles, was very great. Within a few 
months such an article m'ght rise to a price treble that at which it 
ordinarily stood, and though the trader might be certain that it would 
not fall below a certain rate, the speculation in a rising market, if 
the trader had money or credit, was generally safe, and might 
assure a gigantic profit. With such prospects, the trader ullght 
endure complacently such a rate of exchange on his bills as would 
be ruinous to hiB modern BucceBsor. For example, the chief 
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supply of saltpetre was"from the East Indies. Its price was open 
to great changes. as the demand of war. or the safe return of the 
East India ships were announced. It more than doubled in price 
in a week. Now the trader who knew what ships were afloat 
might reasonably calculate on hi. profits Cor a time, and might. if 
he were quick. get a monopoly of the market It was by such 
bargains that the great fortunes of this period were made. 

The exigencies of the Government were the opportunities ot 
those who were projecting the Bank. aud Moutagne, who had 
ulterior motives in encouragiug the projectors. was quit. ready for 
negotiations in 1694. William had determined if possible to rival 
'he victory of La Hogue by a land campaign. and had planned the 
siege of Namnr. ,But the expenses of the war were great. The 
country gentlemen had granted the land tax, then a great sacrifice. 
lIontague raised a million by a lottery. and gave a charter to an in
corporation of bankers. on consideration of a loan. to be raised within 
a brief time. of £1,200.000 at 7 per cent. The whole was subscribed 
in a few days, The new incorporation received deposits and i •• ued 
notes. in imitation of their rivals. the goldsmith.. They expected 
to pay their dividends from the interest paid by Government. from 
the profits of their own issues. acting as money. from the employ
men' within safe lines of their customers' deposil8, and from the 
discount of hills. In short. 'hey strove to get hoi,} of the gold
smiths' business, and they had to expect. and did experience, tbe 
goldsmiths' enmity. This is not the occasion on whicb to deal with 
the early struggles and rapid sueeess of the Bank of England. I 
have told the story of its first nine years in a Tol!""e recently pub
lished, the occasion of wbich was my discovery of a price list of 
Bank Slock, printed weekly in Houghton'S Conections. The Bodleisn 
Library has a perfect copy of this remarkable periodicaL The 
British lfuseum, as I found from a recent inquiry. has only an im
perfect copy, I suspected thst the Xat'onal Library w .... in this 
particular. not so wen off as we are, from the slighting manner in 
which lfacaulay treats Houghton·s lahonrs. It would have been of 
great ... alue t<> the historisn if he had seen tbe Bodleian copy. 

The peculiarity of the government of tbe Bank of England, from 
its inception and for many years after its business commenced .... as 
that the management ... as entirely in the hands of Whigs and Di .. 
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senters. Sir John Houblon, the first Governor, two of his brothers 
being in the direction, was the descendant of a Flemish refugee, 
who had fled to England· from Alva's persecution. From the 
correspondence of Pepys, preserved in our library in the Rawlin· 
son Collection, it is elear that Houblon was a general, but especially 
a timber merchant, for though Pepys chiefly writes to him about 
ship stores, he gets him to perform certain commissions, chiefly in 
dress, for Mrs. Pepys, the lady whom he appears to have treated 
with great consideration, though he writes of her with much dis· 
paragement. Holland, though it gr'!w no timber, was the prinoipal 
mart for this produce, and like genuine traders, the most patriotic 
Hollander thought no scorn of selling materials of war to Philip of 
Spain and Louis of France. They believed, and quite correctly, 
that they could sell them the goods, and maintain war on a portion 
of the profits. We did the same by the first Napoleon during the 
great Continental war, and with the same results. Napoleon put 
impediments in tbe way of procuring stores for his own troops, and 
thereupon secured .. higher rate of profit for the English manu
facturer and merchant. There are several other names, manifestly 
of French or Flemish origin, in the first list of directors. Now, 
though the days of active persecution were past, disabilities were 
put on Nonconformists, and humiliations were inflicted. In conse
quence, the London Dissenters became a virtual corporation, which 
acted with .. common purpose, had reciprocal sympathies, and gave 
mutual aid. Macaulay, you may remember, has shown how much 
better were the prospects in the professions and in trade of those 
who stood in with Nonconformity. The Nonconformist minister 
exercised far more influence than the Anglican divine did, the 
Nonconformist trader was more sure of help and consideration from 
his wealthier co-religionists than the shopkeeper did who affected 
Episcopal ministrations. This is always the result of persecution, 
when it does not go to extremes. It unites its objects into an 
organization. 

The directors, too, were Whigs, not of the school which made 
alliances with their opponents in order to keep office, as the Whigs 
of 1710 did, or maintained a sulky opposition to their old leaders 
as the Whigs of 1780 did, but downright faithful adherents to the 
principles of 1688. The critics of the Act of 1694, under wbich the 
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Bank of England was first constituted, provided, fortunately for the 
institution, that the advances that might be made to Government, 
beyond, as it appears, such ordinary banking facilities ... wcre 
accorded to all customers, should have the sanction of Parliament, 
the violation of such a regulation being visited with a heavy fine. 
Hence the Bank could always plead inability to make large 
advances by the terms of the Act under which the Dauk existed. 
When, in 1797, Pitt nearly ruined the Bank and its credit by excell
sive demands on its specie, under the form of advances on public 
securities already created by parliamentary grants, he strained the 
principle of the Bank Acts, if he did not violate the letter. 

The political relations of the Bank of England to the Government, 
as soon as ever, under its second charter, it had confened on it a 
virtual monopoly of joint.stock banking, were of singular impor
tance in the development of the parliamentary systcm which w ... 
formulated in 1688. There was only the form of a representative 
assembly; the duIy elected members were outnumbered by those 
returned from the close boroughs. But the Bank of England be· 
came the financia.! agent of the Government, and in no slight degree 
ita financia.! master. It was, indeed, from time to time, compelled 
to accept disadvantageous terms, on the renewal of its charter at 
successive periods, for it overvalued its power of issue, Bud the 
advantage which its apparent monopoly gave ; but the Bank director. 
knew that the Go\"ernment of the day couId not break with it, or 
dispense with its services. The fortuneS of the Bank were bound 
up with the fortunes of the Act of Settlement, and there w ... no 
fear that a correspondent of the Stuarts wouId be found in the 
Bank parlour. It thus wielded a silent, 8C(,Tet, but most effecth'e 
aathority. Addison illustrated, in one of his cleverest .. visions," 
how the Bank of England w ... identified with English Cl",}i!.. The 
Bank negotiated all th .. loans of the eighteenth century, and w ... 
the agency by which the good faith of Government was .... ured. 

From the very firat, the Bank possessed and exercised the power 
of discretionary issue. Its note wsa not, and never purported to 
be, a warrant entitling the holder to recover tbe exact and literal 
valne received, the very same coins which had been deposited, and 
were originally made the security for the note. It always profeeaed 
to trade with the enstomers' money, only engaging to rdnnd to 
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these customers at their discretion, the cash which had been 
entrusted to it. It had, of course, to learn within what· limits it 
oould use its customers' balances, and more difficult still, to deter
mine the extent to which it could, when required, make advances 
from these balances on public securities, actual or prospective. 
Its notes, too, were' of large denominations, and were therefore 
generally employed, if not almost entirely, in mercantile tr,.nsac
tions, especially in the transmission of credits, operating as short 
dated bills of exchange. 

Now I have told you that no country ever retains a larger amount 
of metallic currency than it finds necessary for the transaction of 
its proper business. The private individual takes money to spend 
or to hoard or to invest, in some 'interest o_profit-bearing security. 
If'it is spent or invested, it passes away from the individual to those 
whose interests, say, as trade~s, i8 to make money yield a8 rapid a 
profit a8 p08sible. If it is hoarded, it is withdrawn altogether from 
<lirculation, and a8 long as it remains in this form, it is virtually 
extinguished as an economical agent. Now what is true of a 
metallic currency, is true of a substitutive or subsidiary currency. 
No man keeps more of it than he wants, and society collectively 
circulates no more than it wants. To keep it needlessly is to incur 
.. supertluous risk to the ordinary holder, to decline the chance of 
profit to the manufacturer or trader. The ingenuity of modern 
society is turned in all directions towards making its metallic cur
rency as efficient as possible, and it strives with equal assiduity to 
make its paper currency as efficient 8S possible. It follows, there
fore, tha: bankers cannot put more paper money into circulation than 
the public need. If they make an excess of issue, the excess comes 
back instantly to themselves, as the parties responsible for the 
engagement which the .note implies. Again, if the commuuity 
l'eq uires more paper currency than the banks are able or willing to 
give, either by legal restraint or by caution, the community will 
discover some paper substitute, which it will emplol in lieu of notes. 
Thus, fifty years ago, bills drawn by the Manchester house of Jones 
Loyd and Co., on the London house of Jones Loyd and Co., per
formed all the functions of a note currency in Lancashire, and 
brought no small profit to the ingenious firm, of which the head 
was_the late Lord Overstone. 
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It is sometimes alleged that paper currency ha. as effective an 
inflnence over price. as a metallic currency i. admitted to have. 
But this is an error. Gold and silver influence prices when they 
are adopted as co·ordinate currencies in proportion to the COBt at 
which tbey are acquired, the COBt of acqui.ition being al80 alTectecl 
by the cost of their production, when that cost conlonn. to the 
ordinary condition. under wbich industry is carried on. But neitber 
cost of acquisition nor cost· of production affect, to any Bensible 
degree, the value of a not.. Note. are the representatives, tbe 
reputed equivalent. of metallic money, and their acceptnnce anel 
circulation at the full value of what they represent, depends on 
the conviction that they cIln be changed into money at the pleasure 
or convenience of the holder. If they cannot be 80 converted, 
and still keep up their full credit, as happened during the first 
pight or ten year. of the Bank restriction of 1797, it i. due to 
the fact that the public know. them to be amply covered, and 
therefore agrees to use them as currency at their fnll nominal 
value. If Buch aD issne is in excess, or is not sufficiently 
covered, the note i. sure to be disconnted, a8 happened during 
part of the last ten yellrs in which the restriction endured. 

Bnt it is said, by virtue of discretionary power of is.ning notes, 
a bank can practically coin money, and 80 by supplyinS an exce.s 
of money give oceasion to wild speculation. Tbi. i. a confnsion 
between money, paper and metallic, and ~.,.edit. If a bank eould 
coin metallic money, it coold as soon create an excess as it coolll 
by issuing note.. It would· do nothing by sneh an .. ca. If ti,e 
money were in exce .. it could go out of tlu; country, if the notes 
were, tbey would come back to the bank which issued tbem. XO 
power can make any people take and menlate more money than 
they want. Of conrse I do not mean .that bankers shonld be 
allowed to circulate wnat paper they plcase. E ,'ery bank which 
circulate. paper, nay, every bank which takes deposits and trad •• , 
should be constrained to prove, by an independent audit, that tlJCir 
assets entirely cover their liabilities, and tbe 8Orploa of a_sets o.-er 
liabilitie., <Ill the faith of which their enstomers deal with them, 
and other than their cnstomers take their notes, .honld be .... 
accurately expre88ed and pnblished. The failure of the Greenway.' 
Bank exbibit. the difference between a real and .ham .udit. I 
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will ten you before I conclude this Iecture why a sham audit was 
permitted under the Act of 1844. 

Banks ClLIi assist a rash speculation by granting indiscreet credit, 
though there is less likelihood that they will do so than other 
traders will, for it is a fundamental rule in banking to deal with 
easily convertible securities only. Thus a bank will discount a 
three months bill having known names Oll it, because the security 
is short; it will not advance money, if it be wise, ou the mortgage of 
real estate, however ample the security is, because the term is 
indefinite, or in banker's language, a mortgage is a dead security. 
But banks may be deceived by fraudulent bills, or may be under 
the impression that the return will be quick. when it turns out to 
be delayed, or they may give credit to those whom they believe to 
be solvent, when they are not so. Credit may then raise prices, 
but it does so only because it is helieved to be money, or to have 
money behind it. Geners.lly, however, if not universally, the 
rising market precedes the indiscreet grant of credit, for the 
prospect of exceptional profit muat needs go before the attempt to 
gain it. I do not deal with the cases in which credit is continued, 
after it is shown to be undeserved or incautious, where I mean the 
.banker thinks that he can by timely help recover what is in danger. 
The effort is seldom successful, and is technically called throwing 
good money after bad. Nor do I deal with fraudulent banking on 
the part of the banker. This is a crime, though it is not punished 
.always as it deBerves to be. I am speaking of business carried on 
by honourable and prudent men. 

Neither nots issues nor credits can be based on anything but 
money, or upon securities convertible into money with the least 
conceivable delay. Suppo.e, for example, that a bank has liabilities 
in the shape of customers' balances, and notes to the extent of a 
million. It should have one· third of its liabilities ready at hand, 
in the shape of money, of Bank of England notes, or of deposits 
similar to those of its .ustomers in the Bank of England or at 
.all. It may have another third in Government stocks, Oll which 
it can borrow if it needs, or sell. It may have advanced the 
residue on commercial bills, which in a strait, are also negotiable 
though not as speedily or as safely as the securities which I have 
referred to. It ought, besides, to have its own property and its 
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own reserves. I have given you only a sketch of what a bank 
might do with wisdom. But there are occasions on which it 
might as wisely vary the distribution of its assets, and in the 
interpretation of these occasions, but always with the knowledge 
that it must secure itself, the practical judgment of the banker 
resides. At this stage, I must leave the economical view of the 
subject, in connection with .... hich are many problems, and return 
to the historical particulars before me. 

The Charter of the Bank of Englaud '11'88 issued on July 24,1694. 
It began its business about the middle of the August following. 
During the first two years of its existence, when its charter was . 
incomplete, it '11'88 subjected to three very serioos strains. The ... 
were the state of the currency, the project of the land bank, and 
the straits to which it was put by unwisely advancing too mocb of 
its cash on Government securities. The first of tbese difficulties 
'11'88 met slowly, and, as far 88 the Bank .... as concerned, grudgingly, 
by the recoinage; the third by an exposure of the Bank'. affairs in 
Parliament, by the evidence afforded by its soll'enc'Y, and by the 
wisdom which for a hundred years guarded against the recurrence 
of the risk. On December 4, 1696, the issues of the Bank were 
£1,657,996 lOs. 6d., and its casb in hand '11'88 only £86,664 lB. 10,1. 
It had practically lent tbis disproportionate SUID to Government by 
antic~pating tbe payment of taxe., an act of incaution which, 
unless its banking business were to he given up altogether, nothing 
but prudence could save it from. The second of these causes, the 
temporary rivalry of the land bank, requires a 8OU1ewhat longer 
comment. Tbe land bank is an illustration of the errC1r into which 
human societies are apt to fall. 

If I ha'l'e made myself at all clear, you will bave seen that a 
paper currency will he accepted and used 88 money only on the 
unders"",ding that it may be changed into money at tbe pl.88ure 
of the person who holds it. It may be the """'" and it constantly 
is the ease, that the &etnal amount of paper money in cin11iation 
is greatly in excess of the known gold whicb is held to meet it, 
though it never in a well-mdered community .... ith a convertible 
paper currency nearly equail! the amount of gold whicb is II<--tnally 
circulating in the country. If, how .... er, one includes in the paper 
currency, the cheques and billi and other instruments of credit, 
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mature and immature, the paper put into circulatioh in a com
mercial country is greatly in excess of the gold which is reputed 
to cover it. But this makes no one uneasy. The extent to which 
metallic money is made to support other instruments of credit 
indicates the efficiency of the currency, and the extent to which 
gold is demanded for notes is a calculable average, more interesting 
to the bullion dealer and the bill discounter than to the ordinary 
Englishman, who is satisfied that he can get what he wants in the 
way of money as he wishes. In short, additions to the stock of 
gold in domestic circulation are temporary, dependent on easily 
ascertained causes, and therefore anticipated. But though the 
power to get gold may not he exetcised, the power must be recog
nized and must be respected. 

Now from seeing now great a mass ofhusiness maybe done with 
hut little metallic money, people begin to conclude that one can do 
without it at all, and can substitute in the place of it even interest
hearing security, such as a public fund, or a highly desirable kind 
of property, such as recently was land, for the rent of land from 
the beginning of the seventeenth to the last quarter of the nine
teenth had been regularly rising in amount. .. Why not then," 
persons argue, "issue notes on the security of Consols, or on the 
land of the country? The security is indisputable, the' pledge 
stabl., the basis of the security bears a revenue, while gold, do 
what we will, yields in itself no revenue, and, as you economists 
say, eludes all effort. to forcibly detain it. Surely stocks or land 
are a better security. Do not your own bankers invest their 
balances in stocks; rather than accumulate barren money? " 

To this the answer, and the sufficient answer,is, that people will 
take and circulate notes because they know that they can get gold 
fo~ them. For a £5 Bank of England note I can get five 
sovereigns, when I want to get them. If instead of five sovereigns, 
I am offered by the bank which issues the J;lote £5 worth of stock, 
or land, what I receive in exchange is of no use to me unless I 
sell it, and so take upon my .houlders a second transaction, 
certaiuly of a troublesome, possibly of a risky, character. After 
the example of Master Dumbleton, I like not the security, and no 
one-unless he were a. conscious or unconscious swindler. and Sir 
John Falstaff, I fear, was intended to represent the former class of 
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advellturers~would press it all me. A. to the lalld bank of 1696, 
the scheme possessed every blunder which crazy heads could 
have invented, and it would not have had currency for a 
day, had not the country gentlemen and Tories, who hated the 
Whigs and the Dissenters, imagined that they could get money 
easily, and ruin the psal';'.singing, snivelling, Puritan usurers 
of Grocer's Hall, which was then the habitation of the Bank of 
England. 

In the darkest hour of the Bank of England, in the spring of 
1696, when the Tories were pressing forward the land bank, and 
were prematurely glorying in the certain succe.s of a swindle, 
Montague contrived to procure a power to issue on behalf of the 
Government what were virtnally bills of exchange, bearing a fixed 
rate of interest, and secured upon auticipated revenue, aud 
redeemable at a given date. These are called Exchequer bills, and 
they remain to this day as a Treasury expedient with which to 
keep a balance in the Treasury by their circulation. It was, and 
is, in theu:: capacity of bills of exchange, that they are first-cla.s 
banking securities. In this manner they perform the fanctions of 
<lorrency, render that whose functions they perform more efficient, 
bat do not affect prices. 

For a hundred years the Bank of England performed notable 
functions. I cannot follow them in this lectore, which is only 
intended to give an outline of the principles on which banking i. 
carried on, and, according to my custom, to illustrate what I have 
to say by historical pa.rallels. Doring this century, it became the 
centre of trade and credit, was to saccessive Governments a 
permaneat ministry of finance of an invaluable kind, and w ... an 
adviser; sometimes an ineffectual adviser of prudent counsel •. 
Of course it made mistakes, but it gained wisdom for the fatore, 
and accamulsted that prudence, invaluable in' public busine .. , 

• which comes from practical experience. All long as the Bank 
adheres to its traditions, it is of no conseqaence to luww what are 
the present polities of its directors. It holds a place which is not 
above party. for party is the eternal struggle between good and ",·iI. 
but apart from party. booause there is no doubt. to use a logical 
expression, about either its major or minor premises. Bat the 
Bank of England is the glory of the Revolution Whigs of the better 
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8chool, and not of them only, but of their best type, the London 
Dissenters of that period. 

Close upon a hundred years after Hs first great crisis came the 
second. I am referring to the events of February 10, 1797. The 
Bank had made prodigious loans to Government, for the younger 
Pitt was straining every nerve to keep np, at the expense of 
England., the policy which he thought proper to adopt in 1798. 
I have, to be sure, very strong opinions about that policy. His can· 
temporaries, especially those whom he favoured, called him a 
heaven·born minister. I am afraid that I must assign his place of 
origin to a lower region, for it would be a strange heaven in which 
his policy would be acceptable. Again, Pitt anticipated taxes, 
which, in that epoch of most atrocions finance, he was imposing, 
and on the date given, or rather on February 26th, the floating loan 
to Government was £7,586,445, and tha cash in the Bank's hands 
£1,272,000. We were engaged in subsidising the German prince. 
lets. I will not touch here on the policy which was deemed 
necessary, the suspension of cash payments, the order in Council 
that the Bank of England be ordered to forbear auy cash in 
payment of its notes. This needs a lecture of its own, to be 
postponed. At present it is more important that you should learn 
the principles. We shall have hereafter to criticise the par· 
ticulars. AB the old logicians used to say, we are dealing with the 
analytics now, we shall have to handle the topics hereafter. 

No subject was more hotly debated during the suspenBion of cnsh 
payments, in effect enduring for twenty·two years, than the policy 
of the Government and the Bank. The latter would and could have 
resumed cash payments easily during the epoch of suspension, 
but the Government believed that they had an important engine in 
the paper currency, which they must keep in their hands. Mean· 
while, gold disappeared, was hoarded, held by the Bank and 
exported. The only circulation was one·pound notes, worn silver 
and copper. The advocates of an honest currency were thought 
to be disaffected, as the Wall Street gamblers in American soft 
money tried to urge that the advocates of good money were. 
},'oiled ill this calumny, they got a well·known Oxford professor 
to lecture in New York on the lofty patriotism which swindled 
manufacturers and workmen. America i. a very free country. 
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Some of its public men. and with impunity. make free with the ten 
commandmeuts, aud seek for the approval of political economy. 
When they did me the honour of approaching me, I gave them no 
compliments. The advocates of an honest currency got the 
Bullion Committee appointed in 1810. The Committee reported, 
what Mr. Vansittart-perhaps. after Dashwood, tbe most absurd 
Chancellor of the Exchequer who ever filled the office, I do not 
touch more recent examples-neglected. Lord King insisted on 
his tenants paying in gold. His son, my late friend Mr. Locke 
King, told me that he did this because one of his tenants was a 
Bank director. Then came Vansittart's motion that the bauk·note 
had not fallen in value, but gold had risen, the climax of financial 
folly; and Lord Stanhope's motion of JnJy, 1811, making it illegal 
to payor receive gold at less than its nominal value, the climax 
of financial injustice. I only touch briefly on that which I hope 
to treat in detail hereafter. 

I must in the same manner, and on this occasion. only deal 
superficially with the famous Act of 1844. flir Robert Peel was 
under the impression, gathered, not unnaturally. from the action 
of the Bank during the suspension, that bankers could issue 
excessive numbers of their notes, and thereby stimulate rash 
speculation. Perhaps they can, under an inconvertible currency ; 
but even here the infallible barometer of the discount to which 
the note is subjected, leaves even this an arguable question. No .. 
he conld deal with the issues of the Bank of England. The 
London bankers had long since abandoned the issue of notes. and 
had invented, to the great advantages of commerce. and monetary 
transactions, the system of cheques. Peel therefore resolved. 
acting mainly on the advice of Mr. Jones Loyd. afterwards Lord 
Overstone. Colonel Torrens. and Mr. Norman. to alter the constitu
tion of the Bank of England-Lord Overstone having made the 
main of his fortune by a process which he no.. urged should be 
illegal He divided the Bank of England.. The issue department 
he refounded on the principle of a bank of deposit, taking away 
from the directors the po .. er of discretionary is.u .... aud making 
the number or value of existing bank notes an automatic quantity, 
partly baaed on public securities. partly on bullion in the Bank 
cellan. He lefI; the Bank to carry on ita banking business lIt ita 
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own discretion. He ordered that a weekly balance sheet of the 
Bank's financial position should be published, and in this, I think, 
he acted wisely; for all financial knowletlge, if the account he not 
cooked, is of high practical value. He permitted, in case country 
hanks abandoned their bnsiness or failed, that the Bank of 
England should be entitled to add th.ir issues to its own. 

The expedient, as a means for checking what Peel deprecated, 
failed. Within a year or two after his Act, he had to authorise an 
excess of issue on the authority of the Administration, and get It 

bill of indemnity for his action. This has happened since, time 
and again, and the periodical suspension of a law seems to me to 
be the most serious criticism which can be brought against its 
efficacy. Of course the ingenuity of finance call always haffie the 
most peremptory enactments, and in spite of Peel's Act, perhaps 
in conse'luenee of it, the development of the system of paper 
suhstitutes has been rapid and remarkable. But I have not space 
or time on this occasion to prosecute an inquiry, either into the 
Act itself or into the remedies which have been suggested for its 
amendment. I ought, however, here to say, that though I think 
meanly of Ricardo's theory of rent, conclude that his speculations 
on value are metaphysical rather ~han practical, and see great 
difficulties in accepting his canons on over.production or what were 
called gelleral gluts, his authority on all matters of monetary 
science is of the highest. Here, like the ;r >mO of Virgil, he we-a at 
home and master. 

A few words on the country banks. Peel limited their issues to 
their average amounts at the date of his Acts, and prohibited new 
(lountry banks from issuing at all. But he took no steps to secure 
evidence of their solvency, insisted on no independent audit of 
their assets and liabilities. The fact is, the country bankers were 
the social alld political despots of the small boroughs, and in Peel's 
day these small boroughs were the supports of his party. To 
have affronted the country bankers, to have exacted pledges of 
integrity from them, would have been to imperil the maintenance 
of Conservative principles among those who aided the party at 
Westminster. Whether after its disruption by the adoption of 
free trade principles in 1846, Peel, had he returned to office, would 
have amellded the Act of 1844, in the direction which I have 

16 
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indicated, is a problem which his premature death in 1850 has 
maae insolnble. In this direction of monetary reform no snCC8s80r 
of Peel has gone, thongh I have reason to know that changes have 
been contemplated, and perhaps, too, not in the remote fature. 
Perhaps, also, a recent and flagrant failure willstimnIate the reform. 
It cannot come too soon. 



XL 

THE ORIGIN AND PROGRESS OF ENGLISH PAUPERISM. 

All economic 'UtililAJ " resultant of cost-The power of kwmanr, energif 
over nature ,indefinite-Present and mamifeat impo8sibilities ilZUI
tratcdr-Tke coal famine of 1878-Po.sibiliUeB of production to tke 
acre-TI .. 'avVrig of labour and co.t-The recipients of profits
Tll,6 position. of Tent-The wi.adom 0/ tlUJ f'tmt-receiver-T1uJ causes 
why wages W8'1'6 depre8sed-The magistrates in Quatrter Se88ionB
The Act. for the relief of the poor-The defence of .uch Acts
Parochial .ettlement-The clo.e and open parish-The eighteenth 
centwry-ATthwr Young', comments- Th, Speenlurn6land Act
T/I.e origin 0/ the New Poor Law, ana its effects. 

I HAY I trust assume that ,you know and ~ .. lize th .. t the produc
tion of wealth. i .•.• the bestowal of utility on matter. by 
intelligent l .. bour. is limited only by the laws of nature. by whioh 
I mean hindranoes of a physioal oharacter put npon the prooess by 
which those utilities are induoed. Some of these hindrances are 
obvious. To give motion we must incur oost. You cannot put the 
human machine in motion. or any of those substitutes for human 
labour whioh ingeunity has developed. without expenditure. the 
eYpenditure of that which has been acquired by previous labour. 
Even those natural forces which man has pressed into his service. 
the force of running or falling water. of the winds and the tides. 
are of no .. v .. il. unless man. appropriates them by mechatrll!m\ 
which represents the expenditure of previous labour. So again. 
however much you may diminish its effects. you oannot overcome 
friotion entirely, especially in its most obvious form. the resistance 
of air to artiftci .. l motion. But, on tho other hand, though we 
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know til at tllere are limits to the power of man in tile application 
or adaptation of natural forces, we do not know and cannot tell 
what those limits are. Every year discoveries are m .. de which s.~ 
those limits further back, inventions which make tllat easy and 
familiar which at an earlier time seemed impracticable and 
impossible. 

Now before I go {urther with the subject which I am treating 
to· day, I may say til at nothing is more barren, arid, and meta· 
tJhysieal, than the discnssion as to which is prior in existence, 
<lapital or labour, and the collection of inferences to which yon 

,mnst expect a very easy reply. ·All capital, like all wealth, is the 
·prodnct of previons labonr, and it maybe readily conceded that all 
~pital, however rnde its form, or simple its kind, must have been 
a resnltant from a previous satisfaction of natural necessities, and 
from an intelligent conscionsness that the labour of creating it 
wonld shorten or expedite fntnre labonrs. But though this is the 
obvious and logical account of the origin of capital, and may be, 
to some extent, ilInstrated from the practice of savage races, to 
draw a conclusion from it, that economicallabonr can be considered 
independeatly of economical capital, is to confonnd a primiti.-. 
cause with a modem effect. If I have made myself at all plain, 
I have already shown how capital and labour in what we have to 
... onsider an organized and .progressive society are interlaced, how 
~hey are remunerated, and to some extent how Car the more 
influential, and politically more powerfol, of the two factors 
has been able to oppresa the other. Bot to discuss the origin of 
.primeval capitM is a logomachy; and to infer, as some have done, 
that the analysis of its origin is to give a commanding position to 
the claims of labour, is a sophism, which will hinder instead 
of helping the true interests and the nltimate improvement of 
those who are popularly said to work for wages. And similarly, 
it is easy-to exaggerate the functions of capital, and as it is easy 80 

it is a common practice. 
I pa.e said that the limit of restraint imposed on human 

auergies by what are known as the laws of nature i. coustanlly 
being pushed back. But political economists ha"e freqn~nt1y 
assumed that the limit has heen reached, and that it will be driven 
hack hy no new discovery or utilization of force. This disposition 
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to look on human skill as having exhausted its powers, and there
fore to indulge in economical pessimism i. frequently found in the 
works of the most approved writers. Let me take some utterances 
of Mr. Mill, and ill taking these I do not by any means exhaust 
his sinister predictions. Mr. Mill has accepted, with a.ll Hs gloomy 
riders, the doctrine which has been called the law of diminishing 
returns; he distressed himself with Mr. Jevons' inquiry into the 
probable exhaustion of the English coal-beds, and the con
sequences to English industry and English life, when we were at 
once deprived of motive power and warmth,infening from it 
especially, that it was necessary at once to set about clearing 
away the public debt, since hereafter we should be certainly unabl .. 
to do so; and in his investigations into popUlation, and the reputed 
causes of ita redundanoy, he concluded that the field of foreign 
supply was very narrow, and would soon be exhausted. Now in. 
these three alarms he confounded a present impossibility, the 
interpretation of which i. Bubjective, and should be foundecl 
on facts, with a manifest impossibility, afforded by the inex
pugnable resistance of Ilaturallaw, w.hich is objective. 

Now I will grant that it is a manife.t impossibility to grow aDO
bushel. of corn to an acre of land, or 7 t tons of grain food 
for man and animals, or, at any rat. such a rate of production 
is inconceiva.ble, the best present averago being, sa.y, Ii tons 
or 48 bushels. I can more readily admit that we shall not be 
able to convey goods and passengers over a railroad at the velocity 
of &, cannon-ball, during the first few seconds of its progress, 
or that, grauted thl\t Mr. Jovons was accurate in his eslimate of 
the coal-fields, of the rate of production, of the rate of consump
tion, and that he wa. also right in postulating that no economy in 
consumption, and no substitution of any otber force, wus possible, 
the future exhaustion of coni supply iu Great Britaiu was a 
calculable problem. I will I1<lmit "that, when Mr. Mill wrote, the 
cost of freight by rnil and steam vesBel was so high pcr ton mile, 
that it mUBt have materially curtailed the possibility of supply from 
distant regionB. But in aU these cases a present impossibility, as 
it seemed, waB found out to bo no manifest impossibility, that 
it was" subjective, not an objective hindrance, and that the real 
limit was not rightly taken. 
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It was, when this acute and excellent person wrote, conceived to 
be impracticable to reduce haulage charges below a certain cost, 
and the speed of transit below a certain time rate. Tbat an 
express train sbould be able to go easily and safely at the rate of 
seventy miles an hour or more, that the cost of repairing the 
permanent way should be reduced to a third in amount, and that 
material for the rails of the future should be almost iudestructible, 
and that such economies of fuel could be affet-ted that tho same 
force could be elicited, or a superior product attained by a third of 
the consumption of fuel or less, was not anticipated. No one can 
blame a writer ou snch subjects for not foreseeiug the results of 
modem invention and skill; but, on the other hand, no one 
can praise him for assuming that the present conditions were 
permanent. The elastic band of which he speaks is Car less rigid 
than he imagined, as time has proved. 

The real occurrence of something like a coal Camino, .hortly 
after Mr. Jevons' predictions were nttered, and were endorsed 
by lIr. Mill, seemed to give reality to the forecast. In reality 
there was a sudden demand for fuel power, owing mainly to the 
demand which arose for restoring the waste of a peculiarly 
destructive war between France and Germany, and the conseqnent 
stimulus which the void occasioned to the British manufacturer, 
who then occupied the field of supply. The price of coal rose 
rapidly, and everyone who had properly, or thought he had 
property in coal, hastened to take advantage of it. My friend tbe 
late Professor Phillips told me that from 500 to 1000 square 
miles of new coal·fielde WEre discovered. Nearly double the number 
of coaI·pits were eel to work, and the prodnt1ion of the article 
has newr recovered from the inllation. I remember that, three or 
(our years ago, I sat on a committee for sixteen days, listening to 
the Brgnllients (or and against sixteen miles of new railway, which 
was to pass o.-er one of the Yorkshire coaI·fielde. Every landowner 
but one, whoee land it was intended to pass over, was CavouraLle to 
~e jJroject, and we passed the Bill, thongh with some modification •• 
The Lords, however, threw it ont. Now I asked one of tbe land • 
.,woers who wished to get the BiD, Mr. James Lowther, why they 
.set 60 much store by it, eeeing that no part of the distriet '11'811 

more Ina); 2! miles from an existing railway; and he told me" 
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I do not doubt with perfect accuracy, that such was the com
petition, that the difference of profit and loss on working lay 
in those 2t miles of haulage. I shall show presently to what course 
part of the rail in price is due. But the facts are an instructive 
comment on Mr. Jevons' prediction and Mr. Mill's alarm. 

There is no doubt a limit in the production of corn to the acre, 
but no one has discovered what the limit is. It may be that the 
increase, as the Ricardians say, can only be obtained at a greater 
relative cost, though I very much doubt whether such a fact has 
ever been registsred. But I am sure that no one has yet discovered 
what is the maximum producible of particnlar crops, under favour
able conditions. The sewage farm of Croydon is an area of 600 
acres, a light aud not otherwise fertile gravel. . Bnt being irrigated 
by the drainage, the fertilizing powers of which it completely 
exhausts, and discharges as pure water, it will grow for ten 
month. in the year an average moothly crop of rye grass at 
the rate of seven toos to the acre. After a time the sewage is shut 
off from some portions and oats sown 0'1 the land. Of these 
the land commonly yields a good 100 hUshels to the acre. It 
may be retorted that this produce is exc~ptional. I will give you 
an instance in ordinary cnltivation. A friend of mine, who had .. 
large London establishment, bought " country seat, with fifty 
acres of land about ';t. It wae like the Croydon farm, .. light 

. gravel, which readily took and gave back what fertility conld be 
bestowed on it. My friend kept a very large qnantity of stook. 
In the autumn of one year I witnessed the preparation of one of 
his fields. He trenched it, every fonr feet, with trenches two 
or three feet deep. filled the trenches with good manure, and 
levelled the ground. In the spring he sowed the land with rye 
grass and vetches. The growth was so rank, that when I went to 
see it &8 it was being red by sheep, it &huost reached to the top of 
the hat of a man who was six feet high, and the gronnd grew more 
than twenty tons to the acre of green food. He told me that 
the hnsbandry paid him well. The .ame kind of reasoning 
will apply to Sot ton's culture at Reading, and I could give you 
instances of ordinary farming of a very excelleut kind, with similar 
results. 

Similar iIIuBtrations may be given about the cost of freight. 
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I shoold think that at present, notwithstanding the hindrances 
which protective regulation. have put on internatioDal trade, 
freights by rail or se.. do not cost more than a fifth oC that a$. 
which they stood when Mill wrote. The ship is built more cheaply. 
sails more saCely and more quickly, consumes less coal, requires 
Cewer hands, and is laded or unladen Car more rapidly than it wa. 
a Cew years ago. The low cost oC Creight is alleged by Mr. David 
Well., one oC the ablest American writers on economical subjects, 
to be the principal cause in the CaU oC market prices Cor heavy 
goods, no doubt a matter oC severe competition to the British 
farmer, but oC infinite interest to the British consumer, and not a 
little to the manuCacturers, to whom cheap material is a benefit of 
the first importance. Now a diminished cost oC Creight is a lessened 
charge, and though profits may seem to fall, chieOy in relation to 
the estimate made of fixed capital, and the interest which it is 
ealcnlated to bear, the prices oC manuCactured goods do not 
tend to fall in the same proportion that the price of the material 
falls. 

Now the .. results are brought about by two motive., which Br" 
the inevitable outcome of free competition. People have a habi~ 
of saying that competition lowers price.. If it does BO, in the 
manner that I am about to describe, the lessening of price is 
never equal to the lessening of cost, and lowered price may Bfter 
all mean increased profit. Over and over again people have Cound 
that fortunes have been rapidly made becau.. prices have bcen 
lowered, while profits have becn heightened. The .. two motives 
are-(l) The motive to save labour; (2) The mati ... to .a.-e cost. 
Thus when mechanism i. employed in place of labonr, labour is 
saved. When the force needed to bring about a resolt i. lessened, 
or the time in!crposed between the proces. and the profit i. 
shortened, there is a saving of cost. It does not follow tl,at tI,e 
wages of labour are reduced, because the co.t oC labour i. lessened. 
On the contrary, it is generally, [*rhaps invariably, foutld, that if 
the efficiency of labour is increased, the wages oC labonr are 
bettered; :Cor, first, profits are increased, and there arises a com
petition for the profit-making agent; and next, effi<-ieney is ,. 
kind of Certility, nay, the beot kind, perhap. the only kind of 
fertility, and thereCore has to be paid lor. It by no mesns fo1l0'll'8 
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that when competition drives down profits, the wages of skilled 
labourers are also lessened. Their number cannot be suddenly 
increased, and when competition is keen, under the conditions of 
modem manufacture, the demand for their services may be 
heightened as long as it is a demand. 

So ,,€ain with the saving of cost. All processes of invention, 
as opposed to the discovery of new powers in substitution of labour, 
save cost. In Siemens' furnace, for instance, greater efficiency is 
obtained and with less expenditure of fuel. In Bessemer's process 
for the manufacture of steel, the material is made to purify itself, 
by the combustion of injurious admixtures. The substitution of the 
hot ror the cold blast, and a thousand other examples may be given 
of the saving of cost, and hundreds of people, eug,,€ed in 
engineering and similar callings, are constantly busy in striving to 
get greater results at less cost. Now it is probable that neW 
machinery and even saving of cost may shorten, even extinguish, 
employment. Economists cannot get themselves, it seems, out of 
the pernicious habit of treating all forms of capital and labour as 
equally mobile, because they always. have in their mind balances 
o.t a bank, which can be readily trausferred, and acoountants who 
can do as well in a merchant's office as at a bauker's. Hand-loom 
weavers were ruined by the power·Ioom. Domestio industries have 
been extinguished by manufactures. No doubt railroads injured 
coach builders, as they did canals and turnpike road.. 1lI0r must 
we conclude that it is a good thing to diopense exceedingly with human 
labour, any more than it io with human employments. Perhaps a 
better rent io got for land ao deer forest thau for land as occupation 
ground ror cottaro. But unless the gains of the individual are 
to override every other consideration, it is a very arguable question 
whether the state should permit such .. kind of occupancy o.s 
drives out man. The defence, and it is generally in the long run, 
a good defence for invention and substituted forces, is that in a very 
short time labour is merely di.placed, occupation is really increased, 
and the conveniences of life are multiplied aud cheapened. But in 
a deer forest, only the first of three ends is achieved. I hope that 
I have suffioiently illustrated my statement, that while Production 
i. limited by law and nature, the limit is not easily discoverable, 
and tlle power of adapting the processes of industry to these laws, 
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is and will remain nnknown, and I thought it best, in discus.ing 
the subject of English pauperism, to preface what I had to say 
by a short account of the relations of labour and capital to Fro
duction; for it is in the earlier stages of invention and improved 
production in England, delayed in a singular manner in this 
country, that the worst and the most lamentable exhibitions of 
English pauperism were made manifest, and at last became 
intolerable, after having been long scandalons. 

Even though they make them too rigid, economists are agreed 
that the laws of production are laws of nature, those of the dis
tribution of wealth of human institution, wholly or mainly. By 
distribution is meant that part of the gross product which is 
recei,ed by each of the contributors to the partnership. By 
saying that the laws of distribution are of human institution only, 
economi.t. intend, not that products are of necessity arbitrarily 
assigned to each of the agents, but thet the whole product being in 
the power of man in society, they conId be distributed (not indeed 
to the total exclusion of one among the contributories, for in that case 
the others would perish) lLCC01lIling to the discretion of those CorceR 
which are and must exist in order to constitute a society, in 8uch 
proportions as those who undertake, usurp, or are intmsted with 
the administration of society may determine. TIJe88 parties are 
four-the recipient of interest, the snperintendent of labour, the 
labourers ordinarily so-called, and the recipient of rent. For 
reasons 'already stated, the second and third of these are 
analytically one, though in the distribution of the product, the 
secoud may be able to secure great advantages over the third. 
Again the first and second may merge in the same person. The 
superintendent of labour may be a capitalist employer, who iii 
indebted to no one [or a particle of the capital which he employs in 
Iris calling. In general, however, and especially in modern times, 
a great amount of business is carried on with borrowed capital 

Xow in point of fact, if credit is maintained, interest ia secured. 
and seems to be first paid out of profits or products. But it must 
be paid after labonr, whether it be that of the superintendent or 
workman, is at least kept alive. In short, interest on ad"anOO8 or 
loans is due to an anticipation that labour will be productive 
enough, after it has been kept going, to leave enough to satiMfy the 
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lender. This is equally true if the capital is actually borrowed, 
or introduced into the calling by the superintendent of workmen. 
If such a satisfaction is not accorded, the loan rapidly passes from 
the active into the passive form of wea.lth, is hoarded instead of being 
lent~ If the insecurity of compensation is so great that people 
who have wealth will not lend it, the disposition to hoard will be 
intensified, and the reason is that the motive for saving is the pro
vision against emergencies, and that this feeling is stronger and 
more enduring than saving for the sake of profit on loans_ It is " 
mistake with many economists to' say that saving is due to the 
desire of profit. If people could get no profit or but a small profit 
or interest, they oould still save, perhaps save an the more, for it 
is found necessary, with prudent people, to save for the sake of 
security, and we may be sure that people saved and hoarded with the 
greatest energy, before they could find the people whom they could 
trust as borrowers; and similarly, a very low rate of interest stimu
lates saving. 

Now it is generally said that the last of the whole rour to be 
paid is the recipient of rent. Ant. this, when in a sooiety the 
distribution is effeoted by oompetition only, is certainly the oase. 
Rent, it is alleged, cannot arise till the others are satisfied or at 
least paid. Hence it is said, and with general correctness, that 
rent does not enter into price, and Adam Smith was adversely 
criticised for saying that it did, for it was alleged that rent was the 
result of pl'ice. This is true, even in those cases which some 
economists have been inclined to except, as the rent of factories 
and shops. Now setting aside the payment made for the building, 
which is no more really a rent than payment made for the nse of 
machinery or tools is, however great the rent of sites or ground 
rents may be, we shall be quite safe in assuming, that there is an 
advantage, technically called a fertility, in particular sites, which 
induces the person who hires the ground to give more for it than 
he woula for a piece whioh has less advantage or attractio!l. Rent 
is paid for fertility, that is for qnalities which enable the ocoupier 
to pay more out of his produce than is sufficient to pay interest, 
wages, and profits. 

But though Ada.m Smith's statement "as not economically 
sound, it was not historioally inoorreot, Undoubtedly in the 
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earlier stages of this and other societies, rent was a tax, levied by 
downright force, either without the pretence of an equivalent, or 
as the representative of reciprocal advantage, as defence, and 
payment for administration, or as mere blackmail, the rent 
recei.er, in consideration, refraining from plunder. And this is, I 
think, the origin of the old law of distress, under which, when 
the tenant failed to pay his rent, the landlord, or overlord, was 
entitled to seize his chattel. on that part of his holding from which 
the rent issued. I have often fonnd that rents in old acconnts are 
put nnder bad debt., because 'the lord'. agent .. did not know on 
what land to distrain," 

Hence you will observe that an economic rent might totally dis· 
appear, and no ,,!,e bnt the former recipient of rent be any the wor .. , 
but e.ery one also all the better, Rent is no matter of concern to 
anyone but the Iandowner,ju.t as any other kind of revenue-bearing 
property is, which becomes obsolete and unprofitable, Be a cana1 no 
longer n .. a: If the earth brought forth 80 abundantly aud SO 

readily fur those who con.umed its products, that the priee realized 
for the sale of agricuJtnral pr.-uee was only sufficient to pay th 
cost of cultivation, of collection, and of exchauge, there would be no 
place for rent, In an ideal state of plenty there would be no 
economic rent. I say ideal, for in expenenee even tbe most fertile 
countries pay renta If land were all equally fertile, as long as 
demand raised the price of farm produce above cost and exchange, 
there would be rent, thongh lIaeCulloch. who was a demented 
Ricardian, said it would not, But, on the other hand, everything 
which tends to diminish rent by plenty and cLeapn"". aI'proachel 
in its degree that ideal condition in .. hich land i. so fertile and so 
abundant that there is no place for rent, or course tbey .. ho have 
hitherto received rent fancy that when it falls .,r is rclaced, the 
conntry is going to min, but they who buy agricultural produce 
know better, Xo doubt, if I were a great recipient of rent, I .honld 
find it difficult to reconcile my interests with my convictions; as it is, 
I can afford to be an entirely dispa.. •• ionate economist. 

You ... ill oboerre that I do not 'Iurrel .. ith rent. I find no fanlt 
.... ith it, and I would not interfere with it, unless nnder certain 
circumstances, whieh I shall, I tmet, make plain to yon. It is not, 
Low .. er, a sacred righi, but the result of certain natural facts, as 
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natural as labour, waste, alld f"iction are. It comes out of the 
limitation of human happiness as a doctor's fees do out of the 
limitation of human health. Still less would I counsel either its 
confiscation as Mr. George does, or its compulsory purchase as Mr. 
Mill did. The forJ;ller policy I think would be an injustice, the 
latter would be a folly, or, to be more strictly economical, an unwise 
bargain. If we had bought the English landlQ1'ds out, more than 
fifteen years ago, when lIr, Mill was insisting on tbe unearned 
incremeut, e ... ery one who knows anytbing about present English 
rents, would agree with me in thinking it a most incautious pro
ceeding. It is true that the landowners treated Mr. Mill's proposal 
as one of confiscation. Tbeir opinions are probably altered now. 
But they cling to the Ricardian tbeory that bigh prices cause bigh 
rents, Bnd are still expecting the unearned incr~ment. In my 
opinion it is as much vanished as the feudal system is. But the 
reduced cost of freight is not the only canse of tbeir declining pros
perity, as I bave already sbown. And here I may observe that 
there is one advantage wbich tbe condition of a person wbo is at 
once owner and cultivator possesses, 'nd yet bas esoaped the notice 
of eoonomists, that he is to some extent removed from the risk of 
one or more of those artificial laws wbicb regu!ate tbe distribution 
of wealtb. He is not so mnch affected by high and low prices as 
the rent receiver is, for he lives on the labour of his own bands, 
for the greater part of his expenditure. • 

Now as I ha ... e already told you, interest always tends to diminish 
liS wealth increases, on the presumption that men are honest in 
their contracts. The reason is tbat on the desire of accumulation 
for tbe sake of sarety come. at a subsequent stage a desire of 
acoumulation for tbe sake of income, the principal remaining intact. 
Now if laws such as nsury laws meddle with tbe latter and later 
tendency, they may tend to drive tbelatter into tbe former impulse, 
and so raise the rate of interest, while their object bas been to 
lower it. One great service among many which Bentbam did wa's to 
point out what nsury laws were doing. At IBSt tlley were abolished. 
It was seen to be inexpedient in the interest of borrowerg, and 
ultimately in the interest of lenders to regulate the rate of interest 
by law, to make the laws of human institution meddle with loans. 
At the same time, it is clear that if money contracts are rigidly en-
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forced, a bankruptcy law, to include..n debtor., become. necessary. 
The usury laws cut down the interest of the loan, the bankruptcy, 
the principal. But though in my opinion there is no economic diffe· 
rence between a usury and a bankruptcy law, for both are regulations 
of free contracts, there is a great practical difference. In the usury 
law the state regulate. the contract, by a theoretically rigid rule. 
In the bankruptcy law equity regulates the contract, and by a 
variable rule. Besides in the bankruptey law, the creditor blames 
him.elf; under usury laws, the creditor blames the law. 

Now it is quite possible for human societies, acting on the rule 
that the distribution of wealth is of human institution only, to 
seriou.ly curtail rent. There is already .. school, which diligently 
teaches that rent is a fraud, an extortion, a misappropriation of the 
wealth which labour has created. It is not improbable, as the real 
origin of rent becomes better known, that these opinions, however 
unjust, unfair, destructive, may grow in intensity and work evil ; 
for landowners in England are not conciliatory, claim very unju.t 
privileges, and having made their gain out of the industry of society, 
strain every effort to furthel' plunder the society to which they 
owe 80 much. They talk of the burdens on land, which are light, 
and should he heavy, for a spontaneous grOWth of wealth, to the 
origin and increase of which the fortunate owner has contributed 
nothing, is a peculiarly just subject of taxation, and not as it is in 
the United Kingdqm, a peculiarly favoured subject of exemption. 
But except in the protection of some OCC1Ipiers from outrageous 
pillage, the state has not used its powers over rent, or the receiver 
thereof. . 

It has been found disastrous to meddle in the interest of the 
rent receiver with interest and profit... With interest it has not 
meddled directly, thongh the mertgagor is treated with more 
consideration than any other debtor is, for he has to bear no BDCh 
loss as an ordinary debtor does, if his pledge is depreciated, and is 
assisted by what is ealled the equity of redemption, in ease he 
makes default in his payments, and his pledge is forfeited. Bot 
that form of interest and profit which is anticipated from the 
employment of farmer's capital is, and long has been, at the mercy 
of the rent .""eiver, sa I have already shown 100, ana it is becaoBe 
the profits, interest, and capital of the farmer have been absorbed 
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by aggressive rents. for some of the· consequences of which the 
farmer is responsible. that the present unfortunate state of agri
cultnre. the l"'esent depression of trade. and in particular the serious 
stagnation of the home market are due. True to their instincts. the 
landowners are seeking to retrieve the consequences of their own 
action. and their own selfishness. by demanding further sacrifices 
from the general public. the relier of themselves from their just 
liabilities. and the imposition of food taxes on the general public. 
I have a strong conviction that if they are not wisc in time. their 
latter end will be worse than their present state., 

It has been possible and easy for the legislature to employ its 
powers in the distribution. of wealth in the direction of lessening 
the share of the recipient of wages hy positive enactments. and for 
it ,to lessen both profits and wages in the interest of rent. It has 
been possible for the legislature to deceive the recipient of profits 
so entirely by plausible statements. as to make him an accomplice 
in the oppression of the workman. and in the end to devote his own 
energies and powers to the oppression of himself. When forty 
yellJ.'S ago. the mass of Englishmen threw off the old restrictive 
laws which were intended to promote the artificial exaltation of 
rent. they had become alive to the iniquity of the system; now i~ 
seems some of the people are apparently being gnlled by the 
sophisms from which their fathers freed themselves. They seem 
to think too that they can persuade the workmen that artificially 
high J,>rices, i .•.• prices which stint supply. will make better wages. 
and give more employment. This state of things will lower wages 
absolutely and relatively. and stint employment. 

Now I have told you how. for 200 years and more. the representa
tives of rent tried to depress wages by force of law. in the interests 
of rent and failed. So complete was the failure that in 1495, the 
legislature enacted that scale of wages for which the workmen had 
contended. and 80 left them in the possession of the situation. The 
workman had his trade union and benefit society in the guild to 
which he belonged. lPl institntion whioh I shall attempt to describe 
hereafter. The condition of the country was eminently one of small 
holdiogs. In II. Surrey village. Tandridge, some of the history of 
which I sh~ often refer to. there were, in 1600, forty-nioe 
owoers or occupiers, whose e.verage holding is nineteen and a he.lf 
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acres, and I have no doubt that snch holdings continned {or more 
than a century longer. A peasant who has land is in a much hettcr 
position to make an independent contract for his labour than ono 
who is landless. The landowners and farmers lenow this. They 
have contrived to dispossess the peasants of all interest in the soil, 
and they do their best to keep them landless now. In an earlier 
lectnre I gave yon an acconnt of the namerous Act. of legislation 
by which the landowners in Parliament strove to depress the 
labourer'. condition, bat in vain. I am now dcaling with the 
circumstances which secared their success, and followed on it. 

Now the circnmstances which led to this total rout and subjection 
of the workmen were, first, the deluge of base money. The amount 
of this was equal to the average coinage of gold and silver for any 
seven years during Elizabeth's reign, and was almost certainly 
equal to any ten years' coinage of her father's reign. When baBe 
money is put into circulation by rulers, the heavic.t loss, nearly 
the whole loss, falls on the poor. This is what makcs the crime of 
the sml\sher eo peculiarly infamous. Then came the confiscation 
of the guild lands, and the loss of all the benefit 80ciety's funds, an 
act of embezzlement of which Somerset was guilty, who added the 
crime of hypocrisy to that of robbery, for his plea was that the 
endowments were devoted to sup .. stitious ends. Xext come. the 
inevitable rise in prices. Now if labour was as free as the winrI., it 
caunot made head against heightened prices, a fact which I make 
nO doubt Fair Traders know perfectly well, when they seek to delude 
workiug·men with the falsehood that high pri .. s bring high wages. 
Provisious rose 2i times; that is, 16'6 shillings after the change 
went no further than 6 .. did before, and wages remained nearly 
unchanged. Finally, came the statute 5 Elizabeth cap. 4, under 
which the labourer's ana artizan's wag~s were fixed by Quarter 
Sessions assessments, severe penalties being denounced against those 

• who took more or gave more than the justices allowed. 
This famons Aet, which consummated the d~gradation of the 

poor, made pauperism inevitable, and misery pniveraal, was really 
no ne.... legislation. The Act repealed all the old statutes of 
labourers, and re-enacted all the pro,-isions of those Acts. It did 
not provide any new machinery, for the administratica of the old 
laws had been in the hands of the jo.stices for nearly the whole 200 
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years, and sometimes the .right of making the assessment. What 
it did was to seize the opportunity,. when the workmen were help
less, to consolidate all the old statutes, to draw up rigid rules of 
apprentice.hip, so as to make agricultural the residuum of all 
labour, to enact exhaustive penalties, and to leave no loophole 
through which workmen could escape, so as to better themselves 
in the struggle with their employers. The English Statute Book 
contains many atrocious Acts, most of them with hypocritical pre
ambles. This Act of Elizabeth is, in my judgment, the most 
infamous of them, for it was levelled against every right of the 
poor, even of the poor to live, and entirely in the interest of rent. 

The magistrates dnly met, and issued their schedules of wages. 
1 have discovered thirteen of them, and perhaps, hereafter, more 
will be fonnd. They invariably prescribe wages which I am sure, 
from the evidence of prices, would not, even if the peasant had 
continuous employment, find bread for him and his household. It 
was inevitable that he should be driven on private or public charity, 
·on the alms of the generous, or on taxes levied for his mainten&nee 
on all occupier._ It is some satisfaction to find that, despite these 
penalties, the wages actually paid were a good deal above the 
justices' assessments. Employers were more generous than the 
"little tyrants of the field.... Thus out of seven assessments 
between 1598 and 1684, the average allowances for eight kinds 01 
labourers .. nd artisans, three of the former .. nd five of the latter, 
were Ss. Old., Ss. Old., 4s. Oid., 5s. Sd., 7s. Oid.; 7s. Utd., 5s. Bd. 
a week. The .. verage of wages actually paid was 5s. 4id., 5s.2!d., 
5s. 5!d., 5s. 9d., 7s. 5d., Ss.ltd., and 8s. Sd. It should be noted that 
the highest assessments were made during the Commonwealth, .. nd 
that an .. ttempt was m .. de to reduce wages after the Restoration, 
The labourers, as far as the will went, were better ~ff under the 
rule of the saints than they were under that of the sinners. 

Legislation for the relief of the poor, at first by volunt .. ry con
tribntions, began with the ye&r 1541. Between this date .. nd 1601 
inclusive, when the ramous and permanent statute of Eliz .. beth was 
en .. eted, there were twelve Aots of Parliament passed with the 
distinct object of providing relief against destitution. These Acts, 
which ""e a Wlry instruotive study for the economical history oj 
England, can be found in the contemporary issues, a complete set 

• 17 
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of which is excessively rare-our copy in Bodley being to 80me 
extent defective-and in the folio rcprint-copies of which, the 
volumes extending from the earliest times to the conclusion of 
Anne's reign, were sent by the express authority of Parliament to 
the college libraries of Oxford and Cambridge. In ordinary col· 
Iections of these statutes, they are omitted 88 repealed or obBolete, 

Now it was at first believed that private benevolence would fill up 
the void in wages which bad government had made. But private 
benevolence can never grapple with a national calamity, even if it i. 
very active. When, moreover, the head of the state is rapacious,lying, 
extravagant, reckless, and dishonest, ordinary human nature, espe
cially when it is severely pinched by the exWbitinn of these vices on 
a gigantic scale, is more apt to loyally imitate them than to remedy 
the mischiefs which they have ocasioned. Still it is possible that 
Henry and his son's guardians fancied that private charity would 
fill the void. The .. Supplication of the Beggars ~ calculates that the 
alms gin... to the begging friars amounted to £45,838 6s. 8d. 
annually, and if people would give 80 much to the professors and 
teachers of a ereed which the king had dispossessed and proscribed, 
sorely they would give 88 much to misery and poverty. But it has 
been eon&tantly found that men will give to what they believe to be 
a religion far more freely than they will to what they Imow to be 
want, and perhaps with reason; for it is very difficult to distinguish 
Detween want and fraud, between real distress and simulated 
poverty. It is certain that the anticipation was diJappointed. 

These statutes were of various charad.er. At mst they only 
.claimed voluntary gifts, collections in chorches, made at ilr.t in 
Midsummer, afterwards more prudently postponed tAt Chri.tmaa. 
Very soon the appeal for voluntary aid 11'88 followed by esbDrtations 
to the richer folk to give of their abundance. Soon the caitiff who 
would not give 11'88 to be delated to the bishop, who was to exhort 
him. In Mary's reign, obstinate covetousness thns reported was, 
it aeems. to be considered 11; II08picinn of heresy, and inqniries were 
to be made. Y cry soon compolsion followed. The rich bot 
covetous man, who remained obdurate, was to be aent to gaol, and 
an assessment levied on hia goods. Finally, a general ...... ment 
was ordered. 

I have been fortunate enough to recover, and have printed one 
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of these as.essments. It is a rate levied on the parish of Tandridge, 
for the relief of the poor and of maimed soldiers, besides other 
objects, such as the maintenance of prisons and hospitals. The 
unit of assessment is a penny an acre, and the justices direct that 
only one rate a year shan be levied on, owners and occupiers of 
under ten acres, twice a year on those above ten and below thirty, 
an additional assessments, if required, being paid by those who had 
over thirty acres. The system was therefore one of graduated 
'taxation. But the rate provides that if the occupier has little land, , 
but a good house, he shan not be exempted from a tax which is not 
to be too heavy on the poorer tenants. 

The fact that laws for the reliel of the poor were enacted after 
the Dissolution of the monasteries has led some writers to connect 
them with this event. Others have pointed out, perhaps to relieve 
the Reformation from these odious. features, that poverty, for which 

. the .tate was anxious, existed before this action of Henry. I dare 
say that the Dissolution aggravated the evil. It is possible that 
sheep-farming, rent-raising, and attempts to aggregate farms may 
have increased the mischief. But I am entirely convinced that the 
four causes given above are amply sufficient to account for it. 

The Act of 1601 was at first temporary only, being enacted from 
Parliament to Parliament, and therefore regularly included in the 
continuance Acts. But there is no reason to believe tbat the legis
lature from the first ever thought that the system of legal I'elief 
could b. abandoned. It was impossible, with the e"perience of 
prices constantly rising, ,and with the system of justices' "ssess
ments in full operation, to contemplate the diminution of destitution 
as within the range of a probability. In eourse of time, the doctrine 
began to take root, that as the poor, when in want,lived from the 
land, they could not be wronged, if they were deprived of every 
other interest in the land, as, for e"ample, commonable rights> 
of pasture. The song which. while it bade the rustic "hang 
eorrow and cast away care,.. also declakes that the parish .. was 
bound to find them," is much more the abandonment of despair 
than an outcome of contented thankfulness. The Act of Elizabeth, 
rendered perpetual at the Restoration, was substantially the law 
for the relief of the poor till 1835. 

I do not know that there can be alleged an economical defence 
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for the relief of destitution. H docs not seem to me that Mr. 
Mill's argument, that the individual man is not responsible for his 
own existence, makes a very strong case for the responsibility of 
those who are no more concerned in such a person's existence than 
he is, nor do I think, if we could conceive a state of things in 
which the mninjenance of the destituto became an intolerable bur
den, that the argument would be cogent. Assume a contillgency 
in which the struggle for exi.tence leaves no margin for those who 
work, and I do not think that men would elect to starve tilemselve. 
on behalf of those who do not or cannot work. But deFective as 
the economical defence of the legal relief of distribntion is, the 
moral and political defence of tue practice is,' I think, over
whehningly strong. 1'he loss which every solvent ratepayer bears 
in relieving others is cheaply purchased by the law which prevents 
the hardness and indifference which woold ensue if one wer .. 
familiar with the sight of unrelieved distress. The cultivation of 
that habit of mind, under wbich, in spite of one's being compelled 
to make a sacrifice in order to effect the result, men are indiguant 
at the poor perishing for Jack of bread, is of no little Bocial value. 
The struggle aCter comparative abundance, or the competition of 
those engaged in the struggle, is studied by the economist, who 
discuss.s its conditions and its iesues. But the morali.t i. glad 
when the struggle is su.'pendcd, or some of ite fruits are aban
doned, in order that those who wI in the effort may live. So too, 
the politician or stateeman, who wishes that the mechaniml of that 
society, whose affair. he administers, may mo,'e with the least 
friction, knows that the deopair of Ihose who are famishing, though 
he may be able to curb its outbreaks, is a du.eredit always, and may 
become a danger.. Here, however, one's concessions ceage. 

The necessity of the English Poor Law can be traced distinctly 
back to the crimes of rulers and their agenta. I do not say thai if 
those four causes which I han recounted had been absent, destitu
tion would never han ensued; but I am certain that it would have 
been more manageable, the police which legal relief must in the 
end administer 'Would have been leas harsh, and the relief ilwlf 
more gently given and more gratefnlly received. III a vague .. ay, 
the poor know that they have been robbed by the great in pail 

time, and are stinted now. K or can any defence be alleged for the 
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manner in which the rate is distributed. The gain of a Poor La.w, 
that is, the fact' that relief is a harsh form of insuring labour 
against sickness, old age, and incapacity, and therefore operateH 
in reducing wages, is on the side of employers. The maintenance 
of the poor is laid on occupiers. No douht, the fact that the small 
occupiers do not employ labour, and therefore are not so justly 
chargeable with its relief, acconnts for the system of a graduated 
rate, which, from the example of Tandridge, evidently prevailed in 
the early days of the English Poor Laws. And, above all things, it 
is scandalous in the highest degree, that great mansions and parks 
shonld be now rated at nominal sums, and by people who are 
personally interested in obtaining exemptions from contribution. 
This gross unfairness is dangerou, as well as dishonest, for there 
is no little risk, when these practices are not only seen, bnt under
stood, that there will be an effort after differential taxation in that 
direction which will invert the present process_ 

At the Restoration the law of parochial settlement was enacted. 
lIIischievous and selfish as the Act was, it was, I make no doubt, 
thought urgent by the heavy incidence of the poor rate in the 
weaUhier counties, and justified ns .. return, in " sense, to the old 
practice of parochial responsibility. It produced in the end, a 
specioJ evil, now fortunately historical, of the close and open parish 
-the former being one in which the whole parochioJ area belonged 
to one person, who could expel from its borders those who might 
be chargeable, and might therefore get his destitute lahourers 
supported at the charge of others; and the latter, one in which, 
owing to a plurality of proprietors, such a policy was not possible. 
This evil, remedied in part by Gilbert's Act, passed more than .. 
century ago, under which a number of urhan parishes could, for 
the purposes of relief, he included in one, was co.utiou81y and, o.t 
last completely altered under the New Poor Law. I call well 
rememher the whimsical indignation displayed by some of these 
close proprietors when they were made to take their share in the 
common burdell, I 108t the friendship of one or two among them 
owing to my zeal for this reform, and bore the los. with patience, 

Just hefore the Revolution, a return, preserved by Davenant, was 
maue of the poor rat. iu the several English counties. I will not 
trouble you with the details, It is sufficient to say that the poor 
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rlllte was much heavier in tbe midland, eastern. and sonthenl 
counties. tban it was in those north of the Trent,' though from tbe 
returns of the hearth tax. an offici"l document. it appears that 
the North was. on the whole. as densely peopled a. the Houth. 
though far more backward in the conveniencea of life. Again the 
poor rate. relatively speaking. was exceedingly heavy. I"or the 
time at which it was taken. it was about half the revenue of tho 
Crown in time of peace. a proportion wbich no later atatistics have 
ever disclosed. cven at tbe time wben it waa over eigbt millions, 
just before tbe change in the law. Again, the bonw. of the 
parochial Bettlement waa made more strict after the Uevolution 
tban they were before. The great change which scLtled the Con· 
stitution brought no amendment to the peasant's lot. But. in 
point of fact. the seventeenth century waS one of moat unbroken 
misery to the workman. At the conclusion of it. Gregory King 
setB down all the labow:ers as a class which contributes nothing to 
the annual aavings. and the farmer aa contributing next; to 
nothing. During this century the populauon doubled, and in the 
eighteenth was again doubled. 

Arthur Young notices with dir.may and anger that. though the 
wages of workmen had risen considerably at the date of his tour. 
as contrasted with those of a generation before, poor rates had 
notably increased likewise, and he ascribes the disagreeable 
phenomenon to the increase of tea drinking. It was doe to a far 
less recondite cause. one. however, which he would not have liked 
to admit. for it wonld have been a shock to .. system whi.h he 
greatly admired. The ~:rowth of the poor rate, despite the inere""" 
of agricoltural wages from about 'is. 6d. a week to lia •• taking the 
harvest gains in, was due to the enclosures, the consequent exclu· 
sian of the poor from .mall agricoltnre. and to the eurtailment of 
bye-indnotries. It was these bye-industries which kept rates 10 .... 
and even wages low in the N ortb. Besides. enelosnrea went on far 
more rapidly in the South than they did in the North. as Yonng 
indirectly testifies. and as the agricoltural relnrna of his own 
department prove. The poor beeame more straitened evtn when 
prices had not eerioosIy risen. because they were more and more 
divorced from the soiL At last the law of Elizabeth annexing four 
acree of land· to every cottage. and prohibiUng overcrowdillf& 11''' 
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repealed. It was a great boon to the peasant, but it was a hind. 
rance to enclosures. He has not yet recovered it. 

The first half of .the eighteenth century, owing to the prevalence 
and success of the new agricultnre was one of great plenty, high 
profits, low prices, and increasing wages. I have no evidence on 
the subject of poor rates, but I conclude from Young's contrasts, 
that they were stationary or declining. The next quarter was not 
unprosperous; the last was one of high prices, low wages, and 
unparalleled Buffering. The distresses of the poor attracted 
attention, and Sir Frederic Eden essayed their history. For his 
own time it is valuable, for the near part useful, for the remoter 
past his work is worthless, for he had no infonnation, and he does 
not appear even to have studied the St",tute Book. Rents rose 
rapidly, and the farmers' began to grumble at the justices' ass.ss
ments as too generous to the poor. Acts of Parliament were 
passed, restraining the use of barley in beer, restraining the 
excessive bolting of the bran from wheat, the king had bran 
loaves served on his table, and the princesses wondered that people 
would starve, while cake could be got. .. I would sooner," said one 
of these innocent creatures, .. eat bread and cheese than starve." 

The magistrates of Berkshire, appalled at the magnitude of th ... 
calamity, and at their wits' end to devise a remedy, at the close of 
the century devised a new mode of relief, which, from the place 
of their meeting, got the name of the Speenhamland Act. They 
were encouraged in their course by an interpretation which they put. 
on two Acts of Parliament, 9 Geo. 1. cap. 7, and 22 Geo. III. 
cap. 88. They assumed a certain sum, according to the price of' 
wheat, which would, they conceived, suppert a man, his wife ancl. 
one child, and that they declared to be the minimum earnings_ 
In the case of a man whose family was more numerous, the:\" 
despaired of obtaining increased wages from the employer, so they 
added the necessary sum from the rates. 1'his was known as the 
allowance system, and was greatly condemned by the more zealous 
Malthusians as a premium on population, or as they sometimes 
said, incontinence. No one was strock at the outrageous injustice 
of making those occupiers who did not employ labour pay the 
wages, often half the wages, of those who did employ labour. 
Shortly after its adoption, Mr. Whitbread tried to give legal 
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Buthority to the practice, but it does not seem that it was ever 
invested with this dignity. It prevailed till the new Poor Law 
was passed, and so mechanical was it, that I remember two cases in 
my own native place oC provident and Curtive day labourers, who 
saved up the price oC a small farm from their allowances. 

At last the system became in tolerable. The rates in the open 
parishes were eating up the whole rent, and the landowner's device 
was rapidly becoming the landowner's ruin. A new system WBS 
tried by Mr. Nicholls and Mr. Lowe, at Bingbam and Southwell, 
and its success suggested the new Poor Law, which the Whigs, 
guided by the metaphysical economists, earried. It was necessary, 
but the process oC chsnge was inverted. It should have followed, 
not preceded, tlie reCorm or abolition oC the Corn Laws. But the 
Whigs thought that the landed interest would he ruined if the 
people had cheap Cood, and naturally preferred the former to the 
latter interest. Curiously enough, lIr. Villiers' return of wages, 
some Cell' years afterwards, when he was at the Poor Law Board, 
showed that WBges in the aggregate had risen rather more than 
poor rates had decreased. By this time the right person. were 
paying them. 

The apparently selfish policy oC the party which carried the new 
Poor Law led to the establishment of Chartism. It was of no 
little service in its early days to the Conservative party in the 
North, and even in its decadence it is of service to that party now. 
n coupled political reforms with a aocialist or quasi-socialist eco
nomical platform. Some of these economical purposes weTe good, 
as, for example, the Factory Acts, aud there i. little doubt that tIJiJI 
heneficent change was greatly aided by the working men who 
followed Oastler and O'Connor. These people, however, were 10 

unintelligent that they resisted the repeal oC the Corn Laws, on the 
plea that free trade would lower wages. Even now, it i. said that 
not a f.w oC them believe that a period of high prict1l, cTeated 
artificially, woold heighten them. You at least are not likely to fall 
into thia delusion, Cor the whole consensns of facta proves the 
reYerse. 
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WHEN I was drawing up the list of lectures which I pUrposed to 
give in the present term, I very much hesitated before I concluded 
to put down that which forms my subject to-day, The range of the 
subject is very great, the facts are very copious and very intricate, 
the subject from the historical point of view is liS yet so utterly 
unknown, and the evidence is so remote and so near, that I might 
well despair of giving you a clear and connected outline of the 
elements from which to make economical inductions and historical 
interpretations, But, on the other hand, the topic is of such great 
and general importance, the issues which it raises are of ·such pro
found significance, th~ interests of which it treats are so varied and 
so vital, and the future which it seeks to penetrate by the evidence 
of the past is so immediate, so fnll of menace and withal so 
obscure, that if I am able to throw any light on the situation, I 
should be lacking in that courage which one who has special 
knowledge ought to show, if he thiuks he can elucidate a grave 
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social problem. As on other occasions, I shall attempt, by way ot 
preface Ie what I have Ie say, Ie stale concisely and as clearly a. I 
can what are the principles on which high and If>w prices depend, 
or, in other words, the laws and canses which indnce them, and in 
what manner these causes which shollid be dominant are modified 
or obscured by other causes and conditions, the truo force or 
influence of which must be, if possible, weighed and distributed. 
And here I may observe: (1) That there is no part of political 
economy in which the metaphysical or psychological method which 
you get up in your text-books is more misleading and delusive 
than it is on this subject, where the only sare conrse is Ie collect 
and estimate facts; and (2) that variations of high and low prices, 
which a century or more ago wonld have excited little attention, 
and caused liItle alarm, in our day, when production and trade are 
80 sensitive and so complicated, rouse the gravest apprehensions 
and exercise the attention of the most laborions and acute invesli
calers inle economical phenomena and economical agencies. 

Now there is one law of prices which yon mnst know and nnder
stand before you can make the least progress in interpreting the 
simplest problem. It is known Ie some economists, I do not 88y 
all, for it is most unaccountably neglected or obscured in most 
treatises on the subject, as Gregory King's law. Gregory King 
was Lancaster Herald in the latter part of the seventeenth century. 
Struck, 88 I do not doubt, with the extraordinary fluctuations of 
price, particnlarly in the price of wheat, which charaeterized the 
seventeenth century, and being a man of rea.lly statistical mind
that is, one able not only to collect figures, but to interpret related 
figures-he stated it in this form, and yon will remember thai I 
have afton rtferred to it:- . 

.. . We take it, .. detect in the harvest may raise the price ot corn 
in the following proportions :-

Defect. Abo ... \he oommoo raie. 
1 IeDth wses the priee 3 1eD.1uI 
2 lentlu 8 lentlu 
3 IeDth. 16 IeDths 
4 ten.1uI 28 tenths 
iii teDtha ,., 4i teutha;" 
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snd from this King draws some highly practical conclusions from 
the free trade practices of the Dutch. It will be observed that 
King merely tak"s the price of com, .. nd that though he gives the 
proportion in an arithmetic .. l form, he intends to imply no more 
than a principle, which experience may modify. Let me try to 
draw out in the form of an economical rule or rules, the important 
canon of prices which was suggested two centuries ago, as I have 
seen it verified in the long research which I have given to the 
subject. 

1. The price of any arlicle in demand, but at present in defect, 
risss in price by a different ratio from that indicated by the ascer· 
tained amount of the deficiency; and • converso, the price of any 
article in demand, but at prElsent in excess, falls in price by a 
different ratio from th .. t indic .. ted by the ascertained amount of the 
over.supply. By the expression .. ascertained amount," I do not 
intend that the quantity shall be exactly measured. It is sufficient 
for the illustration of the first rule that it should be a sufficiently 
apprehended fact. 

2. The operation of the above law is always most dominant in 
articles of prime necessity, in which no notable economy can· be 
made without suffering on the part of the people when supply is 
short, and no notable inorease of consumption can be expecte1 when 
the quantity is in excess of snpply. If the articw is relatively 
perishable, the phenomena increase in intensity on either. side. 
This law or rule is not unlike Mr. Mill's principal law of values, 
but is more comprehensi .e. 

8. If in the scarcity or excessive plenty which prevails, as the 
case may be, there are several kinds of the same article, which 
ordinarily sland in a cortain ratio to each other, and can be used 
interchangeably, the rise of price is gr~atest, in the event of 
a scarcity, in what has been heretGfore the oheapest form, and 
conversely in a time of oversupply the greatest fall is in what has 
hitherto been the dearest. This rule will require a little explana
tion. RGughly speaking, under ordinary circumstances wheat, 
harley, and oats stand in the tatio of 100, 78, and 50. Now in 
times ot scarcity 78 and 50 will rise more than 100 does, and if 
there be a fall in prices owing to excessive supply 109 will fall more 
than 78 and 60 do. This rule is of the greatest importlUlce in 
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practice. and in a rough manner is seen. though none teo clearly. 
by practical men of business. 

4. If the articles in question are more or less of voluntary or 
optional demand. and the supply be in excess. prices tend te fall te 
money values which come very near the margin indicated by the 
present cost of production; but if the demand be in exc •••• profits 
rise considerably. and production and trade are active. I .tate this 
law. which is accurate enongh when other prices are nominal. but 
is apt te be powerfully affected under the pressure of such excep
tional circumslances as I shall have te refer te hereaCter. If the 
nse is eutirely voluntary the phenomena are intensified; if the 
option is exercised in the direction of a practicable economy of 
nse. they are less powerfully exhibited. 

6. High prices in articles of neccssary nse consequent npon 
scarcity, natural or artificial, diminish the purchasing power of 
wages, and do not increase the amonnt of employment. High 
prices consequent on demand in voluntary articles which can be 
increased indefinitely increase profits and increase wages. Low 
prices in articles of voluntary nse do Dot, especially when labour 
or employment is greatly distribnted, lower wages. so long as the 
produccr does Dot or cannot diminish the outpnt. If the demand 
for labour is urgent, and the supply is scarce, King's law applies to 
labo~ as fully a9 te any commodity. The working of this law is 
exceedingly obscure, but very real; bnt I hope to be able to illus
trate ~t clearly in the course of this lecture, at least in its most 
salient points. For the moment. take the law in its briefest form. 
High prices do not make high wages. 

Now these are the principal, I will Dot say the only, but the 
most practical of the laws. rnIes, or canons, which may be deduced 
from King's statement, which in the form of a question, is, accord
ing to his figures, as follows: Why is it that a deficiency of food, te 
the extent of one half an anrage supply. raises the price of the 
actual supply Dine times over the average price? I will candidly 
say that I have Dever recorded such a rise; the highest I have 
noted was in the year 1315. fi"e times for wheat. But as I have 
aJrea.dy slard, Gregory King's proporti6n, though nudoubtedly 
801lI1d in pnnciple, is hypothetical in form. I am indebted to King 
for the priuciple of the geueral law governing pricee; the canons 
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which I have given yon are indnctions from my own researches, 
inductions which I intend to the best of my power to illustrate. 

But I must now proceed to the next part of my economical 
inquiry. Three causee, apart from thosela.ws which I have already 
given tend to deprees or raise prices; one in the conrse of econo
mical hietory to raiee them, two others to deprees them. The 
depressing causes have never overtaken the exalting cause, e:s:cept 
in some significant cases, and every effort, as I shall try to show, 
is made to prevent so entire a change in relative valuee as such .. 
result would effect. If it did take place universally, it is difficult 
to see how society would accommodate itself to tho obligatione 
which it hae created or hae euffered to be created on its behalf. It 
is a minor, but only a minor matter, that it would errett an entire 
socia.! revolution, because it would seriously affect all who have 
depreciable property, i.e., working eal,ittll and land, and as inevit
ably better those who have that property in which a fixed rate of 
interest is paid for advances, the fund and dehenture holder, i.t., 
the man to whom the ee:rnings of the nation, and the earnings of 
industriai companies, are pledged at a given rate of interest. 

The three causes are (1) th'e plenty and scarcity of gold and 
silver; for the last 800 years. the elevating cause of price.. The 
two othere are (2) diminished cost of production; (8) diminished 
cost of freight .. These cause. are dominant, but I must warn you 
that there are other agenciee behind them, which I shall have to 
expound, which are also depressing causee of pricee. If we are 
ahle to grasp the five general laws of prices which· I have given 
above, which yon will see are exponents of immediate phenomena, 
and the three causes which are operative .over permanent, or at 
least' continuous, phenomena, we shall be on the way to interpret 
the fncts, past and present, which I have to lo.y before you. You 
will remember, too, that the Io.ws and cause. are disparate, but 
co-ordintlte. The laws which I have quoted, in so far as they have 
had me.tcl'irus to work on and opportunity for activity, have affected 
price., or money value., and, in the ahsence of money, exchange· 
valuea from the days of the Pharaohs to the do.ys of the Coburgs.· 
But the causes have been especiruly dominant during the last two 
cenlurie.. Society may, by an accession of barbarism, entirely lose 
the fine arts. But if tho civilization of antiquity had been equally 
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interested in the industrial arts, it is doubtful whether civilization 
would have been lost, as it waR lost, for at least twelve centuries. 
The protection which the industrial arts give society i. so great thai 
all the savages collected by Jinghis Khan, Tamerlane, and the 
Osmanli Turks together wonId have been annihilated by two or three 
sqnadrons of modem infantry and a modem park of artillery. But 
the civilization of antiquity accepted the fatal cn.tom of .Iavery; 
and the proces. of invention, of adapting natural law8 to the 
economy of human labour in production, never made progress for 
lack of motive. 

When I speak of the plenty and .. arcity of gold and silver, I am 
referring to the case of either of these metals being legal tender to 
any amount, that is, compnIsorily acceptable in liquidation of con· 
tracts, to the exclusion of the other; or, which i. an exceedingly 
rare case, adjusted in value to each other by so exact a proportion, 
that the recipient of the sum is indifferent whether he receives the 
one or the other. Now this equivalence may be discovered and 
affirmed as a commercial fact, or it may be to some extent the 
creation of law. In order to make this clear, I will illustrate it 
{rom the annals of the English c~cy. 

Iu 1257, it ia said that Henry ill iasued a gold currency in the 
proportion of 10 to 1, aud that on the remonstrance of the 
London citizens, he took it back at a discount of 2t per t*nt., or at 
9i to 1. In 1262, he bought gold for makiug into plate at 9i to 1. 
Thirty years later Edward, hi. son, bought gold ingots at 12t to 1, 
the object being to decorate the cro .... which he Bet up in memory 
of his wife Eleanor of Castile. During the fourteenth, fifteenth, 
and sixteenth centuries, when a gold coinage W88 circulating in 
;Ensland, the ratio ..... ried from about 101 to 11*. In the 
&ennteenth century it was about 15 to I, and the lJ'tio W88 

liable to considerable fluctuations. In the eighteenth it W88 

OTervalued, and 88 a consequence silver, the undervalued cur· 
rency, disappeared. The ratio was altered, and a 1inUt put to 
the legal tender of sil ... er. In 1819 the market rate W88 15! 
to I, at which it was undervalued, and gold disappeared from 
France. To meet the diJlicnIty. the Latin Union was formed, 
alld the issue was regulated. But the Californian and Australian 
gold discoveries led to the overvalnalion of gold, and silver began 
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to disappear. Recently silver has been demonetised, except for 
change in Germa.ny, lta.ly, the United States, and France, the last 
.two practically, though not theoretically. The present ratio is 
nearly 22t to 1. , 

These altera.tions of proportion are wholly due to the use of 
gold as currency. The rise in thirty years from 9t to 12t was 
due, as I pointed out long ago, t~ the adoption of a gold cur
rency by the Ita.!ian cities. But out of Italy a gold currency was 
unimportant up to the seventeenth century, when the American 
supplies came. Tile present fa.!l is due to the cessation of silver 
coinages. If Austria and Russia were to retire their forced paper 
currencies, and adopt a lega.! tender silver currency, and if China
were to issue a silver currency, the pric. of silver would rise, 
if not to its old proportion, to something very much ne .... r it 
than it is likely to b. unless such expedieuts be adopted. If you 
leave off using any article hitherto in demand, either by finding a 
cheaper substitute for it, or by discontinuing it in whole or pa.rt, 
my first law of prices at once applies. Now the Governments of 
Germany and Italy adopted a dearer substitute for silver, and lost 
a gl'eat dea.! by the operation; the former a considerable part of the 
indemnity which it extorted from France after the war of 1870. 

The other two diminishing causes of prices were very slow in 
coming into operation. There is very little evidence that in any 
dep ... tment of human industry improvements in the process of pro
duction diminishing cost are traceable; for centuries, abundant evi· 
denc. shows that no such improvements were made. I will mention 
two instances in which distinct progress was made and is traceable 
in diminishing prices. These, the most marked examples which I 
have seen, are paper and glass. There is not, I believe, any in, 
formatiop in existence as to what improvements were made, and 
where they were made. But when prices begin to rise, tho money 
value of these two articles is either stationary or sinks. It is certain 
that the demand did not fall off, and when prices were rising a.ll ' 
round, the fact that any alteration in the price of these two ... ticles 
W"s in the direction of cheapness, is a proof which no direct testi· 
mony would strengthen, that the phenomenon is due to diminished 
cost of production. 

Diminished cost is exhibited in sever"l "ays. 1. It may be that 
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less time is required iu order to bl'ing the thing into a merchant· 
able condition, for the sflving of time is a saving of inter.at, risk, 
and profit. Thus in the breeding and management of animals, the 
agriculturist whose skill shortens the period to one· third in which 
stock is brought to market, gains at first the whole profit of hi. 
economy, till the skill being diffnsed among all f"rmers, his advan· 
tage is absorbed in rent. 2. It may be that what has hitherto 
been iutractable by any known laws of nature is found to yielU on 
the discovery of a new law to which it is amenable. Such was the 
cllse with those iron ores which contained phosphorus, arsenic, 
and sulphur, and were of no economical value till the discovery of 
Bessemer's process. In general nothiug has been more noteworthy 
than the 'economy of what has been conceived up to recent perioas 
to be mere waste. 8, It may be that the economy is iu the process. 
At present, by the improvement of furnaces, a ton, say of pig iron, 
requires not more than a third of the coal or coke it required 
twenty years ago iu order to make it merchantable. 4. H may be 
in the manipulation of the product. H is not easy to define raw 
materials. Under certaiu ci.l'cumstancea, what seem to be finished 
goods are raw materials for another pr~duet, if they are required 
in order to achieve a further economic reault. Clothing iu a wax· 
work exhibition are raw materials; to most of us they are finished 
goods which have & final and no ulterior economic use. But the 
processes by which products are handled for one stage or tbe other 
of a merchantable article, are the subject of incessant improvement 
and modification. Now iu all these four forms of dimiuished east, 
and I am far from having exhausted them, no appreciable develop. 
ment has been or could be traceable till comparatively recent 
times. 

Improvement and economy iu the cost of freigM is also a matter 
of very reccnt experience. When, after the year 1600, the 'English 
East India Company was formed. it took more than two years to 
double Ihe Cape, j;o collect a cargo of goods, and to return. At 
the present time the journey backwards and forwards is achieved 
iu two months. Bnt it is not only accomplished iu one-twelfth the 
time, but with much greater safety, and with Ie •• than a IwcHth of 
the relative cost. Means too have been invented by which the 
market may be foreseen and anticipated, balances dne from either 
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side, oonstantly in old times transmitted at great risk and cost, are 
written off against each other and by monetary commnnications. 
Navigation, once a knack, is now an' art; the astronomer, the 
meteorologist, the physicist, have been pressed into the service of 
trade, and the mlln who at first sight is merely" student of know
ledge for the sake of it, is constantly discovering and arranging 
facts, which the economist who interprets results, instead of being 
engaged in barren specnlations, discovers to have played their 
part in reducing the cost of ptoduction and exchange. For, as I 
have said more than once, though the power of man to appropriate 
the.foroes of nature is' necessarily limited, no one knows, and no 
one ever will know, what those limits are. ' 

Now I must admit that much of what I have just now said is 
part of the commonplaces of industrial history, of which yon may 
read much, and that with gush, in the .pages of Mr. Smiles and 
such people. But though I do not purpose to trouble you with the 
statistics of what I may call the saving of waste and friction, it will 
be olear that what I have dwelt on has its past in that mllchinery 
of production and trade, the concrete illustration of which is high 
and low prices, the interpretation of which is the object I have 
before me. 

When the facts come before them and are examined and ad
mitted, the first impnlse, even in those who should be better in
formed, is to assign high and low prices to the excess am! defect 
of the precious metals. In an age when no substitutes for money 
hlld been discovered, and no efficiency of the precious metals in the 
operation of exchange had been dreamed or, the plenty or scarcity 
of money had a rar more direct effect on prices than it has in more 
recent times. There i. no doubt that one rise in prices, for 
example, was effected between 1541 and 1582, and another between 
Hi8S and 1642, and a third of far smaller significance between 1648 
and 1702. But it is as certain that the first modification was due 
to the currency and certain pecnliar facts connected with it; the 
seoond was dne to the inflnx of the precions metals, and, speaking 
generally, to that alone; while the third was of a much more com· 
plicated character, and can be referred only doubtfully and slightly, 
to ourrency inflnences at all. 

A country which does not produce the precious metals itself 
lB 
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procures them by the operations of foreign trade. Now EDglaml, 
till the rise in prices at the beginning of the seventeenth century, 
when it is unquestionable that the supplies came from the New 
World, supplied itsel£withsiIver, as I told yon in a previou.lecture; 
for silver is rarely found in Europe, except in conjnnction with 
lead. and the English did not, if we can trust the acconnt. given 
of its trade, import lead at all, but. on the contrary, was a sonrce 
of supply to the west of Europe. From this lead it extracted its 
silver. and I have no doubt whatever that from this country 
Western Europe, and in particolar France and the Low Countries, 
procured the m .. in of their sopplies. The'soperficial gold sopplies 
of the British Islands,Jarge probably io pre-historic times, espe
cially in Ireland, where the nse of gold ornaments was very general, 
as the collections of the Royal Irish Academy show, were long ex
haosted, although Adam de Moleyoe says that Ireland .till produced 
gold of the finest qoality. The circulation of gold was, however, 
trivial, and remained trivial till the seventeenth centory, all Eoro
pean countries nsing a silver currency. Some even nsed a billon 
or mixed metal local currency, an abomination which circolated op 
to fifteen years ago in Germany and Switzerland. The gold cor· 
reocie. oC Italy in the thirteenth and fourteenth centories were 
chiefly, if not entirely, drawn from Byzantine reserves. 

I purposely, at this stage, entirely ignore the efTeet of paper enr
rencies: snch as existed, at the epoch when the cheapn .... of money 
affected prices. were local. and were limited to the operations of mer
chants. It was not till after the Restoration that the circo1ation 
of gold...omiths' .notes was general. and then was only general in 
London_ The denomination of the notes was high. and rt'lllained 
high. So little profit. indeed, was derived from thero by private 
bankers. the soceessors oC the London goLlsmiths. 11m! at a doubtfnl 
period in the middle at the eighteenth centnry theB« hankers retired 
their notes, .... in effed. since 1844, private bankers ... ho retained Ihe 
right-oC issue ha.e nearly retired theirs also. To all practical pur
poses, then. the eirculation of the public was. and remained, metallic. 
from the earliest date oC recorded economical history down to the 
great e.ent which I referred to in an earlier lecture, the suspension 
of cash payments, when a perfectly new departure w ... made. 

England. then. from early times down to the beginning of the 
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seventeenth century, could and did rely on its own resources for its 
own suppTIes of currency, and though, as I have stated, a restraint 
was put on the exportation of the precious melaIs, it is obvious 
that ii it were the interests of the merchant to export, there was 
no machinery in existence which could hinder him. Now up to 
the incidence of the Great Plague the average price of lead for the 
previous ninety years was 5Bs.3d. the fother, after the plague, for fifty 
years, it was 128 .. 4d. But during the next one hundred and forty 
years it is 73s. 9d., and the price is declining during the early part of 
the sixteenth century. Now cheap lead implies a more a~undant 
supply of silver, and, of ·course, if a foreign market was ready to 
take off an excess of produce, it would do eo without prices being . 
heightened, as they would have been heightened had the silver, as 
the law intended, found no exit from England. There was, beyond 
question then, for the evidence of prices is conclusive on the sub
ject, a regular outflow of English silver into Western Europe, till 
the new source of supply from Mexico and Peru made the cost of 
English silver too considerable for its profitable extraction, at least 
for a time. 

Now the value of the precious metals at the place of their origin 
depends on the cost of production, just a. the value of everything 
else does. It is presumed that people will not undergo the sovere 
and dangerous work of mining unless they get the compensation 
which is anticipated by aU industrial agents. But here we should 
remember that another principle comes in. Those cillings in whioh 
exceptional profits are a characteristic, i .•. , profits depend greatly 
on chance, are exceptionaIly attractive. The ,more tickets, says 
Adam Smith, a man takes in a lottery, the more certain is he to 
lose. But the faot th .. t one man has drawn a great pdze in a lottery 
attracts many who certaiuly will not; for, says the same acute 
author, people always think their own good fortune and their own 
.. bilities at least equal to that of their neighbours. A longer ex· 
perience of mankind than most of you have has convinoed me that 
Smith's observation is sagacious and aocurate, and you need not 
think yourselves cynicaI if you hold the same opinion. Now this 
gambling spirit operates powerfully in mining. 

But in c01llltries which do not produce the precious metaIs, the 
value depends on the cost of acquisition, i.e., on the cost of tho 
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commodity against which they are exchanged. Of coorse io n<> 
exchange can yoo separate the cost of acqoisition from thc cost of 
prodoction, bot in the exchange of goods against gold and silver 
the cost of acquisition is more obvious than that of production. 
Now the difference between the cost at which the article is pro· 
doced may be low, and its exchange value may be high. The 
cost at which Philip II. procured the precious metala in his Plat" 
fleet was low, for they were procured by a tax on the mine ad,·cn· 
. turers. who were permitted to wear oat tbe native popolation by 
compulsory labour. In so far as the Dutch and Eoglish aPI"o, 
priated these treasores by primteering, the cost of acqoisition was 
comparati~ely low. Bot they were chiefly exchanged again.t good. 
purchased or procured by the Amsterdam merchants in Cadiz aad 
Seville. Except, then, in so far as the English traded with 
Holland or Spain, no portion of the treasures of the !\' e .. ,,"orlll 
would have entered into English currencies. Still, from the 
beginning of the seventeenth centnry, the English bay. imported 
gold and sih'er bullion, and ha.e done it by their tradc. Tbe 
home sopply of sill'er became iosigni6cant. Now it i. plain U,at 
the country which procures the precious metala with the grcate,L 
ease can al ... ys obtain them in tbe greatcst plenty, and, if nothi,,;: 
intonenes to obviate soch a result, will, in so far as price. ftre 
affected by the precioos metals, exbibit the highe.t average priccK, 
at least in articles of onrestraineoJ import. 

Bot there is a cause which checks the likelihood of a high le~.1 
of prices in a country whose trade gi~e. it a great cont",1 ov"r 
the s:lppJies of g~d and .i1~er which are produced and e~i"t. TIli. 
is the amount of foreign debt which i5 held by the exchanl(iog or 
importing country. If. country, say England, baa made great 
loans to other countries, it has generaJly created the loan. by 

. exports, and when lending is' hri,k. the export trade is 8ct;"O. 
But it recei'fes the inkrest on it. loan. hy imports, especially ~f 
raw material, and when the indeLtedn ..... is heavy: Ihe debtor 
country i. f~ to press the produce by which it Ji'luicJaU." it. 
liabilities on the impo"'ing or creditor country. The effect of t:,i. 
operation may be to induce the phenomeoon of continual ",,,r· 
snpply, and with it the excessive cheop<ning of materiaIH. TL;; 
result is aggrB'fated if the cebwr .nJ uportiuS' condry ahl'~" 
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a protective t~riff, for by this policy it curtails its own power of 
.xchange, and is constrained in order to meet its obligations to 
force on the market a larger amount of its own goods. I mention 
this here because it has its effect, as I shall show, on the cireul .. • 
tion of money. It is of greater significance still when one considers 
its effect on the progress of young countries. 

No country takes more money that> it needs for purposes of 
circulation, and for the due support of its paper substitutes. It is 
quite likely that it knows with so much exactness that the want 
"an be ~upplied at discretion, that the banks can leave the adjuU. 
ment of currency to circulation to the bullion merchant, who 
watches tlIe ebb and flow of international money with the intelli. 
gence and acuteness which come from experience. But the fUllction 
of the bullion deoJer is after all that of a middle man only, and the 
circumstances must be provided before the middle man can inter· 
vene. Now I cannot but think that a country which has not only 
an active trade, but is an extensive creditor of other countries, has, 
by vhtue of the latter position, a far larger power over international 
money than one which is not in this position, and that it was, in 
the first place, the magnitude of its trade, and, in the next, the 
enormous amount of foreign debt which it holds, which made, and 
will continue to make, London the monetary centre of the world, 
and able, with the least possible rise in the rate of discount, to 
attack the store of international money most effectually. 

I ha"e now, I trust, stated with sufficient distinctness the laws 
which govern prices, and have indicated how universal they are. 
They are, you will nnderstand, those which affect temporary 
exaltations and depressions, as scarcity and plenty characterize 
supply. The cau.es of high and low prices are permsnent in their 
"harReter, and may have a long, perhaps an enduring, effect on 
societies. I cannot indeed attempt, nor wonld you be able to bear, 
a minute inquiry into, the tot.l aggrega.te of causes which induce a 
period of high and low prices, still less could one assign';ts precise 
effect to each in this aggregate. No one can perhaps do much 
unore than guess at the force which each of these many causes has. 
It is sufficient if the man of businoss can foresee them with soffi· 
cient accuraoy for bnsiness purpose.. I shall, during the rest of 
this lecture, deal with some high and low prices in their relations 
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to ,labour and reni, including in labonr the true profits of the 
capitalist employer, as well as the earnings of workmen. I 
assume that you entirely understand the meaning of economic 
capital, that it is wea.lth loaned for productive purpo,,,", aud re· 
ceiving interes\, as has been happily explained, as the wages of 
.. bstinence. 

Nothing strikes the student of prices more than the fact that, 
talring an average, that is, excluding the occ.sional manifestation. 
of the laws governing prices, prices are 80 uniform, that is, the 
cad'ses governmg prices are so unchanged. This nniformity endure. 
from the first recorded account of continuous sales Bnd purchases 
till about the 31st of 'Henry VIII., a date which is not arbitrary, 
and very convenient, because it procedes the debasement oC the 
cBUency, and it follows the dissolution of the larger monasterie8. 
The period which I have dealt with is 230 years. Now in the first 
140 the price of wheat is 5s. lOtd. a quarter; in the second 140, 
5s. 1Hd. I referred also to the price of lead. In the first 1411 
years it is 90 •. !ltd. the fother; in the second, 104s. 41'1. Similar 
illustrations could be given from other commodities. The cause. 
which determine prices, and 113 ve 80 enormous an infl nence in our 
time were practically unaltered in intensity lor centuries of early 
English life. 

But the laws affecting prices are illustrated to the faIl. Except 
in 1315, 1316, 1321, 143", and 1;;27, there are no years of famine 
during the whole 280 years, that is. a year in which the pri!,,! of 
wheat rose to double the average price. It is true thlst the famine of 
the first three years was e"ces.ively severe, was without parallel in 
any recorded period of English history. We may, perhaps, di;,· 
regard the stories told by the chronicler monks, who dwell on tile 
.trange viandS which the famishing people devoured, but there i, 
one proof of the calamity which is conclusive to !.he Btudent ..-h(, 
inve.tigates prices. It is that the price of labour rose permanently 
10 per cent. after this visitation, evidence that the number "r 
labourers was lessened, and that the survivors took ad"wrage oC it. 
In 1433, when the scarcity was also very greal, stringeni measure> 
were taken to prevent the exportation of food, aud even water· 
carriage in the interior of the country w.. prohibited, from a 
fear lest an 'opportunity shonId be given of shipping com abroad. 
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The most notable fact in the history of the fourteenth ce .. tury is 
the Great Plague of 13·19. which reappeared in 1861. and wa':. 
epidemic in England afterwards certainly till 1665. It probably 
at its first visitation destroyed a third of the people. Our fore
fathers. I regret to say. were astonishingly dirty in their habits. 
The nations of Europe were in no country over cleanly at the 
time. but even the Spaniards in the train of Philip II. commented 
on the extreme sluttishness of the English. These· English. they 
said. live like pigs. but they fare as well as the king. Long afte,· 
the plague began they had not changed their habits. Even in tJ:!e 
eighteenth century London was polluted by the dead and the living. 
A broad. open river of filth passed through London at the bottom 
of Ludgate Hill. and two minor abominations ran across the Strand 
under rickety bridges. Long after the eighteenth century set in a 
particularly frowsy market WI>S held between the Bank of England. 
and what is now the Mansion House. In wet weather the streets 
were ankle-deep in pestiferous mud. and in dry weather in pesti
ferous dust. Sometimes the burials in London were double the 
christenings. When the plague was burnt out in 1666. it was suc
ceeded by spotted fever. i .•.• typhus. and smallpox. In moderately 
healthy years the death rate was forty-one to the thousand. The 
population of London was only kept up by constant immigration. 

Hsruly any event in English economical history has been so full 
of results as the plague of 1349 was. It emancipated the serf. and . 
it demoralized the Church. It gave occasion to the teaching of 
Wiklif. and assured the Reformation. Had it not been for the in
surrection of 1881. and the identification of Lollardy with sedition 
and rebellion. the separation from Rome wonld have occurred in 
the fifteenth century. The tie which bound Western Europe tl) 
the Papacy was very slender at the Council of Constance. when 
John XXIII. was deposed and Martin V. elected. But the English 
rulers dreaded the Lolll1.lifls. and reme.incd orthodox and uneasy. 
The pions Gascoigne is civil to the Pope. indignaD,t with his court. 
especially contemptuous of the English bishops, and quite ready 
for the elissolution of the mone.sleries. Ho was close upon Lollardy 
without knowing it. 

l'he first cause of this change was the laws of prices as I he.ve 
given them you operatingllpon labour. Labour is alwaY$ in demand. 
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and the StIpply feU ehort of the demand euddenly. IC one-third of 
th: population perished, and this represented one-fifth of the 
adolts in the country, for the disease was far more deadly in the 
towns, Gregory King's illustration would nearly double the price. 
Now tbi. is what happened, and illustrates my first law. Tho 
wages of women and children rose far more than those of adolt 
males. Tbis illustrates my third law. 

During the fifteenth century famine occurs .. s I have said in one 
year only, and there is little record of pestilence_ The chroniclers 
and farmers teU us of years when there is no fruit, of summers 
dry and wet, but no mention of eickness occurs till 1477, 'S and 'D. 
In 1485 came the eweating sickaess, a disea.e due to unclean 
habits, which seems to have generally affected well-to-do per80ns 
in towns, such as London aldermen. Bat there was a social 
disease in the fifteenth century which produced grave resolts. 
This was the appearance, at a most difficult time in English 
political and eocia! life, of the younger eon. The Church was 
exceedingly corrupt. The monasteries were dens of greedy and 
voluptuous monks, the artisans all given to Lollardy, and the 
noblee with dozens of vendettas everywhere. The peasant farmer" 
who were exceedingly prosperous, appear to have taken no side in 
the struggle. 

Ae long ae the great landowners cultivated their own estates, 
there was an abundance of per80nal property, with wbich to 
portion the younger 8On. When the stock and land lease followed, 
there were still fnods for this purpose. But aboat the middle of 
the fifteenth century the farmers eitber purchased 0;' had their own 
stock, and took the land without borrowed stock. Not a few bough~ 
smaII estates, and land ran up from ten to twenty years' porchase. 
In the land hunger olthe century nobles and knigbts e,-en purchased 
copyhold., and became by the common law serfs. When they 
coold do 80, they asserted that part of WjkliI's doctrine for them
seh'os which affirmed the injustice of civil inequality, and forced 
the re.-ision of the liabilities of those base tenor.,.. I found, years 
ago, a most curious illustration of this practice, in the compulsion 
which Sir IIalph Cotiller and other Gloucestershire gentlemen, 
tenants of the manor of Cheltenham, put on the abbes. of SioD, 
its lady. The youn,;er son became exceeding poor. A. long as 
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the war with Franca lasted he eoold find employment, and if he 
were fortunate and thrifoy, fortune. But loot seldom stick.. The 
war was over in France. It soon began in England. 'fhe country 
Was foIl of soldiers of fortune, and they went on fighting, as chance 
occurred, from St. Albans to Bosworth, thirty years of pitched 
battles and guerilla warfare. Edward and his judges knew what 
they were about when they devised a plan for breaking entails. 
Only the relics of the factions, some five thonsand on each side, 
fought at Boswor~h. The res~ had left their bones on wastes and 
moors. 

The downfall of England under Henry VIIL was dne to 
economical canses. Perhaps if one examines his Pipe Rolls, one 
could find out how he squandered his own and his people's money. 
I know that he had twenty palaces or more, the whims at the 
hour, in each of which the establishment maintained was more 
costly than the whole expense of his thrifty father. He dissipated 
his father's hoards, the taxes he wrung from his people, the for· 
feitures he got from his nobles, whom he cunningly played off 
against each other, the old and the new, the lands at the monas
teries, the spoils of the monasteries, the loans he raised which 
Parliament excused hi. paying, and then took to issuing 'base 
money. The patriot king of Mr. Froude appee.rs to me, who 
know a good deal of his goings on, to be the very worst monarch 
who ever reigned. 

I told you in my last lecture of the economical causes which 
brought about English pauperism, and I need not recallitulate 
them here. The operation of law shut the English workman 
as completely out of the laws, and the causes which regulate prices, 
as he would have been if he had been made a chattel, a plantation 
slave. To him, you may be. sure, the great drama of the 
seventeenth century, so noble as it seems to me in its beginning, 
so outrageously base at its conclusion, had no meaning or interest. 
I dismi.s this part of English history for the time with only one 
comment which you will, I think, find accurate. In the first half 
of the century you will seldom find the worst men base. In the 
last half of the century the best meu are rarely anything but base. 
And what is true of the politicians is true of the men of letters. 
Shakespere seems to me to be like his Own Prospero. Dryden 
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remodelled his play in tho spirit of Caliban, who, though a beast, 
is a poetical beast. 

In the seventeenth century, to confine myself to the merely 
economical aspect of the situation, for I might say a good deal 
more, occurs an exaltation of prices on the grandest scale. It is 
due to one cause only, the inundation of American bullion through 
the machinery of trade, the depre •• ing caUBeS, lessened cost oC pro· 
duction and diminished cost of freight, being too trhial to check 
the rise. And besides this dominant cause, there are manifesta· 
tions from time to time of the laws which govern prices throul!L 
prolonged periods. The severe plagues of 1603, 1625, and 16G5, 
appear to have had no compenaati .. e power, though in each of 
the first two years more than a fifth of the London population 
perished, nnd in the last at least a fourth. It i. always very hard 
for wages to keep up with prices, however freely labourers Bre 
allowed to use their own discretion in combination, and the effort 
wonld have been impracticable in the seventeenth centnry. 
Wheat rose 209 per cent over the comparatively high prices of the 
first half of Elizabeth·s reign, meat 184; while labonr np to 1642 
rose only 32 per cent., and for the whole period, o"ing entirely to 
the rille during the Commonwealth, toO per cent. Women'. 
labonr, in accordance with my third rnle, rose only 15 per cent., 
and as a mIe prices go np, each decade of years, till after the 
Restoration, aCler which there W&8 some little decline. 

Doring this period, too, there are severe and prolonged dearth .. 
The firs~ is for three years, 1595-7 inelnsive. 1608 and 1630 are 
years of famine. In the five years, 1646-1650 there waa con· 
tinuous scarcity. In 1661 wheat rose to 100 •. a quarter, B price 
unheard of, and ne"er paralleled till tl,e close of the eighleeI:th 
century, and the seven years, 1692,-1698 were compared to tho"" 
Egyptian experiences in which the lean kine devoured the fat 
kine, and were as ill·favoured aCter their meal as they were before. 
The •• venuenth century fastened panperism on the Engli.I, 
labonrer, IUld this is his only inheritance in the strife of that time. 

The se"enteenth century was an epoch of high prices, dne 
entirely to the cheapening of metallic money, and unrelieved in 
any notable degree by the other two causes.. The first half of the 
eighteenth century W&8 an epoch of low prices, due almost entirely 
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to the operation of the second caus~ which I gave IOu, economy in 
the cost of production; though the other economy, cost of transit, 
was catTied on with great success by the construction of canals, 
improvements in the art of ship-building, in the invention of the 
chronometer, and the practicalsettlement.of the longitude question. 
The eighteenth century multiplied the primitive spinning-wheel 
und hand-loom, by the inventions of Arkwright and Crompton, 
and .. hundred others, and supplied the requisite motive power to 
these complicated machine. by the capital inventions of Watt. I 
could go through .. whole host of these inventions, but it would be 
superfluous. They have employed the leisure of Mr. Smiles, ant1 
the leisure of Mr. Smiles was very respectably employed. There 
was, however, one particular direction in Which progress was made, 
·snd to which I must recur. I aUuded to it before when I treated 
the economic history of rent, and I am told that my audience 
was surprised that I spoke so weU of landowners. Would that 
the public spirit and great usefulness of the landowners in the 
eighteenth century had been as hereditary as their estates and 
titles are I 

During the seventeenth century the landlords strove to get all 
the rent they could out of their tenants. To the utmost of their 
power they forced famine wages on the labourer. To the utmost 
of their power they used the legislature in order to secure fainine 
prices from the consumer. AI. far as they could they levied famine 
rents from their tenants. The historical evidence on this subject is 
cumulative and abundant. In consequence, agriculture" despite 
the teaching of those who saw how Holland and Flanders were 
thriving, was stagnant in England. A few freeholUers tried 
experiments and succeeded, but they were too poor to produce an) 
eJIect, even if the fanners had been able to imitate them. "ThE 
blllte of husbandry," says writer after writer on the subject, .. if 
uncertainty. Men will not improve if their rent is raised on thoil 
own improvements." Gregory King, in the curious and, 011 thE 

whole as I belieYe, accurate account, which he gives of tho savine 
power possessed by different clssses of society, credits the bishopi 
with the largest power of annual accumulations, the tenant farmerL 
with the least; for he sets the former down &s capable ot saving 
£400 a year 'Out of an average income of £1,800, and the latter 
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with a power of saving twenty.five shillings a year out of an 
income of £42 lOs. 

The landowners of the eighteenth centnry took an entirely new 
departnre. They no donbt raised their rents when they couW. 
Jethro TuIl, who wrote on agriculture early in the second quarter of 
the century, puts the average rent at 7s. Arthur Young, who 
wrote towards the end of the third quarter, at a little below 100. 
an acre. They deserved every penny they got, for they themBelve. 
made the increase possible. Arthur Young blames them for not 
raising their rents more generally. But Arthur Young knew that 
the security oC the tenant was essential to the su'cce •• of a!,'l"i· 
culture. His admiration Cor experimenting and improving land· 
lords is as great as mine. Only those landowners who know how 
to manage their own property as well as a good Carmer does can 
undersland what rent land will bear, and what capital it needs. 
They were the adopters of the new agriculture in England. 

Curi01l81y enough the movement began in Norfolk, which has 
indeed been, in the economical hi.tory oC England, the original 
home oC most of those early improvements to which the England 
oC the past owes 80 much. It is not easy to say who was the first 
pioneer, whether it was Lord Townshend oC Raynham, or Mr. 
Coke of HoIkham. I understand that the farming aeeonnts of 
Lord Townshend are perfect, and I hope soon to see them. The 
present Lord Leicester has sent me 80me of those drawn up for 
his distinguished ancestor, Lord Lovell. The family of Coke, 
descended from the great Chief J1l8tice, has done continuons service 
to British agriculture from the beginning of the eighteenth cen· 
tury. 0 Ii 6ic qmna! It is not impossible that the stories 88 to 
the jealO1l8y of the N moIk landowners at Walpole, may mean that 
they were led to prefer" country life to a polit.ical one. It is very 
likely that the long period of peace and progress which came after 
the treaty of Utrecht may have dissuaded men from taking part in 
political struggles. I am myself disposed to helieve that the 
motive for the new a,,"liculture was enlightened self·interest. 
The relations of the eastern counties with Holland and Fland ... 
had long been intimate, and the new system was Dear a century 
old in these countries. 

As I have told yon, the Dew system C01l8isted in gelling rid of 
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bare fallows and poor pastures, by root crops, and artificial grass 
crops. The turnips were carefully hoed two or three times, and by this 
me&ns the ground was cleared of weeds. They were fed off by sheep, 
and by this means the laud W!lS adequately dressed for a subsequent 
crop of com. The com crop, if of barley or oats, was followed by 
0. crop of clover, trefoil, lucerne, or rye grass, sown with the grain, 
and left after harvest to form & fodder crop for tbe next year. 
Occasionally a crop of rape and vetches was mixed with rye grass, 
for which it is impossible to overmanure field.. In Arthur Young's 
time, these experimental landlords could be counted by hundreds, 
and that shrewd and honest observer, who was subsequently put at 
the head of a board of agriculture, since most unwisely allowed to 
be starved into non·existence, is enraptured at the general worship 
of tbe plough. If the landowner is a genuine agriculturist, Young 
visits his house, measures .his reception rooms, describes the 
pictures in the mansion and the views in the park. If he is not 
an improving landlord, I don't tIl ink that the possession of the 
finest Carlo Dolce (for which painter Young entertains, as I think, 
nn unreasoning admiration) would have persuaded him to darken 
that man's doors. Year. after he published his tours, Arthur 
Young visited France and Italy, and gave the best .. ccount which 
has ever been written of what happened when the peasants wero 
suddenly liberated from their feudal dues and local tyrannies in the 
autumn of 1789. Amid the crash of the historical French families 
nnd the omens of tbe coming Committee of Public Safety, tho 
~Iountai)), .. nd the Terror, Young is glad when he can get the 
landowners to accept his toast of "The Plough." 

It is a commonplace to say that nothing teaches like example. 
The landowners of the eighteenth century did what the English 
landowners had not dOlle since the fourteenth, cultivated some of 
their own property, and showed their tenants how successful, how 
profitable, such agriculture would be. They soon doubled their 
corn produce. They soon trebled their general produce. They 
invented or adopted agricultural machines, and bettered the tra· 
ditionary tools of the peasant and farmer. They revived, in 
short, under better allspices, the merits of the fourteenth.century 
lan,lowner, which had naturally, .. fter an interval of nearly five 
centuries, been forgotton, and wcre first recovered and proclaimed 
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by myself. They were gradually imitated by the farmers, amI 
rents inevitably rose, for though the capacity of tbe soil has its 
importance in agriculture, its .uccess dcpends incomparably more 
in tbe diffused skill of tbe cultivator. Towards the close of tho 
centary, Sir John Sinclair, an ardent disciple of Young, carri.d the 
new process into Scotland, grafted it on the nincteen.years lease, 
and tbe worst system of agriculture tbat existed in Europe, and did 
more good to Scotland than all tbe CampbeIIs tbat cver bave been 
born and admired themselves. 

There was to be sure a peculiar stimulus to agriculture in 
England, but it was a stimulus wbich was 810w in operating. 
The Government of 1660 imposed bcavy protecth'e duties on 
foreign grain, permitting imports only when corn bad reaclwr! .. 
famine price, .. price whicb it never reached except in 1661. The 
Government of 1688 added a bounty on exportation. not the 
effect of tbis bounty does not seem to have been felt for tbirty 
years. When it became a motive it was only a gambling one, a 
chance for tbe farmer or landoWner. But I have little doubt, from 
the enlogy wbich Young gives the bounty, that it did operate as " 
stimulant to agricultural operations later on. 

Tbe cheap prices of the eighteentb century were undoubtedly a 
great boon to the peasant. His wages rather rose tban fell. The 
harvest payment, as may bave been expected from the great 
increase of produce, was much bigber than it was in the seven· 
t~th century, for there was, as you will anticipate, a great 
demand for his labour at tbe time. But tbe priee of produce was 
very low, lower than it bad been in tbe seventeenth century, Lya 
considerable percentage. Now a. I mentioned to yoo at first, high 
prices of prodoce are by no means followed by higb rates of w .. geB, 
nOr are low prices of produce by low wages, if lhe cheapness is 
indoced by .. diminished cost of productioD, or what is the .ame 
thing, greater productIon at eqoal cost. In 1731-2, wbtn wbeat 
.... as 2U3. a quarter, barley 11 •. , and oab !Is. Gd., Lord Lovell reports 
as the result of the new agriculture that his profits on hi. ontlay 
are more than 36 per cent. or course, a. soon ... this was nnder· 
stocd and the new system learned, tbe rent of the landlord rose, 
ior rents depend only in a sligbt and temporary degree on natural 
fertility, whicb JIJJJ.1 be soon exhausted, and in a large and 
<lTer ... belmirlg degree 0:1 the slill of the euK,.aler. 
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High prices will not m .. ke high rents, if the skill is undeveloped. 
Nor will they if the skill iB lost. If whe .. t rOBe in England to 50s • 
.. qna.rter, and other kinds of grain proportion .. tely, economic rent 
would not increase in any notable degree, unless the skill and 
capital of t;he existing generation of ag"icultnrists were induced to 
compete for occupancy. The rise in 'prices might arrest the bank
ruptcy of some who are struggling under their self-imposed 
burdens, but it would not recaJl, of necessity, a single sovereign to 
the soil, or set in motion a single competitive farmer. People 
are amazed that land of good average fertility is gone out of 
cultivation, that there is no inquiry for it, and under the old 
system there seems likely to be no inquiry, even though it be 
offered at nominal rents, on long lenses, and with discretionary 
tillage. It is not th .. t it could not be cultivated with a profit 
nnder such conditions, provided capital and skill were forthcoming, 
but it is that capital and skill have been extinguished by the rents 
which kept rising from 1852 to 1873. Landownep who want to 
let land are crying in· the desert. The economical conditions are 
intelligible enough to those who understand economic laws and 
economic causes. The conditions of agriculture in England are 
at least equo.! to those of the United States, the freight from 
which, as I learn from the authority of American public reports is 
at least, in these times of cheap transport, 9s. a quarter, or about 
one-seventh of a penny per ton per mile. -The soil of the United 
Kingdom is better, the climate better, the possibilities of high farming 
better; for all root crops must be housed in autumn in the United 
States, and carefully kept from the severe frosts of the country. 
The insect plagues of the United Kingdom are as nothing by the side 
of those which afflict farmers in the United States. But land in 
England is going out of cultivation. I hope that I have explained 
the reason. The remedy is one on the exposition of which I have 
much inclination, but no time to enter. It is quite certain that it 
does not reside in the artificial restoration of high prices. 
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Tk~ numCTOUc$ rarly cfrnqutshJ of EngulTul-Tlte atlt'antllf/cI f)f flu! 

island', nalural p08iiion-SlownelJlJ of Rngland in the arts, in
dustrial and otlter-TlLe IJkili of the afJru:ulturill-The iTon and 
,all u'ork.-Brit·k-maki"9-Pllpcr-Tezlik indU3lrielJ-The lIizc 
"I the Enflli"h farms-The i1UJulaietl clw,Tacte1' of Ena1iIJh liJe
The denlil!J of the Flemish popllialion- The ruin 1)/ cOll/jnt'ntlll 
induBIMJ-The tl-et,,.Zopmc,,t of En[JNsh industry in 1WJ,nu!acluTc 
and agriculture-The condition,,/ Europe in 17t;:J-The theorg 01 
a BOle market-The tflect of modern u,'aT8~ 

E~GLA."D is not inhabited by a naturally inventive nation. We read 
a good deal in certain hooks which, while purporting to give us an 
account of our race, have nttered a thousand plau8ible f1atteri .. , 
intended to be soothing to onr insular feeling', and to assist; our 
industrial Cham-inicm, about the greatneKs and progressive power 
of the Anglo-Saxon people. Some of these author., if they got to 
learn it, find tbat the Anglo·Saxon race had not tlnityenough to 
protect England agaiDgt jD'r~iOJl8 like t]leir own, and had to 
succumh to Danish rOVHS, much more rapidly anil hopekssly tban 
the British rac<s yidded to them. Then they talk of .. the Making 
of England;· and tre.t us to generalities .... to how the Norman 
in.ader, who made e.en shorter work of the Englisb than the Dane 
did, iniluced upon lh. English race those habit. of law and order 
which ha.e made us tbe envy of nations. Bot the barons of the 
Conque-~t. exterminated each othtr in Stephen's reib'1J, and the 
Plantagenet conquest i. as real as the Xorman, which il followed. 
I am a1n::ost wenry of the philo9Ql'hy oC history. It i8 b<,come to me 
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as uureal as alchemy aud astrology or metaphysics. You who, for 
inscrutable reasons, have to get up sO-<lo.lled history, and be 
examined in it, will, I trust, find it wise to learn what I am con· 
vinced, as time goes on, you will find it even wiser to forget. Law 
and order I We have deposed more kings than any other European 
race, and, excepting Russia, ha.ve murdered more, or, at any rate, 
have acquiesced in their deposition and murder. 

The English raoe, I mnst confess, who am the descendant of 
centuries of English life, and that of the wildest, for I come of a 
Northumbrian stock, with a jndicious admixture of other nationali· 
ties, invented very few things in the mechanical sense. It contributed 
but little, of its own effort, to that progress which lessens cost by 
invention, by the adaptation of natural laws to the process which 
manipulates matter and turns it into utility. The English had 
greater advantages of position than Flanders had. They were fairly 
free from foreign attack. Their nobles were glad to turn their 
swords into reaping·hooks. The peace was kept at home, and 
everyone was interested in keeping it. The temptation to shear 
sheep, with a perpetual market for the produce, was great. Now 
the peaoe cannot be kept, unless every olle tries to keep it, they who 
could afford to break it with impunity most of all. Besides, they 
are csrtainly most competent for nationoJ. defence, who can spare 
for foreign aggression. For a hundred years our kings, with the 
sympathies of the people, strove to conquer France. Once they 
o.Imost dismembered it; "nce they almost conquered it. If Henry V. 
had not died s.t Vincennes, when he was under forty years of age. 
""hat might not have happened? 

The Flemings were the weavers of Europe. It is .. considers.ble 
business to clothe the world, and the Flemings undertook the busi. 
ness with great succes.. That we learnt all our knowledge of 
wes.ving from the Flemings is certain, but we were the slowest of 
pupils. Even in the Middle Ages it was seen that a piece of cloth 
was worth at least eight times as much as the wool is from which 
it had been spun and woven, and that, if we could cs.tch the art, the 
wool which bore an export duty of. 100 per cent., with ease, 
i .•.• without depreciation. would have bome in the shape of cloth • 
.. far higher duty. and. in the absence of duty, a far higher profit. 
We had extraordinary nd ..... ntnges of climate, but we either did not 

19 
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under.tand them, or made no use of them. As I have told yau 
before, I do not detect any progress in the arts of invention, under 
which the process of production wns cheapened, for centnries, 
except in two arts, paper and glass. making. I do not know whence 
these arts were derived, and how they were improved. Dut I 
am sure that they were both of foreign origin, and that their 
development in England was not due to native ability or to native 
enterprise. 

Painting, I hope it may be said without offence, i. the most 
mechanical of the fine arts. Were it not mechanical, I am sure 
that over three huudred men and women of genius could not La 
painting, with much aceeptance, at once. It is the oIlIyone of tI", 
fine arts which procures the fortunate possessor the two great boons 
of fame and fortune-tbe fame p ... hapg eYanescent, UJOugh not as 
evanescent as that of an author, the fortone perhaps permanent. 
aenius in medial val England "89, I grant, very poorly paid. We 
do not know, except in rare cases, who were the builders of our 
great cathedrals, und for a very good reason, becauK. they w<'1'. 
generally working men, at slightly better wsges than their fellows. 
Even as late as the oevenlecnth century, Dorothy "·adJ..m paid a 
pound a week Ie her architect, who built fifty times better than hi. 
descendant in the craft, who get. fifty times more. )len used the 
skill of thoEC people for building stately tombs, with decoratiyo 
imagery. The monument oC Cardinal Beaufort is a great work oC 
art. I am sore that the effigy is a perfect likeness. I have ofteu 
looked at it in Winchester Cathedral with much inter.st, not only 
as a noble opacimen of fifteenth-century art, probahly J,1emish, but 
:.5 the effigy of nearly the last great clcriea.lstatesman of the lIiddle 

-4ses. 
There are no English painters till the eighteenth century. There 

are no portraits ef EngliBhmen till the sixteenth. Had they ever 
existed, they could not all have been totally lod. Doring the 
fifteenth century Flanders 10'88 teeming .... ith art, and :un], had 
carried it to perfection. Ai last came Holbein and hi. school. 
Then thu~ .... as a flying visit ef Rubens, who painted the apolhe",,;. 
of the first Duke of Bucks of the honae ef rilliers. I am glad that 
no Englishman .... as competent to perform the d<-g:rading function. 
Theu com(s .. andyke for a more lengthened period. After him 
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there is Lely and his pupils, who drew portraits on speculation, in 
hopes that the sitters (I do not touch on their character) would 
bny. I have read. through the list of portraits of this hind which 
he had on his hande at the time of his deee .. se .• They would furnish 
a. <hosvenor Street gallery. Then comes Kneller. The eighteenth 
century, which is in England the great epoch of inventive activity, 
sees the beginnings of purely English art. 

I h .. ve referred to this because it illustrates my position by a 
subject with which all Englishmen are now supposed to be familiar; 
occasionally, I fear, more familiar than informed. I know nothing 
which has pained me more, who have IOn honest pride of race, than 
to feel how great a debt in every department of art, science, philo. 
sophy, invention, we owe to foreign immigrants and foreign teachers. 
Even now, I fear, .. Teutonic certificate of proficiency is worth more 
to men than .. ny evidence of ability which they can procure from. 
their fellow.countrymen. Even what· we fondly hoped w .. s our own
is being demanded by other races. I have heard that Shakspere 
can be claimed for the Welsh race, Milton and Chaucer for the 
French; for the philologer8, having settled the origins of Ian· 
guage for the next six montbs, .. nd given us a professor or reader 
for each epoch, divert themselves with the race derivation of our 
names. 

There is no doubt an intimate connection between art and ntility, 
for art is an exponent of utility in its best sense, and the homeliest 
conveniences may be subordinated to art. Now the economist is on 
the look-out for the processes by which any invention has served 
utility, and he knows that art and utility equlOlIy study fitness, the 
best a,}aptation of means to ends. From my, perhaps vulgar, point 
of view, a straight drawn furrow in a fifty·acre field is a. much a 
work of art as the curves which Xeuxis and Parrhasius drew,' or 
Hogarth's line of Beauty is. PerhlOps, 1wrresco refer.nB, it is nearly, 
if not quite, ... difficult of perfect acquisition IO. the efforts of the 
arti.t are. The other efforts of a skilled husbandman are artistie, 
though they seem to be mechanic&!. A closed or open drain is to 
be made on or round agricnltur&! land. The fall, we will say, is 
one foot in a hundred. It neede a very practised eye to so regulate 
the declivity of the ditch ... to secure that the flow should be even, 
and no part be waterlogged. I could multiply illustrations from the 
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husbandman's craft by which I could, as I think, prove that his art 
is of a high order; that, if genius consists in a rapid and an almost 
intuitive adaptation of means to ends, the English peasant has his 
geuius; and that we Englishmen could better afford to lose a good 
many peopl. of far higher 80cial consideration than we can to part 
--with the peasantry. 

In the department of agriculture, the Englishman of the four· 
-teenth and fifteenth centuries was superior to the husbandman io 
-every part of the world. In the eighteenth and DineteeDth cen· 
turies he recovered his pre· eminence in this particular. In the la"t 
two centuries h. has made great progress in the artB of life. My 
ubject in the present lecture is to trace the progress, aod to Buggest 
an explanation of the delay which occurred in accepting and adapt
ing the inventions of foreign nations, and in making progress in 
invention ourselves. Bot, in the first place, taking, say, the end of 
the thirteenth century, let DS consider what was the state of the 
industrial arts in England at that time. 

The one article which the medireval husbandman desired more 
than anything else was cheap iron. In those early days farm" .. 
kept accounts, and, therefore, were well acquainted with their posi· 
tion, their profits, and their losses. In onr days they do not keep 
accounts, and have therefore .asily and insensibly glided into ruin. 
Now in these bailiff..' accounts nothing is more common than the 
apology for the lireat charge which the bailiff had to incur in the 
purchase of iron, owing to the dryness of the season. There was 
reason for the complaint. A hundredweight of iron in mass before 
the Great Plague cost as much as six boshels of wheat; after ii, 
more than twelve bllshels. The hUbbandman was ther.fore warned 
that, if his land was strong, he must be very sparing in the use of 
irOn. Abundantly as iron ore is diffused in England, so abundantly 
that, till recentiy, we almost supplied the world, the art of working 
it was almosl unknown, and the English farmer, to a great extent, 
depended for this necessary material of hnsbandry on Biscay and 
Sweden. I have indeed fonnd 60tne few traces of iron prodnction 
in England, but they are few indeed and unimportant. :Sow, if 
iron be scanty and dear, husbandry suffers. The ploughing is 
shallow, the pul .... rization of the dads imperfecl, aDd tbe efficient 
drainage of land is prevented. I see no natural ......,n why the 
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Swede and the Biscayan should have so entirely surpassed the 
Englishman in the a.rt of making merchantable iron. I am awa;e 
that Swedish and Biscayan ores are remarkably free from those 
admixtures which spoil the result, admixtures which no ancient 
skill conld get rid of. But the Sussex and North Lancll8hire ores 
are not inferior to these, or only slightly inferior, and were cer-' 
tainly, had the requisite skill been present in England, abnndant 
and obvious. 

It ~ay seem strange to you that I shonld name another product 
as one which England possessed in great natuml abundance, but 
did not po.sess the skill to utilize. This is salt. But 500 years 
ago salt was a most important article in the economy of .life. For 
half the year, owing to the absence of winter fodder, the mass of 
the English people lived on salted meat. On St. Martin's Day, 
November 11th, the medi.,val farmer considered seriously what was 
his live stock, and what was his store of hay and straw. It was 
certain that he had not enough to keep his cattle and sheep through 
the winter, though he kept as many as he could, and poor enough 
their condition became before the spring grass was ready. What 
he saw that he could not possibly keep, he slew, and devoted to the 
powdering tub. Into this went beef and mutton for winter food; 
and salted mutton wonld be, I shonld think, detestable. Now for 
aU t.his .alt was required. Our ancestors were lI1'able to use the 
auundant deposits of Worcestershire and Cheshire, which now form 
the material from which soda ash is manufactured for the civilized 
world. They quarried the rock salt, but did not know how to refine 
it. The Romans did, and evidences of their rock salt mines are 
still found. It is only towards the end of the seventeenth century 
that salt was procured from these natural deposits. As far as 
home supply went, they depended upon the produce of salterns or 
wyches on the sea coast. Dut the product, often described as black 
aud grey, was sufficiently uninviting. The greater part, and the 
best of their supply came from South·western France. 

I have mentioned the domestic use of salt. There was as im· 
portant a commercial use in the cod and herring fishery. The 
discipline, perhaps the policy, of the Roman Church, prescribed a 
fish diet for a considerable part of the year. To those who did not 
possess ponds or stews, salt cod, salt herring, salt salmon. snit 
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stnrgeon, salt eels, were an important article of diet. Now the 
fisheries of Yarmonth Roads were always considerable. So were 
the different kinds of cod obtained from the shoals of tho German 
Ocean, tho Scotch coast, and the coast of Iceland. Most of this 
fishing was in the hands of the eastern towns, till in tho fifteenth 
centnry the Bristol merchants, by the aid of the mariner's compa.s, 
Eailed throngh the tempestuous seas of the Scottish Archipelago, 
and reached the Iceland fisheries. For a successful fishery, cheap 
and. abundant salt was needed. Then they had rivals. The 
Flemings were bold fishermen. They nicknamed their political 
parties by the names of the cod, and the hooks which caught the 
fish. A FJeming or Hollander (the distinction was then only geo
graphical) disco.ered a new way with which to cnre herrings, and 
great wealth accrued to the Low Countries_ So hononred was thi. 
local fish-enrer, that Charles V., who let his Netherland subjects 
know, rather too frequently, how highly he valued the wealth which 
they accumulated, ordered mass to be said at the man's tomb, and 
himself attended the ceremony_ A generation later, and the fisher
men of Holland, the Beggars of the Sea, began the foundation of 
the Dutch Republic by the capture of BrilL The Dutch fishermen 
manned the ships which went out for discovery, for trade, and for 
the capture of the Spanish treasure fleets, for the exploits of 
Linschoten and !Ieemskirk, and a thousand other heroes_ A gene
ration later, and a pretty quarrel, fortunately only on paper, sprong 
up between onr Selden and the Dutch Grotiu., in reference to the 
me of the high seas on the eastern .ide of England, in wWeh 
Selden was in the wrong and Grotins in the right_ At that time, 
however, Selden was desirous of being on good terms with James 
I., and such a desire was an effectual check to an author being in 
the right. 

Bni the English, with abnndant coal, sea and pit, a. they dis
tinguished the Newcastle and inland beds, and with va&i treasnres 
.,f salt which they quarried for a few fancy pnrposes, did IWl take 
.any step for two centuries in the direction of producing ~ npon 
which 80 IDllCh depended. H they had made the salt, they might 
have obtained enormous profits by lea,ing the fishery to the Dutch, 
an.cl supplying them with cheap material for curing. 

Another art of great .alne, Ion;: practised in Roman Britain, of 
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-which indeed plenty of evidence remains now, but of which much 
more existed five or six centuries ago, was the art of brick·making 
and brick.burninl!'. It had been entirely lost. Not a single brick, 
I believe, was made in England between the fifth and the fifteenth 
centuries. There are some brick buildings of an earlier age, as the 
church of St. Pancras at Canterbury, and the church in Dover 
Castle. But the former was built from the ruins of .. Roman basi
lica, given fA> St. Augustine for the new worship, and is the mODt 
ancient site of that new worship in England. The church of Dover 
was built of brick, brought, I do not donbt, in ballast from the 
Baltic, from Lubeck or Bremen. Brick, however, as every one can 
see, was common enough, from the Netherlands to the Baltio pro
vinces of Russia, for centuries before it was reintroduced into 
England. It seems amazing, that what English people from London 
or. elsewhere must have seen everywhere in the region with whose 
commerce they were so familiar, should not have been early manu
factured iu Eugland, especially as tiles were made abundautly. 
Bllilding stone, though common enough in some places, and gene· 
mlly available for churches and castles, is not by any meaus 
distributed over England. As late as the beginning of the seven· 
teenth century, the improvement of the Thames navigation between 
Burcot pier, near Dorchester, to Oxford-between which points the 
ri ver was crossed by impassable or unnavigable shallows-was de· 
clared urgent in Acts of James 1., in order that Oxford stone shouM 
be conveniently darried to London. Brick earth is much more 
wiuely distribut.d than stone. Dut it was not employed for what 
is now so obvious a use. 

The first pm'chase of brick which I have noticed is at Cambridge, 
in 1449. In 1458 I have found it in London. In Hill it occurs 
at Oxford, where it was, and remained for two centuries, very deal'. 
I concei~e that the Ilrt was copied from tli. practice of the Flemings. 
Defor. the fifteenth century was over, brick beeame the common 
material for building in the eastern connties. In tho sixteenth, it 
was generally used in London, and along the Lower Thames. It was 
til. favourite m .. terial of Henry VlI1., whose mania for building was 
excessive, and who mad. use of it, I have no donbt, becans. it was 
60 costly .. Certainly the brick of the sixteenth century was admirably 
made. It was wost a work of art in ilself. I have seOl~ arches with 
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very 1Iat crowns, built in the early part of the Bideenlh centory. 
which, though they are now the substratum of ruins. and covered 
with rubbish and earth. arc as sound as when they were set up. Our 
ancestors were slow to adopt, still more .Iow in invention; but when 
they had adopted an invention, they did their work well. In our 
time matters are painfnlly reversed. But the modem tradesman, 
whose ra;,on d';lre is to nse the skill which he pos""sses. and you do 
not, to supply you with genuine articles, generally employs what 
abilities he h .. s in cheating you. I have given you the economical 
defence of his existence, and its too freqnent perversion. 

The curious thing is besides, that other branches of the great 
Teutonic race were distinguished in past times for capital inventions. 
It i. a dispute where paper was first made from linen rags. The 
earliest piece which I have Been, and certainly the mdest in manu
facture, for a fair-sized fragment of the original rag is still in ti,e 
structure, is under the date 133G. It is a bill for spices, no doubi 
bought at the London shop of some Bmges merchant. But it is 
more than two Centuries after this that the English are credited 
with having attempted the manufacture of paper. It is said that 
Bishop Thirlby, the last abbot, and the first and last bishop of 
Westminster, induced one Remigius, a German, to set up a paper mill 
in or near London, at or about the middle of the sixteenth century. 
It seems that the project failed, for a poem, published in 1588, which 
contains a eulogy upon one Spillman, a German. and court jeweller 
to Elizabeth. who was successful in his nndertaking at Dartford. 
states that he was the first to introdnce the industry in England_ 
Unless I am mistaken the Dartford paper mills are still well at work. 

The great invention of printing was the w""k of tl,e RhelJish 
Germans, and it appears at lIainz. It was introdueed, ... we know. 
into England by Caxton, about thirty years later. He learnt 
the art in the Netherlands. Hi. snccessora in the art, sach as 
Wynkyn de Worde, were foreigners, or taught by foreigners. The 
principal printer of Henry VIU:s reign is Berthollo$, whose name 
may be taken to designate his origin. Nor do I think that it made 
much progress in England. It seem. t.o me rather to deteriorate 
during the sixteenth centory ; the type to become more clnmsy and 
coarse, and the impression less clear. In these indastrial am then, 
which I have taken as illustrations only. I think I have made on~ 
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that the English were not an inventive people, and that they did 
not even readily adopt what other people had long invented. I will 
now attempt to show what they did do, to venture on some explana
tion of their exceedillgly slow ar.d imperfect progress, and to give 
my solution of the m.ovement which began at the end of the seven
teenth, and became char .. cteristic, traditional, and progressive in 
the eighteenth, and onwards. The causes will be principally seen 
to be social and political. You cannot, of course, separate, except 
in thought, and then only with no little risk of confusion, economi
cal from soci.1 and political f .. cts. Fortun .. tely, though some of 
tho social .. nd political forces .. re enduring, their origin is so f .. r 
archaic, that they need not .frighten the most sensitive member of 
the Liberty and Property Defenbe League. 

Now there always were textile industries in England. There was 
probably hardly a home without a spinning wheel, hardly .. manor 
without half .. dozen hand-looms. The spindle side, if it be not one J 

of those modern affectations, of which philological pedants produce 
many, is equivalent to maternal descent, and the universal occupa
tion of unmarried women is enshrined in the generic term of spinster. 
These domestic industries were gener .. l, at least to the middle of the 
eighteenth century. They were inevitable in early times, partly 
from the habits of the people, partly for a canse to which I shall 
presently refer. But I am thinking of local industries in which 
the persons engaged depended for the whole, or for the main, of 
their livelihood, for I am convinced that generally they who engaged 
in handicrafts had some land. The market was too precarious for 
them to rely entirely on such an industry. I have often found 
that head masons and other artisnns, clerks and weavers, are 
cultivating land for themselves, or occasionally employed in field 
work. The Statutes of Labourers allege that artisans are compellable 
to serve in harvest. In the long vacation lawyers and students were 
remitted to husbandry. When Parliament is dismissed or pro
rogued, the session being over, the Commons are sent back to their 
fields, th3 Lords to their pleasures, 8S the royal message, with un
conscious irony, often counsels. 

As I h .. ve said inany times, the principal seat of the textile 
iudustries was Norfolk. The county was in olose communicatioD 
with the Low Countries. The small craft of the time went across 
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to the eastern coast, and hugged the shore, the German Ocean 
heing generally calm, to the port of Norwich, but especially to 
Lynn and Blakeney. The characteristic of the former town was 
that it was ,ilia 71U'Tcatorum. Through the Norfolk rivers C/lme the 
merchandise which was sold at the great fair of Stourbridge, near 
Cambridge. the principal mart, while it lasted, of Eastern Englnnd, 
aDd even of aU the southern counties. The purchasers of cloth 
and linen do not often designate the origin of their purchaseH. 
But Aylsham linen i. not infreqnently named, 8 strong woollen 
stuff for leggings from Worsted, and cloth generally from Norfolk. 
It is more than probable that linen cloth which weot by foreign 
n/lmes, such as Holland, was from early times of English 
manufacture, as it is sometimes expressly said to be. Some limes 
linen and cloth are said to b. of Irish origin, and it is plain from 
the acconnts of Hoger Bigod at the end of the thirteenth century, 
who having married one of Strongbow" co·heiresses, had large pos
eessions in Ireland, that a flourishing mannfactore of cloth was 
carried on at Carlow. 

Richer people bought linen from Liege, and generally from 
Flanders. In course of time, much linen so de8ignated is 
purchased by corporations. But the custom of traders, when 
foreign goode are a fashion, to call domestic goods by foreign 
names, in order to invite the custom of ignorant pnrchasers, is 
beyond doubt as old as the Middle Ages. The boot. which our 
modern ladies purchase as French are generally manufactured in 
North London, sent out to Paria, stamped or labdled with the 
names of FrEnch honses, and reimported into England 88 French 
goods. Pnt into this c!as8 of imports, they ronse the alann. of 
Fair Traders, and are quoted 33 illustrations of one· sided Free 
'frade. I have often had to point out this among other such 
."ses. , But I sat for some years for a Ieather.mannCacturiDg c0n

stituency. So .. ilh cloth. The pnrchaaea of great people were 
of the finest Flemish cloth. They obtained velvet and .ilk goods 
from Genoa aod Yenice, thongh there Wall a silk mannCactore 
in London jn the fifteenth eentury, carried on by women, who 
complain of the rivalry and fraude of the Lombara merchants, 
and are protected by an Act of 1454. 

There were two metaJe, important prodnets of this island, 
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which were produced for Western Europe. They were lead and 
tin. The former was mined certainly in Derbyshire, and probably 
elsewhere, and was, I am sure, abundantly exported. The other, 
a Cornish product, was subject to a royalty paid to the Earl or 
Duke of Cornwall The whole district, in so. far as it produced 
tin, was subject to a local jurisdiction, that of the Stannary Court, 
and the product was sold at a staple town, Bodmin generally. 

Now I imagine that the manifest check to in.ention, and the 
adaptation of manufactures in England, which were prosperous and 
progressive abroad, was the generally agricultural character of 
England. It contained one large city, London, which had between 
30,000 and 40,000 inhabitants. York, the capital of the north, 
came next with 11,000; Bristol had about 9,500; Coventry about 
7,000; Norwich 6,000; Lincoln about 5,000. No other English 
town had above 5,000 inhabitants. In the poll tax of 1377, no 
town in the counties of Bedford, Surrex, Dorset, Westmoreland, 
Rutland, Cornwall, Berks, Herts, Hunts, Bucks, and Lancashire 
was deemed worthy of a particular enumeration. The population 
of forty·two towns is given, and the proportion of county to town 
population in the last quarter of the fourteenth century is nearly 
fourteen to one. Such a proportion is indicative of the urban 
population which the whole country could employ and provide for 
eitber in manUfacture or trade. In Colchester, seventy-two ycars 
before the poll tax, there were about 2,OOOinbabitants, of whom 140 
were housebolders, designated as manuf .. cturers and traders. In 
1377 it bad 4,432, but the eastern towns wel'e very prosperous 
during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. 

Parish life was exceedingly insulated. Tbe custom of registering 
the native born children in the manor roll, of excluding strangers, or 
making tbeir host auswerable for them after a brief visit, and of 
tbe local administration of justice, must have tended to keep the 
villages very much apart. In my native village in Hampshire, 
<lven as late as my personal memory, the peasantry expressed an 
open and hearty contempt for the peasantry of the two neigbbour
ing villages. For the inbabitants of one, tbey had nearly as much 
di.like as the Southern French had for the Cagots. It was said 
tbat none of them had ever intermarried with the despised race. 
Up to oomparatively recent times, no road passed through tItis 
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village, but merely skirted it. There was a ilieory, and I believe 
one with some foundation, that the inhabitants were descended 
from the ancient Britons, whom the J ule settlers-it was in the 
heart of the Meonwaras-had failed to drive out of the moras.e •. 

Such insularity was unfavourable to invention or progress in the 
industrial arts. These villagers to be sure went to fairs, got rid 
of their wool in neighbouring markets, perhaps some of their corn, 
and their surplus stock of sheep and cattle, quite as frequently to 
migratory purchasers as in regular markets. Eton and Winchester, 
and some of ilie colleges of O"ford and Cambridge, went far afield 
in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries for supplies. The un· 
certainty of the home market discouraged invention if it did not 
prevent the formation of special industries. The busiest time of 
the producer's or deaJer's year was at the great fallB, such as that 
St. Giles, Winchester, and Stourbridge. In the former of these, 
8S my friend Dean Kitchen has shown, by the words of the 
Charter which he has published, all business in Winchesler and 
Southainpton was suspended for three weeks. and the Mayor and 
Corporation of ilie city of Winchester W8S superseded by the 
bishop'S officials during ilie same period. Of course the traders 
rented booths on the hill. and probably did more business in the 
three weeks than in the rest of the year. 

The tme fonction of capital, as I have stated more than once, 
is to keep labour in continuous action, and to make prices as 
uniform as possible. Now ilie motive to invention is a saving of 
labour, and the stimulus to the saling of labour, is the prospect 
of a wider or more active market. The peasant would no 
doubt have beeu glad to get BOme of the things which he did 
not make himself at a cheaper rate. But the producer could 
not auticipate his wants. or gu .. s that he could better hi. market 
by cheapening his wares. Hence. when the price of manufadured 
articles was doubled by the calamity of the plague, there was 
Ies. motive ilian ever for eeonomiziDg the cost of production, and 
lowering the prices. when the contingency of a lessened amonnt of 
prodncers had indnced the effect of raising it.. Invention is 
stimulated by a widening market, checked by a narrowing one. 

Now let ns compare England with Flanders, when at the height 
of .its commercia.! and mannfacluring prosperity, i.e., during the' 
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reign of Charles the Bold (1467-1477). The sea-board was 
studded with large, fortified, and wealtby cities, wbo were possessed 
of great municipal privileges, for which they were always willing 
to fight, and whose burghers were the manufacturers of Europe. 
The trade with the East, in so far as its products were accessible 
to WestemEurope, was centred at Bruges, the exchange of Europe, 
and the negotiation of mercantile bills at Antwerp. Tbe difference 
between .. given woight of wool, and a piece of cloth manufactured 
from the wool, was eightfold, aud of tbis produce, as rar as 
foreign trade went, Flanders had tbe monopoly. Tbe country was 
so densely peopled that it could not be maintained on its own 
produce. It imported barley largely from Norfolk, and I know 
that two of the great Norfolk families, Fastolfe and Cromwell, 
grew rich by this traffic in grain. The Flemings therelore had a 
market, a market which was oonstantly expanding, as long as 
they could get raw material for their looms and customers for their 
produce. It was impossible to exclude them from thie market by 
protective duties, for harbours were many, sbips were of light 
draught, and a preventive service was out of the question. When 
two centuries after these events, Colbert tried to stimulate the 
manuractures of France, he saw th .. t .. subvention might be 
effectual, but prohibitive duties impracticable. 

The progress of invention in Flanders was slight, and to our 
experience trivial. But at tbe time it was very real. It chiefly 
lay in the extension and multiplication of industries, in the perlec
tion of products, not in the economy of the process, though the 
development of special skill and aptitude, with what it invariably 
implies, .. division of employments, is a real economy and .. virtual 
invention. The Flemings developed the art of the wool.comber, i.e., 
the process by which tbe better and finer parts of the fleece are 
separatec1, tbe first and most important step in the manufacture of 
fine goods, one which English inventors have since carried almost 
if not quite to perfection. I remember some years ago, telling my 
late friend, llr. W. E. Forster, when on a visit to me, that the 
cloth of the fourteenth century (I might have said on Shakspere's 
authority) was coarse and full of hairs. He asked me on wbat 
ground I said this, as he, a woollen manufacturer, would be glad 
to know. So I carried him off to the lodge at New College, 
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where the warden preserves William of Wykeham's mitre case 
and valise, nnel bade him take note of the stuff with which it was 
lined in proof of my statement, He then 9aw why in Shako 
spere's time winter garments had to be lined. I have come acro.s 
many historical and economical inductions which are worse 
founded tLan mine was. A man in an English winter might as well 
have dressed him.elf with a hurdle 8S with English woollen cloth. 

Although I believe that the manufacture of English cloth tor 
home use and for exportation was only of the commoner or coarse 
kind, it soon sprend from Norfolk, It gets to Wiltshire and DOrBet 
in the fifteenth century, 8S I know from purchases. In course of 
time, it is mnde tbe subject of legislative enactment, mainly, if we 
can trust the preamble of Acts, to prevent fraud and the cozening 
of customers. These Acts of Parliament instruct ue as to tl,e 
extension of tbe industry to the north. It probably always 
existed in York;bire, for Leeds and Bradford ha,e from ancient 
times been ma.rts of northern produce, Here, as we know from 
evidence which is almost modern, tlJese textile industries werc 
especially home products, which were collected by {actors {rom the 
houses of the weavers. 

Flanders was ruined by the wars of religion. Thousands of its 
weavers became emigrants. They came to England and }"rance, 
especially after 1;;67. But the stream was incessant during the 
rule of AI ..... , Parma, and the Archdukes. The Esehange of 
Antwerp was transferred to Amsterdam. The trade with the 
East, by which the cities of the Rhine and Brnges had beeo en· 
riched, was destroyed by the capture of Egypt in 1516, and by the 
Cape Passage route to India. But thongh Flanders was degolated, 
England made little industrial progress in the sixteenth ""niary. 
and only began to wake up in the middle of the seventeenth. The 
sarne cause .... as at work as before. In the sixteenth ..mtnry the 
ri\'alry of Flanders was annihilated, in the seventeenth that of 
Germany. 

I have never yet heard that .any of the numerously laborious 
and learned Germans have been at the pains to give us an accoont 
of the economic eondition of Germany, from the Rhine to the Elbe, 
and from the German Ocean to the Alp.., ... hen the horrible Thirty 
Years War broke oot. We are told ... hat were the causes of that 
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war-the bigotry of Ferdinand, the ambition of the House of 
Austria, the sudden outburst and the sudden collapse of the 
Bohemian revolt, and the folly which, instead of uniting Lutheran 
and Calvinist against .. common foe, led them to quarrel and be 
destroyed in detail We know also wh .. t were the insidious purposes 
of France, matured by Henry IV., put into pra.ctice by Richelieu, 
and persisted in till the collapse of France in the wttr of 1870. 
But wlJat I have always desired to know is, what Germany was 
before 1019. We know only too well whe,t it was after 1648, and 
how, when weariness had brought peace; after everyone of those 
who had taken part in the beginning of the war was in his grave, 
Germany was wholly ruined, thrown back in the progress of nations 
for two centuries, .. nd reduced to being little better. than a geo
graphical expression. 

England was in the midst of her own troubles, and the laws of 
Politic .. l Economy, or .. t any rate those of economical progress, are 
as silent during warfare as those of the constitution are. The first 
half of the seventeenth century was a miserable time for the 
English people, however crowded it may h""e been by great men, 
and stirring events. If the Commonwealth did not bring peace, if 
the time was not ripe for the Government which Cromwell would 
have established, great prosperity followed the cess .. tion of the war. 
The lot of the· labourer was lightened, for wages rose 50 per cent. 
The policy of English conquest and trade, that of assUling It sale 
market for the manufaoturer and merchant, though vicious, was 
disguised by a success which was not due to the policy •. England 
became, during the reign of the Protector, again one of the first 
European Powers, which it had ceased to be since the miserable 
reign of Henry VIII, 

About the middle of the, seventeenth oentury, or " little later, 
Dud Du'dley, a base cadet of the house of Dudley, discovered new, 
processes for smelting iron with pit co"l. Cast iron, Dudley's product, 
was known in the days of Elizabeth, but Dudley's inventions gave 
it .. high oommeroial value. At about the same time, or a little 
earlier, the forests of the Sussex Wealden were utilized for the 
manufacture of iron and glass, Of course, to modern notions, 
the process was very wasteful and very destructive, for within a 
generation Sussex was cleared of its woolls, and the industries 
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decayed for want of fuel. But from this time forth, tho dopen. 
dence of England on foreign iron masters ceased. At the eud of 
the centUl'Y, England, by the welcome she gave to the French 
Huguenots, went a great way towards appropriating the silk iu· 
dustry of France, though nol permanently, and much forth .. r 
towards neutralizing the projects of Colbert. The art of refining 
rock salt was rediscovered, and England began to export what .1 •• 
had previously procured from abroad. Bnt the capital fact of the 
seventeenth century, in the last half of it, was the development of 
the East India tradp.; with the home production of articles which 
shonld be exchanged against Eastern goods, the great development 
of the cloth trade, and with it the supersession of Spani.h cloth 
imports. England having now improved her manufactures, the 
growth of the Colonial trade, notably with the Southern American 
plantations, and with those of the Leeward i.land. which belonged 
to England, especially Jamaica and Barbadoes followed. 

England had now learned how swtable her climate was for the 
manufacture of woollen and linen cloth, to which in time was to 
be added cotton. Davenant states that Bishop Burnet, in a con· 
versation "'hich he had with him, informed him that good woollen 
and linen yarns conld be profitably and perfectly spun in a moist 
and equable climate only, while silk goods could only be brought 
to perfection in a clear and dry atmosphere. Now thi. is perfectly 
true. There is no country in the world where 80 much finish can 
be giwn to woollen. and similar good. as can be in England, by 
what I may call entirely natural processes. Tbe migrations of the 
woollen trade are illustrations of the truth of Bumet's remark. It 
went from Konolk, the driest county of the island, to the weHt, 
where the' rainfall is often double that of the east, and excellent 
goods are still produced there. But in time, it migrated to the 
north, for tbere the climate i. as equable, and the moth'e power 
of' coal is cheaper and more ready. I regret that I ma.t add, that 
Davenant quotes the bishop's information in order to urge the 
forcible destruction of the Irish woollen oindustry, since Ireland, 
with an equally con'fement climate, might rival Engliilh trade. 
Then affirming the selfish maxim, Lucrum cellQn, elt -JQlnlfum 

nil"!!'''', he urged with success the extinction of one among tLe 
many Irish industries which the English Parliament exterminated. 
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The eighteenth century, however, is that in which more than in 
any other, invention or adaptation made rapia progress. It. 
beginning is marked by the a.ceeptsnce of the new agrioulture, a 
Bnbject on which I have freqnentiy commented, and at some 
length, for it is one of the most interesting and instructive facts in 
economical history. But it was not as a discovery original. The 
new agriculture had been praotised for a oentury in Holl.&itd and 
Flanders. Its success is constantly commented on by agrioultural 
writers of the seventeenth century, who are never tired of re
proaching the English with their slothful and baokward agri· 
culture, and I am forced to say, of giving distasteful reasons for the 
fact. Weare told by these writers, that all the choicer vegetables, 
oommon enough as we should think them now, came from Holland. 
and that a gentleman's or farmer's garden, let alone his fields, did 
not supply him with the commonest. They tell us also, how, in 
Brabant, to use Arthur Young's phrase, sand had been turned into 
gold, by liberal and just covenants between landlord and tenant, 
and by securing to the tenants the ,bona fide improvements whioh 
they had made. Among the many benefits which Holland ha" 
conferred on civilization, that of improved agriculture is not the 
least. Perhaps in time to come, and ere it be too late, we may 
take another lesson from Holland, .and copy her land system. If 
we do, I can cionfidently promise the landowner in the United 
Kingdom a return to at least a large cantle of his old prosperity. 
But as I have been often obliged to affirm, the two greatest 
obstacles to human progress are the prejudice of ignorance and the 
bigotry of science. • 

The last half of tbe eighteenth century was the great epooh of 
mechanical invention in England, or, as I ought now to say, Great 
Britain, for Scotland oontributed her full share in the disooveries 
and adaptations of Watt. And bere I cannot but think, that the 
greatest of national gifts, if it be diffused, the power I mean of 
adapting means to ends, had now become hereditary in our 
countrymen. Captain Galton has used an unlucky pbrase, in my 
opinion, when he writes about the heredity of genius, and illus
trates his opinion by facts drawn from the heredity of logioal 
powers. With us economists, all the phenomena, which, from our 
judgment, seem to contribute to industlial skill are pressed into 

20 
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our service. It is plain that the spread of education in our gene
ration develop~ an aptitude for education in a succeeding gene· 
ration. The children of a man whose logical faculties have been 
cultivated disclose a readiness in applying their faculties to 
similar results which appears to be cumnlative. The fact i. con· 
stantly noticeable, and is, I think, most hopeful. I speak, of course, 
of .aucation under proper conditions. The sprightliest mind may 
be demoralized and degraded by silly' examinations and sillier 
examiners. The English people, I will uot go nearer home, ... em 
to have gone mad over examinations. I remember that my friend, 
Sir W. Harconrt, told me that an excellent female dome.tic at the 
Treasury was constantly in danger of lo.ing her place, and her 
employers her services, because she could not come up to the Civil 
Service standard in decimal fractions. Examinations may be 
necessary, but we need not, like the" gentle Sicambrian" Clovis, 
adore them. 

Still, I cannot but think that the political condition of Europe 
counts for something in the situation, though I admit that the 
Briton of the eighteenth century had thrown off, at least in lOme 
quarters, his hereditary stupidity, while he retained his dogged 
industry. The civilized world had adopted the policy 0( endeavour· 
ing to secure by force of arms a sole market, as, under altered 
circumstances, Frauce and Germany are trying to secure now-the 
one in the swamps of Tonqnin, and in the malaria of Madagascar; 
the other in the waterless desert 0( Angra Peqaena, and in the 
beerless desert of North New Guinea. Bat when ~ery one thought 
the policy wise, the winner in the game hfI his advantages. Now 
let us look at the condition 0( Europe at and after the Peace 
of Paris in 1763. As we Englishmen are still paying interest on 
the bill which we ran up then, and disavow the policy DOW, it may 
be well to examine the positive' gain. 

Frsnce, our nearest neighbour, was stripped of nearly ~ery. 
dling. A little before she had a menacing position in India, a 
more menacing one in North America. She had a preponderating 
inJluence in the soathem half of the Indian peuinsnIa, and held 
the strings of an intrigue in the north-easL portion. In 1763, sbe 
was left with Pondichury. In North America she held Loniaiana 
and Lower Canada, and was constructing a chain 0( fortresses' 
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from the sonth to the north. Nothing could have been more 
deverly strILtegio that her plan. as I notioed in several places when 
I traversed a considerable part of the conntry whieh she intended 
to occnpy. Unfortunately for France. she had in Louis XV. a 
king who. while living the life of our Cha.rles. II.. affected ~e 
policy of Louis XIV. The Seven Years' War really created the 
union of the American plantations. and gave them the means for 
the War of Independence. 

Spain connted for nothing. and all Scandinavia for. next to 
nothing. Germany was again torn to pieces by war; now by a 
dynastic struggle. lOS a century before by a religious war. Holland 
bad been finally ruined by the house of Orange in the person of 
William V. The Italian States seemed past hope; England alone 
eame out with the nniversal empire of a sole market. Captain 
<Jook was discovering and annexing in the Pacific and Australia. 
and England had at last a chance of winning a greater empire of 
trade than the. Bnll of Borgia had given Portngal and Spain to
gether. At that time. it would have cost but little to have annexed 
the Spanish colonies. and for the elder Pitt to have exclaimed. on 
befalf of the British Parliament ... Utel"que P08tt1M .e .. viat uni." 

Now look at the opportunity for the manufacturers who had the 
ehance of supplying a sole market. ' The seaboard of North 
America. from Nova Sootia to the borders of Florida was theirs. 
India was theirs. and without their permission no one could land 
ea.rgo. or take cargo thence. The supply of this market. so largely. 
so suddeuly extended, was in the hands of English manufacturers 
and merchants. and the economy of production. i .•.• of inventions 
in aid of or in substitution of human labour was the obvious and 
,·eady road to wealth. No wonder that the abilities of Arkwright. 
<Jrompton. and Watt. were caUed into active exercise. And 
though in a short time the reveroe of the Treaty of Paris was at 
hand. and the acknowledgment of American independence was to 
cut oil" half. and that the most hopeful half. of the sole, market. 
the English were equal to the occasion. They discovered that a 
sale market Wlls. after all. by no means 80 absolute a good as they 
imagined. and they began to build up a new colonial empire. more 
vast than that which they had lost. nnder a new and far truer 
maxim. that trade follows the flag. 
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Besides, the temporary stimulus which the sole· market theory 
had a.fforded British invention was made permanent by the natural 
effort which producers who have embarked their capital in in· 
dustrial avocations make to arrest the risk, even thongh it may 
prove an imaginary risk, of decline. Nations which have made no 
progress in the industrial arts are slow to move and apathetic. 
Nations which have made progress are exceeflingly unwilling to 
lose grQund. Again, the circumstances in which Europe was 
placed, .effectually staved off competition. It seemed that the 
stars in their courses were fighting against the industrial rivals of 
thi. country. 

A few short years, and the great continental war broke out. 
Every throne in Europe was shaken, even in countries which were 
not invaded. The French overran Europe from the harbour of 
Gibraltar to the city of Moscow. In the eighteen years con· 
tinental war there was no leisure for the arts of peace, for the 
growth of industry. But England early gained the mastery at 
sea, only checked by the folly of the short war with the l: uited 
States, and became the workshop of Europe. Napoleon, that idol 
of idiots, fancied that he could destroy the English factories by the 
Berlin and Milan decrees, and being a clever Italian of the fifteenth· 
century type,. thet depicted by Machiavelli, denounced the penalties 
of piracy against all English vessels which entered continental 
porta with English merchandise. When he marched to lIoscow in 
1812, his soldiers were clothed with the produce of Yorkshire 
looms, i.e., he found thet the exigencies of war, from one point of 
view, had to override the exigencies of war from another point of 
view. 

The peace of Europe, from the Battle of Waterloo to the 
Crimean War, interrupted only by. few transient struggles, was 
the peace of languor. During this period the European nations 
were recoYeriug from the losses which they had suffered for 
eighteen years of unbroken bloodshed and waste. The epoch was 
characterized by the capital inveulion of steam transit on rail· 
roads, the accomplishmeut of which was again due to English 
inveution, and was suggested by the obvious advantage of cheapen. 
ing freight, one of those economies in production on which I he ... 
already commented. It was English, because in England only, 110-
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great was the prostr .. tion of the Continent, was the accamulation 
of capit .. l, and its expenditure on productive works of deferred 
profit, possible. 

The w .. rs which h .. ve followed h .. ve been brief, for the Crimean 
was the longest Europe .. n w .. r, the civil war in America the most 
prolonged. But though they h .. ve been generally brief, they have 
been exceedingly Ilestruetive. It is too early to determiue or even 
to guess .. t the effect which they h .. ve induced on the resources of 
the states which have waged them; The utmost we c .. n .. t present 
follow is the economical efforts which they have induced on industry 
""d trade, especially on that of the United Kingdom. Now England 
was very little affected by the Crimean War, except in one direc
tion. Up to the time in which hostilities began with Russia, the corn 
tr .. de with that country was of great significance to t\le belligerents, so 
·significant that when w .. r was declared, Odessa was not blockaded 
till the corn fieet was dispatched; and nothing was left to blockade. 
But indirectly this war had, followed as it was by a still more 
significant struggle, a singular effect on values. It causeJ, and by 
.a chain of circumstances assisted, that rem .. rkable increase of 
.. gricultural rent (26i per cent. between 1854 .. nd 1879) which h .. s 
been a prime factor in the .. gricultural ruin of to·day. The 
Russian corn trade never recovered the collapse of the Crimean 
War, and it naturally took time to develop it elsewhere, and in tbe 
interval high grain prices prevailed, and stimnlated an agricultural 
system which had been carried to perfeotion, except in one direc
tion, the accurate keeping of f"rmers' accounts. I do not find th .. t 
the Indian Mutiny, which followed the Crimean W .. r, had much 
effect on English manufactures .. nd trade. H .. d it h .. ppen.d at 
the present time, it would have had far different effects, f~r the 
wheat exports cf Indi .. , which h .... anquestion .. bly brought about 
tbat over-supply of which my first rul., given you last week, 
.. ffords the int.rpr.tation, was .. t that tim. non-exist.nt. 

But the J11lcess w .. s int.rrupt.d by tb. four y ... rs' civil w .. r in 
Am.rica. No wltr was .ver so costly amI so destructive. Tbe debt 
.contracted by the North was enormous, the waste of life prodigious, 
the destruction of property inoalculable, the arrest of development 
totaL When the war was over, the demand for European, 
.,speci .. lly for English products, was urg.nt, so urgent th .. t it 
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easily overleaped the barrier of what was rnteD,led to be 8 pro
hibitive tariff. carried through the American Congre .. by Mr. 
Morrill, as the price, it may be feared, of that gentleman'. 
allegiance, a tariff which rendered the restoration of waste ex· 
ceedingly costly, and the redemption of the Federal Debt exceedingly 
easy. The waste replaced, there began the development of the 
North-west corn lands, and the exportation of their prorluce to the 
United Kingdom. 

Then came short but sanguinary European war.. They were all 
wars for frontier, like the Crimean and American wars. There 
was the war undertaken by Prussia and Austria together, for the 
sake of pillaging Denmark. and completing the German frontier on 
the Baltic and the German Ocean. The quarrel over the spoil. 
between the two brigand. came briefly after, and the d..limitation 
of Austria, which suffered a furth.r rlelimitation in Northern Italy. 
These wars were short and costly, and wllst iH to our purpose, 
arrested industrial rivalry. Lastly came the Franco-German War, 
the latest, perhaps the last, struggle after the succe.s of the policy 
of Henry n'_ and Richelien. Ii i. difficult to say "'hether the pay
ment of the indemnity w"; a greater loss to France than it. receipt 
was to Germany. Why I may be perhaps hereafter able to 
explain. 

Since then there has been generally peace; Imt such a peace , 
An armed peace, if prolonged, i. more destruetiw of economiesl 
prosperity than open warfare for a time. I do not &00 that the 
industrial position of England is threatened. The G~rmall and 
Belgian are to some extent inventh-e, the former espeeially in 
ehemiljtry and its products. But they are much more disposed to 
imitation. Friends of mine have been obliged to treat persistently 
intrnsh'e Teutona, who desire to pirate their pr0C86ses, to the mill
pond of dye-works. from which the unwilling bather issu... an 
altered man. But the victories of piracy are limited. At present 
all nations but our own efl'ectually block the impalee to invention 
by protecti'1'8 duti .... for the earliest and most persistent efl'ed of 
protection is to disable the nation which adopts it from the jw;t 
interpretation of its own facu1ties. 



XIV. 

THE GUILD AND AJ.'PRENTICE SYSTEM. 

The orga·n.isation of parish or man01'-O/ towns-The guilds of 
London and elaewlurre-1J.pprentice8hips, criticized by Adam Smith 
-Moilfves for the 8?Jstcm-The wages of artittans-The p"'0pertll of 
the guild8-CombiJiati07Ul of workmen hardly taken into the Bcheme 
of economist8-Econom.ical fallacies generally contain some truth
Mr. Mill's wage fund-Associations of capital or of labour-The 
trade union a pcvrt1'WrBhip-Ths emancipation of trade 'ZIIflIionB
Th6 t7'Me union a remedy against socialism. 

OBGANIZATION was the essence of early English life. In the country 
every man belonged to .. parish or manor, and, to use .. modern 
phrase, had a stake in it. The landless man was an 0l1tlaw, a 
thief, .. brigand. He lurked on the no·man's land, on the border 
of the settlement, in the outlying woods. He may not have been 
.. very unpopular person, when he plundered Jew or Lombard, or 
even an abbot, particularly if he ;were one of those foreigners whom 
the Pope planted in an English benefice, or who got the reward of 
service under the king, or was the object of royal favour. But 
the landless man was otherwise included in no organized or regu
lated parish or manor, he was outside the uwversal system of 

. English life, not in the Middle Age~ only, but long afterwards. The 
English peasant for many a long day, even up to recent times, 
looked asUillce at a stranger or foreigner, as they sometimes caUed 
him, !yhen he was imported into the parish. The law of parochial 
settlement, selfish as its motive was, and mischievous as its results 
were, was, in principle, an appeal to ancient and deep-seated 
traditions. 
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Forms which are obsolete and nnint.JIIigible. and now abrogated. 
hOO a great significance in old times. It appears that the consent 
of the settlement was necessary for the introduction of a new 
tenant or purchaser under the lord. It is certain that the lord 
ilould not transfer his rights to a stranger nnless with the assent 
of the tenants. This practice. from which was developed the legal 
ileremony of attornment. survived in some particulars to the 
eighteenth centory. when. having long ceased to have any practical 
importance. and being found to hinder the free conveyance of land. 
attornment was wholly abolished by statute. I am dispoBed-to 
believe that the action of the homage. the view of frank pledge. 
was. from what I have gleaned in manor rolls. an active force. 
that it formed in some particulars a consultative council for the 
lord. and that its advice or assent was convenient, Bometimes even 
necessary. • 

The development of a homogeneona England fro,,! these 
eorionsly separate nnits was not so easy a matter. It was early 
attempted. The doctrine of allegiance to a central authority. 
which, if we can trust constitutional antiquaries, was enforced as 
early as the days of Cnut, may have gone for something. out I 
suspect that the promissory oaths of the tenth century were not 
fonnd to be more binding than those of the eighteenth. when a 
oonsiderable Parliamentary party. with Shippon at their head, took 
the oath of allegiance to the Hanoverian king, and assored the 
exiled family of their nnfaltering devotion to the Stuart. If the 
ooorts of the hundred and the shire had any real vitality, and but 
little is known' of their working" they would help to take the 
peasant out of the narrow sorronndings of his immediate home. 
and suggest a wider field of aCtion than that with which he was so 
familiar. 

It seems that the chief agency by which some sense of nationality 
was developed was the administration of jnatice. The aasize of 
the migratory judges executed the criminal law in directions 
which the Ioca1 jurisdiction. however large ita powers were, could 
not reach. and the civil side determined rights of property. in 
matters where the Ioca1 anthority had no jurisdiction at all, and, 
besides. gave pnhlieity and foree to ita decisions_ How important 
these decisions were conceived to be is proved by the care wilb 
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-which these judgments were reported and preserved. The stndent 
<If family history finds the greater part of his information in the 
record of judicia.!, or at least of fisca.!, proceedings. Again the 
Institution of the new system of direot taxation, after an assess
ment, following on a Parliamentary grant, aided in the develop
ment of common purposes. Weare told that in conseqnence of 
the statute of 1406, by' which a.!l suitors in the County Court and 
<lthers were declared to be the electors of knights of the shire, 
., outrageous and excessive nnmbers of people, and of small sub
stance," had cposen them; and therefore, in 1480, the forly-shilling 
freehold was declared to be the franchise, further limited, two 
Jears later, by an amendment that the freehold must be in the 
same county. So widespread an interest must have tended to 
take the peasant out of the narrow surroundings of his ordinary 
life. But' the parocbial feeling remained strong long after this 
time. Again it is probable that the institution of tbe justice of the 
Feace, and .tbe statutory increase of bis power. which, though 
local, was not necessarily identified with those traditional 
bound""ies, had a furtber effect. At any rate, it straitened, and 
nna11y extinguished, the local jurisdictions. I refer to these facts 
because, though the old associa.tions were weakened, they were far 
from being lost. In some particulars they were even strengthened, 
.. s I hope to show. 

Tbe organization of the towns, though the nrban population was 
.. mall by the side of the rura.!, was strict. The object of the town 
was to get a charter of inoorporation. which should give the town 
local authority ,and the administration of justice, if not of the highest, 
in considerable degree, by the elected officials of the city. Or the urban 
population sought to confirm and enl":ge charters already given. 
Now all these concessions cost money, and the money was contri
buted by those who were to enjoy the new or extended privilegs. 
But it was not to be expected that they who had purchased their 
<lwn urban rights would freely admit strangers to the advantages 
which the? had bought. It is houe that, in theory, the town 
-could admit strangers, even serfs from distant places, and after a 
time could protect such persons in the freedom which had been 
grants(l them. But neither policy nor self·interest couli be con
sulted by making the town an asylum. From evidence which I 
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have collected a8 to the payment of head money or chivage by non
re.ident serf., I conclode that soch per.on. did not conceive them
selves to be eafranchi.ed by mere residence, though it is nol 
unlikely that if it were strong enoogh the town would reBent th .. 
attempt to seize a person of .. rvile origin after it had determined 
on adopting him, and he had become rich. • 

The principle of as.ociation and organization was extended t<> 
the two universities. It is not known when either of tbe.e wa .. 
planted. or when they received their first cbarter.. Tbe student .. 
at Oxford are mentioned in the reign of Henry II in.the chronicl" 
of Brakelond. who narrate. the good offices of his hero, Abbo~ 
Samson: in .. ttling some difficnltie. which had occorred among 
them and tbe city authoritie.. In the eariy part of the thirteenth 
centory Oxford is organized; in the days, for in.tance, when 
Grost.lte was the leader of its philosophy and other stodies. In 
a list of towns, written in tbe handwriting of Henry II!". reign. 
the schools of Oxford are mentioned as a distinctive featore of that 
to..yn. I do not intend to draw a negative inference when I men· 
tion that Cambridge is also noted, but only as being distinguished 
for it. eels. These t .. o ancient institutions. when tbey come· 
before us. are .. If.governing corporations. having a ruler. a law. 
and judges of their own. holding property. real and personal. 
admitting person. to their franchi .... and banishing them. and are
entir ... ly rnd.pendent of the municipalities in wbich tbey were 
.itoate. In coorse of time the orban authorities of Oxford town 
are subordinated to the university, and it .... a. the boast of tbe
academical corporations tbat tbey .... ere entirely exempt from any 
secular or spiritual authoritt. The privileges they p08 ... ""d were
confirmed by cbarters. and long after the hisw., of these corpor .... 
tions began they had the eli.tinction, alone, I believe, among 
analogous institutions, of being confirmed by Act of Parliament. 
England was. in short, filled witb 88&OCiaiions, customary, chartered. 
and, in these two ca.es, formally legalized. 

The principle of 88&OCiation was. however, extended beyond 
these country, urban, and aeademieal units. The members of 
crafts or trades organized themselves. enacted th.ir own bye· laws, 
regnlated their own business or merchandise, and finally w ...... 
incorporated, in some eases by charter, and in a few were appointed. 
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the machinery for enforcing legislative Acts; as, for instance, the 
weaving trade generally, by a specia.! corporation created under one 
of numeroue police Acts of trade, for the whole county of Norfolk. 
In London, which early became pre.eminent for its wealth, the.e 
trade associations or companies were incorporated by charter, 
though long after they had been fnlly in operation as private com
binations. The charters,l believe, date from the fourteenth century, 
but I ha.ve been told that the .ite of the Goldsmiths' Hall ha. been 
in the pos.ession of the craft from before the Conquest. Many of 
them were accOl'ded considerable dutie.. The London goldsmiths 
were very early consulted in what is called the trial of the pyx, 
that is, the verdict tbat the officer. of tbe mint had .atisfiod th .. 
indenture nnder which they were entru.tetwith the coinage. The 
Merchant Tailors were ca.lled ou to pas. the cloth which was pur
chased for the king's army. The Grocer. were directed by Act. of 
Parliament to .ee .. to the proper garbling of .pice.... A search 
into the Statute Book wonld no doubt result in the di.covery of 
many such obligations. and an examination into the archive. of 
those City Companies who.e record. survived the Fire, and liave 
been preserved, would give, perhap., much confirmation as to the 
part which the companies played in the police of trade. They 
assumed, or were permitted to make, bye.la W8, and some curious 
illu.trations of their practice have been published. Thus, for 
instance, in the fifteenth century, the Grooers' Company levied a 
fine of £10 on two member. of the fellowship for the offence of 
taking a fellow livery-man's house, by offering to pay a higher 
rent than the occupier was paying, against such an occupier and 
fellow Grocer's will. Half the fine went to the fraternity, and 
.. half to him that is thus put out of his hou.e." The Act of 15 
Henry VI. directs that the ordinances of these associations .hall 
be certified and registered by the justice. of the pea .. , or the chief 
magistrate of cities and towns, under a penalty of £10 for neglect. 
This ena.e;JIlent indicates how universal these combinations were, 
not in the town only, but in the country. 

The whole country, and not alone the town., posseBsed these 
orgauizations. The masons had. uuder .the mIe of the heads of 
their craft, the freemasons. and so had the carpenters. Under 
84 Edward III. cap. 9, .. alliances and covine. of masons Bnd 
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carpenters, with their congregations, chapters, ordinances. and 
oaths, made or to be made, were rendered void and annulled." 
Some of these words seem like the technicalities adopted by tbeir 
reputed successors, the modern freemason. Later on these associa· 
tions were declared to be felonious. The combinations of the artisans 
were imitated by the peasant labonrers, and we are told that, to 
use modern language, all labourers during the last quarter of the 
fourteenth century were united into very effective trade unious. 
But it is quite clear that, to ensure unity of purpose aud efficiency 
in action, some sacrifice was required on the part of applicants for 
admission into these organizations. Besides, in their struggle with 
the capitalist and the law, they had need of a common purse, and 
we are told that subscriptions were actually collected by the upland 
folk, to pay the fines of such among their number as might be con· 
victed, and generally in order to mature and carry out the line of 
defence or campaigu which they might undertake in this social 
warfare. 

This process was apprenticeship, a practice unknown to antiquity, 
and apparently not accepted in all the countries of modern Europe. 
This expedient, adopted, I do not doubt, in the first case. from 
motives of police, is adversely criticised by Adam Smith, who holds 
that it raises the wages of the pereons who go through this period 
of deferred wages. He also believes that it hinders the free circu· 
lation of labour, because it disables those who have not passed 
through this preliminary training from undertaking an employment 
which is, 80 to speak, fenced against them. But he does not dwell 
long on its effeet on the wages of labour, for it is open to doubt, 
whether in the end the calling which is neceasarily preceded by 
apprenticeehip is necessarily better remunerated than one which is 
not. For if it be supposed to have advantages, dne to the posl
ponement of the wage earning period, either the remuneration 
when the wages are earned owe. its amount to the delay which has 
been interposed, in which case the matter is in '1uilibrw, and we 
must search further for the effects, &8 it stimulates wmpetition fm: 
the higher earnings, in which ease the wages are depressed by an 
excess of supply, or the employment i. rendered precarious, and the 
aggregate earnings are equaJized by breaks in the occupation. In 
reality, however, the economical significance of apprenticeship is 
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part of a far larger question; the particul .. r c .. uses which raise or 
depress wages, or a'lfect the value of that which the workman offers 
for sale. apart from the general laws which induce high and low 
prices. Let us first, however, look at the history of apprentice
ship. 

There can be no doubt that the origin of the practise is to be 
traced to the motive which I have already given. 'a desire to secure 
to the pnrchasers of tr .. de privileges the benefits which the existing 
generation and their predecessors in title have secureft. In r .. ct. the 
pr .. ctice of apprenticeship long precedes any statutable en"c,tment 
enforcing it on craftsmen. Early intimations of it are given by 
Mado". and. indeed. the indirect adoption of the system in the
liberal professions at .. n early date is to my mind proof that these pro
fessions copied the existing and older practice of artisans and trades
men. It is. I think. open to doubt whether all craftsmen were 
.. pprenticed in • times early and late. The existence of a class of 
masons who are called free, or master, and a similar order among· 
carpenters. for I have bften seen them thus designated. appears to 
me to indicate that the practice was not universal. The frequent 
.. ttempt made in the Statute Book to compel"pprenticeship implies. 
I conclude. that the rule w .. s frequently disreg .. rded. Undoubtedly 
the wages of artisans are higher than. those of agricultural labourers 
at all periods in Engli.h hi.tory. but this may not nece .... rily be due 
to apprenticeship; it may be the result of broken or uncertain 
employment. or of bye-indu.tries. 

The period of apprenticeship was almost invariably seven years, 
perhaps from the precedent of Jacob. The limit of time was occa
sionally fixed by statute law. the regulation in the profession. was 
a bye-law of the corporation which admitted the qualified person 
at the end of his training. Thus, originally, seven years inter
posed between the .tudent·. entry at an inn of court and his call
ing to the bar •• even years were demanded for the training of the 
attorney, {{'ven years' study for admission to the privilege. of the 
University. I do not find that any material advantage of a calcu
lable 'kind was presented by the licensing body when the course 
w ... over. Up to the end of the seventeenth century the earning .. 
of barristers .. nd solicitors as attorney. were very .mall, and the 
remuneration of a clerk, i .•. , of a graduate, was no better than 
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that of an artisan. Qnite apart from the I"e.sure which charac· 
terizes professions in later times, all that the licensing bodies did 
was to give the privilege of pleading to the barrister, of acting as 
the agent of another to the attorney, and of teaehing what he had 
himself been taught to the graduate. 

One of three molives may have been present to the mind. of 
those who by the onstom of their calling were in the habit of im· 
posing the prior condition of apprenticeship on those who would b. 
their fellows ,in the future. They might have contemplated the ex· 
pediency of making those who entered into a IDore or less privileged 
()rder, pay for the privilege to which they sncceed",1. They might 
have designed to narrow the field of competition within their own 
calling, by pntting impediments in the way of those who might elect 
to follow it. They might have had before them the expediency of 
maintaining a high standard of proficiency in their craft. The 
.,con!>mist who is naturally disposed to interpret snch a regulation 
from the point of view which mark. the relation of wages to profits 
and prices, may be tempted to dwell more e"clnsively on the &<:COnd 
()f these motives. Bnt I am sure that the first and third were pre
sent to the minds of the artisans of old times. Whether the second 
of these motives was .. successfnl one, and. in cs"" it did influence 
the advocates of the apprenticeship system, is capable of being sus· 
tained, is to be determined by the 1'aet o( what the apprenticed 
person aclnally earned. 

The trade of early England was not only small, bnt preearioll8. 
The smallness of the towns, to which allll8ion has aJroady been 
made, is a proof of this. The feeling, therefore, which a trader or 
mann1'aeturer would entertain towards his company and ita member. 
mnst have been akin to that which in later times was (elt by the 
licensees of regulated companies of commerce. It is not jw.t, they 
would argne, that they who create and insure trade at considerable 
initial expense should be exposed to the rivalry of those who are 
striving to enter on the frnit of our labour., without making Imy 
contribntion towards the outlay which was el!BeJJtial to the existence 
c.f the trade at alL Or to take .. more modem parallel, il must 
have been like the feeling which an artisan, who has belonged to .. 
trade union all his life, who has made, in COllBOquence, continual 
sacrifices for it, and who collBOqnently believes, rightly or wrongly, 
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that his expenditure has raised wages, entertains towards another 
artisan, who will make no sacrifices, will incur no nnpopularity 
with employers, but is not kbove reaping the benefit of his fellows' 
<iisinterested action. 

It is quite true that the wages of first· rate arhlsans were in the 
Middle Ages 50 per cent. above those of agricultural or peasant 
labourers. But the artisan was migratory when he earned so much. 
The common mason and the common carpenter got, as a rule, no 
more for their labour than would compensate them, for precarious 
-Or broken employment. Now a migratory artise.n was put to much 
greater cost for his maintenance than a labourer would be, whose 
home was stationary. This was discerned, early and late, by the 
fact that workmen who were pressed for the king's service, no un· 
<lommon event, were always provided, in' addition to their wages, 
with journey money. Let me illustrate my position. A founder 
resolves on bnilding a college or monastery, and the former was not 
infrequently founded in the fifteenth century. Workmen are to be 
got from a.ll quarters, 'master builders and master carpenters from 
remote places. Such men have to leave their homes and families, 
and to have for a time, in their humble way, a double establish
ment. It is impossible to conceive, quite apart from apprentice
.. hip, that they would be content to work at wages which did not 
<lxceed the earnings of a residential workman, upon whom no extr .. 
eharges were put, or if such .. remuneration were not paid them, 
that a constant supply of artisans would be forthcoming. I think 
that these are sufficient causes for the cliWparative elevation of 
artisan's wages, without having recourse to the theory that they 
were designedly raised by apprenticeship. Further, it seems to me, 
that the far greater elevation of artisan's walles in London points 
to analogous facts. There was much more expectation of work in 
the city, but, on the other hand, the cost of living was much higher 
than in the country, and even in small towns. But .. t the same time 
I can aSBllre my hearers that a mason in Oxford 440 years ago was 
paid relatively better wages than he is paid in London for .. fifty-six 
hours' work at present. The fifteenth-century workman worked for 
ouly an eight hours day. 

One may well wish that one could recall the discussions which 
took place at "the chapter'l and congregations of masons and car-
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penter. when under their alliances and covines, they made ordi
nances and took oaths," when thevexcited the wrath of Parliament 
in 1361, the year of the second pingne. It was the time at whwb 
Decorated architectnre, having been brought to perfection, was on 
the eve of giving way to the more florid and le.8 attractive Perpen· 
dicular. The greater part of the handsome churches and conven· 
tual buildings oC that age were tbe work of the artisans tbemselves, 
who "could draw their owu plot." It needed no common or brief 
training to enable the mason to himself design these slrnctures 
from tbe foundation to the roof, and then resign his work to an 
equally skilful carpenter. These working men were the teachhlS, 
the models of those architects who copy their labours in our days, 
and often make a sad bungle of the imitation. In a time when men 
could not be spared Cor the otiose function of a designer, who very 
often knows little or nothing of tbe materials with which he has to 
deal, but the design came from the artisan, we may depend on it, 
that a seYen·years apprenticeship was no long period Cor the youth 
to learn his craft in, and become the rival in tbe new style of 
these great builders who had raised the structures oC a pre,iolls 
century. 

I am speaking, yon will observe, oC the work of arti.ans, five 
centuries ago. A study of tbe conditions nnder which they lived 
and worked, many of their works being slill beCore us, convinces 
me that, whatever may be said against apprenticeship in time 
present, it was a necessary condition for tbe art and labour of tbe 
past. It is quite J><*ible that a practice may have outlived its 
nsefulness, and thongh.there was a time when it was rer-jui.ite, 
that time has been followed by another, when it haa become Kuper· 
fluons or even misehievoua. What I wiah you to nol;'e is, that 
when we project ourselves into a bygone age, we cannot conclnde 
invariably with those, who, however far-sighted and sLrewd they 
are, are nnable to realize, from lack of facts, tL.... remot<> 
eonditions. It is a common and a dangerous error to interprht the 
past by the present. It is a true and neceaaary philooophy to 
interpret the present by the past, and I have some satisfaction in 
knowing, that whatever be the wortb of my own comment-judge 
it as yon will-I have provided the JDeIIDII by wLich othe ... after 
me will be able to rea1ize for tbenulelvea the bygone, but b, no 
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means exhausted conditions of past industrial liIe. And I may 
mention as part of the .. facts, that Acts of Parliament not infre
quently provide for the apprenticeship of labourers in husbandry, 
meaning by this, I am sure, those higher agricultural operations 
which require special knaok aud acuteness, and formed the 
qualifications of the first·class farm·hand, whom our ancestors 
were WOllt to describe as a bailiff in husbandry, who directed all 
operations, and could do everything which he directed. These 
apprenticeships, Sir John Sinclair informs ns, survived in the 
West to the present century. 

I must, however, say a little here about the guilds, town and 
country, at a time when they were in their prime and were actually 
the institutions which they proposed to be. In the first place, they 
were well.nigh univers .. l, though they were unchartered and 
informal Their property was derived from grants or charge. on 
land or houses, made for the purpose of securing the continuance 
of a religious office, much appreciated and exceedingly common in 
the period of English social hietory, which precedes the Reforma. 
tion, prayers or m .. s.es for the dead. From what I have seen there 
was scarcely an estate on which oome such liability was not 
created. One college in Oxford, Oriel, was much engaged in the 
business of negotiating the price at which masses could be secured, 
and th. register of the College contains evidence of the strictly 
commercial charscter of these negotiations, the College fulfilling 
its part of the barg .. in in the large chancel, large for this speoial 
object, of St. Mary's Churoh. Almost all tfte houBe property in 
Qrlo"d possessed by the pre· Reformation Colleges is due to· this 
source, the bargain, especially when the mass was an obit or a. 
perpetual ceremony, being tha. the land or tenement was conveyed 
to the contraoting party, subject to this obligation.. It seems, so 
thoroughly was the custom engrained in the religions life of the 
English, that these grants for definite religions offices were not 
liable to tlle ordinary law of mortmain. To have refused per
mission that snoh engagements should be made would have shocked 
the sentiment of the time too seri~usly. In the New College 
rental of Oxford tenements, six such payments are reserved for 
divers monasteries, Bnd it is quite certain that most of the other 
property was held under similar obligations. 

21 
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Now this is a type of the guild lands held in town and country 
by chartered or unchartered associations. The ancient tenements, 
which are still the property of the London Companies, were 
originally burdened with masses for the donors. In the country. 
the parochial clergy, or the migratory clergy. nndertook the service 
of these chantries, which were ranged along the side wall. of the 
aisles of churches. and the establishment of a mass or chantry 
priest, at a fixed stipend. in a church with which he had no other 
relation, was a common form of endowment. Th. residue, if any, 
of the revenne derivable from these tenements, was made the 
common property of the guild, and a. the continuity of the service 
was the great object of it. estllblishment, the donor, like the 
modern trustee of Il liCe income. took care that there should be a 
surplns from the foundation. The Illnd or house was let, and the 
guild consented to find the ministration which Cornled the motive 
of the grant. Besides these sources 01 income, the nueleus of 
very substantial advantages, the association levied small fees from 
the members, inflicted fines on offending members of the guild, 
and so secured a common purse. 

I have reCerred to this at some length, because the guild lands 
were a very important economical fact in the social condition of 
early England. The guilds were the benefit societies of the time, 
from which impoverished member. could be and were aided. It 
was an age, as I have told yon. in which the keeping of accounts 
was common and fami1iar. Beyond qnestion, the treasurers 01 the 
village guild rendered as acenrate an annoal .tstement to the 
members of the fraternity, as a bailiff or collector did to the lord. 
If there was .. surplus over the annual expenditure, it went to the 
purposes of an annoal or more frequent f"""t. Tbe banqnets of the 
City of London Companies, now enjoyed by persons who have not 
the remotest connection with the purposes of tbese Companies, 
are a survival of medireval guild life. So are ti,e parisb feaort8, 
whose origin Blomfield discovered in collecting materials for his 
county history of Norfolk, whose compulsory impo,·erishment 
he comments on with some indignation. It is qnite certain 
that the town and country guiJds obviated panperi.m in the 
Middle Ages, assisted in steadying the price of labour, and 
formed a permanent eenlre for those associations .... hich lullilled 
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the function, that in more recent times trade unions have striven 
,to satisfy. 

It is not a little remarkable tha$ the combinations of workmen 
for the purpose of bettering their condition, such combinations 
being known popularly as trade unions, though, for reasons which 
I shall give, I prefer to call them labour partnerships, have 
attracted so little attention from professed economists. Their 
ancient history had long been lost, and has only recently been 
re-discovered. This may account for mnch. In Smith's time, 
they were suppressed, being uhder the ban of the law, and if they 
subsisted at all, existed only as secret societies. Wben Ricardo 
became a classic, tbey were still illega.!, and the literary descendants 
<)f Ricardo, the two Mills, father and son, preserve a complete 
silence on this organisation. Mr. Fawcett, as was inevitable in a 
man brought face to face with practica.! questions, during a long 
Parliamentary experience, at last dea.!t with the topic_ But as he 
had a very scanty array of statistical facts, his account is not 
analytical, and is far from being exhaustive or satisfactory. It is 
very hard for a man, who has gone on to middle age in the 
twilight, to accept evidence which a.!ters his impressions. I do 
not say this of my friend, Mr. Fawcett, whose mind, to the last 
days of his life, too early closed, was singularly receptive of new 
information. 

One, out of the calamities which afilict politica.! economy, is the 
,constantly recurrent phenomenon, that all or nearly all its fallacies 
are partially true. There ie some truth in the mercantile theory, 
in the balance of trade theory, in the protectionist theory, in the 
Ricardian theory of rent, in the bimetallic theory of currency, in 
the fair trade revival, in the doctrine of reciproca.! liberty, even in 
the Liberty and Property Defence League. It is eo in hietory. There 
is some value in a mere arrangement of facts in chronological 
order, without any indication of sequence or connection. There is 
80me valu&Jin what is called constitntional history, i .•. , the dis
covery in docnments, and the partial analysis of the machinery of 
administration and legislation, at various epochs of English 
history, though the principle or practice bas been in existence, 
certainly for some time, possibly for a long time, before its activity 
is announced, as the record in which the f",ct is preserved was 
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composed, when a multitude of analogous records have peri.hed. 
There is some value in what is called the philosophy of history, 
i.e., the analysis of the motives which have influenced considerable 
persons, and of the power such persons have had in moulding the 
destiny of nations, though here a pernicious habit of parado .. has 
been indulged, nnder which, for instauce, Henry VIII. is made to 
appear a patriot king; Elizabeth, a capricious woman without a 
policy; Mary Stuart. a virtuous and ill·used princess; and so on, 
through the ages. Of course these whims have no vitality beyond 
the popularity of the writer, but they are immeasurably wearisome. 
I hope that I may, in the course of such lectures as the .. , deal 
with most of the .. half· truths in political economy, and unle.s I 
am mistaken, I shall incidentally show, out of solid and unmi ... 
takable economical facts, how ba .. less are many of the conclwoions 
which pass current as constitutional principles, or historical 
philosophy. 

Now, the particular half·trath which arrested Mill in his analy.is 
of the labour question, quite apart from the total ignorance under 
which he suffered in reference to the history of labour Bud wage., 
WaB the wage fund theory. This, like the law of diminishing 
returns, is, as I have told you, the transrerence of a theoretical 
hypothesis into the sphere or an actual condition of fact, and 
thence to an economical law. It is quite trne that in theory, and 
at a given point of time, couhl we conceive that the industrial 
machine was in equilih..w, the amount of capital destir;ed to 
reimburee the workman for the labour which he hBR advanced, or 
lent to the employer, is an exact quantity. Kow, 11i11 thought that 
ibis theoretical quantity was, in the ceaael .. s activity of human 
industry, an actual quantity, that it WBR inelastic and incapable 
of increase, not only at an incommensurable point, but in a 
measurable space of time. This is the meaning of his celebrated 
paradox, for, it is no better, that demand lor commodili ... i. not a 
denrand for labour, a position on which he insists wi\lJ unwonted 
pertinacity, I had almost said, passion. I have already pointed onl 
to you that a demand for commodilie.. is a demand for labonr, that 
even the comparative slacknetis of demand for commodiiie8, by no 
meaus invol .... a elackn .... in lha demand for labour, and that the 
manner in which an urgent demand for commoditi ... is met, is by 
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turning wealth from its passive condition as an accumulation into 
its active condition as capital, loanable by the employer or self
supplied. I could easily anticipate the satisfaotion with whioh 
many persons engaged in produotion would respond to the demand 
for commodities, and the rapidity with which the demand for labour 
would arise. 

But, as Mill had committed himself to endorsing the fallacy of 
the wage fund, he was driven to certain logical inferences from it. 
If the sum destined for the wages of labour was an inexorably fixed 
<juantity, inoapable of accretion by any human means, it follows 
that a demand for commodities ouly means the diversion of labour 
from one to another calling; one of the curious delusions which 
political economists fall into when, having derived their notions of 
capital from bankers' balanoes, they assume an equal mobility for 
all industrial agencies. Does, however, any man of practical expe
rience imagine that an urgent demand for cotton cloth will draw 
-on the reserve of agricultural labour, or that if, for example, more 
persons are employed, or the same persons employed more con·. 
tiouously in weaving cotton, this will have any effect whatever on 
the employment or wages of farm hands? But, to be ~ven partially 
true, the wage fund theory would require that eaeh calling should 
have its own wage fund, on which the wage fund, of other oallings 
oannot trench. If, however, each calling has its own separate wage 
fund,jh.e demand for the commodities produced by that calling will 
inevitably oreate a demand for labour, by which commodities can 
alone be supplied, the addition of capital, provided it be forth
coming, as it always is in saving or settled countries, and the 
transference of a part of the fund of passive wealth into the agency 
of aotive wealth. I venture upon saying that, if I were to ask any 
practical man of business, in any of our great or, for the matter of 
that, small oentres of industry, as to the prooess by which an ex
ceptional demand would be met, he would tell me tha.t I had put 
into words Ile result of his experiences. 

Now the consequenoe of Mr. Mill's theory, a.t present, I believe, 
dropped by the economists of his sehool, is, that if any combina.tion 
of workmen succeed under any circumstances, under which there is 
an urgent demand for their labour, in getting better wages for their 
work, or even in case they get these higher wages by the sponta· 
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neous offers of competin~ employers, they are, by bettering their 
own lot, worsening the lot of other labonrers, whose sh"re in the 
fixed qu"ntity is pro tanto diminished. The doctrine of the wage 
fund, enforced by the high "uthority and the sterling character of 
Mr. Mill, has been made a perpetnal we"pon of attllCk against the 
labour p"rtnerships of working men. These men have been in
formed, very superfluously, because very erroneously, that the effort. 
which they are making to better their condition "re against tbe 
I"ws of political economy, and "re assured, as they are assured 
under the Ricardian law of rent, th"t the wages of labour are low 
and inelastic by a natural, or even providential, aIT"ngement. It 
is no wonder that they resent such interested nonsense. It i. to be 
regretted that they are apt to repndiate economic science altogether, 
and even ntter: .. If political economy is against ns, we "re against 
political economy." 

The ordinary tellCbing of political economy admits that all we.lth 
is produced by labour, but it rarely tries to point out how one of 
the producers can secure the benefii of his own product. It treats 
of the manner in which wealth is originated, but it generally post
pones the analysis of the process by which it is distributed. It i. 
"ttr&eted main!" by the agencies under which wealth is accumu
lated, as a general does military force, and it is more concerned 
with ite concentration than it is with the process of its partition. 
Most writers on political economy have been persoo. in easy cir
cumstances, or have been intinaates of those who are in easy cir
oumstsnces. They have witnessed, with interested or sympathetic 
satisfaction, the growth of wealth in the class to which they belong, 
or with which they have been familiar. In their eyes the poverty 
of industry has been a puzzle, a nuisance, a problem, a social crime. 
They have every sympathy with the man who wins and saves, no 
matter how, but they ha .... not been very oonsiderats for the man 
who works_ They lecture the poor on their improvidence, their reck
lessness, on the waste of their habits. But I have never r"",1 any 
of their works in which they have raised the question 89 to whether 
these traits in the character of workmen, II081lming them to be true, 
are not historically traceable to some manipulation of the pr~""" 
by which wealth is distributed, processes which they candidly and 
truIy inform you are of human institution only. 
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Now I am one of those persons who believe that. on the 
hypothesis of perfect freedom in all innocent action. the agency 
of the State should be limited to the proteotion of the weak against 
the strong, and I have never. in vote or speech, swerved from that 
principle. As I deprecate the nnnecessary interference of the State 
on behalf of the workman. so I deprecate the action of the State in 
permitting restricted devises. remainders. or reversions to the re
puted heads of private families. But if the law permits or sanctions 
anti-social privilege. the oommunity must expect" socialist propa
ganda. If, by its enactments. the State permits people 1;0 be pro
tected against the consequenoe of their own vices in one class of 
life by the mechanism of settlements, it must not wonder at another 
class demanding an eight-hours day from the legislature. or at some 
people talking loosely about the nationalization of land. One eco
nomic fallaoy, if it be discerned that it is conceded to in order to 
subserve a speci':l interest. is sure to beget another. which would. 
if it oould. and may perhaps hereafter. deal unfairly with that pro
tected or bolstered interest. In the fifteenth century workmen had 
an eight-hours day. probably by their own conoerted action. assu· 
redly to the advantage of employers. I hope here.fter to state what 
is, in my opinion, the economic defence of a restra.int on laissez jaire 
in Bome directions. 

When men put their capitals together in any direotion. neither 
sooiety nor political economists have a word to say against them. 
The defence of such associations is obvious, their utility unquestion
able. their necessity in some oases indisputable. No fortune. how
ever vast, oould have constructed the North-Western Railway, the 
Suez Canal. or even a fleet of ooean-going steam-vessels. These 
are undertakings the risks of which would be too great for private 
capital, the profits too remote. even if the individual oould supply 
the funds. The bias of the presen~ age is oontinua.lly towards the 
joint-stock principle, i .•.• the aggregation of small oapitals into 
industrial'Avocations. There is no little reason to believe that the 
development of this tendency has had " considerable effeot on the 
depression of prices. because people interpret the profits of capital 
by the cost of aoquiring that from which their profit is derived, not 
by the accumulated oost of that which they have purchased. Very 
possibly. the business or undertaking which has been turned into a 
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joint-stock enterprise is weighted at its inception by an exceB.ive 
price. In course of time it is found to be unworkable a\ that 
price, and tbe undertaking is wound up, and reconBtructed with a 
diminished capital. This process may go on again, till the ultimate 
possessors have procured it at far less than its intrinBic value. 
Under such circumBtances, as prices are modified by the competition 
of capitalists, the undertaking of the same kind which has not 
undergone this process is Bt a disadvBntage in the competition 
against that which has, and can therefore afford to undersell. It 
is true, underselling does not tend to go further than iB necessary 
in order to get a soond footing, and to displace rivals; but, as com
petition increases and becomes sharper, the proceBS by which the 
footing is gained and rivalo Bre displaced is more prolonged and 
more costly. Bot it is plain that tbe agency whoBe capilal is Bmall 
in proportion to its expected or pOBsibie profits is Bt an advantage 
in the struggle. 

But in the experience of life, and under the traditions of Bociely, 
if in a commercial nndertsking, tbe capital of which iB collected by 
these small contribotiono, the business is carried on with integrity, 
or, at least, with succeee, if demand is interpreted clearly, and 
supply is regulated shrewdly, ao as to secure the largest po.BiLle 
profit to the undertakers, to use Smith's excellent word, not only is 
the busineee welcomed as legitimate, buI the managers or agents of 
it are applauded. H it be greatly successful, the promoters Bre de
scribed, by DO purposed adulation, ... merchant princeB, pioneers of 
industry, creators of public weallh, benefactors of their country, 
and guarantors of itB permanent progress. They are preoumed to 
be pecnIiarly fit for offices and titles oC honour, to merit place. in 
Parliament, occasionally to be even qualified for the transmission 
of hereditary fortune, rank, and authority. It may be discm-ered 
on anaIypis that they have made no wealth, bu& have simply 
gotten it, or that their profits Bre extorted from the small earning. 
and the prolonged labonra of the downtrodden and helpless. What 
matter? the wealth is won, and they who witn .... the riches which 
have been acquired take no thooght of the procea8 by which they 
have been aggregated. Perhaps it is impossible and unjust to blame 
that which society permits, or, it may be, cannot of ita o .. n foree 
prevent. For if the Slate gnarantee& employment and .. ages, ii 
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can be only to some applicants, and to these, so far Mill is right, 
it will give employment and wages at the cost of others, for the 
State has no means of its own, and must get its funds by taxation 
or loan. But a. loau is only deferred and disguised taxation. If all 
men who are ready to work are to be provided with occullation by 
the State, you must not only get it for carpenters and masons, 
peasants and unskilled labourers, but clients for a lawyer, patients 
for a doctor, and, vo'" horrenda, a congregation for a preacher. 
There was a time, between 1558 and 1688, when the last provision 
was thought to be the llrovin~e of the State, but, at the latter date, 
the State became wiser or more considerate, and passed a Toleration 
Act. 

Now in a trade union or labour partnership the workmen do pre· 
eisely that which the promoters of joint· stock enterprise undertake. 
The latter are individually too poor for the enterprise; collectively 
they are rich enough. They are too weak alone; they are strong enough 
in uniou or oombination. The sacrifice of the present to the future, 
however assured the future may be, is too serious for the individual, 
it is obvious to the corporation. The association may be called into 
being in order to perform a great service. Perhaps no greater ser· 
vice we.s ever performed by a joint· stock company than that of the 
Bank of England to England and the nation in 1694 and 1695. 
The richest patriot would have shrunk from the self·devotion which 
was necessary in that eventful year, when the capture of Namur 
gave promise that the English might be on land what they had two 
years before showed themselves on sea at La Hogue. 

The workman has only one thing to sell, the skill of his hands. 
This commodity, to use ecouomic terms, i. exceedingly perishable. 
If it be unsupported by its necessary supply, it rapidly deteriorates. 
Labour, unlike other finished articles in demand, cannot be kept 
out of. the market without prodigious loss to the· owner. Fortu· 
Ilately for the possessor, could he only make a universal joint.stock 
eompanyq,mprising the capitals of all workmen within the same 
eraft, hie existellce and work is so necessary that he could, on the 
hypothesiB given above, dictate hiB own price to his employer. He 
will never claim, to be sure, a price which will destroy his employ. 
ment by destroying his employer's remuneration. The mere faet 
that he could diminish this, and perhaps prevent the growth of 
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rent, is the key to the prolonged struggle which I have often 
referred to, in which the workmen were for two centuries a 
victorions, and for three a defeated, clas.. The combination which 
in capital was considered beneficent, in labour was treated a. 
feloDY, and even when the felony wag e"tingui.bed by abrogatinjf 
the labonr statutes, was left to tbe elastic interpretation of the 
common law doctrine of conspiraey, if there be a cornmon law 
doctrine of anything. 

Up to 1825, all labour partnerships were proscribed. Now it 
would not be in human nature, tIiat action, which haa been 
passionately suppressed for centuries, should not be conceived of 
immense importance to those who had suddenly recovered the 
liberty of association. The concession of free action is a great 
acquisition, even if people are puzzled with the nuaccu.tomed 
boon, and make an unprofitable and erroneons, perhaps eYen a 
criminal, use of it. The blame of so ill a use lies much more at 
the door of those who have, for their own ends, refo"ed the liberty 
of spontaneous action than it does at the door of those who abuse 
what they have recovered. The natural inclination to exaggerate 
the importance of what they had won, was heightened in the work
man's mind by the new steps which were taken to indirectly annul 
the gift, by bringing these associations nnder the law of conspiracy. 
by refusing to allow their partnerships the proteetion accorded to 
benefit societies, and by permitting the secretaries of KllCh asllOOia
tions to embezzle their lunde with impunity. Even now the move
ment, instead oC being welcomed, as a virtual exposition of the 
joint. stock principle as applied to labour, and therefore 88 j1l8t and 
as innocent as any analogous institution amoDg capitalists for tb .. 
fortherance of manufacture and trade, is looked on with suspicion 
and dislike, constantly misrepresented, and 88 far as possible 
thwarted. 

Every calling, especially thoae which are prore..ional, always haa 
its own code of honour. There are offences against the un.mtwn 
cude of these calIiugs which are punished by the members of thes .. 
callings ~th the connivance, perhaps with the approval of tb .. 
public. Is that wrong per .. in working meu which i. rigbt iD 
medical and legaJ practitioners? If a physician or surgeon i. guilty 
of unprofessional condoct, his fellows decIiue to ...... e .. ith bim, as 
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far as possible exclude him from their society, or even exclude him 
from practice. Misconduct at the bar is occasionally punished 
with a formal deprivation of a barrister's privilege. It is possible 
that the reference of a solicitor's conduct to the Incorporated Law 
Sooiety's action has not been a complete success, and that it would 
be better superseded by a oourt of honour which should take cogni. 
zance of misconduct' which now passes unchallenged. I see no 
reason why a similar rule of action should not be adopted by arti· 
sans, and acknowledged by employers. It might make better and 
more trustworthy workmen; for the machinery of such a censorship 
would certainly increase the self-respect of those who were sub
jected to it. 

The -machinery of a strike, the war of the workmen, is seldom 
successful, It is generally adopted at the least advantageous time, 
that in which the demand for labour is diminishing, and therefore, 
when the workman is most in the power of the employer. But 
this caunot be made a reproach to the workman. It rather implies 
that he does not make use of his lost opportunity, a strike in the 
midst of a rising market. The workman appears to let the market 
do its own work when the. demand is in his favour, and when 
profits are exceptionally high, to look for only a amnII part of the 
increased advantage. Of oourse when he does get exception",l 
wa.ges in a time of exceptional profits, calumny is busy about him, 
",nd grotesque {",bles are circulated about the way in which he 
expends his enhanced earnings. If the men were unforgiving they 
would treasure up the memory of these libels. 

In recent times, intelligent employers have begun to see that 
what economists, who understand facts, defend as the right of the 
workmen, has its advanta.ges from the point of view of the master. 
The praotice adopted in many tr",des, where a unit of value can 
be easily taken and understood, is to make that unit the basis of 
a sliding soale. I have been told by persons engaged in the iron 
trades, thl>\ the system of a sliding scale works well. I can weU 
believe it, because it assists in settling what is always of interest 
to the produoer, the anticipation of price. As I have often stated. 
the anticipation of a price i,s the problem before tbe capitalist 
producer, the regulation of market values, the one desideratum of 
those who engage in productive industry. Besides, the profits or 
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the capitalist and the remuneration of the labourer are both form. 
of wage., the question between the two being merely a settiement 
8S to the share due to each. I tried, of course in vain, to iutroduce 
the principle into the Irish Land Act of 1881. 

Mr. Mill was in error when he believed that an increase of wage. 
can only be procured at the expense of profits, an error tbe more 
remarkable, when one remembers that he detected or endorsed the 
economical principle that high wages did not nec8ssarily mean dear 
labour, or low wage. cheap labour. No douM if higher wages were 
paid while the efficiency of the labour i. not increased there would 
be an immediate and apparent loss to the employer. But it may be 
recouped out of rent, which may diminish, or it may be refunded 
by the consumer. The latter condition of things prevailed during 
the first half of the seventeenth century, as I have shown yoa. 
Bot in the last half, when the wages of labour rose DO per 
cent., wages did not suffer nor profits eitber. If the labour bocome. 
more efficient, it is certain that the enhauced advantage will 
remain with the employer long before it reaches the workman. So 
it 11'88 in the fir.t half of the eighteenth century, when profits were 
high, prices 10", and labour wages were very slightly altered. 

The fo11 concession of freedom in the formation of labour pari
nerships is a remedy, and one of the best remedies against those 
socialist movements which demand the interven tion of Parliament 
on behalf of the labourers' employment. In countries where the 
Government manages its subjects too much, socis1ism in a more 
or less menacing form prevails. There are ominous signa that in 
countries where protectionist theories are adopted, there is spring
ing up a movement under which the immigration of labour, how-
4Iver sparsely peopled the country may be, is threatened with 
regnIation or even prohibition. This is the talk in the t:nited 
States, aad io the Aostralian colonies. It _rna that the predic
tions and pledges of protectionist statesmen hev" been faisifuJd by 
facts. Wages hsve not increased so rapidly &8 profits. The rich 
are getting richer, the poor poorer. Again and agaio it has been 
proved that high prices do not make high wages. Bat in England, 
thongh here there is just cause for. discontent, the doctrine that 
the State shonld find employment and fix wages has made bot 
little .... ay. In Eagland no prodacer is assisted to a price, and 
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therefore no' workman has a plea that lie himself should be. Be
sides, there is a widespread belief that workmen, if the whole 
order had only public spirit and would consent to combined action, 
coupled with prudent counsel, have their fortunes very much in 
their own hands. Only they feol that it is not a little hard that the 

, best oltheir order have borne tbe brunt of the struggle, while others 
whom they have materiany assisted, refuse to enter into the asso
ciation, and take!tnnt'air advantage. The utmost, however, that 
they would see restored is the system of apprenticeship, and the 
excuse that thoy make for this demand, is not that it wiIl assist in 
raising the rate of wages, but that it wiIl secure the efficiency of 
the workmau. 



xv. 

THE RISE AND PROGRESS OF THE COLONIAL TRADE. 

Early English commerce-The ducoverie. of Portugal and Spain
The Ellflli8k buccaneer.-The Anuri.can plantation6-TM ",/.e.. 
market Iheory-lV aTl of C<mquut, of religi<m, of Irade- The Iru" 
manu/acturu-The colonial rg.tem-The duties on cQlcnial timber 
and IIUfJar-Enumerated and unenume'Tated gooth-The dAletrine 
of the flag-Coloni .. of conq .... t and of oelllement-Cm.ad<J and 
the Cape-The .urreader to the coloniIJ_The tie which bin.do the 
Colonie,-Loan. by Great Britain. 

I POIliTED out to you, in an earlier lecture, that the English nation 
was not for many years, not for many centuries, an inventive 
people, and that it was slow to adopt the discoveries of other nations. 
I BOught to ahow you, what in my judgment was the original cause 
of thia singular backwardness, and what were the causes which 
brought about the surprising and, apparently, enduring energy of 
the eighteenth century. And though, in the judgment of all thooe 
whose judgment is worth anything, the polley which created the 
opportnnity was an erroneous one, and was certain to bear ile own 
Nemesis with it, it is the duty of the historical economist, to take 
measure of facts which have had their eff~ on the debtiniea of 
natinus. I (/.0 not imagine that the elder Pitt thonght mneh of the 
eff~ which would be indneed on the industrial capacity of the 
English when he entered on the Seven Years' War, and saw realized 
his dream of a mercantile empire at ile conelusion, or anticipated 
that the very efforts which he had made would assuredly be, 
whether the English Government were foolish or neutral, the 
stimulus to colonial independence. In the same way the Govern-
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-ment of Louis XVI., in their anxiety to retaliate on the Engli.h 
people, for the .... rifioe. whieh they had to make at the Peace of 
Paris, never dreamed that when they were assisting the American 
plantations to independence, they were making the French revolu
tion an inevitable con.equence, and with it the de.truction of the 
ancient monarchy a proximate result. 

As the Engli.h were slow to invent, so they were slow in 
mSJ:itime enterp .. e. Their king. had for near four centurie., 
<lonsiderable tran.marine possessions, and these pos.e •• ion. were 
lo.t, recovered, lost again, recovered again, and finally passed awa.y 
from them with great facility. Other peoples and other king. have 
held distant posse.sion. for much longer period.. The inheritance 
of the hou.e of Burgundy remained with the elder branch of the 
house of Austria from the last quarter olthe fifteenth century to the 
fir.t quarter of the eighteenth, and with the younger branch from 
that da.te till a century later. In conquests, the' English seemed 
de.tined to win, but unable to keep. .The explanation of this is 
to lie found in the traits of the English political oharacter, on 
which indeed I have very' decided opinions. But they are not 
<lconomica.l, and I will not deta.in you with a dissertation on our 
national characteristics. 

In commerce, as I have already said, for many centuries, the 
mercantile marine of the English, though considerable enough to 
<lxcite the envy, and stir the gall of our neighbours, was by no 

. means venturesome. The account given of it at the beginning of 
the fifteenth century oonfine. it to the Ba.ltic and the French coast as 
far as Bayonne, though some ships may have coasted Biscay, and 
even reached Lisbon. In the middle of the century it seems that 
the limits of its t"ade were not extended, for the French critic 
notes; ..rter charging the English with piracy in the narrow seas, 
that wit1\ rll their marine they were not at the pains to put down 
the Barbary and Algerine pirate~. Only two oapital discoveries 
were made by the Engli.h in the fineenth century. At the com
mencement of it, the Bri.tol merohants, by the aid of the mariner's 
<lompass, re ... hed Iceland by the eastern route ; at the end of it 
another Bristol adventurer discovered Newfoundland. But we hear 
nothing more of the former exploit, and we know that no results· 
<lnsued from the discovery dl Sebastian Cabot in 1497. In the reign 
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of Henry VIII., as we learn from a statute regulating the cost or 
freight, English ve.sels ventnred a little farther, to the crane or 
Seville. But they did not enter the Mediterranean, or give any 
presage whatever of that bold maritime enterprise which was to 
characterize them in the latter part of the sixteenth century. Till 
the time of the great captains or bnccaneers of Elizabeth's reign, 
their only new ventore was the unlucky voyage of Willonghby 
round tbe coast of Norway and Sweden, when one ship reacheel 
Arcbangel. 

But during this period of strange inaction or hesitancy, grea& 
discoveries wer~ made. Long before tbe Bulls of Dorgia WP1'& 

granted to Portugal and Castille, Prince Henry of Portugal had dis
covered the Canary and Cape Verd i.lands. and had coasted along 
the north·western shore of Africa. The .pirit of enterprise wa& 
kept up by Portngal throngh the fifteentb centnry, at tbe conclusion 
of which, in 1497, the Cape was doubled, aDd the foundation W8IJ 

begun of the Portugnese settlements iD Asia, both on tbe Indian 
Peninsnla and in the Eastern Archipelago. Spain discovered tb. 
New World and speedily got possession of Central America, an<l 
the Pacific coast of the Andes. While English voyageu had hardly 
trusted themselv68 out of aight of land, other nations h",1 <T"" •• d 
the oceans and founded empires or factories. LIke the early .ettle_ 
ments of all Eoropean nations, the ultimate object ~f d,e •• 
conquests or oecnpationa was the ereation of a sole market, a right 
guarded jeaJou91y and angnly, as we know from the is.ue of th .. 
Darien expedition. Mter the Treaty of Utrecht, the subordinat& 
agreement, known as the A •• ienw treaty, the commencement or 
the English slave trade, the proxima&. cause of the South S.& 
Bnbble, and the occaeion of a short war with Spain, was tbe con
cession of .. very limited right of trade with the Spanish plantations. 
The Spaniard. governed their colonies in a peculiar manner. No 
one was permitted w have a sh .... e in their administration, nnJe,. .. 
he were a native Spaniard, sent out for the purpose. lIen borD, 
though of the porest Spanish blood, in these settlements, .. '.re per· 
petually disabled from all share in the government of Ibe colony. 
It is no wonder that tbe Spanish colonies revolkd. The won,I~ .. 
was, when C~g, as he said prematurely, called in the New \\' orl.I, 
in order w redr ... the balance of the Old, that the romlt had DoL 
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occurred long before. No human ingenuity could have s.nggested 
a worse government than that of the Spanish colonies. The ad
ministration of Spain itself was bad enough, but it was wisdom 
compared with the other. 

This lack of commercial enterprise in England was, I do not 
d<lubt, due to the cause which I have before commented on. Eng
land produced next to nothing for foreign trade, and had therefore 
nothing to traffic with. Its indusmes, such as they were, were for 
itself, with a small overplus of coarse goods for its neighbours. This 
appears to me to be indicated by the maritima enterprise which 
characterizes the latter part of the sixteenth century. The great 
captains of the age, Drake, Frobisher, Hawkins, Raleigh, were 
buccaneers or pirates, on the look out, not for opportunities of trade, 
or for the foundation or colonies, but for plundet, or at best for 
gold. They plundered the Spanish and Portuguese ships on the 
high seas, intercepted the Plate fleet, and did mi.chief in the 
Spanish ports. One of them visited Labrador, and struck with the 
masses of bright crystal on the coast, conceived that the stone must 
contain gold, and shipped it to England. Raleigh was fired by the 
example of Cortes, and dreamed of .. n Anterican city, which like 
the ancient aud forgotten buildings of the giant kings before Noah, 
were composed or gold, silver, and precious stones, which he called 
Eldorado. Undoubtedly the enterprise of Eliz .. beth's later years 
was supremely useful, but the taint of the original buccaneering 
clung to it, till the English people, somewh .. t l .. te in the day, 
checked it by hanging Kidd and his comrs.des at Execntion dock. 
But by the time of William m. English trade had become important 
enough to turn buccaneering from an heroic virtue into a crime 
which hs.d to be suppressed. 

The English Government has never colonized, except with con· 
victs. Engli.h settlements had the inestim .. ble .. dvantage of being 
spontaneous, or, at least, of having owed more to the neglect of 
the mothfl' country than to its interference. Practically the first 
settlement of Englishmen OQ the western shore of North America, 
was due to tbe emigration of the Puritans who fled from the 
ritual and discipline of Laud, for the first settle,,!ent of Virginia was 
a total f .. ilure, though the name survived. The places where these 
colonists landed are now great and wealthy cities, united into • 

22 
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gigantic confederation. But when they were first settled, tb 
colonists had to contend with an inhospitable climate, a barren soil, 
and the enmity of shrewd, active, and bloodthirsty savages. I never 
saw land so ntterly uninviting as that of the Atlantic sea· board (rom 
Maine to New Jersey, and yet I have examined the agriculture or 
the North German plains. The country I speak of i. not only in
fertile, but subject to tropiea.! heat in summer, and Arctic cold in 
winter. It is infested by tormenting aDd destmctive iusects, the
latter a periodical plague. It had ODe perennial source of plenty iC 
not of wealth as yet, in its fisheries. 

The American pIimtatioDS readily acquiesced in tlie Engliah 
Commonwealth. They feU iD as readily with the RestoratioD. The 
capture of New Amsterdam from the Duteh, aDd its Dew Dame, 
taken from the Duke of York, gave the English settlements a sea-

. board from Maine to the Carolinas, for Ii" ew Jersey followed the 
fortunes of New York. The settlers had penetrated very little 
inland, when the Calverts founded Maryland, and Penn the Quaker 
the great state which goes by his name. Theae later plantations. 
were settled at the expense of English adventurers, who had the
hereditary government of the colony, nltimately bought up by the 
British Government, when the trade of the colony was worth con· 
trolling. The early history of these settlements has been occupy· 
ing the attention of Mr. Doyle, of All Souls. The first of theae to 
attract the attention of the English Government from the point of 
view before English merchants and statesmen who wI.hed to 
conciliate English merchants, I mean the establishment andl 
maintenance of B sole market, were the Southern Plantations, and! 
in particnlar Virginia, one of whose products rapidly proc1l1'ed a 
European reputation and a European market. 

This produ~ was tobacco. Europe gave the sugar c ...... aDd 
the cotton plant to· the :Sew World, and reeeived from it maize. 
tobacco, and the potato. Tobacco smoking. as all the world 
knows, was common enough in EDgland daring the early part of 
the seventeenth century. to excite the ire and stimnlate the 
literary activity of the unwashed oJ ames. It appears to havo 
been cnltivated iJ! the midland counties. and particularly in 
Gioucestershire. {;' Dder the Dew tariJf of the Restoration. the 
maDllBCl'ipt of which-<lDe of the few volumes which survived the 
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fire in which the old Palace of Westminster was destroyed-is 
preaerved in the House of Commons Library, signed by Sir Harbottle 
Grimston the Speaker, tobacco was subjected to a customs duty, and 
the English cultivation of it was forbidden. Then recourse was had 
to Spanish tobacco, but this Iwas very dear, lOs. to 12s. a pound. 
Soon the cultivation made great way in Virginia, where it was 
easily raised and !lured, and from which it could be sold cheaply, 
1n a few years, Virginia expelled' Spanish tobacco {rom the. 
English market. For a time the two kinds were mixed. Soon, 
however, only colonial tobacco was imported. A few years later 
and the produce of the British colonies supplied the world. It 
became the basis of Ii new fiscal system, a compact between Eng
la.nd and her American colonies, and· was pressed into the service 
of that commercial scheme which was thought to be the highest 
wisdom. This was the sole-market theory. 

The doctrine that the commercial prosperity of a' country 
depends on the creation, maintenance, and extension of a sale 
market for its products and for its supplies, was prevalent from 
the discovery of the New World and the Cape Passage down to the 
war of American Independence. This was the principal object of 
Borgia's Bulls: This was wbat animated the Dutch, in their 
successful, in the end too successful, struggle, ufter a monopoly 
of the Spice islands. This was the· motive which led to the 
charters of the Russian Company, the Levant Company, the 
East 1ndia Company, the Turkey. Company, the Hudson's Bay 
Company, in England. The theory was organized in the colonial 
system, which Adam Smith examined, attacked, and as far as argu
ment conld go, demolished in his great work. But the dream of a 
sole market is still possessing the Germans and the French. The 
insane passion for this costly and ruinous monopoly has led to 
the raid on Tonquin, and the scandalous and unjustifiable attack on 
Jlladagascar, by the latter, to the protectorate of Zanzibar, the 
settlement> on Angra Pequena, and the occupation of North New 
Guinea by the former. How long the experiment will be per
sisted in I cannot guess. Nations and governments are seldom 
willing to confess themselves to have been in the wrong, and, 
indeed, nations have little opportunity for giving effect to their 
rogrets, as long as their rulers are impenitent, and do not per-
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sonally suffer for their errors. But this I can preJict with 
confidence. For every pound'. worth which these peoples buy 
and sell· in their conquests and occupations, tbey will have to 
pay another paund out of German and French taxes in order to 
maintain and secure the eole market, even iC they get off as 
cheaply as that. I know pretty well what our coloDie~ of conquest 
have cost us, and still cost us. These colonies oC conquest 
were all made with the object of a sale market, and we have in 
return Cram the people whom we have created, protected, and 
maintained at an enormous cost, tbe grateCul acknowledgment of 
hostile tariffs. 

The early wars oC Europe were wars oC conquest. Sucb 
were our wars with France. Such was the extension oC 
North-eastern Germany by tbe Teutonic knights at the ex
pense of the Slaves oC old Prusaia and Li~nania, and or the 
Hanseat;" League. After them came the wars of religion, from 
the outbreak of the Insurrection in the Low Countri~., and the 
civil wars in France, down to the Peace of Westphalia in the 
middle of the seventeenth century. From that day to oar own, 
E nropean wars have heen waged on behalf of the balance of 
power, the principal mischiel-maker in tbe contest being France. 
The English, the French, and the Dutch were tbe competitors in 
the wars for a sole markel. But Holland was practically mined 
at the peace of Aix-Ia.-Chapelle, and France Wall stripped, as I 
have told you, of her colonies at the peace of Paris, and England 
became not only the principal maritime, but the prilJdpal 
mannfaetnring and· mercantile country in the world. As rogara. 
English trade, however, though India was an outlet to some 
extent for English goods, ite trade W88 in the hand. of a chartered 
company, whom the Seven Years' War had lef, in serious straits. 
The most important sole market wbich Greal; Britain had 
acquired by her wars was the se&-board of Korth America. To 
sapport the finances or the chartered compony, the British 
Parliament determined on taxing the inhabitante of her sole 
market, and the resnU as yon know was the war or American 
Independence, and with it the explosion of the theory which I IUD 

about to describe. 
The colonial or sole-market system was baiK,d on .. strict recip-
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rocHy. The English Government admitted colonial produce into 
tbe English ma.rkets at differential duties, or probibited the produce 
of foreign nations and foreign colonies altogether. The Colonies 
were not only the customers of Engln.h manufacturers only, 
to tbe absolute exclusion of foreign manufactures, Dut were 
prohibited from undertaking those manufactures themselves. 
The English Government adopted with their colonies tbe policy 
which they adopted with Irish manufactures, which tbey also 
prohibited, but with tbis difference, that they disa.bled the Irish 
from having any trade whatever with England, with the Colonies, 
and with foreign countries. They wished to extinguish, with one 
exception, every Irish product, and to constitute themselves the 
sole manufacturers and shopkeepers for the Irish. They Jlllowed 
only the linen manlJ!acture of Ulster. The Irish were to be, with 
this exception. agri~u1turists only, but they were to he disabled 
from selling their agricultural produce in England, or elsewhere. 
They were pmctically denied the right of trade. I need hardly 
inform you. tha.t under these con(litions. the position of the 
peasantry. subject through Poynings' Act to. the English Privy 
Council, and oonstrained to pay rack-rents to landowners who were 
frequently absentees. was that of a race which is constrained 
to pay tribute. under the most disadvantageous terms. The 
oommercial relations of England and Ireland. from shortly after 
the Restoration to the acknowledgment of the independence of 
the Irish Parliament. were in the last degree oppressive to the 
latter. It was the doctrine of the sole market in its most 
exaggerated form. 

To external appearance the relations of the colonial system were 
reciprooal and beneficial. There are certain minds to which 
this reciprocity is even now exceedingly attraotive. and unless we 
are wrongly informed. there are not oniy individuals but a party 
which wonld seek to restore this ancient condition of things-not 
indeed ill) its full foroe, for to that there are grave existing 
difficulties. not to S8Y vigorous counter theories in the protective 
laws of most of our colonies. but with as much reciprocity as 
possible. They would confer. for example. special advRlltages 
on the settlers in OQr colonies for their products. while they s.re 
straining every effort to exclude our products. and are even 
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arguing that the time i. come when our workmen should be 
excluded from settling among them, except on the payment of 
a heavy custom. duty. I take it, if a butcher was constrained 
by positive law to deal with that grocer only whom he sup
plied with meat, and the grocer to deal with tLat butcher 
only whom lIe supplied with groceries, the ingenuity of man 
could not devise a more certain process for getting inferior meat 
and adnIterated groceries. Bot if the butcher were prohibited 
by law from buying the other dealer's groceries, and the grocer 
was still constrained to buy the butcher's meat, it is pretty certain 
that the meat wonId get worse and worse till it eventually became 
carrion. 

A brief reflection will show how futile, how miscLievous, such 
an arrangement must have been. A reciprocity oC advantage in 
reality implies a reciprocity of loss. For if !'e benefit exists in a 
voluntarily reciprocal trade, it wiJI be appreci'ltcd and appropriated. 
and needs no law to secure it. But tLe law. it is saiIJ. wiJI instruct 
persons in the benefit which tbey wonId not otherwise recognize. 
This affirms that they who frame the law know better than tbose who 
engage in the business what their true interest is in trade. liut 
snch a shrewdness on the part of law-makers has never been 
discovered yet and never will The men who make laws on trade 
matters either possess the necessary knewledge of the subject 
themselves, by haying engaged in the trade. or tbey borrow 
their knowledge from the people who have more experience than 
the law-makers possess. Now the man who has the knowledge. or 
the man who imparts the knowledge, invariably, if he is di.· 
interested. and does not want to torn the machinery of law to his 
private advantage, legislates or advises legislation for tbe purpose 
of protecting or rather facilitating, and not for creating trade. 
In other words, he advises that men shonId find out for themselves 
where or how to do business, and that the law ehonId be em
ployed onIy to diminish the risk or cost of the business after u is 
formed, or to assist in the dne satisfaction of contracts after they 
have been entered into. 

That stage of the colonial trade in which the ..... of Virginian 
tobacco superseded that of the Spanish product was a spcntaneolUl 
and natural advantage to both parties. The colonial oystem, as it 
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was developed later on, did not create and would not have expedited 
this trade. It is true that in those early days the Navigation 
Act, originally intended to interfere with the carrying trade of the 
Dutch, led to the freight of Virginian tobacco being a British 

-monopoly, as far as the ports of Great Britain were concerned. 
But freight is one thing, trade profit another. The Dutch shippers 
could not carry, except under penal charges, goods into British 
porls. But Dutch traders did deal wilh colonial produce, and very 
extensively too. Nay, the existence of .. sole right of carrying 
freight, if no restraint is put on shippers, might make it. better 
worth while for the trader to use the services of .. foreign carrier 
than to use those of the carriers of his own people. This is the 
case at the present time. The British shippers carry goods at .. 
cheaper rate than any other nation does. Some people say at 
ruinously low rates.· Let us assume, for the sake. of argument, 
that this cowitry has procured the C8.n-ying- trade of the world 
because it conveys goods at 10 per cent. less than other nations 
do, or perhaps can, and further that, one thing with another (the 
figures are used for illustration onlY.I, the oost of freight is 10 per 
cellt. all round of the value of goods delivered at their ports of des
tination. 10 it reasonable to conclude that a trader, whose moth-.:; 
to economical action is expectant profit, will sacrifice so great 
an ad<antage I>S is implied in these figures for sentimental reasons? 
The effect of the Navigation laws may be prolltably studied in the 
history of the English marine from the Restoration to the Revolu
tion. 

Towards the latter end of the eighteenth century, American 
cotton came into the English market. The story of a consignment of 
some bales to the house of a Liverpool produce broker, Mr. Rathbone, 
is often quoted by those who scribble books on the romance of trade. 
The produce was at first neglected. It was afterwards taken up, 
and out of that original consignment, little more than a century 
ago, has !>ren developed the prodigious cotton industry of the 
North of England and Southern Scotland. The trade was in its 
infancy .. t the end of the oentury, though it was making great 
profits to those who worked up the materisJ. In the debates on 
the Irish union, Sir Robert Peel, the father of the great minister, 
demurred to the roseate picture which Pitt and his followers drew, 
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of what Ireland would become aCter the Union; for the cotton 
spinner of Bory expressed his alarms at the future rival .. ! of the 
Irish. Now no rational person would believe that tbe us. of 
cotton as a raw material would have been facilitated hy tb. 
colonial system, then, as far as the American coloni8ts were 
concerned, abrogated by the fortune of war, more than it was by 
a rational seH-interest, when the utility of the material were 
discovered. 

The colonial system, under which advantages were secured to 
the colonial producer by giving him a preferred market in Great 
Britain, while the colonist was debarred from engaging in manu
factures, was a selfish one on the part of the English merchants 
and manufacturers. It gave the colonist a sale market, it is true. 
But it does not follow that a sale market is a high market. On 
the contrary, it is probable that the offer of a 80le market is 
intended to secure" low market. The Virginian planter sent the 
whole of his tobacco to England. The English trader re-exported 
it to other countries, say Holland or Germany. It may be pre
sumed that he made a profit on the criginal consignment, and on 
the re-exportation, or he would not have undertaken the busiue ... 
In such a case the Dulch or German consumer· paid more tban he 
need have paid had he dealt ·lirst hand with the Virginian Flanter, 
and by parity of reasoning, the Virginian planter received less, for 
the difference between the English imported price, and the Dutch or 
German re-exportation price, would on every hypothesis of trade, 
have been shared between the planter and the foreign pur.hater. 
You will observe, too, that the reciprocal business was limited to 
objects, on the colonial side, which England could not produce; and, 
on the English side, to manufactures which the foreign DaLlon. 
could have produeed as well as the manufacturer, who got a oole 
market for his wares. So inveterate and widespread was tha 
delusion, however, aa to the benefits of a sole market, that it doe. 
not appear that the colonist resented an arrangement under which 
he got all the 10 .... and the British mannfacturer and muehabt 
all the gains of tbis regulated monopoly. For he was blinded to 
the true meaning of the relation by the differenLial do 11 pot "n 
goods like his, bot produeed on colonial soil. 

In course of time these differential doLles beeame to the ruidnal 
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British colonies after 1782 an apparent advantage, to the English 
consumer a real loss. About forty years ago, there were two 
articles of colonial produce on which the differential duties were 
serious. These were Canadian timber and West India sugar • 

. Other countries could supply us with timber of better quality and 
at cheaper rates than Canada did,. for of course, by putting an extra 
duty on foreign timber, we were giving the Canadian lumberers a 
price. However, at last the differential duties went witli the other 
tariff reforms, not without waruings that Canada would be disaffocted 
if her lumberers were disabled from rifling our pockets. The sugar 
duties were defended on different grounds. The English nation 
had abolished slavery in the sugar colonies of this country, and 
had compensated the owners of the slaves. But other sugar·pro
ducing countries, as Cuba and Brazil, had not followed our example. 
When the movement began for the abolition of the differential 
duty, there arose a cry, "How can the English, who have abolished 
slavery, purchase sugar produced in those unchristian countries 
which still maintain this institution?" Now in my opinion, 
s!avery is detestable. I agree with Wesley, who said that it was 
the sum of all human villainies, and said that before Granville 
Sharpe and the elder Wilberforce bofgan their crusade against it. 
But it is also ruinous to the country which adopts and maintain .. 
it, and I am quite·cert .. in that its economical disadvantages far out
weigb any economical profit which can be gotten from it. But I 
am also certain that when a man appeals to my piety and my 
Christianity in order that he 'may bep some business advantage, 
he is a very dangerous man to do business with, a suspicious 
character. This maxim was well illnstrated during tbe controversy 
on slave-grown sugar. It was found that some of the loudest, 
humanitarians in Jamaica and Ba:badoes had been in the habit of 
importing Blave-grown sugar from Brazil and Cuba, 'and exporting 
it to Englaud aB genuine free· soil produc e. You may be surprised 
to hear i~ but it is a proof how completely phrases take possession 
of men, ';'hen such phrases indicate their material interests, and 
how little evidence does, for though they were detected they wer .. 
not silenced. 

Most of tho American oolonie. were constituted nnde. cbarters, 
given to the projectors and f9under. of these plantations. Now it 
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was clear that such rights as were possessed by these founders and 
their representatives, checked the growth of the colony, and 
materially interfered with the development of the system which 
seemed so wise and profitable. Hence Parliament, twice in the 
early part of the eighteenth centnry, waS invited to pass a Bill, 
nnder which the rights of the proprietors shonld be purchased, 
and the old charters shonId determine. There was a good deal 
of opposition shown to this scheme by the representatives of the 
varions families in whose interests the charters were granted. On 
the first occasion, during the reign of Anne, the Bill was decisively 
rejected on the second reading. It was again brought in at the 
beginning of George I's. reign (1715) was then read a second time, 
and was referred to a select committee, which did not report, and 
the Bill disappeared. I found among the Parliamentary papers of 
Mr. Hammond, sometime member for Huntingdon, a nnmber of 
memorials, simw to those now circnlated among members, con· 
taining reasons against the proposal. They were not known in 
America, to which country I sent copies of the originals. Ulti· 
mately these rights were purchased, .when they had become 
considerably enhanced. It is part of the irony of history that the 
British taxpayer is. or was tecently, paying a perpetual pension to 
~he heirs of William Penn, for the surrender of this ~rsonage's 
right in Pennsylvania. 

The colonial system did not preclude the plantations from 
sending. under the strict conditions of the Navigation Act, certain 
kinds of produce to other countries than England. These were 
called Don-enumeratedcommodities, the principal beingeorn. timber, 
salted provisions, fish, sugar, and rum. There was a rea&on for 
this, which was to be fonnd in the fiscal system 'of England. We 
did Dot want colonial com. for there were duties on com. levied in 
the interest of the landlords, nor colonial timber. salted meat and 
salted fish. for the home prodoea of the... articles were similarly 
assisted. Sugar and rum were allowed to be exported. for the 
owners of the plantations in the Leeward isles were chiefly absentee 
English proprietors. who had already a monopoly of Englioh. 
supply. and were powerful enough in Parliament to get an extended 
market elaewhere. But in 1769. jnat before the troubles broke out 
with the American plantations. an Act was passed, disabling the 
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colonists from sending even the non-enumerated commodities to 
any country north of Cape Finisterre, in Northern Spain. The 
object of this restraint, was to prevent a trade even in these 
articles with countries which had any manufacturers, lest the 
colonists should find out ·that they could buy goods cheaper than in 
England. 

The enumerated goods, and there was .. long list of them, could 
be exported to (h·eat Britain only. They consisted, as Adam 
Smith says, of what could not be prodnced in this country, and 
what could be produced in great quantity in the Colonies. But 
the colonial manufactures were either forbidden altogether, or 
their exportation and importation within the Colonies were bnr
dened with such excessive duties, a. practically to confine the 
manufacture, if it existed, to a scanty home supply. Steel mills 
and all manufactories for working iron were prohibited in 
America, trad" between the different settlements was forbidden, 
if the trade was in a local mannfacture, in fact, not a horse
shoe or a nail conld be forged in the whole of the transatlantic 
colonies. When, therefore, the War of Independence broke ant, 
the American colonists were agriculturists only. Had it been 
possible to blockade all the ports, the insurgents would soon have 
been unarmed, for they could of themselves have provided no 
munitions of war. Hence the revolt of the plantations was an 
interruption to British trade, and .. signal to other nations that 
they might now enter on .. oommerce from which they had hitherto 
been rigidly excluded. This, I am persuaded, had lIS much to do 
with the assistance given to the United States by many European 
Governments, &8 any desire to avenge lhe reverses of 1769. 

The acknowledgment of"American independence was supposed to 
.herald the downfall of the oommeroial greatness of England. When 
Gibbon declined to meet Franklin, on the ground that he would 
hold no intercourse with a rebel, the American replied that if 
the historian had the leisure, he would be willing to supply him 
with ma~~ials for a new narrative, of the deoline and fall of the 
British Empire. He was merely expressing a common opinion. 
But though England had to abandon the colonial system, and never 
aCterwards v.ntured to levy taxes by her Parliament on the smallest 
and weakest of her aependencies, she began to build up a new 
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colonial empire. She occupied successively all those parts or the 
world in which European races cau thrive and increase, and, whether 
in the course oC time she will retain thorn or not, a. nominally 
dependent on the centre oC Great Britain, it is certain th.t at 
no remote date the English.speaking race. will he more nnmerous 
thnu any other people. The relation. which have .ub.i.ted between 
England and her still 8 •• ociated colonie. is the topic with which I 
shall conclode thia lecture. As beCore, I .hall deal with tho 
economical relations only, but io Cact tbe political relation. have 
now become entirely economical, Cor no re".onable person doubls 
that it the English colonies were decidedly convinced tbat tbe 
interests oC the colony made independence .eem de.irable, no 
military attempt would be made to retain tbe political depen
dence of the settlem<nt. They are to be unite, I to u. by the tie ot 
selt.interest only, and selt.interest is an economical tic. 

I mentioned in an farlier lectnre thai the doctrioe oC the sol. 
market was socceeded by the doctrine of the flag. The old rhras. 
was- conquest first and law afterwards make trade, a position sadly 
intertered with hy interIopers, buccaneers, and 8lIluggler.. The 
newer phrase was occupation by the sword, or by prior settIement, 
with the careful manalOement of the colony, with the firsl proces" 
well in ,iew, hut with the hope that custom, tradition, and the 
careful nursing of all which wabted nursing, would carry the pre
eminence of tbe flag. England now held her colonies. As long as 
the colonies wanted nursing, as tbey wanted or thought they wanted 
it forty years ago, this policy fostered the growth oClhe British race 
in distant parts, its exten.ion, and 88 was boped, ita consolidation. 
I am speaking of what I noticed (for. I W88 early schooled in the<l8 
matters, a good while ago), and oC what I criticized, not witbout 
mucb obloquy. To a sensible man, convinced that he h ... ~o pre-. 
jndicea, bnt only facts before bim, which he is bound to interpret, 
obloquy, especially from .. daily or weekly paper, is cackle. I only 
regret tbat men whom I have worked witb more years ago than I now 
care to coont, seem to be deterred from the logical conclusions of 
their principles, and even from the facts wbich illustrate those 
principles, by utterly unfounded alarms. Bot the saddest thing 
in the whole of my experience, is the .pectaeIe of that worst form of 
senility, the dread of seeing that eome which one has laboured foT, 
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and the con.equent exhibition in maturer life-the epoch of the 
manifestation differ.-of that in which the best qualities of one's 
youth are changed into the worst qUalities of one's age. 

The doctrine of the flag, when put into the dry language of 
economists, is that habit, old ties, family, social, political, will 
correct the narrow and selfish interests which the hot race for 
wealth in new settlements engenders. These hahits and ties are 
greatly aided by local weakne.s, and I am sorry to say, the local 
weakness is too often made .. plea for other aid. This is illustrated 
by the historical relations which have existed between tbis country 
and the British colonie. of conque.t, as opposed to the British 
colonies of .pontaneous settlement. Of the former kind are the 
colonies of Canada and the Cape of Good Hope; of the latter, 
Australia and New Zealand. It will be obvious that a colony of 
conquest is likely to contain disaffected inhabitants, or ill·affeeted 
neighbours, and to be, consequently, a perpetual drain on the 
material resource. of the country which holds it. The pos.ession of 
such a colony was, as I have often .aid, due, in the fir.t place, to the 
desire of procuring a .ole market; in the next, to the belief that 
identity of race or habit would maintaiu clo.e commercial relations; 
and perhaps in our time, the connection is fostered becanse .. kind 
of n .. tional pride i. suppo.ed to be assi.ted by the m .. intenance of 
.. large number of dependencies. Phr .. ses such .. s I' the sun never 
•• t. on the British Empire," .. Greater Britain," "the English· 
speaking race bids fair to be the most widely extended of any, and 
the English language the univer.al speech of commerce and civili .... 
tion," .. re illustrations of th~ sentiment to which appeals are made. 
I am far from deprecating these appeals, but they should not be so 
uttered as to give the impre •• ion that this ,country is prepared to 
make eyery s .. crifice for the sake of maintaining a mere similitude 
of empire. 

The colonies of conquest have been terribly expensive to this 
country. N> order to de.troy the de.ign which the French had 
doyised of connecting their settlement of Louisian .. with their 
settlement in Lower Canada, the English during the Seven Year.' 
War, conquered the latter and annexed it. In de .. ling with the 
French Canadi .. ns, then and subsequently, the Briti.h Government 
allowed them to retain their local laws, and \hsir ecclesi .. stical 
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system, and to become pro tauto, an imperium in imptrifh The 
Roman Catholic Church in Canada is, under these arraugements, 
probably the wealthiest church establishment in the world, and 
possesses powers, guaranteed by law, over the population, which 
have been rescinded elsewhere, as inconsistent with the due 
supremacy of civil government. I.do not mention this to criticize 
or impugn the arrangement, but merely to show how commercial 
considerations in a bygone age, and in deference to what is now an 
exploded opinion, modified military and civil relations. III the War 
of Americau Independence, French Canada remained faithful to ita 
new masters, and though the good sense of thew\merican people has 
led them ultimately into fairly friendly relations with Canada, an 
enormous expense, spread over more than a centnry,hasbeenincurred 
in preserving this dependency from political risks. Even now there 
is a long.standing and menacing quarrel abont certain fishery 
monopolies claimed by the Dominion, and, on the oth"" hand, 
a strong party has been formed, with the object of putting an 
end to the war of tariffs, and the costs of a custom·honse police 
along a mere geometrical frontier, by establishing a zollverein be
tween Canada and the States. The English Parliament has spent 
hundreds of millions in maintaining the political independence oC 
Canada, and in guaranteeing its frontier. The issue is that having 
adopted a strongly Protectionist tariff, which is really war in 
disguise on the country which defends it, Canada is seeking to 
contract a dose trade alliance with an equally Protedionist 
neighbour, on the ground that the war of tariffs between itoelf and 
ita neighbour bas become intolerable. 

Another colony, that of the Cape, was wrested from the Duteh, 
during the great continental war. The intrigues of the British 
Parliament, partly stimnlated by trade jealonsy, partly by the 
family alliances of the Hano ... erlan sovereigns with the utterly 
degenerate and disreputable family of Orange, had ruined the Dutch, 
had divided tbe people into the bitterest fa<.1ion8, and had induced 
for a time the Dotch people to look on the French occupation in tho 
early days of the French Revolntion as an unmixed boon. But 
in ridding themaelvee of the wretched William V., tbey became a 
prey first to the rapaeions patriots of the French Republic, and 
next to the family of Bonaparte, for Napoleon speedily carried out the 
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policy of Henry IV. and Richelieu. The Dutch possessions, there· 
fore, at the Cape and in the Indian Ocean, became a prey to the 
British navy. It is very likely, I cannot dispute it, nor do I attempt 
to judge it, that the policy was not only timely, and of great strategic 
importance, but had, at least temporarily, an economical and com
mercial defence. The policy of Napoleon was to exclude England 
from the commerce of Europe, the retaliatory policy of England was 
to exclude France and aU who were under the influence of France 
from the rest of the world, and the English were far more successful 
than the French. They even made a short war on the United 
States in furtherance of this policy, one of the last of the prolonged 
wars of commerce. At the peace of 1815, England restored the 
Dutch possessions in the East, but retained the Cape, and asserted 
British supremacy in South Allic ... 

Since 1815, we have hardly been at peace with the native races. 
The English settlers were long outnumbered by the Dntch, are, 
I believe, now. It became a maxim of policy to support, by military 
expenditure and by aggressive and defensive wars, the due influen·ce 
of the colonists of English descent. I could show you that aU the 
profits of the Cape trade, enjoyed of course by those who trade a.t 
the Cape, are not and never can be equal to the interest on the 
capital which has been spent by the British Parliament on the 
progress and defence of the Cape Colony. Even now, after having 
had a war with the Dutch settlers, who have erected an independent 
Dutch republic, we are threatened with another Dutch republic, 
which is to occupy the lands at present in the possession of a 
native tribe, whom we have taken under our protection. I am not 
concerned here with the imperio.! interests which are contained in 
this poli"Y, bnt it is indisputable that our economical interests are 
not furthered by our political action. 

About twenty·five years ago, Mr. Goldwin Smith and myself 
caUed public attention to the cost of the British Colonies. Half the 
English anny was being kept in them, .. t the cost of the British 
exchequer, and to the profit of colonial tradesmen. Every particle 
of British spirit was absent from tho colonial character. Traderswere 
making money fast, planning Protectionist tariffs in order to enable 
them to mllke money faster, and calling on the British exchequer 
to relieve them from all risks at the expense of the British taxpayer. 
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We thought the relation one· sided, and said so very plainly. We were 
soundly rated for our presDmption by the British imperialists, and 
by the colonial sqDatters, many of whom were beginning to return 
to England with fortunes rapidly acquired under the system. But 
our views were taken DP, and the situatiou rapidly improved. The 
colonists recognized that if they were part of an empire, th.y had 
duties of self·defeDce, and IL further duty in the direction of general 
defence, and at the present time I do not know that there i. a 
Britieh regiment in colonial', quarters. Whether we are making 
a hetter Dse of these regiments at present, I do not care to inquire. 
I am sure that the moral tone of the Colonie,.. has improved, and 
that our controversy was justified. At that time, however, Mr. 
Goldwin Smith and I were credited with a design of breaking np 
the unity of the British Empire, and had to pay the usual penal tie. 
{or pren:iatare wisdom. 

The British Colonies were for a long time governed from Downing 
Street, and by the permanent officials of tho Colonial Office. They 
had a nominal system of Parliamentary and responsible govern· 
ment, but were subjected to a thonsand checks. Discontent 
naturally followed, and discontent graduaJIy ripened to rebellion. 
As you will find happening over and over again in English 
history, the rebellion was chastised in the open field, the leader. 
tried, convicted, and sentenced to the penalties of high treason. 
The next act in the drkma was to pardon them, and surrender to 
their demands, to Fender, in fact, more than they asked. An 
attempt had been made to secure a provision for the English 
establiEhment, in order to keep it on a level with the rich and 
guaranteed establishment of the French Catholic.. But an attack 
was made on the clergy reserves, and the Colonial Offi .. yielded. 
The rebels of the Canadian rebellion rose to high political offi .. in 
their country, and were finally decorated with the distinction of 
knighthood. I plsyed a little part in the slaughter of the fatted 
calf for those political prodigaJs, for I got the t' nil'ersity of Oxford 
to make them Doctors of Law. We have not as yet united the 
other customary 6Dbstantive to oar honorary ~cgrees. 

When the British Parliament or, to be more correct, the Colonial 
Office (for it is very hard to keep a Honse for a colonial question), 
ent;rel,. mrrtodered to the colonial demand for free institutions, 
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responsible governments. and entire relief from the Colonial Office 
veto. a surrender was made of two principlee. for the maintenance 
of whi~h .at least some struggle ahould have been made. In the 
United KHigdom.the Crown.i .••• the executive. is still the reversioner 
to all land. and until land is declared to have a private owner. is 
the absolute owner of all unassigned land. This was surrendered 
to the colony. and the colonists in Parlisment are entitled t6 make 
what regulations they please for its sale. grant. or distribution. I 
do not say that they have used thl!. power unwisely. In some 
particulars. I am strongly of opinion. from what I have seen. and 
from what I have heard and read. the American Congress would 
have done well hail they followed colonial practice. especially that 
which Mr. Gibbon Wakefield instituted. under which a high Jllini. 
mum price was fixed for publio lands. The scheme was abandoned. 
but left a habit behind it. On the other hand. the Federal 
Government at W"shington has never surrendered its rights over 
the public land to the States. however much it may have consulted 
their interests or wishe •• 

The second part of this total change of front is the discretion 
of levying what tariff the Colony pleases. In the history of English 
politics. as I have had· to show you more times than once from 
1881 onwards, uncompromising resistanoe has been constantly 
followed by unconditional surrender. In 1772. the inhabitants of 
the American plantations would willingly have contributed to the 
imperial exchequer. They knew perfectly well that they had been 
the principal gainers at the Peace of Paris. anc1that debts had been 
piled up by Great Britain to an extent beyond previous experience. 
and as was believed. beyond the capacity of the British 'taxpayer. 
They were perfectly willing to have taken their ahare in the oharge. 
but they olaimed that it should come from their own action. not 
from the autocratic will of the British Parliament. or. to be more 
oorrect. for the nnre(ormed Parliament was a legislative farce. 
from the Britiah administration. acting as such administrations 
have oonsGantly acted. with high. handed. unconstitutional. and 
disastrous pride. When it became necessary to throw this polioy 
aside. they threw aside with it a perfectly sound principle. that in 
the common defence of mother country or colony. the colony should 
by its own action. pay its own contribution. Under existing oircum· 

28 
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stances, the Colonies having very properly refused to allow us to tax 
them, we have permitted the Colonies to tax us. Over and over 
again, for instance at the Cape, the local government haa 
nndertaken a war, in which it rarely had justice, and -never the 
means for carrying on the war in ita own hands, and having 
compromised us, have called on us to pay for what they have done. 
It is impossible to conceive any system more demoralizing to the 
colony and more unfair to ourselves, than to incur responsibilities, 
and put on the shoulders of others the obligation of meeting them. 

After the Colonial Office had perpetually meddled with the 
Colonial Governments, and irritated them beyond description, they 
entirely gave in, and made no stand on a single point. I remember 
that, as a chief justice of the Cape told me, in the old day. of the 
Colonial Office, a retired general demanded of the Cape repreaen· 
tatives that they should provide from the taxes salaries for a 
namber of archdeacons. The chief justice said that he w ... 
himself a Presbyterian, and being unacquainted with the special 
functions of an archdeacon, asked the governor for information as 
to their place arid duties. AIl that he got from the old BOldier was, 
.. Archdeacons, sir, there were archdeacons in the time of Abraham." 
The chief justice was obliged to be satisfied with this assertion 11& 

to the continnity of history, which, from its modern aspect, my 
friend Mr. Freeman assures us, begins with the call of Abraham. 
But when the Colonial Office at 1ast had to give, like Lear, they 
gave all, and England has been used by her prosperous offspring, 
almost as ill as the-mythical king was by his daughters. I cannot 
see that the English Government, -when it conceded the entire 
-political freedom of the Colonies, and tbeit right to raise a reyenue 
and spend it at their eliecretion, should Dot have contracted with 
them that the revenue should be raised for the purpoeee of govern· 
ment, and not for that of Iocal protection, since .. protective tariff 
·is to all intenta and purposes an act of war, 

" The rulers of Great Britain," say. Adam Smith, in the eonclud· 
ing sentences of his great work, .. have for more than a century 
past, amused the people with the imaginatiod that they posseseed 
a great empire on the west side of the Atlantio." Smith it speaking 
of the American plantat.ions, then in the Jim struggles of the War 
of Independence. .. Tlris empire, however, has hitherto existed in. 
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imagination only. It has hitherto been, not an empire, but the 
projeot of an empire; not a gold mine, but a project of a gold 
mine; a project which ha. cost, which oontinues to cost, and 
which, if pursued in the same way as it has been hitherto, is likely 
to oost immense expense, without being likely to bring any profit; 
for the effects of the monopoly of the colony trade, it has· been 
shown, are, to the great body of the people, mere loss instead of 

. profit:' There is, as Adam Smith saw, a cheap investment to be 
made in popular delusions. I know no safer speculation. H the 
opinion of such men prevails, quite irrespective of their personal 
efforts, they have taken'; part in the nation's salvation, and deserve 
'reward. H their advocacy is seen to be untenable, and is expended 
on a disoredited cause, they trust that their personal obscurity will 
secure them forgetfulness, or that they may rely on a vested in
terest. I have lived for forty years among such people, and for 
as long with others who understand them. The hardest work of 
"11l'J life has been to save them from oontempt. 

There is however one tiQ between England and her Colonies, of 
which even Adam Smith, despite his far-sighted sagacity, did not 
dream. I am no judge of loyalty, of attachment to a oentral orown 
and empire, in the place whioh I hold before you. I only pretend, 
as an economist, to judge matters of business. We are tied to the 
Colonies by a bond, strong aa adamant, as long as we are wise and 
they are prudent, but weak as a rope of sand, if we are unwise, 
and they become desperate, or perhapa become self-oontained. 
They owe us a gre .. t deal of money. I do not ';neRn money which 
the nation has spent in its colleotive capaoity., That is gone with
last year's snow, but with money which is registered and stocka 
whioh are negotiated on the Exchange. The Stook Exchange is the 
weakest in one sense, the moat powerful force conceivable in 
another. It oan be wronged by a repudiation of obligations 
orea.ted by it, and due to it, and it is unable to avenge its injuriea 
direotly. H cannot immediately punish its defa.ulting debtors, or 
enlist its own Government on its own side. This policy is now 
abandoned. It was <tried, I believe, for the last time in Mexico, 
twenty years ago, and in Egypt ten. But it is not the business of 
the State to oollect debts due to the subjects of the State. So far, 
then, the Stock Exchange is weak. 
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But Crom another aspect it is strong. It is unforgiviug to 
defaultiDg communities. Now most, perhaps all, commuDities 
want at some time or the other to borrow. They will seek in vain 
if they have made default in paot time. A taint cliDgs to them 
even if they make good past breaches of faith, eYen if they appear 
likely to commit sn$ a breach, or put themselves into a position 
of being able to commit the· offence. Thus a sharp lesson was 
taught the defaulting States of the American Union when they 
repudiated their obligations to their foreign creditors, and I do not 
suppose that a defaulting State would get what is technically caUed 
a quotation ou the Stock Exchange, until it had satislid its aDcient 
creditors, principal aDd interesl The same experience haa come 
to diverse trausatlautic Governments, and to Turkey. A short time 
ago, and it was well-nigh coming to Egypt. There is always some 
danger of repudiation if the stock is beld exclnsively by foreigner., 
as is the case with Russia, or if the loans are daDgeroosly neBr the 
possible margin of the borrowing country's powers, or if the loans 
even for public works of a remunerative character are snspected to 
be premature. 

Now the interest on this money is paid in goodlJ. Ii is no doubt 
a strain to pay, and only large natural prolits render the payment 
possible, even when the profits are derived from distinctly remune
rative undertakings, as. railways and d1l88. But if we were to 
decline to receive goodlJ from them, or burden the exportation of 
such goodlJ with heavy import dnties, or even light ones, we may 
make that impossible which is already difficult, and the fair traders 
might find, if they can persuade a majority of their fellow eoontry
men, that they have broken the bond between the CoIo,Dies and the 
mother coDntry, and have ruined their investing and too trusting 
fellow countrymen in the process_ By natural pr!,lits, I mean the 
exceptional bounty which new settlers are able to appropriate. 
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"Homo lwmilli lUPU8," BaidPlo.utus, perhaps Demophilua, from whom 
he borrowed the Asinaria. This is the comment in which the 
historical relations of man to man have been, in the practice of 
life, and by tho observation of publicists, condensed. You will 
notice that the aphorism is universal. It is not directed against 
the selfish spirit of competition, or the arid cynicism of the met ... 
physical econom;st, or the tyranny of capital, or the aggressions of 
labour; but against the dangers of civil society, the risks which 
communities and individuals incur from fraud or force, or a combi. 
nation of ,~oth. It applies to monarchs who, like Philip n. or 
Louis XIV., or Napoleon,aimed at Universal Empire, and to Vikings, 
pirates, buocaneers, and heroes generally. It is equally true of 
criminals who pursue gain, and of statesmen who pursne glory, 
generally, it must be confessed, with an eye to the purely criminal 
motive. Even the instinct of domestic duty, the education in the 
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sacredness of family ties, is no efficient gnarantse against predatory 
impulses. •• The price of liberty," said Mr. Mill, .. is eternal 
vigilance." But it is true of everything else which is worth keep. 
ing, and therefore worth stealing, or otherwise appropriating. Tbe 
economist, who takes no notice of the selfishness with which aggres· 
sive mlers and statesmen cover their action, is constrained to 
identify, too oftsn, the hero with the burglar, the mini.terof religion 
with the buccaneer. In point of fact, the two who have in past 
times accepted the altsrnate occupation, have also, with a clear 
knowledge of the fact, been mentioned with eulogy in their own 
generation, and have had the benefit of some contemporary 
Smiles. 

The weakness of the social unit, however strong he is when 
matched with anyone of his fellows, however shrewd he may be at 
a bargain, however successfal he may be in the conduct of business, 
is so marked, and so readily comeased by himself, that every oue 
admits the necessity of a government which shall protect the weak 
a..,....m.t the strong, which shall punish the violence of foreign and 
domestic foes to the best of its ability, which shall arbitrate equit
ably between contendiug interests, whether the conte.t is pne of 
general principles or of particniar detail .. which IIhall chastise the 
highest offender as well as the lowest, and shall be entirely impartial. 
Above all things, this government has to abstain from allowing its 
powers to be utilized for partien\ar interests, and against the general 
good. Even when it has, to the best or its judgment, formulated a 
law, it should remember the maxim, lUwlmum jut wmma injuri4, and 
modify in practice the genera1ity which it aa.netions.. It is perfeetIy 
true that unless contracts are enforced, society becomes a chaos of 
universal distrust. It is plain that men are very slow to learn the 
obligation of paying what is due, espeeiaJly when the artiele or aer
nce which is conceded, on the understa.nding that the price mnst 
be refaadecl, and profit or interest paid, has served ilB immediate 
turn. This ineensibility to the obligation of a jast debt, oceuioually 
exhibited. in our own experience, ie, I do not doubt, the explauatiou 
of the exeesaive severity with which contracts are enforced under 
the eodee of an early civilization, the Draconian Jegialation sud the 
laws of the Twelve Tables. To be sure, in time, it is found necetl
sa>y to relax the rigour, and to modiCy the contract, oceasionaDy to 
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rescilld it. Bnt no rational person ever donbte that the law shonld, 
as a mIe, enforce contracts. So convillced.was the great analytical 
philosopher, Aristotle, that the centre of civil government is the 
satisfaction of contracts, that he makes even crimes to be involuntary 
contracts, ill which the State should compens .. te the injured party 
at the expense of the crimille.i. 

The St~e, then, is bound to enforce contracts. But it is also 
entitled, iIldeed is equally bound, to declare what contracts it will 
enforce. In .. ll civilized societies, for iIlstance, it refuses to recog· 
nize contr .. ots under which one of the parties agrees to sell himself, 
or members of his fumilywho are in his power, as a slave or slaves. 
We treat the traffic in hnman beillgs as piracy, and punish it as 
s11llh, or profess to do so. Agaill, a cOlltract based on a criminal 
proceOOillg is not only void, bnt punishable. An arrangement 
by which a burglar engaged to sell his plnnder to a' tra.desman 
would not only be avoided ab initio, bnt, if detected, wonld briJlg 
thief and receiver under equal pene.ities. Where a contract is based 
on an immoral consideration, it is also void. Contracts which are 
shown to come nnder what is called the restraint of trade are void. 
able. Contracts which create perpetuities are said to be contrary 
to legal policy, though the practice of courts has not been oonsis· 
tent. , In many cases, certaill contracts are decwed illegal. Thus 
a landlord cannot include income t .. x in rent, cannot compel his 
tenant to preserve ground game, cannot determine a tenancy arbi· 
trarily. 

In the same manner the State modifies contracts, or interprets 
them equitably. Nothing can be more complete than the transfer 
of a mortgagor's estate, when he fails to fnlfil the conditions of ..... 
paying money lent, and interest due, to the mortgagee. But the 
law, from the time of Chancellor Ellesmere, ill James I.'sreign, has 
stepped in, and secures the mortgagor his equity of redemption. 
Recently, the usury laws have been entirely abolished. But the 
law reliev.s a borrower, who is ill expeotanoyof a life interest in 
land, from an oppreseive or usurious debt. Unfortunately these aots 
of equity or generosity are limited to certaill favoured classes. The 
iIlterest of the Irish tenant, though deolared his own ill law, is not 
secured to him after eviction on the non·payment of rent, though 
its market value may be greatly ill excess of the rent due. A dis-
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tingnished statesman has latterly shown himselC to be very ill· 
informed on this subject. But distinguished statesmen are very apt 
to be ill·informed in particulars. They should be criticized with 
much consideration, for foolish folk insist on their being omniscient, 
and with the natural conseqnences. 

In brief, the State must protect the weak against the strong, not 
only by national delences on sea and land, by police ag"insl domes. 
tic violence, by the mechanism of criminal justice against some 
offenders, and by the asency of civil j uslice against torts; but by 
what is almost as important, by just legislation, and by just interpre. 
tation of that legislation. The American Constitution even protect. 
ite citizens against legislation which is asserted to be just, for the 
Supreme Court can, on appeal, reverse and annn! an act of the 
Federal Legislature which it declares to be uDCOnstitutional In an 
ideal State; the legislature, the administration, and tbe court. wonld 
DDite in enforcing what the higbest human intelligence conId 
declare to be absolute equity. The duty of the State is admirably 
expressed in the oath of the Manx judge. that the deems*«, 
88 they call him, will decide as evenly between partie. as 
the backbone lies in a herring. These honest islanders 
gathered their similitude from the fisheries which form their 
staple industry, ,and were assured that the reminder ... ouId be 
perennial 

UnfortDll&tely, the absoluta fnI1ilment of these great public dotie. 
is an ideal. No one has ever seen a set of humau institutions which 
have been entirely just, in ... hich DO undoe advantage ..... given to 
_y e1ass, trade, or'calling, in ... hich poblie burdens are evenly dis. 
monted, in which complete fairn ... has been the rule. Ii has over 
and over again been admitted that a change ... hich has been de
manded is intrinsically just, bot that interesta have grown up about 
irregolar and indefensible practicea, which it ... ouId be highly in· 
jurious to ADDn! or even to frighten. Persons have even held, and 
economists among them-I do Dot challenge their concloaion-that 
in conree of time an initial wrong becomes a snbsequent right, which 
must Dot be questioned. I shall, in a anhsequant lecture, illnstrate 
what I mean, ... hen I deal with the anbject of Crown lands, and the 
ancient practice of resumption. It has been even alleged that eon· 
tinUOO8 wrongs on others become in time the righte of the wrong· 
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doer. The late Lord Palmerston had a favourite adage, that tenant 
right was landlord wrong, though the maturer conscience of the 
British Parliament, shortly after Palmerston's death, determined, 
in 1870, at least to modify this position. So in 1820. Lord Liver
pool declared that he entirely and cordially concurred with every 
principle and every sentiment in the Merchants' Petition. But he 
could hold out no prospect of great or immediate alteration, because, 
as he alleged among the reasons, .. So many vested interests had 
grown up in the'i"untry, which he imagined wonld be imperilled" 
by accepting and acting on the principles of the petition. The 
objection is .. very old one, for it was adduced. by Demetrius in the 
theatre of Ephesus. The majority of the House of Commons 
shonted their sympathy with the worthy Bilversmith of the nine. 
teenth century. 

The fact is, the practice of parliaments and governments has 
differed widely from what each would admit to be the raison d' eWe 
of their existence. All the forces of government have been diverted 
from time to time towards the snstentation of particnlar interests, 
and not a few of them are still diverted, so hard is it to reconcile the 
conflicting claims of conscience and self· interest, of the public good 
and private advantage. I always treat the arguments of those who, 
being intereBted, sometime. greatly interested parties, defend what 
my conviction. and my experience prove to me to be indefensible, 
with patience and consideration, for I know nothing more diffi. 
oult than to get a person, all of whose interests lie in one direction, 
to accept the disagreeable necessity of examiniDg facts, and finally 
of going in a just direction. I should, had I livei in old days, have, 
in this frame of mind, excnsed the bias of those ruined landlords 
who devised the labour statutes; of those adventurous spirits who 
claimed trade monopolies; of the restored royalists who created our 
present land system; of the merchants in the last century, who, 
.ssaying that enormous novelty to the English people, mechanical 
invention, /iemanded that their venture should be guaranteed by 
proteotion; of those patriotio persons, who, having founded the 
Bank of England, and restored the finances of the country at .. 
most critical time, claimed, and obtained, the benefit of that cur· 
rency law, in accordance with which the •• cond charter of the Bank 
of England was granted. There were plausible arguments for .ach 
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of these departures from true and just principles. There were 
people, when these concessions were made, who recognized that 
the good which the favoured objects of this legislation secured 
was infinitesimal, even to them, was in some casel even ruinous, 
and that the evil which they inflicted on the rest of the people was 
great and permanent. Had I known what I know, I should have 
resisted the proposal in each and every case as a disinterested person, 
and ehould, no doubt, have incurred much obloquy. But I do not 
think it can justly be inferred that a man is deliberately dishonest be. 
cause he cannot see the public interest as clearly 88 he can lee his 
own. H his own interest in the end is to be superseded, one may 
leave him the privilege of protest, and the utterance of discontent, 
with a hope tbat matters will not turn out as serious as the .ubjects 
of the change anticipate. 

The fact is, there is a plausible argnment which may be alleged 
for many 0; the most serious errors which governments have 
incurred, and many of the most serious iDjuries which they have 
unwittingly.inflicted. Half or partial truthe are the bane, the 
ignr. j<llui of political life, and by implication of political economy. 
It has been for many years my practice to point out that most of 
the economic errors or fallacies into which people fall have a 
certain basis of truth in them. Whatever they may.effeet in the 
end, they are not in the beginning mere impudeot brigandage. 
The most selfish of rulers, the last Heory and the second Charlea, 
did not seriously design the dishonour and min of tbe unhappy 
country which they governed. The serdid managera of the Re
formation, the sordid patriots of the Revolution, did not want to 
do mischief, though they could not help doing it. Somerset plun. 
dered the poor, but perhaps he thought that a purer faith was 
a full compensation for their losses. Leeds and Seymour, MaecJea. 
field and Walpole, and a host of others robbed the taxpsyer and 
einiched themselves, but perhaps concluded that their gains were 
a cheap price for the inestimable boon of the Revolutiou and the 
Hanoverian succeesion. In most moo, especially in tIwse who 
must be trusted, good and evil are strangely mixed, and they are 
themselves very often entirely nnconseious of the mixture. Clive, 
you will remember, amassed an enormous fortune in India at sn 
early age, and within a few years. He afterwards declared, perhaps 
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'With perfect sincerity. certainly with a' proud cousciousuess, that 
he was amazed at his own moderation. 

Now towards the end of the first half of the eighteenth century 
a body of Frenchmen, who called themselves Economists, or 
Physiocrats, struck with the infinite, misery to which France had 
been reduced, partly from the expedieuts of Colbert, partly by the 
extravagant wars of Louis XIV., the more extravagant misconduot 
and profligacy of the Regency, and of Louis XV." determined on 
examining into the causes of wealth and poverty, of waste and 
beggary, especially in France, where the contrast was violent. 
The eighteenth century, as you are doubtless aware, was one in 
which people were beginning to inquire into the foundations of 
authority, and of the power which authority claimed as its due. 
The bitterness of religious feuds had worn itself out. It is true 
that after a scandalous youth and middle age Louis XIV. became 
,teoot in his 1a.ter years, and signalized his pie,ty by persecuting the 
Huguenots, expelling them from France, and rooting out the 
Camisards. But all pretence to propriety, and all, flr nearly all, 
the homage of bigotry, passed away with the regency of the Duke 
of Orleans and the administration of Dubois. In England toler ... 
tion was followed by apathy, apathy by inquiry, inquiry by scep
ticism. The Puritans of the first Revolution became the Unitarians 
of the early 'eighteenth century, the fierce Churchmen of the 
Restoration the Latitudinarian divines of the first Georgian era. 
The ancient orthodoxy was conceived to be disaffected, and perhaps 
Bolingbroke, who was above all an intriguer, wished to show that 
a man could be a Tory, even a Jacobite, and withal a freethinker. 
In France the very foundations of society were disoussed. There. 
topics long reputed too sacred for handling were freely and scep
tically criticized. During the long and peaceful administration 
of Fleury, the Court became more scandsJous, France more adven
turous, the merchants and manufacturers richer, and the peasantry 
more bellGMly. The economists, with many errors in principle 
and detail, were thorough. They did not quarrel with the Govern
ment; but they severely oriticized what I may call the control of 
Frauch industry, and especially agriculture by the administra
tion. They concluded that private and personal interests, as long 
as they were innocent, were judged of better by the individual than 
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they can be by the State, that it men were left tree to work, free 
to bargain, tree to trade, the result would be that in the choice 0' 
industry the fittest, to use B modern phrase, wonld be selected, and 
that the country wonld prosper moeh more under competition tban 
it had done under regolation. In a word, they affirmed that lawez 
fair. should be the role of an economic society. Smith, who was 
travelling in France as tutor to the young Dnke of Boccleuch, the 
descendant of Monmouth and of the considerable heiress to whom 
}[onmouth was married, said, .. I was attracted by three philo
sophers, and inlluential people they were--Targot, Qaesnai, and 
the elder Mirabeau;" and after his retom to England composed, to 
a great extent on their principles, .. The Wealth of Nations." 
, It was a great advantage to the Economists that their doctrines 
were accepted as sound in the abstract, however difficuU it might 
he to allow them iu practice. It is quite probable that the greatest 
prolligats living wonId admit privately that the Ten Command
ments are excellent in the abstract, the Sermon on the Moont an 
admirable "",hibition of theoretical virtae, bat that vested in
terests compel the hearer of them to limit his acceptance within 
the bounds of respectfal admiration. The tencts of the French 
Economists were listened to with spcenlative acquiescence, bot 
Pompadour and Do Barry prevented their acceptence in etate
daft. They were ont of the range of practicaI politie.. By and 
by came the cataclysm, in which everything was submerged in a 
common ruin, the residue of the Economists, of the Encyclo
predists, of the dilettante statesmen, of the financiers and the 
harlots, king and chorch. 

The English version, or rather comment of Adsm Smith on this 
new departure, was the beginning of a new era. The publication 
of the great work was delayed, as I have recently diacoverod, by 
eome negotiations whieh were undertaken by Palteney with the 
East India directors to get Smit,h an office in the Bengal Council. 
They failed, and to their failore we ow. the publication of .. Th .. 
Wealth of Nations," whieh woald never have eeen the light had be 
obtained the appointment lIickle, who translated the "LWliad" of 
Camoens, and dedieated it to the company. thought it woald suit 
his patrons it he re.-i1ed Adam Smith, who rellects rather plainly 
on the East India Company's trade po\iey. But the opiniona of 
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the Buthor gained him the respect of the younger Pitt who, after 
ousting Fox on an India Bill, brought in nearly the same measure 
himself, o.nd gave a striking and early example of that policy with 
which expectant statesmen rail at measures when they are in 
opposition, and adopt them when they are in office. For a time 
it seemed that Pitt would not only accept the theory, but put in 
practice the tenets which Adam Smith inculcated. But the French 
Revolution came, and Pitt, after a struggle, threw in his lot with 
the emigres and the Bourbons and the affrighted herd of kings 
and kinglets. He died of chagrin, having at his death-bed the 
affectionate sympathy of his king and the spiritual consolations 
and offices of his bishop, one Tomline. 

This is not the occasion on which to go through the history of 
the long delay which attended the acceptance of the principle 
lawe. jo.i,·.. It reappeared, as I have told you, in the Merchants' 
Petition, was o.ecepted in the abstro.et by Liverpool, and cautiously 
adopted in the concrete by Huskisson and Canning. The trade 
in bullion o.nd the foreign exchanges were relieved frqm vexatious 
restrictions, while the nationo.l honour was maintained uninmaired 
in the integrity of the currency: Next the laws regUlating iabour 
were swept away. Next an inroad was made on the taxation of 
raw materials, and on some peculiarly vexatious excises. As time 
went on, trade was freed from monopolies. Then the moftt 
grotesque tariff conceivable was greatly o.ltered. Then the most 
important of o.Jl raw material, food, was liberated from selfish 
a~tempts to regulate its price in the interest of landowners. The 
shreds of colonio.l preference went shortly afterwards. All but one 
of the materio.ls of human labour, land, have been made free. 
This is still stified by protective regulations. But the system is 
breaking down from its own inherent perversity, folly, and mis
chief. La;' ... jo.ir. became triumphant, and this in little more 
than a quarter of a century; I can well remember the last struggle 
against it,. The advocates of the old system were first very con
temptuous, next very angry, then very ill-tempered, and lastly, 
very ill·mannered. But the bravest act, and that which disarmed 
opposition more than anything else, was the resolution taken to 
break the weapon with which the victory was won. The League 
which enforced the repeal of the Corn Laws was dissolved as soon 
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as the Legislature had. swept those acts from the Statute 
Book. 

But complete as this victory was, it was soon found that law •• 
lair. was not a panacea for all social mischiefs. Much of the evil 
which afllicts society is due to CaUses whose effects survive and aro 
profoundly noxious long after the cause has ceased to b. operative, 
and even has been forgotten. The maxim, eeuant. calila c ... at 
_i/ectU8, is only partly true in the physical world, where the energy or 
a transient cause may have permanent effeet •• The desolation of paris 
ofCalabria have been prolonged since the earthquake of 1782 to /lur 
own day. In the political, the economical, the moral world, effects 
long survive causes. The prolonged survival of effects is the cenlre 
of Mr. Darwin'. theory. The publicist affirms that precedents are 
valid long after their occasion has passed away. The historian, 
philosopher, constitutional or romantic, white, grey, and black, 
is fond of tracing present phenomena to ancient beginnings, even 
if he refrains from connecting British institutions with the caU 01 
Abraham. The laws regnIating wages, the justices' assessment, 
and parochialeettlement, the old Poor Law, the new Poor Law, the 
Com Laws, have left marks on labour for which the doctrine and 
practice of /au ... lair. is no detergent, even though it were adver
tised as copiously as the soaps or our day are. You cannot, like 
tile adventurer. in the Greek comedy, take the nation and by 80me 
magic bath restore it from decrepitude, disease. vice, dirt, drunken
ness, and ignorallce, to manline~, health, virtue, ,,,,If· respect, 
sobriety, knowledge, forethongM, and wisdom by a mere wash. 
Some or us who have essayed remedial measures have fonnd tLit 
we have not in the schoolmen's phrase, materia prima to deal with. 
Our progenitors in the art of legislation have len us their failures 
to remedy, as well as our own work to do. We have to clear away 

. the effect& of old wrong-doing. Half of our legislation, more than 
half, is remedial, not or what is the genuine present, but of the 
historical, the inveterate past. It is only when you learn the paet 
that you cease to be impatient at the present. U yon wonld do 
well in your interpretation yon must not be deterred by the long 
chain of causes, for every discovery aids your remedy. 

Laiaez lai,., then, is no more than natural jnstiee postulating the 
absolute and entire freedom or all contracting partiea, in which all 
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the agents are fairly equal in their oompetency to interpret their 
own interests, and give effect to their interpretation, being of 
course constantly corrected by other interests, which they equit. 
ably balance aga.inst their own. I need hardly say, that, at the 
best of times, it is as ideal as the legislative and administrative 
body which we heard of just now. It is almost as superfluous to 
point out that, if it existed, it would so curtail the fQncti~ns of the 
legislature, that we might leave aU debates to the two front benches, 
who might discuss those questions which Milton referred to Limbo, 
and Swift to the grimy philosophers of Laputll. The chance of 
mending society by law .. fair., is as rare as the capture of the 
golden bough. Is it entirely without a meaning. when Virgil tells 
us that the lucky acquisition only gives us an introdnction to Proser
pine? And yet there is a select body of speculative philosophers, with 
Lord Wemyss at their head, who seem· to be as far away from the 
facts as their president was, when he tilted at tbe Eglinton tourna
ment, and dreamed of a revival of chivalry, which I fear, and I 
have read the private acoounts of the chevaliers~was the. most 
pretentious of shams. 

As law .. fair. C8Jll}0t do all, i\ will be well to point out where it 
totally fails, and always must fail before we come to more debat· 
able ground. And here I may say that so enthusiastic have been 
some advocates of the doctrine, thllt they would have .. pplied it 
without discrimination to every economical filet. Thus Malthul 
would have extinguished all relief to destitution, Newmarch all 
diplomacy on trade, while Mr. Herbert Spencer carries the doctrine 
of individualism so far that I remember him lamenting the exces
sive police proteotion wbich the law accords, as he thought. to the 
average Englishman. I need hardly say that these are idola 
.p ...... the speculations of an armchllir and easy circumstances. 

In the first plaoe, then, as you will anticipate. the application of 
the doctrine laiB.ez fai,.., lailse. aU.,., is impracticable in cases where 
the present situation is directly traceable to the action of that govern, 
ment or administration which has been permitted or encouraged to 
commit the mischief. No question is. indeed. more difficult in the 
whole range of the ethics of sociallif. than the modern doctrine of 
.. ested interests. It is obvious that if we were to extend the 
principles which some persons have laid down, that we must p .... 
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sist, even in the near prospect of national ruin, in continuing what 
we have onee allowed. It Charles n, for example, had given the 
60n of Louisa Queronaille, French p1'ostitute and spy, the whole 
revenue of the Crown, we should be obliged to go on paying the 
proceeds to the Dnke of Richmond. It it be true that the bounty 
and the Corn Laws, as many contended, were as mnch the inherit. 
ance of the English landowner as his acres were, no retorms could 
have been permitted. If, on the other hand, maintenance out of 
the rates were, as was alleged, the absolute rigM of the British 
labourer, in consideration of his having been ousted, withont c0m

pensation, from his commonable rights in the land, oecnpiers 
would have been bound to keep. paupers until they became 
paupers themselves. No reform in our social system conld be 
possible if full play were given to the doctrine of vested interests. 
Fortnnately, as yet, the claim is seriously aJlirmed, JlOme fsw 
cases excepted, in the case of lite interests ouly, and in some of 
these only, snch being, as a role, intrinsically the least defensible. 
Bnt I shall have to return to this subject in another lecture. 

The most marked of these eases in which laWe. fai,. breaks dOWD 
is in the case of the working clasees. I have pointed out to yoa, 
from the indisputable facte of economical history, that the beggary 
of the working classes was the direct and deliberate work ot the legis
lature, and that it is excessively difficult to retrieve the fortunes of 
these people by the principle of free competition, and by their OWD 
collective efforts. But the utmost freedom should be given to those 
efforts, the fullest sympathy sbonld be accorded to them, the 
kindliest criticism should be given to their errors and failures, and, 
heyond all, they should be allowed to witne88 DO class privileges, 
bestowed and fenced for their more fortunate fellow countrymen, 
in the struggle of lite. The strength of socialism is the injustice of 
government, it is weakened by every act of equity, and becomes an 
extinct or at 1east dormant foree, "hen all rights are reQ>OCted. 
I have a great aversion to legislation on behalf of adult labour, 
except, of course, when, as in the Employers Liability Act, the 
abominable doctrine of common employment, a mere fictiOD ot 
judges, had to be extinguished. But I entertain this aversion, not 
because I hold that the legislature may not be bound to compen· 
sate in the present for wrongs in the past, bot because 1 am 
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convinced that concertcd action is a far more remedial measure 
than legislative restitution. In the fifteenth century, and in the 
teeth of restraining statutes, the workmen secured an eight-hours 
day. I am sure that an eight-hours day is worth more to the 
employer than a ten-hours day, is cheaper at the same money. 
But I would far rather that the workmen got it by their own 
combinatidns, and by their own exertion, than by a gift of the 
legislature. • 

There are some services the price of which must be controlled. 
A railway, for instance, has over a given 'district a monopoly of 
conveyance for passengers and goods conferred npon it by the 
legislature. It is tme that Parliament never surrenders, and I 
tmst never will surrender, the right of permitting competition. 
But in practice it declares against competition, wilen it permits im
perilled co':"panies to appear by counsel against new projects. It 
does this for two reasons~ In the first place, it is quite alive to the 
famous dictum of the younger Stephenson, that where combination 
is possible, competition fails; and it next knows, in the light of this
tact, that if it permits unnecessary rivalry, its still more important 
right, that of regulating rates and fares, is in peril. It is to be 
presumed that the railway, having been permitted to come into 
existence for the profit of its shareholders, has a right to make 
profit. But if, it is to share a limited profit with" rival, it must, 
in all likelihood, both in the stage of competition and in that 
of combination, make less profit: But less profit can be supple
mented only by less cost, or by slow.r and scantier accommo
dation, or by higher rates. The first will be shared by all the 
competitors, the latter are achieved by the inconvenience and cost 
of the customer. 

When, in 1886, the Railway Rates Bill came before the House oj 
Commons, and, in my opinion, the projected changes, passionately, 
but not over wisely, demanded by landowners and manufacturers, 
seemed tu ,me to be likely to injure the railway projectors fu'St, 
and would infallibly in the end reaot on the publio, I spoke in 
the House as follows: .. The carriage of goods and passengen 
should first pay the unprofitable costs or working expenses, and, 
secondly, should yield .. profit on the traffic. If the freight of th. 
former did not cover cost, the shareholders mnst suffer, or th. 

24 
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conveyance of the latter must be rendered dearer. But much of 
the travelling on railways is voluntary, and an excessive fare 
would check business. Now if profits were seriously cartailed, 
one cannot expect that railway proprietors can carry goods at 
a 1088, or at no remuneration. You are then," I argued, u ill a 
vicious circle. You have .. right to regulate rates and fares, but 
you must do so with a view of leaving a margin of profit. Your 
clients wish to save some of the costs of freight. But if you have. 
established a set of conditions under which yon cannot seriously 
_-reduce cost without extinguishing profit, you will assuredly 
find in the end, that you were better off under the old .ystem 

·than you will be under the new." The Government expected that 
I should move the rejection of the BilL As it was sure not to pa .. , 
1 thought this action superHuous. But I am quite convinced that 
legislation is necessary. Perhaps some compensation should be 
made to railways in view of the great value which they have given all 
land, and to some, enormous value, and this at the expenae of those 
who have been benefited by no outlay of their own, and sometimes 
after preposterous compensation for disturbance. It is not unfair to 
fix the price at which a monopoly of service shall be accorded, but 
this restraint should precede the grant of the monopoly, snd be very 
cautiously exercised afterwards. If yon fix the price, or better .till, 
require the agent to fix the price, and abide by it at his peril, and 
leave the person to undertake the service or leave it slone, you do no 
wrong. A cabman is not wronged when his mileage price is fiu.-d, 
Dor is any other person ... ho is granted a monopoly, actna! or regu· 
lated, for he can take the eaIling or leave it alone. It is quite a 
different thing ... hen you have instigated the producer to invest hi. 
capital in the undertaking. 

There are, or have been, some oeenpations, the result of mil Ia .... 
or customs, the outcome of bygone wrongs, whieh have been pr0-

hibited; and, in partieular, the premature employment of children 
and of women in some severe and degrading calling.. These were the 
onteome of the past restraints 011 labour. It is very rarely that I 6nd 
in the earlier auonnts which I have inspected entries of children's or 
women'. labour in the fields. When the detestable ............."ta of 
the justices were legaI- they became common. When machinery 
began to supersede htlDWl labour, and adult strength was no longer 
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BO necessary, they became commoner. At last the practice became 
intolerable, and it wa.s attacked by the earlier factory legislation. 
Since that time, to the dissatisfaction of the laissez faire people, the 
legislation has been extended, and there is strong reason to believe 
that greater restraint will be pnt on certain very continnous employ. 
ments. When I served on Sir John Lubbock's committee, I was 
surprised to find tliat the greatest amount of overwork was exacted 
in the wholesale City warehouses, which close to appearance with or 
shortly after daylight, but sometimes continue with closed doors to 
very late hom·s. 

The argmnent for the Factory Acts _was that the childr~n were in 
the power of their parents, and eked out miserable earnings by their 
premature toil, that it entirely prevented education, and that it 
weakened the vital powers of the child. It was further alleged, and 
truly, that this labour was not advantageous in the end, that long 
hours, apart from other considerations, were a loss, and that 
,employers did not know their own interest when they exacted them. 
The workmen passionately demanded the Factory Act, possibly 
because they foresaw that their own wages would be bettered if the 
labour of children were prohibited; Bnd in my opinion justly and 
rationally demanded them. The employers resisted, and angrily 
-too. They were offended, perhaps reasonably, .. & being told that 
they did not understand their true interests and their Own hosines •• 
1'hey looked on the onslaught asa direct attack on their own 
calling, and with justice, for the employment of children in agricul. 
toral labour wa.s not similarly restl'ained. Now the agriculturail. 
gangs of the eastern counties were worse than any labour in the 
factories. They were defended by Mr. Clare Read, among others, 
on the old plea that cheap labour was reqnired in order to enable 
frumeI'S to pay rents. They were exposed, denounced, and finally 
extinguished by a Norfolk clergyman, at his own personal risk, but 
to his great honour. 

I once /lBked my friend, the late Lord Shaftesbury, why he did 
not extend the sphere of hi. Acts to the agricultural children, as 
well a. to the young people in the factories, for that he must have 
known that the work of a child in the fields, ill·fed, poorly clothed, 
and exposed to the WOI'St weather in the worst tinIe of the year wa.s 
to the full as physically injnrious as premature labour in the heated 
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atmosphere of a factory. He told me that he well knew the evil 
but was powerless to meet it; that if in the struggle he hatl 
engaged, he had at once enlisted the hostility of the manufacturer., 
the farmers, and the landowners, he should be incapable of i!oilJ~ 
anything at all, and tbat if he procured tbe liberation of one clas, 
of children, time would ensure the emancipation of the rest. Lord 
Shaftesbury was a courageous and persevering man, a8 you know, 
and his answer showed how well he knew what are the difficulties of 
practical politics. People blame compromises, when they do not 
know bow rarely it is possible to get anything else. Nor do men 
ordinarily'see that all guaranteed int"rests are of suspicions justice, 
and that just or not, they inevitably invite attack. 

Again, it may be plausibly argued, that the bestowal o! education 
on a child by a parent is 8S natural a duty, in the light of civiliZA
tion, a9 that of rood, clothing, and shelter. But the question is 
not solved so simply. Most parents do bestow one kind of ednc .... 
tion on their children, that by which such children hereafter gel 
their living. The children of the peasant generally follow tbeir 
lather's calling, and if he be an expert farm·hand, readily and 
rapidly learn the many and v:nied accomplishments which every 
person experienced in agriculture knows to be included in such an 
expression. The 'children oC mechanics also generally, indeed 
obvionsly, grow up to the same pursuit, unless ability and oppor
tnnity combine to raise either out oC an hereditary calling. In 
point oC fact, occupations are more hereditary than people imagine, 
and I suspect, Mr. Galton, in dealing with hereditary geniui, has 
eonfonnied hereditary occupation with ii, for I should trunk that 
the son oC a judge, or the son or a biahop, has more chanee oC 
becoming eminent in the law or u.e church (and lIr. Galton seem. 
to tlUnk that success is genius) than the son o! another man who 
bad neither inlluenee or patronage in either profession. 80 again 
with special learning, the acquisition or wruch has a market valne, 
because the communication or it to others, by speech or writing. has 
a price. I need hardly tell you thai there is ICBrcely a .ingle 
endowment in public schoola or in either oC the ani'!'ersitie., gi"en 
by benefactors in England up to the end oC u.e lut century, 
which was not intended for the poor, the beueficisries or which 
were to be care!ullysclected all over the eonntry, and transferred, 
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for higher education to Oxford or Cambridge. Tho grantees of 
the monastic lands wer~ put under the condition of endowing 
schools with p .. rt of that which they received, in order that the 
education conferred by the monasteries, much more general than 
modern ignorance imagines, might not be lost, and the pions 
fonnder is generally only paying a debt, which he seldom p .. ys 
fairly. Now .. ll these endowments are appropriated by the rich. 
The reason is plaiD, the higher edue .. tion c .. me to have II. mer
chautable value. 

Tho case is wholly different with primary education, or the 
ordinary educ .. tion of the poor. In the main· this is element .. ry. 
Now if every working man, without exception, were taught up to 
the standard required, say, for passing the Oxford or Cambridge 
.. little-go," it would not make any difference to the wages which 
such II. person would earn. Add wh .. t you please to the capacity of 
all industri .. l agents, in the way of physic .. l and intellectual power, 
and yon will add nothing bo the wage· earning power, as long as no 
individual is differentiated by the instruction. It is possible that 
the educa.ted workman will do his work hetter, more briefly, more 
efficiently. This will be obvionsly to the a.dvantage of the em· 
ployer. It is only when he employs his acqnired intelligence in 
his own calling, and makes it by combination the means of exacting 
better terms from his employers, that his acquisitions are a source 
of profit to him. Now this I suspect the workman knows as well 
as I do. I am boun<l to have a theoretical knowledge of the fact,. 
he ia led to have a practical knowledge of it. The gain of his 
child's education is not personal, it is national. The individual is 
not better off by virtne of a nniversal and compulsory education, 
exccpt very indirectly; the nation is all the better off, because a 
well· taught race is eateN paribu., stronger in the Ilompetition of 
nations, where lai ... z fai,.o is supreme, than an ill-taught one is. I 
say, erete,.ia paribll', for the best educated race may be' crippled by 
unwise fin .. nci .. l legisl .. tion. Bismarck's protectionist policy is 
rapidly neutr .. lizing all the efforts of North German education. 

Now the peasant or artisan is first bidden to dispense with the 
the earnings of his child, pitiful and paltry to us, but notable to 
the men who can often only live by stint, to whom spare diet i .. 
a habit. Next, ror the sake of the state, the nation, he is bidden, 
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atmosphere of a factory. He told me that he weil knew the evil, 
hut was powerless to meet it; that if in the struggle he had 
engaged, he had at once enlisted the hostility of the manufacturers, 
the farn:ters, and the landowners, he should be incapable of doin!, 
anything at all, and that if he procured the liberation of one cIas, 
of children, time would ensure the emancipation of the rest. Lord 
Shnftesbury was a courageous and persevering man, as you know, 
and his answer showed how well he knew what are tbe difficultie. oj 
practical politics. People blame compromises, when they do not 
know how rarely it is possible to get anything else. Nor do men 
ordinariI/see that all guaranteed interests are of suspicions justice, 
and that just or not, they iuevitably invite attack. 

Again, it may be plausibly argued, that the bestowal of education 
on a child by a parent is 8S natural a duty, in the light of civiliza
tion, a8 that of food, clothing, and shelter. But the question is 
not solved so simply. Most parents do bestow one kind of ednca
tion on their children, that by which such children hereafter get 
their living. The ehildren of the peasant generally follow their 
father's calling, and if he be an expert farm.hand, readily and 
rapidly learn the many and vmod accomplishments which every 
person experienced in agrieu1ture knows to be included in such an 
expression. The 'children of mechanics also generally, indeed 
obviously, grow up to the same pursuit, unless ability and oppor· 
tunity combine to raise either out of an hereditary calling. In 
point of fact, occupations are more hereditary than people imagine, 
and I suspect, lli. Galton, in desliug with hereditary geniu,;, has 
confouniled hereditary occnpation with it, for I should think that 
the son of a judge, or the son m a bishop, has more chance of 
becoming eminent in the law or the ehureh (and Mr. Galton seems 
to think that snecess is genius) than lbe SOD of another man who 
had neither influence or patronage in either profession. So again 
with special1earning, the acquisition of which has a DIllrket value, 
because the communication of it to others, by speech or writing, has 
8 price. I need hardly tell you that there is acarcely 8 single 
endowment in puhlic schools or in either of the universities, gi"en 
by benefactors in England up to the end of the lut century, 
which was not intended for the poor, the beneficiaries of whieh 
were to be carefully selected all over the country, and lra08Cnred 
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for higher education to Oxford or Cambridge. Tho grantees of 
the monastic lands wer~ put under the condition of endowing 
schools with pa.rt of that which they received, in order that the 
education conferred by the mona.steries, much more general than 
modem ignorance imagines, might not be lost, and the pious 
founder is generally only paying a debt, which he seldom pays 
fairly. Now all these endowments are appropriated by the rich. 
The reason is plairi, the higher educa.tion ca.me to have a mer· 
chantable value. 

Tho ease is wholly different with prim .. ry education, or the 
ordinary education of the poor. In the main· this is elementa.ry. 
Now if every working man, without exception, were taught up to 
the standa.rd required, say, for passing the Oxford or Cambridge 
.. little-go," it would not make any difference to the wages which 
such a person would earn. Add wha.t you please to the capa.cityof 
all industrial a.gents, in the wa.y of physica.l and intellectual power, 
and you will add nothing 110 the wa.ge·ea.rning power, as long ... s no 
individual is differentia.ted by the instruction. It is possible that 
the educated workman will do his work better, more briefly, more 
efficiently. This will be obviously to the advantage of the em· 
ployer_ It is only when he employs his acquired intelligence in 
his own calling, and makes it by combination the means of exacting 
better terms from his employers, that his acquisitions are a source 
of profit to him. Now this I suspect the workman knows as well 
as I do. I am bound to have a theoretical knowledge of the fact,. 
he i& led to have a practical knowledge of it. The gain of his 
child's education is not personal, it is national. The individual is 
not better off by virtue of a universal and compulsory education, 
exoept very indirectly; the nation is all the hetter off, because a 
well-taught race is cat""ia paribus, stronger in the ~ompetition of 
Dations, where lai .... fai.-. is supreme, than an ill.taught one is. I 
s",y, cat;"is paribu8, for the best educated race may be· crippled by 
unwise fin&ncial legislation. Bisma.rck's protectionist policy is 
rapidly neutralizing all the efforts of North German education. 

Now the peasant or artisan is first bidden to dispense with the 
the earnings of his child, pitiful and paltry to us, but notable to 
the men who can often only live by stint, to whom spare diet i. 
a habit. Next, for the sake of the state, the nation, he is bidden, 
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out of the clipped earnings of the family, to ha"e his child taught, 
Thon out of our ridiculous system, of which I believe Mr. Lowe, 
examination mad, was the author, the poor child is crammed in 
order that he may earn grants for the school by his answers to 
the inspector. I can conceive no more rational contempt aud di.· 
gust than that which peasant and artisan must feel for this precious 
scheme. I know no system which is better adapted to defeat it. 
own ends, DODe in which a shallow pedantry is' more ridiculous and 
more transparent. The e1ucation of the poor ought to be free. it 
ought to be inspected, as it is in the United States, by a committee 
of competeut persons. who attend to the master's tests aud. if 
Deedful, apply their own. I have no doubt that if the change were 
made, the teaching would be more solid. tbe learniug more attrac· 
tive. and the selection for a higher grade more satisfactory than it 
is under our preposterous system of extortion, cram, examination, 
and grant. 

There is another case or two which.! must briefly refer to. in 
order ,to illnstrate what I have said 88 to the limits of laillUz fa;re. 
The doctrine is become aD exceedingly useful one to the strong. 
an argument for the oppression of the weak. L'nder the English 
land system certain families-all I grant if they could do so. a state 
of things manifestly impossible - are permitted to settle land. 
They are protected against their own errors. ,ices. misfortunes. 
by the machinery of an estate for life. with remainder iu tail. 

, Land is limited in quantity. while population. i .•.• of the customers 
for laud grows. The landowner is further assisted. AIl local taxes 
are paid by his tenants, and his own charges are pat at an absurdly 
low amount. If his land is not lel.,il ceases to pay local taxes. 
Land W88 formerly. till recently. liable to certain charges. which 
are now to a great extent Pllt on the general revenue, i.e •• on the 
incom .... tax payers; for Chancellors of the Exchequer are threatened 
with revolt if they venture on taxillg the suceesoion oC reA! estate 
as personal estate is taxed. Everytbing is done which the law can 
do indireetly to save the great estates, and Dot infreqnently tbey 
are further secured from dispersion by private Acts of Parlia· 
ment. in olher words. the law of EngIand does its very best to 
make the landowners a ring. as it is techniealJy called in trade, 
to mutail the hade in land, and to give the man who is to sell 
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the use of lana an overwhelming aavantage in all contracts for 
its use. 

lt is inevitable unaer these circumstances, that .the tenant will 
either be outrageously fleeced, or that the law must regulate con
tracts for the use of Isna. We have done so, imperfectly enough, in 
Irelana. We have done so still more imperfectly, only tentatively, 
and with " serions failnre of common justice ill England, for we 
permit " landowner to raise " rent arbitrarily against a. sitting 
tenant, ana so allow him to confiscate his tenant's capital. At firs~ 
sight, a contract for the use of land seems to be an excellent, aJ1. 
unimpeachable field for the principle of lai.8sez fai,... It is only s~ 
in appearance, as every civilized government has discoverea, anel 
ours must, it may be hoped, before it is too la.te. For we may bt 
perfectly sure that as time goes on, for every advantage which th~ 
existing law gives the landowners, an eqnivalent will be exacteel by 
the tenant from the Isw of the fBture. People complain querulously 
that the tendency of recent legislation is socialistic, and most of aU. 
they complain whose position and the advantages of whose positiol1-
are distinctly anti·social. The tenant, in brief, when he ma.kes II
(lontract for the use of Isnd, .xcept in so far as he isconstrai!lecj. 
to carry on his occupation in a market which is rigged, is momen, 
tarily a free agent. But imJ;llediately on his completing the con, 
tract he cease. to be a free agent, and is at the mercy of the laJ;lel
owner, to whom the law gives an exceptional power in many ways, 
The abnse of this power is sure, SOODer or later, to bring retaliation., 
The existence of the power is iu itself a terror. We may be sur~ 
that when those who elect legislators learn what they can do, they 
will retaliate. ,Lai .... fairs when it can be most exousea, ormo~~ 
defended, postulates equality of oonditions in order that It %!lay 
affirm equality of contracting ppwtir. 

The English law has oondemned truck. i .•.• the right of aq 
employer to pay his workmen in goods, or in orders on pil.rticular 
shops. At first sight the practice seems justifiable. Money is only 
a pledge of purchases to come, of goods to be acquired, consumed; 
or turned to further use and profit. The employer may be able by 
the command of his capital, III1d by the fact of his custom, to 
Beeure the greatest advantages to the workmen in quality, in oheap
noss, in vo.riety. He may inculcate upon them. the excellent prac· 
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tice of not running into debt, by insisting tbat his tallies shall 
square witb their consumption. But, on tbe otber band, the 
employer may, and tbe temptation is exceedingly strong to do 80, 
rnake a furtber profit out of the retail transaction. He may argue 
that, as he gives the shopkeeper a large custom and a safe trade. 
he has a right to some of the advantages which the shopkeeper 
calls bis good-will, and nlay find tbat bis investment in the tally 
sbop is as good as that wbich he makes in bis business. And as 
the dealer is made to pay for bis business, he may reimburse 
himself by selling inferior goods, by giving sbort weight and 
measure, and by making use of his professional skill for the pur
pose of cheating his customers with impunity, since he bas a sole 
and secure market. You will see at once that the evils of the 
system counterbalance the advantages. I beard the other day of 
most ingenious scbeme of truck, which perhaps does not come 
under the Truck Acts. A large employer of labour pays his work
men every fortnight in tickets. These tickets are, to all intents 
and purposes, equivalent to checks drawn on his bankers, the pay
ment of which is deferred. They are known to be equivalent to 
a deposit at the bank, and to be therefore well covered. Tbe 
employer makes no conditions as to tbe place in whicb they are 
negotiated, except finally at the bank. The trade8man takes them 
for goods and gives change, or exchanges tbem for money, probably 
at par, as he can make up tbe loss, if any, out of the enstom which 
be gets. At tbe end of tbe third week tbe employer sends a clerk 
ronnd and excbanges them for cash. In this way, lor I am told his 
sole reason is tha which I am about to state, he ge!. into his hands 
the capite! of his workmen's labour for three weeks in advance. 

For a long time the legislature permitted private individuals, or 
partners, the number being limited, in consideration of the pri rileges 
accorded to the Bank of England to trade in money, to tak~ 
deposits, and to issue notes payable on demand or deferred, without 
giving any security by an independent audit as to tbru solvenc.,. 
II gives, for reasons DOW historical, very many of these powers no ... 
I referred to these reasons when in one of my leetnres I treated of 
paper cUrrencies. Now sneh a trust onght to be reposed in no 
peraon whatever, (or it has been justly said: .. Free trade in bank· 
ing is free trade in swindling." Look at Ibe !ales' exposition of 
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the system. Messrs. Greenway, a quarter of a centnry ago, as one 
of the partners said under examination, had with a note iSBue, 
limited to £80,000, a capital of a little over £600. They had as 
much moral right to carryon a bank under such circumstances as 
a street sweeper has. But they put "face on it. They lived hand
somely on the property of their customers, took an important political 
po.ition with the property of their customers, traded and speculated 
with the property of their customers, and failed for a quarter of 
a million 01' more a few weeks ago. They published balance-sheets, 
they simulated solvency as well as virtue and patriotism, maintained 
the sacred rights of property, and abode by the cause of law and 
(lrder. But their debts were returned as aBsets in their balance
sheets, the notes which they put into circulation on faith in their 
virtue were in innocent hands, and the indignant and defrauded 
gentlemanlike party in the district had the poor consolation of 
hearing their bankers' coruessions, and burning the confessors forth
with in effigy. It is not an invasion of laissez faire, you will 
probably conclude, to insist on an independent audit of the assets 
(If private banks. Had it been taken twenty-five years ago, the trio 
might have remained poor, but have also remained honest. 

There are Bome other invasionB of the principle of laissez fai,·, 
which are admittedly, Bome which are probably, some which are 
doubtfully, defensible; some which are entirely and absolutely in
defensible. I have a little to say on the former, I must reserve the 
latter to a later lecture. Yon will always remember that every in
vasion of economical liberty is on its trial, that those who maintain 
the right of free action are merely on their defence, and that just 
cause has to be shown by those who allege that private right should 
be suspended or curtailed. And here I may observe that private 
right postulates that the individual is not by his conduct undeserv
ing of ordinary rights. I will illustrate what I mean by an action 
of my own. When the Criminal Law Amendment Act was in com
mittee I got inserted among other, I venture to think necessary, 
amendments, a clanse by which" criminal parent should be dis
abled from exercising parental rights, though he still remained 
liable to parental responsibilities. I had, in my experience of the 
action of certa.in criminals, reason for tin amendment, which the 
House of Commons accepted. 
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Now you will probably agree with me that laws puuishing the 
adnlteration of goods are just. I have already explained to yon 
what are the economical relations of trader and purchaser, and if I 
am rigbt, you will admit that the customer has a right to expecl 
truth from the dealer. If I buy bread I mean to get bread, nol 
stones, perhaps not potatoes mashed. If I buy meal I want meat, 
not carrion. And, to quote a recent and much·debated topic, if I 
buy butter I do not mean to buy butterine. 80 wiih a thousand 
articles. There are, I know, people in high position who have 
defended these tricks of trads, on the somewhat feeble ground thai 
purchaser. prefer adulterated articles. I very much doubt the truth 
of this statement. That people will be smarl in shaddy who cannol 
afford to be smart in cloth, I know to be a fact. That a" dandy 
whose means are small will adorn his breast with Abyssinian gold 
when he cannot buy sterliug is a fact, and may be a leHson, by 
disappointing a pickpocket. But I doubt whether anyone i. williuJ; 
to pay the price of a genuine article for what lIe knows to bi} ... 
sham. And this is what adnlteration means to make him do. 
Besides, IIIZ "nUflfJ: in uria dut'Unt. Army contractors have been 
known to ruin a campaign by frauds. I have heard it said thai 
the collspse of the French armies in 1870 was due as much to Ihe 
frauds of the contractors as il wae to the mperior discipline of 
Germany. We,too, had our experiences in Ihe Crimea and Egypt. 
It is only recently that we have heard of flexible bayonete and 
brittle sword.. It may be wise to lurn a bayonet into a reaping. 
hook, but il is nol satisfactory to find it turning itself into one. 
Depend on il the principle of l4iua fair. will nol justify adultera. 
tion, and shonld not be cited to condone trade frauds. 

Should the Stele be al the expense of the higher education, and 
particularly of thai which is called technical? There is a con· 
eiderable amount of Wlades uttered abont lhe latter term. I hold 
thai a well-regulated apprenticeship, snch as in practice I under· 
stand engineers in England have to go throngh, is a good, a1mosl. 
a perfecl, technical education. Such is Ihe system prevailing. for 
I havewilnessed lhe process, in the American technological colleges. 
where the teacher. sometimes ouly a skilled worLnan. watches the 
pnpila' efforle, and gradually imparts to him the requisite knack. 
Such, ae I have told yon. was the mediEVal. apprenticeship in Ilia 
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Br~ of archi~ecture and agriculture. Now if everybody is to be 
taught this in his degree, the S~ate may, for reasons given above, 
be called on to p"y it. If" few are to have the benefit, the State 
may perhaps start the inst.itution, as they did at Boston, perhaps 
pay par~ of the management, but the pupils ought to supply the 
means for its continuity. So with grant. to universities. I never 
could see what elaims the Scotch universities had on a Parlia
mentary grant. From the Tay to the border, Scotland is as rich 
as any part of the Uuited Kingdom. The English universities, 
from the oldest to the most recent, have been founded by private 
munificence, and are largely suppor~ed by the taxation of thei" 
members. I am pretty sure the Scottish will not be as long as 
Parliament gives them money. Myself; by a moiety a Scotcbman, 
I am assured that we are the better for their appearance here, where 
they no longer say, ten". m.ditam",· a,'ena. But it might be argued 
that Scottish wealth should of its abundance give to Scottish 
)~\rning in Scottish universities. 

More disputable still is the obligation, in the reputed interest of 
the laws of health and of public safety, to compel vaccination and 
to insist on the notification of infectious disease. I know that I 
am treading here ou dangerous grouud, on the fire, as Horace says, 
which lies below deceitful cinders. Medical and sanitary science 
say Yes; but there is a strenuous, perhaps an uneducated, oppo
sition, which says No. I have been in my past experiences, when 
I was losing my health in the publio servioe, to regain it by 
losing my seat in my own, put to great straits in debating and 
aoting on this question. Much opposition is irrational, but, strange 
to say, I have found that you do not always abate it by calling it 
irrational, or even by proving to your own satisfaction that it is 
perfectly fatuous. On the other hand, muoh science is bigoted and 
intolerant, and I have found that eminent men of science have much 
of the temper of an inquisitor when you are slow to accept their 
conclusions. Besides, they are occasionally contradictory, and are 
not free, even in the pure ether pf their minds, from the passion 
of advocacy. I have been in my time amnsed, and finally shocked. 
al the corlict of scientific wilnesses. even in mat~ers which 
appeared to be demonstrable. And when the doctors disagree, 
and even quarrel, laiutz jair. is pretty certain to re-assert itself. 
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There are subjects on which it is constantly alleged that the 
principle of lai .... fai" should be suspended or rejected, which 
are, in my opinion, no way to be dealt with on such lines. But I 
shaIl be dealing with the history of the Protectionist movement in 
my next leeture. 



XVII. 

THE HISTORY OF THE PROTECTIONIST MOVEMENT IN 
ENGLAND. 

Th. r""i.,,! of tM Protectionist C'1'1J-Th. tdm of Protection a ldgl_ 
prict>-Tll6 m ....... Mavy import tJA.ti •• -Th. obj.ct of t/", pro· 
t1.uctJ1" an increaBing'/;y toitk mtIITkd-Protection gifJ6S him a na:rrower 
one-TM effect of Proteclionon prlc .. and labour-Prolection and 
rent-TM .arly zwotectiv. lamJ.-The Penaionary Parliament
Th. policy of r.ta!io,tio1lr-The futility of r.taliation-Prote.tion 
in EUtTop~ and militariMn,-Pf'otection. in tlt6 United States, antl 
in th. Britisl. colonis.-Mr. Mi!f. defenos of Prots.tion .z· 
amined. 

IT is difficult to approach the subject on which I purpose to lecture 
this morning without a definition. and yet the definition of Pro· 
tection, owing to the vague language of those who advocate this 
unquestionable interferenoe with lai •••• jai, .. (in what appears to be. 
under all or any circumstances. the most violent invasion of human 
liberty conceivable, short of slavery). renders it very difficult to 
realize. and thereafter to grapple with, what its advoca.tes intend. 
Again, the very shirting ground taken' by those who advocate .. 
reversal of the policy which this country adopted above forty years 
ago, the singular abstention from the body of those who are claim
ing a change of any persons who are acquainted with the principles 
of business. the entire absence of anyone Crom their ranks. who 
can be, by the wildest stretch <>f imagination, supposed competent 
to form .. judgment on the subject, is extremely puzzling. The 
leader of this new movement is a gentloman who, before he sa.t 
in Parliament, was Ii superior officer in the crimina.! detective de-
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parlment. Mr. Howard Vincent is probably" very capable judge 
of details, and I daresay was an accomplished person in his own 
line. I am told that he has exercised, from his own. past experience. 
a power by which he knows every person in his constitaency-a 
rather questionable honour for them. All I know about him is, 
that before he came in Parliament, he got the Home Office to pro· 
pound a Bill which would have made every pawnbroker a prim,; 
jacie criminal; a Bill which I effectually extinguished; and when 
he got into Parliament, he took on himself to move a grant for " 
very deserving object. You are perhaps aware that it i. contrary 
to Parliamentary rule for 8IJyone but" Minister to ask Parliament 
for a grant. 

As, however, Mr. Howard Vincent has been among us, and' has 
got his associates to vote for a return to Protection, and has re
solved to revive a controversy which we all thought dead aad boried, 
he therefore should be met. I purpose in the next two lectore_ 
on this and ned Monday'_to deal with the history of Protection 
up to 1846, when it received, as it deserved, ite tmtp th graee here, 
on its continuance, perhaps iIB extension in foreigu countries and 
some of our colonies; and. in the next plsce, to show yoo how you 
must interpret the tables of exports and imports, in other words, 
the foreign trade of EngIa.nd, 80 as to give reality to the figures 
which appear in the amall annual Blue-book known as the 8tetie
tical Abstract. The widespread, but at the I8me time extraordinary, 
delusion which poasesse8 many nation .. on the subject of Protec
tion, is almost as much au ethical as it is AD economical portent. 
In the 'Cniled Stete. it is a widespread opinion" eepecis.lly in N_ 
Englaad aad Pennsylvania, and I am infoDlll!d that a N_ Englaad 
or Pennsylvanian free-trader is almost a capllllllJ1in-. a man whom 
Mr. Howard Vincent. in his old capacity. woald have had to take 
care of. or, in techniealJanguage, to wanL But in the .earlier and 
more pious days of New Englaad there was _ simiIar horror of 
QllAkers and witches, and the eceplio all to the snpernataraI wicked
ness of these two imaginary maIelae\ors ran &he risk of a probable 
tarring and feathering, and a possibJehanging. 

Xow in oor ......,h after a dclinition we must alway. remembea
that Protection is a PllB8word. When the expresaion is compJet. 
it means Protection to native industry, Industry JJJeIIId ,,'ork, and 
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native industry must be that of the British workman and the capi
talist, in so far as he is a workman. But in early times, and for 
the matter of that in later, as far as England was concerned, it 
always meant, not a workman, who was not in the least thought 
of, but a merchant alld a landowner-one of wholn was conceived 
to be the indirect means of manning the British.navy, and must· 
therefore be indulged with a sole market, and a monopoly of.freight; 
the other, ,the recipient of rent, who is not, in that capacity at least, 
industrious, but is merely living, without reproach, in my opiniOll, 
as 101lg as his receipts of rent are fair, on the industry of others, or 
as he has been profanely described by an eminent and versatile 
statesman, of the class "which toil not, neither do they 
spin." 

Now it is easy to discover what Protection does to real industry, 
i.e., to the labour of the workman with educated hands, and to 
the labour of the capitalist superintendent with educated head, 
respeotively, either by an economical analysis, or by a historical 
retrospect. We shall be able to show what, from the oondi
tions of industry and the interchange of industrial products, must 
be the effect produced on the two forms of industry by restraint 
in that particular direction which Protection implies, and we shall 
be able to show, from the indisputabl~ evidence of facts, what it 
always has been. There are parts of the economic theory in which 
the relation of the parts is so obvious, so intimate, and so inevitable. 
that they may be proved apart from facts, just as there are rela· 
tions of numbers I'nd plane figures which can be proved to exist 
without the, concrete objects which illustrate those numbers, and 
the actual surfaces whose relations are capable of a ,practical test. 
But for all that. the abstract is always (.he better for the concrete, 
the prinoiple for the fact which demonstrates, the principle, the 
major premiss for the minor, the universal for the p&rticular, the 
inductions of reaSOll, for the inductions of experience. What I 
propose to show is, that, taking society at large, a policy of Pro. 
tection could not benefit industry, and has not ner benefited 
illdustry, meaning by industry those on whom society depends for 
its e",i.tence and the continuity of its existence. I do not say 
that some individuals may not be temporarily benefited by Protec
tion. A thief is temporarily benefited by stealing " w"tab, but 
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w~ do not on that account give a legal statu!! to the pickpocket, 
except in the dock. A swindler is temporarily benefited by success
fully forging a check. Bot we do not on that account condone 
forgery. Unless I1Ir. Howard Vincent has entirely abandoned all 
sympathy with his ancient calling, he must admit that we must 
'consider the general good of society, and not individual ad
vantage. 

And now to deal with the analysis of these relations. Noone 
will deny that what Protection aims at is to secure, by the opera
tion of law, a higher price for certain articles which are produce'l, 
-or presumably could be J11"oduced, in the country which is invited 
to adopt such a fiscal change as wonld heighten the price. The 
object of Protection is to make articles dearer, more inaccessible, 
or at any rate, to demand Cram the porchaser a grcater sacrificc 
than he wonld have to make, if no protective taxes were imposed. 
If anyone gains, it is clear that the pnrchaser of the article mnst 
snffer. In the next place, to make the protection of any use at 
all for the objecte which it is intended to serve, it mnst be imposed 
on articles of general consumption, that is, on those which the 
poor mnst consume, and cannot evade by going to the place of 
their origin and getting them there. For example, the American 
people pnt a tax on the price of foreign wool and foreign cloth, 
far the sake of compensating the farmers, who could not export 
a pound of American wool, as no rational spinner would buy it, 
and for protecting the indnstry of the native spinners and weavers. 
The late message of the President of the United States te Coogre ... , 
8ays that no objection can be made to taxing luxuries. To tbi. I 
might answer, What is a luxury? and I think it would puzzle a 
dozen Presidente to give an answer. Bnt the fact is, the system 
does not tax high-.:1ass goods or rich consumers. 1 have crossed 
the Atlantic four times, and coming and going, I ha1'e always met 
people of American descent, highly patriotie citizens, .. ho declare 
that their country is saperior to the rest of creation, and that their 
institutions are as Cree and enlightened· as themselves are, who 
reckon that they will pay the price of their passage-ticket by the 
difference at which thsy will buy stores at Poole's in Savile Bow, 
as compared with the price they will give in Broadway. I do not 
mention this to advertise lli. Poole, who is, I am told, an excellent, 
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but rather expensive tailor, but to show that they who admire 
Protection, and defend it, a,re always eager to escape from it when 
it comes home to their own pockets; that wha,t they take to their 
bosoms and their hearts in the case of the labourer, the tradesman, 
and the farmer in the States, they reject and evade, when it tonches 
a far less vital part of their own surroundings. Protection to be 
of avail mnst be got out of the belly Bnd back of the great masl 
of consumers. There is no use in trying to protect the industry 
of those who produce articles of voluntary use. You must impose 
it for the advantage of those who produce articles of necessary use. 
The reason lies in the two words. Consumers will stint or forego 
articles of voluntary use, but they cannot those of necessary use. 
I know and foresee that there is a similar difficulty about " articles 
of voluntary use," that there is about "luxuries." It is hard to 
define either. It is less hard to define "voluntary use" than it 
is luxury. But you will see how, even though undefined, these 
words make for what I am engaged on, the effect of production 
on industry. 

Again, there is no use in putting on small protective duties. 
Every country has a natural protective duty in the cost of freight.. 
In some cases it is so heavy as to be prohibitive. For example, 
no one would dream of importing bricks or draining tiles from 
America or India. Even in an article like wheat, the cost of 
freight from Chioago to London, freights being ruinonsly low, is 
9s. a quarter. Now wheat land is ill cultivated in England which 
does not produce thirty·two bushels or four quarters to an acre. But 
80s. i. .. very large natural protection to the British farmer for an 
acrc's produce. I could multiply instances and tire you with them. 
Whether I should convince a fair·trader is another matter, if the 
instances were infinite and sll cogent. If we keep in mind, then, 
that protective taxes, in order to be effectual, must be of articles 
necesRarily used, and that they must be pretty large in order to 
have the desired and reputed effect of aiding native industry, we 
shsll not find it difficult to conclude that the tax must be put 
on what men, women, and children must sll use, especislly the 
poor, and that the tax mnst be, in commercial language, stiff. 
A smsll tax, too small to assist native industry, would be of no 
use, except to the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and to those who 

25 
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profit by taxes, and I presume that Mr. Howard Vincent docs not 
want to merely increase taxes. In my opinion the distribntion 
of the taxes already levied, might welJ be put under the view of 
a financial director of criminal investigation, with considerable 
advantage to public morality and to the taxpayer's pocket. 

Again the advocate of a policy which is the reverse of that which 
has been adopted in this conotry for the last forty years assures 
us, in solemn and prophetic language, that his expedient will 
heighten profits and wages. He dilates on the land which has 
.gone out of cultivation, on the nambers of the unemployed, on the 
stint of profits, on the decline of wages. But an inquiry has 
latterly shown ~ that the land which has gone ont of some sort 
-of tillage or the other, is less than '00006 of the area of England 
and Wales, a very low fraction. Mr. Goschen, who is not a friend 
of Mr. Howard Vincent (he would belie his own income· tax returns 
if he did not admit it), shows that profits, especially in income. 
between £1000 and £150 a year are increasing. The savings. 
bank returns are also increasing, tne average of each depositor 
being rather lessened. And I should like to know a little abont 
the statistics of the unemployed. They are not yet forthcoming, 
except in so far as I obtained a Parliamentary return of the Oxford 
and Cambridge professors. I do not much care for vague state· 
ments, especially when there is a suspicion abont the motive. 
of the vagueness. For many years, in the infancy of myresearche. 
into English agricnltnre, I used to examine the reports of each 
year's harvest in the Mark La,.. GaUlle. I dare say &hat I noted 
them for near twenty years. The report invariably stated that 
the harvest was below an average . .'No'll' as such a .tatemen!, 
aonnally repeated, eoostitute. an arithmetical impossibility, I 
ceased to study the Jlark La,.. GauUe. Do not imagine that I 
learned nothing from the statement. The Mark La,.. Erprtu was 
a farmer's paper, and I 88'11' that the fanners were playing at hide
and. seek with the 1aodlorde, and tha.t the newspaper was assisting 
them in the game. You will frequently find, as ylin live, and get 
shrewd in interpreting the second or secret meaning of what people 
say, that even fictions may be instruetive. 

Everybody produces in the expectation of a market. Sometimes 
he produces more than the market will take off his bands, by mia-
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calculation or even by necessity. He may find that he cannot sell all 
he makes, and yet, for reasons familiar to men of business, mnst go 
on making, storing goods, employing labour. He does so in hopes 
that the market will sooner or later lift his stock, and in the inter· 
val he tries to induce economies on production, to lessen cost, and 
if he can, to lower the charge of freight. He seeks above all things 
to sell, sometimes by improving the produce, sometimes by elimina. 
ting middle men, sometimes by lessening some of his profit. There 
is nothing which he dreads more than the risk of selling less, for 
he h ... , we mnst suppose, extensive buildings to keep in repair, ex· 
pensive machinery to keep going, skilled hands to keep together. 
The estimate that he makes of his business is based on the width of 
the market, and his hopes that it may get wider. My late friend, 
Mr. Babbage, long ago pointed ont to me that the division of employ. 
ments, which all economists are agreed is the most potent agency 
in the diminution of cost in prodnction, is principally aided by the 
width of the market. As he is longing for a wider market, and 
.chafing most naturally at the artificial restraints which foreign 
.countries, encouraged by metaphysical economists, have put on his 
market, Mr. Howard Vinoent oomes to him, and offers him a sUll 
narrower market, as a priceless boon; for, to every man out of 
Bedlam, a higher price means a narrOwer market. There must 
be something seductive in a proposal which at first sight offers 
him a certain loss, in plaoe of a possible gain. 

But the fair·trader is not an absolute fool. He recognizes the 
difficulty which I have referred to above, the tendency of goods in 
these days of competition, of cutting prices, of imperilled, perhaps 
·of lessened, profits, to accumnlate. He sees how serious a hindr .. nce 
hostile t&riffs are to the British prodncer, and he dwells on the 
inconvenience and wrong. He probably does not know that the 
folly of British governments has made these hostile tariff. possible, 
folly committed years after the free.tradepolicy was affirmed. Now 
he says," Levy e. onstoms duty on foreign imports, and you will, raise 
prices, incr~ase your profits, and give employment." It is jnst pos· 
sible that the possesser of these aocumulated goods might, if such II. 
polioy were adopted, sell what he oannot sell now, thollgh this is 
rar from oerto.in. But what becomes of the continuity of industry 
.then and afterward. ? 
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I have told you that it is no use protecting by taxes what people 
may decline to use. The serviceable or, to be more accurate, effec
tual protection is of what they must use-food, clothing, cheap 
luxuries. And the new school is candid. They want to tax lood, 
alleging the decliue ol British agriculture, which mainly means the 
diminutiou ol rents, though, as I shall show you presently, raiRing 
corn to 60s a quarter would not. necessarily raise rents. They 
want to make a raid on the cupboard and the wardrobe of the 
poor. But to sell agricultural and manufacturing produce at arti· 
ncially high rates is not to give employment. It i. not to secure 
profit, for price does not guarantee one or the other. In the seven
teenth century wheat was at an average 41s. a quarter, rent 4s. 6d. 
an acre, wages of agricultaral labour at nrst 4s., and alter the 
Commonwealth was establis~d 6.. a week; artisans 6.. and 8 •. 
Alter protective dntie. were levied on corn with a view of improv· 
ing rents, with the pretence of stimulating agrienlture, the police 
ollabonr, the jnstices in Quarter Sessions, strove to bring back the 
two kinds of labour to the old price.. ThSJ never told the work· 
men, who had no votes then, that Protection would increase wages, 
nor the tenant farmer, who was also politically voiceless, that high 
prices wonld keep up farmers' profits. They were too contemptuous 
of these interests to he sophistical. 

Let us now suppose that the new fiscal poliSJ is aeeepted, that 
taus are put on imported food in order to .... ist agrienltural 
industry; taxes on cotton, woollen, ana linen goods, in order to 
assist texti1e industry; and similar imposts for siJnilM ends im
posed on other products reputed to be manufactnres, on products 
of industry, and not raw materials, thongh, of course, without 
giving a definition of this puzzling expression, and which is really 
an intermediate product-wool and flax, are 88 much a product of 
industry as cloth and linen are, and cloth and linen are raw mate
rials to the tailor and shirt-maker. At once the stint begins. The 
labouring man gets a single loaf where he got a loaf and a half; a 
sing1e boot where he got a pair of boots; a coat once in two years 
when he used to get it every year. He bas of course, for the bread 
must be got, even less power to buy a pair oC boots, especially at 
the enhanced price, and the coat than ever. Now the !esther dealer 
during the artificial inflation, has perhaps sold his stock of leather. 
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the shoema.ker his stock of boots, the cloth weaver his stock of cloth. 
All want to be busy; but the market is gone, or so shrunken, that 
there remains only half the old occupation for the employer and the 
l .. bourer. The army of the unemployed is doubled at a stroke, and 
it is fortun .. te if the teacher of this new gospel, in which a possible 
temporary gain is followed by a cert .. in perma.nent loss, is not in
vited ag .. in to assume his ancient functions as a director of criminal 
investigation. For it is certain th .. t if'prices were trebled, and 
three men were taking the wages of one mau, the employer will 
give no more wages than he need, be he farmer; manufacturer, shoe
maker, t .. ilor, builder, or indeed anyone of the multitudinous 
traders or employers who figure in the census. A workman does 
not get wages be.ause a trader informs hin;l that he will get them, 
but because his labour is needed, since there are people ready to 
buy or use what his labour produces. Employment is not of spon
taneous growth, but is the result of definite and intelligible impulses. 
Take away or curtail the impulses, and you do not stimulate employ
ment. You might as well s"y, if you closed up your window 
shutters in broad daylight, you would have light in your dwellings, 
by some spontaneous action, independent of yourself. You would 
have to put up with a candle or a lamp, to pay for it, and therefore 
have less to buy other things with. But wcrse would come. You 
would in human industry have destroyed its continuity, have 
brought into irretrievable confusion the complicated, but, on the 
whole, beneficent agencies of modem society, and have effectually 
beggared the labourer and the capitalist employer. 

There is one o .... sion, and one ouly, on which high prices will 
indu.e higher wages. This is when there is an urgent demand for 
something of which the supply is short. Thie generally happens 
.. fter there has been some great destruction of the products of wealth 
or some prolonged suspension of ordinary industrial action. Such is 
ordinarily the result of a great war, in which much property is anni
hilated, workmen have been employed in mutual slaughter or in pro
vidingthe means of mutualslaughter, but-theconditioll. is all impor
tant-the recuperative power of the nation or st .. te is not seriously 
impaired. Su.h a st .. te of things ensued, for example, after the 
civil war in America, .. nd .. fter the Franco·Germ .. n straggle. It did 
not ensue .. fter the Thirty Years' War, after.the war of the Spanish 
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succession, after the great Continental War, for the principal com· 
batants were absolutely exhausted after the struggle. But when 
snch high priess prevail, protection is entirely superfluous. Native 
industry has its own way, and does not need to be guided or fos· 
teredo To offer protection at such a time as this, wonld be like 
offering a strong and healthy man a pair of crutches. The offer or 
soggestion of protection comes when trade is dull, stocks are accu· 
mulated, profits are imperilled, and qoacks talk. The 8CC8ptanco 
of it would make trade more dull, :stocks more onsaleable, and 
profits go oot of the category of peril into the actuality of extinction. 
It would be a small consolation for quacks to be silenced. 

I have told you that exalted prices of agrlcoltnral products, dne 
to artificial canses, would not raise rents. They would enable 
Bitting farmers to get rid of their stocks, and even enable them to 
pay existing rents. Bnt they would not recover rent&. For rent 
is the resultant of two foress, of which one has been dwelt on 
disastrously as the sole cause of rent; the other, to which the 
greater part of rent is doe, has been studioosly ignored. The 
wrmer is, the natural powers of the soil, ;odiciooHly used and 
renovated. Thil! soorce of rent was known to Pharaoh and 
Nebuchadnezzar. It is commented on very properly by Herodotus, 
when he describee Egypt and Mesopotamia. The latter is agri. 
enllnral skill, which is the capacity of the tenant. This may be 
shortened, even destroyed. Y 00 can no more extemporise capitalist 
farmers by artificial prices than yoo caD," the polite but dilatory 
Frenchman thought an astronomer could, eneore 3D eclipse. A. 
destroyed interest is more dilicolt to revive than it is to create one. 
The agricultnral lBndowners of the eighteenth century created 
British agricoltnre. The horseraeing landowners of the nine
teenth eentury have destroyed it. And of aU the mean thing. 
which mischief-makers can do, none is more mean thaa to claim 
that the rest of mankind shoold meekly set to work to pay them 
for the mischief which they have done. It is possible that the 
injury which has been done to British agrica1tnre is not so aerions 
after ..u, as people who are smarting with the eonseqoenees of 
,heir own folly would have 118 believe. But of the fall of British 
rente there is no doubt. Of the recovery of them there is the 
gravest cloahl, wr the ~_ of them is serioos1y impaired. Bot if 
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the capitalist employer h.... in great degree. disappeared from 
agriculture. what is the prospect of agricultural wages rising under 
artificially enhanced rente? Will the farmer give Hodge. from 
spontaneous good nature. a shilling a week more for his work. when 
he can get Hodges· in plenty. because the price of com is doubled? 
Whf. at the end of the eighteenth century. when farmers were 
getting 150 •• a quarter for wheat. agricultural wages were at 7s. a 
week (you may reaei' of them in Sir Frederic Eden's "History of 
the Poor ") and f .. rmers were grumbling because they had to pay 
so much. 

The old free.traders of forty 'or fifty years ago used to say that 
alI Protection meant fobbing somebody else. The expression w ... 
plain spoken, homespun. perhaps coarse. but it was very accurate. 
The object of protection is to enhanoe prices. Prices are what a 
man has to pay, for it is no use to enhance a price which no one 
will give. But to make me or anyone else pay more for what I 
must have than I need pay, and to put this compulsion on me in 
the interest of the third party. which is most falsely culled native 
industry, is as violent an invasion of my personal liberty ... I can 
eo.sily conceive. I do not object that prices are heightened against 
me. in order to provide funds for the administration of public 
affairs. for intem"l and external defence. for the proper dignity of 
the collectivity, which we cull the United Kingdom or the empire, 
though every one has the right, a right too rarely exercised, of 
criticiziug taxation and expenditure. But I obJect verY strongly 
to being called on to pay for one man's profits and another mILn's 
rent. especially when I have grave doubts whether profits or rent 
will be improved by these means. and I am quite sure they ought 
not to be. if they coula. It is bad enough to be plundered for the 
be.t of causes. but to be plundered for the worst is more than 
irritating. I might wince if my own savings. or my own harmless 
enjoyments were curtailed in order to increase the wages of em· 
played or unemployed workmen. though I might bear the calamity 
with equanimity. but to have them curtailed when I am quite 
certain that the process will only make the oondition of labourers 
worse is a good deal more than a grievance. 

But it is time, espeoially as part of this subject is postponed 
till the following lecture. thet I should say something about the 
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history of tbat fiscal policy wbicb was exploded some forly years 
ago. And here I may observe, that the assault whicb Adam Smitb 
made on the Protectionist policy oC bis time 11'811 cbielly directed 
against the mercantile theories of his time, and not very notably 
against tbe landowners. .. Tbe mean and malignant sophisms" 
which he denounces were put out by the trading intere.t, who were 
then the advocates of tbe sole·market tbeory, .. tbe sneaking aria 
of an underling tradesman," has only to be quoted to show its aim. 
He was under tbe impression that the landowner was, on the 
whole, high-minded and patriotic, a little too fond perhaps of 
artificially cheapening labour, and possessed of an income, the 
origin of which would not be well defented, after an economical 
analysis, but one, who, on the wbole, used his position honestly 
and fairly. He wae very much in the right. The great land
owners were still engaged in the highly serviceable work of teach· 
ing agriculture. Their rents were by no mer.ns extortionate. 
-Arthur Young, who has no words too strong for the absentee and 
grasping Irish landowner, blames the excessive leniency of the 
English; for though he held that a tenant farmer ought to have 
adequate security, he also held, and with considerable reaaoo, that 
.. fair rent was .. stimulus to progressive agriculture. 

A search into the early statutes would lead the student to the 
discovery of maoy laws which were intended to .... i.t new de
partures in English industry. Our early kings aud early parlia
ments were really anxione to assist in the development of n_ 
energies, and in the improvement of old ones. They encouraged 
FlemiJ:ga to settie in England, though curiously enough the craft 
of the weaver (textor) wae long a. synonym for the depraved 
a.ppetite of • heretic, of one who hungered .fter novelti ... of faith, 
e. as the weavers themselves said, a.Cter the earlier gospel. The 
Planta.genet kings, early and late, faced this risk, if bply they 
might improve Eogliah texb.ie industry. But owing. ae I believe, 
to the noparaJJeled ha.ckwardnesa of the Eogliah intelligence, the 
expectation was ba1IIed. Of course the prohibition of foreign 
goods ..... more intended to discourage than to prevent tileir 
imporlation. The a.dmioistratioo mm bve been .ware that it 
could not atop smuggling. Hints occur over and over again in 
acconots, that the offieera of enstoms were by DO _ nocorrnpt, 
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and that a judicious present was not without its effect. Infinit'Bly 
more effectual than the preventive service of the ports were the 
sumptuary laws. People who broke these laws went about with 
the evidence of their offenc" on them. But the clothing which .. 
noble alone was allowed to wear was not an English product, and 
therefore did not call for protection. 

Protective laws in England have been of two kinds-those which 
controlled the importation of foreign food in the interest of the 
landowners, and those which taxed or prohibited the introduction 
of foreign manufactures, in the interest of dealers or merchants, 
and to some edent of manufacturers. The early policy of the 
English Parliament was to favour imports of food and to cheek 
exports. The (lovernment had a reasonable anxiety that foreign 
conntries should be enoouraged to make up the occasional defi. 
ciencies of English harvests, and wished to preclude loss in bad 
years by checking exportation. Thus in 1488, the only serious 
scarcity of the fifteenth century, the administration actually forbad 
the inland water carriage of com, on the ground that occasion would 
be taken if it were once on shipboard to export it. 'In dear times, 
corn ships, putting under stress of weather into English harbours, 
were bound to dispose of the whole or part of their cargo in English 
markets. The laws against forestalling and regrating, i.e., buying 
c,om on the way to market, and selling oorn in the market at 
whioh it was bought for a higher price, were really due to a desire 
on the part of the Government, to secure, as far as possible, plenty 
for the consumer. . 

The first' really important legislative Act, the object of which was 
to raise rents at the expeDBe of the consumer, and in the interest 
of the rent·reoeiver was that of the Pensionary Parliament of 
Charles IL I have referred to it before, and pointed out that it 
was" fallure, for shortly after the passing of the Aot occur a series, 
on the whole, of very' cheap years, and as we learn from the 
literature of the age, there followed loud laments about agricultural 
distress, this being, historically, the landlords' name for cheap food. 
After the Revolution the legislature granted a bounty on the 
exportation of oorn, an expedient whioh was intended to heighten 
prices. As the new agrioulture was developed, it had an opposite 
effeot. It stimulated production, for it was a premium on which 
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too producer could Bpecula!e, and for which he would sow .. larger 
breadth. Exactly the Bame complaint iB now being made in those 
countries which give a bounty on beet·root sugar. The producers 
are urged into producing more than the market needs, by the 
chance .of getting this premium on production. I doubt whether 
the EngliBh refiners, who are constantly cl"mouring about the 
bounty, have suffered so much as the continental farmers have, 
who are suppoBed to he benefited by it. The favours 0{ Govern· 
ment are like the box of Pandora, with this important difference, 
that they rarely leave hope at the bottom. Doring the greater part 
of the eighteenth century the Com Laws were inoperative, the 
bounty, as far as the conaumer was concerned, was innoxious. I 
shall revert to the later history of the .. Com Laws hereaCter. 

The growing importance of the Ameriean colonies, to the fiscal 
theory of which I reCerred in a lecture oC last term, and the 
development 0{ the sole·market project, led to the whole system of 
manuCactnring protection. But it is plain, from Adam Smith'. 
language, thet the most odions part oC this system 11'88 not the 
manufactures which it forced on the colonista, but the restraint of 
trade which the traders insisted OD and extended, under successive 
amendments of the Colonial Trade Acta. One thing proves this 
incontestably. The American coloniat. smarted exceedingly under 
the losses, I may .ay the aRocitiea, of the War of Iadependence. 
But they were better euatomers 0{ England aCter the war 11'88 aVer 
than they 11'_ before. To be sure, the English were becoming 
the w ..... ers of the world. Their trade grew and their fortunes 
with the growth. Now BUch people do not want protedion. They 
do not care for it. They would prefer free trade, beeoIaae they get 
a profit on both exports aud importa. They were jealous of one 
place only. They feared the rivalry of one eonntry only. 1.'his 
11'88 Ireland, and they destroyed her manufactures piecemeal. Is 
it not written in the English and even in the Irish Statute Book up 
to 1782? With this exception, the English mannIa<:iurera are, on 
the whole, free·traders during these early years. At last they 
became all hut nnanimous, enthusiastic on the BUbject. 

The case 11'88 -rery clliferent with the landowners. Land, thank. 
to the experimental cwtivation of the eighteenth eentury, 11'88 

exceedingly well tilled at the end of thai century. The evidence 
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on this subject is conclusive and abundant, as one can see by 
studying the country reports sent to"Arthur Young, as Secretary of 
the Agricultural Board. But the lsndowner, as a rule, ceased to be 
a cultivator. Rents rose rapidly, partlJl owing to the generally 
diffused skill of the fanners, partly to the extremely high prices of 
corn, partly to the forced paper currency. Populstion increased in 
numbers and in misery. The determination to keep up rents, by 
keeping up a high price of corn, became a passion as keen as that 
which is .aid is the appetite of a tiger who has tasted human flesh. 
I lived in my youth through the time of this fury. On one side 
of my household I consorted with the !reS-traders. On the other, 
I COllSOrted with protectionists, and heard the maledictions of both 
parties. It was a battIe of giants. They who were in the fray 
were of very different statnre and thews from the fair-traders. It 
is superfluons to pursne the subject further on this occasion. In 
my next lecture I shall hope to deal with what has happened to 
English manufacture and trade since 1846. But there are matters 
connected with the practice of other nations, referred to with 
admiration by some writers and speakers, with the analysis of 
which I may fittingly occupy the rest of the time which I may 
clsim of you. 

The pleas on which a reversal, more or less complete, of our 
pr6sent policy has been advocated, as far as England is concerned, 
are chiefly based on the expediency of retaliation. Foreign 
countries have excluded the goods of our production from their 
market.. Our own colonies have done 80 with even greater strin
gency. There is JUBt so much reason in this, because these 
colonists are generally producers of nothing as far as we are 
concerned, except undeniably raw material, such, Bay as wool and 
wheat, and other countries are producers of manufactureB which 
they want to sell; and therefore, to adopt a policy entirely exelu
Bive, would destroy their own export trade, or at least force it into 
roundsbout and Ie .. profitable channels. Now these people argue, 
and ihey are supported by a most erroneous and mischievous 
utterance of Mr. J. S. Mill, that retaliatory tariffs are real 
remedies against prohibitive or protectionist tariffs. .. Let us 
then," they Bay, "give the.e people a taste of their own doctrine. 
Let ne handicap them in our own country and in those countri~s 
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in which the administration is still the master, for instance, in 
India and the Crown colonies." 

But there is a diffioulty at the very beginning. The worst 
offenders against us are 'Our own kinsfolk, whom we have defended 
in their infancy at our cost, and who reton on us by repudiating 
an the products of our industry but our money. It i. certain that 
any attempt to retaliate upon them would be resented, and ~t the 
result of the attempt would be, that the Imperial Institute and all 
that it symbolizes would be shattered. If Great Britain wants to 
keep such a hold as it }las on Greater Britain, it must submit to 
Greater Britain's financial petulance. Hence the project of retali· 
ation exclades the British colonies from the scheme, or revive. the 
old differential theory of the Colonial Empire, withont securing any 
compensatory restrictions. We are to buy of our colonies only, or, 
on advantageous terms to them; are to consent to other nations 
buying or them as freely as we do, and those other nations permit; 
and are to bear, on the hypothesis ·of retaliation, greater injuries 
from the~, with patience, serenity, and persistent consideration lor 
the greatness of the empire, whatever afi'zonta they put on our 
h'ade. Talk about one-sided free trade. That may be a calamity. 
I do not dispute, but I do not exaggerate the inconvenience. But 
one-sided retaliation is a most pitiCaJ absurdity. 

But Mr. Mill is wholly in the wrong. Retaliatory duties never 
did and never will avail. They are essentially persona1. They 
are easily met by trans-shipment. Let us, lor instance, meet-the 
figures are a mere hypothesis-a bounty of 10 per cent. on Freueh 
refined sugar by a .. countervailing duty:' The French refiner 
wiIlforlhwith ship hie sugar to Bergen or Christiania. No sugar 
is, I believe, produced from ~root in Sweden or Norway. It ill 
thence tranHhipped to RoIL Now no country has ever in itafiseal 
syatem been able to grapple with the origin of goods. It wonld 
not be the duty, inclination, or interest of the port authorities of the 
Swedish kingdom to assist us in tracing the origin of goods, and 
they would assuredly resent cuatom·house detectiv. prowling 
about the waters over which they have jurisdietion. Beaidee, 
retaliation has the inconvenience or admitting that the otI'ender ill 
in the right. Again, nations have n...-er heeD known to revise their 
tari1f laws by reaaon of fOTa fIUIjeul'e, and I doubt whether the 
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strongest nation conld coerce the weakest in this way. Again, the 
smuggler is sure to reappear in the intgrest of the consumer, and 
with his sympathy and covert assistance. But most powerful of 
all is the argument that a community which adopts a protective 
system deliberately or unconsciously puts itself under a commercial 
disadvantage. Every country wants to sell something, even if' it 
determines on buying nothing. The more completely it carries out 
the latter resolve, the worse price does it make for what it wants to 
sell, the more of its goods must it offer in order to make any 
market at all, since, for example, it loads itself with a double 
freight in order to effect a single transaction. If it took nothing 
but money, as Russia is striving to do, it would in addition, BOoner 
or later, depreciate by over.supply the only article which it will 
accept in exchange. The country, on the other hand, which takes 
its produce, gets what it buys on the easiest terms, or as Mr. 
Mill says, by a happy inspiration, in marked contrast to much 
which he haB written on the subjeQt of international trade, though 
here he doe. not specify the cause, it gets articles more cheaply 
than they are procurable in the country of their origin. But to 
retalists would be to lose this advantage. We do not, it is true, 
Bell as much as we could under the present system. But we buy 
mnch cheaper. Retaliste, and you sell no more, and buy on far 
worse terms. And as much of what is sold is raw material, in the 
strictest sense of the word, which Great Britain keeps 'or re·exports, 
to heighten the price of what you buy would be to straiten supply, 
to check manufacture, and to diminish the demand for labour, and 
with it wages. Even agricultur., which is always demanding Pro· 
tectio~, and has lately affirmed it with naked selfishness, is blind 
to its own iuterests. For a wise agriculture is that which busies 
itself with its own best products. Let us conceive this to be stock· 
raising. Bnt a plentiful supply of cheap food for stock more than 
compensates for the low price of the food itself, in so far as it is 
produced at home. 

I shall, however, I hope, in my next lecture dispose of most of 
those allegations which are made for the purpose of suggesting 
retalistory measures, as I deal with dets.ile. In this lecture I am 
concerned with principies. I cannot see what right any producer 
has, or any landowner for the matter of that, to pretend to strike 
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at another and wonnd me. One oC the commonest and, I may 
add, one pC the most impudent of fallacies i. that a private intere.t 
i. a l;'lIblic duty. If in the competition of Coreign agricultural pro· 
i\]l~, all the agricultural rent oC England were to disappear, what 

/is that to the mass oC Englishmen? We might have to deplore the 
loss of a class oC men whose existence has been characterized by 
10Cty probity, by patriotic aims, and by nnselfish devotion to the 
common good, by the unvarying exhibition of public and private 
virtue, by an elevating example oC refined culture, of ennobling 
pursnits, of passionate devotion to a loCty ideal, oC a long record of 
just and painstaking service, of an order so self·restrained and 
fanItless that no s.anda.l has attached, early or late, to any oC its 
members during its historical career. But, beyond doubt, abun
dance for those who wor\ is better than fnIl rents to those who 
merely afford DB a shining example. And if, as I have said, wheat 
land is protected by the cost of freight, to tbe extent at least of 
86s. an acre, there is something wrong in English agriculture 
which no dnty on com, lIr. Chaplin's proposal, will remedy. 

Enrope is, I admit, increasingly protectionist. It is also in· 
creasingly military. I am not clear that the waste of its 
resources in one direction should make DB admire it, still leo. 
Collow its eu.mple, when it wastes its resources in another direc· 
tion. It is an open secret that the finances oC nearly every 
European Power are strained to the uttermost, and that the 
margin between solvent and bankrupt exchequers is periIon.sly 
narrow. When governments are in straits Cor money, they may 
make loans, claim a part of their subjects' property ullder a 
direet tax on their means, or levy new custom. duties. There is 
a limit to the first process, though where the limit is i. hard 
to say, for the fact of its being reached lies in the vast region 
of the unexpected, and the limit is min or repudiation. The 
seeond is always nnsafe, and generally unprofitable. It is especi· 
ally nnsafe now, for it greatly resembles the most ofrensive, and 
to the well to do, unpopnIar demands of communism. Besides 
the wealth which would be most convenientlyattacked can seldom be 
attached. When it is imperilled, it ean satisfy the Scythian'. 
conditions of passing imperceptibly through earth, air, and 
water, and so escape the Scythian'. arrows. The most resoillte 
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and Bismarckian of financiers would think once, twice, or thrice 
. before he came to quarters with owners of Stock Exchange secu· 
rities and bankers' balances in his own coUntry. There must be 
some warning of the intended effort, and then cantabit vaclt"'. 

There is always in reserve a Dew tax on consumption. This was 
nearly the whole of English finance during the terrible struggle of 
the Continental War. The person who pays is helpless. He is 
offered the alternative of abstinence, often the power of consuming 
at a cheaper rate, an inferior home product. The payment is 
almost insensible. The cus~om·bouse officer, it is true, cutl It 

large slice from the loaf, weakens the coffee, lessens the .supply in 
the sugar basin, makes a great hole in the habiliments, and so 
forth; but he is invisible, and this is some consolation. And then 
the m8.Iiumcturer is to be consoled by the mo\t agreeable combination 
which can be ~ered him, patriotism plus profit. Taxes on food 
are to bo levied in: aid of the farmer, and compensatory duties are 
accorded to everybody, in consideration of these taxes on food. 
The people are assured that they are independent of foreign nations, 
and under all there is increasing misery, decreasing wages, increaB
ing discontent, increasing repression, socialism of the most menacing 
kind, and an utter distrust in the providential nmctions of govern. 
ment. The result is not encouraging. Everybody is to be benefited, 
and everybody is dissatisfied, impoverished, and discontented. From 
the Ural mountains to Gibraltar, Europe is seething with .social 
volcanoes. 

The history of Protection in the States of the American Union is 
entirely different. The people, though h,igh-spirited, prouil of their 
country and their institutions, and resolutely determined to permit 
no meddling with the northern half of the New World, are not dis
posed to keep on foot a la.rge army or Cormidable navy_ They ha.ve 
no mind to interCere in European politics, or ape, as they say, the 
inevitable folly and extravagance of monarchical institutions, but 
they are quite resolved that no one of these powers shall interfere 
with them. They have, therefore, no urgent necessity for excep
tional taxation, no excuse for an impolitic and vexations fiscal 
system. But they are nOlle the less the victims of sophistry, 
supported, it cannot be denied, by corruption and even by terrorism. 
The American people pretend to be the freest nation in the world, 
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and they permit themselves to be fleeced and plundered by a lew 
interests, which dictated their own terms at a snpreme criai. of the 
national history, and found spokesmen and agents when the country 
was aghast at the political perfidy which was visible everywhere. 
The protectionist tarilJ of Mr. Morrill was in great 'part, as I have 
heard alleged by eminent American statesmen, the price paid for 
the allegiance of the manufacturing East. I have been told thi. 80 

unanimously and 80 uniformly that I cannot doubt it. I do not 
conceive that the .. persons put, as the phra .. goes, into black and 
whlte the terms of the treaty, but many men half consciou.ly act 
on what they would be ashamed t" oPenly avow. 

There were, of course, other reasons given. 'The American 
financiers copied the precedent of the War of Independence, and 
raised their loans by a lifIating debt, which was funded as a paper 
currency. This is, of course, a most extravagant way of creating 
a debt, because it create. an over.issue of inconvertible paper, 
depreciate. the etock-in which the debt i. ultimately founded, and 
necessitates in the end the concession of a prodigious preminm 
1.> the virtual lenders of the fund, the public which circulates the 
notes. The greenback finally was qaoted at over 250, gold hemg at 
100. No more wasteful way of creating a debt could, I think, have 
been devised than that adopted by t;nited States Treasury. The 
evil too of a forced paper currency long survived the occasion of 
its issue, and numerous and shameful advantages were taken of the 
situation by Wall Street gamblers, to the. infinite misery of the 
American working classes. The fact is now confirmed by the record 
of prices. • 

Now how was the people to he reconciled to a wilT, whicb, in the 
nature of things, and in accordance with the inevitable conditions 
of indirect taXJI.tion, most preas with far greater severity on the 
poor than on the rich? The people was instraeted that, onder this 
policy, the country would he aelf-containeil, and independent of 
foreign supply (though America has borrowed more in Europe 
than any other country), tbat this policy 11'&8 certain to lead to the 
development of all kinds of industry, and won1d exhibit the varied 
and versatile character of American genius, while without it, the 
people would be limited to a few common pursuits, that prosperous 
America, the paradise of labour, would, under a free market, be 
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. handicapped by cheap foreign labour, by the famished slaves of 

. European despotism. It was necessary thsrcfore that the better-off 
workmen should be protected by protecting the employers' 'Profits, 
as though employers paid wages in proportion to their profits, and 
not in proportion to the bargains which they could force. upon 
workmen. I remember telling my friend, Mr. Cyrus Fiold, when 
the new tariff was passed, that before many years were over, 
America would be visited with an anarchic and socialist trade. 
union, and the experiences at Pittsburgh and Chiea.go, the knights 
of labour, aud the followers of Mr. George, are a justification of 
my prediction. The system, which has been enCorced, ovsr and 
Qver ago.in, by American economists and statesmen, has been 
mainto.ined by terrorism, for honest men ha.ve had to ohoose 
between reticence on free tra.de and the ttreat of social and com· 
mercial excommunication; while corruption, not only that known 
as lobbying, under which the manipulation of members of congress 
has been made a fine art, but lavish and equally corrupting expen
diture on harbours and ports, canals and the like, has been freely 
practised, the excessive receipts of the treasury being freely em
ploy~d in order to demoralize loc&lities. At last, though even now 
the President has not felt strong or bold enough to utter the 
word, the whole question of Protection and Free Trade is made 
an issue to the Amelican Republic. 

The action of the British Colonial Governments, who have gene
:rally adopted a Protectionist trade policy,. is based on different 
grounds. The advocates of the system have sometimes stated, 
what does form an apology, though not a good one, for high custom 
duties, that in a thinly peopled country it is difficult, if not impos
sible, to oollect direct taxes, especially from the mass oBhe people, 
or to levy oountervailing excises, and that therefore the only 
remaining source of revenue is considerable customs. But if it be 
hard to levy an exciso, because the power of collecting it is scanty, 
and tho law might be evaded, it is hard to see how smuggling is 
to be checked. Then the fallacy, so often exposed in these lectures 
that high prices make high wages, has been industriously dissemi
nated and insisted on. This can only happen' when prices are 
naturally raised in a free market, when the situation tends to in
"rease the demand for labour. It does not happen, when the rise 

26 
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is a.rti.ficially induced, because the demand for labour is not iu. 
creased, but if anything diminished. But their chief reliance is on 
a famous passage in Mr. Mill's" Political Ecouomy." 

I am referring to a statement which will be found in book v. 
chap. x., of this classical work. Mr. Mill, after stating it to be 
.. the only case in which, on mere principles of political economy, 
protecting duties may be defensible, is when they are imposed tem· 
porarily (especially in a young and rising nation). in hopes of 
naturalizing a foreign indnstry, in itself perfectly suitable to the 
circumstances of the country. The superiority of one country over 
another in a branch of production often arises only from having 
begun it sooner. There may be no inherent advantage on one 
part, or disadvantage on the other, but only a present superiority 
of acquired skill and experience. But it cannot be expected, that 
individuals should, at their own risk, or rather to their certain IOMN, 
introduce a new manufactUre, and bear the burden of carrying it 
on, until the producers have been educated up to the level of those 
with whom the processes are traditional. A protecting duty con· 
tinued for a reasonable time will be sometimee the leaHt incon. 
venient mode in which the nation can tax itself for the suppk! of 
such an experiment. But the protection should be oonfined to 
cases in which there is good ground of assurance that the indnstry 
which it fosters will after a time ~ able to dispense with it; nor 
should the domestic producers ever be allowed to exp«-I that it will 
be oontinued to them beyond tbe time necesaary for a fair trial of 
what they are capable of producing." Perhaps there is no pa88age 
in any work which exhibits SO much ignorance of human nature, 
and so much ignorance of facts. " 

I don't quite know what Mr. Mill _s by .. mnen political 
economy, a term which I "emphasize. What is called political 
economy is true or false. If it is .. mere," it is of no validity or 
force. Bol to pass this by. In every young and rising nation there 
are a number of capacities, which are "" yet undeveloped, perhaps 
unknown. The best way to make them known and develop them 
is to let them oome to the front epontanooll8ly. The best way to 
leave them unknown, and to develop them unhealthily, is to allow 
Govermnent, at the instance of individual, and probably mistaken 
self·interest, to give them assistance out of people" pockets. Be-
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sides, in what does the suitableness consist? Is it in the circum. 
stances of the country, or in the superiority, as the passage seems 
to imply, of acquired skill and experience, which is the capacity of 
the applicant for this qualified protection? If the former, the cir. 
cumstances will soon assert themselve.; if the latter, is the appli. 
cant to be the judge of his own skill and experience, and inform 
the Government, or how is the Government to put him to the test? 
Sum it as one will, the situation is one in which the conditions 
cannot be satisfied. On the other hand, every country has in 
nearly every industry the enormous protective duty of the cost of 
freight. Nor is the passage in which the writer cannot expect that 
.. people should at their risk or rather to their certain loss" initiate 
.. calling, to the purpose. Mr. Mill has evidently in his mind the 
East India Company. That as a trading association was a failure, 
as Mr. Mill lived to see, But there was this apology for the pro· 
tection accorded to the East India Company, that the basis of 
operations was ten thousand or more miles off. In that of the pro· 
tected young country the disadvantage of distance counts against 
its rivals. And why should the nation tax itself' for the support of 
the experiment? Why nndergo a certain loss in order to force a 
confessedly unprofitable industry? 

Who is to give the assurance that the industry which is fostered 
will be able after" time to dispense with the protection? Not the 
applicant certainly. He never did and never will assure the country. 
On the contrary, he will ten those who ha.ve been rash enough to 
give him his head, .. that the action of the Government has given 
him," as Lord Liverpool said, ... a vested interest,' that the shock to 
the industry would be fatal, that workmen would be discharged and 
ruined. capital would be lost, and the latter end would he worse 
than the beginning. You might have refused us " trial, if you 
pleased. It is base, cruel, dishonest, to induce us to start this in· 
dustry and then desert us. We may have erred in believing that .. 
short time would Ret us on our feet, but is our error to be expiated 
by our ruin ? We are the creation of the State in its wisdom, do 
not let us be the victims of its caprice. Mr. Mill saw the necessity 
for creating us, he could not have foreseen or contemplated the ex
peuiency of destroying us." Had I lived in a. country where the 
titate, in deference to Mr. Mill, had protected me, I think I should 
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reason in this way, when I was threatened with the withdrawal 
of the proteelion. 

What too is a fair trial? Is it in the judgment of the domestic 
.producers, or of the Government, or of a court of law? It may be 
pleaded with justice that the circumstances precluded a (air trial. 
The origin of the industry was an UDDaluralstimulul, and you have 
no right to expect a healthy life. By constituting the State as the 
judge of the occasion on which an industry may be protected, you 
deprive the person who prosecutes the industry of learning what are 
the only natural conditions on which he may practice hi. indnstry 
with success. Yon blind him, and ultimately insist all hi. exer
cising the function of sight. '!'he fact is the whole p8S&sge i. 
metaphysics, mere political economy, very bad metaphysics, and 110 

political economy at all. 



XVIII. 

fHE INTERPRETATION OF EXPORT AND IMPORT TABLES . 

• 
Th_ 1"'ese,,1 subjecl aul! ana difficult, buI imporlanl-Alarms about 

''''Port. "na imports-Causes of 1M clecli ... of nali<ms-Effects. 
of d.bts on ''''Ports ana imporls-Effect. of tM cost of freight
Custom. and bonded warehouses-Walpole" Bclwmd-Re-e:r:portB. 
ana their effects-The United States, ana the figures of its tracle 
with tM United Kingclom-The Iracle of France-Th_ busi ..... 
of warehousemen-Fallacies derived from compatratwB jigwreB
AlaIrmi.t fallaciell-TI .. case of le"tl<8T, ana the lecturer's a""ly'" 
of th_ l7·acl.. . 

You m .. y natura.lly anticipate that, in dealing with the topic which 
forms the subject of my lecture this morning, I am inviting you to 
consider the most unattractive and dreary of social facts. Here,. 
you =y say, are the relations of politico.! communities condensed 
into a set of figures, which may interest merchants, financiers, 
stateswen, politicians, because they are obliged to get up their 
subject, or at least pretend to have got it up. But it must bo 
possible to learn the economico.! relations in which divers peoples. 
stand to each other, the principles and practice of exchange, the 
mutual iuterdependence of di,tferent conntries, without demanding 
that one should an .. lyze the national ledger, and to see how 
exports and imports are balanced aga.inst each other. The 
iuformation is for the eXliert, not for the student of economico.! 
force,. There is, I cannot dony it, some ground for these obje", 

< tious. But there are far stronger reasons why I ask yon, if not 
to undertake the criticism of a particular set of figures, such .... 
for instance, the nIue-book which is before me, the Statistico.! 
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Abstract for 1885; at least to understand, in order to refute or be 
proof against the popular fallneies which are frequently uttered 
about BUch statements, what, in this concrete form of the volume 
of foreign trade which this country undertakes, Me the facts and 
principles which must be before you in order .to understand any 
such publication. For, after all, in these figmoe., and in the 
interpretatiou of them, lies the very essence of practical 
economies. Here is the picture in little of British activity, in so 
far as it is concentrated in the United Kingdom, and has within a 
couple of generations become the mo.t extensive ereditor of foreign 
communities that has ever been known, and thereby has become 
the centre of tra.:1e transactions .. ith the world. 

I once asked a Parliamentary friend of mine, Lord RothscLild, 
whether certain speculative stocks were not Leld extensively OD two 
of the most active of the foreign bourses, PMi. and Berlin, and I 
instanced Egyptians and Snez Canal shares. He told me that in 
his opinion, by far the largest part of the .. stocks were held in the 
United Kingdom. I asked him how he came to the conclusion, 
and he replied, that if an extensive order was given to purchase 
in either of these securities in Berlin or Frankfort or Paris, 8ay 
£100,000, no broker in these cities would undertake the com· 
mission at a price, for some hours, that is, till he had telegraphed 
to London, and received a reply. I was a good dealstrnck with hi. 
statement, and admitted that there was great force in it. But it 
does not seem to me to be a quite coneln.sive inference. Tho fact 
seems to me to point qnite as much to what I have already referred 
to, that as Great Britain is a centre to which merchantable goods 
are transmitted, and in which they are purchased, 80, even if a 
stock were not procurable in plenty on the London Exchange, it 
would be highly expedient to get a price from thence, because a 
price in a central mart is the best price which can be got auy· 
where, and because, for re&8OJl8 which I will give yon later on, the 
London Exchange has a power of attracting both goods and 
securities to an extent and rapidity which is possessed by no other 
analogous institution. 

The exports and imports of EngJana, then, after 1706, of Great 
Britain, and since 1800, of the L niled Kingdom, have been an 
object of greai curiosity, and not a little concern t~ eeonomista and 
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statesmen, the latter having lellrned from the former, very slowly 
and with great hesitation, what is the interpretation which should 
be given to them. Now from the very first it was seen thllt the 
exports must pay for the imports, though in early times, under the 
theory of the balance of bargain, and by the machinery of the 
king's exchanger, persistent attempts were made to secure that this 
country should derive a money profit on the. aggregate of the 
country's commercial transactions. I described to you in an earlier 
lectnre on metallic currencies how futile the attempt' was, and 
how it was inevitably baffled in the interests of trade. But though 
every merchant saw that as far liS he was concerned, tho vital 
object was to get a balance of pro,fit, and quite a subordinate and 
temporary matter to secure a balance of cash, the dread that we 
should be drained of all onr Il!0ney by an advl\rse balanco of 
trade, as it was conceived to be, affected merchants collectively, 
and led, after the old mechanism was abandoned, governments to 
adopt, and merchants to, sanction, various exp;dients for securing 
that to the mass of trade which individnal traders saw would 
be mischievous or injurious in each individual trade. It is, 80S it 
was, lind I fear as it Will be. very hard to indnce people to see 
that what their experience has proved to be prudent in their own 
case, is prudent for the whole country; and it appears that this 
is as inveterate an error as the far more mischievous fallacy, 
that on which I have already commented, and shall often need 
to comment, that a private advantage should be assisted by 
government help at the expense of the great body of the 
nation. 

As long as tho trade of Engl~d was confined, to the Baltic 
and the Frenoh coast, and subseqnently extended to Beville, no 
serious attempt was made to examine the real principles which 
underlie the balance of trade doctrine. I have little doubt that 
the reason lies in ihe individual evasion of that which was still 
conceived'to be collectively sound. But with the development of 
the trade with the East the difficulty at once arose. It was plain, 
and could not be denied, that the export of silver was essential to 
any trade at all with the East Indies. India has been engaged 
for centuries in importing silver, this not being a produce of the 
peninsula. Besides there was nothing produced in England which 
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could be exchanged against the coveted prodnce oC the East. It 11'88 

necessary thai permission should be given to export silver, and the 
concession was justified on the ground that the exchange oC Eastern 
produce would bring back into the country far more .ilver than the 
ships took away. But this argument would be equally valid in 
favour of permitting the ftee circulation of money between all 
countries which trade together, for trade is undertaken with a 
view to profit; and money is the instmment by which trade i. 
measured, and just Be in a progre88ive commuuity no more money 
is kepi than is necessary Cor the wants of commerce, internal and 
external, 80 no country which is not declining ever finda itself a' 
a los. to procure all the money which it need. for its mercantile 
vansactions. But though the government of the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries were ready hallow tbe minor premia. in 
their syllogism when India was in their minda, they shrunk from 
accepting the major.premias, and from allowing the consequences 
of permitting mercantile money to be fluid, a principle of trade 
which Oreame saw to be fundamental as early as the fourteenth 
century, and Roger North in the seventeenth. And 80 people 
went on speculating on imports and exports, and wondering when 
the collapse would come, which was evidently impending as long 
88 the country imported more in return than it exported. The 
shrewdest men were :Wmned at the risks of an adverse balance of 
trade, and no doubt many of the proteetive Jaws on tha English 
Statute Book were enacted originrJly, not 80 much for the purpose 
of snstaining particnlar interests at the public cost, or the public 
Joss, bIlt in order to obviate what they honesUy thOllght to be an 
impending danger. It may ~ doubled whether the aJarm at a 
depletion of money is even now an extinct deluaion. Of Jate years 
I would fain hope ignoranUy, the old doctrine of the balance of 
trade has, it appears. taken possession of some people'. minds, or 
what is called their minds. 

A nation, Jika an individual, can spend more than it earna. It 
often does 80. throngh the action of iIB government, in this _. 
eolJeclively. It cannot do 80. by the whole number of ite people. 
dialribntively, else it would exhaust ileelf. U acme people in a 
community are waslefnl, oIhers who are 0.01 wasteful get the pro
c1net of their waste. I do 0.01 mean to 88y that a nation may 0.01 
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decline from opulence to poverty, even to nothingness. Many 
parts of the earth were once occupied by rich o.nd indnstrious 
peoples which are now wholly waste. Such a decline may come 
from the e!Tect of a destructive conquest, of long and ruinous wars. 
But in almost all cases, the ruin of a race is the fault of its govern
ment. The exigencies of society, perhaps it.: wea.kness, compel 
nations to have governments. Men should be eternally on the 
watch against them as Mr. Mill a.rgues. Nations will not ruin 
themselves, said Adam Smith, but governments. may ruin them. 
H a nation through this agency spends more than it can earn, it 
inevitably begins to decline, and if the process goes on too far the 
nation is exhausted and perishes. This happened, it appears, with 
whole districts of the Roman Empire. The military government 
ot Rome spent the resources of it.s subject., and wide parts of the 
world became desolate. I will not say that spectacles of this kind 
will never be seen again, of nations perishing by the vices of those 
who administer its a!Tairs. But such a consummation is not dis
played in the exports and imports of a people, for the very siguifi
cant reason that the process I have referrea to leaves the mise
rable community nothing wherewith to traffic, every energy 
remaining being devoted towards the mere sustentation of life in a 
declining population. In modern times, the malevolence of .. 
government rarely goes further than to arrest the natural progress of 
a people. _ 

There are ooca.sions in which a government spends, not niore 
than perhaps its people could pay, but more than it is politic to 
exact. In such a case it borrows •. It may borrow, as has been 
done in England, from its own people, that is, from those whom in 
theory it might tax, but does not think it would be wise or just to 
put to snch saorifices. Or it may borrow from other people, where 
there are large stocks of accumulated capital in existence, the 
owners of which oan be induced to ~art with their property on oon
dition of the borrowing government paying interest on the loan. 
Governments may borrow for the purpose of carrying on' a wa.r, or 
of defending themselves against aggression. The government· 
generally asserts that it is the latter motive which influences it, 
when every one sees that it is the former. Whether their subjects 
or citizens Bee it or not, governmentB generally, almost inyw:iably, 
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&vow it so persistently or savagely, that their subjects are brought 
to agree with them. Or they may-as is constantly clone in new and 
thriving communities, where there is plenty of use for all the capito.! 
which the country has, with a good profit-borrow in order to 
develop the public works which are a great .... i.t .. nce to the 
employment of such capito.! as they do possess. In such countries, 
to borrow from their own people would be to cripple themselve., 
and to procure what they want on far le88 advant .. geous terms thau 
they may, if their credit i. good and the security st .. ble, in other 
countries. This is the way in which most ol our colonies have 
borrowed ol us lor their public works, railway., docks, harbour., 
and the like. Now it will be plein that in all the .. c ...... the luture 
earnings of the people are pledged to pay intere.t on the pa.t out
ley of the government. I say earnings, for we know by this time, 
that all wealth is the product ol capital and labour, though in the 
distribution ol that which is earned, other. beside. the capitalist 
and labourer are sure to share. Sach i. the origin of public debt •• 
You will see that theyare represented byveryd.iiferent present fact.. 
In most cases and in old countries, there is nothing to show for the 
debt, in the shape of property. In some, especially in new coun
tries, there may be very solid and valnable assets, the vo.!ue of 
which may be increasing. But in every case the couutry which 
holds the debt is supposed to obtain interest on it. The amount of 
foreign debt held in Englend is enormous. In Stock Exchange 
secUrities there are said to be two thousand millions, known or 
ticketed ae Euglish property. But this by DO mean. exhausts the 
debts owed to people who live or aceumu1ete in the United Kingdom. 
English capital hae gone over the whole world. English houses of 
business are settled in most countries, and the profits dne from them 
are part ol the indebtedness, which hae to be annually paid. You 
will see, then, that every year a vast amount of cash or property 
hae to be imported into England to pay the annna1 charge of 
foreign debt held here. 

Now let US see how this affects imports and exports. There ie, 
we may be sure, quite apart from the operationa which I have 
described, a certain amount of trade going on between Eng1end and 
another country, say. for instance. cloth of English make to 
Anstralia, wool of Anstra1ian growth to England. II thie were the 
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only business going on, these two articles would jufoJlibly, what· 
ever the figures may allege, of which presently, balance each 
other, i .•.• the English cloth and the Australian wool are an equation. 
for otherwise trade is inconceivable. But the effect of theRe borrow
ings and paymeuts of interest creates au apparent confusion. The 
loan is not paid in money, but in goods; for it is to the interest 
of both parties that it shoul~ take the latter form, since both the 
produeer and exporter and the consumer and importer get a profit 
from the transaction. Now if many such loans are made in a short 
space of time. the volume of exports is greatly increased. the pro
duction of the exporting country is greatly stimulated, and trade is 
exceedingly active. Such. for example. were the exports of England 
to America after the Ci viI War, and to France after the Franco· 
German war, when. as was said by Mr. Gladstone. trade progressed 
by leaps aud bounds. Goods went out and debts came baok. for 
whenever the expenditure of a country exceeds its production. it 
takes goods and export seourities. Now the goods oppear in the 
exports, the seourities do 7Wt appear in the imports. Hence the 
appearances are aU on the side of the country whose trade has been 
so stimulated. 'VI'hen you look below the surface, you will find. as 
I have shown you, that the country has been giving away its 
property, for pieces of pape~ on which the indebtedness of the other 
country is expressed. These securities are of course transferred 
from those who received them in payment of their goods to those 
who accept them as investments. 

But in course of time. especially in the oase of a country which 
goes on lending. as this country has done for a long series of years, 
the interest payable on these loans exceeds all the new loans which 
are made in anyone year. Thus if the rate of interest on the loans 
I spoke of is 4 per cent., the annual interest is 80 millions. and 
to this we may add 20 millions more for profit on investments 
which do not pass through the Stook Exchange. Now 100 
millions sterling would be a vast sum to lend every year. Sup. 
pose the loans cease. because the colonists and foreigners do not 
want to borrow any more, or our people do not feel inclined to 
lend. The valuing of what I may call natural exports aud imports 
remains unchanged, bnt the latteJ: is swollen by the compulsory 
imports which are sent to this country in payment of interest, {or, 
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.. s before, the payment is not made in money, but in good.. Te> 
find fault with its appearance in what people call the national 
halance .heet of industry and trade, is to find fault with the debtors 
of the country for paying the interes~ on their debt which they 
agreed to pay, and to adopt any means which would put a hin· 
drance or a stopper on these exports is to provoke the debtor int<> 
repudiating his debt, because the creditor country l,a8 though~ 
proper to make it difficult for him to pay it. Wherever any country 
is a large foreign creditor, and the dividends on the debt which h 
holds are paid punctually by its creditor., its imports will greatly 
exceed its ,xports, for these exceptional imports represent tbe divi· 
dends which it has to receive. The quantity of imports is heigh. 
tened it the dividends are due from non.productive debts, for her .. 
the imports are of tbe profits only made on the goods sent, whereas 
when the dividends come from productive debts, the profit paid on 
the investment in the borrowing country is included in the payment, 
and mayor does represent the whole value of the good.. You will 
see, therefor .. , that a vast excess of imports over exports does n~ 
mean that the country is spending mor. than it receives, but. 
just the contrary, receiving more than it spends, and receiving 
it, as I shall teke occasion to show, ,in the DJost advantageoua 
manner. 

There are, to be sure, occasions, I have already steted what tbey 
are, in which a country is spending more than it earns or produces. 
But the evidence of this is always being made clear to tbose quick. 
witted people whose business it is to explain the movement. or 
Stock Exchange property. Such a country exports securities, or. 
aa some people say, throws them on the market, wbere they do not. 
generally experience very favourable treatment, for the operation 
is invariably followed by a fn.ll in their market value. Now, it is 
perfectly certain that English bolders are not doing this. Ther .. 
is plenty of loanable money in England, rather too much, as peopl& 
desiring to inv~st will pathetically ten you, when they can only 
get a low rate on BOUDd investments, For thougb the rate of 
discount and the rate of interest are not inJIuenced by the sam .. 
causes, they are parts of the 88Dl& aggregate, and what persistently 
a1Fecte the one is sure, in the long run, to alfeet the other. Be
sides, it there were a strong desire to part with some of tbese in· 
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"Vestments, and to thereupon export them, they would be exported 
in exchange for other investments which are more sound or other. 
wise more attractive. 

But there is a further fact below these returns of exports and im· 
ports which cannot be exhibited, but must be recognized. When an 
article is imported into London its value is declared, and I will as
sume, for the sake of argument, accurately declared, at the port of 
entry. When an article is exported from London its value is de· 
clared at the port of exit. Now, in the first ease, the import, its cost 
of carriage or freight, is included. But in the other, the export. 
the cost of freight is not included, for it is not yet defrayed. 
Hence the value of the imports is always increased by freight, that 
of exports lessened, as far a. freight is concerned. The freight 
must be included in the import, for it is part of the cost. But in 
the export, it is expected that the market of destination will pay 
the cost, and in the end it does so, else the trade would not hc 
worth h .. ving. This addition to values is called by Mr. Giffen, 
very felicitously, the invisible export and import. In .. n earlier 
lecture, I took a hypothetical figure, 10 per cent. all round, as 
representing the cost of freight. I find that it has recently been 
oalculated, by different persons, of high eminence in such esti
mates, at from 11 to 15 per cent. Now, in interpreting the 
:relation of expcrts and imports, this addition to value which 
does not "ppear, except on analysis, is of great significance, and 
must be reckoned .. If it represented foreign shipping, or freight 
earned by foreigners, it would still appear in the article which has 
been shipped, but the profit contained in the price would be ap
propriated by foreign capitaJists. As it is, the shipping owned by 
British capitalists is 70 per cent. of that engaged in the carry
ing trade, despite foreign Navigation Acts, and is therefore .. British 
asset in the volume of exports and imports, not the less real because 
it is invisible. 

But there is a further item in the account which needs explana
tion. I h&ve already stated, that owing to its fr~e-trade policy, 
this country, excepting some half-dozen items, is a free port. 
Owing to its prodigious mercantile operations, it is the market 
which gives the price, and the market that gives the price attracts 

-the dealer. But if the dealer is attracted the commodity dealt in 
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is attracted. Furthermore, even in tho .. articles which are liable 
to duty, the system oC bonding warehouse. is .0 perfect and so 
easy, that the United Kingdom, even for duty paying and e""ioe
able articles, is virtually a Cree port. I ougbt perbaps, however, 
as you cannot be supposed to be conversant with the mechanism 
oC trade, to .ay a little about the warehousing system. 

In old times, all goods imported and exported equally paid ens
toms. The system probably arose from the tbeory, tbat the king 
by virtue oC his position as commander-in-chief of the national 
forces was nnder the duty of defending the narrow seas, and, 
indeed, English commerce wherever it went. In time, the cns
toms became part of the private revenne of the Crown, and tl,e 
duty of maritime defenee was imposed on the Cinqne Ports, then 
on the whole mercantile marine of the kingdom, and by ship.money 
on the inland counties. The reason for ~s extended impost w ... 
plausible, and had the tax possessed a lawful origin, conclusive; 
for if a country is to have any trade at all, there mnst be a police 
of the seas. So clearly is tbis recognized, that there is no part of 
the law of nations more indisputable than the dietnm tbat piracy 
is an offence, not only against the person who is plundered, but 
against civilization in general, ... ·ery state by the Jaw of nation .. 
being entitled to attack, captnre, and punish pirates on the high 
seas, But the English were very slow to aeeept a principle which 
accorded ill with their practice. As I have often stated, our early 
maritime heroes were all pirates, and even arter the government 
determined on putting down the practine, and actually hanged a 
nnmber of adventurers who became a scandal to it, mainly because 
they had originally been sent out by government, and had been 
old-fashioned enough to strain their eommission; even after this, I 
say, a preliminary apprenticeship in this loerative and invigorating 
business was nO bar to the subsequent employment of a buccaneer, 
who had abandoned his special n1Iing, in Church and State. 

It was very diffieoU to get rid of enstoms on exporIe. X ations, 
like individnala, "",errale their own imponao.:., and the import
ance of their own doings, and are apt to _Jude that .. hen a 
foreign trad.eir wishes to do bnsiDess, he representa a foreign necea
sity, instead of a prospect of making a profit.. Besides, there had 
beeu a time, Jomg remembered. in .. hich the demand was a De-
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cessity, and England could carryon a war with a wool tax, which 
the consuming country paid. Nothing is harder to persuade cer
tain governments than that they do themselves mischief by levying 
export duties. Again, it was the object of government to naturalize 
I:lanufactures in England. They saw clearly enough that a dozen 
pounds of cloth was worth several times over a dozen pounds of 
wool, and a prohibitive 'liuty on the export of wool seemed the best 
way of stimulating the home manufacture of cloth. An export 
duty, therefore, seemed to be e. form of patriotism, and it is almost 
impossible to reckon up the list of crimes and follies which have 
been committed under the plea of patriotism. And, lastly, it was, 
and had been, from the:earliest times, a branch of the revenue. Now, 
it is true that the management of the revenue has been under
taken by the Parliament. But the fiction of the king's taxes seemed 
to imply a kind of property in these imposts, and more reasonably, 
it was seen that if one branch of revenue be remitted, another, and 
a new tax, must be put in its place. 

Walpole, George the Second's great finance minister for nearly a 
quarter of a century, saw that if he could establish a system, under 
which foreign duty-paying goods could be put under lock and key, 
and, for the matter of that, excise able home product. a. well, th& 
duty and excise being paid only when the articles were taken out 
for consumption, he wonld save the pockets of the consumers of 
goods in Great Britain, and do a great deal towards making this 
country a free port for all produce, for he contemplated allowing 
these foreign goods to go out free of customs. But Walpole, like 
other statesmen of very comprehensive views, had a good many 
enemies, who were discontented with his ascendancy, and when he 
propounded his new Excise and Customs Bill, these enemies found 
their opportunity. They wanted a pretext for humbling him, and 
ifhe had brought forward the Ten Commandments, they would have 
tried to raise an outory against them. The great London mer
chants were under the impression that if the warehousing system 
were permitted, persons of .mall capitals would become tlieir rivals 
in business, as they would be relieved of the necessity of paying 
duties at the moment of importation, and could, therefore, carry 
on business with less cash. Walpole, who loved office more than 
he did financial good sen •• , when the retention of the one and the 
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exbibition of the otber, were incompatible, yielded to the clamonr. 
In the same way the younger Pitt .serifi.ed financial justice to 
office, when be yielded to tbe country gentlemen on the legacy 
duties. Perhaps .tatesmen may be pardoned Cor considering tbem· 
selves to be a necessity. It is not in buman nature to resi.t the 
flattery whicb aS80res tbem tbat they are. 

I have no doubt that had Walpole's project Bucceeded, hi. 
policy would have been identified with the rapid progress oC 
English commerce. Like every financial' expedient of tbe time, 
the idea of bonding goods was' derived Crom the practice of tho 
Dutcb, in tbe days of tbeir commercial prosperity. But by 
this time the Prussian and tbe British monarchy were doing 
their. very best to ruin Dutch trade, Dutch credit, and Dutch 
finance. At last.they succeeded, to the disgrace of both countries. 
But even if the scheme bad been adopted, people were still so 
stupid tbat they believed that the ouly pro"perolls trade was one in 
which the visible BUm of exports exceeded iu'Value the visiiJI" BUm 
of imports,'': •. , that people are prospering when they gjve more in 
valne than they receive. Tbere are such people in existence evcn 
nOW. Mr. Gitren, in his excellent essays on finance, states that 
he read an alarmist caleulation in which the writer, having connted 
up the difference between exports and imports for tweoty year., 
came to tbe conclusion tbat the English nation had ron into debt 
with foreigners to the extent of 1,000 mulions, and that ruin wa. 
imminent. The writer W88 not _are, of conr .. , that daring this 
time England had been constantly lending, and not borrowiog, and 
that, were this terrible process of debt going 00, there woold have 
been daily evidence of it on the Stock Exchange. You are now 
aware that if a community ha. credit eoough to get into debt, and 
cannot pay in goods, it pays by the export of seenrities, i"., by 
pledges to liquidate indebtedness at a fotore date. We in England 
have, however, been coostantly importing securities. 

Now a considerable quantity of what we import we export again. 
This country has become, for reasons which I hope that I have 
made pfain, a great enlr<p,;e Cor foreign products. particnlarly for 
raw materials, by which I mean such prodnc," 88 are not available 
for consumption. For instance, we export an enormous amount 
of cotton to other countries, apart from · .... hat we COI19ume our-
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selves. A trader will dea.l in anything from which he can get a 
profit; and naturaJly seeks the market in which he knows that 
prices are most exactly defined, and from which, therefore, he can 
best anticipate his profit. This was the case at Amsterdam two 
centuries ago; it is the <lase with London now, and not only 
London, but with many other great centres of trade in the United 
Kingdom. Besides, not a little of the imports are absorbed in 
that invisible reservoir of the mercantile marine-ships want 
stores, provisions, and a number of other conveniences. It is 
reckoned that the annual cost of a veBBel is a.bout £18 12s. per ton 
of freight capacity, and Mr. Giffen reckons that the mercantile 
marine of this country earns some 80 millionij annually by 
freights. This sum is added to the value of the imports, but is 
not discerned In the exports. It appears in them when they are 
landed at their destination. 

It will now be convenient to illustrate what I have Baid by a few 
fignret, extracted from a single year of trade. I will take the year 
1885, the return for which happens to be before me. The imports 
for this year are valued at £876,967,965. The exports o(produce, 
Britiah and Irish, are valued in this year at £218,044,500. The re
exports of foreign and colonial produce for the same year are 
valued at £58,859,194. So there appears to be £818,608,761, 
bought with £218,044,500, and there remains £105,564,261 to be 
accounted for. Bllt you will see that, in the first place, one must 
take from the imports all the cost of freight. At 18 per cent. 
this leaves £56,558,418, with which to explain the interest on debts 
held in the United Kingdom, and due annually from foreign 
countries. 

I do not pret,end to say that I have given you an exact analysis 
of the figures whioh were presented to Parliament and the publio 
as illustrating the foreign trade of Great Britain in 1885, the 
returns of whioh is over 590 millious, for the values' are only 
declared. They rest entirely on the authority of the importers, 
and as our customs duties are not ad vaw..em, there is no IIlotive 
for the importer to understate thiI vo.lue, but, on the contrary, 
there are motives for exaggerating it. For example, some years 
ago there was a very aotive trade between this country and 
Hamburgh, in shipments of ahen·y from that port. I do not 

27 
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know whether the trade still exists, but the attention of the Custom 
Houee was called to this strange trans·shipment of Spanish wine 
from a port in the German Ocean. Further inquiry led to ths dis· 
covery that, whatever the origin of the liquid might be, it was not 
Spain, and, in brief, the article was manuf'aetured at Hamburgh, 
from materials in which the grape was no~ included. Now if the 
imitative and enterprising Teuton who hoped to find a market for 
this abomination among the toO.eonfiding Briton. entered his 
product, as he was obliged to do, he would certainly give a value 
to the article which the facts woold not justify, and experience 
woold not confirm. I give one instance; I might cite many. But, 

-on the other hand, there is every motive for not exaggerating the 
-value of the exports, for under the protective tariff. of foreign 
. countries ad .alorem taxes are general, I had almost .aid univeraai ; 
'aud in accordance with this system, and in order to prevent under. 
-valuations, Cuatom House officers, for example, in the United 
States, are empowered in the ease DC goods imported, Oil wiJlch an 
ad .alorem duty is imposed, to eleet, if they should oee fit, to 
purchase the article at the owner's valuation. 

Again the imports are those oC a year from January 1st to 
December 31st. Bnt i~ by no means follow. tha~ they represent 
consumable commodities within tha~ year. There are stocks oC 
goods which do not deteriorate with keeping, lOme which improve 
by time, lOme which oltimately represent, when they are ex· 
changed, a different valoe from that which 11'88 declared at the 
port of entry. This may arise from an over·estimate of that whieh 
the dealer has to sell. This over .... timate may be in the thing 
iteeIf, or in the turn of the market. In short, the estimate of 
imports is far more liable to exaggeration in value than that of 
exports is. This is particolerly the ...... with raw msterisls, of 
whleh, 88 is inevitable, a very !erge proportion of the imports is 
composed. Besides, yon will see that the debtor country is much 
more obliged to sell than the ereditor country is obliged to buy. I 
~ be very mnch surprised, &Opposing one compared tha 
declared valne of imports with'the prices ~ el the articles 80 

valued, if it were not found that these registen of bu.sinesa done 
would show Ie.. figures than are given 88 their value. Such an 
eumination wooId be very laborious, and to me, at least, who 
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know the f""ts, would be superfluous. It is snflicient for uS to 
know that these elements of dubiety do exist, and why they 
exist. 

The country which has the la,rgest, exports is the United States. 
To the United Kingdom, in 1885, it exported in value nearly 87 
millions, and imported in value 81 millions. In some years the 
discrepancy is far more considerable. Now for not a little of this 
produce the United Kingdom is only a temporary port, the 
commodities purchased beingtrans·shipped and distributed by 
traders In this country, and by foreign visitors to our markets. 
The commodities which we receive from the States are chiefly raw 
materials, strictly so called, and among them cotton, corn, and 
preserved provisions, for food is the raw material of labour. 
Comparatively few manufactured articles, and those mainly of 
cheap and ordinary construction, reach ns from them. Now how 
is this aiscrepancy explained? But before proceeding to this, I 
shoard observe that it is the custom in America, as would be 
natural under ad valorem duties, to value the articles at the port of 
departore, and not at their arrival. Hence the American imports 
do not, like ours, imply, but disclaim the cost of carriage, and 
therefore, as a question of balance,. the 81 millions should be in. 
<lreased by this item. The United States do not tax freight. But 
to give the solution of these figures, on the lines. which I have 
,already indicated, and by the racts of the case. In the first place, 
the citizens of the United States annnallyexpend a large sum of 
money in travelling abroad. There is a considerable American 
colony constantly resident in Europe, and drawing on the States 
for their expenditure. There is, every year, a perCect host of 
migratory Americans in Europe, and especially in the United 
Kingdom, looking up the old country. It is reckoned that the ex· 
penditure of such persons is not less than from 10 millions to 15 
millions in excess of what Europeans expend in travelling about 
America.. . Then, as is the case with new and growing conntries, 
there is a prodigious amount of interest due from the States to 
British investors, and one may also add a vast amount of money 
annually sent by the American Irish to their kinsfolk in Ireland 
itself. In every country which progresses rapidly, which adopte 
.expensive means for expediting intercourse between distant parts 
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oC the so.me political nnion, and does so wisely, if it can afford it, 
enormons debts are necessarily and indeed advantageously incnrred. 
It is said that America has rednced her indebtedness abroad. 
Undoubtedly she has as regards her pnblic debt, which nnder tha 
banking system oC the conntry is made the basis oC the paper 
issnes, and is thereCore held by banken only in the States, bnt the 
loans created in the Unitecl. Kingdom and held here are eoormons. 
If we take these two particnlars into conlideration, we can easily 
see how a difference oC 50 millions is accounted for, by the 
expenditure oC foreign travel and the payment oC interest. on 
loans. 

Snch evidence as is forthcoming on the position of France leads 
to the conclusion that the people not only save, bnt in some degree 
invest in Coreign securities, not indeed to the extent which they 
seem to indicate by their protestations, bot BUmmently fcir: my 
inference. But the curions Cact about the French balance!sheet is 
the singnlar oscillation which there is in the exports and imports 
of the country. From 1862 to 1865 inclusive, the exports were 
greatly in excess of the imports; from 1866 to 1871 the reveree 
phenomenon was exhibited; in 1872 and 1873 the exports Wer" 
again in excess; and since that year the ordinary course of trad& 
has been exhibited, under which the imports nceed the exports. 
Bnt the difference is slight. In the first place, the sbipping of 
France is very small, fOr it is only in tonnage a fifteenth of the 
British amount. Bnt no conntry which depends fOr it. carrying 
trade on other nations can show a large margin of imports over 
exports, nn1ess indeed it is an extensive creditor of other nations. 
But I must not weary yon with details; my ob,ie<:l; is to show you 
what are the prineiples which you must have betore you in inter
preting export and import tables, and what are the grounds on 
which yon will hesitate befOre yon aceept superficial interpretations. 
I will, for the rest of this lecture, point out what are the errore 
into which people are apt to fall, who for no worse motive than 
alarm, err in interpreting the facts, and a few praet.ieal inferences 
from the facts. 

In an earlier part of this lectnre I mentioned that the system of 
bonded warehouses had a considerable significance in making the 
United Kingdom a free port or market. A bonded warehouse belongs; 
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to an individual, to partners, or to a company. The owner or owners 
store goods which are liable to duties at a rent, and are under 
government inspection. The keys of the warehouses 8J;e distributed 
among the owners and the government offioiaJs, so as to make a 
simultaneous visit of the owners and the revenue officer necessary 
when goods liable to duty gq out. I know that the system works 
well, that there is neither smuggling nor pilfering from these ware
houses, in which the government license is a notable addition to 
the value of the premises. N ow II> few years ago, at the end of a 
seesion, the government introduced what is technically called an 
omnibus Bill, one which makes amendments in existing statutes, 
mainly in procedure, and at the instanoe of the departments. Now 
I have, I hope not uncharitably, a profound distrust of the per
manent officiaJs in London, in Edinburgh, and even in Dublin, and 
I aJways examined omnibus Bills. I soon found out that there 
were certain alterations introduced into the bonding system which 
would infaJlibly destroy the property of these warehonsemen, 80 

88 at least to discourage them from housing dutiable goods. I 
warned them of their dsnger. They were no politieaJ friends of 
mine, I must confess. But I became the Good Samaritan, and 
took care of them. I do not say that they did me a wrong, 
but I am sure that I did them a service, for I compelled the 
Treasury to throw overboard its subordinates in name, its masters 
in fact. 

I have indeed advel"ted to some of these errors, the misconcep
tion .. s to the pla.oe which freight bears in declared values; tho 
necessity there is, if the figures are accurate, for recognizing that, 
if profit is to follow trade, the exports must ordinarily be below the 
imports; and the importance of allowing in the imports what is due 
to the liquidation of interest on debt. But there are other fallacies 
into which the indiscreet manipulation of figures may lead one. 
We may think, for instance, that because a oountry is aJways 
exporting much more than its imports, that it may be engaged in 
a losing trade, or that ,because the volume of exports and imports is 
a higher percentage in one country than another, that the progress 
of the former oountry is more rapid than ·that of the latter. Or, 
again, we may bs confronted with the fact that, in appearance .. t 
least, we are losing part of our supremacy in manufactures, and 
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therefore run the risk of a decline in our industrial eminence; we 
may he pressed by the citation of details; we may even find some 
paltry and easily·interpreted fact made the ground on which to 
urge national action or a fundamental fiscal change. 

Let ns eliminate from the declared value -of exports and imports 
that which is to be ascribed in the latter to the liquidation of 
interest on debt, that which must be a~sign.d to the coat oefteight, 
that which has to be deducted in consequence of a different custom, 
due to traditional as well as 1,iscal reasons, in the valuations 
assigned to goods in different couutries, and let us also discount 
the motives which might lead people in England, for in,tance, to 
heighten the value of that which they import, on paper at least, 
whatever may ensue on the market when they sell. To these we 
may add, as disturbing causes, the inclination which people have 
to make a aacri1ice in order to gain a footing. Traders know that 
a large business on a small profit is better than a .mall business on 
a large profit. I have been told that the great bnsinese which Mr. 
Whitely has established makes only 5 per cenl on a turnover of a 
million. Now part of the machinery by which people make busi. 
ness, in the hope of establishing a wide connection, and of associal
ing the habit of customers or the fashion of the public with their 
undertakings, is to incur a eertain present loas, with a view to 
future gain, for example, to advertise extensively, to pay large 
rents for the opportunity of display, and the like. I have heard, on 
the best authority, that Bradford light woollens were being sup
planted by Frsnch articles, because the Bradford manufacturers 
dung tenaciously to obsolete fashioue and materials. Now, in such 
• ease, a Protectionist country has a peculiar advantage, lor the 
producers of anch a country can preaS the sale of their goods at an 
apparent loss, and reimburse themselves by heightening prices, 
and lowering wages, at the expense of the COD8UIDer and the work
men in the eonntry where they carry OD their manufacturing 
operatioue. 

After all these deductions are made from the aggrega&e of imports, 
every country which has by course of time beeome fully tlettled, 
and in which a variety of operations are naturally and Decesaarily 
-not artificiaUy~ OD, will exhibit an excess of impot18. 
The clitference is due, a fair return being made of prien, to the 
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profit which the traders make in their business. Let me illustrate 
what I mean in common life. A trader, say a grocer, carries on 
his business with his own capital, on his own premises, and with
out the assistance of a loan, directly or indirectly, from anyone. 
He exports his capital. It passes away from him in the purchase 
of goods. He imports the goods. But in the nature of things, 
the goods which he buys as a trader figure in hi. mind, if they 
do not in his books, at a higher rate than that which they cost 
him, else he would be carrying on his bu.ine.s at no profit, but a 
lo.s. He intend. in the very natore of things that his imports 
shall be worth more than his exports, and the higher he can make 
tbeir value, tbe more is the profit which he contemplates and, I will 
a •• ume, acbieve.. Now this illustrates the position of the export. 
and imports in the balance-sheet of a nation which really trades. 
The imports are bonght with the exports, the tran.action, a. far 
a. the nation goes, being complete. If the former did not exceed 
the latter in reputed, and in real a. well a. repnted, value, the 
halance·sheet would show no profits. and the .hareholders in the 
concern would have reason to be greatly alarmed. The profit is of 
oourse inoreased if the exporting country is obliged, whatever 
price may be realized, to sell to the importing country, as is the 
case with all debtor countries. 

People sometimes point to the rapid growth of other countries as 
a proof that our own trade i. declining. For example, the imports 
of the United States have increased during the last forty years by 
700 per cent., and the export. between 500 and 600. But in the 
United Kingdom the exports have increased during tbe same period 
886 per cent., the imports (for the last twenty·.ix, since before this 
date tbere was no computed or declared values given) 186 per cent. 
Here, then, they may .ay, you have a. Protectionist country pro
gressing at a more rapid rate than a free country does. Of course 
concurrent facts are not nece.slllily causes, and causes are rarely 
.ingle and .imple. But you will notice that the United States is a 
country of almost indefinite expansibility. and of rapid growth. 
One of its import., that of adult and trained immigrants, is never 
reckoned in its statistics, but would be in an economical analysis. 
under·estimated at 100 millions pounds a yea.r, this coming from the 
old world. Witb this m .... of potential wealth annnally put into 
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activity in that country, the growth of trade i8 inevitable. But it 
i. recent, and is nothing as yet like our.. Forty years ago it was 
small, Ie •• than ours at the beginning of the century. Even now 
it imports 150 millions as compared with 400 of the United 
Kingdom, and exports 170 million., chie8y raw material, as compared 
with 228 millions. In fact, the United Kingdom has appropriated one· 
third of the whole world's trade. Now it will be plain to you that if a 
inan starts in business with £1,000, and at the and of ten years has 
a capital of £10,000, his percentage of increase is greater than that 
of another who ten years ago had £100,000 and now has £200,000. 
But no person wonld douM which of the two was the more opulent, 
and which was doing the largest business. 

The last subject in connection with these statistics of exports and 
imports which time allows me to deal with, has an historical 
interest with me, for I was constantly obliged to expound the facts 
during my Parliamentary connection with a very large constituency, 
which was also a vast manufacturiog one. People are v<rry apt to 
forget that London is not only the largest trading city in the world, 
but that it possesses the most numerous and varied manufactures. 
Now among the industries which I represented, the greatest was 
leather, and some of my constituents constantly took counsel with 
me as to the alarming importe of leather. But before I deal with 
this matter, I must remind you that raw material, in the language 
of economists, is any prodnct of human 1abour or skill, which is 
destined to be further manipulated by human labour and skill, the 
further operation being a fresh, and, in some eases, a v<rry large 
addition to its valoe. Thus leather to a tanner is finished goods, to 
a aaddler and shoemaker raw material. Now, if .. tanner eannot 
supply leather enough in quantity and quality. to keep saddlers and 
shoemakers ~ work, it is to my mind hard to keep such men ont of 
work till the tanners can come up to their demands in these two 
articles, and quite as hard to keep people without boots and shoes 
while the master tanners are getting an unnatural profit out of the 
public want. 

Now, we are often told that some article in which we hoped we 
should have pretty well a sole market is being imported into 
England. When yon hear these slatement.s, yon may fairly uk, 
not with a vie .. to disparaging your informant'. veracity, bnt for the 
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sake of accurate information, Is it trne ? And it is very often found 
not to be. A short time ago it was said that a large area of British 
land, formerly occupied for agriculture was now unoccupied. On 
illquiry it was found that the proportion of unoccupied land to 
occupied stood ill the proportion of '00006 to nnity. But when 
people are anxioOR to establish a position, especially when they 
think that, if they succeed; they will be rescued from an alarming 
or an adverse situation, it is amazing how vigoroOR their imagina.
tion is, and how 'eagerly they eulist irrelevant facts, and even 
entircly baseless fictions, into their cause. Again, we are told that 
large quantities of manufactured iron from Belgium is being 
imported into England. But when I searched in the expanded 
volume of exports and imports, the fact was not mentioned. If the 
import did take place, it was too trivial even for a large volume of 
details. I heard the other day of a man who was alleging that £100 
worth of Belgian glass was imported into England, where it can be 
produced 5 per cent. cheaper than in this country. But is it trne? 
I am sure that the carriage would be close upon 5 per cent. of its 
value, for glass is a hazardous article, and if the figures are as 
stated, the English and Belgian producer can cry quits. But 
granted that it is true. There is, I admit, a good deal of foreign 
glass brought into England, much for trans.shipment, on which the 
English trader makes a profit. I do not see that the profit should 
cease till such time as English glassmakers and workmen can or 
will fill up the void which prohibition would cause. Besides, it was 
a raw material, wanted for something, and among other matters 
eertainly for glazier'S work. Is the glazier to be kept idle because 
the glass·blower will not supply him with what he prio,,; jaci. wants? 

We have become no doubt a very clever people, having been, as 
I have told you and proved to you, for generations, for centuries, as 
far as invention and adaptation went, about the stupidest and 
slowest race in Christendom. But we cannot as yet do everytbIDg 
better th .. " our neighbours. In some e"ses the climate is against 
us; in some· cases, you will I am sure pardon me, our want of 
..,opacity. The English climate di.ables OR for weaving and dyeing 
silk as they can in Southern Europe, and therefore we wisely 
import silk goods, giving employment by this means to tailors, and 
dressmakers, and the like. We have not the taste of the French in 
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knick-knacks. We cannot rival the Italians in ornamental and 
coloured glass. The result is visible even within our own limits. 
For generations the Bamsley damask weavers have been trying to 
rival the Scoteh and Irish in table linen, and Bam.ley is a goo<1 
deal behind Danfermline and Belfast. Bat there is no knowledge 
more valuable to man, I state, than the knowledge of what you can 
do best. 

I may further illustrate what I have said by that leather mauu· 
facture in which I have an historical interest. There was a great 
deal of leather imported into England in 1885, over St million. in 
value; and a little over 4 millions worth of leather and leatber 
goods exported. Now, not a little of this leatber, It millions, i. reo 
exported, so that in reality tbe balance apparently against UH is 
£500,000, no serioas matter in sucb extensive transaction.. Now 
when I came to inquire into tbe matter, I found that a very large 
portion of this leather was partially tanned hides. The material 
was in such a condition tbat it was not available for manufacturing 
ase, bat the partial tanning made tbe article more manageable an,l 
more 'merchantable thaD raw or sslted hides could be. Hence tbia 
competition against Englisb labour turned out to be in reality,. 
partial preparation for tbe bigber and more perfect skill of the 
Englisb workman, and, as a distingaiabed but .-ery ignorant 
politician ba.s ssid, a blessing in disga.ise. Farther research into 
this leather basiness diaelosed to me that there was only a amall 
part of the wbole import, wbich for some reason or the other was 
not, and, as yet, could not be manufactured in England. It was a 
produce of Pomerania, and I am glad that a branch of tbe Teutonic 
ra.ee has invented something besides metaphyRics and testimonialJl. 
Now, I cannot see why, if people want sboes, or boots, or glovC8 
made of Pomeranian leather, English makers of th ... m<efal articles 
shoald be dissbled from manufacturing them, and English cu ... 
tomers from baying them, especially when English tanners cannot 
supply the article. Again, I fonnd that it was a common enstom 
for French dealers to bay and export boots and shoes of Clerken.-.ll 
and Soathwark manufacture, and having stamped tbem in France 
with the name and trademark of well-known French firms, to re
export them to England as genuine Paris goods for oar highly 
intelligent West End men and women.. 
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I have, I hope, pointed out to you some of the uses which can be 
made of exports and imports, some of the errors into which " 
superficial study of them may lesa disinterested inquirers, and some 
of the fallacies which are, consciously or unconsciously, derived 
from them by interested parties. The latter-named class we must 
constantly expect. Painters and poets, says the Roman Horace, claim 
much for the efforts of their imaginations. So, I assure you, do 
Protectionists. 



XIX. 

THE ESTATE OF THE CROWN, AND THE DOCTRINE OP 
RESUMPTION. 

TM earlien liabililie. 0/ tl", Crtntm e.tato-TM king an ezlemi". 
agricullarid-Tlu: ""' ..... 0/ 1M riftng' "I1aMr.t Jolin, Htmr"/I III., 
Edward II.-P,,01JUion lor YOU7'fJer .on. by wealthy marrUuj .. -
TM aliea priorie.-TM impOf1eruhment 0/ tlie Cr'Xlm during 
Henry VI.'. mi7lM"ity-TM parluan /MUh 0/ tM fl/teentl. 
eenlu1"I}-TIUJ pracliee 0/ parliamentary altainder.-TM POf1erl1l 
0/ Edward Yl., 0/ Mary and Elizabelh--TM growlh 0/ 1M "."en ... 
underJameo-TMgranu o/Char," II~ Da..enanl on lie_pi""", 
and hu line 0/ argument-TM aclion 0/ Wa/iam III~Hu want 
0/ judgment-TM acl 0/ Anno-Xl", pr ..... 1 utato-TM ancient 
inlereol in 1M mhjecl oboolete. 

III the early ages of English history, the estate of the Crown W88 an 
object of great interest to the polities of the time. A curllOt")" in· 
spection of Domesday will show how large it was in the Conqueror·. 
time, and how con.Biderable it W88 in that of the Confessor. It con· 
tained many manors and estates, many town. and rentals of town.o, 
besides large and almost indefinite rigbts of a easual or extraordinary 
kind. The king·sland reven .... was '.ery great, many times in eueas 
of tbat possessed by bis richest Mlow adventurers and aubjoc-ts. 
But the estate of the Conqneror W88 not acquired without a stubborn 
resistance. The waste of EllI;llLd after the Conqnest, and by ..... 
son of it, baa not, I belie .. e, yd been estimated from that remarkable 
8Ufl"ey which the compilers of Domesday ad in order 88 a monument 
to suceeeding times. The author of "TheDialogue on the E:wbequer, ft 

says, that the Conquest was a who).,.aIe and righteous confiscation, 
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but he writes in the interest of those who had succeeded to the 
inheritance of the older English stOck, and did not procure this 
inheritance without an effort. 

The estate of the Crown was, however, liable to serious charges. 
It maintained the king's household, the officiaJs of his household, 
and the officials of the exchequer. It bore the charges of justic<f, 
of such police as the king exercised, no trifling matter among and 
over nobles, who held that their title to the lande which they had 
won was as gQod as that of the tanner's grandson was to the throne, 
and were reported to have expressed themselves ~o that effect. It 
WIIS charged as far as we can make out with the cost of such an 
army, or guarde, as the king collected; the liability to service, except 
in the case of invasion, being disputed and disputable. It needed 
a good deal of vigour to keep the new nobility in check, and it was 
thought politic to use considerable severity when their uprisings were 
anticipated or suppressed. I believe I am right in saying, that at 
the accession of 'Henry n., most of the nobles of the Conquest had 
been extirpated. A good many people say now, that their families 
came here with the Conqueror. I believe that similarity of name, 
how acquired one cannot tell, is commonly alleged to be evidence of 
lineage. But I imagine that the descent of the English people, high 
and low, is as confused as that of the Jews, whose pedigrees 
Nehemiah vainly tried to investigate. But throughout this dark 
period the estate of the Crown is a substantiaJ fact, for the record 
of it, from the date of the second dbnquest, that of Henry n, is 
contained in that remarkable series of documents known as the Pipe 
Rolls. 

The English sovereigu was not only expected to maintain his 
state, his establishment, and his authority, from the estate of the 
Crown, but to make provision for his descendants from the same 
source. Hence in the earliest times you will find that the king, 
without creating or intending to create independent principalities 
for his children, gave them parts of his dominions. Henry II. as
sociated his eldest son with him in the kingdom, and got into such 
trouble by it that he did not, on the young Hemry's death, repeat 
the experiment with Richa.rd. But Richard got Guienne; Geoffrey, 
Brittany, then a dependency on Normandy; 'while John, who had 
his first nickname from his landlessness, WIIS made Lord of Ireland. 
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In tlris reign, too. the fashion began or wedding the cadet. or the 
royal hou.e to wealthy heires .... for Henry wished to make a pro· 
vision for John by betrotbinghim to the heiress or Gloucester. We 
shall .. e in course of time how general this custom became. and how 
much the royal hou .. intermarried with the English nobles. It is 
llaid that the custom of the Crown. in addressing alliords'who are 
of and above the degree or earl as cousin, originated at a time when 
the statement was very much one or fact. 

Land then, and charges upon land. were the principal source of 
revenue in the king's estate. Where the king possessed manor .. he 
cultivated them by the agency of his own bailiffs, just 88 tbe other 
proprietors did, and like them was anxious to see tbat the peace 
was kept, not only in consideration or hi. own authority 8B head or 
the State, but as a producer or com. stock, and wool. Thi. reo 
markable habit of early English life-in which all clasaeo, from the 
king to the peasant. were interested in the successful pursuit of agri
colture, a habit resumed on a large scale. and with most excellent 
results, in the eighteenth century-wa .. I am persuaded, the chie! rea
son why social order was so well maintained in England, and outrages 
on property so rarely recorded. At two periods, then, of English ec0-

nomical history, very remote from each other, the propertiedclas_ in 
land did a great service to agricolture. In the thirteenth and four· 
teenth centuries they were the cause why. alone among European 
nations.the English were great breeders of stock, especiallysheep,and 
therefore became the sole souru or wool, the .. lection or which. 88 the 
schedole or 1454 in the Bolls or Parliament informa us, had already 
become precise and varied. In the eighteenth century, though here 
they mainly imitated the Dutch, they again took np with progressive 
and experimental agricoltnrl'. and carried the an or hwohandry in 
England to perfeetion. They did not do the like in Scotland or 
Ireland. Besides, during this long interval. though nothing new 
was developed, nothing old "'88 forgotten. During r.he long period 
which intervenes between the earliest aar.hentic records or the oLk ... 
English agricolrore. i.e •• from the middle of the thinoonth century 
olown to the beginning of the seventeenth, land and il8 prodoc.y 
were ... ell.nigh -the ooIy source of ... calr.h. and by IK the largesi 
part of the popolation W88 en.,aaged in coltiilL1ing the soil regnlarly. 
while the residue were occasionally occnpied in the aame employ-
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ment. So universal an occupation was not only due to the fact 
that land was, according to our experience, scantily productive, bui 
alBo to its very general distribution. Every one, as I have often in· 
formed you; owned or occupied land, even in the towns. Most of the 
manorial rentals show that this was the case in the country. Hints 
and allusions make it clear that, in a less degree, the same fact 
characterized the towns, and it appears that the singular county of 
the town, in which a large adjacent area was reckoned in the town 
-as, for example, the whole county of Middlesex with London, a 
distlict of near 8000 acres in the City of York, and similarly large 
suburbs to Coventry, Southampton, and the like--are, so to speak, 
survivals of an ancient association of rural with urban life, the 
peasantry of these country towns being reckoned with the burgesses. 

Now it ia manifest that, between the periods alluded to, there is 
no trace of economic or competitive rent. That in the sixteenth 
century, the rights of the landlord were strained, there is evidence 
in the works of contemporary writers. Hence the rent which was' 
exacted was a customary payment, a fixed due, and I hold it to have 
been an historical truth, which later researches of my own have 
entirely oonfirmed, that rent was, as Adam Smith sagacionsly re· 
cognized, a tax. In later times, it became a product of competition, 
circumstances having altered. But Smith was more in the right 
thau his critics were, who imported into past usages the facts of 
'present action, the common error of ill·informed persons, who have 
no faculty of discerning what must have preceded present habit. 
It was also a pecllliarity in these tennres that the tax was un· 
alterable in itself. It might be indirectly enhanced, and this 
indirect exaltation by a fine on succession might be a grievance, or 
when the tenancy was a lease, renewable by corporation or in· 
dividual a progressive fine, but the old rent of collegiate or 
oorporate property is .. survival, or was till recently, of universal 
custom. 

Now 1 have referred to this in order to show that the main 
source of the Crown's ordinary revenue was fixed dues and rents 
arising from land, and t1,at this revenue was inelastic, what was 
paid in the third generation of the Plantagenets being identical in 
amount with that which was paid in the second generation of the 
Tudors. I have, in an earlier lecture, pointed out the negative 
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significance of this custom in refuting the common idea ao to the 
effect of reputed changes in the currency, and I have shown that 
the real change forced on Elizabeth by her father's action, which 
she was too poor to practically revoke, led to the competitive rent 
of the seventeenth century. H no encroachment occurred on the 
Crown estate, its income might be computed with fair accuracy. 
It is true that after the rise in wages in the middle of the four· 
teenth century the Crown, like every other great proprietor, was 
very seriouoly hit, and had constantly to appeal, apart from the 
necessities of the first great war with France, for extraordinary 
grants to Parliament, a practice which became even more marked 
during the short, obscure, and, to the interpreter of fiscal and 
economical action, difficult reign of Henry IV. 

As soon, then, as the system of extraordinary grants in Parliament 
became the means for assisting the extraordinary neces.iti .. of the 
Crown, the importance of the Crown estate in the eye. of the tax· 
payer, and the necessity of preserving it intact, become. manifest. 
During the reigns of John and Henry m., when the greater part 
of the Crown estate on the Continent was lost, discontent was 
general and energetic. Nothing, I believe, but the opportune dL ... th 
of the father saved the son from deposition, and he subseqoc-ntly 
only escaped deposition by the judicious and patent good faith of 
Edward I. With insufficient means, John had attempted to main· 
tain an enlisted army, officered by foreigners, on English soil, and 
had strained the rigllt. of the Crown in doing so. Henry Lad 
similarly not only impoverished himself by .nepotiHIll, but Lad 
engaged in a wild political specnlation, with still more insufficient 
means, and had aroused the profoundest discontent with Li. policy 
throughout the kingdom. He Lad ..,nferred a large .... d important 
estate of the Crown on his brothers, he had g!ven much to his 
half·brothers and his wife's relations, and Lad finally bestowed 
another large royal estate on hi. second son. The earldom of 
Cornwall was soon re.onited to the estate of the Crown, and was 
thenceforward destined to " special purpose_ Yore tl,an a century 
later, the estate of Edmond reverted to the Crown, and w .... with a 
similar policy, preserved intact. From the time of Edward L the 
custom becomes general to mateh the younger sons of the king to 
the heiresses of great fiefs, so as, I believe, to prevent for the 
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future any notable alienation of the Crown estates by way of 
appanage, for it was impossible to prevent dangerous intrignes on 
the part of cadets of the roys.l house, as was the ease with Lancas· 
ter in Edward II.'s reign, with John of Gaunt in the time of Edward 
III., with Gloucester in tha.t of Richard Il, and with Humphrey 
of Gloucester in that of Henry VI. . 

The first serious outbreak consequent upon discontents, which 
led to entire distrust in the king and his court, and were caused, I 
believe, by the indiscreet impoverishment of the Crown on behalf 
of favourites, was the action of the opposition la.ction in the case of 
Gaveston first, and the Despensers afterwards. The p~tulance of 
Gaveston, and the arrogance of the younger Despenser, would have 
hardly led to such serious issues had not the public felt that they 
were running the risk of making up the void which was caused by 
the lavish way in which these people were enriched at the expense 
of the Crown. The counter revolution of the ps.lace which, ehortly 
after Edward's deposition, overthrew Mortimer, was similarly 
instigated by the extensive appropriations of Isabena's favourite, 
and the re·appearance of an offence which was punished so 
etTectuo.!ly in a previous reign. 

Edward m. provided generany for his sons by marriages with 
heiresses, and it is not improbable that the constant dying out 
of royal stocks may have been due to the prevs.lence ofthis custom.' 
Thus nis eldest son, Edward, married the heiresll of Kent; his 
second, Lionel, the heiress of the De Burghs, the owners of Ulster; 
his third, the heire4s of the house of Lanoaster. I cannot but 
detect in this an anxiety to provide for a numerous family from 
other sources than the Crown estate. It was better, said the critic 
of the times of Henry Vl, that the king should have married from 
among his own people, than to have brought a fnrious foreign 
woman into the lOyo.! house who added nothing to its wealth, but 
impoverished it. Again the discontent felt at the promotion and 
enrichment of De Vere by Richard II. and the extravagance of his 
household, as in'the days of his gre .. t·grandfather,led in the end to 
the revolution of 1899, as former practices of the same kind did to 
that of, 1827. 

But it was in the fifteenth century that the great impoverishment 
of th(C,'own esw.te began. Henry IV., who h .. d married an heiress 

28 
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of the house of Bohun, merged the honour of Lancaster, with its 
very widespread possessions, in the estate of the Crown, though it 
was kept, and has thenceforward been kept, distinct from the rest 
of the Crown estate. Bnt Henry was incessantly in difficultie •• 
He had troublesome wars, disturbances in Walel which he failed 
to overcome, civil war with the Percies and their adherents, with 
whom he was more successful. But these troubles do not seem to 
me to account for the singular straits to which this monarch 
was reduced, straits which had no parallel in any other teign. 
The age was, no doubt, lavish and extravagant to excess among 
the upper cl88ses, as contemporary testimony aver,. I can 
account for the fact only in this way. Henry had to provide for 
a numerous family, and the hereditary revenue of the Crown was 
inadequate for this and for his other expenses. The language of 
his Parliaments seems to indicate that the charge. of hi. house· 
hold were more than ordinarily great. 

His son added to the estate of the Crown the lands of the alien 
priories. Bome of these he sold, others remained for a consider
able time in the hands of the Exchequer. I have never been able 
to discover the extent of this addition to the Crown lands, and we 
only know the destination of two parcels of this considerable 
dissolution. Bome were bongM by Chichele for hi. two Oxford 
college., and the foundetion at Higham Ferrers. Much more 
was long afterwards devoted to the foundation and enlargement of 
the great house of Sion, and to the creation of Eton and of King's 
College, Cambridge. But these would have absorbed only a por
tion of the fonds. Of course Henry's French war necessitated 
considerable extraordinary grants. 

It was during the reign of Henry VL that the Crown estate ",sa 
reduced to the lowest point. No doubt the costs of the French 
war were great, and the aequisitions which wer" made in France 
were not profitable. But other causes were at work during tbe 
young king's childbood, though his reign was always a minority., 
Now the report presented to Parliamenl, when We king ... IUI 

between eleven and twelve years old, on October 18, 1483, is to the 
effect that the revenue had Cal1en to liltle more than £9,000 .. year, 
exclusive of the Duchy of I.ane&llter. The principal items of expert,}j. 
ture were the household at Windsor, £13,678; annuities to Ihe memo 
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bers of the royal family, £11,162; the government of the Marches
and Ireland,£10,899,Calais,£11,91S. Thetotat charges are £56,878, 
or £47,877 in excess of the incOme. There were outstanding debts 
to the amount of £164,815, besides· liabilities for which securities> 
were held. Of course much of the Cram! estate was permanently
or temporarily alienated, and it ispJa.iJa that, besides the cadets 'of 
the royal house, many of the nobility had quartered themselves on 
the revenue. The treasurer, Lord Cromwell, who died some years 
after, perhaps the richest subject in England, had;'o doubt assisted 
at the spoliation. He became a violentYorkis~ before.his death. 

There can be no doubt that .this wholesale plunder of th~ Crown 
estate, and the resentments of those who were· excluded from· the 
spoil, developed and kept alive the atrocious feuds of the fifteenth 
century. The civil war, which lasted for over thirty years, from 
the skirmish of St. Albans to the battle of Bosworth, was essentially 
one of partisa.ns. The people took little part in it, except in so far 
as the Lollards of the eastern counties preferred the Yorkist to the 
La.nca.strian faction; for the latter was the persecuting party, while 
the former appears to have been tolerant. But nearly all the 
nobles, except perhaps some on the Scottish border-where, however, 
the Percies were violently Lancastrian-took part in the struggle. 

They undoubtedly obtained their partisans from those 80ldierlf 
of fortune whom the cessation of the long war with France had 
sent back to England. And they seem to have worn each other 
out, for at Bosworth the forces on either side appear to have beeD 
insib'llifica.nt. Now the proof that this civil war did not affect the 
mass of the English people is to be found in the singularly pro
gressive condition of England during the fifteenth century, and the' 
total absence of complaint during the murderous strife that was 
going on about any loss or disturbance from these military events. 
You will observe, too, that the war of succession was eminently one 
of pitched battles, not of sieges; and it is curious that during the 
heat of the struggle the strong castellated mansion of an earlier 
date gives way to the embattled house, which, though possessed of 
acme slight defences, was by no mea.ns such a stronghold as the 
feudal castle was. 

The war of the family succession gives occasion to those 
numerous acts of attainder, confiscation, and resumption, which-
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were perhaps intended to obviate the perpetual inheritance. which 
had been crested under entails and uses. The practice ot employ. 
ing Parliament as the mesns by which malcontents in high rank 
might be efl'ectuaJly crushed, began with the Coventry Parliament 
of 1459, when Margaret resolved on the wholesale attainder of the 
entire Yorkist party. This, it is tme, did not take efl'ect; for the 
acts of this Parliament were revoked in the following year. But 
the precedent was not forgotten. It was repeated in 1461, after 
Edward's accession; and in 1471, after he had finally subdued the 
Lancastrians at B,met and Tewkesbury. It was revived after 
Bosworth, after Heury had determined to assert that he was 
til jure and do faeto king, the day before the battle. The Crown 
frequently extended its estate from this time forth by torreitures. 

If there be any tmth whatever in the common statement as to 
the real estate poseesaed by the monasteries, the addition made to 
the Crown estate by the Dissolution was enormous. It was oa.id that 
Heury entered into the posaeosion of one-tbird the area of England. 
It is certain that he promised, if this grant were made him, that he 
would ask his people for no further taus. It is equally certain 
that he broke his word. It is quite 88 certain that the whole ot 
what he appropriated disappeared in a marvellou.ly short time, and 
that before he died he was re,luced to the greatest straits, and 
resorted to the most disgrace£ul frauda in order to e"trieate him..,lf. 
It has been said that the monks foresaw the storm, granted long 
leases, and invented the fine on beneficisl hoh1ings; and there is 
historieal colour tor this allegation. But tbe aeeumulated treasures 
in plate and jewels, posaessed by the more famous and frequented 
monasteries, must have been enormous; and tbe trials of abbots 
and others tor embezzling the DIOIl88tic treasure, tbe diligent 
search made by the kings agents tor it, and the extreme rarity of 
any discovery in later times of a hidden hoard, pr~e, I think, that 
the whole, or nearly the whole, must have been surrendered. I am 
of eoorse aware that Henry made prodigious grants. The hou_ 
of the Reformation owe most of tbeir wealth to their share in the 
plunder. But this &bare was but a fraction. Besides, the noblea 
whom he proscribed and ruined, eould have almost alrorded suf· 
ficient pro\i.sion tor thcae whom he created and left. 

After this epoch the hereditary estate of the Crown was greatly 
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wasted. The infancy of Edward VI. was like the infancy of 
Henry VI., except that the later child-king was remarkably pre
cocious. But the guardians wasted and appropriated much that 
Henry had not lived long enough to spend, and the young king's 
sisters-Mary and Elizabeth-were both exceedingly poor. Eliza
beth was forced to supply the wants of the few courtiers whom she 
enriched from other sources than those of the Crown lands; and it 
is well known that some rich bishoprics were turned into very poor 
ones, in order to satisfy the claims of her favourites. Elizabeth 
insisted on the governm'tllt of the Church by bishops, but she had 
no objection to compensating their spiritual dignity by shortening 
their temporal resources. It is a more disputable question whether 
she intended, or hoped to compel, an ornate ritual. It is perfectly 
certain that it was not enforced, whatever opinions have been 
recently expressed as· to the fact. Had it been, I should certainly 
have been able to trace it in the college accounts. 

The indirect revenue. of the Crown was stationary during the 
reign of Elizabeth; it began to grow rapidly under James. That 
very absurd person chafed at Parliament most unwisely; for it was 
the means by which discontent evaporated in complaint. In the 
times of the Plantagenets, the favour shown to Carr and Villiers 
would have been resented as effectually as that exhibited against 
Gaveston and the Deepensers. But Parliament became a mouth
piece through which popular indignation found a vent. James, 
however, discovered sources of revenue which his predecessors never 
dreamed of. Not content with straining the feudal rights of the 
Crown, he openly sold hereditary honours, instituting a new order 
-entranoe to which was purohasable for a round sum. But, in 
faot, the interest whioh was anoiently felt in the Crown estate was 
lessened by the graver question-which was not set at rest till 
civil war decided it-the right of the Crown to revise and inoreas. 
the ancient oustoms which it had collected at the' ports. The 
strife, whiph begun with Ceoil's .. Book of Rates," was only elided 
at the Whitehall tragedy. James appears, from the transactions 
between him and the City of London, to have died greatly in debt. 
lt appears that the Irish estates of the City Companies were gradu
ally acquired, and that some, at least, of them were taken in lieu of 
advances in the reign of Charles. 
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During the time in which he had qnarrelled with Parliament, 
Charles attempted to enlarge the estate o( the Crown by inquiring 
into the boundaries o( the royal forests. The exemption of the 
Crown's title from any prescription is probably a very early maxim 
of law. It certainly (onnd ( .. vour with Charles, who, we are toM, 
wished to govern in entire accordance with law. But this laudable 
aspiration W88, in the eyes o( his contemporaries, marred by hi. 
coercing the judges, and subjecting juries to the old law or custom 
o( attaint. I am not sure that a naked despotism is not better, a. 
I am sure it is much more honest, than .. affectation of legality 
{rom which all trne legality is carefolly weeded ont. To super""de 
law is a manlier course than to use the (orms o( law 88 a cloak (or 
-absolutism. At any rate, Charles created against himself a party 
<>f aggrieved peers. I know nothing in the irony of history more 
striking than the fact that the son o( the first Lord Salisbury of 
the hoose of Cecil took part, as he virtually did by sitting among 
the Lords on the memorable 80th of January, in the eucntion of 
the son of that king, whom the first Lord Salisbury instigated to 
quarrel with his Parliament, by doing what that Parliament con· 
.,eived to be illegal and constantly resented. 

During the Proteetorata the incident. of the Crown estate were 
neglected, or silently abrogated, though the dire<.-t taxation levied on 
all landowners was searching and heavy. The esta te of the Crown 
became the estate o( the nation, and formed part of the general 
revenue. Cromwell had a modest establishment (or his household 
at Whitehall, though the cost of prote<.-ting his Government by a 
siaading army W88 great. At the Restoration, on the ridieo\ou.o 
sad technical plea, that 88 Cromwell had not been formally deelared 
king, the Act of Henry vn. did nat protect his adherenta, or 
legalize his government, all the Acts of eighteen year. were ,le· 
cJared void by the lawyefB. But it was impoasible to ignore the 
custom which had held good for nearly a generation, and the feodal 
does of the Crown were extinguished at the cost of the poorest class 
of people, they who were eostomers or CODfIIlIIIt!lB of articles included 
under the hereditary excise. The estate of the C .. own, DOW become 
a comparatively unimportant part o( the royal revenue, W88 left to 
the discretion of the reigning sovereign, and conceived to .tand on 
the footing of a private estate. It is not remarkable that Charles 
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gave sO,much away, the wonder is that he left any part of it for 
himself or his successor. The check on alienation was, I believe, 
the consciousness that if he left himself entirely without resources 
he wpuld need to apply to Parliament, and it is plain that Charles II. 
was as bent, in the latter years of his life, on dispensing with Par
liaments as his father had been before him. Fortunately I' believe, 
for him, the project was fresh when his sudden death occurred. 

Now during the actual reign of Charles, which lasted for near 
a quarter of a century, the estate of the Crown was largely burdened 
by grants to his numerons irregular offspring. He was not indif
ferent indeed to indirect means of enriching them. The eldest he 
married to the heiress of the Scotts, Earls of Buccleuch; another 
was matched with the heiress of the De Veres, an ancient and 
impoverished' peerage; the youngest was married to Charles's own 
kinswoman, the heiress of the Scottish house of Richmond. But 
all were provided liberally for out of the Crown es);ate, some from 
what were conceived to be the hereditary resources of the Crown, 
some from doubtful taxes anciently imposed, but imposed, it would 
appear, with insufficient legality. But these grants in later times 
were the occasion of a singular controversy, and ultimately of a 
significant Parliamentary settlemeut, in which very ancient tra
ditions as to the permanent alienability of the Crown estate were 
affirmed, and under strict conditions the desoent of the estate was 
protected. There is not, I believe, a grant of James II. from the' 
Crown estate, for Berwick went into exile with his father. 

Now it was I believe an early doctrine, certainly as early as the 
fifteenth century, that a grant of the Crown, even when the sove
reign was only the nominal founder or donor, was valid only 
during the life of the donor, or reputed founder, and could in 
theory be revoked on the demise of the Crown. Thus Colleges in 
Oxford and Cambridge, even though they were founded by the 
license of the Crown, sought a confirmation of their charters, as 
though such charters, were invalid without such a confirmation from 
suecessivll sovereigns. Magdalene College, for instanoe, in this 
University, obtained a fresh charter, and at no little cost, froDi 
Henry VIII., though there is no evidence that the Crown gave an 
acre of land to the foundation. With more reason the foundation of 
Xing's College, Cambridge, had to pay smart money to Edward IV_. 
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and to redeem the legacy of Henry VII. devised for the col"pletion 
of the chapel from his magnanimous Pon. But the most significBnt 
illustration of this principle is to he found in the various acts of 
resumption. Here it was considered necessary to insert the college. 
of Oxford Bnd Cambridge, and the two ancient schooI. of Win· 
chester· and E Ion, among the exceptions to a general act. A 
relic of this doctrine appears in the history of the judges' patent .. 
By the Act of Settlement the judges Bre irremovable, except by an 
address from both Houses of Parliament. The protection is perhaps 
excessive, but long experience had taught the statesmen of the 
Revolution that these people could not be kept decently honest an
less they had a freehold given them in their offices. In'our day, 
perhaps, the privilege is too absolute, and well·proved partisanship, 
stupidity, or ignorance, recognized to the satisfaction of either 
house and affirmed, might be conveniently substituted for the double 
address. Bot notwithstanding the Act of Settlement, it was Jaw, 
up to the """';'ion of George IIL, that the demise of the Crown 
vacated the patents of the judges. 

The evideuce on the subject referred to was coll",,-Ied at the very 
end of the seventeenth century with great fulness and superficial 
moderation by Davenant, in his discourse on grants and resump
tions. Davenant was a very capable pamphleteer and partisan writer 
in a time when a pamphlet could in1Iuence a policy, certainly su..tain 
it. He knew well enough what were the conditions under which 
party writing alone could be successful, for during the Revolutionsry 
time, and for a long time afterwards, the pamphlet WII8 the most 
serviceable weapou of literary warfare. In our day, the opinions of a 
politician expressed in writing are more ephemeral than his speeches. 
No one caree, perhaps no one rightly cares, what was said yesterdsy 
in a leading article. No one cares, and probably with equal justiee, 
at what a public man has alleged in a signed article or pamphlet 
for any long time.. Even the trick of searching into Hansard 
or the tiles of a newspaper for public utteraneea in order to 
found charges of inconsiatency on them is stale. But nearly 
two centuries ago political pamphleta were written with extreme 
care, were constantly quoted. and not infrequently reprinted. 
They olum deserve 'to be, for they are the beet index of coutem
para.,. opinion, eince the writer had to caleb public opinion at the 
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time when he wrote; and, if he wouIa be successful, reflect it with 
fidelity. Then he had to give good reasons, historical, for matters 
in which he appealed to ancient precedent, political or economical, 
when he had to deal with diplomatic combinations, when he advo
cated or insinuated a line of policy or the reversal of one. Swift·s
.. Thoughts on the Conduct of the Allies" did not bring about that 
Parliamentary change in England which led to the treaty of Utrecht, 
for the Tory party were bent on ousting the Whigs; but it was the 
best justification of their tactics that could be given. Davenant did 
not create the feeling which led to the action of Parliament in 
1700, when he obliquely and inferentiaJIy challenged the grants of 
William to his Dutch favourites; but he brought considerable learn· 
ing into the controversy on the question, and gave the air of a 
respectable zeal for the public service and, public economy in a 
controversy which was in the main partisan, though the indiscre· 
tion of the administration had given a powerful lever to its 
enemies. 

Davenant was the son of the playwriter whom some believed 
had inherited a little of Shakspere's genius and even of his blood. 
He filled certain places in the office of the revenue, and was for 
a time in Parliament. He was essentiaJIy a party writer on the Tory 
side, and the best writer which they had in the seventeenth cent11ry. 
To our habits of thought, his true picture of a modern Whig is a 
gross and clumsy lampoon, but it was highly effective at the· time; 
for it charged the politicians of that party with no better aim than 
that of pretending to publi'o spirit aB a cloak for personal gains; 
contrasted them to their disadvantage with the Whigs of .. genera· 
tion or two before, for instance, the Exclusionists, and even the 
framers of the Ryehouse plot, and suggeBted their proscription. 
It was most extensively circulated by the Tory leaders, and firmly 
believed to be a genuine account of such men as Somers, Halifax, 
Burnet, and the like. So highly did Louis XIV. vaJue this timely 
lampoon, that he sent Davcnant a handsome present. Davenant 
repaid the bribe by entering into confidential communications with 
Poussin, the French envoy, and was in his company when the 
famous supper of the Blue Posts was being enjoyed. But this 
event was subsequent to the eBsay. 

The essay on Resumptions is exceedingly adroit. It dwells on 
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the importance which had been traditionally assigned to the Crowm 
estste, and the discontents, insurrection .. and resolutions which h ... 
been caused by the malversation of ministers of the Crown, theil 
embezzlement of it in their own interests, and their corrupt com· 
plicity with those whom the king had unwisely favoured. He dwells 
with particnlar emphasis on the occasions when the reigning 
monarch had quartered foreign favourites on the Crown e.tate, and 
how uniformly the community had resented the enriching of the .. 
adventurers. He alludes to the fact that in all impeachmenta ol 
unpopular and corrupt perSODB, the charge that they had enriched 
themsel .. es by the disherison of lhe Crown, and to the waste of the 
royal revenne, had been strongly inoi.oted on, that it was alleged in 
the case of Villiero, of Strafford, whom he ingeniously asoerta to have 
been the victim of a section of the Court party who would screen 
themselves by sacrificing him, and tonches on Danby's case, a pnblic 
man still living, and one of his own party, thongh now onder • 
cloud, with an exceedingly shrewd air of candour. To the partisaDB 
of that time and the stndents of this age who can read between the 
lines, the oaths of the ",,",ants of the Crown, quoted at length, were 
intended to charge Somers and others with corruption and pe1jnry. 
while the cases cited are made to resemble 38 nearly as poosible 
those of Bentincli:. Ginkell, Bouvigny. and KeppeL Everything is 
cleverly insinuated, nothing is actna.lly alleged. Even in dealing 
with the Irish forfeitures it is hinted that these ought. 88 the Irish 
l'rotestanta and the English public have found the fonds for the 
Irish campaign, to he disposed of for the benefit of the taxpayer, 
and not to be distributed at the pleasure of the Crown, even among 
the most deserving persons. Nothing could be more adroit and in 
terms less offensi .. e than Davenant's volume, for it amounted to these 
dimensions, and nothing more serviceable to the malcontents. It 
does not seem to me that lfacaulay h88 given 8Il1Iicient weight to 
this remarkable essay. But he W88 dealing wish this snbje'" and 
this epoch just ~ the time when fatal illness ~tacbd him. I will 
assume that yon are familiar with the description which tbi. 
Inminons and eonscientions historian gives of the Parliamentary 
I!trnggIe over the Irish forfeitures and the English grants in the 
wenty-fiitb chapter of his history_ 
In dealing with the subject of the Crown estates and William's 
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grants, Macaulay utters some faint censure on his hero. Now I do 
not think th .. t in estinmting William III. this eminent historian 
has sufficiently recognized the position which William had occupied 
as Prince of Orange, and that which the Revolution put him in as 
king of England. In Holland Williatn was the leader of .a faction 
against which was arrayed not a little of the administrative ability 
of the Dutch nation, and nearly all its wealth. It was the mis
fortune of the house of Orange that two of its most eminent repre
sentatives had been strengthened or elevated to power by the judicia.! 
murder or assassination of their best friends and benefactors. 
Maurice, who in his own youth owe~ everything to the care and energy 
of Barneveldt, brought about or permitted the atrocious execution of 
that great man; and William ill., who owed everything in his own 
youth to the fostering care of the De Witts, was thrust to the head 
of affairs after the assassination of the brothers, who had been 
deceived by the matchless perfidy of William's nncle. Now the 
De Witts were especially the type of the great Amsterdam merchants, 
jurists, and publicists, and though the eminent services of William 
to his country for the sixteen years between 1672 and 1688 effaced, 
to some extent, the memory of the events which caused his rise, 
and his association with the Dutch democracy, William was never 
at home at Amsterdam. But in England the case was wholly dif
ferent. He had risen to po~er, and to the place of an Euglish 
king, by the class which had been opposed to him in Holland, the 
mercantile interests of the great trading cities, He had been found 
exceedingly useful by that part of the aristocracy which had broken 
with James, But the country clergy and the country gentlemen were 
never reconciled to him, never really ra.IIied to him. He entertained 
towarda the two parties of the Revolution about as much respect 
as he had entertained towards the burgesses of Amsterdam, and 
they, in so far as they had escaped from the corruptions of the 
Restoration, a rare occnrrence in any of the pnblic men, could not 
be expected to feel personal loyalty to a foreigner, a Dutchman, 
a king, who, as they conceived, apart from his attachment to 
cortain persons of his own nation, was certain to postpone English 
to Dutch interests, 

Now Macaulay says that ;, in giving away the old domains of the 
~rown hI! did ouly what he had a right to do, and what all hi. 
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predecessors had done." But this was the whole questioIL It was 
alleged by Davenant, and alleged with historical truth, that it waS 
not in the power of the Crown to grant mllre than a life interest in 
any part of the Crown estate, and the precedents for this construe
tion of the law were numerous and cogent. The Bolls of Parlia
ment, the joumaJs of the two Hoo.... the Statute Book itself, 
looked 00 at that time, when precedents were of the greatest sig. 
nificance, were conclusive on the subject. Of coorse the ocea.ion 
of the stormiest scenes, as Macaulay has shown, was not the favour 
shown to Somers and Bornet-in the former of which it might be 
contended with some reason that the Chancellor had been prill' to 
a transaction which involved his own benefit; and the attack on 
this failed, even the malcontent Whig Hoo.. declining to join in 
the attack. The .. rvices of Ginkell, Boovigny, and Schomberg, 
the grants to the last of these being 8till a charge on the exchequer, 
were military, intelligible, and important; the grants to Bentinck 
and Keppel, to the former ootrageously large, were made to needy 
Duteh nobles who had attached themselves to William, and were 
at best Cor diplomatio services, but mainly for per80JlBl reasons. 
Whatever were the merits of Bentinck, however jumly he deserved 
William) confidence, English people BBW at that time in him only 
an BlTOgBnt foreigner who, by the favour of the king, was soddenly 
raised to be the equal in wealth of the rt English families, and this 
out of an estate the deficiencies of whlch woold have to be supplied 
hya land tax on the country gentry and byexeises on the expenditnre 
of the poor, or on the development of trade. I may be wrong, bot I 
believe that, even in our own day, the ennobling and enrichment 
of a personal favourite of the reigning sovereign oot of any public 
fond whatever, say the duchies of LancaBter and Cornwall, won1d 
be met by an equally strong 9pposition, and that Parliament would 
not Deed the precedent of 1700 in order to give eB'ect to its dis
content. I cannot but think that but little of the BBgBCity which 
William possessed was needed in order to have enabled him to 
foresee the dissatisfaction which would be arooaed by his grants to 
Bentinck. 

Besides it might have been argued with great propriety that the 
relations of the Crown and the revenue had been totally altered by 
the Revolution. This great change had been effected, net ooIy to 

• 
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reverse the doctrines which had prevailed or had been taught, as to 
the administrative and judicial usurpations of the Crown, but at 
once and for ever to put a stop to equally noxious fiscal theories. 
The money, the revenues, the resources of the COUl\try, however 
ancient they were, however much they had hitherto been at the 
disposition of the sovereign, were henceforward to be under the 
control of Parliament. If, it was argned, the hereditary revenues 
of the Crown were wasted prodigally and on unworthy objects, the 
nation has to make the loss good. Now the English people has 
never failed to assist the necessities of the Crown, and it has never 
failed either to control a foreignet's greed when he has quartered 
himself, in appearance on the sovereign's favour, in reality on the 
public purse. And no one throughout his reign more misconceived 
the new departure than William did. He thought himself entitled • 
to all the grants which a packed Parliament had made to James. 
He thought himself at liberty to a.ppropriate the revenue to priva.te 
purposes more largely than Charles, to the discontent even of those 
who hated the memory of Cromwell. _ Even in the age of un
reasoning loyalty they had endorsed the impeachments of Claren· 
don and Danby, and included peoulation in the charges made 
against both. 

Again it was not to the credit of the king and his administration 
that no steps had been taken after those years of peace to deal with 
the deficits and the floating debts of the war. The people, the 
Parliament itself did not know what were the charges against which 
they had to make a permanent provision, and ignorance naturally 
exaggerated liabilities. If the Irish forfeitures could lighten this 
load of debt, it was not unreasonable for people, smarting under 
novel taltes, irritated at a great direct talt on land, to claim for itself 
the repayment of, those funds, the advance of which had made the 
Irish conquest alone possible. It should have been the bJlSiness of 
the administration to exhibit in a distinct and clear schedule what 
the liabilities of the nation were, and to take order for their liqnids,. 
tion or funding. Even now, it is exceedingly difficult to make out 
from returns presented to Parliament, what was the cost of the war 
of the English Buccession which ended with the peace of Ryswick, 
even from Postlethwayte's details. 

At the beginning of Anne's reign (it should be noticed that no 
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such steps were taken in William's 8B a proof that the EngliHl1 
Parliament was generous, perhaps just), .. re.traint was put b, 
Parliament on alienations of the estate of the Crown, by what mu.t 
be now recoamzed 8B the administration. By 1 Anne cap. 6, th. 
Crown was diaabled from granting leases of Crown lands for morE 
than thirty ·one years, and no renewal of the lease was allowed till 
the earlier had determined". Again, it could not make grants from 
the hereditary revenues of the Crown for a longer period. than the 
life of the sovereign. This is illustrated by the case of CllUrchill, 
whom Anne made Duke of Marlborough at the instant of I.er 
accession, and on whom she at once settled for ller life £G,OOO B 

year out of the profits of the Post Office. When Parliament met in 
October, and Marlborough had been appointed commanrler·in·chicf 

• of the Duteh 8B well 8B of the Euglish forces, and had captured 
some pleees in Flanders, though he had not ... yet shown eminent 
proofs of his great military "bilities, the queen, no doubt at the 
instigation of the duch ... , sent a me88age to the Commons reo 
questing them to settle £5,000 a year on the duke for his serviceo 
in Flanders. The Commons admitted that he had retrieved the 
honour of the English nation, declining to accept the words 
.. maintained or advanced. n But they refused to make the grant and 
annex it permanently to his peerage, on the groood that .. the 
revenue of the' Crown had been so much redueed by exorbitant 
grants in the late reigo," and carried these words, reJlecting: on 
William's action, by an overwhelming majority. 

By this tinw, indeed, the estate of the Crown had BUnk to tho 
shadow of its ancient dimensions. Lessened 8B it had been in the 
early part of the fifteenth eeotmy to some £57,000 a year, anrl 
therefore the subject of anxious·.aIarm to· the CommonJI, who 
demanded that .. resumption of grants should forthwith take pleee, 
it was still on a fair intErpretation of reDle paid in the Jifteenth, 
century, equal to two and a quarter milliooa of presem revenue, for 
forty is a moderate multiplier of medialval rent. into modem money. 
I have no estimate of the annual value of the Crown laod.. at the. 
beginning of the 6ghteeoth eeotury, but I have no doubt from the' 
general rise of rents. between the restricting statute of 1 Anne, 
that it W8B not more than £40,000 a year by that time, and rents I 
having risen about teo tin>es since that date, the present value of; , 
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the Crown estate confirms this calcillation. Of course it had 
become 'wholly insufficient for the rilaintenance of those objects 
to which it had been originally dedicated, and even' for the royal 
household, which thenceforward depended on ',. civil list, TOted and 
appropriated at the commencement of each reign,' 

Practically, the estate of the Crown has become part 'of the 
national estate. It does not belong to the present royal 'family by 
descent, for on mere grounds of hereditary right, there Itre many 
persons more near the Stuart stock than that which was declared 
after the death of the Duke of Gloucester, by Act of Parliament, to 
be next in, succession. The doctrine that the Crown lands belong 
to the Crown is as obsolete as the dootrine would be that the 
hereditary excise of the Restoration does. These lands have been 
surrendered, or rather have never been given, and the estate is 
managed by and for the State, under the control of Parliament. 
Even in their present form they cannot be charged or alienated, 
althongh it must be allowed, the restraint was put on when there 
was little left to save, just as in Elizabeth's reign, the disabling 
statute, putting a check to the alienation of lands belonging to 
ecclesiastical and academical corporations wa.s not enacted till 
many sees had been greatly impoverished by the exactions of 
Elizabeth's courtiers, and.with the queen's connivance. 

The Act restraining the Crown from alienating the royal estate 
in England did not extend to Ireland, and enormous' grants of these 
forfeited estates, about which so much stir was made in William's, 
reign, ,were conferred on the queen's favourites, notably on the 
Seymour Conways. But, in fact, the jrish exchequer, even up to the 
days of the Union, was loaded with placemen, rewarded for sernces 
which, even in Walpole's time, the English Parliament would have 
compensated very differently. Perhaps among the many Irish 
grievances which existed before and after 1782, none was more 
offensive to national feeling than the use which was made of the 
Irish pension list, and the lavish expenditure .of Irish money on 
those who were forttmate enough to get a share in the distribution. 
Nearly as many families were founded and enriched from this SOurce 
as from the Church lands in the days of Henry, and even the Irish 
Parliament which is associated with Grattan's name, contained 
persons in it, created under this system, who would not haye been 
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endured in the very worst times of English Parliamentary corrup· 
tion; men who merited the indignant contempt with which Wolfe 
Tone characterized the Irish House of Commons. 

Two of liPe ancient Crown estates are still annexed to the 
reigning monarch and the heir apparent, the duchies of Lancaster 
and ComwaJl. They are curious survivals of the old feudal 
tenures, and illustrate how strangely the possessions of the ancient 
estates were scattered all over the country, for the two duchi~ hold 
lande in most of the English counties. For example, there is a 
considerable estate of the Duchy of Cornwall in Berkshire, not half 
a dozen miles from Oxford. Up to recently those estates were 
generaJly occupied under the system of beneficial leases, but these 
leases have not been renewed, and in consequence no little diIcon
tent has been expressed by those who had purchased on the 
onderstandjng that the traditional custom would be continued. 
But in faci, as these estates are appropriated to these royal person •• 
they are naturaJly, in their improved condition, to be taken into 
account in the setUement of the civil list, ana ao fulfil to aoma 
extent the purposes for whieh in old times the estate of the Crown 
was ao 8U8piciously watehed. 

I have dealt with this subject then, partly because it play. in 
past history ao important a part in that. economic side of English 
public liCe which deala with taxation and revenue. Its indireL-i 
significance in the many c1istorbances and changes whieh have 
occurred in the English monarchy is of the greatest. M I said 
';t first, revolutions in English history. the deposition of princes, 
the change in the succession. the control of Parliament over the 
executive, may have been brought about by a plurality of causes, 
but the fiscal or economic cause dominates the whole. In one _y 
the shrunken importance of the Crown estate, now not as mucb as 
the two-bundredth part of the annual revenue, has made the IIUCceII

sian infinitely stronger. It is now emctly two centuries since 
Parliament undertook to change the succession to the Crown, and 
to dissociate itself from the dogma of Divine or even of hereditary 
right. You will not find any two centnriea of English history in 
which the position of the dynasty which ParIiammt established 
has been ao unassaiIecl as that of the Honse of Hanover. The 
constantly recurrent cause of disalrec:tion has been taken a_yo 
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The personality of the sovereign, though by no means lost, is 
merged in that of Parliament. 

The appropriation of the Crown lands by Parliament, and the 
limitations imposed by the statuta of Anne, had mlch to do with 
the gradua.l extinction of Parliamentary corruption. People may, 
if they please, criticize the conduct of the HOUBe of Commons, its 
management of business, its appetite for undertakings which it 
cannot adequately deal with, its delays, its disturbances, its fac· 
tions. But no critic can charge it with being corrupt, with its 
members being influenced by personal advantage in their political 
action, witlt any motive more ignoble than ambition. In this it 
can be contrasted to its honour with every other Parliament, with 
every otber British institution, even with the University of Oxford. 
In this political purity lies its enduring hold on the English people. 
This reputation had its beginnings in the efforts <¥ those who 
quarrelled, however unskilfully and unduly, with William, and 
anticipated by its own action, in the Act of Anne, the P9ssible 
continuance of William's errors under the rule of his feeble 
sllccessor. But the historios! interest in the doctrine of resump
tions is materially modified, if not extinguished, by the passing of 
the NuUum Tempu. Act in 1768 (9 George m. cap. 16). By this 
Act, the Crown was disabled from resuming any grant after a lapse 
of sixty years. The oocasion of the Act was an o.ttempt, on the part 
of Sir John Lowther, to appropriate to himself through the interest 
of his father.in·law, Lord Bute, one of the grants which William 
III had made to Bentinck. • 

29 



xx. 
PUBLIC DEBTS. 

-E,...lg loaM-The ezample 01 the DutcJ.-Their ji1l4nee-The origin 
01 their loa_The pOlDer whwh a 9Of1ernment 1'0_ .... 0/ raUing 
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Pul'. Gdio ... 

Tu Dutch taught European governments thai part of finance 
which under the name of publie debta pledges the future earnings 
of 8 people to the paymem or interest on loans, and to the repay
ment of them in course or time. Governmenta have often bor
rowed money on the security or taxes. ThUll 01l1' Edward m. 
raised large loans from Florentine bankers, giving them what they 
no doubt thought adequate security, and broke faith with them. 
Ii is nol so long ago that the descendani and repreoentative or one 
or these houses was entertained in London, when he alluded to the 
fact, though without any expression or hope that the liability 
written oil' five eentnries ago as 8 bad debt would be rooogniud hy 
the present generation. I mention the fact to illustrate how en
during is the memory of repudiation. In the same way Philip U. 
repndisted his debts in 1596. and nearly ruined Genoa, wbieh had 
plentifnlly di.scouoted his paper. From thai; time the Government 
of Spain has never been able to retrieve its eredil l'ublie credit is 
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vigorous' enough when the integrity of- a. government has been 
traditiona.lly unblemished. But it takes .. long time to restore a 
tarnished reputation in matters of finance, when the confidence' 
has been that of a foreign creditor whose most effectuaJ criticism 
of the past is a desf ear to present applications. I sha.ll try in the 
course of this lecture to point out, not only the acts which destroy 
aIi trust, they are fairly obvious, but also the circumstances which 
excite a hardly less dangerous suspicion. 

The war of Dutch independence is, to my mind, the most 
striking fact in modem European history, perhaps in the history of 
civilization. It begins with the capture of Brill by the Beggars of 
the Sea on April 1, 1572, and ends with the practical acknowledg. 
ment of Dutch Independenoe in 1609. It is true that before this 
time William of Orange was resisting and negotiating, a.nd no <me 
doubts how important was his name as a ra.llying cry, and,his counsel 
in success or in adversity. But the War of Independence was essen· 
tially one 'of the traders and the people. The Dutch nobility were con
stantly traitors to the cause .which they had embraced, a.nd to the 
men· who trusted, honoured, and rewarded them. It was nnhappily 
the case that· two of the English comma.nders, Yorke and Stanley, 
were even more treacherous. It is only too true that the house of 
Orange h ... exhibited the most conspicuous illustration of how little 
hereditary political virtue, political intelligence, and true patriotism 
are. This house in its later times h ... clung only to the worst 
traits which disfigtlred some of the earlier members in the lineage. 
Bnt, during the whole struggle the Dutch merchant and .the Dutch 
peasant were as true as steel, never discouraged, though constantly 
deceived. 

The debt which modenl civilization owes to the Dutch cannot be 
too overra.ted. They taught Europe the art of agriculture; for it i. 
to their example that the new agriculture, which we adopted tardily 
in the eighteenth ceutury, was due. They instrueted Europe in 
the mystery of commercial credit, and the Ba.nk of Amsterdam 
supplied what were virtua.lly the earliest practical lessons in mer· 
cantile finance. They taught tile world the whole of the scientific 
navigation which it knew for centuries. -They were the pioneers of 
intern .. tional law, of physics, of mechanical science, of a rational 
medicine, of scholarship, of jurispl'udence. The geographical dis-
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coveries of Holland were the basis of the first real maps. But above 
all things, they instructed during their long struggle after inde· 
pendence modem finanoiers in the art of taxation, lor the eiigencies 
of their position forced them to try every expedient lor the di.ecovery 
of ways and means by whioh the little republic could make head 
against the colossal armies and, as was believed, the inexhaustible 
wealth of Spain. . 

The Dutch did not borrow till they had exhausted every other 
financial expedient. During the continuance of the Dutch excise, 
and after it W&8 made permanent, in order to secure interest on the 
loans which the Republic found it necessary to raise, every Hollander, 
from the orad1e to the grave, lor every act of his daily life, and 
even for the voluntary and involuntary incidents 01 it, W&8 taxed. 
He lived under the ,;gim4 of a perpetual, sleepless, searchiug octroi. 
No nation ever bore 80 much in the way of taxation without 1Iinching. 
They had none of those foolish notious which possess the minds ol 
aumy modern financiers, that a government can put on customs 
duties and make foreigners pay them. They were perlectly aware 
that trade to be successful must be free, that however much the 
Hollander might be pinched in his daily expenditure, thrift might 
overcome this evil; but that to deter the trader Cram bringing pro
duce to Dutch ports W&8 to cripple the very life of a commercial 
people, and make existence impossible. And 80 Dutch finance was 
a charge on consnmption, 1evied at the purchaae of the article, or 
on the event at which the impost 11'88 doe, an income tax which 
dealt with all expenditure at the time in which expense 11'&8 in· 
eorred. But trade w&8Cree, and Amsterdam with other cities were 
marts from which all European merchants took their price, at 
which all traders congregated. Nothing bnt a politiesl education 
of the most stringent kind, a deference to authority which Db,.er 
W&8 ShOWD to power, would have induced this extraordinary people 
to submit to 80 searching a Jiscal inquisition, and yet to remain 80' 

Cree from protectionist illusions. Their finance formed a precedent, 
bnt never became an example £or other commaniiies, perhaps 
because no other commanity has been animated by 80 intelligent a 
patriotism at that which marked the War of Dutch Independence. 
Cromwell imagined that he could graft the system on English 
finance. Bnj notwiilistanding the brilliancy ol that great general'. 
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career, his action, and that of those who were with him, was too 
narrow. The English people took no side in either the first or the 
second English Revolution. They had been carefully excluded 
from all stake in the struggle.. To them a change of dynasty wa. 
only an ~xchange of IIll\sters. Even now it may be well doubted 
whether many Englishmen rightly interpret the meaning of political 
struggles. 

When the endurance of the Dutch taxpayers of excise w"s 
apparently exhansted, the Dutch Government took to borrowing of 
their more wealthy Citizens, for there was no reason to believe 
that they could go out of Holland for money. If they had had 
recourse to " forced loan, as a special-income-tax from the wealthy, 
and the expedient hed been successful, the money could have been 
raised and spent. But the Dutch knew that capital may be weak, 
but that it is very mobile, very agile, and that it is better to attract 
capital than to discourage it. When a government borrows money 
from ita own subjects or citizens, it is plain that it could extort the 
money, for the success of the operation proves that what it is in 
quest of is presen~. But entirely apart from the equity of such an 
expedient, it is wise to examine its policy. Now every council. 
general of the Dutch states who hed any sense, knew that it would 
be impolitic to do so, and the Dutch councils-general were very well 
aequainted with the conditions of business. It is very probable that 
many among them knew that to borrow on the future industry of 
the community is to incur a double burden, to diminish the present 
material of industry, by devoting capital to an object which would 
not increase the industrial powers of the commmuty, and by fdrcing 
those industrial powers to pay interest on a loan which it would 
take the future industrial powers of the community to payoff. But 
they borrowed from their own people, and the rate at which they 
borrowed proved how considerable were the resources to which 
they appealed, and how judicious was the conclusion at which they 
arrived. 

, Assunring an intelligible necessity, " government has almost 
indefinite powers of borrowing from its own people, under the con~ 
ditions that the h"bit of saving is in excess of the habit of expendi
ture among them, and that tbe commnnity has" reasonable freedom 
of industry accorded it. Lord Rothschild once told me that the 
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rea.on why the Jews were the financiers or loan· mongers of Enropo 
resided in the fact that the whole race saved, every one of them 
striving to aceumnlate half hi. income. M. Sylvain van der Weyer, 
the Belgian minister from the date of the Belgian separation to hi • 

. death, told me that this was the secret of Belgian wealth, and the 
canse of Belgian agricnltnre, which should almost be called horti. 
culture. Every Belgian, he said, from the Duke of Arenberg to the 
peasant, tries to save half his income. Now, such a people must 
either hoard and hide its savinge, a ""atom nearly obsolete; or boy 
land with them, a practice .aid to hold in Belgium and rural France ; 
or employ them under the joint.stock principle, in industrial nnder· 
talringe, ... is witneseed in many countries; or lend them to govern· 
ment. They may, in the last form, be lent to government for 
reprodnctive purposes, ... in railways or similarly remunerative 
undertakinge; or for objects reJ:llotely remunerative, as in defences. 
harbours, and the like; or in war, when whatever may be the 
pretext, or jnsillication, they are for all that conoerns. future 
indnstry wasted, and remain a borden. 

The power, then, which a government has of borrowing from its 
own people, however seriously the operation may cripple indnstry. 
is indefinite. nnder the above conditions. But a government may 
find it difficult or impossible to borrow from its own subjecU or 
citizens. They may be too poor to lend voluntarily, as i8 the e8118 
'with Rnssia; or they may be distrnstfnl of the government, as in 
British India ; or they can better alford to borrow abroad, bec"1188 
they can find a more lncmtive employment for their savinge at 
home, as in the British colonies. In these cases, the loan is held 
ont of the conntry. Now, though it is not easy to say "here the 
limit of possible indebtedness in auch eases is to be found. it is 
certainly far narrower than it is "hen the government borrowII of 
its own subjects. The Bnasian government. since it came before 
the European Stock Exchange. has fnlfilled its engagements. It has 
paid its interest sernpnlonsly and pnnetnally, and "e may be BOre 
with prndential motives. But it is probable that fiery IODble of 
that debt is held abroad, and it is certain that aD of it is believed to 
be. Its power of further borrowing is, therefore, doubled, and. if 
we are weD informed, it has striven in vain to negotiate .. further 
loan in the Stock Esehanges of Berlin. Faris, and .Am.sterdam. 
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Lenders of money to government are' neither patriots nor politicians. 
The strongest assuranoe that the loan was wanted for a Slavonic, 
purpose wonld not ket cash from. the most ardentJ'anslltvist. Still, 
less would a, Dutchman or German, or Frenchman or Englishman 
lend his money to the Russian government for political reasons. It. 
is lent to get an income, and j£ the ,prospect of the incom.e is 
dubious, either because the government is incapable of bearing "', 
further strain, or because the resources of the country are BUp~, 
posed to be near upon exhaustion, the applicant will visit the 
Stock Exchanges in vain. Even Pitt"s "patriotic loan" was .. 
failure. 

Perhaps an ipdication of this possible exhaustion, not it may 
be exactly formulated, but not the less real or dominant, is to 'be 
found in the demand which- follows on a war. The civil war in the 
United States was prodigiously costly, perhaps more costly than any 
recorded war. Bu~ the Republic had no difficulty' in borrowing: 
after the war was over, even when it was being waged, much of the, 
stock being temporarily held in England, and only relinquished 
when the States determined on making their public debt the basis 
of their paper currency. Then the price of what was still irredeem, 
able was forced up so high that holders found it more profitable tG 
Bell, aud now, probably, every dollar of the debt is held by the States 
bankers. After the },'ranco·German War, great as the waste 01 it 
was, neither of the combatants were exhausted, and France found i~ 
ellBY to borrow the indemnity which it paid, and the charges of the 
war which it incurred. After the war between Russia and Turkey, 
both combatants were exhausted. The credit of Turkey was entirely , 
gone, that of Russia strained so considerably that loans became 
impraoticable. The test of this state of things is to be found in the 
exports and imports, for war is waste, and when the niilitant countries 
ca.nnot relieve the waste from their own resources, they purchase 
what they want by the export of securities. Now the market for 
these securities W8lI narrowed, if not extinguished. When the 
younger Bismarck told me" no doubt repeating what I knew to 
have been his father's criticism on the situation, that ten years ago, 
the Tzar invited revolution if he did not go to war, and bankruptcy 

, if he did, he expressed in poiitical laugusge what I am trying to 
give you in economical. 
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In the government of British India, to those who look below the 
surface, the fact that its debt, unproductive 8.Ild \,roductive (and by 
the former I mean the costs incurred for wars, by the latter, those 
expeuded on railways) is ahnost entirely held abroad, is not reassuring. 
"The mass of the Hindoos is poor. but there is great wealth among 
some of the native merchants and professional people. A Calcutta 
counsel is supposed, ali I am informed, to rival his English fellow 
subjects in lucrative employment. The native merchants are many 
of them reputed to b. rich. But India stock is generally. govern· 
ment and railway alike, held in England. 80me of the nat,ive 
patriots complain loudly that the resources of In,lia are diminish.,1 
by. the dividends transmitted to England in consideration of the 
capital invested in Indian rail ways. They have said as much to 
me. and I have told them that there is an easy remedy lor the 
grievance of which they complain-they may buy the stock them· 
selves. Bot lor some reason or other. the advice does not seem 
palatable. The English nation, I presume. are repoted to be the 
govern~nt of India; of coarse I mean by Parliament. This is a 
fiction. I admit, lor it is very hard to get a honse together lor the 
Indian bodget. Bllt it is R common weakness with nations, one 
from which our own is not exempt. to expect great things from 
government, and to grIldge the sacrifices which are necessary in 
order to get the great things. Perhaps we have been in this country 
historically disappointed in our expectations, and have had to make 
the sacrifices. 

In the British colonies, most of the Ioans have been lor reproduc
tive purposes. British capital has constmcted most of the eolonial 
railways. lor the colonists, even when their finance is wise, and that 
is seldom, can do better with their own money than to lend it lor 
publicworlts. But even here a mistake maybe made by theeolony. 
If I were R British colonist, nothing would eause me to distmst a polio 
tical advoeate more, than reference to the illimitable resources of the 
colony, and to the importanee of its taking aD imperialist place in a 
great empire. Both may be true, but the tranalation of either into 
active b'lSiness may be disastroll8ly premature. For in new countms. 
whatever may be the future capacity, predicted by the geologist or 
the speeulative physicist, the limit is unluckily economical. and is 
the capital, the popuIation, the market of the settlers. and, of coarse, 
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its industrial skill, which, in deference to Mr. Mill's opinion, it almost 
invariably takes care to cripple or stultify by Protection. But all its 
debt is held out or'the oountry, and if the impression gets abroad 
that it has spent more than it can earn wherewith to pay the 
interest, and that it is likely to do so, the colony's borrowing powers' 
will soon be arrested. There is no little reason to believe that the 
policy which has been incuIca.ted by ignorant or self· interested 
peeple on these young settlemev.ts is a.!ready leading to' serious 
economical complications; and if these preeipitate events, neither 
""Ionial borrowers nor English creditors will have reason to be 
satisfied with the counsellors of a rashly progressive policy, with 
their tools and with their dupes. 

The safest of public debts, then, are those which are held a.!most 
exclusively by the inhabita.nts of the country which issues them. 
But I have not quite exhausted the elements of distrust. There 
is one which governments are capable of inflicting, and subjeets 
are powerless to avoid. This is the issue of an inconvertible 
government paper, snch an expedient being adopted in order to 
ereate an interna.! debt. Practically such an issue is a forced loan, 
to which the poorer classes oontriljute more heavily than the 
richer, pRrticuIarly more than the mercantile classes, who know 
in the course of their trade how to discount the paper, and even 
10 make a small profit. Now, if a government is moderate in the 
issue of such a paper, the necessity which every community has 
for a measure of value (coin invariably disappearing when an 
inconvertible paper is put upon the country) will keep up the 
interDal or nominal value to a point oonsiderably in excess of its 
exchange va.!ue, the trne measuro of depreciation. At the present 
time two European governments have .. forced paper oirculation, 
Austria and Russi... The exchange value of the Austrian paper 
florin is from 15 to 20 per cent. below the silver Borin, that of the 
Rnssian rouble not ha.If the silver va.!ue. Bnt we are told that 
interna.! prices have not materia.lly risen in either country. The 
reason is not that the redemption and retirement of the paper is 
anticipated, and that therefore an Austrian or Russian cherishes 
a hope which the foreigner cannot be expected to entertain, or that 
specie exchanges as· other oommodities do, for no less or no more 
thBll the amount which the· paper nominally represents, but 
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because -in their internal trade the inhabitant. of these two 
conntries have no choice in their circulating medium. But the 
fact remains that such a currency is a debt, which .honld be 
redeemed as much as a public debt is, fOrDlll part of the govern· 
ment's liabilities as much as that pnblic debt is, and is to be 
calculated, as far as possible, when there is .. wish to form an 
eotimate of a government's BOlvency. 

The 'extent to which a forced paper currency can b. cir. 
culated without producing its effects on internal price. 
depends on the discretion of government. H it merely 
displaces the meta.11ic currency but little effect is produced, 
for a slight difference will make the meta.! disappear. But if, 
through ignoran~ or. necessity, the i88ues greatly exeeOO the 
public wants, the depreciatiou may be rapid, and internal price. 
inay be BO rapidly exalted that the paper is ntterly diHCredited. 
Such was the case with the paper money of the French Revolution, 
when note. to an enormous extent were isaued under the name 
of assignat or mandat, were ordered to be taken at their nominal 
value !lUder the threat of capita.! punishment to the relnetant 
trader, were withal diHCredited, and were finally repudiated by the 
govemme~t itself. Such again were the paper moneys of the 
American War of Independence, 1I'hen;the colonie. found it impoBBible 
to keep their pledge of redemption. In 8 limited sense such 11'88 

the experience of the greenbacks in the Chil War, the forced cir· 
eulation of which, owing to Wall Street intrigneB, .... carried(Jll 
long after any justification of the policy had ceased. Bueh 11'88 

the experience of the suspension of cash payments by the Bank 
of England iu 1797. Now the bank note from this date till 1819, 
when the resumption took place, was in one sense 8 goverJJJDeDi. 
paper, for the nou-oonvertibility of it was an _ act of government. 
In another senae, it was the iasue of a private eorporation, for all 
the pmfits of the transaction theoretieally remained in the hands 
of the Bank. For ROme years the note ... not depreciated in es
change value. It is true all metaJlie eurrency bad disappeared, 
exeept worn silver.. But the noteR had only filled lIP" the .. oid 
which the dieappearaooe of gold bad ereated. But at or aLout 
the year 1807, theBankdireetors transgressed theeantion which they 
had previoua1y eurcised, and issued IlOtea in exeeu of the publie 
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want.' The Consequence was that the exchange' value feU, prices 
correRpondingly rose,' and the consequences of a: forced· paper 
circnlation in a trading commnnity made theweelv'esexceedingly 
apparent. I shaJl show in the course of this lecture, wha.t were its 
effects on the rapidly increasing debt of the United Kingdom. 

Again, the credit of a conntry is affeoted by distrust· when it 
. taxes tbe dividends which it has covenanted' to pay. This breach 
of faith, as it must, be oaJled, was committed by the' Italian 
government. To levy' a tax, however light, on the dividends 
payable on a public debt is, disguise it as one will, a partial reo 
pudiation, differing in degree only, and ~ot in principle, from a 
total repudiation. We in England levy an income tax on dividends 
of government stocks. The awkwardness of this action was 
justified by Sir Robert Peel, and since that by Mr. GladstGne, 
on the ground that remissions of duty left a larger margin to 
consumers, i.I., to the reoipients of dividends, and that therefore 
they might be expected to make compensation. ' But a remissio!!. 
of duty, nuless the remission is very large, is not necessarily 
followed by a lowering of price. It does not necessarily ensue 
that, if an excise is taken off bricks and tiles, the charge for house. 
rent will be lessened. No doubt, the abolition, of taxes on food 
would more than compensate for the imposition of am inco,,'.e tax. 
But Peel'. first tariff refOl'lXlS rather benefited the trader and mamu· 
facturer than they did the consumer, and I shall have oocasion· in 
a further lecture to point out what have been the fortunes and what 
is the present distribution of the income tax. But the principle 
on which the income tax on dividends was justified or defended 
is still. maintained. It is and remains a tax on oonsumers, for it 
is noh enaoted on the recipients of dividends on income when 
the recipient. ·live out of the United Kingdom. The Italian 
government levies it on all indisoriminately. Now this is, I 
repeat, a partial oonfiscation or repudiation, and inevitably a cause 
of distrust. On the other hand, Italy has retired her forced 
paper currency. 

The circumstances, then, under which a government can most 
easily borrow funds, and pledge the future industry of a conntry 
to the repayment of interest and prinoipal ar.~l. ThlLt it borrows 
principaJly from its own subjeots. 2. That it mlLkes its iolLUS 
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when the country gives every guarantee, either by ita laving 
power, or by ita progressive ability, that the burden imposed may 
be met. 8. That it preserves, in its relations to its creditors, 
unimpeachable good faith. 4. That there exists in the country 
a class 01 persons who are not only able to invest in such securities, 
but lor various reasons are eager to do so. 6. That the borrowing 
government gives every lacility lor the cheap and rapid transler 
01 such securities from hand to hand, so that thay may be the 
best possible security for temporary loans, and the most con· 
venient lorm lor temporary investments. Hence, it is not only 
just to the creditor, but expedient for tbe government to make it. 
own securities exempt from al\ transler taxes or dnties. 6. Thai 
if possible its loans are effected lor reproductive objects. 

These, then, are loans negotiated onder ideal conditions. I lay 
ideal, lor I do not believe that all the loregoing six condition. 
have ever been fulfilled in aoy 01 these borrowingl. 01 coorse, 
the most excnsable loan conceivable is that which fal61s the last 
condition. But oot of tbe great mass of public debt which 
civilized societies, and BOme societies which it is perhaPI a more 
or less extravagant compliment to call civilized, very lew loan. 
have satis6ed the last condition. Even when they have pre· 
tended to satisfy it, there is orten a doobtfal or second purpose 
in the professed object. For example, loans have often been made 
for the constrnction 01 railways, lor instance, in R08Iia and tha 
British colonies. Bot lor the former, it is notoriooo tlw 
military communications were tbe principal objecta 01 the loan. 
when the pretence was a mercantile one. For the latter, it baa 
been too lrequeritly the ease, that Ioca1 interests have iaduced 
or constrained colonial governments to make expenditure which 
will be BO remotely profitable, that the interesi on the advance 
will swallow up the principal before there iI any prospect that 
the public works will be remunerative. Oceasioually the tme 
purposes 01 the colony have been saeri6eed to whal are called 
imperial interests, a line s<)undiog phrase, which may mean &ny
thing, and generally means nothing, bot which baa. the support 
of adventurers in the colony, and unintelligent, because ignorant, 
politicians a& home. Nations, Iiks individoaIs, may be induced 
to launch oot beyond their means, to recklessly discount the 
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fnture, to believe, as Adam Smith says,that their fortunes or their 
abilities can stand" greater strain than experience warrants. In 
such eases, there is apt to be a sudden arrest, perhaps an ulldue 
alarm, frequently the adoption of what is believed to be a recuperative 
process, which may be more ,disastrous than the original specalation. 
Ua1ess I am greatly mistaken, the economical condition of many 
of the British colonies is far from satisfactory, and to bring this 
about, English statesmen have unconsciously lent themselves, and 
colonial adventurers, have oaly been too willing to further 
folly. 

There can be little doubt that nations, when a serious emergency 
overtakes them, are justified in using every and nearly any means, 
in order to avoid collapse, or even the enforced cessation of 
progress. But it is open to very great doubt, whether, on many 
occasions in the history of communities, the facility with which 
loans have been made is not a more effectual bar to progress than 
that which has seemed to an existing generation to be formidable, and 
whether it has not encouraged ventures in which success is almost 
as disastrous as failure. Again, it is a. question of the greatest 
importance as to whether a. present difficalty justifies the burden
ing of future industry, the restraint of a. comiug generation. 
There is a commonplace with some reasoners on this subject, that 
the generation to come succeeds to a splendid inheritance, which 
the wisdom of " past age has protected, but, of necessity, has 
burdened. But what may the future generation say about the 
legitimacy of the oharge? They may retort that the oharge-was, 
after all,,, gambling debt, which the riper intelligence of a later 
e.ge has analysed and deteoted. Chatham ime.giued that in creating 
" eole market for the British merchant and manufacturer, he 
justified the permanent charges of the Seven Years' War. The 
experience of the war of American independence, by which that 
theory of a sole market was tested, in which another debt of 0ven 
greater amount was incurred, proved that the theory was as base
less as the South Sea. Bubble. Is the future to be indefinitely 
pledged to the errors of the past? And then when we remember. 
that all finance in inevitably based on the contributions of those who 
work for wages, and cannot escape the tax-gatherers, what JIlay 
they say in the fume who have no share in the inheritance? 
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.Surely the wise.~ course i. to payoff debt 8S soon as can be, and 
incur as little ... po •• ible in the future. 

In a well·known p .... age, Macaulay has commented on the 
alarms which hygone generations of Engli.hmen have expressed al 
~e growing magnitnde of the public debt, and he hae pointed out 
with great cogency how the growth .of wealth hae been incompar. 
ably more rapid ~an the growth .of debt. But I conceive ~at 
even in ~e ages when ~e debt was contracted, it mu.t have been 
clear that weal~ grew faster than debt did, else how could the debt 
have been raised? Beyond question during the great continental war, 
the debt grew with frightful, with unexampled rapidity, and wealth 
grew with it. Bnt wealth was very uneqnally distributed, was the 
share of very few persons. Mr. Porler hae shown, in his .. Progres • 
.of tbe People." that the costs of that great struggle. as fAr a8 
England was concerned. was borne by thoae who lived .on wag .... or 
were engaged in genuine indllBtrial callings. In thole times, ~ 
criticism of those who had to pay W88 unheeded. Engliah finance 

;n:s'or 'became, like the Dn~h finance of the w&r8 of independence. 
a tax on every function of life, on all ita enjoyments, on all its 
;necessities. Bnt .nch people bad to endure in silence. Dr at best to 
murmur inarticnla~ly for all practieal pnrpose&. I' do not doubt 

~
,had ~y found a voice, and bad their voice been elfeetaaJ, the 

'ey of Pitt and his snooessors would have been challenged. For, 
repeat, it is a maxim in finance. thet the 8Ufferings of ~ nation. 

when taxation is heavy. are ~ snlIeringe of the poor. that beyond 
naked confiscation, or 88 .. statellman hae said, by t.he ransom of 
,their property only. can taxation really touch Ibe rich. Now it is 
an expedient which is full .of danger 10 vitibly inereaee ~ area of 
taxation, if that taxation is to be eifective. I ohallenged the 
,Chanee11or of t.he Exchequer in 1886 to tell the Honoeof Commons 
'what new tax he eonld impose wiIbonl risk to himself and to his 
Govemment, and I eonld get no answer from him. The days 
,of Vansiltart are gone by. 

Loans based upon imperial or Ioeal pledges, are of tWD kinds. 
permanent or oonsolida.ted, and temporary or terminable. In ~ 
fust ease, ~ payment of the interest is guaranteed, and ~ 
redemption .of ~ principal is Mt to the diserelion or oonvenienoo 
.of ~ debtor., In Ibe second, tbe payment and Ibe redemption are 
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; united in the same act. Now it would be beneficial, if· all loans 
were of the later class, and of late years,. financiers have, with some 

. success, planned the ·extinction of debt by terminable· annuities. 
But there are always two difficnJ,ties in the way of this desirable 
policy. In the first place, only a few persons, or a few classes of 
investors, look 'With favour on a security which is annually decrels
ing in value. Now far actuari .. l reasons, to be an effective 
relief, the terminable annuity must rapidly decrease in value. Then, 
as I have stated, it is all important in government loans, that the 
security should be readily saleable or convertible. But there are 
more permanent and entirely safe investments, which bear a higher 

. interest than terminable annuities do, but are hot immediately con-
vertible. Now the agents who are most likely to 'negotiate termin
able securities are those who do not desire, as traders and bankers 
do, securities which can be sold at one hour's notice, 'or can be 
pledged to nesrly their full market value. Hence the ·ma.rket for 
terminable securities ie limited, and in order to float them, a 
financier must make an actuarial loss, or offer them at less than 
they are intrinsically worth. In the second place, the negotiation 
of such securities, owing to the income tax, is difficult, for it will be 
plain to you that if S per cent. is paid on .. terminable annuity, it 
is a heavier tax thaa S per cent. paid on a perpetud annuity. 
In the former it is 8 per cent. on principal and interest, in the 
latter S per cent. on interest only. For reasons which I hope 

,to make plain when I ded with modem taxation, it is by no means 
.. asy to make the English income tax accommodate itself to this 
, manifestly unequal charge. 

It now remains that I shoilld give you, after having spoken .. t some 
,length on the economical principles which are irivolved in the 
"Ystem of creating public debts, some historical facts and illustr .... 
tions which will illustrate what I have said. 

The English public debt is wost entirely the oreation and out· 
.come of the Revolution of, 1688. It is even made a reproach of 
that great event. It is, if the anticipation of future revenue can be 
justified, and if the occ ... ion on which the anticipation was made 
can be defended, greatly to its reputation. Loans were probably 

'negotiated by despots in the days of. Ninus and Be808tris. There 
·.are notices of such transactions in the time of the Athenian and 
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Roman republics, and these were apparently liquidated. Loong 
were raised by Philip Il and Louis XIV., and were followed b1 
repudiation. There is this danger in a loan to a despotic govern.: 
ment, that ito first concern is ito own security, and to that it will 
sacrifice the most sacred pledgeS by this the law of its nature. The 

. (jty of London, as I have lately shown, lent to James Land 
Charles I., but took care to have secarity. It was ia this way that 
tbe Companies aggregated their estates in coanty Derry. But a loan 
to a despotic Government is always a precarioas loan. I cannot 
toll wben these people will repudiate, but that tbey will presen-e 
themselves ia preference to tbeir creditors is aitimately certain, and 
will do so all the quicker if their neighbours begin to suspect their 
paper. 

I will readily admit, for the economical interpretation of 
history hae, ia matters of finance, to take accoant of political 
fact .. that the Parliament of the Revolution was the travesty of a 
Parliament. Bat behind it, and to be conciliated, was the moneyed 
iaterest. In these Parliaments for many a year, the four members 
for the City of London were of more importance than fifty times 
their number from Grampound, Old Samm, the two Looes, and 
Gatton. It was ia the power of these persons to keep tbe Govern· 
ment on its feet, or to let it Btagger. The London merchant of the 
Bevolation and of the two wars which followed the Bevolution, 
those of the English and Spanish BDcceBBion, exacted no heavy 
price for an assistance which was iavaluable. The nation had got 
rid, not entirely of persona1 government, bat of the worst features 
ia it, and any Parliamentary Constitation, however anoma1ons it was, 
however much it might cherish formI! which had lost their vitality, 
was better than the diapensing power, and a corrupt bench of judges. 
The pnblie danger ia the days of the Stuarts came so nearly home 
to the people who had power, that the emtence of the National 
Debt was !coked on as the best guarantee of the Act of Settlement, 
ia which the 1east significant part ....... if we are to judge by what 
was written at the time, the devolution of the Crown on the house 
of Hanover. I have DO doubt that the risks which were BOre to be 
seen ia the event of the old line being restored are the key to the 
indecision of Harley,andmust be read between the lines ia the savage 
disappoiatment of Atterbury and Boliagbroke, when the latter 
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described hiB collesgue and rival. You will find it quoted by 
Hallam as of the old Pretender. It is really of Harley. 

Most of the early loans were terminable, and special taxes, as is 
now the custom in countries with little credit, were assigned to the 
interest. I have told you before that the existence of the floating 
debt was a scandal to William's government or advisers, and I think 
that Bentinck and Zulestein, if they were anything but diplomatists, 
might have instructed Montagne and Godolphin in the expedients of 
Dutch finance. In reality, the earliest part of the permanent debt 
waB that of the bankers, the money which nearly thirty years before 
Charles the Second stole, when he conspired with Louis XIV., in 
1672, against the Dutch, a debt which was funded towards the con
clusion of William's reign, but on condition that it should be re
deemable on paying a moiety of the principal. I am disposed to 
believe that the clitliculty in the way of the financiers of the Revolu
tion was the impossibility of levying solid customs duties, in the 
teeth of the Owlers and their sympathisers, and the unpopularity of 
excises. The EngliBh people is said to be a highly intelligent race, 
but it has a persistent habit of confusing names with things. This 
illogica.! trick is poor testimony to its shrewdness, but Btatesmen, I 
presume, must do the beBt with the material which they have to 
dea.! with, and be excused for being slow in insisting even on neces
sary truths. 

The creation of the public debt of Great Britain in the form or, at 
any rate, on the lines with which we are familiar, was the work of 
those who manipulated finance in Anne's reign. The war of the 
Spanish succession was the opportunity of the historic Whigs; the 
peace of Utrecht, which sacrificed, and not without reason, all the 
efforts and all the expense of the war, was the work of the historic 
Tories. What was achieved was the humiliation of Louis XIV., the 
impoverishment of France, and the admission of England to the 
lucrative but disgraceful business of importing African slaves into 
the Spauish possessions in the New World, under the terms of the 
Assiento treaty. The nation which imported slaves into the Spanish 
possessions, under the Assiento treaty, imported them into the 
American plantations and such of the Leeward Island. as belonged 
to Great Britain, under the sole·market theory. The first·fruit of 
the Assiento treaty was the South Sea Bubble, the last was the civil 

SO 
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war between the Northern and Southern States of the American 
Union, for the American people justly charge the historical Englisb· 
-man with being the cause of the trouble which nearly rent the Union 
in twain a quarter of a century ago. You will find, as you study 
history, that economical causes have had much to do with the 
events about which the philosopher of history dilates and prates 
chaotically. 

The new departure which Walpole undertook in dealing witb the 
public debt was and is one of the most significant economical event. 
of tbe eighteenth century, full as tbat century is of great atid lasting 
facts. The early debts of the country were in various forms, and 
secured by different special t"es. They were sometimes permanent, 
sometimes terminable. They were at all rates of interest. Now, 
peace was generally maintained in Europe during the period which 
intervened between the treaty of U trecbt and tbe War of the Austrian 
snccemon. In tbiB period Englisb commerce, especially witb tbe 
American plantations, made great progre.s, and the country was 
generally prosperous, for the new agriculture .. "as being extended, 
prices of food were low, the profits of the new system were bigh, and 
wealth was being rapidly ac(."tunnlated, not by tbe traders only, but 
by the agricultural classes. The rate of interest fell below all pre· 
vious experience, and opportunities of permanent in .. estment were 
few. Hence the priee of stocks rose far above par, and tbe time was 
ripe for a financial experiment. Walpole was paying off the public 
debt rapidly, and he resolved to deal with the residue. He deter· 
mined on consolidating the various debta, and consolidating tbe 
fnnds from which provision was made for them. lIe contri,"ed, by 
the offer of payment at par, to reduee the interest on the debt, and 
to unite most of the public liabilities into a common .toek, .inee 
known as consols. He was aided in biB policy by the aIarm which 
had been expressed at the magnitude of the National Debt. 

From Walpole's innovation is dated that remarkable departure in 
the finanee of public debt, which h .. been imitated by all nations 
subsequently. Ii is plain that a borrower must, aeoording to the 
state of the market. the p\entyor scarcity of money, and the oolidity 
of the security offered, vary the rate of interest which he propoIIe8 to 
the lender, giving less or more .. the cireumstaneeo are more or k ..... 
favourable. And this is the ordinary way in which interest on more 
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or less permanent advances, and discount on temporary advances, 
i.e., the negotiation of commercial bills are determined, the key to 
the latter being supplied by the official rate of discount settled by 
the Bank of England, and announced to the public. The circum
stance which principally determines the Bank of England in fixing' 
this rate is the abundance or scarcity of the metallic reserve which 
it possesses itself, though this is by no means the only cause of 
action, as great competition for discounts, due to a real or imaginary 
alarm as to the immediate futore, may, apart from bullion move
ments, necessitate or appear to necessitate a rise. Hence, the rate 
of discount, i.e., of inverted interest, is subject to much greater and 
more numerous fluctuations than the rate of ordinary 'interest. 
Public stocks, as they are a. peculiarly convenient form of pledge, 
partake of the nature of short-dated bills and ordinary investments. 
They are less liable to fluctoation than the former, more than the 
latter. 

A borrowing government always makes it a condition with it. 
ereditor that the latter may not, as most creditors can, demand re
payment of the advances which he makes, at pleasure or after notice. 
The motive of this precaution is plain. A government cannot, 
especially in a serious crisis of public affairs, be exposed to the risk, 
in addition to its other difficnlties, of a run on its exchequer, for it 
does not borrow, as a trader or a banker does, of all comers at all 
times. But, on the other hand, it reserves to itself the light of 
paying off its oreditor at its pleasure. If it has a surplus in the 
treasury it can; and under recent statutes must, purchase its own 
"tock in the open market, where its securities are always saleable, 
and extinguish as a debt that which is purchased. This role is abso
lute, so absolute that if, in the appropriation of supply, Parliamentary 
grants are found to be in excess of departmental demands, the sur
plus cannot be devoted to any other service, but must be applied to 
the extinction of debt. Now a supplementary estimate is, under 
ordinary circumstances, bad finance, and; unless an adequate expla
nation is given, is prim,i ftreiB censurable. Hence the departments, 
though under the criticism of the estimates (which is indirectly much 
more effective than the outside public imagines) they strive to reduce 
tillS quota to the lowest amount which the services are content to 
.accept, generally seek to have some margin over, and thus, in .. 
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normal condition of finance, stock is regularly purchased and extin. 
guished every year. 

Sometimes, however, when the price of stocks is very high, or, in 
other words, when a large amount of savings i. seeking investment, 
the government can venture on a larger operation. After carefully 
sounding the market, it can exercise it. right of offering tbe creditor 
tbe election of having his money, a hundred paid for a bundred, 
really or nominally lent, refunded in full, witb the alternative of 
accepting a lower rate of interest. It will be plain that it can under. 
take tbis operation witb success only wben it. creditor is placed in 
such a position as to make bim see that to accept payment in full 
would be less profitable than to accept the lower rate of interest. Of 
course it may give him, 88 an expedient, a higher nominal principal, 
e.g., 105 stock at the lower rate of interest in place of 100 at the 
higher, and in other ways, with which I need not trouble yon. It is 
also important to observe that when the public debt is held in small 
parcels by great numbers of persons, as in France, the operation of 
converting a debt bearing high interest to one bearing low interest 
is more difficult, not, perhaps, becanse it produces discontent among 
the holders of the debt so much 88 because the trouble of the 
tranerer may be excessive, and the cost outweigh the gain. 

Now Walpole turned the greater part of the existing debt into a 
4 per cent. stock. The times were favourable. But his successor. 
in creating future deht adopted, on the whole, the other alternative 
of borrowers. They fixed the rate of interest, and varied the 
amount of the principal, offering £100 consol. at tile price which 
the public would give for them, ar financial agents would under· 
write, that is, gn&r&IItee for them. The price paid for new i.Hues of 
consols has greatly varied. During part of the continental war, it 
W88 more than once a good deal below £50, and the Government 
had to gi"e £100 stock for less than £50 ca.h, that U>, to virtually 
pay o"er 6 per cent. for its loan. 

This proceeding, which got the name of the funding system, has 
been severely criticized.. From one point of vi ..... the eriticism is 
obvions. By taking a low rate of interest, and eovenanting to . 
redeem at par, the Government deliberately d.bara itself from 
tntting down the interest in the future, under the operstion which 
I ha"e desen"bed. And then the critics go on to oay, .. The 
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greater part of the public debt by no means rll"resents the cash 
that has been paid for it. Lucky fundholders, who invested at the 
price of 50 or less, are receiving 6 per cent. in perpetuity, and at a 
time when 8 per cent. has practically become normal. The finan
ciers who have adopted the fundiog system are putting the English 
people, whose savings are pledged to the payment of interest, in .. 
worse position than the finatlciers of the Revolution put them, who 
did indeed pay 6 per cent., but in such a manner as left the 
door open for the future' reduction of interest. This door their 
successors have effectually closed, for there cannot be a very'clear 
prospect of much reduction below 8 per ce:'t. The nation, in brief, 
is constrained to pay money which it never received, and to be 
charged with a high though hidden interest in the interval." 

The criticism is plausible, but there is an answer to it. .. The 
very circumstance," it may be said, .. which you are alleging must 
have been present to the minds of those who negotiated the loan, 
and to those who purchased it, or invested in it. The publio 
creditor knew well enough that there was little risk .that his stock 
would be converted, and he realized this favourable feature of the 
loan in his mind, when he made his offer. He gave more than 
he would have given, if he had not been assured against the risks 
of a reduction. It is true that he paid £50 or less for every '0£100 
stock. Suppose you had borrowed in a stock paying a high rate 
of interest, but liable to conversion, you would have probably had 
to pay, not 6 per cent, in perpetuity, but B per cent. or 10 per cent. 
for a long time to a lender who assisted you in your necessities, but 
would have assuredly had his services forgotten as soon as yoo, 
being in funds again, could force him to acquiesce in far less 
fa.vourable terms. ·You have reserved to yourselves the right of 
redemption at par, and you must take all the consequences of this 
right, when you deal with people whom you invite to consider their 
own intereats, while you are considering yours... Most of the best 
finanQiel's with whom I have reasoned on this matter state the case 
of the government as I have given it, and conclude that not ouly 
did the administration borrow in the easiest, but in the cheapest 
way. 

Thi. subject has not only been discussed by political economists 
as a speculative question, and within that part of the subject in 
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which they are most likely to be right, the domain of money, 
finance, and the exchanges, where practical experience is alway. at 
hand to correct the CJ:Ddities of metaphysics, but it b ... been 
debated under very plausible circumstances in the Houee of Com. 
mons. In the prolonged and somewhat heated discus.iona OD tbe 
suspension of cash payments, after tbe absurdities of Mr. Van
sittart and Lord Stanbope were comb.ated, for a time with little 
success, by Lord King and Mr. Horner, a que.lion at that time 
conveniently kept in the background by the government n""""sarily 
eame to the front, and W88 presaed by tbe very men who had 
defended Mr. Vansittart~s motion and Lord Stanhope's law. I"or 
when the war W88 over, and the restoration of tbe currency Willi 

demanded, these people argued as follows, forgetfitl of their dogma, 
that" the value of the bank-note bad not fallen, bot that of gold had 
risen ., : .. We are left, now that thiB just and Dece .... ry war lODe of 
tbe stock phrases of politics) is over, witb an enormous, a cruKhing 
load of debt. Prices of agricnltural produce are falling, and the 
agricoltnral interest is threatened witb ruin. There iB great di ... 
content ab~oad. just discontent, wbich in the interest of law and 
erder (another stock phrase) we are obliged to repres. by HeYere 
measures, by a regrettable extension of the criminal law , happily and 
adequately supplied by the vigour, bravery, and forethought of Lora.. 
Sidmoutb and Castlereagh. But we have to eudore, in addition to 
our misfortones, tbe sight of the slock.jobbers and fundbolders, who 
have fattened on our misery, and are now receiving more than 1 ... 11 
our taxes. And for what? We have pot down the Coni£an 
DllDrpOr, and restored peace to Enrope, legitinu>cy to its thrones. 
These people not only get under our. funding..,.atom at par, stock, 
with a number of incidental ad\"antages, in excha.nge for some kW 
or less, bnt they paid thie inadequate quota in notes whi£h were 
constantly at .. discount of 80 per cent. It iB inlOlerable, it ill 
unjust, that we should redeem the stock under the tertna of 80 

monstrous and one-sided a bargain •. It is euongh that we ahould 
keep faith with t.hem .... hen they made their advantage out of our 
straite. But to pay them in fnll-.... eighkd lOVereigus .... ould be 
tm.icidal. For years past the one-pound noWl h .... been .... orth only 
lk 6d. We must issue 8O\"ereigns for the future at the rate at 
which notes have been discounted, and the financial harpies will 
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even then get· better terms than they deserve." 1 am not quoting 
to you the language or the sentiments of Cobbett and orator Hunt, 
nnd other misguided but honest men who denounced the war and 
tbe paper money, and the funding system with equal and with 
impartial rigour, but of nobles and statesmen in both houses. 

Fortunately for the nation better connsels prevailed. The service 
which Peel did British credit was almost, perhaps quite as great 
as that which he did when he freed British trade. Peel seems 
to me to have been the greatest ·of Parliamentary tacticians. 
His writings, published by Cardwell, are· almost childish. His 
speeches arB carefuUy prepared. But his princip81 power was in 
debate.",,· He was very ready, and had that rare gift of puzzling 
an opponent by timely questions and timely rejoinders. Above 
all things, Peel was trrulscendently honest. He was slow ill 
changing his opinion, hut sure when he had changed it. A Con. 
servative by instinct, he was the most dangerous of allies to un
thinking Conservatism. In particular he knew that all hi. defences 
might prove untenable, and that it wa. useless to maintain a 
political fortress when a battle was fought and won in its vicinity. 
It was this prescience about the real worthlessness of a reputed 
safeguard which made him so much stronger than the Whigs, 
whose position after 1832 seemed unassailable. 

I have not time to teU you of Price's absurd sinking fund, which 
took Pith in, and increased the burdens which the nation was 
already bearing, and of the more practical policy which has in. 
these later days. and in the hands of Peel's most capable pupil, 
dOlle so milch to reduce the debt and is within reasonable dis
t",nce of doing so much more. It ohiefly consists in the 
judicious creation of terminable annuities, in making the charge of 
tho debt a fixed or ncru:ly fixed annual amount, and in gt-adually 
lessening the principal, while it maintains the interest. For
tunately in' finance there is no party, at least just now, and the 
most suspicious, allgry, and determined opponents of a living 
statesmru,'s political opinions, bear testimony to his incompa

. rable skill in dealing with national finance, and especially with 
the orderly liquidation of the public debt. 



XXI. 

THE THEORY OF MODERS TAXATION. 

The fiTUtnciaZ .ituation in. 1688 an" it. dijJiculti<l, conlraated will. 
tho •• of 1640-The two R.ooluliona comp ..... d-Cu.lom. and 
e"",ue-The analy.u of tazal~The land taz-The p"eoaknee 
of smuggZing-Walpok, hujorlu.ne. and hu policy-;TIU! war. of 
tile eighteenth centUMJ, 01 tile .A1Utrian lucceuWn, and of Amnican 
Independenee-The growth oj debt and ta_t~The tazation oj 
inkeritancu--Mr. Milr. theory-The aooida,... of kllactl dut ... 
by the riel>-The i_ taz and ill hutory-An illc""", tait 
intrinoieally unfair-Later Brituh finance. 

TBB second English Revolution, as I am IIA!CIl8tomed .in call the 
eventa of 1688, in contradistinction to the first, hy which I mean 
the event. of 1640, was from the beginning chanu,terized by a new 
system of taxation, The new departure was, if yon will, inchoate, 
cllllll8Y, blundering, experimental. It deserves these and perhaps 
stronger epitheta. But never were a set of men put into a more 
difficnlt position than the financiers of William's reign were. 
Tbey .. ere entirely new to the moo difficult business in allfiDBnCe, 
to the perpetual puzzle of all inventors of taxes, which is-l. What 
will people bear without resenting the action of government' 2. 
What kind of tax is least likely to cripple industry and derange trade? 
3. H taxe., which satisfy peop~ or at least do not diBoatisfy them, 
are imposed, ,..hat machinery can be relied on for collecting them? 
Now at the Revolution projectors of new taxes .. ere swarming. 
The pamphlet.. of the age are full of projects, submitted to the 
finance minister and the public, from which a plentiful revenue is 
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promised, without loss or inconvenience to the persons who a,re to 
contribute the ta,x. It has bee'; my business, for several reasons, to 
examine with some minuteness the vast mass of pamphlets in the 
Bodleian Library, and if one could argue from the multitude of 
suggeslions, financial shrewdness was at the time a peculia.r gift of 
the English public. When one .xamines the proposals, one is able to 
see whence Swift derived the truest and most caustic part of the 
comments which he makes about the occupations of the political 
philosophers of Laputa,. 

The situa,tion wa,s peculia,r. One part of the finance of Crom
well, heavy direct ta,mtion of land, was intolerable, though it had 
to come fu the end. Another pa,rt of it, an octroi duty, paid under 
the name of excise, by every purchase,', when he bought arlicles of 
necessity and converuence, was odious in the la.st degree, both to 
dealer and consumer-to the former, because it made him a respon
sible tax-collector for the government; to the latter, because it made 
the presencie of the government visible in its loost atlractive and 
conciliatory funclion, in every part of the bnsiness of life. It was 
no doubt a relief to know that a.rbilrary government by king and 
eonrtiers was at an end. It was still pleasanter to find that 
ecclesia.stical tyranuy was checked. But as a rule, -the viclinls of 
arbitrary government are few. To the mass of men, the high
handed violation of law and order, under the pretence of maintain
.ing law and order is rarely visible; for, in those ages at least, the 
government chastised those only who professed to be the leaders in 
the popular cause, and did not organize a system of terrorism against 
the whole people. I ima,,<>ine that the Star Chamber and the High 
Commission Court were more an object of alarm and anger to the 
mass of those men who met in November, 1(:40, than they were to 
the peasants and shopkeepers whom the Hampdens and Pyms, the 
Hydes and Seldens, the Cromwells and St. Johns represented. But 
.in all which makes taxation vexatious Cromwell's excise was more 
hateful than Cha.rles· ship money. Besides, when people get Rngry, 
and call the fiscal system of a country "oppression, thraldom, 
and misery," it matters little to them that the charges of which 
tl,ey complain are imposed by constitutional authority. It is no 
doubt a great thing for a government to shape its policy under the 
appa.rent control of a Parliament, and with its sanction. Bnt men 
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who believe that they afe oppre.sed by a Parliament will question its 
authority. nnd even say that it has been recreant to itB indisputahle 
duty and to its admitted pledgeB. 

Again. it was perhaps no great boon to have exchanged the control 
of Land's bishops and other officials. the etcetera of the fomous oath. 
for a prying ve"atious directory. engagement. a.sembly. Pre.hy. 
tory. or whatever other engine of theological control waH evolved 
from the Babel of sects. Men wished in some vague manner to be 
free. though they were far from seeing that toleration or equality ill 
theological matters was the only true freedom. But tbey found tbat 
they had e"changed the free and easy parson, who did not come 
very willingly into Land's schemes. for a &our and vexatioas lanatic. 
I do not indeed believe that the Puritan movement. except locally. 
embraced the conntry folk. I cannot otherwi.e account for the 
influence which the rural clergy. poor and low born as most of them 
were, exercised after the Restoration. or for the general popularity of 
the Clarendon code. It mnst,lthink. be plain thaUhe Commonwealth 
contrived to d .. troy it. own principal agent, the organization of the 
Puritans. It might have done thi •• and the morality of the mo,·e· 
ment have survived. The maM of the English people took nO 
part in the hideous orgi .. of the Restoration. Bnt the politics of 
the first Revolution and the poli lic8 of the second were eqURlIy 
aristocratic. You will often find in history that a leader of Ihe 
people, whom his enemies or ri, ... 1s han boon used to call a dema
gogae. becomes in course of time the advocate .,f ariHtocratic 
reaction. perhaps has always supported it. 

The first &.-olution was not menaeed by foreign intervention. 
Europe was, when the contest begau, entir.ly exhausted hy the 
Thirty Years' War. The French king, who was hereafter to imper· 
sonate the spectre of universal empire, was a child, and the policy of 
Richelieu and Mazarin was not inclined. eliher by iDterest or 
gratitDde to make the can"" of Char1e& ils own.· Few tbing •• I 
sbould concei .... would bave been more ridicu10ns or more offensive 
to Richelieu (for Louis XIIL was a nobody in French afl"airHj, than 
the absurd and useless assistance which CharI ... and Buckingham 
gave to P.oche1le. If be and his sueeeeaor entertained,.. ill tile 
custom of statesmen, no feelings of revenge. on the other band 
they could not but keep ali,-e the heartiest contempt for the Imy • 
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dupe of the silly Villiers. The Dutch democracy, led by the family 
feeling of the Prince of Orange, showed some sympathy.for the 
royal eaus.. They harboured the murderers of Dorislaus, eert&ia 
obscure. Scotch loyalists and bravos. They paid a.loug penalty for 
their superfluous hospitality. They harboured.Charles, who repaid 
them of course with ingratitude and perfidy. After 1672, on. 
would have thought that every Dutch Calvinist, whom pre
destination 'had not entirely divested of all forethought, must 
have treasured up the Divine maxim, .. Put not your trust in 
princes." 

The authors of the .second Revolution had" very different state 
of things to contend against. The boy of the first Revolution was 
the terror of the second. The Peace of Nimeguen h"d left Louis 
XIV. in a position which was only second to that of N apoleoll "fter 
the treaty of Tilsit, and about equal to that pf his nephew after 
the Italian campaign and the cession of Nice. Now Louis XIV. 
had every ~eason to assist the Stuarts in their policy and their 
pleasures, and thought no money wasted which would secure them 
in both. The expulsion of James must have been a. severe disap, 
pointment to him, and the protection accorded to the royal exile a 
somewhat hopeless expense .. fter the Irish campaign. In that 
country of long memories, Ireland, Cromwell is always named with 
dread, James with contempt, though I do ,not think that. the 
Irish read Macaulay. Now in 1689 Louis was seen to be ruler 
over a kingdom which, being entirely under one man's authori,ty, 
WaS known to be the most populous st"te in Europe, and believed 
to be by far the richest. The financial policy of Colbert had 
dazzled ths nations; and the French, i.t. the France which lived on 
the peasantry r were pleased at the effect. It was then that prestige, 
which of course you know means .. juggler's imposture, began to 
describe Frenoh ascendency, and to exercise .. permanent influence 
over Fre~h "ction. In order to understand the finance of the 
Rovolution, you must understand the political situation of Europe. 
England had one ally bound to her to b. SDl'. by the strongest 
of ties, the sense of mutual danger; aud, though England was 
in this war and ia the next the protector of Holland, she 
made that unfortunate country pay dearly in the end for her 
services. 
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You will see. then. if I have made my inferences plain. that even 
if England had possessed the most intelligent and venturous finan· 
ciers in Europe. it would have been difficolt to raise a Dew revenoe. 
The old excise was utterly odious. aDd coold Dot be revived. There 
'11'88 a new excise. a tax levied on the dealer. which experience 
showed 10 be lelerable only because it chiefly fen on the working 
classes. Bnt it was doubtful .s Ie how f'ar it could pe extended. 
There was a quasi·personal tax, dating from the Restoration. which 
was soprcmely odious. the hearth money. That had Ie go. though 
not without misgivings at the Exchequer. It was not possible. 80 

it seemed. Ie renew a land tax on the lines. or beyond the line. 01 
the old temporary laxes. or the projected commutation or feodal 
dues. E say beyond the lines. for the hereditary excu.e did not 
certainly yield a tenth part of what was soon fonnd Ie be wanted. 
Then there were cuslems. But. 88 I have often leld you. even 
when the English were expected Ie be patriotic and were warned 
that the snpremacy of Louis would condemn them Ie a diet on fraga. 
and the substitution of wooden shoes for leathern. they applauded 
the sentiment and traded with the smoggIer or J!'reneh goods. I am 
Dot surprised. In my experience of human life I have constantly 
witnessed the strnggle in men. otherwiBe pious and honest. between 
their conscience and their interest. and have recognized with. un· 
feigned regret that the latter has generally had the better or it. 

The metaphysicians of political economy olten debate 811 to the 
ground. on which taxation is imposed. Now there is DO doubt that 
in early day. it 11'88 argnecl by lawyers and divines that the prince. 
like an Irish chieftain or the old days. should spend hi. subjects' 
money at hi. diaeretion. and defend them from wrong in considera
tion or their contributions. To be sure he interp.eted, like the 
aforesaid chieltain, his own duties as ... en as those or his sobjects. 
and generally to his own relief. and their disadvantage. n ..... 
nltimately found, though only after many strnggles and not ... fe ... 
revoluti0D8, that it was Dot safe to tmst the ruler and his ad,iaer. 
with the interpretation or the situation. Then it hao been alleged, 
by a dangerous metap~or, that the etale is Ie Le likened Ie a vast 
property, in ... hich each of the citizens or snbjeeu hao his.hare.and 
that 88 the partners, or tenants in common of an indootry or an 
estate, have received their share or the produce. they should be in 
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duty bonnd to contribute to the expense. of management. But 
unluckily the analyst of taxation finde that, a. soon as the limits of 
destitution are passed, those who get relatively least pay most 
relatively to the costs of management, for taxation is not effective, 

, except it levies imposts on those articles or tho •• practices which 
the mass of the people cannot or will not do without. Then, more 
plausibly, the function of the state, which has nothing of its own, 
and must, it is admitted, curtail every one's enjoyment. in order to 
exist, performs a high and necessary service, in which the protection 
and continuity of the working.man's industry is of no slight signifi
cance. Taxation, then, is the payment rendered for servioe done. 
The difficulty in this theory is, that one is constantly invited to 
criticize the reality, even the pretence, of the service, and the people 
in possession are very apt to resent the criticism. Adam Smith, 
with his nsnal insight into human nature, and the relation of means 
to ende, suggests that taxation should be merely relative to enjoy
ments, i.e., should not touch that whioh people mnst spend in order 
to live and work. I do not know whether;t have stated a.ll the 
views which are alleged. If there are more and you ask me about 
them I will try to explain them; for though the metaphysics of 
political economy are well-nigh as boundless as space, they are 
genera.lly quite as sha.llow as a plane superficies is. 

The financiers of the Revolution, then, had to find ont what taxes 
the people would bea.r. Poll taxes were levied, graduated accord
ing to the rank or condition of life, and disappointed those who im
posed them by the scantiness of the produce. They lasted for eight 
years. A honse tax increasing with the number of windows was 
imposed in lieu of the hea.rth money, licenses to trade were granted, 
and st",mp duties, again in imitation of the Dutch, were imposed on 
legal documents. Duties were levied on goods coming from the 
East Indies and Chinn., and from some European articles. There 
was the impost of 1690, of 1692, the new duty of 1695, the French 
duty of 1696, and the new subsidy of cnstoms in the same ye",:. 
The excise on beer was increased, an excise on spirits imposed, and 
another very heavy one imposed on salt. Not to weary you with 
details, I may state that the finance was always experimental, and 
constantly had to be abandoned, beca.nse it proved disastrous to 
ininstry. 
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The resolation to which Parliament came soon after tlte Revolu. 
tion, that it alone was capable oC granting a charter which could 
confer a trade monopoly, " resolution which the qll8rrels of tlte 
two Houses over the privileges of the East Indi .. Company had 
accentuated, led to a new and most timely financial operation. 
Two great companies under this new doctrine were created in the 
reign of William III., the Bank oC England and the New EaMt 
India Company. The payment made to the Crown, or rather the 
Revenue, for these privileges seems small to oar modem experience, 
but the sum oC £8,200,000 which these two companies paid for th.ir 
privilege was an exceedingly important item in the finance of the 
period-not less than a sixth of the war expenditare from William'. 
accession to the peace of Ryswick. Still more important, in the 
_ of the Bank of England was the fact, that in creating this 
corporation, Parliament created a great financial agent whose 
existence was bonnd up, or supposed to be bound up, with the Act of 
Settlement, and, more to the purpose, was found to be the sare and 
trustworthy instrument by which, in succeeding wars, loan. could 
be negotiated, public credit conld be established on a seenre b ... i., 
and a reduction, as I told you in my last lecture, in the rate of 
interest payable on public securities coald be effected, during the 
long and paeific administration of Walpole. 

The land tax, that most distasteful of Cromwell'. expedients. to 
the landowners, was reimposed in 1692. After a struggle with the 
Commons in which the L' pper House strove to &eCare 'some advan· 
tages to their own order, the Lords yielded. The system began 
with a monthly 88fIe88Dlent, strictly in the natare of a property ta •. 
In 1692 it was I188essed at 4s. in the £, and the 8BBOf!IIOrII took no 
oath. In 1693 they took an oath, and the produce of the tax was 
Ieee, a practical illustration of how little value promill8Ol')' oaths are. 
After various expedients had been tried filr making the tax more 
fruitful, Parliament, in 1691, fixed the amount which ahould be 
raised, and distribated over connties and towns . according to an 
unalterable nlnation. In theory, no doubt, t.he land tax of 1691 
was assnmed to be colleeted from persona\ property .... well as 
from houses and land. In practice it eame to be a tax on real 
estate, nnehangeable nol only in the amount collected. bat in the 
amount assessed, and thus after 80 long an interval from the lira! 
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IIssessment it became exceedingly unequl, The remission of the 
tax on personal property became iD,evitable, for personal property 
is essentially shifting. The representative of real estate is always 
present or at least discoverable. .The .representative of personal 
estate in 1697, or of his representative or alienee Il> century later, 
is not discoverable, and to transfer a fixed tax to one who has no 
,·elations whateve,· with the person who was originally rated, wa~ 
out of the question. 

Two centuries ago, land or the rent o! land, which had. risen 
:without effort on the part of the .. owner some. twelve times in the 
course of the seventeenth.century, was deemed to be a peculiarly fit 
subjec\ for taxation. In the first place, ithad escaped, by a Parlia' 
mental:y Act from its hereditary liabilities ;in the 'next place, these 
rents, as far as legislation could. e~ct this result,. had, been 
peculiarly favoured by Parliament; in the third, it was supposed to 
be specially bound to the new settlement; in the fourth, a tax on it 
formed, in the necessities of. the atate, tho. only escape from a 
particularly vexatious e.:cise, or a cap~icious, nugatOlj', or oppres
sive customs duty. The land tax was beyond doubt a very dis. 
a,,"1"eeable impost. With an improving agriculture and with 
increasing rents, it was resented in the eighteenth century by tlie 
country party. But the Seven Years' War and the War of American 
Independence rendered its permanent. imposition at the highest 
rate, but on the old assessment, inevitable; and in 1,798, Pitt; in 
order to carry out a financial operation, during a time of singular 
financial difficulty, made the land t'!-x a perpetual, but redeemable 
charge. 

The war of the Spanish succeseion cost the Brit.ish nation· (for 
in 1707 the Scottish Parliamentary Union was carried out) more 
than 50 millions, of which a·7th!! was raisad by loans. But by 
this time the British financier found that the country was gradually 
being accustomed to excises aid customs, and that the system 
could be extended. It also became the practice to grant these 
customs aud excises for mr longer times than was originally thought 
prudent, and for the obvious reason .tJ>at, in this manner, greater 

. security would be given to the loans which were. raised, and the 
loaus themselves could be procw:ed oq easier ter,ms. This wa~ 
too saw the beginning of those more modern. treaties of commerce, 
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in which the fiscal policy of the country was made to do service on 
behalf of the sole·mlU'ket theory. The Methuen treaty with Portugal 
WIlS the type of that economical diplomacy which was criticized 
adversely by Adam Smith. As yet, however, the taxation WIlS of 
cheap luxuries, cheap because neither excise nor customs make a 
substantia.! revenne, unles. they attack the con.umption of the 
poor. The duties on foreign corn existed practically on paper 
only, for the new agricn1ture and the almost unbroken abundance 
of the "IlSOns, never pa.rsJ\eled except in the fifteenth century, 
rendered the Com Law. of the Restoration only a contingent terror. 
The Will' of the Spanieh succeBBion led to several enduring taxes. 
Thus taxes were pnt on hops, in thi. c .... imposed on the cultivator, 
on soap, on paper, on printed goods, and on newspapers, beRiae. 
one on adverti.ements. The tax on newepapers WIlS collected by 
stamp.. Now the taxe. which I have ennmerated were continued 
up to living memory. It WIlS conceived. perhaps with 80me rea""n, 
that the newspaper tax WIlS in effect a licensing Act. But, on the 
whole, the cause of the Tory party or that time WIlS better served 
by men of letters than that of tbe Whig.. Swift. 8t. John. and 
Prior are more vigorou8 politica.I writers tban those on the opposite 
side. Defoe. it appesrs. WIlS ready to take a brief from either or the 
contendiugl'actions. He had accepted as his guide in literary 
life the adage of Vespasian, Nun ola. 

The smuggler a.!ways avengee Coolish and unfair costoms dutics. 
Experience haa proved that nations will endure heavy taxation, 
if it be equitable, and not imposed to BUbserve personal interests 
or politica.I whims. The English people reluctantly su""titutcd 
port Cor ewet, Geneva or co1onial rum for French lmwdf, Cor in 
the southern pIU'l or tbe island at leaet, tbey submit.t.ed tp taus 1 

which were intended to weaken the hereditary enmity of France . 
and oecure a ba.Iance or trade. But the caee was ,lift'erent in certain 
other 1U'ticles. The taste Cor toLaF and tea was rapidly growing. 
and it is aaid that owing to the excessive duti... levied on t!reee 
artiel ... , the taxes on them were unproductive; the ordinary trader, 
finding it impossible to compete against the smnggler, in the end 
entering into regn\W' busineas relations with him. In the arithmetic . 
of the cuatoms, said Swift, two and two do not always make four. 
n has been eonstantiy alleged that a reduetion or duties is the 
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remedy for the smuggler. But in our time, when smuggling has 
ceased to be a calling, and haa become merely an oceaaional private 
fraud, heavy enoogh duties are levied on certain goods of foreign 
origin. But they are not discriminating or protective, and there
fore do not deaden the moral senSe of the consuiner. It is, I 
believe, to the adoption of free trade, and the levy of revenue 
duties, excises and customs for revenoe only, that we must aasign 
the extinction of the professional smuggler. The case is still 
different in protection·ridden countries. The present tendency 
in Canada towards a Zoll·verein with the United States is the 
impossibility of maintaining a preventive staff along a geometrical 
frontier. I do not predict confidently that the result of such a 
tariff will be the annexation of Canada to the United States as 
lIr. Chamberlain with much show of reason foresees. But I am 
well advised that the present state of things is intolerable, that it 
has been developed from causes which might have been prevented, 
that these causes have been fostered by incompetent adviaers of 
the Crown at the Colonial Office, and that it is by no means clear 
that io the existing state of affairs remedial meaaures are possible . 

.. Walpole," says his biographer and eulogist, Archdeacon Coxe, 
.. foond the British tariff the worst in the world, and left it the· 
best." Mr. Coxe, like mos. biographers, errs on the side of 
~xcessive praise. It may be doubted whether It biography does 
its object any lasting service with posterity. No one can be 
expecf>ed to' feel the same interest in a subject which the author 
does, and when the subject is a fellow·creature, we take up the 
narrative with a natural sospicion that the portrait will De over
<lharged with brilliant colour. But Walpole was a man of great 
Parliamentary tact. One of his earliest exploits was in 1702. 
The Tori.s had determined on recoveriDg those parts of the Crown 
estate which had been granted to William's friends, and they 
were stroDg enough to carry their Dill. Walpole affected teo agree 
with them, but proposed to carry the resumption back to the 
Restoration. Now even to the most inveterate party spirit, the 
services of Somers and Montague, and ev;n of Bentinck and 
Keppel, thoogh they might be over-rewarded, were considerable. 
But it was not easy to discover the services which had been done 
by the dukes of the creation of Charies-<lf Grafton, St_ Albans, 

81 
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Richmond, and the rest. The situation was too ludicrous, Bnd the 
Bill was dropped. Fortunately for his reputation, Walpole W88 

out of office at the time of the South Sea Bubble, though it is said 
that he materially improved his fortunes by judicious purchases 
and sales of that notorious stock. He was oertainly of conai(ler. 
able nee in rescuing public credit from the' consequences of that 
gigantic swindle, in which indeed, too many of the government 
were compromised. 

Walpole made a great fortune in the public service. 80 had 
Osborne, whom we know as the Duke of Leeds, and Churchill, 
whom we know as the Duke of Marlborough, to 8ay nothing of a 
dozen others. This has latterly, I see, been made a reproach 
against him, and it appears that one of his descen(lants is sensitive 
on thie score. Walpole would have laughed heartily at his future 
critics had he foreseen the charge. "Of course," he would have 
aaid; "but when a man undertakes poblic business, he intends 
to better his fortunes. Why, do yoo think, do tbe honest gentlemen 
who are about me come into thie House, and pay solid cash for 
getting here? It is sufficient if a public man does honest service 
to the nation, ~d takes a moderate commission on the function 
which he performs." I do not doubt that Shippon spoke the 
popular sentiment when he said, "Robin and I are two honest 
men; but he is for King George, and I am for King James." Now 
Shippon had taken the oaths of allegiance and I know not what 
to King George. But he did not think his integrity compromised 
when he intrigued with the exiled fa.mi1y, though he sat in 
Parliament under the condition of recognizing to the full the 
house of Hanover. Promisaory oatbs are never worth much, bot 
in the first half of the eighteenth centOl,., they were worse than 
worthless. 

Walpole determined on reforming the tariff in BOch a way 88 to 
liberate industry from castoms duties on materials, and by per. 
mitting drawbacks on duty.paying goods exported. He repealed 
certain tases which grievously discouraged maritime enterprise. 
He permitted, with a lew exceptions, the free exportation of articles 
produced or manufactured in Great BritaiB, thus striking oft' IDOSl 
of the export duties. He contemplated a rerunon of the land tax, 
about which the country gentlemen eon&iantly complained. Bat 
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these honest people dreaded a reassessment still more, particularly 
those in the west and the north, where, according to ancient 
tradition, the tax was particularly light. So he had to drop his 
scheme, as far as the . land tax was concerned, and soon afterwards 
another reform which he contemplated. 

This was the establiehment of bonded warehouses for duty
paying goods. In 1711, importers of tea and coffee were permitted 
to warehouse their imports. In 1723, Walpole made the process 
compulsory in these articles, and found that he checked smuggling 
by it. In 1733 he proposed to extend the systel!' to wine and 
tobacco, and to levy the d,uties under the name of excises at the 
time when they were taken out of bond for consumption. The 
great dealers saw rivah'y to themselves in this scheme. Walpole'. 
enemies, and he had been so long in office that disappointment had 
made him many enemies, raised up the cry that the Cromwellian 
excise was to be restored, and the people were informed that this 
was the beginning of a system under which everything would be 
taxed inquisitorially, So there were numerous petitions, and mobs 
in the Court of Requests, In the end Walpole withdrew his Bill 
and the country was pacified. Perhaps some of the opponents of 
the projected meaSUl'e were not so anxious to extinguish the 
smuggler as Walpole was. This prudent retreat kept him nine 
years longer in office. 

In 1739 a war with Spain was undertaken, ostensibly in order to 
avenge the wrongs which had been perpetrated on Blitish merchants 
and sailors, in defiance of the Assianto treaty, really because it was 
believed that the Spanish colonies were conveniently situated for 
plunder. You have no doubt heard the story of Jenkins' ears. 
Simultaneous with this was the war of the Austrian succession, and 
the early aggrandisement of Prussia. This war involved a quarrel 
with France, and a quarrel with France another and a last expedition 
in favour. of the Stuarts. The. war eud'lll with the peace of Aix-la
Chapelle in 1748. The costs of this war were met by increasing 
the customs and excise, by revising the house tax, and by levying IL 

tax on private carriages. In considel'!l.tion of the bUluen laid on 
articles of domestic manufacture, heavy customs were imposed on 
ideutica.l foreign goods, lind the country became Protectionist 
without bowing it. It is tJ:ue that even .. t that time there were 
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people, like Henry Fox, who saw that it would be well Cor England 
if the country could be ,made a free port; but to effect this it would 
he necessary to raise the necessary funds by a property tax on 8 

just system of assessment, or to levy a searching excise on internal 
consumption. The landowners wouid not endure the Conner, 'and 
the mass of the people rebelled against the lstter. Additional 
customs was thereCore the only remedy. Fox calculated that in his 
day a bona fill. land tax would have yielded, at 4s. in the t, at lea.t 
four, possibly five, millions. 

Peace only lasted for eight years, when the Seven Years' War was 
undertaken in 1766. The economical consequences of this war, the 
effeet o( which was to secure to Great Britain a ""Ie market as 
vast and to all appearances immeasurably more valuable than the 
territories bestowed by Borgia on Spain and Portugal by hi. cele. 
brated Bn11s, have been treated o( in .. previous lecture. But it cost 
eighty.two and a half millions, and of this sum sixty were in the 
form of an addition to the public debt. The new taxes are on the 
possession of plate, on cards and dice, and a license duty on 
publicans. Further duties, intended as far as possible to (all on 
consumption, were imposed, and an additional /; per cent. ad· 
~alor.", was put on articles paying customs duties. The most 
important additions, however, were those made on malt, beer, and 
apirits. They were borne, but the imposition of a tax on cider 
and perry very nearly caused .. rebellion. It was believed that 
Parliament had exhausted the possible subjects of taxation, and 
even the patience of the nation. So completely bewildered were 
the ministry which came into office at the peace of Paris, and "" 
desperate seemed the condition o( British finance, that Grenville 
determin..I on taxing the Colonies by the authority of Parliament. 
There seemed to be this reason in it, that the Seven Years' War had 
left the British settlers the undiaputed masters of the best regions 
of North America. They hwI, to be sure, contributed liberally totbe 
expenses of the war, and had ineurred considerable deb~ for the 
eame object. But by freeing them from all risk on the part of 
France, the only power of which they now had any dread was Grt'llt 
Britain. 

The coIoniste aHooted to believe and with reason that the lsn· 
guage of Grenville's Act impJi..I an indefinite power in the hands 
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of Parliament of taxing the plantations for Imperial purposes. At 
the same time, they did not offer an riqualified opposition to 
Grenville's scheme. They agreed to certain customs duties on 
imports and exports. They had, as a matter of fact, acquiesced in 
the colonial system, which, by regulating their trade,' regulated 
their port dues. It was to the Stamp Act that they made a 
stubborn, and in the end sucoessful, resistance. The British Parlia
ment offered no opposition to Grenville's Stamp Act in either house, 
and yet perhaps no more momentous and enduring fact has ever 
occurred in history than the Stamp Act. It is the least part of it 
that it led to the revolt of the Colonies. It did much more-it 
stereotyped the fiscal indel!endence of every British settlement, it 
settled the principle that taxation cannot be imposed without 
representation, and by a forced construction put on the facts, it 
permitted the colonist to levy Protectionist duties against the home 
government, and yet to embroil that very government, apart from 
any act of its own, in any local and political war in which the 
colony might think it proper or profitable to engage. The political 
consequences of this precedent no one can confidently predict: the 
ecollomical consequellces are disastrous enough to the colonists who 
have voluntarily experienced them. The Stamp Act, which did not 
pay for the oost of collection, was repealed in 1766, though in 
repealing it Parliament was induced to assert that what it had done 
was within its right. The Colonies now went a step further, and 
denied the right of Parliament to impose 'any tax whatever on the 
Colonies, whether internal or at the ports. The duty on tea, 
calculated to yield £80,000 a year, was retained in the Cabinet by .. 
single vote, that of Lord North. 

I shall not weary you by dealing with the events of the War of 
Independence, except in so far as they bear on the extension of the 
British fiscal system. The greater pa11 of the costs inculTed by 
this war was met by loans. The greater part of the taxe. imposed 
was on consumption. Now there is no doubt that weaJth increased 
greatly during this war. But the .. is no doubt aJao that the con
dition of the working classes was mpidly becoming deteriomted. 
The old days of plentiful harvests and low prices were over, or 
perhaps the growth of population, doubled in the eighteenth 
CQIltury, assisted in produoiog by the aid of the Corn Laws the 
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Ierrible scarcity prices which were at hand. In 1782, the National 
Debt had grown from '26 millions to 230. In order to be ctTectually 
discontented, .. people must be prosperous: when misery revolts, it 
strikes blindly and is generally restrained. 

In 1783 the younger Pitt came into office, and in 1784 obtained 
a pliant Parliament; how obtained will not probably be known Cor 
sometime to come, there being a tradition that the secret materials 
of history are kept back in this country for more than a century, .. 
pretty clear indication how discreditable those secret materials are. 
Pitt's taxes were the very worst conceivable, nearly all on con· 
snmption, on trade, and on manufactures. It is para<led of tliis 
personage that he was a disciple of Adam Smith. Ther. lin". 
b~n many disciples, from Gehazi and Judas onwards, who have 
misused the instruction which they bave received. Pitt's linllnc" 
was .. disastrous reversal of Adam Smith'. maxims, even during 
nine years of peace. It was to become worse antI worse during tbe 
twenty-two' years of the war into which he plunged the country, 

The great Continental War, in which the early endeavoors of the 
continental governments were made to repress the movement known 
as the French Revolution, led to atrocious e1Ce8ll81l in France itself. 
the mere ouicome of blind and desperate fear. to a military enthn· 
siasm which overran nearly the whole of Europe, and added 622 
millions to a debt which at the commencement of the war W811 2371 
millioIlS- Left to itself the Revolution would hav~ bomt oot_ 11 
might have been follow1ld by a republic on the model of the L'nite<l 
States, though this is unlikely. because Federalism Wall a dangeron. 
tenet in the early days of the Revolution; or it might have even· 
tuated in a limited monarchy_ The actiol' of Europe gave occasion 
to a military despotism of singular c1etrt.ructiveness_ In one sen"". 
the Continental War w .... like the Thirty Years' War_ It left tho 
comootants in .. etate of absolute exhaustion, an exhaostion 8Cl 

complete that it took a g..ru.mion before they conld begin to reC<>VeJ 
from the wa.ote of war, A war may he very bloody and very 
destructive_ If the comootants are not euaneted it will be follow",l 
by a great stimulus to the trade of neotra~.·· No better WBt can be 
found of the finsneial position of .. country at the close of a war. 
be it long or short, than the fad that the ... earied and pennil ... 

. eo~te cannot, after \he struggle is over. go into the marllets 
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of the world with money or credit. The latest illustration of this 
position is the condition of Russia and To.rkey after their. latest 
struggle. Poverty may not prevent war, but it is a terrible restraint 
On recovery from war. 

One of Pitt's taxes (1795) was that'on successions. He intended 
to impose it on a.ll kinds of property, real or personal, descending to 
collaterals. It was a Dutch tax, and the Dutch had borrowed it, 
according to their own interpretation, from the 15 per cent. duty, 
viemma hereditatum of the fiscal system established in the Roman 
Empire. It is said that he intended Oliginally to include these 
charges on inhelitance in a single Bill. If so he' changed his mind, 
for he brought in two Bills-one refening to the' succession of 
personality, very often a merely arbitrary and technical class of 
property; the other to the succession of realty, a class similarly quite 
as incapable of a rational distinction. He passed the first, he 
failed to pass the second; for the country party threatened to dAselt 
the heaven·born minister at the crisis. He probably knew before
hand that they would, and hoped to obtain the acquiescence of the 
possessors of personal property by showing that while they were 
content to make sacrifices to save the tempest·driven ship, the land· 
owners would have let the ~hip sink, rather than make any personal 
sacrifice. At this time,. I should mention that rents were rapidly 
rising. But the landed interest had an excellent reason in resisting 
the proposal. 

A tax on inheritance has always been defended by metaphysical 
economists. .. The recipient of an inhelitance," they a.llege, 
.. cannot be said to possess any lights to that which he acquires. 
It is property gained by the industry or good fortune of another. 
By the death of its possessor, who has now ceased to have allY 
rights among the living, it is derelict, abandoned, and viJ:tually the 
property of society. By a leuiency, perhaps a culpable leniency, 
human Bocieties have genel"Blly permitted the lineal descendants of 
the deceased person to enter on a possession which is not d. jur6 
theirs. The state is entirely justified in taking a heavy toll on that 
Which it permits to pass. Stlictly the child of a deceased ancestor 
has not a higher right in his inhelitance than that which public 
opinion would assign as the necessary maintenance of the sante 
person's illegitimate offspring." I am not consciously parodying 
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Mr. Mill's argument while I am condensing it. My late friend, 
however, admits the validity or sacredness of testamentary di.po.i· 
tions. Strictiy speaking, then, a person who does not or cannot 
make a will (for accidents happen to the most thoughtful and 
anxious) should be constrained to leave, beyond the provisiou 
mentioned above, of a few shillings a week, his children penniless ; 
while another, who is able or prudent enough to make a testamen· 
tary disposition, shall be entitled to an authoritative voice at his 
own death. This reasoning seems to me very like punishing one 
person for another's negligence or ill·fortune. Mr. Ricardo, on the 
other hand, objected to legacy duties altogether, on the ground that 
the tax hindered the accumulation of capital, as though any tax 
did not hinder the accumulation or capit .. l, and the arb'1llllent could 
not be alleged for doing away with taxation altogether. . 

It is, I presume, germane to the economist to discu •• , and if po •• 
sible to discover, the reasons why people save. Now the earliest and 
most enduring motive fur saving is a sense or the insecurity or 
furtone or health, or the risks or social life, and the risks or con· 
tinuous activity. A second and wholly subordinate motive is the 
expectation of profit. In some morbid or exceptional minds. the 
love or power which wealth confers may act as a stimulus. but this 
remotel, or rarely. Now every one. even the most arid economist, 
allows that the habit or saving is directly and indirectly a benefit to 
society. and that it should not be discouraged. I conclude also that 
it will be conceded that it is not illaudsble on the part or a parent 
to strive that a child should not sink to a lower position than that 
in which he was bOrn and educated. that such a child should not. 
on the premature death or a well·to-do parent. decline to the few 
shillings a week condition. Public opinion would censure a father 
who. having a considerable life interest only, made no adequate 
provision £or his offspring. A parent may tbere£ore be well exeu.oo 
in devising his property to his child; the state would be severely 
condemned if it confiscated this natnral provision. in case the 
parent had failed to make a will. and in my opinion is to be blamed 
rJr giving such effect to a parent's will as shields the child from the 
consequences or its own misconducl. 

A man must be a very sturdy patriot if he will save 118 energeti. 
cally £or the state as he will £or his children. and in a minor degree 
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for his kindred. If the state discouraged saving by taking an over 
heavy toll on inheritances, I conclude that the worst -forms of un
productive consumption would be increasingly exhibited. At present 
they are reprobated. That action of the state would commend 
them. It is round impossible to forbid these forms of waste, ex
cept when they are entirely noxious, but I should think that the 
possessor of wealth would prefer his own waste to the wast. of the 
state, and the disposition of what he has saved for hi. own wants, 
real or artificial, to the involuntary disposition of his property by 
the central authority. I do not dwell on the moral question, of 
how important it is for the state to encourage family duty, and an 
adequate provision for one's own, though I could conceive no more 
mortal wound being given to parental feeling, than the instruction 
aft'OI'ded to parents, by the utterance of the law, that the moral 
obligations of parente to children is, by political ethics, limited to 
the few shillings a week awarded by a bench of magistrates for the 
maintenance of an illegitimate child. But when political economy 
becomes metaphysical, it may lead one on to anything. 

There is an objection ~o the taxation of the inheritance of 
personal property of a very selious kind. It is that it is one law for 
the rich and another for the poor; the inveterate and inexcusable 
,ice of levying a tax which wealthy men may evade and pooter men 
must submit to. It is easy for a man with a large amount of 
personal property to make a dtmalio inte.. .ivo.. It is a very 
common thing for him to do so. I -have known good men, who 
would not consciously defraud anyone, who haTe told me that they 
have provided largely for their children during their lifetime out of 
their abundance; and when I have rejoined, .. Then you avoid the 
probate and legacy duties? " they answer with the full conviction 
that the reply i. complete, .. But the law allows me to do so." But 
I hold that what the law doe. not allow you or me to do, but 
allows a richer man than you or me to do, is a priLiwgium and 
ip.o facto to be condemned. Most of us, unlike King Lear, cannot 
give everything, for as we get older, the first BDd fundamental. 
motive for saving becomes more apparent to us. Now I do not doubt 
that the landowners in Pitt's time foresaw this adVlUltage of the 
rich owners of personal property. Their lands were visible; under 
settlements and entails, inalienable. They would certainly be 
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caught, and the net was spread in vain in sight of tbe bird. Th.~ 
were told wbat wonld bappen. One of the peers, who had aceumu1 
lated a large pereonal estate in the exercise of .. profe.sion which 
produces peers regularly, declared that he wonld never pay th. 
legacy duty. When age came on, he ga.ve all his personal estate tel 
his eldest eon, reserving to bimself a life interest in the wbole. 
The son became a lunatic, and died. The bereaved {ather had td 
pay probate, legacy, and intestate duty on his own property, and 
died shortly afterwards of the double grief. Then the estate pai~ 
legacy duty aga.in. I 

H Pitt's finance was bad, that of his successors was worse. Hili 
efforts, well meant I do not doubt, were full of misery for the poor, 
They wore him out, and he died mo", daluT/U prog."f.nn .nli",ior,",~ 
After .. short interval, he was succeeded by Perceval, Perceval by 
Vansittart, perhaps with tbe exception of Dashwood, Bixty yell'S 
before, the most incompetent Chancellor of the Exchequer who 
ever did mischief. Robinson and Huskiseon were incomparably 
superior to him, and gradually sounder principle. of finance at last 
prevailed. Parlirunentary reforms c"",e, and for nine years the 
Whigs were in office. They were not successful in finance. Their 
fiscal policy led to tbeir downfall in 1841, and a new departure 
begau'With Sir Robert Peel. 

Now in 1830, Sir Henry Parnell, afterwards Lord Congleton, an 
Anglo-Irishman of distinguished Parliamentary descent, for he was 
son to the last Speaker of the Irish House of Commons, put oul a 
very significant treatise on Financial Reform, thi. treatise. in fact, 
being a aeries of experiences which he had arrived at as Chairman 
of the Finan~e Committee of the House or Commons. He wished 
to repeal all taxes on raw materials, taking the words in lheir 
popular meaning, all taxes in which excise regulations interfered 
with the course of In&nufaclure, and to rednce the tamtino of spirits 
and tobacco so as to obviate smuggling. In order to fill up tbe 
deficit created by these necessary reforma in the llseal system of tbe 
country, he suggested that an income and properly tax sbonld be 
impoaed. 

The income tax was imposed by Pitt at tbe period of bis greatest 
trouble in 1799, at 10 per cent. This lull rate was payable only 
on incomes of £200 and npwards, was not taken at alllrom tbose 
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. under £60, and was differential between £200 and £60. After the 
p.""e of Amiens it was repealed, but reimposed when war broke 
out again, when it was divided into five schedules. It was payable 
on aJl income derived from property in Great Britain, whether the 
owner resided in the kingdom or not, and on all property yielding 
an income in Great Britai" or elsewhere. The tax yielded about 
six millions, and as I know from those who had to endure it, in 
addition to taxes upon every necessary or convenience of life, it 
was " very severe infliction. After 1815, the country insisted on its 
repeal, though Castlereagh implored Parliament not to tum its 
b""k upon itself, a gymnastic feat which one would think im-
possible. . 

When Peel came into office in September, 1841, there had been a 
succession of deficits. But there were about 1200 articles in the 
customs tariff, some of which yielded next to nothing, so thoroughly 
had past financiers racked the earth and its products for taxes. Peel 
took up Parnell'. idea, determined on reforming the tariff, and 
claimed as compensation for loss of revenue an incpme t&.x on the 
line. of the old tax of 7d. in the £ for four years. He made some 
important changes in the assessment. He allowed a total exemp· 
tion on incomes up to £150, and showed considerable favour to 
farmers in England and Scotland, reckoning the profits of the 
former "t one half, of the latter at one third the rent, a prodigious 
satire on the rack· rents of the time, aided as they were by the Com 
Laws. It is not easy to see in this exemption whether Peel 
intended to gratify his followers, to prepare the way for a repeal of 
the Com Laws, or to accentuate the severity of the rents then 
ordinarily payable, for it i. plain that a rent could not be equitable 
which in England was worth twice the maintenance and profits of 
the tenant, and in Scotland three times. 

The illcome tax of 1842, which has continued both in war and 
peace, long after the wisdom of Peel's financial policy has been 
demonstrated, was imposed in order to cover the risks of " financial 
experiment. As the facts turned out, there was no reality ill 
the risk. Industry, liberated from more than a thousand tram
mels, grew rapidly and successfully under the new system, 
large masses of the public debt were paid off, financial operations 
for the liquidation of the residue were' rendered possible, and one 
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must acknowledge also that expenditure greaUy increased. As ti~' 
went on, and the number of artioles visited with customs anil 
excise were reduced to not more than 1 per cent. of those ~ 
attacked when Peel first took the tariff in hand, the plea, of vert 
doubtful validity, was put forward, that the income tax was tilt 
equivalent for a much larger remission of taxation. Of course t~ 
statement is absolutely ina.ccurate, for the remissions in questio, 
affected all incomes, and especially those which weto earned in th, 
form of weekly wages; while the equivalent in the income tax w~ 
paid only by a limited class. Nor is the reasoning more vali,. 
which alleges that those who have an income above that level ar6 
better able to afford the tax than those who are below it. In ti,. 
first place, all wage incomes paid weekly or at short interval~ 
though in some skilled m-afts they are considerably above the limi~1 
are pructically exempt, if not legally; and in the next, the exigen, 
cies of certain callings demand outgoings from which the wage; 
earning classes are exempt. A man who earns his living by reason 
of his clerkly or intellectual or professional gifts cannot get it if hE 
is clad like an artisan, or is houaed like one, though he may be seri, 
onaly stinted in his household. The necessary outgoings of certain 
claases are a very considerable first charge on profe .. ional or quasi. 
professional incomes, and no imposer of taxes ooght to be able to 
force soch people to the manifestation of heroic poverty. 

It is imp088ible to dispute the intrillBic inequality and onfairnes. 
of Peer. income tax. It taxes precarions incomes at equal rate. 
with permanent ones. It is no answer to say, with Mr. lIiII, that 
the precariona income pays for a shorter time than the permanenl 
one does. For, first, the income tax alway. professes to be 8 

terminable expedient, and, I presume, the pledges of Par1iamcnt 
ought to go for something; and, next, the veriest tyro in analytical 
economics can see that in 8 precarious income capital and profit. 
are taxed, iJi a permanent one profits only. Indood, soseriOoM is this 
consideration, that one of the most inconvenient obstacles to the 
extinetion of debt through terminable annuities by those who could 
heat Ileal them, as, for example, life inBnrance olli ... and banks, io 
the obvious aetuarial faet, that a nmneriea1ly eqnal tax on permanenl 
and terminable incomes, is .. differential tax to the disadvantage oj 
the latter. Agsin, it taxes nneqnal oullay at eqU41 rates. Th. 
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winner of a professional income in a town; often in a particularly 
expensive district of a town, must needs make a greater outlay on 
an obvious necessary of life, his house-rent and its incidents, no part 
of which he is permitted to deduet from his earnings, than one 
who, having an independent income, can elect his own place of 
residence, and his own seale of expenditure. Again, thongh this is 
a more disputable point, the family charges of one man may be 
greatly in excess of those incurred by another. There are to be -
sure economists who are &0 alarmed at the Malthusian theory, that 
they seem to hold that tbe continuity of the human race demands 
an apology, that it is a misfortune, almost a crime. But taking 
the facts as they are, it caunot be doubted that a person who has 
to bear these charges is, from the taxpayer's point of view, worse 
off than the mau who is free from them, and therefore in an equal 
cbarge suffers more severely than his less burdened neighbour. Now 
it is no answer to say that tll.xation is inevitably unequal. This 
may be admitted, without one's conceding that a financier should 
select a tax which is sure to be more unequal than any other,.and to 
be at no pains whatever to deal with its schedules. Least of aU is 
it an answer to .ay, that the persons to whom I reCer, being per
mitted to make their own return, are enabled to rectify the inequa.li
ties of their lot. In'the first place, they do not alway. do so; in the 
next place, that law is to be condemned which cannot bejust, unless 
the object of it i., put in plain English, to commit a fraud in order 
to escape an injustice. 

Besides, it i. possible to transfer an income tax. A trader is 
pretty certain, in dealing with hi. customer., to'treat all his out
goings, house-rent, local taxation, his own necessary maintenance, 
the inevitable charges of his calling, as part of the cost of distributing 
the goode in which he deals. He has every motrve and every power, 
all traders equa.lly contributing the tax, to include income tax, and 
even the highest contingency of it, in the initial cost of his goods. 
He is practically paying a licensing duty, and he is impelled to 
exact that from his customers. This result, which is obvious to 
the analyst of trade profits, wal curiously illustrated by the argu
ments employed by a deputation of London traders, who some 
fifteen years ago waited on Mr. Lowe, then Chancellor of the 
Exchequer, to complain Qf the Co-operative Stores. They alleged 
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that they could not compete in cheapness against these stores, 
because the latter paid no income tax. This reasoning had no 
meaning if it had not been their practice to make their custome .. 
pay the income tax which was imposed on them a. traders, and Mr. 
Lowe admitted to me that it had no other. 

The latest finance, then, of the British Parliament has reduced 
taxable objects to a very few articles. It intends as far as 
possible and with considerable numerical success to distribute 
taxation in tolerably equal moieties between tboae who earn 1_ than 
£100 a year, and those who earn more than £100, and very in
genious and perfectly fair-minded analysts of taxation inform us 
that this result is obtained. The former are visited with the greak'1' 
part of the indirect taxation, with by far the most of the excises 
and customs still1evied, tmd with a small amount of the stamp and 
succession duties. The latter pay the income tax, the greater part 
of the succession and stamp duties, the assessed taxes, and much of 
such customs as are paid for those luxuries of foreign origin which 
can be purchased only by lairly 11'811 to do persons. Of course, 
even under these circumstances, the contribution ot the poorer 
classes will and must represent a greater .acrifice on their part. I 
cannot see how this can be avoided, unless indirect taxation is 
wholly remitted, and direct taxation substituted for it. But ouch 
a new arran.,uement would be wholly impossible and intolerable, 
unless a property tax were adopted in the place of an income tas, 
and the liability to this tax be put on all property alike. 

It is not easy to impoae a new las, and in the present eondition 
of public expenditnre, it is not easy to remit one. I do not diBewII 
whether the rejection of Yr. Childera' budget in 1885 was due to 
financial dislike merely. But it was a strong deterrent, and will 
probably remain a slrong one for some time, for the rejection of a 
budget is a disa"areeable ourprise to any financier. Nor can " be 
donbted thet the financial income of the U oiled Kingdom bas shown 
signs of inelaeticity in some of its most importaDt partienIa1'1l. Bot 
the general wisdom of our financial system is admitted by all whose 
opinion is worth anything, and any Aerious attempt to alter " would 
be met with opposition from many quarters where opposition might 
be unexpected, bot would be very decided. 



XXII. 

THE OBJECT AND CHARACTER OF LOCAL TAXATION IN 
ENGLAND. 

Central and: local g<YVernment-CfJ/U.8e. which lead to fed:eral .y.tems 
M dtiscOVIJ"age tllem-.America, France, Englana,..........Ancient local 
lio,bilin.. illustrated: by tM Tand:rid:ge rate-TM growth of local 
t=ation moaerll-TM poor .. ate-Tl ..... lief of aeBtilution jUBti· 
jiedr--T1Ui maintenance of roaa.-Mr. Go.cluJn'. Committee-The 
co81 of police, of priBon., hoBpitaZ,-Thc charge of natiollal 
education, of sanitary imyrOtJementB-LocaZ tkbt.-Moilsrn ea:
pedient.-Local tazaticn sub.idiBedr--TM motion of March 23, 
1886. 

ALL communities which have Im"ived at anything like political and 
social organization have experience of two forces, one of which 
draws them towards the central government, the other inclines 
them towards local administration. Constitutional antiquaries, who 
have searched into such evidence of the conduct of early societies 
as have survived, assure us that the latter preceded the former 
system, and we know that there has been an historical struggle on 
the part of the former to supersede or to control the latter. The 
motive of the former has been the reality or the pretence of the public 
safety, which could not, it was aUeged, be secUl'ed, unless the 
authority and completeness of local administration were circum· 
scribed. Dut the local administration, ha.ving aU the forces of 
tradition, and not a few of the conveniences of experience on its 
side, while admitting that the central government must be recog
nized and supported, insists that local autonomy provides a 
machinery of self-government which is certain to be respected, 
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which is more intelligent and acute than departmental &llmini.tra
tion could be, and can be worked with greater efficiency and 
economy. There are reasons in favour of centralization,- there are 
reasons for decentre.lization, and there is a sphere for the action of 
both. The question as to which ,kind of common action shall be 
referred to either function has been, and will remain, matter of 
debate. But in a decision on the question is involved the eettle
ment of the most elfeCtive and least harassing form of social 
government. I shall not be touching on political controversy 
when I state, as most of you are well aware, that the subject 
is occupying the serious attention of most English statesmen 
now, and that the controversies which have been made promi
nent in recent times, are likely, as time pas.es on, and experience 
becomes more and more a guide to action, to become les. personal 
and less bitter. • 

Events. which in the history of nations are so remote that they 
seem to be merely antiquarian. have had a great in6uence in 
inclining communities towards centralization, or towards federalif!DI 
nnder a central authority or parliament. ThUll in France, the 
initistive. even in matters of purely local bUllin ... , has been taken 
away from the local authority, and has been referred to the central 
government. In the "Gnited States, the doctrine that the state is 
still sovereign, and that the powers of the President, his Cabinet, 
the Senate, and the House of Representatives of Washington, 
though inalienable. are eircumecribed, is constitutional, and hall 
been recently re-affirmed. The doc-trine, it is true. 80ffered some 
severe shocka shortly after American independence was """"red, and 
when the great Chi! War waged a quarter of It century ago. On the 
other hand, thongh there was evidently a design on the part of 
those public men who guided the action of France in and alter 
1789, to foand a republic on the model of the American L oion. 
these persons repudiated the most characteristic part of the 
American system, the free bat permanent anion of a Dumber of 
independent states. Soon afterwards. federslism was denoooced lUI 

treason, and the suspicion of anT sympathy 'II'ith 8llCh a 1!OC-iIlI 
theory was in the high .... degree daogelOWl. Now theee differeneeB 
in the constitution of two eotnmooities were doe to historieaJ 
c&us<;s. 
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The American plantations were voluntary settlements, in the 
administration of which the English crown readily accorded a con· 
siderable amount of independence. Sometimes, as in the New 
England colonies, the adventurers consisted of a body of men 
flying from a distasteful religious organization, not to proclq,im 
toleration, but to construct as rigid and despotic a government as 
that which they sought to avoid. Some were conquests, as New 
York and New Jersey, easily acquired from- the original settlers, 
and easily relinquished by the countries which founded them. 
Most of them, however, were proprietary colonies, as Maryland, 
Pennsylvania, Virginia, and the Cardlinas, in which the representa· 
tives of the founders were the hereditary administrators of the 
plantation. In course of time, and after at least two abortive 
efforts, the proprietary rights were extinguished, generally by 
purchase, as the plantations came more and more under the 
mercantile regulations of Parliament, and, within certain limits, all 
became autonomous. These settlements, then, had no other 
experience than that of advantage in the' developm~nt of their 
automony, and when they combined together for a common 
purpose would naturally relinquish as little as possible of that 
independence, which to the popular mind marked the growth of 
their local liberties. It became necessary in the early history of 
the American Union to control these State Rights, in order to 
strengthen the Washington government, but the doctrine that the 
assooiation was voluntary remained, and formed the prhicipal 
justification of the Southern secession. At the present time, 
under well·defined and intelligible limits, the American state 
.administers its own affairs, has its own Governor, Senate, House 
Df Representatives, imposes and collects taxes by its own authority, 
and possesseR large powers of administration within its own area. 
In some particulars and these of awkward significance, the Supreme 
Court of the United States has declared that no centra.! authority 
can control a state, particularly in incurring state debts and 
repudiating 01' forcibly converting them. 

France, however, was slowly built up, partly by conquest, partly 
by the persistent assertion that the king was paramount over the 
numerous princes among whom France was partitioned. In the 
middle of the twelfth century, the authority of the French king 

82 
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over th1! great fiefs of Normandy, Guienne, and Toulouse was in the 
last degree shadowy. Our own Henry II. was the real ruler over 
the sea-board or France, from the mouth of the Seine to the 
Pyrenees, and the customs of this feudal kingdom recognized the 
right of the vassal to make war on his lord psramoont, at leas' till 
as late as the reigu or Saint Louis. The grandfather of this king 
challenged, with much astuteness, and on every opportunity, the 
exerci .. or this right. He stripped John of Normandy and 
Brittany, and probably if John's mother had not been alive, when 
his reputed offence had been committed, he would have aI,propriated 
Guienne. At the end of the 'Century he made 1lJI8 of the real or 
imputed heresies of Provence to establish his authority firmly 
in the south. But it must not be supposed that this policy was 
always readily submitted to. The ouly enemy which the French 
king seriously feared was the psrty or the great nobles, and those 
people were quite alive to the fact thld they were being sobdued in 
detail. Twice, by their open assistance, the English overran and 
nearly partitioned France. The struggles or the sixteenth century, 
between the French king, the Leaguers, and the Huguenots, were 
aristocratic revolts, following on the last attempt, by Charles the 
Bold, to dismember Eastern France. The effort after independence 
on the part of the nobles was continued till the war or the Fronde. 
Anything else, then, e:ocept deference and aobmissioo to the central 
authority, seemed by th1! e:lperience or !Illes to be an attempt to 
lessen the dignity, and to break up the. unity or the nation. It is 
not wonderful, then, that the very shadow or local independence was 
looked on with dismay and anger in France, and that even the 
republicans or 1789, with the ery or liberty, fraternity, and 
equality, ga ... e an e:oceedingly qualified meaning to this hi.toricai 
phrase. 

The social history or England has proceeded on lines midway to 
the state rights or the American republie, and the """"""ive 
centralization or the French monarchy. In early times the right or 
sel{·gowrnment appears to have been a1most complete in every 
village and town.. Ail a measure or police and publie saMy, the 
government or the Conquest undertook an in .. esti{,'Iltioo into ....... 
or homicide, and it would seem in this manner it quenched the 
emben or that guerilla warfare which plainly.)IDd to the in1inite 
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injury of the country. followed on the first victory of William the 
Norman. There were also severe forest laws, but these were, I 
believe, exceptionally directed against brigandage, though capable 
of being made exceedingly oppressive. Otherwise, however, justice 
appears to have been administered by the self· appointed or spon
tanecus police of the Lord's Court, and was, as I conclude, from read
ing many hundreds of early manor records, respected and eft'ective. 
Similar justice appears to have been administered in the towns, 
when they were not chartered, the pnncipal object of the charler 
being to bring about that the administration of the aft'airs of the
corporation should be conducted by elected magistrates. When the 
troubles with labour began after the Great Plague, the first remedy' 
applied was the.Lord's Court. But in this the presentment was bye 
a jury of the inhabitants, and it is not BUl'Prising that this ·should' 
have not been lound effective, considering that the jury was from 
the class whom the law was trying too coerce. The labour statutes 
were thenceforward administered by the justices of the peace, whose 
object it was to coerce the peasants. But I have pointed these 
facts out before. I refer to them now, only to Bhow how universal 
was the ancient English system of local self· government. 

Now we are told that hom the earliest date the resident English
man was1iable to thr .. local obligations-the defence of the realm 
incase of invasion (a liability well illustrated by the Assize of Arms), 
the repair of bridges, and the maintenance of roads. But it is 
singular that neither in the accounts which I have examined, and 
they are many thousands in number, nor in the record of the 
manor business. have I found any notice of .. charge imposed for 
the.. purposes. Roads there were in plenty. Bridges certainly 
existed. Now it is quite clear that the roads were good, lor many 
years ago, when I collected evidence as to the cost of carriage over 
known distances-and I may add, over roads now existing as well ~as 
then-I was extremely surprised at the rapidity and che&pness with 
which goods were conveyed, all things considerei. That the 
villager. repaired their own l'OadS is, I think. ob_ious; it was 
unquestionably. their interest to do BO. That tlie owners of 
scattered propertieB did so was' equally in tbeir interest,· It is 
wonderful to see how property even in the same parish or manor 
was scattered. It is equally wonderful to see howmonastio 
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property was scattered, and how rare it was that an estate was not 
loaded with some burden, which the piety or policy of the earlier 
owner had imposed on his heir, or his heir'. alienee. Nowevery. 
thing which diffuses property laden with these obligations sugge.t. 
the wisdom of keeping communications open. I am quite sure that 
roads in England were in far better repair in the time of Edward 
the Third than they were in the time of George III. I do not S8Y 

that the ancient roads were level, macadamized, and well metelled; 
but they are infinitely better than the turnpike roads of which 
Matt. Bramble, in Smollett's novel of .. Humphrey Clinker," com· 
plains 80 bitterly. My evidence, then, .... to local taxation for roads 
up to the sixteenth century is entirely negative. 

The first Ioeal charge which I am able to trace is that levied and 
distributed for the relief of the poor and other public purp"""". 
Now in the years 1541-1601 inclusive, twelve Acts of Parliament 
were passed for the relief of -the poor, the last being the famons 
stetnte 43 Eliz. cap. 2, the basis of Olll poor law system for 
more than two and a quarter centuries. We can read about these 
Acta in any of the two Collections of !;tatuteo at large, though .... 
regards one of these Collections, beginning with those printed by 
order of Henry VllI., it may be doobted whether there are more 
than two perfeet copies in existence, perhaps not even two. or 
their administration there is even less trace. llut I have been 
fortunate enough to find an original illustration of an assessment 
for the relief of tbe poor in a Sorrey parish, in 1600, i.e., under the 
Act 89 Eliz. cap. 8. The document is the original manuscript cif 
the committ.ee of parishioners, to use a modem phrase, who in this 
year were called upon to survey the parish, and to fix the contribu· 
tions of the occupiers to """eral object&-the relief of maimed 
soldiers, the hospital and prisons of Sorrey, the carriage of the 
Queen's househoid, espedally of coals, for the composition for pro
vision, for oata, kc., for the Queen's steble, for setting the poor to 
work, and for the relief of the poor. 

Tandridge is a Sorrey village on the Kentish border. The parish 
lies rawer high, and is of only average fertility. llewre the 
&formation it possessed a hospital. to which charity a good deal of 
the parish was annexed. This foundstion feU at the Dissolution 
into the hands of Mr. Fronde's patriot'king, •• indeed nearly every· 
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thing else fell, and was, it seems, paroelled out, among mimn-ous 
proprietors, probably to a great extent purohasera of the hospital 
lands, and, two generations before, its tenant. on benefioiallease •. I 
may mention that in the spring of 1600 wheat was 25s. 4d. a quarter, 
and malt 1.8s. 4d" and beef 2d. a pound. The maimed soldiel's were 
allowed 2d. a week, and the oharge on this account to the parish is 
to be 8., 8d. yearly, so that, the parish was expected to find this 
pension for fifty.two weeks in the year, Of ooarse this was not 
the whole of the soldier's pension. Double the sum i. paid for the 
prison. and hospit~L The residue of the rate is devoted to the other 
objeots, and yon will notice how nnmeroUB and how varied were the 
regular oharge. imposed on land in the last year of the sixteenth 
century, nnder the form of what we should call in modern phrase 
local taxation. You will also notice that the account gives no 
item for mending roada, but as the parish was oharged with .. pay· 
ment in lien of pUl'Veyance, and for oarriages, to the royal house
hold, no doubt in this case Greenwioh or Eltham, as the oase may 
be, the wisdom of keeping their roads in repair, as &r as the cnstom 
of the time demanded, must have been very apparent to the occn
piers of Tandridge. It appears from the acconnt that it cost 7s. 6d. 
to oonvey a load of ooals to the Court. The duty of the parish 
was probably completed by the oarriage of a single load. The fixed 
annual oharges of the parish were therefore 88s. 6d" and the rate 
at a penny an acre, amonnted to £9 12 .. 7d. The people of Tand
~dge therefore reokoned pn having to spend at least £7 19s. 1d. on 
the relief of the poor, and the overseer is instruoted to oolleot a 
second, or more rates as soon as he had only 20s. in hand. At a 
shilling a week for each destitute person, then, they reokoned that 
they had permanentiy three persons on their hands. Taking the 
land at Tandridge in 1600 as worth .. shilling an acre rent, and this 
is a full rent, the local rates in this Surrey parish at the end of the 
sixteenth oentury were at least 1 •. Sd. in the ponnd. 

By 22 Henry VIII. cap, 5, the jnstices in Quarter Sessions were 
made responsible for the repair of county bridge.. Now the 
Parlio.ment of 1529 Bat for six years. It began by attacking 
Wolsey, by taking cognizance of the abnses in the Chnroh, Bnd of 
Heury's divoroe. It passed .. vast amonnt of legislation, established 
the successiou, curbed the clergy, and suppressed the smaller monas-
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'eries. .M ·thi .. time· it became. it seems. neceBoary to find some 
ne .. machinery for keeping bridges in repair. a duty which I have 
no doubt had hitherto been practically fulfilled by the mon88tic 
bodies until the dissolution was in the air. Under this Act the 
magistrates in Quarter Sessions were empowere,l to levy. tax on an 
Ihe inhabitants. landowners or not. towards the repai .. of public 
bridges. In course of time the precepl of the justice. was made a 
valid order on the overseer. or receivers of poor rates. It appaa .. 
th,,1 this Act of Henry VIII. still constitutes the Jaw on county 
bridges. 

In course of time, two of the local liabilities. the composition for 
purveyance and the obligation to carry the foel _oary for the 
royal residence became obsolete; 88 did aJao the provision for tbe 
pensions of soldiers. while the liability' to maintain the poor. to 
repair the roads. and to pay a contribution to prisons and hospital ... 
remained obligations. During the seventeenth century the cost of 
maintaining the poor became " growing charge. the amowlt of 
which "88 very great in proportion to other liabilities. and far 
heavier in relation to the ordinary revenoe of the Crown than it 11'88 

in the ... orst and Iatesl ages of Ihe old Poor La.... In the latter part 
of Charles ll.'s reign it 11'88 returned at £665.862. according to 
Davenant. or mON than a third of the whole revenue in the time of 
~. It wonld seem. 88 this anthor mentions no deduction. from 
the poor rate for other local purposes. that the whole of thiB 
amount was expended for the relief. of the poor only. and for 
sueh other ancient incidents as ... ere impoeed on the occupancy Of 
land. 

The .w..eJopment of local taution iB very modern. It iB partly 
the out.eome of larger powers given to local anthoritw., partly to 
the spread of knowledge 88 to the Jaws of health. partly to tl.e 
-convenience which there iB in finding an _ for taution. Ihe 
habit of being taxed ... ith patience being fom.ed, partly to the oppor. 
tunity which the esisting sy8lem gives of imposing" eharge on one 
.pemm Ihe eifeeta of ... hich shaH be found beneficial by another 
person. It iB aleo a remarkable feature in modern local taution 
that the perBOD ... ho pays ""'bing. but makeo other people pay for 
him, _"y beeomeo the mouthpiece of th""" ... ho do pay •• wI 
by raisiDg the ory of pecnliar blU'dens on land. when t1 ..... burdens 
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are imposed Oli tne occupier, is enabled to appear as the enlighteued 
and patriotic advOcate of fiscal reform, when he knows that he is in 
Teslity engaged in-'8.Il -attempt to further burden those whose claims 
he so generously advocates. 
, ' -Whatever may b01!aid ofimpsci&l taxation, that which is -levied 
10r local purposes- is either the satisfaction of a duty or-a beneficial
_tlay; The invariable defence of the old Poor Law was that it was 
'" compensation foi-rights in the soil, commonable and other, of 
'Which the peasantrY were deprived under the numerous enclosure 
,Acts of the eighteenth and early part of- the nineteenth centuries . 
... WeadmK;v such People alleged," that the poor have from-time 
'immemorial had oommon of pasture in the open fields, and the 
unenclosed pas""'e; We allow -that when the enclosure Acts-were 
'passed, such- rights- were confiscated without compensation, for they 
alone shared in· the enclosed districts who had estates of inheritance 
-within the b'oundaries of the parish. But an adequate equivalent 
has been given. -The maintenance of those who have been dispos. 
sessed is a first charge on our estates, the new and the' old. We, 
mnst lose all our rents before the psor can want." And to do them 
,justice, many persons reasoned in this manner when the new Poor 
-Law was ventilated, and finally carried, even though the incidence 
'of tfte old 1Mv. -was found intolerably heavy, and in one- or two 
'unlucky parishes; -of which much was. made, the poor rats- had 
actually extinguished the rent. 
, A poer rate ,ill mevitably a rate in aid of wages.. Even when it is 
'refused bo-the able-bodied, who could hav/! made provision against 
'the ordinary risks of destitution, it is very difficult for any forethougbt 
'within- a working- man's opportunities to make provision against 
prolonged sickness, or, if he have wife and child dependent on him, 
-against the-risb-of accidental death. Nor does it seem to me pos
sible for 1Ul'0rdinory working man, subsisting entirely-on wages, and 
<having no- -income-yielding property on which to "ely, to provide 
-against old age; Now, unless wages can cover, in addition _to a 
-'deeent maintenance, the risks of sickness and the certsinty of in· 
-capacity, they must be supplemented by private or public charity, 
i. •• ; either -by alms or rates. Hence it seems obvious that they who 
-employ l .. bom-'With a view to profit,' and under my hypothesis get 
-this labour at less than the natural rate, should alone supplemenL 
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the deficiency of what tbey pay. In a rough way tbi. was tbe case 
when Elizabeth's statute was enacted. Almost all persons were at. 
once occupiers and owners, even in the towns. The parson, beside. 
being an owner 'of tithes in kind, the collection and preparation of 
which for market required labour, was also, nine case. out of teb, 
the cnItivator of his own glebe, nay, in not a rew benefices, h",1 
the whole of his endowment in land. Undoubtedly 'owing to an 
ancient belief that the tithe was originally cbarged witb tbe main· 
tenance of the poor, tbe parson was made liable to more tban big 
proper share olthe charge. Witb better, thougb not with sullicit'llt, 
reason, it was alleged tbat the source of bis tithe was tbe pro
duct of human labour, and sbonId be charged with the suetensnee 
of those whose toil had produced it. This argument became more 
substantial when the tithe became more and more a toll on tbe 
husbandman's skill, even to a greater extent than the landowner'. 
rent, for the rent was exigible only wben the skill was diffused, 
the tithe while the skill remained the peculiar prOferty of the 
cnItivator. 

Bnt the levy of the poor rate on those who do not employ 
labour with a view to profit, as agriculturista and mannfacturers do, 
ar derive no advantage from the density of popnlation, in eon
sequence of the competition for building sites, as landowners 
do in towns, is in no case defensible, except on the plea of 
usage. It is true that most persons who pay notable sums for 
poor rates are the employers of domestic servants, taken almost 
entirely from the class wbich is likely to require parochial relief. 
Bnt the wages of such persons are constantly eqnal in private 
fa.miliea, their board included, to the whole earnings of lobe agricul
tural labourer for himself and family, and, I believe, form indirecily 
not a little of the means by which such familiea are IIl8iJ{tained; for 
domestic servants, especislly women, are pecn1iarly open to Ihe 
claims of their near relation.. Treated then on economical grounds, 
there is no justification for the present distn1mtion of Ibe poor rate. 
They ..-ho are not, on these grounds, naturally bound to pay, in 
consequence of having entered into definite profit and loss arrange
ment with those who labour, and are thereupon economicaJly liable 
for all the charges ..-hich are essential to their doe and -continuous 
labour, do pay, while those who enter into such relations, and 
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from my analysis should pay, are l'TO t,mto relieved of their 
liabilities. 

I have taken the most disputable case first, for I am far from 
admitting that the relief of the poor from destitution is It liability 
which is merely to be measured by economical considerations and by 
eConomical duties. They ought to be stated. But I am prepared 
to admit that there are duties which are higher and more stringent 
than those which an economist allows. I may allege that no man 
has a right to have his want supplemented out of my abundance; 
but I may alao, with perfect consistency, allege that it is my duty 
to supplement it. For our duties are not to be measured by other 
people's rights. They are much wider and much more personal, as 
the better mstinets of every man teach him. It is, I think, unfor
tunate that Mr. Mill has based the obligation of maintaining desti
tution on the ground that the unfortunate object of publio charity 
is not responsible for his own existence. The person who is 
~onstrained by law to support him may retort with perfect justice 
and absolute cogenoy, that he is not responsible either. It is, in 
my opinion, infinitely better and more logical to base the obligation 
on the general claims of humanity, on the mischievous effect induced 
on the individual man when he sees unrelieved destitution, and on 
the sentiment, if you will, which urges people to believe that 
necessary as legal relief may be, it is better if possible, except to 
the utterly undeserving, that private benevolence, or if the cause be 
preventible, legal action, ahould obviate as far as possible the 
nece,sity of applying for that legal relief. For destitution may b. 
caused by law, and therefore may be, I will not say remedied by 
law, for effects in the social system endure after causes have ceased, 
but repressed or obviated at its future origin. But I fear that I am 
quitting the range of economical reasoning, and intruding into the 
wider and more suggestive field of morals. My excuse must be 
twofold-first, that one may occasionally soften the .tem inferences 
of the economist; next, that I may point out to you that not every 
social fact is capable of a complete exposition on economical 
principles. 

The poor rate used to bear the expense of roaa. and prisons, and, 
in so far as the duty was not satisfied by compulsory sernce, of 
police. The roods, to be sure, since 1779, were on the whole 
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maintained by toll. levied on passing vehicles, considerable excep
tions being made in the case of agricnltuml carriages. It must be 
allowed that some thirty years before new methods of locomotion 
were invented or applied, the trustees of tbese road., animated no 
doubt by motives of enlightened self·interest, mended them decently. 
For some time, howe ... r, after the Act of 1778 (you may find it In 
the literature of the time) the permission to levy tolls 11'88 not 
made tbe ground for repairing the roads, but {or aving the rate. 
The stage coach of tbe eighteenth centnry paidhea.,. tolls, of 
course taken out of the passengers' fares, and was not infrequently 
stranded in a slough. There is .. story, perhaps .. leh",nd, that at 
the end of the last century the Oxford coacb going to London, 
and not over-laden with University professors, '11'88 absorbed in some 

Serbonian bog on the old eastward road over Shotover. Yon have 
heard of the echow of Queen's, who choked the Shotover boar that 
charged him with his Aristotle, and brought his head, no doubt, to 
the Christm88 festivities of that college of the plural Queens. NOB 
~ft:7UQrW'" Utu, """ tali auzilio must have been, if the story is tme, 
the despairing cry of those engnIfed passengers. The story may 
not have been true, but it must have been pooeib\e. 

Now, it seems to me inevitable that .. landowner should pa,. {or 
the creation and maintenance of roads to hi. estate. I dare sa,. 
they are ancient. I witnessed what I have nO !Ioubt i. the history 
of many an English road in m,. experiences in the Rocky 
Mountains, e:lperienees which I do not donbt were recognized nine· 
teen or twenty centuries ago in oor own country. Tbe first track 
is that of wild anima\s migrating for early pastures, and I ma,. .... y 
that I know DO eonntry in the worH in which a few milea of nortb 
and south latitude IIUIke 80 remarkab\e a difference of late and 
early growth aa is seen in the British Is\anda. The oeeond traek is 
that of the savage, ... ho utilizes the instinct, if '11'8 can use this .. ord 
in these Darwinisn day&, or limited IngieaI facnlties of the brute. 
The third is the more or lees ciYiliud man, who, in the (" ruted 
States, adopts the track of the bison, and the treiI of the Bed lodian 
for high-road or milway. We maybe pretty lJOl'e that moR of the 
English roads have aa jgnob1e an origiD..88 that of the Americao,
that the ~ ~ taught the anci~t Briton, ilIat the aDCient 
Briton could not conceal his secret from ~ Boman, and that Seson, 
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Dane, and Norman were the inheritors of this traditional knowledge. 
Depend upon it, the new roads, other than those of towns made 
from place to place in" England, during the last two ceuturies, are 
not more than 1 per cent. of the existing roads, roads which date 
from 'the days of sa"vage occupancy: And if one deducts disused 
roads from the total, I have my own opinion that 1 per cent. is 
.. very liberal estimate. Of course the" various settlers, immigrants, 
freebooters, brigands, the aggregate of whom is implied by J uvenal 
ill Iris word of three letters, settled in the neighbourhood of these 
primeva.! roads. Show me a Roman villa, and I am sure that a 
Roman road will be found near it. We are, some of us at least, the 
heirs of a multitudinous experience. 

Now, in 1778, the English landowners in PILrliament, as is 
natural, seeing that they" were" dominant, thrust the cost of main. 
taining those toads, the existence of which was essential to their 
rent, and the due repair of which was" nearly as essential; on those 
to whom the repair of the roads was even more important than its 
existence, by the "machinery of turnpike tolls. For a long time they 
~,'ot the tolls, exempting themselves and their tenants from them, 
and did not repair the roads. But as stage coaches increased, it 
was seen that the fruitful" contingency of tolls" depended on 
adequate repair ; and in s6me cases, even on a few miles of new 
road, cutting through hills and bridging over low.lying land. 
Some specimens of this later engineering may be seen on the west 
and south roads leading out of this eity, and a little on the "easb. 
The two north roads, I venture on asserting, are as old as the days of 
the ancient Britons. The money for restoring, and in certain cases 
for improving, these communications came from private subscribers; 
1lJld tlfty years ago, a turnpike trust, though its duration was very 
properly limited, beco.use it was really the restraint of a public 
right, wa.. supposed to be an excellent investment. :In course "of 
time the receipts from the tolls fell off, for a more rapid and cheaper 
means of transit was disoovered and gradually extended. The trusts 
were renewed after the term was e"pired, but in vain ; for it was 
Jina.Jly discovered that the tolls payable did not covel' the cost of 
collection. There was nothing to b. done but to refuse to renew 
the trusts,to" secularize thE! toll.houses, and to leave the landowners, 
.. s was the case before 1778, to mend the roads which had now 
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become in the main their interest only. In less than a centory 
the ancient obligation on themselves, which they had striven to 
shift, and with BOcce .. on tIiemail coachesandtradewaggoDR.re. 
verted to their own shoulders, and again became a charge on land 
or on occupancy. They had learned how important an aid 'to the 
rent of land is cheap and convenient transit. Hitherto they had 
got it at other folks' cost. Now they had to provide it at their own. 
The situation, as the landowners encouraged branch railway., 
became worse and worse, for though the roads were not uoed by the 
carts and coaches, and therefore presumably lasted the longer, tbe 
contributions to the charges gradually disappeared. It became 
necessary, either to pay for the maintenance themselves, or through 
the tenants, or to let the roade get out of repair, or to find some 
other source by which to secure a good road, and aave their own 
charges. They hoped for a time that a renewal of the tru.i.. would 
prove efficacious, and when they were disal'P"inted in tllis, they re· 
viewed their opportunities, 

Now about twenty years ago, a Committee of the Hou ... of Com· 
mons, of which Mr. Goschen was cbairman, was nominated for the 
purpose of investigating the amount, the incidence, and the equitable 
distribution of local taxation. The committee was, as ll8na\, taken 
from the two traditional parties in equal moieties, e:wept that it had 
a bare majority on the side of the existing government, a role 
which is observed in the HoDl!e of Commons and, perhaps, explains 
the singular wort\dessness of nearly all reports made by select com· 
mittees. The committee took evidence as usual, and dirided on .. 
report, drawn up as usual by the chairman. Half the committee 
voted in favour of the chairman's report, half against i~, and the 
report was carried, as usual. by the chairman'. casting vote. I may 
observe that in recent time. the HODI!e of Commons on matters of 
high public interest steadily stultifies itself in this absurd fashion. 
In consequence, as I have been constantly constrained to state in 
the HoDl!e, the evidence taken by the committee is almost invari· 
ably of far higher value than the report issoed, which purports to be 
an adjudieation on the evidence. It is need\ess to say that a report 
carried by the casting vote of a chairman is of no practical force. 
Mr. Goschen had nothing left for him but to issoe a .. olome of hi. 
own on the subject, in whieh the whole matter 11'&8 stated with 
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great clearness, and the principles which should determine the dis
tribution of such taxation were, from Mr. Goschen's point of view, 
advocated with great cogency. He advised, in brief, that such tax
ation should be divided between owner and occupier in equal 
moieties, as is done ill Scotland and generally in Ireland, though in 
the latter country what is called county cess is imposed on occu
piers oDIy. I shall point out later on what was the effect of Mr. 
Goschen's publication. 

Up to comparatively recent times, the maintenance of the peace 
in town and country was imposed upon the inhabitants in tums, the 
office of constable being Qne whieh an inhabitant could not decline. 
Even in the city of London, there were constables appointed in 
every ward. But in course of time, it was seen that it was im
possible to rely on these gratuitous services. A detective force had 
to be established in London. Then a regular police was instituted 
by Sir R. Peel, and put under the Home Office, when its duties 
were outside the city. Very soon the system of the London police 
was extended to other la.rge towns, and finally the constable of the 
village or hundred WAS superseded by a county police, and paid ser
vice substituted for a quasi-voluntary one. The ancient constable, 
an institution alleged to be coeval with the common law and in 
activity within my own memory, is now as obsolete as the court leet, 
by which he was originally appointed, and whose officer he was. 

Now the m8.intenance of the peace and the arrest of offenders, 
a duty still imposed in theory on all persons,apa.rt fro1".the fOl'lll 
of the special constable'. oath, is every one's interest, and if it be 
delegated its cost should be defrayed by the contributions of all who 
have the benefit of such servioes, On no pretext whatever should 
this charge be defrayed by the owners of lana, or by ocoupiers 
Whose liabilities are measured by the use of agricultural land. It 
is entirely unfair that a farmer of 500 acres should pay this ta" on 
his holding. It is true that his property is in the open, and is 
exposed to marauuers. But it is quite possible that another 
inhabitant of the same pa.rish may have as much property in his 
house as the farmer has on his land, and not be liable to a tenth of 
his payment. •. He may have, as I .hall show hereafter, much 
more than the farmer has, and not be rated at near the swn. 
Plaiuly the poEce rate should be defrayed by the occupier, and the 
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most equitable way in which it should be defrayed is by a house 
tax. estimated on the building value of the house. If a man 
chooses to live in a house which would cost and di'd cost half a 
million to build. he should pay on that half million for protection 
and not on a nominal SUlD. The maintenance of the poor then. in 
equity. should be a charge on the employers of labour; the main· 
tenance of roads, by the same equity. should be defrayed at the COIIt 
of those who own landed property. The maintenance of the peace 
should be a charge on occupation. and should be calculated on the 
coat which the occupier is put to in building the house in which he 
thinks proper to live. 

But I am far from having exhausted the charges which are 
ineluded under the general head of local taxation. chargetl which 
are rapidly becoming a tax. the aggregate amount of which is con· 
siderably in excess of the whole cost of government. exclusive of 
interest on the debt. sixty years ago, chargetl which if continued at 
the same rate bid fair to rival. at no remote period, the imperial 
expenditure. Much of the outlay is, I allow. immediately or 
indirectly beneficial, but unfortunately they who incur the coot are 
very frequently, I may say generally, not the persons who obtain 
the benefit. On the contrary. the benefit which they pay for 
supplying is, inevitably and in the nature of things. the basis of a 
further charge on themselves. In brief, they improve another 
man's estate, and are called upon to pay a subsequent SUlD on the 
improvements which they bave effected at their own cost. Sucb .. 
result must ensue by basing all 10cal taxation on occupsucy. 

One ancient tax, contributed by all occupiers and occupying 
owners, BB I bave shown you in ID7 analysis of the Tandridge rate. 
is the charge for maintaining prisons and hospitals. Now the 
detention and punishment of criminals is part of the inaehinery of 
police. 50, though in a leas obvious manner. is the case of lunatietl. 
The lunatic is kept in cnstody because be bBB either .,...",rutted a 
erirnina1 offenee or is judged likely to commit one. Now tbe cbarge 
of his maintenance and cnstody should be defrayed. BB the police 
rate should be defrayed, by the contributions of all OCCDpie .... and 
this because the liberty of such persons is a danger to secure 
occupant.,.. Besides. it is a matter of local interest that the causes 
of exeeasive Joca1 erime or exeeasive Joca1 lunacy sbould be studied. 
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and if possible remedied, under the stiniulus "of: having to pay 
exceptionally and sensibly for the local evil. 

Recently, the state has wisely determiued to insist on the com· 
pulsory education of all classes. It is seen- that 'an· uneducated
people is handicapped in the industrial competition- with educated
nations, and however much people may declaim s,,"8.inst competition
within the limits of anyone particular community, it is plain that 
no law can prevent its operation, and that in all its force iu th .. 
iudustrial relations of any two communities or more, and that 
consequently iudustrial ignorance, however caused (and a highly
educated nation can be rendered iudustrially ignorant by protective 
laws) is a bar to economical progress and industrial competition. 
Now for reasons already stated, this charge should be .. national
one, for the primary education of the young does not, by the very 
terms of the hypothesis, benefit the individual nearly .... much as' 
it does the Btate. It might be paid entirely by tbe state. It, 
assuredly should not be paid. by the magnitude of the occupancy. 
It would be much better paid, as it is iu the United States, by a. 
house or property (not iucome) tax, and the control of it should be
ill the hands of local committees, instead of beiug based on foolish. 
fralltic, and mischievous examinations. 

But by far tl,e most formidable, and on the whole least defensible, 
forms of local taxation remain. The researches of modem science 
have shown that tbe health of a community must be considered iu 
the supply of pure water, and iu the adequate elimiuation by sewage 
works of unwholesome and dangerous matter; A district should' 
not be declared habitable, or allowed to be ocoupied with houses, iu 
which pure water is not forthcoming, and dirt is not effectually 
removed. Under the Bame rule overcrowding should· not be per
mitted, the building of unwholesome houses shollid be forbidden, 
and in general, the publio health shoDld be consulted. But tbe' 
restraint 0\ overcrowding and wh&t is called jerry building, a term 
I believe imported from the other side of the Atlltlltio, is, like the 
iuspection of food, It matter of police, and should be defrayed as 
other police liabilities should be. 

But the supply ot water and the removal of sewage are, or 
ought to be, permanent charges on the owner of habitable land. By 
the laws of sanitary soience, Itlld, what is more important, for the' 
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purposes of economical inquiry, building land is or sbould be of no 
more value than ordinary agricultural land, if these condition. Bre 
not complied with. It was from iguorance only that they were not 
made obligatory by early English law. In the city oC London the 
Bupply of water reputed to be pure was imposed on tbe :civic 
authorities, and assistance was accorded to them for the porpose, 
The city estate, which lies west oC St. James' Street, was granted 
to the Corporation in early times, in order that it shoold contBin 
reservoirs for the City supply of water, the strealD8 formerly otilized 
for the porpose at Paddington being now diverted into the Harpen. 
tine. In eqoity then, and on economical groonds, the lupply of 
pure water and the removal of sewage matter shouM be a cbarge 
On building land, 

The greater part oC the local debt, which now figure. as 00 

serious an item in local budgets is doe to the .. permanent improve
ments. In most cases the debt is terminable, that is, tLe occupiers 
are constrained to payoff principal and interest, and as I have 
Bta.ted, are engaged in henefiting an estate, the owners of whicb 
can and will make them pay interest on the improvement which 
they ha .. effected at their own cost. The Bame reasoning applies 
to workhouses, to prisons, to coonty halls, and a host of other 
permanent structures created oot of tl,e occopier's money for the 
landowner's benefit. It is not easy to conceive a system which 
more completely offends against e"ery canon of economical eqoity. 
If </btlay is beneficial. immediately or indirectly, it ooght to be 
defrayed by those who secore the benefit. 

Bot this is not all. The property which is liable to .. rate is 
assessed by the local authorities eit.her in person or hy deputies. 
Bot there is an appeal from the jud/,'ment of the aSWlllOl' to 
Quarter Sessions. The rating Act oC William IV. hids tl .. court 
of Appeal take into account the fair Mting valoe of pnmiaes, a 
direction which is entire!y equitable ill nearly all ca."".. Bot it 
is not equitable in the very clas.. of cases, in wLich the justicetl 
in Quarter Sessions are generally interested, viz., their own bOl1f!«l. 
They ha,'e thereCore interpretell the clanse greatly in their own 
favour, and county mansions, howe\"er costI) thtu coru!trut-tion, 
are ,rated at nominal BWD3, on the plea tbat their lelling value ill 
an nnknown qnantity. The Qru:ru:r & ... ions .hrinks from the 
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logical conclusion of its own premises, which should be that they 
must not be rated at all, and attempts a compromise. There ie 
nothing, I believe; which has excited more universal condemnation 
than this evasion of an obvious duty. There ie no practice more 
dangerous, for the most powerful stimulant to socialism, is the 
conviction that the forces of government are perverted to the 
ioterests of a particular class. When my friend Lord Wemys. 
declaims agaiost sociaJism at St. Stephen's io the Lords, it is only 
wise to trace the circumstances to which this movement which he 
stigmatise. owes its origin. In England socialist opioions are 
expressions of discontent at existiog and iodefensible practices, 
not an organization directed agaiost the very foundations of 
economical progress. 

Two l11lLllitestations have lately been made, indirectly attacking 
the existing system of local taxation io England. .. One of these is the 
enfranchisement of· leaseholds by a compulsory process, the other 
is the special taxation of ground rents. The first is iotended, it 

'seems, to obviate the consequences which ensue from the artificial 
preservation of family interest. under the forms of a settlement 
of land, the second is an assault on the principle which levies aJl 
local taxation on the occupier. Now nothiog excuse.- the former, 
except it be that it purports to supply a remedy for an existing 
practice which is believed to be mischievous, unless it also urge. 
that io a densely peopled country, everythiog which distributes real 
estate is to be commended;everything which accumulates it is fo be 
discouraged. It is, however, open to some doubt whether the 
strict enforcement of sanitary conditions is not a better remedy 
agaiost the owners of house property and bniIdiog land, than com
pulsory sale as a remedy agaiost accumulation. In the United 
States such accumulation is not only discouraged by public opioion, 
but by the more arastic effect of levyiog local taxation to the full 
On all lands and tenements, whether void or occupied, and by 
puttiog this taxation entirely on the owner. But the cQndition of 
workmen's houses io the States, to judge from the latest report in the 
State of Pennsylvania, is worse than io any civilized country, and the 
renta are enormous, • Of course, there is much which is exceptional 
in the .fiscal system: of Americ.. to account for this, but it also 
implies that l'acilities for acquiring ownership, undoubtedly 

88 
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IN ....... in. <the States. do not inevitably leOO to beneficial 
'l'esolts. 
,. The special taxation of ground rents. except as a remedy to the 
cnnf&imeea of levying local taxation ,on occopiers only. and 88 part 
of the theory of progressive taxation. a very agreeable topic in the 
~nomicaJ. analysis of nnance. is an attempt to 10\'1 a .peeial tex 
.,n .. special kind of fertility. Fertility. among political economisis. 
represent. those ~xceptional advantages which particola.r pieces of 
IDoo""",baaring land po.sesa, by reason of their yielding a la.rger 
... tnm to the posseesor than other pieces do. In groond rents 
,thi. is. proximity to the market. The ground rent of a plot in 
.the city of London is exceptionally high, because the oocopatioa 
of it gives exceptional advantag.. for carryiog on a profitable 
business. . It may be just awl prudent. as lIr. Mill alleged. to levy 
special-i'''''' on accidentel fertilitYI i. •.• loch fertility ... is in no 
&ense the creation ot the owne", and is doe to .the recognition by 
.,there -'If the exceptional advantages which the site yields. But 
.to he.just. the same liability should b. extended to every kind of 
exceptional and spontaneous. advantage, and .in the analyBis .t 
.ecooomical fertility. it is by no means .... y to determine what is 
spontaneous and what is eonacionsly a.cquired, even in the polio 

seasion of land. Purchasers may. by reason of their own acntene .... 
anticipate the preasure of demand, and snbaeqoently atimol&te it. 
Are they to be exceptionally taxed because they have been .'" 
eeptioually &COte or farseeing ? 

.After the publication of Mr. Goschen·. work. in which the 
author adv.oeated the eqnal partition of local taxation between 
owner and occupi~. the 1andowners.in Parliament became alarmed. 
It is constant1y alleged that the payment of local taxes by oceupiers 
ia merely an indirect payuwnt by OWDere, and that if the owuer 
paid them in the beginning. the tetuom would pay them in the end. 
But this contention prov.. too mneh. . H u he true. no banD 
would acme to the owner if he did pay them in the beginning, 
.. rev~ of practiee to which 0WDenJ .how , very rationa1 re
~. Besidiis, if Parliament transfers any tax from owner 
or _pier to the consolidated fund, it is inevitable that pro kmIn, 

a pre&eDi is. made to the owner out of the pnblie ~ and no 
boom whatever.ia bestowed on the _pier by aueh a lightening of 
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local t~xatl0n, fot"the hypothesis is thllt' fIh,d&ndli\'l!let' -can MIa 
will exact all the remission' in an inoreased tent. . But 'Such 
reasoning implies that the landowner hall a power of "enhancing 
the rent 'at hit! 'pleallt1te, II> position which,1f it were e.ffirmed and 
believed. ,would: be . a.tIi tmaiIlSWembleargument' for ; regulllting ·all 
rents, howe.-er voluntary"m, appearance. by the' mate. l '1n 'met, he 
has no' such· power, as recent· experience' ,is proving,' ill th<!'deelinS'1 
not oC a.grieultuml rente oul,..; but 'in the . slower · .... duction ,of ·hotise 
tents. The .... lue of building Bites; -and of houses erected O1I'them', 
is determined by the- ordina:ry laws of value.' It is' subjective, i.e.; 
it lies in tho discretion'~' the occupying applicanit, not objective; 
t .• :; in' the'will'of the"consenting 1lwner, uuless,'of ·cours ... , 'the 
state awts him to' some extent in fixing a monopoly price. 

The parliaments of 1868 and 1874 'began the transference"'of 
considerable masses of local taxation from' bhe occupier to the 
consolidated fund. All the charges of prisons were ·tr&nsferred in 
this way,. all the charges' oC luna:cy:' and a notable' amonnt of the 
charges <Inroads. These were ancient liabilities On" lanil;anil'OJi 
the profit of its use, Since, the date at which ihm"praetieal 
&nswer to Mr .. Gosehen's" 'SUggestion WBS thade; no'new' tax' of 
8 substantial kind 'has beeu imposed; some'ha",,'been reduced; 
and very urgent demands 'in' the' interest of man'tl1'acturers have 
been put forward, especially for ·the rednction: or l!.bolitlou of ·the 
taxes on gold ami silver plate, and ou the' use "of 'carriages, taxes 
alleged to be exceedingly injurious to two British manuCactures; I 
h .... e already reCerred to the budget of'1885 and its failnre. As a. 
consequence, these remissions have been made entirely at the cost 
.,C those who pay income tax; and wheu I investigated the subject, 
and based a motion in the House of Commons on it near two years 
ago, I fouod that half the income tax had become" subvention to 
local taxation, .. nd, according to the ordinary interpretation, to 
landowners, in relieC of traditional cha.rges. 

Some of the burden of loeal taxation, indeed of any taxation, 
must rest on the person who first p .. ys it. This is, I believe, the 
case e .. en in those excise and customs duties which, on the theory 
.,f finance, are transCerred from dealers to customers. I do not 
otherwise understand the unanimously expressed grieVlmce of the 
tobacco dealers .. t Sir Stafford Northcote's increased tobacco tax in 
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1878. since remitted, or the equally unanimous anticipation of what 
the effect of the increased beer tax in the budget of 1885 would be 
on the profits of brewers. The power of transferring a tax is one of 
degree. It is greatest when the person who primarily pays it ba_ 
his calling on forther relations with a body of consumers, and this 
quite apart from the check to business which increased taxation hall 
a tendency to produce. It is least when the person who pays it. 
first has no further relation with costomer and consumer, and 
therefore has his power of tranemission hindered ab initio. And so 
I conclude that, if a moiety of local taxation were paid by the 
owner, and the other moiety by the occupier, on the principle laid 
down by Mr. Goschen, the former would almost certainly be dis· 
abled from transferring his tax, and the latter would not. be much 
affected in all new transactions. 

With these views, and on these grounds, I made my motion in the 
House of Commons on March 23, 1886, when I proposed that for the 
future local taxation should, as in Scotland and Ireland, be divided 
into moieties, of which the owner should contribute one part, the 
occopier another, power being given to the occupier to deduct the 
owner's moiety from his rent. This motion I carried by a'majority 
of forty, after a prolonged debate. In less than three months, the 
decision of the House of Commons was followed by a political 
cataclysm. -But I have no doubt as to what the solution of the 
question will hereafter be, and that the precedent of 1886 will be 
followed in the settlement of a system which is still exciting 
increasingly grave discontents. 



xxm. 

THE POLICY OF GOVERNMENT IN UNDERTAKING SERVICE 
AND SUPPLY. 

The tendency of gO<!emmont to e.,tend it. functionB, and it. mou" .. -
TIUJ economi.t a,nd, tM politicianr-TM Po.t Offiee tlnd it.mana,ge
ment-TM p1WeJ.a.. of tM telegraphB-JealoU8?/ at tn.. fvnctionB 
of gO<!ernment-Tn.. cOnBtruction of rai/;wOlfJ' in Englanit-TI •• 
United State, and tn.. European conti,.."t-Argument. for and 
again.t th,eir acquiBitw.. by tn.. .tate-Mr. Mill' •• el..,,,,, for 
makirg tM .tate a unwer.al tandlorit-Tn.. practice of Parliament 
in making pw1'chase. or .anctioning them-G01J6T'1IRM1It as a pro
ducer-DocInJardr-Tn.. defence of tn.. .y.temr-Tn.. fraua. of 
oonwactor.-Precautions against them. 

THERE is always a disposition on the part of governments to aJIege 
that the Administration can carry out the business of private life 
and private action better than individuals can. I have illustrated 
to some extent this habit of mind on the part of more or less 
permanent ofliciaJs in my lecture on the limits of laiaBu falr •• 
I have given some aecount of the facts which bring about or justify 
this tendency in the last lecture on the crigin and development of 
local ta.ation. Now the general inclination of governments to 
undertake such functions is partly due to fear, partly to conceit. 
There are, and will be, occasion. on which administrations. justly 
dreading criticism. wish; ... far as possible. to keep certain processes 
cf action entirely in their own hands. In Europe at present nearly 
aJI railways from the Rhine to the border of Asia owe their . 
initiative and their control to government. They are primarily 
the mechanism for military concentration. Again. it i.ti. natural 
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for an administration which represents the will or intelligence of 
the central authority to affirm that the limits of its action should 
be extended, that it may prudently be entrusted with details, and 
be allowed to supersede, or at least to control, spontaneous efforts. 
It must be allowed that the results of this meddlesomeness are not 
reassuring. I have only taken one instance of the love of interfering 
in a part of Europe. The consequence has been that the inevitable 
errors or disappointments of government are open to destructive and 
malignant criticism; that powerful statesmen have had to osdIlate 
between deference to domestic discontent and deference to foreign 
anthority, sometimes to make friends with' the red international, 
sometimes with the black, some'imes with the yellow; and thai 
in those parts of Europe, where the initiative has been taken 
incessantly, the authorities have as incessantly been met wilh 
anarehy. 

It is mnch better, even if they disobey it in spirit, for govern· 
ment., in the letter at least, to acknowledge that they are acting 
under a popnlar mandate. The effect is that by doing so they 
obviate any criticism beyond that of having misconceived their 
miasion, and experience tells us that an error in generalities is more 
readily pardoned than one in details. I remember some time ago 
that an old general with whom I had a alight acquaintance told me 
that he had been Snce appointed governor of a Crown colony, in which 
the function which he held was coupled with that of being Lord 
Chancellor, or prindpaJ judge in equity. He waited on the minister 
to whoin he owed his place, and espreesed his donbta aa to w bether 
a person, all whose experiences were military, could be trusted with 
purely legal funetions, and waa aasured, by being told that as long .. 
he gave no reasons for his legal decisions, he had no cause for alarm. 
Now this is not a satire on law, bnt an eulogy of it, becanae it aDeg ... 
that equity is natural justice. Bnt it ia also of great practieal 
value, for as long as you let your neigbbours supply""""'" for 
your action, yon are in a far safer poeition than you wODld be if 
yon gave the reasone yoan;.lf. And by parity.of reason.. if yOD have 
to atate the grounds on which you take up a partiealar line DC 
acIiion, the lines of 1I£1ion abould be aa few as poaible. I am per
suaded that much of the domestic trouble with which foreign 
govemmenta have to grapple is due to thefacl that ,hey hav .. 
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~Iren so many initiatives, ,and have given so many aisputable 
reasons for their action. 

Now, though an economist should abstain from the criticism or 
political action, he always hes to discues social motives and 
practices, to aearch into the causes which'bring about the former; 
and to predict the consequences which follow from the latter. The 
economist and the politician are equally busied with human society, 
but the function of the economist; is limited by observation and 
a.nalysis, that or the politician is to proceed to action. Public men 
have often had to do many thiu,,"B which economists naturally 
criticize. Economist. have been known to draw conclusions which 
public men are eonstrained to disregard, or perhaps to repudiate; 
Perhaps the principal use of economical inferences is that which is
derived from what I am in the habit of calling negative inductions,' 
under which it is shown that premises, in the first instance 
seductive or attractive, have disastroue effecte. Not much less 
valuable are the positive inductions, by which it may be shown 
that private rights, admittedly sacred up to .. certain point, may, if 
carried to exce .. , inftict serioue evils on society. The earliest 
economists, no~bly Adsm Smith and his predecessors in France, 
chielly elaborated negative inductions. The best efforts' of their' 
SllCceSBorS have been directed to those positive indnetions which 
discover tbe strain that will be put on society byttbe undue acaep-' 
tance or private 'righte. Yon will remember tbat, on very high 
authority, modem writers of a more rigid school, who have insisted" 
on the acceptance of their conclusions in practical life, have been' 
recommended to betake themselves to Saturn. 

Now I have made this short preface to my'lecture to-dsy in order' 
to point out to you that a pmdent administration will be very 
cautious in either directing private enterprise or in rivalling it. 
The lees it takes in hand, out of its legitimate sphere, of adjudicat-, 
ing, through the machinery of Parliament, on the best means for 
reconciling contending claima, the less does it invite adverse 
criticism., The function of such an equitable interpretation 'is 
difficult enough, and the decision will constantly be challenged. 
Bul it has to be made, even though long, and perhaps useful, delay, 
is occasioned by the collection of evidence: But to undertake many , 
more offices than that ,of a jlldge in equity on the 'principles of, 
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legislation. where the parliament, with the administration, is com· 
petent to take evidence and arrive at a decision, is the acceptance 
of a function which needa a constant apology. Now, there are 
occasions on which the apology is complete, and the public admits 
that government has rightly appropriated to itself the supply of 
certain servicas. It is much more disputable whether government 
is ever wise in undertaking the economical function of production. 
Almost all the evidence as to the latter action is hostile to the 
practice. An examination of instances is the best means of arriviRg 
at reasons for determining on general rules. 

The supply of a service is best illustrated by the Post Office. 
The origin of this institution was qnite as much a m .... ure of 
police, .&8 it was to serve a commercial convenience. It was 
instituted under Cromwell's government, and the Act of the 
Commonwealth which created it states that it was to be .. for the 
benefit of commerce, for the conveyance of government de.patehes, 
and for the discovery of wicked and dangerous designs against the 
commonwealth." The Act of 1657 was ratified at the Restoration, 
and the Post 0 mce soon became a notable sonrce of royal re,".nue, 
being early charged with pensions. The convenience of the service 
was great, and it was soon made compulsory, the rates charged for 
conveying letters being very high, though comparativ.ly slight 
When contrasted "'ith the old cost of sending them by private 
hand. In course of time the Post Office profits w.re transf.rred to 
the general revenue. In 1840 the rate was rednced on the plea 
that the distribution, and not the weight of the letter, was the 
principal charge on the service. It was opposed that the reveuue 
under the new system would soon equal the amount received under 
the old, hut this did not happen till after the lapse of a consitler· 
able time. Hence the experiment was deemed premature by Peel, 
Who foresaw that no little experimental boldoees would be needed, 
in order to get rid of annnal deficits, and make the revenue 
elastic. 

the economieal defence of the Poet Office system ill that • service 
is performed by the government with. punctoality, dispatch, speEd, 
and certainty which ecold not be achieved by individuals under any 
competitive system, .nd that in ihis function, at least, a &tate 

monopoly of service is thorougbly jnstitiOO. It is further alleged, 
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that'through this agency a. cheap service is carried out indeed, but 
that by the fact of the monopoly a considerable revenue is al80 
acquired.- Now it is highly probable that a considerable part of 
this contention is correct. The government w ... anxious to secure, 
under the old system, a.-notable revenue. But however thoroughly 
Parliament would have granted them a monopoly of collection and 
distribution, it is certain that the results to the government would 
have been disappointing if those ende to which I have alluded had 
not been satisfied, and that the Post Office would have had in· 
terloping rivals, as indeed to .ome extent they did have under the 
old rates. But much of the success which h ... attended the Post 
Office in this country is due to the constant public criticism to which 
its details have been subjeoted and its efficiency examined. This 
criticism, too, came from exactly those classes whose influence any 
government would have been anxious to conciliate, and unwilling to 
offend. The Post Office, in short, is as much the work of the 
people as it is of government, for it owes its usefulness and there· 
fore ito efficacy, to the constant supervision it submits to. 

The peculiar position which a. government occupies towards the 
people whose affairs it administers has made it decline to become a 
bailee, that is, to be responsible for the safe delivery of that which 
it conveys. The fact is important, as it shows how c .. utious a. 
government should be in competing for a service 'which might be 
satisfied by private hande, unless it ha .. an exceedingly stroug c .... 
to show. Now it is part of the Common Law th .. t a common 
carrier is liable,for the goode which are entrusted to his custody, 
though this liability has been from time to time limited, unless 
speci .. 1 terms a.re made with him for transmitting .. rticle. of 
extra.ordinary va.lue. But soon after the Post Office w'" instituted, 
... early ... the reign of William m., the judges decided th .. t the 
Post Office w ... not liable for the safe delivery of letters, 8lld the 
Case L ... been determined again to the same 'effect. The reason, I 
apprehend, is to be found in a weIl·grounded suspicion that the Posj; 
Office would be treated more harshly by juries than common carriers 
would be, and that in consequence the liability must be entirely 
repudiated, because the contingenoy would .... uredly be .. bused. 
Even now-when the business of the Post Office has been 80 greatly 
extended in several new directions, now that it h ... becomo banker, 
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carrier, is made an annnity office, and has undertaken the tmn8-
mission of telegraphic messages-it still, except to a limited amount 
and under certain circumstances only, declines to acknowledge 
similar liabilities to those who supply analogou. services. 

The difficulty of II government in undertaking a public service . i. 
further illustrated by the purchase of the telegraph eompanies. 
The government W&8 anDons to obtain the monopoly of 011 

messages which were transmitted by electricity, and negotiated the 
purchase of the varions companies which had hitherto supplied the 
want. The purchase money was enormons, and out of all propor· 
tion to the value of what was bougllt. The government might 
with perfect justice have entered into the field of eompetition itseIC, 
and have forced its rivals to submit to more reasonable terms. 80 
high was the price, that Mr. Lowe, then Chancellor of the 
Exchequer, told me that he was strongly disposed to throw the 
whole scheme over, for that the bargain gave Dearly the price of 
COIl8OIs for a eapital and phmt, which would require to be replaced 
every twelve or fifteen years. No corporation would have given any 
such price for that which the nation was called on to purch_. 
But the government was held to the bargain and tbe purchase was 
efl'eeted. There is DO entity against which the doctrine of vested 
rights and extravagant eompensation for eompulsory purch...... i. 
pressed with so much energy and so much success &8 it is against 
the Treasury; and I may say (till recently, when I had the satis
Coonon of arresting one of these attempts) with euch ample, such 
profuse concessions made by Parliamentary authority, when th .. 
details are settled by a eommittee. t, The revenue," oay. Lamb, 
with much troth as well as humour, .. is an abBiract which I don't 
care much about." The effect of this bargain is, that with better 
facilities than any other country, telegraphic messages are dearer in 
England thaD elsewhere, aud the receipts from the ... rviea hardly 
pay interest on the purchase money. 

If the government tben attempts to aeqBire the macbinery of 
an existing oervice hitherto supplied by private fIlterpriae, it baa to 
pay an ncessive price for the aequiBition. If it altempta rivalry it 
is met by the most jealons obBiruction, and very efl'eetin obBime
lion too, Experience of Parliamentary procedure, not here only, 
but in other countries 88 well, aloDe ean inform people .. to the 
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difficulties of remedial legislation, when such legislation alarms 
existing interests. I am here particularly referring to postal notes; 
and to deposits in Post Office-savings banko. Now there is eon
siderabledebate about, the expediency of. issui~g .. small note 
circulation. The advantages are that it saves the wear of .. gold 
currency, and is a convenient means of transmitting sm"ll sums by 
post. The objections alleged are th"t the system would make the 
reserves of bullion so much the less, and that therefore bullion 
operations through the foreign exchanges would be subject to more 
frequent lIuctuations; th"t the tendency of such a circul"tion, the 
paper acting as money, would tend to artificially heighten prices; 
or "t any rate to induce disturb"nces in vslue which would be 
injurious. .Anoth ... rellllon which I do not remember to have heard 
alleged.in debate, is that a power of such issues conceded to private 
banks" or to banks h"ving a power of looal issue, would bring 
persons within the risk of loss, who had no int ... est in the issuing 
bank, and no means of checking its sotion, that, ,for example, in' 
such· a clllle the Warwickshire working· men might .have been 
constre.inedor misled into taking .ome of the Greenways' notes, 
The.e difficulties do not apply to the isBue of po.tsl notas. But 
the bank.... in the House of Commons finally constrained the 
government to levy .. he"vy commi •• ion on the i.sue, to limit the 
amount of the nota, and to limit the time of its legsl circul"tioll. 
In, the aame way they put a limit on the .. mount of deposit which 
an individusl might make yearly with a post . office, and the ,totsl 
amount which he could hold in the form of security. It i. difficult 
to, avoid the conclusion that they fancied that there was .ome 
danger to bankers'deposita in the change. There are .then con_ 
siderable difficulties when the government of the United Kingdom 
umlertake a competing service. It is certain either to .be checked 
and controlled if it takes the initiative, to be mulcted if it. attempts' 
to purch .... e. 

Les8 jeslollSy is shown to corpor"tions which undertake aervice 
or even supply., Parliament would not, I .am sure, make very 
satisfaetory b"l'gaiu8 up.tairs for corporations .eeking to pUl'Chase 
compulsorily, 8S 1 very well know from my experience on com
mittees. But generally well-managed corpol'ationsnegotiate the 
terms first, "nd come to l'arliament for confirmation only. Besides~ 
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if they have any local powers, they have that of competing sopply, 
and such a power greatly expedites negotiatioD. Hence it is the 
practice with cprporations to DDdertake supply. They have 
generally purchaeed or created gas and water works. Under the 
impression that the process was complete enough Cor economical 
nse. they obtained some two or tbree years ago the power of 
supplying the electric light. But a little reflection will show why 
these ~rvices are performed more satisfactorily by corporations than 
they would be by government. The administration is more close to 
the people. Economies in administration and supply are more 
sensibly and more immediately felt. and the machinery of local 
guvernment is far more DDder the control of the ratepayers than 
the expenditure of a government i. DDder the control of Parliament. 
The policy which makes the existence of a Parliament depend on 
the acceptance of the budget and the estimate. confer., in my 
opinion. powers on an administration which are not in tbe public 

-interest. I do not believe that municipaJ affairs could be conducted 
with any continuity or certainty. if the rejection of financial 
. schemes by a town eoDDcil was the signa.! of its diBBOlution and 
re-election. 

Furthermore. I do not think that the looaJ tsxation of towns 
would be borne with patience. if tbe economies of the loeaI 
authorities were subjected too entirely to vested interests. If I 
made myself at all clear to you in my last lecture. I showed you 
bow onerous and. on economical gronads. how indefensible many of 
them are. But they have at least the semblance of self.imposed bur· 
dens. To heighten tbem by adventitious charges would be to throw 
an unwelcome ligbt on tbeir incidence and tbeir equity. I am ready 
enougb to acknowledge the economy of the quarter ..... ions. on 
whicb the advocates of the system dwell. If they added extra
-'-agance to the obvious inconvenience of their administration. the 
institution would long since ha-.-e been ""ised. When they were 
entrusted .. eentnry ago with the function of fixing tbe lsbourer'. 
wages. they found it an exceOOingly unpepnisr thing to issue a 
eonsiderats scale. 

I have dwelt on the cue olthe Post Office and its dewls at IODle 

leugth. and have touehed ligbtly on the powen whicb eorporati0D8 
have acquirEd and uae Cor the purposea • rendering lupply and 
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service to the burgesses of municipalities, in order that I may deal 
from one point of view only with another public service. I shall 
reserve to a separate occasion the very important question as to the 
control which the state shonld exercise over the means !>f trav!'l and 
the carriage of commodities. I pnrpose on the present occasion to 
merely deal with that of the a.cquisition ot railways by the state. 

In England railways have been entirely constructed by private 
enterprise and private capital. The projectors of these undertakings 
have planned them, got government sanction for them through the 
two Houses of Parliament, procured the requisite land for them, 
constructed them, enlarged and extended them, and worked them 
entirely at the expense of the shareholders. The nation, through 
the administration and Parliament, has given or granted them 
nothing whatever, but has put on them outrageous and indefensible 
expenses, expenses which shonld have been published as preliminarY 
charges, in order that the English people might see how these pub
lic undertakings have been fleeced. So heavy were they, that we 
owe to them that milway travelling and freight are necessarily 
higher here than in any other civilized country. In no .other has 
the whole cost been borne by private enterprise. Even in the 
United States the government granted the great railways large 
blocks of land on either side of the line, the subsequent sale of 
which has been of great advantage, while in the United Kingdom 
by a standing order of the Lords, the railways were jealously exo· 

eluded from getting a single square yard beyond what was needea 
for their way, sidings, and stations, so that they have often had to 
pay heavily for the very fertility or adventitions value which they 
have created. 

In France the land was given by the state, the construction of 
the line, property in which was conceded for a long term of years, 
being the work of private enterprise. In Belgium, Germany, Italy. 
Spain, &c., they were almost entirely constructed by the state, and 
are under state control. In Russia they are entirely the work of 

. government, the purpose of the way being wholly military. In 
British India and the Colonies they are the product of British 
capital. the interest on the loan, sometimes on the working of the 
railway, being guaranteed by the Government of India or the 
Colonies. They are nearly aJl the work of the last fifty years, and 
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certainly in DO' period of tbe world'shiotory b811 80 much capit ... 1 
been advanced and expended on .. ny public worke ... s has been laid 
out on these roads. 

N01f, there!8r8 many persons who conclude that it would be well. 
if i'!Y .ome gigantic operation. theae undemkinga bec ... me- in Eng. 
land the property of tbe state. .. The operation/, Ihey .... y. "is 
'Very Iarg«. but it is an operation on p ... per only. Railway tran.it," 
they say, .. has so comple-tely.superae-ded all other modes of convey
inS persons and. goods, that it is not only a nece .. ity, but the 
puhlio is as much in debt to the shareholders of railways, as if the 
capital,e.timated at its dividend.bearing vaiue, were inscribed with 
the rest of the, public debt in the books of tbe Bank of Englan<l. 
Competition of any seriou. kind with the grest lines is out of tbe 
question, and howe-ver mnch it be affirmed in the-ory would consti. 
tute, if it. were seriously thought of, much more. if it were put in 
practice. a gross breach of faith. Nor is tbere a genuine competition 
between the greallines. from which Parliament expeeted eo much. 
The compauies have found out tb3t competition -at low pricee is 
ruinous, and have aceepted the younger Stephenson's maxim that 
where combination is possible, competition ceases. Th .. directors 
try to encourage traffic, cautiou.ly I but with growing inteUigence. 
They put their fMes as low 88 they can, for they know that bigh 
fares check travelling. Their only competition against each other. 
when they run from and to the 1I8IlIe p\aees. is that of who shall 
<lOIlvey passengers and goods with the greatest rapidity and 
punctuality. In England the milways are all made. and the Uf!e 

which can be made of railways has been exactly tested. We know 
all that we wanl to know about them. and though improvement.. in 
detail may be elJected, these are minor mattere compared with 
what baa been done. Their nlue. estimated from their earnings 
and dividends, can be exactly calculated." 

.. The aaving of cost," they go on to eay ... eonsequenl on the 
acquisition of railway. by the gOTemment wonld be enormous. 
Witlwni in iIle leut degree .cnriailing the comfori or eonvenience 
<>f paseengera and iraders, • greai _y might be made in work. 
ing expenses. by weeding out auperfluous and competing trains. 
Why in tbe world should • irain from London to lIanchesier stari 
and arrive Ai exactly tha eame time, by iIle Norih· Western and iIle 
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Midl&ncl, and Rmve· ... b exactly· the'same time; each at its destina
tion? Again, how great would be the saving in getting rid of these 
innumerable boards of directors, their fees; their right of free user 
over-&U the·lines with which their own is brought· in contact.' One 
half o~ more of these··offici&!s could be disposed of, llheefficiency in
creased, &Dd the money saved. ·Then again, Parliament· would, be 
rid·ofthe squabbling ,over ,the various . Railway Bills, the partisan
ship in the·Hous" Il~ {lommons; the· ,mseemly and costly struggles 
upstairs, the w ... te oUhe Committees' time and temper:' ,The time is 
ripe fur the <lOnversion, the'value ·of the property· can be easily ap
pra.iBed, and the publio which/ as you·say, has really kept the'Post 
Office emcient, would hlW8 as extensive and as healthY'an'in:fiuence 
on the ra.ilwo.ys.ItJ 

·No. doubt, a very sbrong case ms.y be made out for the transaction. 
But, on the other hand, "It is .. very serious thing to hand over' to 
the administration -the whole. mechanism of trlmsit,· 'Nor for many 
reasons is the.oase'of the Post Office and that of the ";'ilways parallel. 
In tho conveY&Dce'of·letters,distribution is everything; nearness and 
flistanoo are almost uDimport&nt factors. In·railways the latter are 
&U.important. "Then the· non-liability of the Post· Office as a. ca.rrier 
is a minor inconveni ... ce, ·but life and property' would be' seriously 
imperilled, if the government declined, on ,its own account, thOBe 
l,ia.bilities which it has wisely imposed on railway., in respect Of 
pa.ssengers. The railw~ authorities, by the threllt 'and by the 
reality of i!Ubstantial damages, h .. ve been obliged in self-defence to 
undertake those prec&utions, aga.inst risk, which have made railway 
tmvel!ing almost the· safest business, one can undert&ke. They 
would nev ... have done so much but for the law. Is it reasonable to 
believe that,a.government ()fficial will be influenced by these alarms ? 
Dividends a.e nothing ·to him, and the government, if be be ever so 
negligent, will be pretty sure to shield him. We shall rue the day, 
if in order to diminish danger and lower cost, we &fe hereafter c .. lled 
to trav.el at the German r .. te, ·-thwarted and badgered at every turn 
with a numb ... of insolent government nominees, who will consider 
their places to be freeholds, and 'use utl as such officials do now, 
when we h&ve experienee. of them. You 8"y that competition is re
duced to that of dispatch, punetu .. lity, &nd, I ma.y add, uniform 
civilitx- Are we to el<peot these 'when, on underta.king a journey, 
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we are reduced to Hobson's choice, and must accept what an pfficer 
chqoses to offer us? We shall lose more than we gain by hllpding 
over our railways to a central government office." 

.. Besides, experience and prudence teach us to curtail rather 
tho.n to extend the functions of government. Many of us think that 
centralization h88 been carried a great deal too far, that Parliament 
undertakes what it cannot possibly carry out, that in consequence 
the administration, o.nd especially the permo.nent officials, are the 
Legislature, o.nd the two Houses are becoming more o.nd more, the 
one a debating society, the other a pageant. The proposal which YOIl 
commend will enormously increB8e the official cl88s, will put one of 
the most important instrument. of modern society into the hands 
of the government, and put us under a bureaucracy with a witness. 
You know, since Monk's Bill admitted them to the franchise, how 
importunate, how insatiable the Civil Service is, how they com
pete by hundreds for the leBSt vacant place, how they grumble and 
sulk about their pay and promotion when they get in. Are all Odr 
railway officials of the future to have freehold offices, BS they will 
assuredly claim to have? Every one knows what trodble there is 
in dockyards, what pressure is put on government to retain uselese 
hallds o.nd to continue useless works. Every town in which railway 
men live for the future, Sdpposing your scheme be adopted, will be 
a focus of conspiracy a.gainet the puhlic purse. It ma.y be doubted, 
whether the economy which YOIl expect from aboli8hing boa.rds of 
directors will come to much, when the whole of these new officiala. 
from the highest to the lowest, will be shouting for short hours a.nd 
long pay_ It is very possible. perba.ps, tba.t in foreign eonntries offi
ciaIa are content with moderate ... laries. Perba.ps t.bey compenJ!3te 
themselves by ill ma.nners. Our experience is dillerent. We sha.ll 
certainly ba.ve to. pay t.be high sa.laries. o.nd are pretty certain to get 
the bad ma.nners into the bargain." 

.. You ... y tba.t the value of these properties can be esa.ctly ca.Ica
la.ted on the basis of their past earnings. which a.re on record. But 
wba.t reBBOD is there to believe tba.t Parliament will aecept the cal
culation BS t.be ba.sis of pnrcba.se? Ifu does it will go 8gainA a.Il 
its traditiollJ!. It ha.s long acted on, a.nd .... hardly refuJe to con
tinue its 10 per cent.. compensa.ti';" for disturba.nce. above the 
valller's price. It WBS prepared. till t.be theory WBS overset by some 
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of us, to take into consideration the clause in the old railway Aots, COn· 
tained, we believe, in all, that a company should limit its dividends to 
10 per cent., as a pledge thai> such a maximum should be taken into 
account in dealing with minimum earnings. And then where are 
you to get your valuer? Is it to be a gentleman like Mr. E. Smith, 
who valued plant for us as though it were as indestructible as matter, 
and wanted us to give this actuarial value, with other items for pro
perty that was no~ worth 15 years'purchase at best? 'You have had 
experience of a Parliamentary purchase in the telegraph companies, 
is it likely that you will get better terms with the railway people? 
The telegraph stockholders held out for their price, and the 
government gave in. Is the railway interest less strong? The 
directorate in the House of .Commons is not a weak body, the pro· 
prietary is an overwhelmingly strong one. Outside the House it is 
not to be trifled with. According to the latest returns which have 
been furnished, the proprietors of stock, shares, and debentures have 
an average of £14 a year from their holdings. Of course much of 
the stock is held in large masses. If the conversion is to take place 
every one of these holders will be on th~ alert to prey on the goveru· 
ment, and to insist that the concession should be favourable to him. 
The prosperous railways will point to their solid success, the un· 
prosperous ones to their public services and to their deferred hopes. 
As it is they can blame their fortunes or their. directors, but 
assuredly they will look to government, i.e., the taxpayer, to make 
them amends for what they have lost, u: the conversion is to come." 

The arguments which I have given yon in this sketch for and 
against the purchase of railways in the United Kingdom by the 
government are by no means imaginary. I have used them, I 

~ leave you to conclude which way, over and over again, during the 
time, not passed yet, in which the dissatisfaction of traders with 
railway freights has been made the subject of one or two abortive 
'Bills, and is like to be the subject of many more. But I venture 
on predicting that if government seriously inclined to the pur· 
chase, and hinted that the traditionary practice of Parliament 
would be followed in the valnstion, the hubbub would cease as sud· 
denly as the storms raised by lEolus was when Neptune put his 
head above the waters. But whether the purchase would be 8S 

satisfactory to the nation as··it would be to the stock and shareholders. 
84 
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and whether the management would be as economical, and the 
service as satisfactory to the public, is a question on which, at 
present I believe, opinion decidedly inclines in' one way. 

Bome years ago, my late friend, Mr. J. B. Mill, seriously proposed 
that the Btate should constitute itself the universal landlord oC the 
British Islands. or course, Cor Mr. Mill was by no means disposed 
to repudiate the rights at present enjoyed by the living owners o~ 
property, though he had very strong views about the ownership of 
intestate estates, he conceived that the acquisition should be made 
on the basis of an equitable purchase, in which the full value of hi. 
interest would he given to the dispossessed owner. In the valuation 
oC such interests, there would he strong claims for compensation on 
the ground oC the disturbance of traditional associations, in the 
demand Cor which the men who have done nothing but disgrace 
their ancestral origin would be as loud advocates of a sentimental 
price as those have, whose personal merit is as great as that oC any 
ancestor with whom their holding is associated. Now when under 
the law, asy Cor a street improvement, a tenement in which, to the 
scandal oC municipal or other authority, human being. have to live, 
but pig. should not be housed, had to be appropriated for public 
works, the owner oC the abomination obtained over and above the 
valuation price, never lower than the true price, 10 per cent. for 
disturbance, and till recently a valuation based on the rent which 
he or his sub-1essee contrived to extract from misery. I bave no 
doubt that Parliament, if we assume that the scheme came within 
a reasonable prospect of completion, would lean to its traditioWl, 
and that the nation, if Mr. Mill's plan had been adopted, would 
bave had to pay fully 20 per cent. above the existing value of 
the property. I asy nothing bere about tbe wisdom or justice of 
the various Irish Land Acta; bot anyone wbo studies the claim. 
put forward at the landowners' conference can form an esiimste 
from the dema.nde made on the part of men, who bave not a .bred 
of Parliamentary influence left, wbat would he expected by tho .. 
who still bave and are like to bave a great &al of Parliamentary 
iniluence .• 

I bave no doubi as to what wers the moQves which induced Mr. 
Mill to contemplate this gigantic operation. He knew that the rent 
of alI kinds of land available Cor buman ooeopation, lIf,'l'icultural 
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and other, had risen from the remotest time for which there was 
any evidence in this conntry, and that it was rising still. He knew 
that the rise of rent was due to the increase of demand for land, and 
he concluded, with Ricardo, that this resulted from the pressure 
of population, and the law of diminishing returns, when some of us 
had begun to see that, given free trade in food, of which Mr. Mill 
was s,' staunch advocate, the cause in. the rise of rent, whatever it 
might be of, was due to the expectation of increasing profit, that 
hitherto trade and agricultural profits had been progrsssive or 
seemed to be progressive, and that in consequence there was a 
steady competition for occupancy. Believing, then, that rent was 
increasing by reason of the increase of demand, and believing that 
as population increased, the demand would be still more keen, he 
treated s,s nnimportant or less important, the continuity of trade 
and agricultural profit, and the consequent necessity that capital 
and skill must be attracted to these oallings, and must be provided 
with obvious and adequate guarantees. He neve~· oontemplated 
the case of agricultural capital being destroyed by the mixed opera
tion of the tenant's ignorance and the landlord's cupidity, and with 
it the skill which makes a profit and therefore makes a rent. Now 
Mr. Mill was ready, being an entirely just man, to recognize the 
present value· of a monopoly rent. He was under the impression 
that it would go on increasing in the future, and he gave the name, 
now historical in more senses than one, of the nnearned increment 
to this future growth. In order to secure this future increment, 
he recommended its present purchase. He proponnded his scheme 
in London more that twenty years ago, and asked me to come and 
support him. I told him that I thought him in the wrong, and he 
pressed me the more to come and attack him. I did so to the best 
of my power, though I did not then possess a tenth part of the 
information which I have sinoe collected as to the history and 
development of rent. , 

One can of course be wise after the event, and every one can see 
that if, more than twenty years ago, Mr. Mill's scheme had passed 
into the region of practical politics, the purchase would have been 
disastrous, nay ruinous, to the people of the United Kingdom, and 
that· probably popular discontent would have led to the bargain 
.being repudiated. I do not pretend to assert that I foresaw the 
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fall of rents, consequent on bad harvests in England, deoreasing 
agricultural capital, discouraged skill, and cheap freight.. 1 did 
not, ti,ll 1 learned twelve years ago, how much agricultural capital had 
already shrunk, foresee the inevitable issue, and then foresaw it onl,. 
in part. Bnt more than twenty years ago, I had learned that the 
Ricardian theory of rent was a metaphysical conclusion, that its 
progress and even its conti!lwty, nnder free trade, was due to 
an inte1ligible bnt precarious set of conditions, in which the fertility 
of land, the pressure of population, and the law of diminishing 
returns played but an unimportant part, and that, very po.sibly, 
the nnearned increment of the future W88 entirely hypothetical and 
probably visionary, certainly too doubtful to· admit of being made 
the basis of a gigantic operation. 

But let us suppose that the nnearned increment had gone on 
increasing, that the purchase had been made on reasonable teJ;lllS, 
and that, on the whole, the.dispossessed landowner would have been 
glad, at the present time, to recover his property on the term. 
of a compulsory purchase made twenty years ago. What would 
have been the situation? The cultivation of the soil would have 
exchanged a landlord, who is, after all,! a human being, with 
sympathy and consideration, at least at tim .. , with some desire 
to live at peace and goodwill among his neighbours, lor a govern
ment office, the servants of which, by a very natural impulse, 
would manipulate the whole estate b,. a set of hard inelastic rule •. 
They would, by the very nature of their d,pties, be nnaffected by 
all sympathetic influences. Their first object would be to earn 
the interest on the purchase money, and to insist on it!! punctual 
payment, come what would. The business of the office would 
be enormous, and prodigiously costly. The farmers of the state 
lands would get no mercy, and 88 lor the nnearned in<'lemenl. 
if it had gone on even in the way that farmer's rents rose between 
1853 and 1878, it would have been entirely swallowed np, in Lhe 
costs of the office. Even uJder the present system, the tenant 
of Crown lands is by no means the most contented of fanners. 
the rent of 'rown lands, by no means cheaply coll('Cted Under 
the proposed scheme. the tenants would soon be in reL<,llion. and 
the Enghsh plan of campaign would be far more minatory, than 
the nrojeci which bears that name -in Ireland, Even the worst 
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landlord has some knowledge of his property and its capabilities, 
the state landlord has no knowledge but what he pays for. 

This is by no means, however, the whole case. Governments are 
essentially weak, that is,' they are peculiarly open to indirect 
influences, and those governments which make the greatest show 
of firmness, weakest of aJI, because to be firm with one set of' 
people makes it necessary to conciliate another set. For in an 
administration, the law of self-preservation is exoeedingly keen, 
and the means which would be adopted for self-preservation, which 
might be disdained by an individual, represent ouly a divided 
responsibility in a government, to say nothing of the fact that, 
under the exceeding leniency of our politica.! system, even the crimes 
of ... government now go entirely unpunished. As a consequence, 
the new land office would 'swarm with jobs. I feel convinced that 
the' virtue of no Parliament would resist the temptations which 
would aggregate in a land office, which would be professedly the 
ouly landowner in the kingdom, which would be managed indeed 
by clerks and surveyors, but would be manipulated by the adminis
tration. Even the Woods and Forests office has been chargeil 
with the gravest scanilals, with the offence of corrupt favouritism, 
anil this not in historica.! times only, but in very recent CBses. Before 
the Colonia.! Office -surrenilered the Crown lands in the Colonies 
to the Coionia.! governments, there was evidence of the grossest 
jobs perpetrated on behalf of the sounilest patriots in the two 
Houses, anil indeeil outside them, for persons ,in very high places 
were said to have been implicateil in transactions which we should 
call fraudulent. The unearhed increment m&y be a reality. I am 

< disposed to think it no better than ... hypothesis. But be it ever 
, 80 rea.!, we may buy' gold too dear, and universal corruption with 

universa.! discontent is too heavy ... price for the une&rlleil 
increment. 

I reasoneil in this way twenty years' ago, in opposition to my 
friend's suggestion, anil longer experience has not changed me. 
Of course the scheme to which I referred, though I believe mis
taken, was scrupulously honest. There is another sctteme for the 
nationalization of land, on which I hope to comment in a future 
lecture. I ouly say in passing that this later scheme is not inten
tionally dishonest. It is exceedingly startling, but it purports to 
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be the resumption of a neglected right, the restoration of a system 
of which negligence and cupidity have pennitted the violation. As 
I have more than once said, the crudest economical fallacies have 
generally some truth, always much plausibility in their composi. 
tion, and it is not wise or just to denounce those who astonish 
us with their theories, as being brigands and anarchists. Long 
experience and labour given exceptionally to the study of economical 
society, have convinced me that there are reasonable causes Cor all 
discontents, however unreasonable and nugatory are the remedies 
Which discontent avers to be proper, righteous, and necessary. 

It still remains that I sliould dwell on the other aspect of govern· 
ment propounded in this lecture, viz., government as a producer. 
In the cases which I have already given government is supposed 
to be doing a service, or is invited to do a further service, and I 
have by DO means criticized all the invitations. In what remains, 
I shall consider government as .. produCer only, that is, as com· 
peting against ordinary mannfactnrers, for the supply of govern· 
ment stores, or even of the public wants. But I shall not on this 
occasion deal with what is a favourite topic with some continental 
socialiats, the elevation.of the government into the function of a 
gigantic and all.embracing manufacturer, who is to appropriate 
all capital, or to annihilate it. private use, and distribute and 
regulate all industries in the interests of labour. I have to deal on 
the present occasion with a humbler function, one which has been 
in part traditional from the earliest times, and is in part a sub· 
sequent development for which an economical justification is 
alleged. The larger question I hope to deal with hereafter. 

Ail soon as ever grants were mads in Parliament for the con· 
strnction of navies, the Crown began to establish navy docks and 
works. These are known to have been in existence on the Thamtfl 
and lIersey for a long time, but Henry VIII. was the real fonnder 
or restorer of the town and dock of Portsmonth, which indeed 
appears to have been an arsenal and port during the time of the 
Roman occnpation, and probaMy those on the Thames and }fedway. 
But for a long time the work at these porU!. Greenwich, Deptford, and 
Portsmouth, .... as casuaI and interrupted. There ...... no practical 
diilf,rence, e¥Opt in the artillery, bel ween a private vessel and a 
man-of-war, and, in point of fact, the strongest and most important 
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part of the mercantile marine were the armed ships of the East 
India Company. The sovereign could therefore constantly call on 
the merchllJlt shipping for vessels of war, and it would seem that 
the custom, ouly recently remitted, of pressing seamen in the 
merchant service for the purpose of mllJlUing the navy, was a relic 
of that genera.! emba.rgo which early tradition put on the vessels 
and men in the severa.! English porj;s. But as soon as ever war, 
the preparations for war, and the nationa.! defence at sea became 
an object of public consideration, the various dockyards were, kept 
in a state of constant activity. The jea.!o!'8Y with which for gene
rations public men viewed, or affected to view, the army was not 
felt towards the navy, and Englishmen began gradua.!ly to be 
convinced, and with good reason, that to a maritime power, the 
best weapon of defence was a well-appointed marine. 

For a long time a roya.! dockyard was pretty ;well the only place 
in which a first-rate mantOf-war could be built and equipped. The 
Dockyard was therefore as necessary an element in the naval 
defences as the Horse Gua.rds and the depats were to the army, 
and there grew up in these institutions a permanent staff of over
seers and workmen who claimed, with BOme reason or analogy, to 
be an abiding part of the naval establishment. In course of 
time, however, the shipbuilding firms on the Tyne and the Clyde, 
especially the latter, began to have yards of a ma.gnitude which 
rivalled in completeness and efficiency the public works at the 
older docks a.!ready referred to, and the newer establishments at 
Cha.tham, Plymouth, and Devonport. Nor did the development of 
the later system of armour-plated vessels carrying a few guns' of 
great power and projeotile force tend to confine the manufaoture of 
war vessels to government dockya.rds. The shipbuilders of the 
north took contracts with foreign governments, and construoted all 
kinds of munitions of war for them. Bu~ the government con
tinued to extend its manufa.oturing operations, to undertake, as it 
did not a. first, the supply of small arms from its own :factories, 
and, in brief, to take into its own hands the production of a.q the 

~. necessaries for the public defenoe. 
, This system, it is said, was commenced after the Crimean War, 
befOl" which time th~ principa.! supply of muniti0'l' of war was 
obtained from private firms, under competitive contracts. Now the 
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objections to the change were, that the cost of all government 
works was incomparably greater than the charges which would be 
incurred by dealing with private firms, es was proved by the large 
dealings of foreign states with our manufacturers; that it loaded 
the manufacture with departmental charges; that the accounts of 
expeniiture returned from these factories were delusive, because they 
set down nothing to interest on buildings and plant; that it quar· 
tered on the exchequer a whole heap of experimental inventors, of 
whose failures we heard nothing, though the public had to pay 
the cost; that it lead inevitably to a system of favouritism, because, 
it being necessary that 'some practical man should be put at the 
head of the establishment, the selection of anyone person was the 
exclusion of every one else; that in consequence foreign govern· 
ments are likely to be better supplied with naval and military stores 
than ourselves, because they were free to choose their market; and 
that the system discouraged rather than. stimulated invention and 
improvement In short, it was argued that we were getting in
ferior reen1ts at extravagant prices. 

There baa generally, too, been a financial loss and a political 
inconvenience in multiplying dockyards, and in them workmen 
depending on the naval department. Such localities were, it W88 

long alleged, seats at the disposal of the government, at least as 
long as the complement of men was kept up. If, however, the 
government showed any signs of • rational economy, they im
perilled the allegiance of the constitueney and lost support It is 
a clanger, people alleged, to political integrity, to have • large 
nl!mber of working-men electors-and most of the men even under 
the old franchise were electors, whose livelihood and the continuity 
of whose work depends on the lavish, and it may be 1lIlIl8C8B8&ry 

and unwise, expenditure of public money. It is, in short, politic, for 
motives of public morality aud fiseaI economy, to confine govern
ment manufactures within the narrowest limits possible, to confine 
government to the duties of government. If one is to make • 
be~ with large and sma1l arms, the same reaaoning wiJl apply 
to clothing establishments, to boot-and-shoe making, and to every 
conceivable kind of work, .... hich ia better left in private hauds, and 
selected by contract. 

It was aneged, on tha contrary, that government acta .... isely in 
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prodocing and testing its own stores, when such serious conse· 
quences depend on the skill and integrity of an examiner of 
contracts, and the goomiess of the article requires the highest 
practical skill on the part of the official who passes it. There are 
articles such as those qooted, which can be easily tested by a 
moderate experience. What we manufacture requires a _ s'l>e~ial 
and highly edocated experience. Besides we have this advantage 
in prodocing arms and munitions 01l!'selves. They are made on 
such exact patterns, that a flaw which escapes careful scrutiny, and 
can only be found out in use, is easily replaced from the stores 
where all the parts are precisely alike. In matters of the greatest 
importance, too, we cannot trust contractors. We cannot always 
escape heedlessness; we cannot always detect fraud. In that very 
Crimean war, owing to a serious oversight in the commissariat 
department, the army was brought into the greatest peril. We can 
exercise much more vigilance over processes which we ourselves 
superintend, than over products which are merely supplied by con· 
tractors, and iuspected by our own experts, for a false finish, hiding 
serious flaws, may be given to goods. To avoid loss on their con· 
tracts, private firms would pot upon us those failures which our 
more careful scrutioy 1·ejects. Our process may be a little more ex· 
pensive, bot it makes up to the poblic in safety what it increases 
in cost. -

It will be seen that in all this reasoning the question in 
debate ia generally one of facts. It is not disputed, that in the 
supply of government stores, if one can rely on the integrity, 
the dispatch, the finish, the efficiency of what is supplied by public 
competition, there are very considerable advantages in procuring 
what a government wants by the ordinary course of trade. It is 
ruso probable that by making themselves the source of their own 
"uppIy, the government cuts itself off from those economies and 
impl'Ovements which it is invariably the aim of competitive pro· 
ducers to accept and Ilodopt. Practically the administration has 
" bottomless purse, or, at worst, in the matter of the public 
defences, an inexhaustible store of patience to appeal to, and 
people on whom economy is not enforced, rarely seek out economi· 
cal processes for themselves. Now, in manufactures, economy i. all 
but invariably coupled with improvement. The producer who 
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competes against other producers is, by the very law of hi. being, 
not content with doing a thing cheaper. That is at best hie own 
look·out, and no one has reason to thank him for saving his own 
expense. What he has to prove to his customers is that he turns 
out a better article. 80 th~t, after all, efficiency is best promoted 
by p11rchasing under competitive contracts, and if the public safety 
is implied in efficiency, this competition, under proper restraint. 
and conditions is, and always will "be, the best guarantee of the 
public aafety. 

It has always seemed to me that that part of the d.fence of 
government manufactories, which insists On the difficulty of testing 
work done, is the weakest part of their ease. It implies corruption 
or incompetence, or both. J: will admit that it is difficult to provide 
against these risks, and I must allow that our system of giving 
government officials of all grades freeholds in their offices is a 
practice of very questionable wisdom. I am certain that no private 
trader could afford the experiment. In the government offices, 
forty or fifty years ago, there were all the evils present ofa close 
corporation of self.eleeted officials. When I was a youth my father 
asked a friend of his, then naval lord in the Admiralty Board, to put 
me in the Navy office. He told my father that he could willingly 
do so, but that my life would be a burden to me if he did, for that 
the Admiralty clerks were a family party, who would endore no 
outsider among them, in an estate which was divided among a few 
families. So I never went, and a member of one of the families 
was pnt in. A quarter of a century afterwards, I had the 
melancholy aatisfaction of getting my rival a sentence of penal 
servitnde. My friend, 1lr. Baxter, then Secretary to the Na,'Y, wall 
entirely convinced that frauds were common in the Navy contracts. 
He came to Oxford, and did me the honour to consult me as to 
how he might get evidence. I told him that I knew of a person 
here who was very experienced in the leather trade, and thM 1 
woold get his servicee. My friend was 90 anxious about it that, 
though he was a devout Scotehma.n, he gave, to his own amazenwnt. 
audience to the leather expert on the Sabbath. The r ... nll was, he 
discovered the frand, saved the nation a quarter of a million, while 
the clerk expiated his political offence in a political livery. 

I am convinced that it is well to circumscribe the functious of 
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government. I am saying this not as a politician, but as an 
econonoist. I believe that by competition and scrutiny, the former 
as free as possible, the latter as rigid a8 possible, the country would 
be better served, and the necessary eXPlnse8 of the state would be 
lessened. The weakness of the executive is so great, its exposure 
to perfectly sincere but very dangerous advisers is so constant; that· 
it is best by far to confine itself to the function of a choice between 
rivale. Of course, under these circumstances, the whole difficulty 
lies in the inspection of contracts. In old tinles this used to be 
done in all which the government bought, by a jury from those 
city companies whose business was in early days associated with the 
mystery of which they are now ignorant members. In particular, 
the Merchant Taylors inspected the cloth purchased by contract 
for the forces. I do not select the Taylors invidiously, but they 
could hardly fulfil the function now, for I suspect that there is not 
a ready-made clothier among them, and this, I suppose, is what is 
meant by a Merchant Taylor. 

But I cannot doubt that it would be possible to procure as I 
procured, for mere justice between contractors and the public, a 
competent body of persons who would undertake the test of all that 
is bought for the public service. Assuredly such persons with such 
aims would not ouly save the public purse, but would give a healthy 
stinlulus to trade. ExperienC\l teaches us that protected interests 
have a sickly and costly existence. The statement is true of a 
government producer, as well as of a producer protected in an 
artificial plice by government, for practically there is no difference 
between them. It is not reasonable to expect faithful service from 
an inspector of contracts, who is able and, as I know is, willing to 
blackmail the contractor. Such a practice is so common, that it 
forms, I am told by many manufacturers, who know about govern
ment contractors, a sensible el~ment in the contract price. It may 
be that the act is a serious criminal offence. It is surely one which 
should be obviated, if it is difficult to detect it. Our forefathers 
were not always unwise in their processes. The government 
established, and the traders acquiesced in, a jury of experts. They 
did this, not only for purchases made on behalf of the Crown, but • 
for trade carded on in the interests of the public. I think we 
might in a modified form, revert to their practice. It is the duty 
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of .. government to prevent fraud, not only when itself 11 tllS 
victim, but when the people whose affairs it adminiR~r8 are 
defrauded. The discovery of the process of deteetion ought not to 
be difficult. I am convince. that its action would not be unpopular. 
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ventive people. 272 

English kade, early character of, 100 
Enjoyment, poBSibility of, fundamen· 

tal, in tantioD,117 

i Enterprise, individual, partnership, 
I Joint Stook, 208 

Equation, always effected by trade, but 
in different ways, 896 

Equity, rules of, in enforcing contracts, 
844 

Ernest of Saxe-Coburg, debasement of 
currency by, 197 

Europe, at once proteotionist and mill. 
tary, 882j w&rs in. from 1714 to 1793, 
110 

European history, Dutch war the most 
striking foot in, 435 

Errors and injuries of Government, 
how far to be incurred, 846 

Evans, Mr., on the early British cur
rency,l85 

Examinations, absurdity of, 290 j pre
sent system of, its absurdity in pri
marY schools, 858 

Exchange, free, its benefits, 98 
Exchanger, King's, his function, 96; 

origin and history of the office, 187 

EXt::::' e:ry s::.ces;ti; 20f~~e~::: 
process of, 198 

Exchequer Bills, origin of, 222 
Exchequer, dialogue on the. 412 
Excise, first imposition of, 137; the 

Dutch, its universality, 486 
Exhaustion, politleaJ, signs of, 489 
Export duty, conditioDs of an, 10 
Exports and imports, general theory 

of, 96, .qg.; study of, a puzzle, 890 
Exports,oustoms on, rarelypossible,898 

F • 
Factory Acta, arguments for, 856 
Fair trader, his case, 871 
Fair traders, sophistries of, 240 

~:~=s~f ;:a~i:::~~~ tnur~Jg~~d, 
16' the great, of the fourteenth oenturY, and those of the sideenth, 06i 
dates of, 262 i in the seventeenth 
century, 266 

Far West, stories about, 106 
Farmer, unjust to put a. polioa rate on 

holding 01. 498 
Farmers, biliDgual, 64 i imitate the 

new system, 171 
Farmers' rena. income tu from, 475 
Farm hand, aooompliBhmen&B of Ule, 

20 
Fostolle, biB lrade, 66; biB ~ 

115 
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Fawcett, Mr., on Trade UniODS or 
labour partnerships, 807 

Federation, varied fortunes of. as 8 
principle, 480 

Fertility, economic senses of, 166; 
meaning of. with economists, 498 

Feud&lliabiliiies, assessment for 1660, 
154 

Fiction., occasionally instructive, 870; 
preyed into arguments. 409 

Field, Mr. Cyrus. the author's predic
tion to, BS5 

Fifteenth century, characteristics of, 
264: ; English mercantile marine in, 
319 

Financial motives, have often caused 
revolts, 194 

Fiscal system, efi'ect of a bad, in 
British industry, 372 

Fish. diet aD, in Middle Ages, 277 
Fitzherbert, on the extortion of land

lords. 67; on landlords. 171 
Fitzherbert (Long·beard). hi.insnrree-

lion, 129 
Fitzjames, his purchases, 151 
Flaccus, his condnct. 'l.O7 
Flanders. political relations of, to Eng

land, cause of. 8; early immigrants 
from, to Norfolk, 90; trade of, 102 ; 
influence of, on Korfolk. 144; de. 
seription 01. 1467-77, 21<5; min of, 
and"",,",", of, 286 
F~ compulsory cultivation of, 144 
Fleetwood, Bp .• his .. Chronieon Pre

eiOSUlD," 192 

290; exports and imports of, 404; 
king of, in 1640 and 1688, 468; 
federalism. why unpopular in, 489 

Franklin, his retort. to Gibbon, 831 
Franks, his gif' to Oriel College, 67 
Freeman, Profe&lOl', his II Nonnan 

Conque8t." 8 
Free port, the Uniied Kingdom, vim· 

811y a. 398 
Free Trade can be less ea&il1 aban

doned than Protection, 47; growth 
of principle of, 54!'; a quel!ltion 
before the American &'Public. 386 

Free trader. risks of, in the United: 
Btate •• 866 

Freight, chBrg88 of, reduction of, 230; 
diminished cost of, 256; eofJt of,. 
from America, 271; efl'ecte of regu· 
Ialiog by law. 327; 00111 of. a 
natural protection, 869; invi3ible 
export. and impori, 397 j not tazed 
by United Sta .... 403 

Fremanile, Mr., on the fililu. of private 
coining, 190 

French. modem coloniei' 0', 8Z3 
Friar Bacon and Friar Bonpy, play 

01.62 
Front benches, the two, their ideal 

dsba .... 3M 
Fronde, Mr., thinks Henry & pat.rioi. 

king. S6; on the pstriot king'. 
ofif:'neel, 197 

F~~~sm SY~2 proceo. of. and 

o. Flemings. trade of the, 101 ; the 
wteVers of Europe. 273 

Florentine banker&, loalll of, to Ed- Galton, Captain, on heredit, of 'feniu. 

FO:~~n~!!!tion of wages in. 43; O::.;~!::::*:7Jr.;:;'.3:: 
policy ot government. abont. ill Gamlingay, survey of, in 11m, 59; 
early English times, 877 small parcela of land in. 172 

Foroes, two, in government. 4.79 Gardiner, Mr., on Went.warth and 
Foreign debt. ef!""'" of. 2",0 Land. 6 
Foreslalling and regrating. off.".., of, Gao<oil!ne. his opinion about the 

wh,.""""OO' 377 monks, 73; on OJe Papal coon, the 
Foresi laws. motives for. 483 bisbopa and monuteriea. 21;3 
Forms, antiqDity of. suggestive, 2!t6 Ga&cony. eonqttelJ1, aDd reToJl ~ 102 
F"""",. W. E .. aod "",I,. Engliob Genoa. Baok of. it. hi.lory. 210; 

F:~~t~. hi. wioh 10 make Eng. =- of •• repudiaI..! by Phillip W .• 
land a me port. 468 ' Georg •• Hr •• the origin of his theory 

~ce,positionot.in 1763. 110; war I Ua. )Iahhaa and Hiearda, 7; on 
Wltb.. and gnmta dunng, 127; the Ihcardo'. theory. Uj2 
d...,-adstion of, 197; attem]l<a 10 German oehol&n do no! oeem 10 ha .. oooq.... 273; bu __ the .1Odied _I~ -.wmicaI hiaIoIy of 
JihiDe, 207; ita IIU>clem oo~ Germany, 2dG 
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Germany, troubles of, at the beginning 
of seventeenth century, causes of, 
12; her gold currency, 189; her 
modern colonies, 290; wars _ in, 
siDee 1860,294 i its modern attempt 
at colonization, 323 

Gibbon, his message to Franklin, 831 
Giffen, Mr., value of his essays, 8; 

his phrase about freights, 897 i his 
essays on finance, 400; on the 
earnings of freight, 401 

Gilbert's Act, purpose of, 245 
Gladstone, Mr., on the picture of the 

English clergy, drawn by Macaulay, 
87; his defence of the income tax, 
181; on currency and love, 202 

Glulj:, imports of, defence of, 409 
Glaaspmaking, improvements in, 274 
Gloucestershire, cultivation of tobaoco 

in,S22 
Gold, price of nnd coinage of, 188; 

price of, in 1462, 195 j production 
of, in Ireland, 258 

Golden bough, the discovery of the, 
851 

Goldsmiths, the, original EngliBh 
bankers, 212 

Government, English, never colonized, 
but with conviots, 821 

Government, necessary deVelopment 
of a central, 164; theory aDd pmcp 

tice of, 845; favours of, 878; its 
powers of bon-owing, 487; borrow
ing, its conditions in loans, 451 

Government paper, issue of, effects of, 
i41 

Governments, desire of, for money, 
95 ; often in the wrong, and always 
impatient, 823; the principal agents 
in raining nations, 893; always 
weak, and lidble to influences, 617 

Goschen, Mr., on income tax retoms, 
870; his committee OD local taxa
tion, 4!J2; effect of his publication 
on local taxation, 498 

Governor, Colonial, slory of, when 
made &. judge in equity, 502 

Grant, special, of 1876, its distribution, 
147 

Grants, extraordinary distrust at, 126; 
to CroWD, origin of,· 118; from 
Crown, duration of, 428 

Gre(>obacks, circqlation in America, 
442 

Grceoways Bank, failure of, 218 
Greenways, Messrs., bank of, 861 
Gresham, Sir Thomas, his formula, 

37 ; the king's Antwerp agent, 
198 

Grimstan, Sir Harbottle, his signature 
to the book of Ollstoms, 323 

Grocer, business of &, illustrates exp 

ports and imports, 407 
Grocers' Company, fines inflicted by, 

299 
Grotiu8, his dispute with Selden, 278 
Ground rents, taxation of, 497 
Guienne, revolt of, and financial 

measures on, 184 
Guilds, rural, spoliation of, IlJ; town 

and country, traits of, S05 ; endow
ments of, 806 

H. 

Half truths, danger of, illustrated, 
346 

Halll\lD, Mr" on medi18va.l villages, 4 j 
his authorities,18 

Hamburgh, imports of h sherry " from, 
401 

Hammond, Mr,. M.P. for Huntingdon, 
his papers, temp. Aune and George 
I.o aao . 

Hanover. house of, stability of, 482 
Hanseatio League, origin, purposes, 

and fortunes or, 100 
Harcourt, Sir W., on a female 

domestic at the Treasury, 290 
Barley, his indecision in Anne's reign, 

448 
Hartlib, on production in England, 

53 
Hearth tax, inferences from, 1~ 
Heaven-born minister, an inaccurate 

Dame for Pitt, 228 
Heiresses, weddings of king's sons 

with,414 
Hemp, compulsory cult.ivation of, 144 
Henley, Walter de, on agricultural pro

duce,58 
Haury II., church parties in the time 

of, 72; his provision for his sons, 
418; dominions of. 482 

Henry ill., his difficulties with the 
Alton robbers, 142; nearl,. deposed. 
and why. 416 

Henry IV., brea~s his .own law ~t 
Windsor, 82; blS mam&ge and his 
poverty, 418 

Henry VI.this character, 88; marriage 
of. its unpopularity, 417 i im. 
poverishment of Crown in reign of, 
418 
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Henry VIT., his claim of aids, 185 
Henry VIII., his character and actions, 

85 i debasement of cmrrency by, 
197 j his mania for brick buildings, 
279 i his acquisiuoDl and his 
extravagance. 420 I. 

Henry of Portagal, his discoveries. 106 
.. Heralds at arms." .- Debate of," lOS Idola Iptc'Ul, ilIaatration. of, 851 
High and low prices, causes of, often Imperialists, British, ealomniew of, 886 

intrica~. 261 Imperia1ln8titute, its peril, 8fiO 
Higher or technical edueation at the Importerl, ',..loe of imporil on 

expense of the state, 862 authority of. 401 
Highways, condition of, 62 Import values, exaggeration of, 402 
History, neglect of economical fac&8 Impossibililies, present and manit"t, 

in, 2 i its progress and shortcomings, 2'l9 
4 i CODStitotiOnal and political, 183; Improvements, some do not. increue 
philosophy of, hollow and weari- rent, 119 
some, 272 i secrei materials of, lDcome Tax, the, unfair. Ilf~. Pitt'., 
ooncealed and diacreditable, 470 474; Peel's, 475; unfairnettl of, 

History, philosopher of, his chaotic and inCIdence of, 47',; p.yen of. 
talk, 45(l • pay what .bould be loea! la_, 

Boarding, how passion lor arises. 235 4S19 
Holdings, small at Tandridge. 239 Income Tax retorn., not conelt18ive .. 
Holkham estate. lenU; of. 1629-1706. &0 the distnbu&ion of wealth. 140 
168. I Indeble4D ... of Icmrign C01IDIrieo lo 

Bolland, strolJgle of, after iDdepen- I the United Kingdom, effecc. of. Wi; 
dence. its importance, 211; i&. &eI'- I foreign &0 Env,Jaod, eflecte of, 204 
nee. and its enemies, oiOO; • Free I Independence. War of. its efJec&a OD 

Trade country, 436 ! the Colonial sylrtem. 469 
Bolywell,Oxford,jarisdictioniDmanor ! Ind.epeDdeneJ. chief home in London. 
of,I48. 1<5 

Bonour, codes of, in callinVS. 314 Independenu. tbe founders of tbe 
Hope, Hr., OD the Bank of Am.ter. Bank of Engi&Dd. 1<6 

dam, 212 . II Inde8&rDe1.ible powen," an abtord. 
Hops, a pecnllarly risky crop. 190 : phrase, 1&1 
Boublon. Sir John, fir." governor of I India HiIJ. Fox and Pi" on a, 349 

Bank 01 England. his origin, 2ID IDdia, BriuBb, loaDs klr, 44<J 
Bough&on. his eolleetioas and prices . lDd.ia. BVUggle in. betWteD France ~ 

of Bank BlOCk, 214 England, 110; •• 1ue of rupee 'D, 
Ho .... of Commons, growth of power 100 

of, early. 122; taus originate in, Indactiona, negau ... e. Ilenerall, lh& 
origiD of the cns&om.,I3".l; i&ll re6e&- work of economid.8. 6113 
lion on William in A.nne'. reign, Indo.triea. early EDgliah character o~ 
430; Brilish, its preeeDt freedom 321 
/rom eomJption, 433 Indwdry, RIll, whal P_ioD II.-

House of Lorde, j .. origiDaI character. 10, 367 
133 Ind""I'Y. EDglisb. ill )ljddle Ag .. , 

Houses. &cre8@'e to, in 1690. 15t3 cbie6y agrieuJtural, 21; earlJ 
Roues of Pa.rli&meot, hiaWJy of, in at&empl to .l.imoJau. Sil) 

seveuieeD.1b eetltwy. 87 i Inheritance national. llUeUtl8ion to, 
110 .... _ grou1J """'IuaI. 494 I 445; .. ..:. OD, deI<.-of, namiDed. 
HIII!JI"DOIO, &be, immi8Ja&ioD of, iDIo 471, "lq. . 

Engla.nd, ~ hurtitationl, baman, De'1"er entJreiy 
Humaa iDstilalioD. la ... of, ill wbat j ..... au 

...... used, 234 , In.n......,.;,m. the. of WIt. 22 
HDlDllllity, c:laima of, lhe In1e deIeDee Inlellig __ • bnman. pI'~ ••• bol 

of • poor rate., ~ ita limi.,. anknawn. 49 
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lnterC1ll!lOS Magnos, policy 01, III • 
Interest, its relation to profits, 19; 

natural diminution of, 237 i dan~ 
gerous to IJleddle with, 238 ; amount 
pa.yable on loans, 395 

International currency, amouni of, in 
England, 208 

Int.ema.tionaJ, the kinds of, 602 
Invention, motives of. 284 
Inventions of nineteenth oentury, 

genera.lly English, 292 
"Invisible export a.nd import," So 

phrase 01 )!r. Gilfen, 397 
heland, assessment of, in 1"657. 153 i 

landlord and tenant m, 163; pro~ 
duction of gold ift, 258; manufac. 

::rr: ~: a!::1~~:d~'3~:7 ;e=;~~~ 
of, from Act of 1 Anne cap. 6, 431 

Irish Academy. treasures of the, 258 
Irish Americans, export of money to 

Irela.nd by, 403 
Irish estates of London Compa.nies, 

their origin. 421 
Irish Land Acts, the various, 514 
Irish landowners, Arthur Young on, 

876 
Irish, opinion of, on Cromwell and 

Jameell .. 460 
hil:lh pension list, 8candaJ.oUB character 

01 tbe, 431 
Irish priest, the. his influence. 81 
Irish rebellion, assessment for, 152 
Irish tenant, interest of, made pre-

carious, M9 
Irish union. the first Sir Robert Peel 

on the, 327 
Irish woollens, suppression of, advised 

by DavenBnt, and wby, 288 
Iron, high price of. effecta of, 61 ; wan~ 

of, and dearness of in early agri
culture, 276 

Italy did not quarrel with the Papacy, 
and why, 79 ; reviva.l of ba.nking in, 
207 i its taxes on public dividends, 
443 

Ivan the Terrible, reign of. and rela· 
tions of, ..... ith England, 104 

J. 

Jacob, example of. perhaps suggested 
Beven years' apprenticeship, SOl 

James I., DO one in the right, who was 
on good terms with. 278; his wrath 
at tobacoo smoking, 522; his absur
diUea. his expedients for money. 421 

Jenkins' ears, story of, 467 
Jevons, Mr., on coal measures, 229 
Jews, the, interfered with by Fla.ccus. 

207 i pedigrees of, in the days of 
Nehemiah, 413; thrift of the, 488 

John the Good, of France, bis acts, 
197 

John, nearly deposed, 416 
Joint stook principle, its effect on 

prices, 312 
Jones Loyd and Co., bills of. 217 
Judges, effect of their gettiog freeholds, 

41; immovability of, 424 
Justice, administra.tion of, its vaJue in 

developing nationality, 296 
Justice of peace, his function and 

action, 297 
Justice-room, less effeotive than Manor 

Oourt, 148 
Justices' assessments, number of ex

istent,40 

K. 

Ket, insurrection of, 151 
Kidd, Captain, exeoution of, 108 j 821 
King, Gregory, his estimate of wages. 

44; on production in England, ~S ; 
his law of prices, 55; on saVlOg 
powers of a bishop and a farmer, 
176; his law of prices, 250; on 
power of saving, 267 

King, Lord. his action in 1811, 224 

~~~t~~~e~edW~~~:~jtsH~:Y 
~:'d!::sitiOD and murder ot by 

Englisb,279 
Kings, English, what they were 

expeoted to do with their revenues, 

~~s estate, nature and extent of, 

Ki~~8 peace, why kept in England. 

Ki:g'S taxes, fiction of the, 899 
Kingston Elstate, rents of, 1690, 168 
Kitchin, Dean, on St. Giles' fair, Winp 

chester, 284 

L. 

Labour, rise of price of, 266; impor. 
tation of into the United States, &D:d 
its value. 407 

Labourers, prosperity of in the 
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fifteenth centory. 34; position of in Law, COITUptioD of, while keeping to 
8m hall 01 eighleenib .. nlu..,.. tbe letter, 41 
270 Law makers. incompetence of, 326 

Labom par1nerBhips. little noticed by LawB, OOJ1ectiOD of aU En~liKh, 23; 
political economists. 307 ; proscribed economic, which human and which 
t.i1l1825. 314 Datoral, 234 

Labour statute of Elizabeth, provisions Lead, relations of, to silver. lJi6; price! 
of, 38, ,qq. of, as an indn of silver priceR. 2W 

Labour statutes, Dumber of, 40 Lea~e. Anti.Com Law, diHKOlutioD of 
Lai •• u jaire, a principle with the the, 849 

French economists, 848 i when to be Learning, special, hall 8. price. 866 
acknowledged,35O Lease for 1e&rB, its occurrence early. \ 

Lancashire. at first the poorest English 66 
connty,149 Leasehold., enlranchieement ot. 4!f'1 

Land Bank, the. in 1696, 222 Leuea of Col1el1,eB, cbaracieT of. 1~ 
Land, distribution of, in the medieval Leather industry; great in London, 

village. 14; bistorical ebanges iII 408 
ownership and occupation of. 52; : Leeward lalaDds. proprietorR 01. 830 
owners of. make laws, 163; in ) Legisla.ture. power of, over wages and 
CoIODies, surrender of to Colony, I profits. 239 
337; Mr. Mill'. theory OD its incre- I Lenden of money not patriot/l. 4.39 
ment, 515 LeUers, ufe delivery 01, PORt office 

Land hunger of fifteenth century, ita not respoDRible for, by law. ;,00 
effects,264 Liabilities. always find. 1~' 

Landless man, how understood in "Libel of Enl1lish PoJicy," it" objflJCt 
early England. 2'"J6 . and facte, 101 ; its infmmatitn1, 150 

Landlords. English. repaired builclingB Linen manufacture. special seaie of, 
and insured stock, lfi9 410 

Landowner. duty of. 174; great privi. Liverpool. Lord. on ratio of gold and 
leges and exemptions of the. 358; II silver, 188; on mercbanil' petition., 
Adam Smith's view of the. 376; his 846 
right to rent. 51; early. ibe iII. I Loanable money. plenly in England, 
stroetors of ;he farm..... 64; of 396 

~= :n~~T&-:m;:~:: ! ~(nOie·i::tc~~ :'~;6~ia!1~ 
166; lrans!.,.,... of liabilities of of maItinR a .moa. maller, .46; 
the others, 164; their services to J two proeeseetI of crea1.ion, VA 
agriculture iII ;he eighleenib __ Local charge. 6m iII Ume. poor relief, 
tary. 177; their folly and injustice, 4tH 
238; ibe, 01 ;he eighteenlb eenlmy. Local _, origiD of. and paymeal of 
Ibeir ...rn-. 2fh ; amenllmal, and by oeeopien. 426 
bone raemg, ibeir diJ!erenl aetiono, Local iII_ ....... of eownialloano. 
374; actioD of, aHer Mr. Goeehen'. 44-4 
book .... published. 496 Local taulion, eJeyeL>pmeD1 of mod-

Landowners, English, Ibeir poliq iII em, _; 1"0 recent SltaeD on. 
1773. 491 4!:n; moWm of author ou, 10 li9t6, 

Land "1_ Englioh, and ;he Iamilieo 5{)0 
358 Locke KiDg, OD Lord King', oct ..... 

Land tu. ~ of, 100; re-im. 2:U 
position of, 462; r...........,eni of, Locke, on &he ""';"',re. 2iJO 
eontemplated by Walpole, 466 Lollard, ;he; m. ~ and politieal 

Langdoa, Tbomaa, m. """"1of Gsm. IeDdEncieo. I!O 
~""y, 59 Londoo, by far;he larf!OOI ~ 1411.' 

Latimer on landlords, 171 noteo lot tim riuulated in, pn-.. 

~ ~":d!:~~ ~ 1~ stock ~Jnn~ ::,th: ~~ u:; 
phrase, _ Inde. 401, a .ut manuIacIaring 
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city, 408; financial influence of, 
448 , 

Lbndon, City of, itB estate, west of St. 
James, origin of, 496 

Lords, the, Standing Order of, 609 
Louis XlV., on the last pistole, 96; 

his opinion of DaveDBn"s abilities, 
425 

t~:!~~r~:lO~! ~~:!s ::~ss. ;~!l, 
62; his farming book, and his pro~ 
fits, 177 

Lowe, Mr., and new Poor Law, 248 i 
the author of school examina.tioDB, 
358; on the transference of income 
tax by traders, 477 

Lowther, Mr. Jas., on competitioD in 
collieries, 230 

Lubbock, Sir J., his Shop Hqurs Com. 
mittee, 855 

Luxuries, difficulty of defining, 868 
Lynn, King's, early importance of, 282· 

M. 

Macaulay, criticism 'of his history, 6 ; 
on the English clergy, 87; probably 
saw no perfect copy of Houghton, 
214: on Nonconformists, 215; had 
not duly weighed Daven&Dt's essay, 
426; on William III., 427 i on the 
public debt, 446 

MacCulloch, Mr., on Dutch rates of 
interest. 110; on the discovery of 
the Ricardian theory of rent, 161; 
his absurdity about rent, 286 

Ma~ox •. his antiquities, IS; early in. 
dicahons of apprenticeship in, 801 

Magdalene College, Odord. charter to 
from Henry VIII., 423 

Magistre.tes, assessments of wages by, 
. 16g8-1684, 241 

to Making of England," hollowness of 
the phra.se, 272 

Malthusian theory. some eoonomists 
on the, 477 

M~:~r courts. jUrisdiction of, effectual, 

Mansions, mting of unfair, 140 
Manufactures, prohibited in the Colo-

niea. sal; economy and improve
ment simultaneous in. 521 

Manufactures by Government. origin 
of,619 

Ma.nufacturing regions, generally he
retico.l.79 

Manx judges. oath 01. 344 

Margaret of AnjoD, her army. an'd its 
e:liects, 25; her northern army in 
1461,145 

Mariner's compe.ss, use of, 278 
Ma.ritime enterprise, Engla.nd slow in, 

819 
Mark. the, the unit of Teutonic cnn· 

encies,l84 
Market, non-protection of and width 

of, stimul&nts to production, B7l 
Markets and fairs, very dista.nt 1re· 

quented, 284 
Mark Lane Gazette, average crops in, 

870 
Marlborough, request tha.t a pension 

should be settled on, refused, 480 
Marling. custom of, 170 
Mary, her wish to restore the currency; 

the day of her de.a.th kept a8 a holi· 
day, 198 

Mason, wages of, in Oxford 440 years 
ago, BOa 

Masses, endowments of, apparently 
iree of law of mortmain. 305 

Ma.y. highest prices gellera.lly in, 
56 

Maynard. Serjeant, his reply to William 
III., 41 

Meonwaras, settlement of the, 284 
Meroha.nts and governments view 

money differently, 96; London, 
their objections to the bonding 
system, 899 

Merchants' petitioD, Lord Liverpool aD, 
346 

Merton College, Oxford, its cultivation 
in 1833-6. 52 j its survey of Gam· 
lingay,59 

Metapbysicia.ns discuss apologies for 
taxation, 460 _ 

Methuen treaty, the, in 170S. its 
policy, 112 

Mickle, his tfanslo.tion of Camoens, 
he revilea Adam Smith in its notes, 
848 

Migratiohs, during civil war, probable, 
169 

M~!ir!'h;eo~ ;bii:nr:~~e~?s;i::re~t~ 
51; his sinister predictions, 229; 
on buying out la.ndlords, 2S7; his 
defence of poor law relief, 244; on 
wages fund, 808; on wages and 

R~~~:" :!~ i 00: re;:aeto;;r~~iff~~ 
979; a happy expression of. 881; 
bis defence of Proteotion in .. young 
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and risiog natioDs," examined, 886, National laWB, discovery and adapta· 
_qq.; deference of colonists to opin. nOD ot, efleot8 of, 49 
iODS 01, 441; on taxes on inheri. National ledger, interpretation of, 8IJ!) 
tanoo, 472; on precarious incomes, National pride, pbraae& appealing to. 
476; his defence of the relief of 3a3 . 
destitution, 489; on taxation of Navigation Ad, effects of, 327 
accideoial fertility, 498; on makiDg Navigation, once. knack, DOW an art, 
the Byte, ihe universal landlord, 267 
514 New College, Oxford, its house pro· 

Jdining countries not neoeesarily perty in 1453, 16S.; possenes ip8ci-
wealthy, 259 mens of early cloth, 21i6 

Mischief.makers, meannesa of, 374 New England, soil of, uninviting. 822 
Moleyns, Adam de. on Irish gold, 258 Newspaper tax, imposition of.41.i4 
MonAsteries, dissolution of, their Newton, 8ir I., on the recoinage, 200 

wealth, 35; the, contrived the stock Nicholls, Mr., and Dew Poor Law, 248 
and land lease, 65; t.reasures of, Nimeguen, peace of, eflect3 of, 41',0 
enormous, 420 Nobles. sonl of, in the Church, 64; 

Monastic lands. grant.ees of, their obli-, great, intrigues of. in France, 482 
gations, 357; propeny, very BCa."- i NoncoDformists, t.heir cohesion and 
'Cered, 484 influence, 216 

Honey, imposaibility of keeping in, Norfolk, early opuleooe of, 89; indas· 
96; circulation of, 188; power of a t.ries of, 144; it.. early pOIition. 14~" 
bank to coin, a misconception, 218: Norfolk, North. talk in. a.bout Lord 
the ba.sis of notes and credit,219;. Lovell', farming. 177 
::f~~~~~ 3~~ not. , et an ext.iuc\ ! N02~f Mr., on Bank of EngIAn~ 

Money, old. did not di88ppear, 193 I Northern Engla.nd, rudeness and pov-
Monk's Act. and civil servants, 512 eny of, 14.5 
Monopoly, price of, to be 1iIed, 3ii4 North, Lord, his attitude on ,he 
Jdont.aeute, Earl of S&lisbury. his sym- American tea duty, 41i9 

pathy WIth the rebels 01 13"n, 2Y North, Roger. on 'he circulation of 
Montague. his at.titude at the Becoin- specie, a~2 

age, 200; his project of the Bank of Nary, his precedenta for ship money, 
England, 214 136 

Montfort, Simon de. his Parliament. I Notes, DAtaral limitation of. iuuee of. 
and his mot.ive. 121 J 217; incul&UOD of, 218; earl,. cJ.e.. 

Morrill, Mr., his taritl and biB motives.! nominations 01. high. 2iftf; bank. 
294.; the price of hi. tafiB, &K I restrainl of ieeue of. 3iiO; inoon-

Monimer. overthrow of. 417 ... mible, wh,. circulated. 441 
Moscow, march to, and lhe UDiform of ~ Hullum Temp'" Aei. origin of,433 
Fr~nch eoldiers. 292 I 

¥uratori. his collection of dipl~ O. 
,,; his .drrtiquitatu.· 92; on gold 
CUJTeneiea. It¢1; on Italian ban.lting. 
207 

I4l1Sieal in&troment, land bearing rent, 
compared to by the Du.Iu! of Argyll, 
4« 

N. 

I Oa.he Uken on Land Tax, ~2 
Obliga'ion&, loeaI ill England, 4B3 
Obloquy, newspaper, to sensible men. 

eaekl<.332 
ObiUeW. greatest to human progreN. 

ignorance and Icieoee:, ~J • 
Oeeupaoey, loeaI taWion .... ...wr, 

'4ll4 
Occnpien, paymeDt 01 ta ... by, lAid 

to be pa.ymeut by owo~n • .aiIt!I 
Official etergy, ._ of, 7~ 

Old Teotameof, reading 01, ita -, 
the 7& 

Napoleon. his commercial policy. 215; 
an idol of idiotlO. hi. character. 2ir.l 

~ation. benefit to. collectivel,. by 
primary education. S.~1 

National Debt. • guarantee of 
~u.lement., 44& , Omnib .. Billa, their p~, 405 
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Open fields, syslem of, 59; custom of, 
• hindrance to agriculture, 178 

Opposition, irrational, not always met, 
by calling it so, 363 

Onmge, house 01, its degradation, 435 
Oresme, Bishop of Lisieux on money, 
:~~ on the ciroulation of specie, 

Organization, its universality in early 
English life, 296 

Oriel College, its puroh&se of a rever. 
sion, 67 j its trade in masses, &C.,. 
305 

Ouilaws, haunts of, 142 
Overstone. Lord, his opinions on the 

Bank,224 
Oxford city and ani4ersity, assess· 

ments of 1693. 156 
Oxford Colleges. house property of 

pre-Reformation, how procured, 305 
Oxford professor, at on America.n 

paper currency. 87 
Oxlordshire, its early relative wealth, 

149 
Onord. the origin of all religious 

monuments in England, illustrated, 
76 j the farm rent of, 128; St.M&ry's 
church at, its use, 144 i roads of, 
ancient and modern, 491. 

Oxford town, its mtmicipality sub. 
jected to the University, 298 

P. 

Painters, English school of. late, 274 
P~rston Lord, his adage rejected, 

Papal clergy, types of, 7~ 
Paper currency, forced, in EDgla.nd, 

201; why aocepted. :d20 
Paper issues of Austria and Russia, 

effects of, lay 
Pa~:. manufacture of, in England, 

Paper money, issue of. in American 
VtTar,~ 

Parliament, rolls of, imperfect, 127 i 
tries punishment.s before remedies, 
200; theory and practice of, 846 i 
relations of to lailways. S5S; a 
mouthpiece for popular indignation, 
421 i the old, a tl'avest.y,448 j alone 
able to create • monopoly, 462; 
claims right of taring the OoloWes, 
46ij; the, of 1529, its duration and 
its acts, 4!'36; limitations on \he 
funotions of, 60a 

Parliament. Irish, its corruption, 431 
Pa1'liamentary franchise, the, of 1406 

and of 14S0, 297 
Pa.rish, English, its position as a social 

unit, description of, 18 
Parishes, close and open, effects of 

245 
Parish life, exceedingly insulated, 289 
Paris, Matthew, his opinions, 72; on 

the oondition of England, 139; on 
reign of Henry III., 170 

Paris, peace of, 1768, state of Europe 
at, 290 

Parnell, Sir H. (Lord Congleton), his 
financial proposals, 474 

Parochial settlement, law of, and origin of, 246 i law of an appeal to 
old traditions, ~95 

Passport system of 12 Ric. n., 31 
Past and present, continually muddled 

by writers, 304 
Pasture rents, rise of, 180 
Paterson, his earlier career, 108 
Patriots, Indian, their critici.sm on 

loans, and answer so, 440 
Peace, armed, wh&t it mea.ns, 294; 

ma.intenance of Bnd charges of, on 
whom it should be imposed, 493 

Peace of 1816, one of languor, 292 
Peasant., with land, his advantages, 

240 
Peasa.nt, English, his life, 16; his 

superiority to those of Fra.nce and 

~r:::l~m~~ ~!s::~l!tti!:c,l:: 
Peasant or al'tiz8D, sacrifices of, in the 

education of his ohildren, great, 857 
Peasantry, outbreaks of,81 ; organiza

tions or, 800 
Pecok, Bishop, his teaching, 8S 
Peel, his defence of his inoome tax, 

lSI; his famous question, What is 
a pound? 201; and Bank Act of 
1844, 224: premature death ~f, 2:d6 ; 
his tariff refonns. 448: sefVlces of, 
and abilities of, 456; financial posi
tion on his coming to office in 1841, 
475; on post office reform, b04 

Peel, Sir Robert (the first). on Irish 
trade. and the Irish UniOD, 5:27 

Peer. &, his tactics with his personal 
pl'operty, 4.74 

Peers. ohums of, to writ of summons, 
la3 

Penal code. the, in Ireland. 81 
Penn, William, pension to heirs of 

830 
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Pennsylvania, workmen's houses in, Politiea.l pamphlets, importance of two 
4tl7 centunes ago and onward". 424 

Penny. sopposed degradation of, 186 Poll taxes. beginning of, 12t1 
Pepper, price of, 106 Pomeranian leather, 8 special import. 
Pepys, his correspondence with Boob.! 410 

lon,215 Poole. Mr., vi.ited by American 
Permanent and terminable 10aD8, citizens. and wby, 368 

difference of, 446 Poor. doctrine that they should live 
Personal government, extinction of, in on the land affirmed, 243; harsboea 

England, 448 of political economists to. InO; de.. 
Personal property, taxes on inheritance sire of fair traderB to make a raid 

pe:i!!~:q~nomicaJ. a risk, 229 i' ~~~wf~: ~h=!~t;:~':el~~f !:.~o~ 
Philip II., his resources in money. sdtled on economical ground., 41i9 

9':); and Bank of Uenoa, 211. origin Poor Law. derivable frlJIll the bad acta 
of his resources, 260; his loans in of government. 244 ; ancient iLeftloce 
Genoa. 434 0l,4Ji7 . 

PhiJip Ie Bel, his quarrel with Boni- Poor lawlI, betwe~n 1M1 and 1",01,241 
face vm .. 74 Poor priesta. foundation 01 ordu of. 77 

Phillips. Prof., on the extent of coal Poor rate, return of, at 16~5, 4..!J; in. 
measures, 230 cidenee of, in 1 fJK.-5. HiD; relatiY8 

Philologers, their occupations. 275 amount of, in 161i6, 246; paymeut 
Philosophy of history, its progress and of, by thoRe who do no1; employ 

its risks, .5; illustration ot para- labour, 4AA; the distribution of. to 
doxes in. 308 variOTlB objects, 489 

Phrases, their power over men, 32<J Pope, the, espeusiVeDesB of hill Court, 
Piracy, why an o1Jenee which all may lli7 

Piit~~~;r~~is objects, 318 P7t~::!:' =:~~~; i:b::(Z!::':'~ 
Pitt. bis income tax. 131; his action I no necer;aary test of progperity. 140 

in 1797, 201; his real breach of law in En~·land. calcula1.iom on. 157 
in 1~97. 216; his poliey. and his l'ortP.r, on the Pr(.lgntls of the SatiOD. 
!elations to the Bank, 2"23; death 446 
of. its attendant circumstances, 3-lH; Portmloath. unted ur restored b) 
his respect for Adam Smith, 34!,; Henry VII!., SUi 
his .. patriotic loan. ,. to. failure, U!I; POt1u~al. diec:oTeries of. 320 
in 17~, makes the Land Tas per- Pflstal notes, rfttraints: on. 5111 
petaal, 463; his accession to office, Pun office. lbe, best. iIInstratioo 01 

:~~; SUooe68Ol'8 01, their finance. ! p!o;r;~~'::l ~or!;rr~in derived 
Pla~e, Great. causes of. and effe:et1I 01, I from Boman .,..tem. 1~ 

263 POT,!l'1y. expedienie t.o rel~Te by law. 
Plague. the, of l.349, its deets. 21 212 
Plantations, AmericaD, their origin. Pr«-ioas metals, how proeured in non· 

322 produelng coontnes. 257 
Plate., silver, price 9f, 195 Preabyterian. 01 le'YenteeDth eentary. 
Plantus on relatione 01 maD to maD, DOW t:nitariane, 1i.-5 

341 Pret!itige. ita inftuence in France. 41'..0 
Police. modern. origin of. 493 Price, ,he Jriver of. price a1.tn.eUi &he 
Politiea.i ~ their practical dealer. a!!1 

errors., 7; generally in the right on Price, hill 6iDking luod.. .J.,'j.5 
financial ql1t:'StioDs. 454 Priee&. rise of. eaUH' of. 17; ftJ(Ula.-

Politieal E<ODOIDy. ~ 01 ....... boD 01. general. 2.5; ,,_ do DOt 
mical I.a.et.s by, 2; illustrations of riMe with, 37; e-.-idenee 01 • .. to 
its speenlatiYe side.. 50; nearl,. &ll d~eueraer of coin .. 1!J4; la •• c.f, 
the fallacies 01. portially true. 1!iY/ 2:.1. M[7.; ........ all..,..".. 2.53; 

PoliUcal nicknames iD 1'1anden. 27e rile in. ~ epoch of. 2,.!j7 j 
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general uniformity of, from 1260 to 
1540, 262; high, occasioDs on which 
they induce high wages, 373 

Primogeniture, effect of. at first un· 
important, 68 

Printing, an invention of foreigners, 
280 

Prisons aud hospitals, taxes for, 494 
Priva.te coining. little risk of, 190 
Private interest, dootrine that it is a 

public duty, an impudent fallacy, 
382 

Privileges, purchase of, 128 
ProclamatioDS, Eliza.beth's, volume of, 

40 
Producer, Government, like a protec

tiOD for manufactuI'GS, 623 
ProductioD, oost of. 260; motive of, 

the expectation of a market, 370 
Professional classes, wages of, smaJl, 

801 
Professional incomes, taxes OD, 477 
Professors, Oxford and Cambridge, 

statistics of, 370 
Profit, the vital object to get a balance 

of, 891 
Profits increase more ra.pidly than 

wages, 306 
Profits, na.tural, in what sense used,340 
Promissory oaths, futility of, 296 
Propertied classes, their samoa. to 

agricuitw'e, 414 
Property, respect for in England, ~ene

ral but peculiar, 24; not a basis of 
notes, and why, 221 

Property taxes, graduated, instances of, 
124; gl'ant.s were nearly always, 
127; of fifteenth century, ell&
ractt-r of, ISO 

Proprietory rights, attempts to deal 
with in Pe.rliament, 830 

Protection, to com, given in 1660, 270; 
definition of, va,gue and shifting i 
advocates of. 865; not quoted fully, 
866; object of, 868; must be on 
articles of necessary use, and COD ... 
Biderable, 869 i .. robbing somebody 
else," 375 i in United States, its his~ 
lory, BSS 

Protectionist oountries, cries in, 516 
Protectionist manufacturers, an in

direct advantage to, 406 
Protectionists employ their imagina.

tions like painters and poets. 411 
Protective tariff, effects of, 261 
Protectorate, t.axauon of la.ndoWllers 

during the, 422 

Provisions, rise of after 1541, 240 
Proxies, origin of. 188 
Public cha.racters, contradictory criti

cisInof,6 
Publio Debt, English, its origin, 447 
Public Debts, best oonditions for orea

ti"g, 443 
Public sohools, endowments of, appro

priated by the rich, 855 
Public service, gains in, 466 
Public stocks, income tax on, & practi-

oal repudia.tion, 443 ' 
Purchase of land by state, effects of, 

had Mr. Mill's proposal been oarried, 
515 

Purobase of railways by the state. 
a.rguments for and against, 610, 
_qq. 

Pulit&n movement, social character of, 
84 

Puritans, their ohara.oter, 44 j oolonies 
of, 821; their extent aD.d influence, 
458 

Q. 

Quakers, rise of the, 85 
Quarter sessions, the conduot of, in 

rating manSions, 496 

B. 

Rack rents, origin of, 67 
Railway Rates Bill of 1886, author's 

oomments OD., in Pal'liament, 853 
Railwa.ys, control of, neoassary, 8US; 

British oharges put on, 854 i loans 
for, 444 j oonstruction of, in Eng
la.nd and elsewhere, 509 

Raleigh, his Eldorado, 821 
Rates," "Book of, issues of, and effects, 

135 
Rating Act. the, of Willia.m IV., 496 
Raw material, not easy to define, and 

why,2f36 
Beal estate rema.ined liable to land tax, 

and why, 468 
Reasons, wise not to give, 502 
Rebellions, colonial, how met and COD

doned,836 
Reeoinage by Elizabeth, faots of. 

195 
Reciprocity, attraotions of to BODle 

minds, S25 
Be-exportation gre&t from the United 

Kingdom, 400 
Reform impossible, if ~e doctrine of 
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vested interests is est.eDded or :Revolutions. cauea of. in English 
strained. 352 history, 432 

Reformation, English, its true pro. Rhenish dries, oriRin of wealth of, 10 
moters, 84 Rhine, policy of France as regardJ the, 

Religion, e:r.tirpation of ., possible, 2~7 
89; people give more liberally. to, Bicardo. his definition of rent. 161 ; 
than to want, 242 his merit! on currency question., 

Religion, wan of, inlerprelalion of Ie. 
characters in, 12 Richard I., csplivily of, ilo COBI, 120 

Religious movements. conditions of, 80 Richard D., state of lOCiety at be'fin· 
BeligioOSopinioDshonest.lyent.erl&ined Ding of reign of, 78; and De Vere, 

and enforced, 69 417 
Bemigius, a. Germau paper-maker in Rich. different 1&w for, and. poor, 

England, 280 471 
Bent,compared to the hire of • mU8ical Biehelieu. hi8 poliey. 4.1)8 

iDBlrumenl, 4@; history of defiDi. Richmond, Doke of, _I of. and 
tiOllB of, 160; of DO interest but to I gran .. to. 352 
the landowner, 165; regnIa.tion of ! BiRk, its relation to profits, 19 
in Europe, 175; the last received Ritual, characlerof,doringElizabelh'. 
in distribution. 233; its real poei- reign. 4-21 
lion, 236; attacks on, 238 i in seven- Roads, earl,. ccmdition of. -iSS; maiD-
teenth century. and oomments on it. tenanee of, a jut. tax OD Jaod. 
267; aoricnltuml, rise of in EDI!· OWDenI, 490 • 
land, 2\13; why considered & filonb. Bock sail quarried bm DOl refined, 
jea of taxation. 463 277 

Bents, early. fixed and unalterable. Boman Empire, IJul'viys1s of. 70; the, 
15; arable, ancient amount ot ruined its sabjeeY. 393 
167; _<me, ancient amODDI of, Rothschild. Lord, on foreign Bloc ... 
167; do nol depend on pDees. 271; 390 
forcible el ... lion of, proeesa of, 173 ; Boy.lim,their condDCIIo ,h. ~ 
Dot; IJO much afteded by cattle and. in If,42-6, 25 
Bheep·laising, 179; rise of, in BOVen- Rnbens,hi .. poIbeooi.of Villiero,Doke 
teenth cenrory, 199; Dol neeesoaril1 of Bnckinpbam, 274 
taised by proiection, 374 Rne"" .ttempta of En.land 10 reocll, 

~:ih ~dr::'~ land, B.:!;"i:;: :!t:li!,~ 10, by ()ri.. 
Republie, Athenian and Romaa, ioaIItI meon _. 2'411 

Bepne:.lia~ ~~. 340 Rymer. hia diplomatie eo~ 9t 

~~ 350 does 00< aI ... ,. follow 8. 

__ th.rulingofia..,. ... at,422 &Iiobal7, Earl of (Cecil,. -iT hialol7 
BesnmpDoa Bill, Walpole on, in 170!, of \be fomily, 1.'16, 422 
D~_~_ po"_'" _._,_ .... 37

ft 
Salt, prioe of, ill_leo Ibe prioe of __ -, .... ~....... ... heat, and why, 51; imporI&Dce of. 

llevenoe of C ........ bed and inelastie, • 277 
415 8&lred meata, genenlaae of. 271 

1levolntinn, tbe ef!eeIo of, in relation Id -. Abbm, hia good _ '" 

::,ea. ~_"::!.: ~ 428; ~ 01, ill 1.'121, 10& 
lIevolulWD, BDglioh, of 1M2, _ of, 8scurn, limbo of _poIiiieaI-

85 m-'_ 
~~~~ 8&-.irrupIioD of. on_Em-

YoaagODtI>e,269;psperof,442; 8&~~~..:!.-". 
~ of, and --.. S:::..noaa cI<ADatiDDI 01, US 
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Scarborougb, fee-farm rent of. 128 
Scientifio witnesses. disputes of, 868 
Scotch universit.ies, .Parliamentary 

grants w, indefensible, a63 
Scotland, customs duties in, 123; 

degradation of pound in, 197; assess
ment of, in 1607, 168; wealth of 
from Tar to Tweed, 863 

Scott, Sir W .• his descriptions of Scot
tish life, 123 

Securities, export of, meaning of, 99; 
export of, cs.use& for, 896 

Seignorage, practice of exacting, 202 
Selden, his disserta.tion on tithes, 162; 

on the King's Exchanger, 187; his 
dispute with Grotius, 278 

Selim. I .• his conquest of Egypt and 
its e:fJects,ll i his conquest of Egypt, 
107 

Serfs, emancipation of, the et!ect of, 
tbe insurrection of 1381, 90 

Servility, worst traits of, 832 
Session, Pa.rliamentary, ceremony of 

olosing. 281 
Settlement, Act of, immunity of 

judges under, 424 . 
Seventeenth century, importance of 

economical facts in, 2; prices and 
popula.tion of, 57; calculation of 
population in, 168 i renw of. 174 i 
men of, 265 

Beven years taken generally as a period 
of qualification, 901 

Seven Years' War, effect ot, on Ameri
can plantations, 291; tiscal effects 
of. 468 

Shaltosblll")'. Lord (the late). on tho 
Factory Acts, and their limited 
acopo, 86. 

Shakspeare like Prospero in the II Tem~ 
pest," 265; OD winter garments, 286 

Sheep, breeds of, 62 i losses of, insured 
by landlords in tho lifloonlb oantnry, 
169; keeping of. in England, 278 

Sheep feed, produce of, OD acre, 231 
Ship money, its imposition, 186 i as..: 

sessment of, 161 . 
Shippon, his atbrode, 296 i his esti

mate of himaslf and of Walpole, 
466 

Shotover boar, story of the, 490 
Sicily, attempt. &0 secure crown of, 

191 
Siemens, his furnaoe, 288 
Silk man1lfac111re, London, in Ih. 1If. 

toonlh contlll")'. 282 
Silver coin, tineneaa of, 184 

Silver greatly produced in Engla.nd, 
186; need of, for Eastem trade, 
891 

Sinclair, Sir John, his services in Scot. 
land, 60. 270; on apprenticeships in 
husbandry. 306 

Sian Abbey, its home farm, 66 
Sian, abbeS8 of, pressure put on, 264; 

foundation of abbey of, 418 
Sixteenth century, scanty information 

about, 151 
Booial and political causes not separ. 

able, 281 
Smiles, Mr., his books, 257 
Smith, Adam, on rent, 61; on the 

mercantile system, 96; borrows from 
Targat his canODS of taxation, 115; 
why he called rent B tax, 164. 165; 
on prices and wages, 181; his phrase 
about interna.tional mooey. 190; on 
the Bank of Amsterdam, 212; bis 
theories of rent,' 285 ~ on lotteries, 
259 i on apprenticeship, 300; his 
description of colonialma.nufactures, 
831; on the Colonia.l Empire, SSS; 
endeavours to get him a place aD 
the BengaJ Council, 348: on the 
Protectionists of hie day, 376; on 
the Colonial Trade Acts, 878; on 
nations and governments, 898; on 
rents. economic, oompetitive, fixed, 
415; on the conceit of nations and 
individuals, 445; on taxation. 461; 
Pitt said to be a djsciple of, but how, 
470 

Smith. Goldwin, and the Colonies 
twenty· five years ago, 835 

Smollett. his novel, .. Humphrey Clin
ker," 484 

Smuggler. difficulty of dealing with, at 
Revolution, 461; difficulty of ooping 
with th •• 464 

Smuggling, cessation of, 465 
Sooialism, best answer to, is social 

equity, 816; strength of, in what, 
862; stimnlants of. 497 

Social state of England, how affeoted 
by law, 24 

Sooiety, may lOBe Bome arts, but is safe 
if it retains others. 958 

Sole market, acquisition of the, and 
it. effects. 290 

Sole-market theory, the, described, m 
South Saa Bubbl.,!mil of lb. Asaianlo 

!real"449 
SoverelgD8, English, their continental 

airoulation, 202 
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Sovereign, the. dependence of, on Bocces. in wealth-getting honoured, 
Parliament, and legislation of 1850, 312 
126; Crown estate does Dot belong Successiona. Pitt's tax on, examined. 
to. 431 471 

Spanish Colonies, Government of the, Succession, war of, combatants in the. 
320 64 

Spain, trade of England with, lOa; 80gar, slave grOWD. objections to, aod 
its conquests in the New World. facts &8 to. 329 
107; discoveries of, 820; war with, Sumptuary laws, effectiveneBl'J ot, 877 
in 1739, 467 Superintendence, wages of, their profit. 

Speaker, his address to tbe Crown, 184 19 
Speenhamland Act, itl! object, 247 Supplementary estimates. bad floance, 
Spillman, 8 German paper-maker at 451 

Danford, 280 Supreme Court, American, decisions 
Spinning. 8 universal occtIpation,l43 of, 481 . 
Spinola, and bank of Genoa,211 Surrender. by Colonial Office. to Colo· 
Squatters, Colonial, impudence of.336 nies. in what direct.ion., 837 
Stafford on landlords, 171 SUlperurioD of cash payment.e, debate 
Stamp Act. the. 468 on. 223 
Stanhope. Lord. hiB absurd motlOD, 224 Sosses. forges and glaa. fUrnaeeI of. 
Stanhope. Lord, his political poriraits. 6 2i17 
State, limits of agency of, 311 ; sbould Sutton's culture, character of, 231 

~~n~';~it~=~i~;~b!:: i ::utn~ ~b~~C:!..!:~: ~~. 464; hw 
owned by. 516 I' poli.icaI philosoph... of Lapala, 

State rights in the American UDioo, 4.'j7 
ibeory of, 481 Sworn.off gold, origin of the pirrue. 

StatesmeD, du&y of, in economical in. 187 
ductions, 8; ignorance of and its 
eau8t'S,344 T. 

StatesmeD. European., &heir alliances. I 

502 I Tandridge, gndoaled Iooal lauli"" 
8&aws of the Union, defaulting,Ie&aOo in. 124; relief of poor .t. 243; de. 

giveo 10. 340 aeriptiOD of. and loc:al tases at. 484 
Slate. the. finding eapilal, illwory, 18 Tallage. 'he. of Iowa •• 120 
SIaIUie 01 Labo_ enacted, and ila Tallages. liabili'Y to. 12'4 

proTisions. 26 I Tauning. panial, • pracUce in fort1sn 
Slephel1BOn, the Y01ID8er, his dictum. i leather trade. 4\0 

353 ! Taritl. protectionist. a war in ditJffOille. 
S&ock and land lease, the, its eha.rac&er. 334; American, It.JC&l d.tf,_-nce of. W; 

64 ' reform of, in WaJpo}e'8 time. 4#;6 
Stoek Exehange-, its weakness aod ita Tariffs, Coionial, meanirw. of, 337 

s:trenJrth.339 Taution. caJ)C1IlI of. ambif(tlOM. 1M; 
Stock Exehanltf: IeCU.rities eaDll.Ot be arbitrary. restmin1 of. 120; motion 

conveniently taxe!L 33.3, on. bY author. 131 ; 'f'ariOOI gJoofi.l:k 
Stock. milway, distribution of. &13 10<. alleged, 4W; p"....,. di.triba· 
8weks. eoDvenion. proceM ~ 452 lion at, 47~ 
Stourl>ridge. fair 01. 2>j-2 Tuation. Euglioh. .. r1,.. peouliar.ll3 
Strike., a, rarely BUeCe&8ful, and wby, Tues. di~1ribution of. aproperml1eet. 

3)1) for a din:etor of eriminal inYm~ 
iltuarI, I:ing" thefta 01 banker.' lioD.310; ~.'P .... otmioD.":l 

money by. 212 _ ! Taus. "Ditary. who I'ibI)QJ~ pay. 4SJO 
Smano. Ib.ir poliey .. to iudg .. ,/, Tax. _. dilHeuIlyof Jeyying. 4441 

pa1eUlS. n Ta", rem&iDa. to """" ..-.. "" thooe 
Subsidy. amo_ 01. fWd, bui io Ia- ",ho fin< pa,. n. 4\111 • 

Belled. 126 Tea. 1I&e of.. Mid to han" eaoted aD JIl--
Substinnesformooey, ... l,. .... oI.2C15 ....... of ...... 246 
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Telegraph companies, scandalous pur .. 
chase of the, 506 

Tenancy at will, origin of, late, 67 
Tena.nt, his position to landlord, 859 
TermiDable annuities, effect of income 

t&lc on, 476 
Te.rm.inable securities, how aft'eoted)1 

mcom8 tax, 447 
Terrorism in the United States, 885 
Te.oton, • imitative a.nd ooo&&ionally 

mtruslve, 294 
Teutonio Certi6cates, their value, 275 
Tentonic irruption, character of, 70 
Teutonio race manufacturel some 

thing besides metaphysios and 
testimonials, 410 

T"zti1eindUltries, diffused in Engl&nd, 
281 

T~ble money. ori~ of name of, 

Thirlby, Bishop, his paper mill 280 
Thirty Years' War,ca.uaea·a.nd'provo-

cationa of, 287 
Tillage, deoima1 fraction of lAnd gone 

out of, 870 
T~n. produce of, in England, 288 '1'l!:. payment of rates by, its defence, 

a'obacoo, Virginian, importa.oce of, 
822; Spanish, cost of, S2S 

To;OO ta:K, the, of Sir S. Northcote, 

Tolls taken, but roods not mended 
490 i reoeipts from decline, 491 ' 

Tone. Wolfe, his language about the 
Irish House of Commons, 432 '1'o..,r;;: had better writers than Whigs, 

Tories, historio. authors of the peaoe 
of Utrecht, 449 

Tomms, Colonel, on the Bank ol 
EDglAnd, 224 

Tower pountL weight of, 1~ 
Towns, tuat.ion of, peculiar, 127 i 

organization of, 297; looal taxation 
01,508 

Trade, British, assistance given to 
Americana due k) a deme to break 
up, 831 

Trade followa the flag, maxim ac
oepted,291 

Trade, it.s aida k) international mor~ 
alit,y, 98 ; international character of, 
99; early Englitili, small and pre
:~oUl, 802; reciprocal. efJecw of, 

Traders do not desire to keep mQney, 
94; prudent rule of, 406 

Trades, organization of, 298 
Trans-shipment, an easy evasion of 

retalia.ting duties, SBO 
Treaty of 1861, character of, 113 
Troy pound, weight ot, 184: 
Truck, defenosl of, a.nd condemnation 

of, S59 
Tull, Jethro, on rent in eighteenth 

". cen&ury, 176; On renis, 268 
Turgot, his ca.nons of taxation, 115 
Tu:~.; the, his miscbisvoul presence. 

Tzar. his polioy ten yea.rs ago," bow 
determined, 439 

u. 
Ulster, linen weaving by peasants of, 

84:; bye-industries in, 176 
Unearned in"rement, hope for, per .. 

pEltuaJ,237 
Unemployed, the, statistics of, 870 
ttniled KiDgdom, it. proportion 01 the 

world's trade, 408 
United States, circulation of green-

~;~~ ~~~~~ii~:~~m~~!~:J:'; 
advooat.es of protection in. avoiding 
their owb. case, 869; protection in, 
ita history. 888 i exports of, and ex... 
planation of,402 i growth of trade of. 
rooonl, 407; building laud in the, 

. 497 
,Unit, social, weakness of tbe, 342 
Universitiea, the incorporation of. 298 
Universities and Colleges Aot 1676, its 

tendency,l71 " 
Universities, English, founded by pri:. 

vate munificence, 868 
Ueury, laws ragallting, 94 
Usury law, abrOftation of, 8,,8 
Utility, oonnection of art with, 276 
Utreoht, treaty 01, il8 e1IGoIB on Eng. 

lish trade, 820 

V. 
Vaccination, oompuiBott, opposition 

V~a.~~n8.fortaxation, Edward!s, 129 
Vao dar W81'er,lL, on Bel&ian thrift, 

435 'rrade profits, principle 01, 109 
86 
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Vanaittari, Mr., on the Bullion Com. 
mittee, and hiB motion, 224; hiB 
action, 464; hiB incapacity. 4:74 

Vegetables, garden, came from HoI. 
land,289 

Venice. Bank 01. and the phcliee of 
the Republic, 209 

Vicarious respoDsibilitj, characterisUe 
of Engli.h life, 121 

Village guilds, endowments of, 808 
ViUiers, Mr. C., his return 01 wages, 

248 
Vincent, Mr. Howard, hiB advocac:Y of 

protection, hi. earlier calling, his 
action in Parliament, B66 

Virginia trade, character of. 826 
V=noea, social all over Europe, 

W. 

Wadham. Dorothy, her architect. 27' 
Wage-fuDd t.h<-ory of IoIr • .MiJJ oriu. 

cized,308 
Wages, receipt of, ita analogy to 

profits. 19; do not riBe with prica, 
37; oeta&lly paid higher !.han thai 
all.owed, 44; cannot. keep up to 
pn_ 2f>6; poor rale, a rate in old 
of. and why. 481 

Wakefield, Gibbon, his colonial 
ICheme, 337 

Wall Slreet gamblers, .nd aoftmODey, 
223; their intrigues, aud the c0nse
quences. SS4 

Walpole, his IreatIn."t of public cleM, 

:;:.ii h~r;~~::7 ~:m~ 
399 ; his C01180lidaied deb\, 452 

W:;:.booaem.", London, t.hcir 88"""1, 

War, invariable langnage of govern.. 
mmt .bODt, 893; juat and ....... 
....,., • ahon pIuaoe, 454 

War of Spanish -..n, ""'" 01, -War of S_ion, 1453-1485,ebarae. 
tcristico of, 26S; in <be fif.eent.h 
eemmy, ita ....... and chaneter, 
419 

Ware, Emnpean, since 18U, W!rJ 
• cleRrudive., 2!r.J; EIU"OpND. mecf'S. 

""" cbaraeterioIica of, 324; _ 
of variODe, 470 . 

W:,,"";;~ opeD or eommon &eIdo 

Water eompanie., " .. laatlon of the, in 
1880,618 

Watt, importsn.. of hirr inventlOD, 
267 

Waynfteto, lonnder of Ma~dolon. Col· 
lege. Oxford, bis practice., 66 

Wealth, kinda of, 17; production of, 
causes of, 227 ; teaching of political 
economy OD, partial, 810 

II Wealth of Nation.," delay iD the 
publication of, 84.8 

Weaver. a. SynonymOUI with. heretie, 
91 ; generally'. heretics in the 
Middl • .\goa, 876 

Weight, paymen\ll by, t.ha praetiee, 
argomeuu tor, 191 "Iq~ 

Wells, David, on 00Bt of treirPlt. 282 
Wesley. movement of. 88, on llanry, 

829 
Westminster monka. their home farm, 

• .torted by Ibe BnaaellM, 66 
Weymse, Lord,.. ., speeDlali,,, poli.

tician. 851; on IOciaJ.imI u 8,,_ 
8Ieph."., 497 

Wheat ond labour, pricea of, infenuoe 
frOID,' 

Wheal, ralio of, to barley .nd oak, 
251; higheR relMli •• price of, 26'.l; 

=~~b:':oi :=;6.;: 
Whig, mocIem, pictm'e of .. & lampooD, 

425 
Whigl, mouied, their oupport 01 <be 

""'of Belllemeut, 811; timdireeton 
of Bank of England « ........ 11" 214; 
and wbat oort of, 215; hiatorie, 
erealed t.ha w ... of 8panlab.
trioD, .u9 

Whitbread, Hr., his _pt to _ 
.U.,......,..~247 

Whiteley, IoIr., cbaraeter of his baoj. 
-.40e 

White, William, his bUtor7 and fate, 
79 

William the Jlormaa, polley of, 71 
WiUiam the Primate. proelama&ioD. 
add_ to, in 1349,28 

William w., Ilia ilion in Bolland 
and in EDM m; lhe _08 
debt & I<&IIdal to his gov.......m. 
449 

Willif, ........ of, 78 
WilJrea, cIelended ... JlClIIO<DIforaIiA, 

87 
WilIonghby, Yoy1II!e 01, ato 
Woods and P_ omce of, ehargea 
~1i11 • 
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'Wool, American production of, 368 
Woolcomber, art of, 286 
Wool, English, its importance, 9 
Vlool taxes, the, amount of, 129 
Wool tax of 1841, its distribution, 146 
Working classes, 1411Hz faire breaks 

down in. 352; their position deteri· 
oraled after 1782. 469 

Workma.n., what be has to sell, 313 
Workmen,. subjection of, oa.uses of, 

240; dislike ihose who refuse to aid 
their organization. 317 

Wykeham. Willia1D1 of, his mitre case 
and valise, 286 

Y. 

York, house of, asks for few grants, 
132 • 

York, statute of, its importance, 122 
YOUDg, Arthnr, on rent in eighteent.h 

century, 176; on increase of poor 
rates, 246; on eighteenth century 
agriculture, 268 ; on the early daYI1 
of the French Revolution, 269; on 
Irish landowners and rents, 876 i 
reports sent to, 879 

Younger son, the, when be becomes R 
nuisanoe, 64 
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People. By MARIANA MONTEIRO. With Ful1-page Illus.' 
trations in Photogrovure by HUOLD COPPING. Fcap. 4-to,. 
'cloth, 10,. 6d. Popular EditioD, crown 8vo" cloth, gilt 
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. Heroic Tales. 
ALMA TADEMA. 

extra, ;So 

Retold from. Firdusi the Persian. By 
HELEN Z ... M.RN. With Etchiltg' b)' L. 
Popular edition. Crown avo., cloth 
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out. "-SallWda:l RevietD.· . 

Woodland Tales. By JULIus STI~E,Author.of"The 
, Buchholz Famdy." Translated by 

E. WRIGHT. Crown avo" cloth, 3s. ltd. ' , 
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The Story of theN ations. 
Crown 8~o.: Illustrated, and funiished with Maps and 
Indexes, each Ss. 
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• By Prof. J.' K. HOSMER. ,Second edition. 

II The book possesses much of the interest. the suggestiveness, ~d the charm. 01 
robuulco," -Sahlrday Rnliew. ' 

Germany By Rev. S. BARINa-Gou~D, Author of "Curious. 
, • Myths of the Middle Ages," &c. Second edition. 

, If Mr. Bruing-Gould tells bis stining tale with knowledge and perspicuity. He 
IS a tborough master of his subject." -GIo66.· 

., A decided 5uccess:'-AI4eIUft'III. 

Carthage. By Prof. AL"".ED J. CHURCH, Auth~~ of to Stories 
from the ClassIc!," &c. ' Second- editIon. 

II Told with admirable lucidity,"-Oburver. . ". . 
.. A masterlyoulline with vigorous toucbesin detail here and there. "_Gllan/ias:. 

Alexander's Empire. By P.rof: J, P'. MA~AFF:, 
Author of U Social LIfe m 

Greece." Second edition. 
II An admirable epitome."-M~/6ourtf6 Argui. 
10 A wonderful success." -Steelalor.' 

The Moors in Spain By STANLEY LAN~ P~OLB, 
• Author of I, Studies In a ' 

Mosque/' Second edition. 
"Is much the best on the subject that we have in Eng16h."-AIA4Jrlftlll. 
II Well worth reading.".!... T;",u 0'/ Morocco • 
.. The best, the fullest. the ru051 accurate. and most readable history of the Moon: 

in Spain for general readera."~/, 7a1lUs's Gaulu. 
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A· . t E t By Prof. GIO. RAWL'J<IOJ<, Author of nClen gyp. If The Five Great Monarchie. ot the 
World." Second edition. 

.. The story Ia told of the land. people and rulers, with vivid oolourinc and ....... 
s~tc literary skill,"-New Yqrj Crilie. 

Hungary By Prof. ·A.Munol VAMBliu, Author of 
• U Travels in Central Asia." Second edition. 

U The volume which be bas contributed to '1'be. Story of the NalionJ' wU1 he 
g~y co~dered one of_the DIOIt int<restiDg and pic:tureaque of thai ..... 01 
sene5. -7.1110. . 

"This eminentlyatisfactory OOok."-SI. 71U1U'" G""I4. 

The Saracens: From the Earliest Time. to the Fall of 
Bagdad. By AaTHva G'LMA., M.A., 

• Author of" Rome, &e.- .. 
f'Le livre de )L Gt1.m.aD at destin' • ftre ]a avid£meat par tID p:and nombre 

de g ... pour Iaquels l'etude des nom!>reus au.,... .. dqa _ ",ran Impoooible.·: 
• . 7"""",1 tIa Dd4h. 

Ireland. By the Ho!,: E.uLY LAWLIS •• Author of H Horri.h." 
. Second Edition. 
"We owe tbanb to Mis Emily far this admirable yolume. In oome ....,..,.. the 

Yt:rJ best or 'The Story of the NallODl· _ .. J" pabIiIhed. • -N~.,.".ul. 

Chaldea. By Z. A. RAGO'Z'If, Author of .. Allyn.," ~, 
.. One or the most iDtcretting _ben of the _ in .bid! it appean. • . &4Is_. 

The Goths. By H .. n BRADLEY. 

"Seems to ... to be as accurate .. k 10 -J de., ..... onl. and simple; 
and it wiD ~ to t1)e reader an excellent idea of the ftried lortuns of the tWO 

: greal_ of the Gothicnatloo. "-TIIOKAB H""",,, in T/U Auuie"'T' 

Assyria' From the Rise of the Einpiretothe Fall ofNiaeveb.. 
• By ZiWAiDE A. RAOOz'If, Author of" Cha1d.,.," &c . 

.. Madame Raf: .. iD .... p<OfGnne<I her !ask In II .. admirably .. she .... done In 
her e:a:rtia' Yolume OIl Cbaldea. She has apared DO pains ill coIleetiDl' the lataa 
aod be:A. iDformatioa oa the Abjec&. • -£St,aa IT .. LdUr /rnI ho,. SAYCL 

Turkey. By STA .... n L.uni POOL.. (Now ready.) 

Holland. By Profe.sor TSoaDLD RoGu.s. [In September. 

France. By Gu ....... MAiao •• [October. 



Anne Gilchrist: fler Life and Writingl. Edited 
. by HERBERT HAIlLAK.E.NDBN 

, G.1LCHRIST. Prefatory Notice by ,WILLIAM MICHAEL 
. ROSSETTI. Second edition. Twelve Illu.tration •• D~my 

, 8vo., cloth, 16.. . . 
.. Here we find a kind, friendly, and humoroWl~ if splenetic Cri%le; a helpful and 

=~u~~le ~ ili~~rr::fU::~~ed ~:to: C:~Oi~=~k~:: 
~~~2'~.J!iif~::Ji~~S', so unlike the Rossetti"of myth, are extremely. 

II A book of great worth and interest."-S,olsman. 

Charles Dickens as I knew Him· The Story • of the 
Reading Tour. in Great Britain and America (1866-1870). 
By GEORGE DOLBY. New and cheaper edi.tion; Crown 
8vo., 3" 6d. . 

II A book which gives us inany-pleasant pictures of ODe of the mOst interesting 

~!ill i:'=c!!=:~'~:tdt?ck::r:Dickens' own sake. "-AIIu"..".. 

Charles Whitehead: A Crhica!' Mon~aph, By 
H. T. MACKENZI& BELL. Cheap' 

.' and Popular edition. Crown 8vo., cloth,S" 
U Mr. Mackenzie Bell has done a good service in introducing to as • man of true 

• genlusJ""'Whosc works have sunk ~to mysteriously swift and complete oblivion." 
• • .. CDntnnjorrzry Rwkw. 

Ole Bull· A Memoir. By SARA c. Bu';'. With Ole Bull'. 
, • "Violin Note." and Dr. A. B. Crosby's" Anatomy 

.' of the Violinist!' Portraits, Second edition. Crown avo., 
cloth, 7', 6d. . 

fl Full of good stories, It is diffieu.lt to know where to choose." .. . 
II A fresh, deUghtful~ and channing b06k."-Gmjki:. [Sa~u,",. Rm'lflI .. 

Johannes Brahms: A Biographical Sketch. By J?r. 
.' . HERMAN DEITER.5 •. Translated, WIth 

addition., by ROSA ·NlwMARcH. Edited, with. Preface, 
by J. A. FULLIR MAITLAND. Portrait. Small crown 8vo., 
cloth,6 •• 



,;~ Lives of Robert and Mary Moffat .. 
_ ·By their Son, JOH" Surra MOFFAT. Portrait., IIlu.tration., 
. and Map.. Sixth .dition. Crown 8vo., doth, 7" 6d. 

Presentation edition, full gilt elegant, bevelled boards, gilt 
edge., in box, lot. 6d. . 
Ispiring record of calm. bra't'eo wite work. and wf11 find a p1a.ee of nJae 
.onoured shelf of miaionary biography. The biographB bu done hJI 

.h re.emll care, and in a ttraigbtforward, una1fected style." 
Cim/mlltWll'7 Rlflilfll. 

Royal Lives. ·Gleanings from Berlin. By 
Do&O'I1IU RoBERTI. Fifth 

.dition. Eight Portraits and Six Illustration.. Crown 8vo., 
cloth elegan t, 71. 6d. 

U ThiI deeply inten5ting work.· -Mi11"IIl.r P(JII. 

The . German Empe~or and Empress: 
The Late Fr.derick lli. Ind Victoria. The Story of their 
Live.. Being the Sixth Ind Popular Edition of" Two Roy:al 
Li ..... • By DOIOTRu RosEaT.. Portraiu. Crown &vo., 
cloth, 21. 6d. 

'1A book .... 10 be popiIa1' 111_ c:In:b.'-T.t< a,/Jffok. 

The Life andTimes ofW.Lloyd Garrison, 
-,80,:18",,: The Story of his Lif. told by his Children •. 
In two volnmes, -with upward. of Twenty Portraits and 
Illustration.. D.my 81'0., cloth, £1 lot. 

Arminius Vamhery: His. Lif., an~ AdvenlDr ... 
Wntten by Hllnself. With 

... Portrait and Fourteen IIIu.tration.. Fifth Ind Popular 
.dition. Square Imperi:al 16mo., cloth extra, 60. • 

"A - faIciDaIiIIg wort, r.n 01 iD_gODd._experienc<s." It.".m. . 
.. Tbc work IS wriUea iD a IDOJt ~ JDaDIIG,. .. -N;:::v:::,;,: MIl.,.: 

Henry Irving: In EDg1and and Ameri.ca, 1838-188t 
By Fu",,",., D .... y. V,gnette Portrait 

by AD. Lt..wz.. Second thonsand. Crown 8"":, dodJ 
extra, So. 

_ A"'"Y~_f1Ilhe ....... f1Ilhe_ ....... • 
_~Jt"""'. 



"Expositions." By Dr. SAMUEL Cox. First Series. 
Third Thousand. Demy 8vo., cloth, . 

7·· 6d• . 

II We have said enough ~o show our high opinion ot Dr. Cox's volume. It fa 
indeed full of JUggesti~n. • • • A yaluab~e voluDu~."4-TAe SJ"tak!f'. ~ . 

"Expositions." By the same Author. Second Series. 
Second Thousand. Demy 8vo., cloth, 

• 7S. 6d. . 

ch:'~:: ~~t ~~,:,:e t:I~:!~e~~e~j~~:~~~~~t~ ;~s~o:r!tty::~ !~: 
earlier aeries a well.nigh unanimous award of commeftdation,"-A&adem)'. 

" Expositions " By the ,a,?,~ Author. Third. ~erie •• · 
• Second editIon. Dcmy 8vo.,. cloth, 

7,·6d . 
• , When we say that the volume possesses aU the intellectual, moral. and 

spiritual characteristics which have won for its author so distinguished a place 
among tho. religious teachers of our time • what further recommendation 
can be Dece&sal)'? "-NQ1I&()tJ/ormist. 

"Expositions." By the .same Author. Fourth Series 
(completing the Set). Demy 8vo., 

cloth, 7s. 6d. . ' 
"The volume is one of the moat interesting and valuable that we have received 

from Dr. Cox. It contains some of the strongest analytical character'Pelcbing be 
baa ever produced."-Glaspw Mail.. -
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The Risen Christ: The Ki~g of Men. By the .lIte 

Rev. J. BALDW' .. Baow .. , M.A., 
_ Author of" The Home Life; &c. Crown 8vo~ doth, 7" 6d. 

c.",,,,,,.-Immortality Veiled-The Primary Leaon - ForeshadowillJlll
Resurrection, tbe Key.o the Life of Cbrist-The Wi ..... to .he Ditcipl_ 
The Testimony of 5 •. Paul-The Univenal Ac:cepI...:e--The Resurrection of 
Cbrist-The Risen Cbris. the King of Men-The Founding of tbe Kingdom
The Adminis.ration-The Ruling Power-The Free Ciliumhip-The !I ... 
Humanity. 

Christian Facts and Forces By the ReT. NlWllu 
_ • SUTTK, Author of 

.. The Reality ot Faith." New Edition. Crown 8vo., 
doth, ...,. 6d • 

.. An able and suggestive series 01 diJe:oanes. "-NoIIUfl!tW'llJul • 
..;=.~::.~ io aoble aad beauliful teaehiDc clearly aad ~, 

Inspiration and' the Bible' An Inquiry •. By 
• ROBERT HOI.TOW, 

M.A'; formerly Fellow of New College, Oxford. CrOWD 
8vo., cloth, 60. 

. Bi~TJ!:..,;t'_~.f<>d~adI- tboagbt, aada_ bdief ID, aad _ 01 die 

- .. It will be found to be a good ...........,.. writ .... ID DO icoIIodastIe opirll. baa _ =~~~;:;:- ol ...... oflbe_ imporIam _ol ....... 

Faint,' yet Pursuing By the ReT. E. J. HuDY, 
• Author of .. How to be Happy 

though Married.· Sq. imp. 16mo., doth, 60. 

~<>::.:r::.i;.=:I~=W'u.U~ -- pabIiIW., 

The Meditations and Maxims of Koheleth. 
A Practical Exposition 'of the Book of Ecd .. iastet. By 
Rev. T •. CA .. PBELL FlJn.u"",. Crown Bvo~ 60. 

':':~".:!t:=-=~OIJ.~.ol.H~=~ 
baJIdJiag. .. -R..... e.posdM>IL 

The Pharaohs of the Bondage and thr 
, Exoduo. Lectu .... by CHAnD S. Ro ... """ D.D., LL.I! . 

SecoDd edition. Large crOWD 8vo~ cloth, So. _ 
.f Both Iectans are ~ ill • Yay ea:nJf3 spirit. aDd are deftIoped wfli,. 

ID1ICb dignity and fon:e. We bawe me greacest satiMaaioD ill ClOIJIJ!)eIIdmc illO 11M: --olllbli<al_ ~ CIuisliaa -.. --LiHr"'7 W ... t.I. • 



A Short Introduction to the History 'of 
Ancient Israel. By the Rev. A. W. ()XPORD; M.A, Vicar 
of St •. Luke's, Berwick Street, Soho, Editor of .. The 
Berwick Hymnal," &c. Crown 8vo., cloth, 3'. 6d. 

We can testify to the great amount of labour it represents,"-Lilet'ary WorM .. 

The- Reality of Religion.' By H'NllyJ. VANDYKE" 
. '. Junr., D.D., of the 

Brick Church, N.Y. Second edition. Crown 8vq., cloth, 
4" 6d. . .' 

.. An able and eloquent review of the considerations 00 which the writer rests his 
belief in Cbristiani'Y, and an impassioned statement of the strength of this belief." 
~" _. SCQtsman. 

The Reality of Faith By the Rev. NEWMAN SM":"'H, 
, D.D., Author of" Old Faith, 

in Now Light." Fo!mh and Cheaper Edition. Crown' 
8vo., cloth, 4" 6d. 

u1beyare fresh and beautiful expositions 01 those deep things, tbose foundation 
- truths, which underlie Christian faith and spiritual liCe in their varied 

manife5lations."-C;"rislian Age. . . .'. . . 

A. Laymap.'s StUdy of the English Bible 
Considered in ita Literary.rnd Secular Aspects. By FUNCIS 
BOWEN, LL.D. Crown 8vo., cloth, 4s. 6d. . 

.. Most heartily do we recommend this little volume to the careful stud", not . 

=1:t:!:: o~~~~ !th~h:t~~~::~~~ ~~::II~~is~~ose love for it . " 

The Parousia. A Critical Inq~iry into the New' 
. f Testament Doctrme of Our Lord's 

Second Coming. By the Rev; J. S. RUSSELL, M.A. New 
and cheaper edition. Deroy 8vo., cloth, 7', 6d. 

"Critical, in the best sense of the word. Unlike many treatises on the subject, 
tbtl is a sober and reverent investigation, and abounds in a careful and in.structive 
JX~e$b or every palsage bearing upon it."-Noll(On/ormisl. 

The Bible and the Age' or, An . EI.ucidation of 
, the Prmclples of a· 

. Consistent and Verifiable Interpretation of Scripture. By 
. CUTHBERT COLLINGWOOD, M.A. and B.M. Oxon. Demy 8vo., 
cloth, )0 •• 6d. 

tU:::.~": }~A7ftU co~",~.4~~f~:iI,~~urth on so \'a1uable an ad~tion lo its litera· 
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The Ethic of Freethought, • Selection ofE ... y. 
. 'ond Lecture.. By 

K..u PEAlSOlf, M.A., formerly Fellow of King'. College, 
Cambridge •. Demy 8vo .• cloth, us. 

"Are characterised by ,"ueb learning. much ...... and forcible _,. IIIId • 
fear1asness of cieD.uneiaWm and ezpoJ.i~ "-$&1111,,",". 

D t' d H' S h 1 By KVlfo F,ICH.I. , escar es an IS c 00, Translated from the 
Third and Rey~d German Edition by J. P. GOaDY, Ph.D. 
Edited by NOAH POIT .... D.D •• LL.D. Demy 8vo •• cloth, 
,6 •• 

U A valaabJe additigo to the literature of PbiIotopby."-SecnJ1ll4J1' • 

. gi~~;~':"K':.!~~~-=='!-~':' 
Socrate~' A Translation of the Apology, Crito, ;nd Portl of 

. '. the Phzdo of Plato. .2mo .. cloth, 3., 6d, 
"The _ is cIeu- and ~ "-11_"8 Pm. 

A Day in Athens with Socrates: Tran.l.rio ... 
. from the 

, Protagoru IJIId the Repnblic of Plato. J 2mo •• cloth. 3" 6d. • 
"We CID ___ to (be EuglUllreadtr ... p.iDgbimwbat 

~":.i~_~ ,.;.;.,;,~M.'/I~_a..-,oIcap1aDa-

Talks with Socrates about Life: Tran.la;ion. 
from the 

GargU' and the Republic of Plato. ..mo., cloth. 3" 6d. 
•• A raJ senic:e is ~ to the gmeraJ mida' .bo bu DO ~ and to 

whom the two aucient pIilloocpbcn "'" oaIy __ by ,he ""Mica_ ol 0-:::.s m.r!.ng;:: :.:' ... .:...cl=L~i:!tuma:'·bo it ~iD' a libnuy oucbt 

Natural Causation, An Essay in Four Parts. By C. 
E. Pw",.,."", Author of .. General 

Sketch of the HUtory of Pantheism," &c. Demy 8vo. 
doth, 7". 6d. 

•• \\'bile 1IIUI,..w fmd ill this.oIume much from.hkh they.iJJ ditrK~ lhere 
iI~~_~~~'t.=:!.~ aada_dtallbi., 



G
uatemala: 'The Land of the Quetzal •. B,.. WILLIAM 

T. BRIOfiAM. Twenty-SIx full- page 
and Seventy-nine smaller Illustrations. Five Map"" 
Demy Svo., cloth, £t IS.' (Mr. Brigham brought back 

from Guatemala several hundred photographs from which 
the Illustration. have bee~ made.) 

.A Summer's I Cruise 'in ,the Waters of 
Greece, Turkey,. and Russia.. By ALFRED COLBECK. Frontis

. piece. Crown Bvo., clo.th, lOS; 6d. 

The. Decline of British Prestige in the 
East. By SHLIM FARIS, Editor of the Arabic" El-Jawalb II 
of Constantinople. CrowD. 8vo., cloth, 55.. . 

Conltnls.-The Egyptian Question, and the. English Rule in E~e-

:~mR!~ io~l~~es~j~;l~ ~t~~t~Tb~Oli~;~~ ~~~za::~;:e:re~~~t~ 
Political and Social Object-The Egyptian Convention,· and Cause of its 
failure. ' . 

'Daily'Life in India By the Rev. W. J. WILKINS. I11~s-
• trated. Crown 8vo" cloth, 55. 

Contmts.-Ca.lcutta-Ca.lcutta, tbe Oxford of India-The People: Euro~ 

~ ~b:;~T::a~e~~e c?~~~;;d~ TTe:;I~~~O~nsPf:~s ~~~ti;;!,gri~= 
Religious FesJivals-Gurus, or ReligiousTeaabers and their Discipl~-Hindu 
SainW-:--Buming Ghats and Treatment of the Dying-Bazaar Preaching-Life 
on tbe River-Lire in Tent-All about Tigers-School Work-Work amongst 
the Hindu Girls and Women-Bengali Christians-India's Need. 

Modern' Hinduism' A~ Account of. the ~eligion and 
,', .LIfe of the HIndus In Northern 

India. By Rev. W. J. W,LK,NS. Demy Bvo., cloth, 16s. 
II A solid m:ldition to our litemture." - Weslm;tuler Review. , 
.. A valuable conJribution to knowledge."-Scotsma.. -
II A valuable QOutribution to the study or a very di~cult subject."-Madras Mail. 
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Central A.sian '()uestions· E· ... ro on Afghani.tan, . '<.!:! • Ch,n... and Cenual 
Asi.. By D ....... uv. C. B011LGEt. With Portrait and 
Three Maps. Demy Svo., cloth, IS .. 

:: ~·~of orwl~o!:!..om:.tJ~ :a!'::rAsia QaestioDs.·~Almll J~~!; 
.. A W!rJ waJoabie CODtnbution to oar literatan:: OD. IUbjecu of fta aDd. iDc:reIUinc 

1nterest.··-CoII ... ·s Vakil .5Irviu Mq=-_ 

The Balkan Peninsula. By EU""I DI LAYILITI. 
Translated by Mn. THonL 

Edited and Revised for the· EngJi.h Public by the Author. 
Map. Demy 8vo., cloth. 160. 

::t.m:'~~~:'~~~-~'iZa==: 
the snbj«l..-~ Rmn.. 

Tuscan Studies and Sketches By LlADn SCOTT, 
o Author of .. A 

Nook in the Apennines, n .. Mesoer Agnolo'. Houoehold, n 
&C. Many Fnll-page and omaller IlhuuaUono. Sq. imp •. 
16mo., cloth, 100. 6d. . • 

C_.-Put I. STuDIES _'The GiaDts lit the Gat __ Dnid. Hen:uJ .. 

:=--AeU=.C;';::~~~ :~F1p= 
~ :;:~~~~~~!:b%;.~~:~ 
ApeD1riDes-A Moomtain FUJIeIOl-A FIDrentiDe __ The CulIe 01 
lIelauo-VoItemolDd the _ SpriDgi-A CityolF __ S .. CemipaDo. 

Letters from Italy By E ....... DI LulL ...... T~ 
• laced by MR.' THOu&, lleYiKd 

by the Aath.".. Portrait of the Author. Crown BYo., 6t. 
• A _ ddigbtr.J __ ·-N~/-ut . 
•• E...,- page iI pIeasurtIy"'"' IoigbtJr ........ _ T;.a. 



T he Theory'ofLaw and Civil Society. 
By AlIG~STV' PvLOZKY (Dr. Juri.), Profe.~or of Law at 
Budapest. Dcmy 8vo., cloth, 18.. • 

Con/mls.-Science and its Classification-Method":""The Science of the 
Philosophy of Law and Civil Society-Division of the Philosophy of Law and 
Civil Society-8ociety and its Organization-The Mutual Relations of the , 
Societies-Tbe Societies in History-The State and its Constituent Elements 
-Origin of the State-The Aim, their Sphere of Aotion, and the Ideal of the 
State-The N OtiODS of Law and Right-The Fundamental Principle of Law 
and Right-The Sources and Form. of Law. -

Labour Land and Law' ASearchfoi'theMiss!ng 
, , , • Wealth of -the Workmg 

Poor. By WILLIAM A. ,PHILLIPS. Demy 8vo., cloth, 9~. 
II H; is evidently a'man of considerable ability, and a student of social and 

economical problems. • . • There is a great deal of statistig.l information to 
be found in' Labour. ~J and Law.' "-St. :James's Ga.dle. 

United States Notes: A History of the variou. Issues 
of Paper Money by the 

- Government of the United State.. By JOHN' J. KNOX. 
With Photo-.Lithographic Specimens. Deroy 8vo., cloth" .... 

.. I A very minute historical sketch of the treasury and otber notes issued by the 
GovemmenL . \. . The book should be carefuij.y studied by those' who would 
unQerstand the subjcct."-Nnu York En-ald. _ 

Representative British Orations. Wit~ ~ntro-
ductlons, &c., 

by CHA •• K. ADA.... 16mo., ROl:burgh, gilt top', 3 vol •. , 
, in cloth bOl:, IS', The Volume. may also be had without 

bOl:, J 3" 6d. ' 

Qf -;.~: t!O~~da:::~:;li~:i!"~io:;.~,~~~1~a}jrs:~/~~. ~ng the work one 
.. Tbey are well chosen .••• Tho paper and type arc de Jllxe,"-Ee07lomisl. 
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Jottings from Jail. Note. aDd Papen on Prison Mitten. 
. By the Rev. J. W. HO&SLIT, M.A. 

OXOD., late {and fa.t} Chaplain of H.M. PriSOD, ClerkeDwell •• 
SecoDd editlOD. CroWD 8vo., cloth, 3 •• 6d. = II The jottings are full of vivacity and abrewd. common senJe, and their author,. 

amid uru:ongenial surroaudiags. has preserved ........... <>1 humour. ·-8<111. 

Literary Landmarks of London By LAn,,,c. 
'! HUTTOII'. 

Third edition. CrOWD 8vo., 7 •. 6d. 
II He basworked.out a felicitous idea with industry, tIrill. andMX:Ceu."-Stalldani. 

Literary Landmarks of Londdn. By LA"".c, 
. HUTTO .... 

Fourth, Revised, and' Chelper Edition. CrOWD 8vo., 
Illustrated cover, 2 •• 6d. . 

.. H. bas made himself an iD'iaIuaIJk fIIJld tk ,'- to !be lover of n.....". 
London. "-Allan& MOfIIAf7_ 

About the Theatre: E,say.an~Studie •• ByWILLIA" 
. • AacHEa. Crown 8vo., cloth, 

bevelled edge., 70: 6d. . 
.. Theatrical- subjects. from the Cemorship of .the Stage to the m.,. reeent 

phenomena of first nigh15. have thoroughly able an4 infOl"lIlel1 dixullion ia 
Mr. Archer's handsome book."-:-C01Ilem/<Jrat;Y Rtview. . 

How to be Happy though Married. 
Small crown 8vo., cloth, 3" 6d. Bridal Gift EditioD, white 
vellum cloth, extra gilt, bevelled boards, gilt adge., in box, 
7·· 6d. . 

. .. \Ve strongly re:eommend this book as ODe 01 tbe bell of wedding presentl, It 
IS a complete handbook to an earthly Paradise, and ilt author may be regarded .. 
the Munay of MalrimoDy """ &he __ of 1Jli&"-PaiI Mall GouIu. 

" Manners Makyth Man" By the Author of 
. . . , .. How to be Happy • 

though Married.· Popular Edition, .mall crOWD 8vo., 
cloth, 3', 6d. ; imp. r6mo., cloth, 60. Presentation edition, 

. imp •• 6mo., cloth, bevelled edg.., in box, 7'. 6d. 
~-.- wboIesoIbe. and Rraighofonr.ud."_.s.t.ntaJ'R"'''''. 

Enolish as She is Taught GC1Iu~ne. ADlWen. f<I 
b • ExamlDaaon QuettJODJ 

- in our Public Schools. Collected by C ... OLl .. B. L. Row. 
With a Commentary thereon by M.uo: TWAI.. Demy 
r6mo., cloth, 21. _ 

MAIO: Til' ADO ... ,..: •• A darlmg ~ cariosity •••• Tbis Ii1tIe _ oacbt 
10 ... fony _ of.-s>le IOlbiukiJI&. • • 



• • Ong.nal T he Brownies; Their Book, Wit~ a!l the 

Pictures and Poems by PALMER ,Cox, .s' publhhed in 
SI. Nich.lal, and with many new'Pictures. Medium.. 

4to., cloth, 6s. ' 
Some of'M e ... lenls."-ln the Toy Shop-The Singing School-Their 

Friendly Tum-Canoeing-The Brownies and the Bees-The Fowth of July 
-Fishing-At Archery. 

'New 'Fairv Tales from Brentano Told. in 
. ,-, .' Engh.h 

by K'ATB F""'.L.CRATH KROEKER, and Pictured by F • 
. CARRUTH .... GOULD. Eight Full-page Coloured I\1u.tra
. cions. Square 8vo., illustrated, paper boards, cloPi back, 
ss.; clotb, gilt edge., 6 .. 

e ... _s.-The Story of Gockel, Hinkel, and Gackelcia--The Story oi 
Frisky Wisky-The Story of the Myrtle Maiden-The-Story of Brokcrina-
The Story of Old Father Rhine and the Miller. ' 

Fairy Tales from Brentano. Told in English by 
.- ..' LTI FItEILIGIlATR 

'Kllo!uR. Illu.trated by F. CAR"UTHE'" GOULD. Popular 
edition. Sq. imp. 16mo., 3'. 6d. 

in ':~:=~~:e =~:~::~;::~ 'b!!n re::: :::J:=:~ 
Pl~~ '~d~:':b1rt!':ktor ill Madame Kroeker, and an inimitable illustrator in .. 
Mr. Canuthcra GoulcLJ'-Tl'1ItA. . 



22 15ook. for QrbfUJren. , 

Tom's AdventUres in Search of Shadow-
I"nd: A Fairy Tale. By HERBERT S. SW"TL~"o. Thirteen 
Full- page IllUJtrationl by W. H. 0 ...... 0 and G.o. 
HONIERI.. Small crown 8vo., cloth, 3" 6d. 

In the Time' of Roses: A Tale of Two Summer •• 
. • Told and Illustrated by 

FLORENCE -and EDITH SCA""'LL, Author and Arti.t Iif 
"Sylvia'i naughten." Thirty-tWo Full-page. and other 
l11us\l'ation.. Sq. imp. 16mo., cloth, s •. ;: ~ ~~=g ~~;'-':"e:InNm . 

.. A very d<Jjghtf':l SIar7.:'-A-umy. 

Prince Peerless' A Fairy-Folk Story-Book. By the 
• HOD. MAr-CUlT COLLIn (Madame 

Galletti eli C.dilhac), Author of .. Our Home by the 
Adriatic.D IlIu.trated by the Hon. JOK" COLLIIL Sq. 
imp. 16mo., cloth, 5" 

IfDeJjgbtfal in style and fsmcy ... -SetJlslIUI ...... 
".A yolwnc of~!J-SallmW.1 ReJJie& 

When I was a Child. or, Left Behind. By Lr.DA 
1 VILLAU, Author of "On 

TulClll Hill.," lee. IIlUltrated. Square 8vo., ,cloth. gilt 
edge., 3', 6d. 

.. It is fresh aDd bri~ht !'rom the S-c:haptor to tbe Iast.. -M_iII P,d. 

::!~~=-~~=~.::s;!:.'!: 

The Prince of the Hundred SOUpS: 
A PUl>pet Show in Narrativ.. Edited, with a Prel2ce, by 
V.1U'OK L.L n1umated. Cheaper editioo. Squart 8vo., 
cloth, 3·" 6d. . 

.. There is ...... _ in the __ tIwa in baJI.a.cIoooD onIlnary padIo-
IIIimes. "J-SJed4lw_ ." 

Ottilie •. An Eighteenth Century Idyl. Squuc Svo., cloth. 
• extra, JI. 6d. 

.~~. -- • • • Drawa _·1iIII insight _ the period 

• .. P1easurtIy aDd c:aJdaII,.wri...... • • • • The __ Ids the.-_ 
af.iA~~·~.IJDd~~~~!.~~ .. y. 



'l6ooks tor ~blllJren. 23 

The, Bird's, Nest and other Sermon. for Children of all 
, Age,. By the Rev. SAMViL,COX, D.D., -

Author of" E:z:position.," &c. Second edition. Imp. 16mo., 
cloth,6s. \ 

,. If These beafitiful discourses were addressed to children of all ages, and· must 
have found an echo in the hearts of ruanyyouthfullisteners."-St. Jarrus's Guelle, 

, .f D~ Samuel Cox has opened up a coptparatively new vein.I~':ntttmi" Century; 

B' d '. d B' d S £Ii A cOmplete 11" snestmg an Ir - tu ng,. Description of 
the Nests and Eggs of Birds which Breed in Britain. By 
EDWARD NEWMAN. Revised and' Re-written, with Direc
tions for their Collection and Preservation; and with .a 
Chapter on Bird-Stuffing, by MILLKR CHRISTY. Crown 

_ 8vo., IS. - ~ 

Spring Blosso~s ~nd Summer 
or, Sunday Talks for the Children. By the 
BYLas, of Ealing. Crown 8vo" cloth. 2S, '6d~ 

Fruit; 
Rev. JOHN 

~'They are o~simple and ins~uve cbaracter."-Dundu Ad1le.rliJer. 

"Arminius Vambery' His, Life an~, Adventu~e •. 
• WrItten, by Hunself. W,th 

Introductory Chapter dedicated to the Boys of Enjl!and.' 
Portrait and Seventeen Illustrations. Crown 8vo., ss. 

"We weleome It as one or"tbe 'best books of travel that our boys c~uld ~ve 
poISibly ~laced. in their ~a.nds."-Se.6:001maJ'ttr. , ' 

Boys' Own Stories, By A!cOTT R, -Hop .. Author of 
. "StorIes of Young Adventurers," 

" Stories out of Scnool Time," &c. Eight Illustrations. 
Crown 8vo" cl0t!t, 58. . . 

wi;~~~~~t~~a ~m~~t~h,:I~~b:;. of ~~~~epe~ti~t a;~~~h'is~: 
::~ ~~~:;f=~f~~hi~t!~:r.:S=:~d~S~~~~~:;"~y~:i~~ 

The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe. 
Newly Edited after the Original Edition., Nineteen Illus
trations. Large crown 8vo., cloth extra, 55 .. 



The chief papers of interest in THI~ 
CENTURY. for 18.88 are those dealing with 
Travel and Adventute. Mr. KINNAN 
describes his Adventures, Exile Life, and 

, the People he- met with in a journey of 
fifteetr . thousand miles through Russia 
and Siberia. Mr. ROOSEVELT treats of 
the 'Wild Industries and scarcely Wilder 
Sports of the great lonely plains of the 
Far West; while Mr. DI KAY con
tributes a series of studies on the 
Ethnology, Landscape, Literature, 'and 
Arts of Ireland. . 

Pri<, IS • .i,4.' M.nth". P.II /ru, 19'. " Y'II1". 

~rNJgtt,?IAS 
~·f.\I\PES·DODG'f~ 

For 1888, contains a large number 
of Tales by many well-known Authors, 
among whom are Miss ALCOTT, Mrs. 
FRANCIS, HODGSON BURNETT" FRANK 
R. STOCKTON, JOIL CHANDLER HARRIS, 
AMELIA B. BARR, H. H. BOYl!SEN, Miss 
F. C; BAYLOR, and PALMIIl Cox. 

Pritt IS, M.nth".· PlSt /rtf, l.y. II Y,"r. 

1An~: 

T. FISHER UNWIN. z6, PATe •• osnl SQu .... 
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